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PREFACE

In the history of Advaita after Sri Sankara Bhagavatpada, it

is a unique and rare event that is being commemorated by the

publication of this Volume — the Diamond Jubilee of the ascen-

sion to the Sri Kamakoti Pitha by His Holiness Jagadguru Sri

Chandrasekharendra SarasvatI, Sri Sankaracharya of Kanchi. For
sixty years the Acharya has adorned the Holy Seat founded by
Sri Sankara Bhagavatpada, making its lustre spread far and wide

and bringing solace to innumerable seekers all the world over.

The present Volume is a collective offering made to the Jagadguru

by His devotees, as a humble token of their ineffable gratitude,

veneration, and love, on the auspicious occasion of the Diamond

Jubilee.

Advaita, which is the Plenary Experience, is not a system

among the systems of philosophy or a cult among the cults of

religion. It has been taught by great preceptors from time imme-
morial as the culmination and goal of all philosophical schools

and religious persuasions. The Advaita tradition traces its inspi-

ration to God Himself — as Sriman-Narayana or as Sada-Siva.

The supreme Lord revealed the wisdom of Advaita to Brahma,

the Creator, who in turn imparted it to Vasishtha. This wisdom
was handed down at first as vam&a-parampara, i.e. as from father

to son, in succession. With Suka and Gau£apada commenced the

kishya-^parampwra, i.e. the line of succession from preceptor to

disciple. Sankara, an avatara of Siva, was the greatest consoli-

date of Advaita: his penetrating and lucid commentaries on the

three prasthanas, viz. the Upanishads, the BhagavadrgitdL, and the

Brahma-sutra, have been acclaimed as masterpieces of Vedantic

literature. The teachers of Advaita who came after him have

expounded the Upanishadic teaching in numerous works. In the

present Volume, there are articles contributed by various scholars

on the Preceptors of Advaita belonging to the three periods into

which the history of Advaita falls: (1) that of pre^Sankara teach-

ers, beginning with Vasishfha. (2) that of Sankara and his imme-

diate disciples, and (3) that of post-Sankara exponents of Advaita.
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The first fifty-six articles cover sixty Preceptors of Advaita: it will

be seen that not only philosophers hut also poets, literary writers,

and exponents in some of the regional languages have been included

here. Articles 57, 58, and 59 are devoted to Sankarite Institutions,

Kamakshi and Kamakoti. and the Kamakoti Pitha, respectively.

The sixtieth article presents a brief life-sketch of His Holiness

Jagadguru Sri Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati, the Sage of Kanchi,

the Diamond Jubilee of whose Pipharohctya this Volume comme-
morates. In the last article, the sixty-first, are given English trans-

lations of two of His Holiness's discourses — (i) On Advaita, and

(ii) On the Significance of Sankara Jayanti.

We are grateful to all those who have, with great joy and

profound devotion, helped to make the publication of this Volume
possible: to the scholars who have contributed articles; to Dr. N.

Veezhinathan who translated into English such of those articles

which were originally written in Samskrit or Tamil, and who
attended to the many details of publication; to Dr. T. P. Rama-
chandran who assisted in reading the proofs; to Sri T. Sadasivam,

Editor, "Kalki", for help and advice in regard to tho illustrations

and the cover-design; to Sri Sridhar of "Ananda Vikatan" for sup-

plying photographs of His Holiness; to the G. S. Press for the ex-

cellent printing; to the Government of Andhra Pradesh for a

generous grant-in-aid.

May this reverential offering to His Holiness serve, in however
small a measure, the cause of Advaita — which is the cause of

universal Spiritual Peace — so dear to His heart!

Madras

December 31, 1967 T. M. P. Mahadevan.
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VASISHTHA

by

K. S. Ramaswami Sastoi
B.A.j B.L.

Vasishtha is one of the supreme seers, sages and saints of India.

In the course of uttering the Gayatri-mantra day after day, the

names of seven sages (Atri, Bhrigu, Kutsa, Vasishtha, Gautama,
Kasyapa, and Angirasa) are repeated everyday. In Valmifci's

world-famous epic poem Ramayana (the 19th sarga or chapter

in the Bala-kanda) the sage Visvamitra goes to King Dasaratha

of Ayodhya to ask him to send RSma with him to protect from
destruction by demons the sacrifice that was going to be performed
by him. King Dasaratha was unwilling to do so because Rama
was young. Thereupon Vif&vamitra tells him:

aham vtldmi mahatriwnam
rcLmatn, satya-pavSkramam

vastehfho'pi mahMejah
ye chanye tapasi sfhitah

(I know Rama to be high-souled and of true prowess. The sage

of spiritual radiance — Vasishtha — and others who excel in

tapas, i.e., spiritual austerity, also know him to be so.)

Even then the king was unwilling to send Rama with Visva-

mitra But Vasishtha advised the king to grant Visvamitra's

request, and thereupon King. Daisaratha sent Rama and Laksh-
mana with Visvamitra. Vasishtha was the purohita (spiritual

adviser) of the king of suryavamia, i.e. the solar dynasty. Visva-

mitra taught them two potent mantras — Bala and AtibalS —
which enabled them to conquer hunger and thirst and perform
miraculous acts. Visvamitra performed his protected sacrifice

unhindered, as Rama and Lakshmana protected it from all

attackers.

After Rama and Lakshmana returned from the island of Lanka
after destroying RSvana and his rule over the universe, Vasishtha
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was one of the eight sages who crowned Rama as the king of

Ayodhy§.

vasi&tho vamadevascha jabaliraiha hasyapah

katy&yano suyajnasca gautamo vijayas tafha

abhyashinchan nara-vydghram prasannena sugandhina

salilena sahasraksham vasavo vasavam yaihd

(Valmiki RamAyana— Yuddha-ka.nd.a, sarga 131,

Verses 61, 62).

(Vasishtha, Vamadeva, Jabali, Kaiyapa, Katyayana, Suyajna,

Gautama and Vijaya performed the coronation of Rama with

limpid and fragrant water, as Vasus crowned Indra as the King

of all the worlds)

.

Such a consummating coronation of Sri Rama by Vasishtha

was supplemented and perfected by another coronation, i.e. the

gift of spiritual knowledge to Rama as described in the great work
Yogarvasishtha which is as great in merit in its way as Vdlmiki

R&mdyana and is much bigger in size than Valmiki Rdmayana,
Adapting a well-known Sanskrit verse about Valmiki Ramayana,

we may say about Vasishtha's work:

vasishtha girt sambhUixt

rama sagara gamini

pwnatu bhuvanam pwnya

ramayana-mahanadi

The first part of the work deals with vairagya (freedom from

desire), Mumukshutva (desire for spiritual liberation), utpaiti

(creation), sthiti (preservation) and upasama (dissolution). The

second part of the work consists of two sections, viz. Purvardha

and Uttharardha (the first part and second part) which deal in

great detail with nirvana (annihilation of individuality and achieve-

ment and spiritual experience of universality and divinity).

I shall quote in conclusion from Yoga-vamhtha a few verses

which combine wonderful beauty and divine sublimity.

evam sarvamidam visvam paramatmaiva kevalam

bmhmaiva. par$ka§am e$a devafy parah smrttdfy
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tadetad pUjanam, sreyah tasmat sarvam, avdpyate
tadaiva sargabhilh sarvam idam tasminnavasthitam
akrtrimam, anadyantam advi&yam akhanditam
abahissadhan&s&dhyain sukham tasm&d av&pyate

(The whole universe is one with ParamatmS, i.e. the Universal
Lord. Brahman is known as Parakasa, i.e. the Supreme Sky.
Worshipping Him is beneficial. From Him comes everything. He
is the Creator of everything. All things rest in Him. He is not
the Creation. He is without beginning and end. He has no peer.

He is undivided and indivisible and full. He is not created by
an agency outside Him. We get all bliss from Him).
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SAKTI

by

Srivatsa Somadeva Sarma

Sahitya-vanmukha-bhushana Puruna-sagara

In the uninterrupted lineage of the preceptors of Advaita, grl

Sakti Acharya occupies the fourth place. His biography and great-

ness are described in various Puranas. Vasishtha, the spritual son

(manasa-putra) of Brahma, had a hundred sons through his wife,

ArundhatL The eldest among them was Sakti, who possibly on
account of the varied powers he had, was named so.

The greatness of gakti is set forth in the work 'Sri Kamakoti
Pitha Jagadguru Parampararatnamalasluti', by Sadasivabrahmond-

ra with the commentary by Atmapraka&endra Sarasvati, published

by Sr! Vidya Press, Kumbhakonam, in 1837.

"bahumitrasahakshilfeapa^pahasannidhyam

arodhyasatpratapam
mahadanchita-^mantra-yantra^ktim

manasa Saktimupaimi sadviraktam"

"I meditate upon Sakti, the detached one, whose presence

removed the sins of the king by name Bahumitrasahan, who had
pre-eminent splendour, who possessed of mantra and yantra powers
bestowed upon him by great ones."

The commentator explains the meaning of this verse as fol-

lows: Mitrasaha of the solar dynasty had Vasishtha as his family

preceptor. Destruction of wild beasts and demons being the duty
of the king, Mitrasaha once wanted to kiU a demon; but the latter,

by the power of bis 'maya' eluded the arrow and hid himself

somewhere. With the evil intention of doing some wrong
to the king, the demon disguising himself as a cook, pre-

pared food from a human being's flesh for the ancestral

ceremony to be performed by the king. The food was served to

Vasishtha. But, the sage coming to knew of the true nature of
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the food that was served to him, got angry ana spelt a curse on

the king that he should become a man-eating demon. The king,

not knowing the tricks played by the demon thought that Vasishtha

was wrong in cursing him and he, in turn, in an angry mood took

water in his palms to spell a curse on the sage. The minister, how-

ever, dissuaded him from doing so by saying that by cursing the

preceptor the whole family would be destroyed. The king, fully

convinced, poured the water on his feet. If the water taken after

determination is poured anywhere that portion or place would get

dirty. As a result of the king's pouring water on his feet, his

feet also became dirty; henceforth, he was called 'Kalmashapada'.

This act, according to the king, was mainly intended to show others

that any insult done to the preceptor would be a sin. Thus having

become a demon, one day while he was on a chase to kill the sons

of Vasishtha he came across {Sa&ti Acharya, and on merely seeing

him his sin and curse were removed. He then prayed to Sakti

Acharya to take him as his disciple and instruct him on the nature

of Truth as a result of which he crossed the ocean of transmigra-

tion and attained release.

This narrative is slightly different from the one that is found

in the other Purana. There, it is found that 'Kalmashapada' killed

and ate all the one hundred sons of Vasishtha including 6akti, that

Sakti's son Parasara in order to kill the demons performed a sacri-

fice and that Sakti by the grace of Lord Siva appeared before the

child to make him stop the sacrifice.

There seems to be a contradiction involved in the narratives of

the two Puranas. But if we adopt the view that 'Kalmashapada'

ate Sakti and others from the first Purana and that his sins and

curse were annihilated just by the mere presence of Sakti emerg-

ing from the sacrificial fire and that he attained liberation on re-

ceiving instructions from 6akti himself from the other one

(Purana), the mutual contradiction in the views expressed in the

two Puranas get dissolved.

In the 65th chapter of the first half of the Langa-purana the

following version is found. It says that j§akti is the eldest of the

one hundred sons of Vasishtha. He learned all the arts from his

father, married 'Adrlyanti' and was running the life of a house-

holder duly performing all the prescribed Karmas. Visvamitra,
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as a result of his enmity towards Vasishtha, accosted a demon by

name 'Rudhiran' to enter the body of 'Kalmashapada' and made
him kill Sakti and the other sons of Vasishtha. Overcome with

grief at the death of his sons, Vasistha, as was the custom in

that cosmic age fell from a hill-top with his wife m an attempt to

end his life as well as that of his wife. This way of putting an

end to one's life was known as 'bhrgu-patanam' which was not

regarded as suicide, since one was permitted to end one's life at the

time of grief by falling from the hill-top. But 'BhudevI', the Goddess

of earth saved the old couple. 'Adrsyanti, the wife of Sakti, con-

soled them by saying that since she was in the family way, the

family thread would not be disrupted.

Vasishtha was solaced on hearing this piece of good news. One
midnight Vasishtha heard the chanting of the Vedas from the

place where Adrsyanti was sleeping. As he was wondering, he

heard an unknown voice saying that it was his grandson, the son

of Sakti who was chanting the Vedas from the womb of his mother,

that he (the child) was going to be a great devotee of Siva and

that he would compose Vishnupurana. Vasishtha, forgetting the

grief that had seized him, began expecting the day of his grand-

son's birth. At last, the day also came and the joy of Vasistha

and his wife knew no bounds. After having worked out the child's

horoscope, he was named 'Sakteyan'. The child, noted for his

wisdom even while in the womb, asked his mother the reason for

her not being able to enjoy the birth of a child for her. While

everyone eke including Vasishtha and his wife was avoiding a

reply, the mother herself informed the child that his father was
killed by a demon and that was the reason why she was not

happy. Even before she could conclude her narrative, the child

told the mother that he would bring his father very soon. Sakteya,

praying to Lord Siva, lit up a fire and began performing a sacri-

fice aiming at exterminating the demons. Thousands of them

perished in that fire. Devi Parvati, consort of Lord Siva, asto-

nished at the child's devotion to his father requested her husband,

Siva, to return the father to the child. Siva also complied with

the request of his consort. Sakteya, coming to know through his

mother that Sakti was his father, prostrated before him. The

father embracing the child told him thus: "Who can kiU whom?
Jt is only one's karma that is responsible for one's death. So, stop
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the sacrifice". The family of Vasishtha was once again united.

Pulastya of the TRakshasa' race, blessed him thus: "Since you
were Eke an arrow to the enemy, you shall henceforth he known
as 'Parasara' and you shall compose Vishnupurana".

The Mahabharata, Adiparvan, 192-195, gives a biographical
sketch of the three preceptors—Vasistiha, gakti, and Paraiara.
Once, a king by name 'Divodasa' also known as 'Mitrasaha' was
returning after a tiresome hunting in the forest. On the way, he
came across some sages among whom Sakti also was one. The
icing, feeling hungry and thirsty, asked the sages to give him way.
Sakti told the king that it was he who should give way for the
sages and not vice versa. The king, getting angry at this reply
whipped Sakti and he in return pronounced a curse on the king
that he would forthwith become a demon. While the king, re-

penting for his action, was about to apologise to the sage, Visva-
mitra prevented the king from doing so, by making a demon called

kiakara enter the body of the king.

Sakti learnt all the Advaita texts under his father, Vasi$£ha.
He was always conscious of his identity with the Supreme Self.

It was indeed our good fortune to have had such illustrious,

realised souls like Sakti. who kept alive the Advaita tradition for

the benefit of posterity.
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PARASARA
by

N. SUBRAMANIA AlYAR (ANNA)
B.A., L.T.

I bow down to that great Saint, Paraiara, who composed the

gem of a Puraaa (the Vishnu-purana) revealing therein faith-

fully the truths about soul, matter, God, their inter-relationship,

enjoyment of this world, freedom and the ways and means thereof.

Stotra-ratnam by Yamunachlrya

I

Vasishtha, the mind-born son of Brahma, begot Sakti. Sakti

begot Parasara. Parasara begot Veda Vyasa. Vyasa begot Suka.

And all of them were great seers and the earliest of the builders

of the enduring edifice of Sanatana Dharma.

Paraiara lived at the end of Dvapara-yuga, just before the

Kali era set in. He was once crossing the Ganges in a boat plied

by a fallen angel in the guise of a fisherwoman, by name Satyavati.

Paraiara fell in love with her and of their union was born a child

of destiny. We are told that the birth of the child was mysterious,

that he was no sooner conceived than he was born, 'Sadyotpan-

nah'. He came to be known as Dvaiplyana because he was born
on an island. He was called Krishna because he was black.

He earned the appellation of Veda Vyasa, as he became later on
the Codifier of the Vedic literature.

Perhaps the greatest glory of Paraiara is that he gave Veda
Vyasa to the world. A tree is known by its fruit. Speaking of

Vyasa, Sri Aurobindo says, "A wide and searching mind, histo-

rian, statesman, orator, a deep and keen looker into ethics and
conduct, a subtle and high aiming politician, theologian and philo-

sopher, it is not for nothing that Hindu imagination makes the

name of Vyasa loom so large in the history of Aryan thought and

attributes to him work so important and manifold."

Paraiara is illustrious not only because he is the father of

Veda Vyasa but on his own account as a Maharshi, as a law-giver
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and as a powerful writer. We owe to him the Parasara-smriti and

the Vishnu-purana, called a gem among the Puranas.

II

The teachings of Parasara can be understood from a few

quotations given below, culled from the Vishnu-purana:

—

As the air blown through different holes of a flute produces

different notes, the one Paramatman appears as many.

He who creates, sustains and destroys the worlds in the guise

of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva is Bhagavan Janardana himself.

Whatever is seen is His manifestation but people who have

no eyes to see the truth, see this manifestation as the universe.

The life of the world is His Kaustubha, Srivatsa is Prakriti,

Buddhi is the mace; the Conch represents the Panchabhutas and

the bow the Indriyas; the mind is the Chakra and the senses the

arrows; the sword is Vidya and its sheath is Avidya. The Lord

is Miayarupin. Though he has no form, he assumes a form and

wears ornaments and weapons for the good of the creatures.

Word is Sri, meaning is Hari; Wisdom is Vishnu, Buddhi is

Lakshmi; Dharma is Vishnu, Dharmic action is Lakshmi; Creator

is Vishnu, Creation is Lakshml; the earth is Sri and he who lifts

the earth is Hari; joy is Vishnu and Gauri is Lakshmi; the Lord

is the tree, the Mother is the creeper; the flag is Sri and the flagpost

is Hari.

"I am Hari, all this is Janardana and apart from Him there is

nothing, gross or subtle"— He who realizes this will not be caught

in the meshes of birth and death.

By performing sacrifices, one sacrifices to Him, by meditation

one meditates on Him, by killing others one kills Him, for, Hari

is all.

If one avoids calumny, envy, untruth, harsh words, He is

pleased. If one extends the same love to others as to one's self

or to one's own son, He is pleased.

in

The quintessence of Parasara's philosophy of life is brought

home to us in particular in his narration of the story of Prahlada.

Through Prahlada, Parasara reveals his own heart.
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Says Prahlada: Vishnu is not in my heart alone, he pervades

the whole world. He is in me and in you and in every being and

He stands revealed in all our actions. When He the dispeller of

all fears is seated in my mind', how can fear find a place there?

By the mere thought of Him, fear of birth, old age and death is

immediately dissolved.

The best way of worshipping Him is the practice of equality

and equanimity and to see Him equally everywhere and in all

things.

Those who came to kill me, those who gave me poison, who
threw me into fire, who set elephants to trample over me and

serpents to bite me — to them also I have nothing but love. I

cannot wish evil, do evil or talk evil, seeing the Lord is in every-

one as in me. When the Lord is seated in the heart of every

being, how can there be the distinction of friends or foes?

Unexpected good fortune, rulership and enjoyments come

even to people who are unjust, unwise, foolish and cowardly.

Therefore, one who desires the highest good should not crave for

pleasures but should strive for holy things and the practice of

equanimity.

The Lord is everywhere. I am He. From me has come
everything, I am everything, in me is everything. I am the impe-

rishable Paramatman called Brahma. I am the beginning and

the end. I am the Parama Purusha.

Kealizing that he was not different from Vishnu, Prahlada

forgot himself and he did not cognize anything else.

Coming down from that plane, he saw the world again and

thought of himself as Prahlada. Then he sang the praise of Puru-
shottama with a one-pointed mind. The Lord then appeared be-

fore him clad in golden silk, PrahlSda uttered tibte following

prayer:— As I wander in file world taking numerous births,

wherever I may be born, may I always have unswerving devotion

to Thee. May I be attracted to you with that love which the

foolish people have for the fleeting objects of the world.

This is the philosophy of Parasara.
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VEDAVYASA

by

R. MUTHUKKISHNA SASTKx

MImaihsa and Sahitya giromani

vyasam vasishphanaptaram

sakteh pautramakalmasham
parosardtmaoam va/nde

sukatatam taponidhim.

Srimad Bhagavad-glta emphasises that the Lord Almighty incar-

nates in this world for the establishment of Dharma as and when
necessary. Dharma can be established in many ways, namely,

protecting the pious, destroying the wicked, removing ignorance,

and establishing knowledge. Among such incarnations, in the

dvdparayuga, Lord Vishnu was born as Vedavyasa in order to

remove ignorance and establish knowledge on a firm basis. Out
of the three basic energies (desire, action, and knowledge) Ibis

avatara of Vishnu represents jnanaiakU.

jnanaAaktyavatdraya

namobhagavato hareh
(Bhamatl-Sloka, 5).

Born of Mahar§hi ParMara and Satyavaiidevi, VySsa is known
by several names. We may refer to him as Vedavy&sa or merely
Vynsa because he codified the Vedas into four sections, viz. Rig,
Yaju8, S&ma and Atharva, and taught them to his four disciples,

Pila, Vaisampayana, Jaimini, and Sumantu, respectively, for the
benefit of posterity. He is also known as Dvaipaycma. because he
was born in an island; Krishna as he was dark in colour, and more
familiarly as Krish^a-dvaipayana, combining both the names. As
he performed tapas under a badara tree, he is referred to as
Badarayana.

"Cogent presentation of truths spread out in different Sastras,

directing the disciple to follow the tenets of our Dharma, and
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practising them himself rigidly, are said to be the chief

characteristic of an ideal guru".

achinoti ca sastrartham achate stlwpayatya'pi

svayarrmcharate yasmat tamachdryam pracaksliata.

Sri Vyasa was a shining example of these qualities. Books writ-

ten by him are so many and voluminous, and unsurpassed in depth

of thought and elegance of expression, so much so that we are

sometimes led to wonder whether one person could have found

the time to write such a large variety of literature, and that

perhaps several persons wrote these Volumes and passed them

under the name of Vyasa. But there is no reason to doubt their

authenticity, as both internal and external evidences go to prove

that they were all the products of one mighty intellect.

Brahma-Sutra

There are six systems of Astika philosophy, namely, Nyaya,

Vaiseshika, Sankhya, Yoga, Purvammamsa, and UttaramimMisa

or Vedanta. Out of these, Vyasa is the author of Brahma-sHirs

in respect the Vedanta philosophy of the Upanishads. This siitra

is known by several names, such as Vyasa-sutra, Brahma-sulm

Bhikshu-sutra and Ved&nta-sutra. This consists of four adhy&yas

or sections and there are 555 sutras.

Sutras are brief and significant statements, that could be ex-

panded and expounded by gurus and scholars to their disciples.

SuchavM sutram.

The word 'sutra' also means a thread used to string flowers

into a garland. Sri Sankara, in his bhashya on the Brahma-svUra,

says that the sentences of the Upanishads are strung together by
the thread of these sutras, like flowers in a garland, and hence

they are known as sutras.

ucdatitauafcvafciiswmagratTiatiSrt/iat'Wiat

mtramam (Brahma-sutra-bhashya of Sankara 1-2).

The Nyaya, Vaiseshika, Yoga and Sankhya systems of philo-

sophy try to arrive at the ultimate truth by means of reasoning

only. Purvamimamsa, although based on the authority of the

Vedas, is unable to express the true import of the Upanishads,

which form the final expression of the Vedas. To this extent,

all these systems of philosophy are defective in arriving at the
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Atmatattva, the truth that is the Atman. To a careful student,

it will be apparent that it is not possible to understand the ulti-

mate truth that is Atman purely by intellectual arguments. At
the same time, it has to be stated that the Upanishads are not

in any way contrary to reasoning. To understand the Upanishadic

thought, although human intelligence can be useful to a certain

extent, we can never arrive at the ultimate truth through reason-

ing alone.

tarJ^pratis^Mnadanyatfeotiwmeyawuti cet

evamapyammokshaprasangah (Brahma-sutra, 2-1-11)

.

The following passage from the Ma,hS,bMrata}
namely,

larka'pratishthah srutayah vibhinwah. (Vana parva, 314-119) also

confirms this view of the Bmhrm-mtra. If we examine the Vyasa-

sutra we shall come to the conclusion that Advaita alone is their

true import. We shall now explain a few sutras here:

"The state of liberation, according to Advaita philosophy, is

the attainment of one's own disembodied nature of eternal bliss

and knowledge—the removal of nescience. According to others,

it is settling in a superior world with body, mind, and other senses.

In the Vy&sarsutra, ''sampadydvirbhavah svena sabdatt' (4-4-1),

the words "svena" and "avirbhava" clearly declare that the libera-

tion is the manifestation of one's own self. The same conclusion

is arrived at in the succeeding sutras also, viz.

%rahmina jaiminimpanyasMibhyafy' (4-4-5)

"tititanmatrena taMtmakatvadityau^uhri^h'1
(4-4-6)

"evawuLpyupanyas&d pUrva&hMwdavi'

rodham Mdarayayah" (4-4-7)

The first sutra is an exposition of the view of Jairnini that the

released soul gains all the highest qualities of the Saguaja or

qualified Brahman. The second is of Au^ulomin. According to

him, the released soul is manifest as pure knowledge alone. The

third is the view of Badarayana, according to which, there is no

contradiction between the two above-mentioned views. Now, this

reconciliation of Saguna and Nirguna states is exactly what the

Advaitins maintain and others reject.

There is another sutra in the first-adhyaya,

"sa^radr?pya,tupad0kf' v&madeaavctf' (1-1-30).
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In this sutra, the sage Vamadeva, on his realization of Brahman,

declares that he is "Manu" and he is "Surya". "I am all" is the

Sastraic realization. "I am different from my fellow being" is

the typically wordly knowledge. This distinction between wordly

knowledge and Sastraic realization— the prominent feature

of Advaita philosophy—is brought out in this sutra. (See

Advait&ksharamUika, page 276).

Sri Sankara, in his Sutrabhashya, has explained in unambi-

guous terms that these sutras are definitely advaitic in their

meaning. According to his bhashya, the theme of the first chapter

is Samanvaya, that is, the true import of all the Upanishadic

passages is the non-dual Atman. The second chapter is called

Avirodha, that is there is no conflict between the import of the

first chapter and other pramanas. The third chapter expounds

the sadhana necessary to attain the knowledge of Atman or

Brahman. The fourth chapter explains the nature of the result

i.e. Phah, oi the knowledge of Brahman. This, in brief, is the

substance of the Bmhma-sutra.

Similarly, &rl Ramanuja, Sri Madhva, and other acharyas also

have written Bhashyas on the Brahma-mtra. It is an accepted

tradition that no exposition can be treated as authoritative unless

quotations from the Brahma-mtra can be given to support those

views. Therefore, it is no wonder that the Brahma-mtra has

given rise to a large volume of literature, consisting of Bhashyas,

TikS,, Vwtika, Vivarana, etc. There are many books expounding

Advaita philosophy based on the Brahma-sutvd. Similarly, many
books have been written on the Visishpadvaita and Dvaita aspects

based on these the Sutra. Nothing more need be said to show

the importance of the Brahma-sutra for real understanding of

the tattvas.

Itihasa and Puranas

As the Brahma-sUtra was necessarily terse and brief and could

not easily be understood by men of average intellect, Sri Vyasa
wrote the Mahahharata and the eighteen Mahapiirnijus. These

Itilma^rwnas enable one to understand better and appreciate

the truths adumbrated in the Vedas and the Upanishads. It is

said that the Vedas are really afraid of one who has not 'properly
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studied the itihasa-^nir&'nas, because such a one will inteunderstand

the truths.

yaicaturvedavidviprdh pur&nam vetti

mrthatdh tarn drshfoS, bhayamapnoti

vedo tmm pratarishyati. (Suta-scemhita,, 1-1.34).

Therefore, it follows that to expound the Vedas a study of the

Itihasa and Puranas is necessary. It is thus to the credit of Sri

Vyasa that he wrote these" Puranas and the magnum opus, the

MahabMrata.

(1) Creation, (2) Dissolution, (3) Manvantara, (4) the

Genealogy of the Surya and Chandravanhsa, and (5) the story of

the descendants of these Vamsas—these five are elaborately dealt

with in the Puranas only with a view to explain clearly and in

easy language the profound and ultimate truth of Atman and

Brahman. It is, therefore, that in all these Puranas, under some

pretext or other, compact and terse philosophic chapters are

added, like precious gems in a jewel-box. For example,

Brahma-gvta in the Yajmvaibfaivakmi$a of the SutasamhiiM

in the Skanda Purana.

Jaddpakhydnam, comprising the 36th to 44th chapters of the

Marka^eyapur&nam.

Uvaragita in the uttara-kan^a of Kurmapurwnam.

SrutigWl, UddhavagM, and other portions in BhS-gavata.

Bhagavadgvta, Sanatmffipyam, and Mok^farmaprakaraftam

of Santi parva in tiie Mahabhwrata, etc.

The eighteen Matepuranas

(1) Brahman, (2) Padmam, (3) Vaishnavam, (4) Saivam,

(5) Bhiagavatam, (6) Bhavishyam, (7) Naradlyam, (8) Markan-

deyam, (9) Agneyam, (10) Brahmavaivartam, (11) Lingam,

(12) Varaham, (13) Skandam, (14) "Vamanam, (15) Kaurmam,

(16) Matsyam, (17) Garudam, (18) Vayaviyam.

It is doubtful whether anyone in his life time would be able

to study all these eighteen Puranas containing 4,00,000 granthas.
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Of these eighteen Purinas, ten speak of the glories of Siva, four

of Mahavishnu, two of Brahman, one of Agni, and one of Surya.

kathyate dasabfdrviprdlt paratydl}

paramesvarafa

chaturbhiJi kathyate vishni^t, dwbhy&m
Brahma jagatpatih

eke^agnistathaikena bhagavan caydabhd,

skarafy

The fact that the same author should have written several

Puranas glorifying different gods is a positive proof that the vedas

do not make any difference between one god and another and

that all arrive at the same goal provided they worship with ekagra

chintana (concentrated meditation) any one of the gods.

The Purinas explain, with detailed and interesting examples
and stories, the different natures of dharma and adharma, the

importance of particular kshetras and punyanadis, the significance

of different mur&s and also particulars of anatomy and health pre-

cepts. In fact, these Puranas form the sources from which we can

study the culture, civilization, religious and social laws, and

organization of our ancient period. Without the help of these, our

ancient history will be full of dark patches, and we cannot rightly

interpret our Vedic tenets and principles.

The MaMbharata

It is said that Sri Vyasa put forth his beet effort in writing

the iUh&sa, the MaMbharata, The HaHvamsa also is a section

of the Mahabh^rata. One cannot do enough justice by words to

the important place this itiftasa holds in the life and thought of

the Hindus, so much so it has been called the fifth Veda.

bhd.ra.tah panchamo vedah; mahabharata pancham&v;

karshnam vedam,

It is also known as the Veda written by Krishna-dvaipayana.

SrS Vyasa starts writting this itthasa by stating that "what is not

mentioned in this iUhasa cannot be found in any other book; and

what is mentioned in other books can be found in this".

yadihasU tadanyatra

yannehasti natatkvachit.
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The famous texts such as the Bhagavad-gita, sanatsuj&fiyam,

Anugita, and Molwlmdhirmaprakaranam of S&nti parva, all of

them help to explain and expound the thoughts expressed in the

Upanishads. Further Vvdurar&ti, Yakshaprasnam, AnvMsava-

parva, and others set forth the basic principles of Dharma and

Codes of conduct. Vishiyuxahasraimmam, Sivasahasrarwmm, and

others sing the glories of the respective gods and promote bhakti.

Rdjadtormaprakaranam and Apaddharamorprakarana of Santi

parva, speak of administrative principles. Thus, almost all aspects

of human conduct, both individual and communal, are dealt with

in great detail, precision and authority.

The Mahabharata has been the source and inspiration of most

of the Mahakdvyas composed in India during the last several

millenniums.- Srfharsha's Naishadham, Bharavi's Kiratarjumyam,

Magha's Sisupalavadham, and KaHdasa's AbhipiaTia-Salcuntalam,

all owe their inspiration to the stories narrated in the MahM-

bharata. Kavi Kalidasa has bodily incorporated several sentences

and ideas from the Mahabharata in his own works. The poet

Bh&sa also has based many of his dramas on this itilnJasa.

S§rl Sankara, 3§r! Ramanuia and other acharyas have borrow-

ed very liberally and quoted stanzas from the MahMbfiSrata in

their own Bhishyas.

How can we sing the praise of such a genius as Vedavyasa!

We shall have to content ourselves with quoting below some slokas

in praise of this great acharya.

"You poured the oil of Mahabharata and lit the lamp of our

knowledge to shine brightly for ever. What return can we ever

give you for this act of grace on your part? We can only bow
down in adoration".

namostu te vyasawMLa buddhe

phullaravindayata patranetira

yena tvya bharatataila purnah

prajvSlito jfiwrumaya pradxpah.

It is thus obvious that without the oil of Mahabharata the

lamp of our knowledge will cease to burn.
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"Even if one is learned in all the four Vedas and their auxi-

liary disciplines, one will not be considered a scholar if he has not
mastered the Mah&bh&rata.

yo vidy&t caturo vedan
sangopanishado dvijah

na ch^y&namidam vidy&t

naiva sa sySt vich^kshanah.

As is Vishnu among the gods, Brahmins among two-legged
animals, chwdamani among jewels, Vajr&yudham among weapons,
mind among senses, even so is Mah&bhSrata among SSstras,

tridas&rvcim yatha" vishnuh
dvipad&m br&hmano yatha.

bhv#hay&n&m ca sarvesh&m

yatha chuddmeenirvarah

yathayvdhuivarn kulHam
indriyctopSm yatha mandh

tateha sarvatestownam

mah&bharatamuttamam. (Markandeya-Puranam, 1.4 & 5).

A Dharma-£lstra by name VyasasmriU and Vyasasiksha ex-

plaining the Takshana of the Vedas are also to be found in the name
of Sri VySsa.

Thus Sri Vedavyasa has written many books to expound the
sacred truths contained in the Vedas and the Upanishads.

We have not seen Sri Vyasa face to face. But we are very
lucky now in having in our midst the great scholar-saint, tSri

Kamakoti-pithadhipati Sri Chandrasekharendra SaraswatI Pujya-
pidah at whose feet I dedicate this humble essay of mine.
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SUKA

by

K. Balasubrahmanya Iter.

B-A.jB.Lu, M.L.C.

The truth of Advaita rests not merely on the inherent validity

of the scriptures or the Vedas but on that of actual experience or

anubhava* The Great &ankara Bhagavatpada, who is the foremost

expounder of the truth of Advaita, clearly states in his commen-
tary on the second Sutra of the Brahma-Sutra (jamnadyasya yatafj,

1.1.2) that unlike in the case of Dharma the knowledge of Brahman
rests also on experience (irutyadayah anubhavadayaAcha yaiha-

sombhavam iha prarn&nam) . Again when discussing the possibility

of the existence in this world of pvan-muktas or realised souls he

emphasises that the only test for the existence of such realised

souls in the human form is their own heart-experience, and such

experience cannot be questioned by arguments about the possibility

or not of the existence of jivan-muktas after they have destroyed

their karmavam'nas. Hence it is that Sankara postulates the

necessity for initiation by a Guru for the realisation of the truth

pf Advaita. As a corollary to this proposition came the acceptance

of a series of Gurus, who developed the Advaita-sampradSya.

Before initiation into the study of Vedanta, everyone" is expected

to make aMnUpfyha, and in that one recites the Guru-parampard,

from the beginning. God Narayajna himself is the first Guru, next

comes BrahmS, next Vasishtha, then his son gakti, then Sakti's

son Parasara, afterwards the son of Parasara, the great sage Vyasa,

then his son 6uka, afterwards Gau^apada, his sishya Govinda

Bhagavatpada, and then his sishya Sri gankara Bhagavatpada, and

then hip sishyas HastamaiLaka, Sure&vara, Padmapada, Totaka and

others, and then downwards to one's own Guru under whom one

gets initiation into the study of Vedanta. We find therefore that Bha-

gavan Suka occupies a highly honoured place in our Gwnirparam-

para. Jxx this Gamiir^raThpa^ that has been handed down to us

in the Advaita tradition, all the Gurus are, as will be seen, realised
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souls that have experienced the Advaita-tatva. When praising

Vyasa the famous verse about him refers to him as the father of

Suka (sukatatam taponidhim). This is a unique distinction for,

usually, the name of the son is denoted by the name of his father.

Here Vyasa is extolled by being mentioned as the father of guka.

This shows with what veneration the great devotees of Advaita

Vedanta looked upon Suka. He is one of the greatest of Brahma-

Nisbfchas. The story of Suka's wonderful birth and the way of his

realisation of Brahman are very graphically narrated in the Maha-

bh&rcita — Santi Parva-Adhyaya 323, and following Adhyayas. It

is said therein that Bhagavan Vyasa performed a severe penance

for begetting a son. He meditated on the great Siva. Pleased

with his austerities God Siva blessed that a son would be born

to him who would be pure as fire, air, earth, water and etheric

space and that he would attain fame throughout the three worlds

by his spirituality. Having attained this boon from Lord Siva,

it is narrated that Vyasa began to produce fire from two sticks of

wood (arctyi) . At that time the beautiful celestial dancer Ghrita-

chi appeared. Enslaved by Kama on seeing her, Vyasa let fall his

Vvrya on the fire produced from the sticks of wood, and out of it

a son was born. As the Apsaras Ghritachl took the form of a

parrot (iufe!) at that time, this son came to be known as Suka.

This boy shone like effulgent fire and resembled Vyasa in his

appearance. The child was later initiated into the study of the

Vedas, and Vyasa instructed him in all Sastras. The child was

also instructed by Brihaspati himself. Curiously enough in a short

time the boy attained the knowledge of all branches of learning.

But his mind did not move by the attractions of the othesr two

asramas, of Grihastha and Vanaprastha. But he was iatowety

longing for Moksha. Hence his father Vyasa, advised him to go

and study under the great Raja Rishi Japiaka at Mithila. The
Mah&hharata specifically says that from the great asrama on the

Himalayas, Suka came all the way to Mithila on foot, even

though he had the power to fly over the intervening space

between the Himalayas and Mithila. When he went to the palace

of Janaka a discriminating gate keeper readily admitted him,

struck by his attractive appearance. £uka was received in the

palace by the ministers of Janaka and enjoyed the hospitality <&

fte maids of the palace. Even then he had absolute selfcontrol,

an^ was indifferent to their attractions. In the morning Suka wsa
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received by Janaka and instructed in the path to Moksha. Then
Janaka portrays to him beautifully the characteristics of a realis-

ed soul, how he is utterly devoid of jealousy and other evil quali-

ties, how he looks upon all people with the same eye, how he is

devoid of the opposites, praise and calumny, pleasure and pain,

heat and cold, how he treats gold and iron as same, and how he

has mastered the mind and indriyas.

Having thus been instructed in the Moksha-marga by Janaka,

Suka returned to his father. At that time his father Vyasa was
engaged in teaching the four Vedas to Sumantu, Vaisampayana,

Jaimini and Paila. He taught guka all the four Vedas as his

fifth sishya. Then 6uka sought Narada as his Guru for being'

instructed in Rajayoga and Bhaktiyoga. Narada taught the way
of Dhyana, Abhyasa and Bhakti. He emphasised the absolute im-

portance of jfiana and vairagya. After obtaining the complete

knowledge of the way of realisation of Moksha through Yoga and

Bhakti, Suka entered into austerities and attained Suryaloka and

became part of the effulgence of Surya. In the same way he

identified himself with the other elements, Vayu, Jala and Bhumi,

and finally he attained Brahman and wandered about.

Vyasa was stricken with profound grief on account of the

separation from his son and ran after him.

It is during his journey following his son that a wonderful

incident occurred. The Heavenly dancers who were sporting in the

water without dress, remained unmoved when Suka went along

that path, and when Vyasa came, they hastily dressed themselves.

When asked by Vyasa the reason for the difference in their con-

duct towards himself and his youthful son, they said that Suka

was a person absolutely devoid of the knowledge of the difference

of sex, and that Vyasa had not come to that stage. This incident

is mentioned with great enthusiasm in the BhSxj&vata, also. The
greatest achievement of Suka, according to the traditional story,

is his reciting the Bh&gavata to Kong Parikshit, who expecting

death in a period of seven days, on account of a curse uttered by
a sage, was intently meditating upon the Lord and was anxiously

seeking for the way to attain the feet of God. The Bhdgavata

narrates that Parikshit was seated near the banks of the Ganges

surrounded by1

JUshis and at that time Suka made his appearance
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There is a beautiful description of Suka who was of the

age of sixteen at that time. The Great Brahmanishtha who never

stayed even a short time before any householder, stayed for seven

days and instructed King Parikshit in the famous BMgavata-

purdria, The Bhagawta goes into ecstacies over the fine appear-

ance of this lad of sixteen years with soft limbs of beautiful pro-

portion, with attractive eyes, and smiling face, saturated with a

mind absolutely tranquil and devoid of any desires. The whole

assembly of Rishis rose to their feet on seeing this Great Bhrama-

nish$ha and made obeisance to him. Parikshit received him with

great veneration and made him seated and asked ham to teach

him the way of meditating upon the Lord and concentrating on

him. He said he was very fortunate in having Suka to instruct

him when he was greatly anxious to attain the knowledge of the

way of salvation. Very much pleased with his desire to know
the truth Suka congratulated him, and himself began to utter

verses ending with tasmai subhadrasravase nama wtmafy. This

Hymn to the Lord by Suka, one of the finest in the BhMgavata

is fit to be uttered by everyone desiring to practice devotion to

the Lord. In that'Hymn £uka emphasised the greatness of Bhakti

to the Lord. He declares that the path of Bhakti can be followed

by all irrespective of caste, creed or race.

kirata huT&ndhrapvlvnda pulkasa

abhirakanka yavav&Ti khasadayalj.

ye anye cha papfy, yadupUrayasrayalj,

sudhyanti tasmai prabhavishfyme namah

fie also stresses that the Goal of all religious system js the reali-

sation of God and the different margas expounded by those who
have realised God is due only to their differences in the exposi-

sion of their experience due to the varying degrees of their intel-

lectual perception.

But the only way by which they have attained the knowledge

of Brahman is concentration through Bhakti-yoga on the feet of

the Lord, by which their mind is purified.

yadanghryaniidhyanasavvadliidhautayd

dhiyaimvasyanU hi tattvamdtmanah

vadanU chaitat kavayo yatharucham

so. me mukundo bhagavan prastdat&m
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Bhagavan Suka thus expounded the great message of Bhakti

as the royal road for all people irrespective of their intellectual

attainment, for the realization of God. This Bhakti, the Bh&ga-
vata declares, is the he all and end all of life. But this Bhakti

according to the Bhagavata must he inspired by tattajfiana (the

knowledge of the truth) and by the practice of vairagya accom-

£>anied by the pursuit of Bajayoga.

£uka remains for all time as the foremost example of a Brah-
manishtha, who realised God through jnana, Bhakti, Vairagya and
Yoga.

The Bhagavata rightly extols Suka as a Muni, a sage with
the cosmic universal heart, (sarvabhutahridaya)

.

Therefore it is that both the Mahabk&rata and the Bhagavata
state that at the call uttered by Vyasa the whole of Nature res-

ponded to the call, (putreti tanmayatayS taravo'bhineduh) . Even
the trees, being united with, him, responded to his name. Even
the great sage Tayumanavar refers to the cosmic mind of Suka
and to the incident of nature resounding to the call of his father

Vyasa. He reckons Suka among the immortal yogis, fiuka is

undoubtedly the shining star among the illustrious galaxy of saints,

who attained the knowledge of Brahman and merged into the

universal soul, even during their sojourn on earth.
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Gaudapada, like most of the classical Indian, thinkers, lives in

our memories mainly through his work. Tradition regards Gau-

dapada as Sankara's paramaguru (preceptor's preceptor). A verse

which contains the succession list of the early teachers of Advaita

gives the names of those teachers in the following order: Nara-

yana, the lotus-born Brahma, Vasishtha, !§akti, his son Parasara,

Vyasa, Suka, the great Gaudpada, Govmda-yogShdra, his disciple

Sankaracharya, and then his four pupils Padmapada, Hastamalaka,

Trotaka and the "VSrtikakara (i.e. Suresvara).1

From this list we learn that Gaudapada was the preceptor of

Govinda who was Sankara's guru. The first teacher is NSrayana,

the Lord himself; and the line of succession, which is from father

to son upto Suka, consists more or less of mythical persons. The

first teacher of whose historicity we may be sure is Gaudapada;

and from him onwards we have the rule of sanydsins succeeding

to the Advaita pontificate. With him commences, according to

tradition, what may be called the imnava^irtvpracl&ya in the pre-

sent age of Kali; he was the first human preceptor to receive the

wisdom of the One and impart it to his pupils. Anandagiri in his

gloss ($iJoa) on the Mai?4ufej/a-K«rifoS-bhasfcya, says that the

teacher Gaudapada in those days spent his time in Badrikasrama,

the holy residence of Nara-Nanayana, in deep meditation on the

1 ncLr&yanam padma-bhwtai/h vasfyfyhaih iaktifa cha
tat putra par&iaram cha,

vyOsaih, kuka-Ai gatttfapodam mah&ntaih
govinda-yogindram athfoya-Mfhyam,

h^iankardcMryam ath&aya padmapadewh, cha
Tiastamalafcam cha fyihyam,

tain trotakam vartihdhSram any&n asmad-gwwt mxtatam
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Lord, and that the Lord, Narayana, greatly pleased, revealed to

him the Upanishadic wisdom. Balakrishnananda SarasvatI (17th

Century A.D.) writes in his Samakan&mSkhs»bhashyarv3^ka that

there was in the country of Kurukshetra a river called Hirara-

vafi, on whose banks there were some Gauda people (people of

Gaudadesa, the modern North Bengal); that the pre-eminent of

them, Gau^apada, was absorbed in deep meditation beginning from

the Dv&para age; and so, as his proper name is not known to the

moderns, he is celebrated by the class-name of the Gau^as.

Gaudapada, after he was blessed with the intuitive wisdom

of the Absolute, must have taught those who gathered round him
the truth he had discovered and embodied it in a work which

came to be called the Agamasastra or Gavdapada-MriM. It is

an exposition of a short but important Upanishad called the Man-
dukya, which is counted as one of the principal XTpanishads by
all the schools of Vedanta. Besides the Mia^ukyakarika, other

works are also attributed to Gaudapada. They are: a vtitti on the

Uttoragita, a bhashya on the Sankhyahanka, a commentary on

the NrisMtholfaratapinyupanishad, a bhashya on Dwg&saptasalz

and two independent Tantric treatises, viz., Subhagodaya and Sri-

vidydratnasutra. Since nothing definite can be said regarding the

authorship of these other works, we shall here attempt a study of

the philosophy of Gaudapada as it is set forth in the Mandukya-
foSrifoffi.

Gauclapada's Karika, which is more than a verse-commentary

on the M&ndvkya Upanishad, contains the quintessence of the

teaching of Vedanta.2 The work consists of 215 couplets arranged

in four chapters. Following the Upanishad, the first chapter,

Agama-prakarana, analyses the three avasthas, waking, dream, and
deep sleep, and finds that the Self which is referred to as the

Turiya underlies and transcends these changing states. 'The second

chapter, Vaitathya-prakarana, seeks to establish the illusoriness

of the world of plurality, on the analogy of dreams, and through

a criticism of creationistic hypotheses. The third'chapter, Advaita-

2. The commentator on the KariH says; veptttartfyt-sara-saTigfraHa-

tyv&tem.
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prakarana, sets forth the arguments for the truth of non-dualism,

gives citations from scripture in support thereof, and discusses the

path to the realisation of non-duality, called Asparsa-yoga. The

last chapter, Alatasanti-prakarana, repeats some of the arguments

of the earlier chapters, shows the unintelligibility of the concept

of causality through dialectic, explains the illusoriness of the phe-

nomenal world, comparing it to the non-real designs produced by

a fire-brand (aUta) and pressing into service modes of Bauddha

reasoning, and establishes the supreme truth of non-duality which

is unoriginated, eternal, self-luminous bliss.

The central theme of Gaudapada's philosophy is that nothing

is ever born (aj&U), not because 'nothing' is the ultimate truth,

as in 6unya-vada, but because the Self is the only reality. 'No

jiva is born; there is no cause for such birth; this is the supreme

truth, nothing whatever is born.3 From the standpoint of the

Absolute there is no duality, there is nothing finite or non-eternal.

The Absolute alone is; all else is appearance, illusory and non-

real. They are deluded who take the pluralistic universe to be

real. Empirical distinctions of knower and object known, mind
and matter, are the result of Maya. One cannot explain how fhev

arise. But on enquiry they will be found to be void of reality.

If one sees them, it is like seeing the foot-prints of birds in the

sky.4 The Self is unborn; there is nothing else to be born. Duality

is mere illusion; non-duality is the supreme truth.5

4

GaugtapSda expounds his philosophy of non-origination or

non-birth in several ways and through many an argument. The
reality of the non-dual self he first establishes through an enquiry

into the purport of the M&n&ukya Upanishad. Though extremely

brief, the M&v4vkya contains the essentials of Vedlnta. For the

liberation of those who desire release, says the Muktikopmislmd,

3. m,«48; IV, tt.

no ka6d)-j8.yate fivah samlihwoo 'sya na vidyate,

eM-tad-uttamam satyaqt yatra fcfcRdn-na jdyate.

4. IV, 28.

5. I, 17, itayS^m&ttarrt idam dvaitam advaitaiti paran&rthatdh.
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the MSm4vkya alone is enough.6 The M&ndfikya Upanishad begins

with the eauation 'Om=au=Brahman==self and proceeds to des-

cribe the three states of the self, waking, dream and sleep, as well

as the fourth (Turiya) which is not a state alongside the others

but the transcendent nature of the self—the non-dual peace, the

self per se. Gaudapada makes this declaration of the Upanishad

the basis of his metaphysical quest and seeks to show through rea-

soning that non-origination is the final truth.

Visva, Taijasa, and Prajna are the names by which the self

is known in the three states, waking, dream, and sleep. Visva is

conscious of the external world, enjoys what is gross and is satis-

fied therewith. Taijasa is conscious of what is within,7 enjoys

what is subtile and finds satisfaction there. Prajna is a conscious-

ness-mass without the distinctions of seer and seen; its enjoyment

and satisfaction is bliss. The three, Visva, Taijasa, and Prajna,

are not distinct selves. It is one and the same self that appears

as three.8 To show that all the three aspects are present in wak-

ing, Gautlapada assigns localities to them. Visva has its seat in

the right eye; Taijasa in the mind; and Pnajfia in the ether of

the heart.9 And the three should also be thought of as identical

with the three cosmic forms of the self, Virat, Hiranyagarbha, and

Avyakrta or Isvara. It is to indicate this identity that the

Mandukya Upanishad describes the Prajna-self as the lord of all,

the knower of all, the controller of all, the source oi' all, the

origin and end of beings.10 The recognition of Visva, Taijasa, and

Prajna in the waking state, and the identification of the three

individual forms of the self with the three cosmic forms, are for

the purpose of realising non-duality.

The non-dual reality is the Turiya. It has no distinguishing

name; hence it is called 'the fourth' (turiya).n It is the self-

6. Muktite, I, 26.

7. The distinctions of "within' and 'without', it must be remembered, are

from the standpoint of waking experience; for it is in this state that inquiry

is possible.

8. I, L eka eva tridhS. smrtdh.

9. I, 2. See commentary.

10. M&ndukya, 6.

11. Here again it must be noted that the real is called 'the fourth' from

the empirical standpoint; in truth, the category of number is inapplicable

to #.
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luminous self, changeless, non-dual, one without a second. The

states that change and pass, with their words and enjoyments, are

illusory, products of Maya. Maya is two-fold in its functioning;

it veils the one and projects the many. Non-apprehension of the

real (tattva-'pratibodha) and the apprehension of it otherwise

(anyath&grakay>a) . For the Prajna in the state of sleep there is

non-apprehension alone, and not misapprehension. Xt knows

neither the self in its real nature nor the not-self. The Turiya

is free from both the aspects of Maya. It is consciousness per se,

without even a trace of ignorance. It is unfailing light, omniscient

sight.12 The metaphysical implication of sleep is that it hides the

true, and of dream that it projects the untrue. Visva and Taijasa

are associated with dream and sleep; Prajna is associated with

dreamless sleep; for the Turiya there is neither dream nor sleep.

Real awakening comes with the realisation of the Turiya, with

the transcendence of Maya in its double role of veiling the real

and showing up the non-real. When the jiva wakes from the

beginningless sleep of illusion, it knows its true nature* as un-

born, as that in which there is neither sleep nor dream nor

duality.13

In the Alatasanti-prakarana,14 Gau^apada teaches the same

theory of the three avasthas, employing Bauddha terminology.

Waking, dream, and sleep are there called lavkika, suddha-laukika,

and lokottara respectively. The difference between the first two

is that while in the former there are external objects (sav&stv),

in the latter there is none (avastu); but in both there is

consciousness of duality (sopalambha) . In the lokottara there is

neither the external world of things nor the internal world of

ideas, and consequently there is no apprehension of duality;

ignorance, however, persists. It is only he who knows these three

as non-real states that knows the truth. For him there is no

duality, nor ignorance, the seed of duality. When the real is

known, there is not the world of duality.15

12. I, 12. turiydh sarvadrk sadcL.

13. I, 13-16.

M, IV, 87, 88.

W: if 18. tf&te ivaxtwtfl m vidyate.
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As a result of the inquiry into the avasthck it must be evident

that the pluralistic world is illusory, as the self alone is real. That

the world which we take to be real in waking is illusory, Gau$a-

pada seeks to establish in the Vaitathya-prakarana on the analogy

of the dream-world. Judged by the standards of waking, it will

be readily seen that the world of dreams is unreal. A person may
dream of elephants and chariots; but on waking he realises that

all of them must have been illusory because they appeared within

him, within the small space of his body.16 The dream-contents do

not form part of the external world which we take to be real in

waking; and so they are illusory. Nor do they conform to the

laws of space and time which govern the waking world. In a

trice of waking time one may travel far and wide in dream.

There is no real going to the place of dream, for on waking one

does not find oneself there. Nor are the objects experienced in

dream real, for when the dream-spell is broken one does not see

them.17 Because chariot, etc., seen in dream are non-existent,

they are illusory.18

The world of waking is in many respects similar to thai of

dream. The objects of waking are perceived as the dream-objects

are; and they are evanescent as well, like the contents of dream.

What is non-existent in the beginning and at the end, is so even

in the present.19 That is real which is not conditioned by time.

Per contra that which is conditioned by time cannot be real. Just

as 'the dream-objects are experienced in dream alone neither be-

fore nor after, even So the objects of waking axe experienced in

the state of waking alone. A difference between the two states

cannot be made out on the ground that, while the objects ex-

perienced in waking are practically efficient, those seen in dream
are not; for even the objects of waking experience are fruitful

in practice only in that state and not in dream; and the dream-

objects are useful in their own way in the state of dream. It is

16. H, i; IV, 33.

17. U, 2.

18. II, 3; see Brhadaranyaka, IV, iii, 10.

19. H, 6; IV, 8L
Gdavante ca yan-nasti vartamane 'pi tat tathd
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true that the dream-water cannot quench actual thirst. But it

is equally true that the so-called actual water cannot quench the

dream-thirst either.20 It may be argued that the contend of dream

are unreal because, unlike the objects of waking, they are strange

and abnormal. But when and to whom do they appear abnormal?

To him who has returned to waking after a dream. In the dream

state itself the contents are not realised to be strange. With per-

fect equanimity the dreamer may watch even the dismemberment

of his own head. We are told that the denizens of heaven have

their own peculiarities which to us are all abnormal. Similarly,

from the side of waking the dream-contenis may seem abnormal;

but in themselves they are quite normal.21 That there is an

essential similarity between the contents of dream and the objects

of waking may be shown by a closer scrutiny of the two states.

In the state of dream, the dreamer imagines certain ideas within

himself and sees certain things outside; and he believes that, while

the former are unreal, the latter are real. But as soon as he

wakes from the dream, he realises the unreality of even the things

which he saw in dream as if outside. Similarly in waking, we
have our fancies which we know to bo unreal, and we experience

facts which we take to be real. But when the delusion of duality

is dispelled, the so-called facts of the external world will turn

out to be illusory appearance.22 Therefore it is that the wise

characterise waking as a dream.23 Just as the dream-soul arises

and perishes, the souls of waking come into being and pass

away.34 It is the self that posits the dream-contents as well as the

20. H, 7; IV, 32.

21. II, 8. See J. A. C. Murray, BJD.: An Introduction to a Christian Psy-

cho-Therapy (.11 & T. Clark), p. 252; Waking consciousness is, after all a

limited affair, narrowed by the immediacies of the five senses, and concen-

trated at every moment on but one moving point. In dreams, we seem to

enter a wider kingdom, freed from the fears and restraints of normal life,

a field where earthly forces and laws are set at naught, and where the whole

immensity of the sub-conscious can have freer speech, and like a rising

tide, submerge the petty logics of our daily life.

22. H, 9 & 10, IV, 63-66.

23. II, 5. svapna-j&garite sthane hy ekam Shur manishinafy. An ancient

Chinese sage said: "Last night I dreamt that I was a butterfly and now I

do not know whether I am a man dreaming that he is a butterfly or a

butterfly dreaming that he is a man."

24. IV, 68.
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external world. The things created in the mind within and those

posited in the world without—both these are the illusory imagi-

nations of the Atman. The difference between the two sets of

things is that while the dream-contents last only till the mind of

the dreamer imagines them (cittakaMh) and are peculiar thereto,

the objects of the external world are perceived by other subjects25

as well (dvayaMloth) , and are cognised through the sense-organs.

Ulusoriness (vaitathya), however, is common to both.26 In dream
as well as in waking it is the mind that moves impelled by Maya,
and creates the appearance of plurality. As identical with the

self the mind is non-dual; but owing to nescience duality is figured

and there is the consequent samsara.27

Illustrations for illusoriness are to be found even in the state

of waking. Just as in the dark a rope which is not determinately

known is imagined to be a snake or a streak of water, the self is

imagined to be the world through nescience. And as when the

rope is known as rope the posited snake, etc., vanish, so also when
the self is known as non-dual, that pluralistic world disappears.2*

Like the Palace city of Fairy Morgana (gandharva-nagara) , the

universe is seen but is not real.29 The things of the world are

believed to exist because they are perceived (upalambhcit) and

because they answer to certain practical needs (sarrvachcir&t) . But

these two reasons cannot make them real; for even the objects

like the elephant conjured up by the necromancer are observed

and are practically efficient but are not real.30 One more illustra-

tion Gaudapada gives in the fourth chapter, viz. the alata or fire-

brand. When a fire-brand is moved, it appears to be straight, or

crooked, and so on; and when the movement stops, the appearan-

ces vanish. They do not really come from the fire-brand in

motion, nor do they enter into it when it comes to rest. The

patterns of fire that appear with the movement of the fire-brand

are illusory; they have no substance whatsoever. Similarly, con-

25. Who are also positions of the supreme Self.

26 H, 11-15.

27. HI, 29, 30; IV, 61, 62.

28. II, 17, 18.

W IT. 31.

30. IV, 44.
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sciousness appears in manifold forms due to Maya. These do not

come out of it, in reality, nor do they return to it; for they are

naught.31 There is -no dissolution, no origination; no one in

bondage, no one who desires release, no one who is released—this

is the supreme truth.32

The establishment of the non-reality of the world by Gau#a-

pida does not mean that the great teacher subscribes to the view

of ontological unreality (sunyavada) . We have already seen how

in the Agama-prakarana he expounds the meaning of the M&nduk-

ya Upamshad and shows through an inquiry into the nature of

the three avasthas that the Self (tunya) is the sole reality. That

this is so Gautfapada argues through reasoning in the Advaita-

prakarana, and cites in support the evidence of passages from

other scriptural texts as well.

The self is unlimited like ether, undivided and the same

throughout. The jlvas asre apparent distinctions therein, as pots,

etc., produce in ether divisions as it were. We speak of a plurality

of souls and a multiplicity of material objects, even as we speak

of pot-ether, pitcher-ether, and so on. The one Atman appears

a® tibe many jivas, as the same ether seems divided, enclosed in

the different things. When the things are destroyed, the distinc-

tions in ether too vanish; so also when the jivas are realised to

be manifestations due to Maya, the self alone remains. There is

no contingence of the defects of one jiva being occasioned in the

other jivas or the defects of the jivas defiling the purity of the

self. It must be noted that Gau^apada's theory is not eka-jiva-

vada but eka-'tma-vada. Since the empirical plurality of jivas is

recognised, there is not the contingence of the defects of one jiva

being occasioned in the others or the experiences of one being

confused with those of the rest. And by the defilments of the

jivas the self is not affected, as dust, smoke, etc., present in the

pots or pitchers do not make ether foul. Forms, functions, and

31. IV, 47-52.

32. H, 32.

no. nirodho na chotpatiAr na baddho na ca s&dhakah

na mnmvkfar na mi mukta Ity esha param&rthat&,
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names differ from object to object; but there is no difference in

ether. Similarly, the jivas vary in their physical make-up, mental

and moral endowment, in station and status; but the self is unva-

rying, formless, functionless, and nameless. Just as children

attribute wrongly dirt, etc., to the sky, the ignorant superpose on

the unsullied self defects like birth and death, pleasure and pain.

But these are changes that are not real and do not touch the

self. The birth of the jivas and their death, their coming and

going, do not alter the Atman. They are not products of the self,

nor are they parts thereof. The non-dual reality is partless; it

neither causes anything, nor is caused by anything.33

Scripture in many places proclaims the non-duality of the self

and deprecates the delusion of duality. Through an inquiry into

the five sheaths (kosas) that cover the soul, the Taittznya Upani-

shad5* exhibits the self as the non-dual bliss, not to be confused

with the mutable coverings. In the 'Honey section' of the Briha-

daranyakd?5 the principle behind the cosmic elements is identified

with the self which is the substrate of the body and its functions.

What is without is within as well. The same *honey' pervades all

beings. It is immortal, the self, Brahman, the all. As the spokes

are fixed in the nave of a wheel, so are all beings centred in the

self. Thus scripture declares the non-difference of the jiva from

the self and denounces plurality. Difference is illusory; the one

appears as many through Maya. "There is no plurality here."36

"Indra through mmfis assumes diverse forms."37 "Though unborn

he appears variously born."38 The Isav&sya29 denies birth of the

self, and the Brihadaranyaka asks, "Who indeed could produce

him?"40 Of what is real birlh is incomprehensible; and what is

unreal cannot even be born.45

33. m, 3-9.

34. Second valli.

35 n, v.

36. Brh. Up., IV, iv, 19; Katha Up. IV, 11.

37. Rg Veda, VI, 47, 18; Brh. Up., n, v, 19.

38. Tail At. m, 13, 1.

39. Isa, 12.

40. HI, 9, 28.

41, GK, m, 11-13, 24-26.
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It is true that in some contexts scripture speaks of creation.

Through the illustrations of clay, metal, sparks, etc., creation of

the many from the one is described. But this is only to enable

those who are dull-witted and middlings to understand the funda-

mental unity of reality. 6ruti declares creation in some places,

and non-creation in others. The two sets of passages cannot have

equal validity. That teaching should be taken as the purport of

scripture which is ascertained through inquiry (nischitam) and is

reasonable (yukti-yuktam) . If birth is predicated of the real, it

must be in the sense of an illusion, and not in the primary sense.

The self is unborn, sleepless and dreamless, nameless and form-

less, self-luminous and all-knowing.42

That the self is unborn and that nothing else there is which

is born, Gaudapida seeks to demonstrate through a dialectical

criticism of the causal category in the fourth chapter. Causation,

like all other relations, falls within the realm of nescience, be

cause on analysis it turns out to be unintelligible. There are two

rival views on causation which are totally opposed to each other.

The Sankhya theory is that the effect is pre-existent in the cause

and is not produced de novo. The Nyaya-Vaiseshika view is that

the effect is non-existent prior to its production. On either of

these hypotheses there will not result causation. If the effect is

already existent, there is no need for any causal operation; it is

meaningless to say that what is existent is born. If the effect is

non-existent, it can never be produced; what is non-existent like

the barren woman's son is not at any time seen to take birth.43

Even without their knowing the two rival schools, satkizrua-v&da

and asatkdrya-v&da, are thus seen to support the view of non-

creation or non-origination.44

Of what is really unborn the disputants predicate birth. But

this is a flagrant violation of the law of contradiction. How can

that which is unborn and therefore immortal become mortal? The
•immortal cannot become mortal, nor the mortal immortal; for it

42. m, 14-16, 23, 36.

43. TV; 4. bhfitam m j&yate kiiicMd abM**m mim finite,

44 IV, 3-5,
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is impossible for a thing to change its nature. If what is by nature

immortal were to become mortal, then it would cease to be change-

less, and attain artificiality, ulusoriness. But this is impossible

for what is immortal by nature. The Sankhya thinks that the

unborn and beginningless Prakriti evolves itself into the mani-

fold evolutes that constitute the universe. But this view cannot

be justified by any canon of logic. If Prakriti becomes the world,

it cannot be unborn (aja) and eternal (nitya). Even to admit

that there is a first cause is to confess the failure of causation

as a principle of explanation. To add to the confusion the Sankh-

ya says that the effect is non-different from the cause. Now, is

the effect born or unborn? If it is born, it cannot be non-different

from the cause which is unborn. If it is unborn, then it cannot

be called 'effect', as the effect is that which is produced. And if

the effect is produced and is non-different from the cause, the

cause cannot be permanent or unchanging. There is no illustra-

tion that could be instanced to prove the production of the effect

from the unborn cause. If to avoid this difficulty it be said that

the cause too is born, then there should be a cause for that cause,

a still further cause for that other cause, and so on ad infinitum.4*

The Mimamsakas maintain that the cause and the effect are

reciprocally dependent. Merit and demerit are responsible for

producing the body; and the body occasions merit and demerit.

The chain of causes and effects is without beginning, each alter-

nating with the other, like the seed and the sprout. Here again

we-meet with insuperable difficulties. If the antecedent of a cause

is its effect and the antecedent of an effect is its cause, then both

cause and effect are begun. How can they be beginningless?

Moreover, there is a paradox in the very thesis that is proposed.

To say that the antecedent of the cause is its effect is like saying

that the son begets bis father.46 There must be some definite

sequence recognised as between cause and effect. It is no use

believing that the two are reciprocally dependent. If the cause

and the effect can be indifferently antecedent or consequent, there

would be no distinction whatever between them, and to call one

a cause and the other an effect would be entirely arbitrary and

45. IV, 6-8, 11-13.

46. IV, 15, jndr&j janma pitur yath&.
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void of meaning. Now, there are three possible ways of stating the

sequence. It may be said that first there is the cause and subse-

quently the effect takes place (purva-krama) ; or it may be held

that the effect is followed by the cause (apara-kmrna)
; or it may

be thought that the cause and the effect are simultaneous (sdha-

krama) . None of these alternatives is intelligible. That the cause

cannot produce the effect we have shown already. If the cause is

unborn, it cannot change and therefore cannot produce; if it is

born there is infinite regress. The reverse order too is impossible;

for, as we said, it is just like making the son antecedent to the

father. The effect by definition is that which is produced by the

cause; and if the cause is not there before the effect, how can the

effect be produced? And from the unproduced effect how can the

cause come into being? The third alternative also is untenable.

If what are simultaneous be causally related, there must be such

a relation between the two horns of an animal. But as a matter

of experience it is well known that the two horns are not so related.

This, then, is the crux of the problem. Without settling the se-

quence, the distinction of cause and effect would be unintelligible.

And it is impossible to settle the sequence. In despair, appeal

might be made to the illustration of seed and sprout. But a little

thought would reveal that these—seed and sprout—cannot serve as

illustration. It is only when the causal sequence has been settled

that the relation between seed and sprout would become intelligible,

Since the latter is a particular falling under the wider relation of

cause and effect, it cannot be used as an illustration. It is, in short,

sadhyorsama, still to be proved.47

A thing is not produced either from itself or from another. A
pot is not produced from the self-same pot, nor from another pot.

It may be urged that pot is produced from clay. But how is pot

related to clay. Is it non-different, different, or both different and

non-different from it? If pot is non-different from clay, it cannot

be produced, since clay is already existent. If it is different, there

is no reason why it should not be produced from another pot or a
piece of cloth which are also different. And it cannot be both

different and non-different, because of contradiction. Similarly,

47. IV, 14-18, 20.
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neither the existent nor the non-existent nor what is existent and

non-existent can be produced. It is meaningless to say that what

exists is produced. The non-existent cannot be produced even

because of its non-existence. The third alternative involves us in

contradiction.48

It is true that empirical distinctions are observed between

knower and known, pain and the source of pain, etc. From the

standpoint of reasoning based on relative experience (yufcti-dar-

sanat), there is difference as also causal relation governing the

differents. But from the standpoint of the Absolute (bhuta-dwr-

icmat) there is no difference and the concept of cause is unintelli-

gible.49

Gauqlapada admits creation in the sphere of the empirical. But

creation, according to him, is neither de novo nor transformation

of an original stuff. It is of the nature of Maya, illusory manifes-

tation or transfiguration. The world is not related to the self either

as a piece of cloth to the threads or as curds to milk. In fact, no

relation is intelligible. The one reality somehow appears as the

pluralistic universe through its own Maya (atma-^n&ya) . The com-

plexes that constitute the world are projections, like the dream-

contents, effected by the illusion of the Atman.50 Things are said

to be born only from the standpoint of empirical truth ($arp,vriti~

satya)', they have therefore no permanence. Just as an illusive

sprout shoots from an illusive seed, all things arise from JMaya.H

There are several theories of creation. Some philosophers

favour materialistic origins for the world. For example, tliere are

thinkers who attribute the origination of the universe to Time.

Theists, however, regard God as the first cause of things. Some
of them ascribe to Him efficient causality alone, others both effi-

cient and material causality. The former say that creation is the

mere volition of the Lord, while the latter hold that it is His ex-

48. IV, 22.

49. IV, 24, 25.

50. m, 10. sangMUh svapnavat same &tma-maya-visarjitah.

51. IV, 57-59
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pansion. Some maintain that God creates for the sake of His

enjoyment. Others urge that creation is His sport. But how can

desire be in God who is apla-kama and has no end to achieve?

In our ignorance we must content ourselves with saying that

creation is His nature or mayd. Like dream and magic it is illu-

sory.52 The non-dual is imagined to be the manifold world. The

latter is neither different from the self nor identical therewith.

Hence it is declared to be indeterminable.53

The philosophers of the different schools characterise the real

in different ways and give their own schemes of categories. Each

emphasises one particular aspect of reality and holds on to it as

if it were the whole. The self has been variously conceived as life,

elements, constituents of Primal Nature, things, worlds, "Vedas,

sacrifice, what is subtle, what is gross, what has form, what has

no form, and so on. According to the Sankhyas, there are twenty-

five tattvas or principles. To these, the followers of the Yoga

system add one more, viz., God. In the view of the Pasupatas

there are twenty-one categories. There are others who make the

categories endless in number. All these theories are but the ima-

ginations of their respective advocates,54 There is only one self

which appears as many through self-delusion as it were.55 First

the jivas are imagined and then the various things, external and

internal. The world of souls and things is an appearance super-

posed on the self, as the snake-form is imposed on the rope-subs-

tance in the dark.56

The teaching of creation has no final purport. As has been
shown already, what is real cannot be really born. If it is said

to be bprn, it must be in the sense of an illusory appearance.5*

Ordinarily it is stated that, samsara which has no beginning comes
to an end when release is attained. But this is figurative lang-

uage. If smhs&ra had no beginning, it could not have an end. If

52. 1, 7-9.

53. H, 33, 34.

54. n, 20-29. For details see The AgamcMstra of Gav4apS4a, edited by
VMhushekhara Bhattachaiya, pp. 30-37.

55. H 19. m&yaishi tasya devasya yay&yam mohitah tvayam.
56. II, iJB, 17.

57. HI, 27. sato hi mayay& jawma yujyate <m tit tattvatak.
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release is attained, it is liable to be lost again.58 If the universe

really existed, it would be destroyed. As we have observed,

duality is may&rmtra, mere illusion. Removal of smhsara and

attainment of moksha are figurative. These have to be taught in

language which needs must relate to duality. When the real is

known, there is no duality whatever.59

True to its character as an upode&a-sastra, the Gat&3ap5da-

hankd contains practical teaching at the end of each chapter. The

purpose of a iastra is to enable the aspirant to cross the sea of

sarhMra and reach the shore of blessedness which is the highest

human goal (pararna-puntsJiartJicr) . The vicious circle of empi-

rical life dependent on the law of cause and effect is evil (anariha)

.

This, however, as has been shown above, is a product of avidya

or M&ya. As long as there is an obstinate faith in causality which"

is illusory (avidyaka) , the chain of birth and death will not cease.

When that false belief is destroyed through knowledge, samhsdra

is removed.60 The cause of birth and death is ignorance as re-

gards the ultimate truth which is causeless. When this is realised,

there is no further cause for metempsychosis, and we attain release

which is freedom from sorrow, desire, and fear. Attachment to

the non-real is responsible for the illusory wanderings in the

wilderness of sammra. When one becomes non-attached through

knowledge, one turns back from the false pursuit of the non-real,

and. reaches the non-dual reality which is homogeneous and

unborn.81

The real bliss is veiled and the non-real sorrow is projected

on account of the perfection of illusory" plurality. Enshrouded by
the darkness of ignorance, those of immature knowledge (bali&ah)

dispute about what they consider to be the nature of reality.

Some say, it is; some, it is not; others, it is and is not; yet others,

it neither is nor is not.62 All these are kripanas, narrow-minded,

58. IV, 30.

59. I, 18.

60. IV, 56.

6L IV, 78-80.

62. IV, 82-84.
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who see fear in the fearless,63 and follow the way of difference,

getting themselves engrossed therein. Opposed to these are the

great knowers (maMjMrtah) who are settled in their wisdom

about the unborn, unchanging reality.*4

The knowledge which saves is not that which remains a mere

theoretical comprehension, but that which has become a direct

experience. Study of scripture, ethical discipline, detachment

from objects of sense and intense longing for release—these are

essential for realising the self. The aspirant should learn the pur-

port of the Veda and acquire freedom from passions like attach-

ment, fear, and anger (vka-T&ga-bfiaya-krodhah) ; and he should

fix his thoughts on the non-dual reality.65 Gaudapada teaches two

methods of concentrating the mind on the non-dual, Pranava-

yoga in the first chapter and Asparsa-yoga in the third. These

are to serve as auxiliaries to the knowledge of the Absolute,

methods to loosen the cords of ignorance.

Asparsa-yoga is the yoga of transcendence, whereby one real-

ises the supra-relational reality. Sankalpa is the root of activity

and bondage. The mind contemplates objects and gets* distracted

and shattered with the result that there is no peace or happiness.

Acceptance and desistance are motivated by the centrifugal ten-

dency of thought-process. Hie out-going mind should be called back

and controlled. Controlling the mind is difficult, indeed, as diffi-

cult as emptying the ocean drop by drop by the tip of ku§a grass.

But it is not an impossible task; only it requires relentless effort.

H the mind is restrained through discrimination, the end will

certainly be reached. One must remember first that all is misery

and turn back from desires and enjoyments. The mind that

moves out must be brought to unity. But in this process care

must be taken that it does not fall into sleep. When the mind
goes to sleep, it must be awakened; when it tries to go out, it

must be calmed. When the stormy mind is stilled, there is the

thrill of quietude. But one should not revel even in this yogk
trance. Anything that is enjoyed must belong to duality; it can-

63. m, 39, ahhaye bhaya-darSinafi,

64. IV, 94, 95.

65. n. 35, 30.
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not be unlimited or lasting happiness. The mind must become

non-mind (amambMya); the relations of subject and object,

enjoyer and enjoyment must be transcended. This will come only

through the knowledge ol the non-dual self. Knowledge and the

self are not different. Knowledge is the self or Brahman. Hence

it is said that through the unborn (knowledge) the unborn (Brah-

man) is known.66 Self-established, the unborn knowledge attains

its natural equanimity or sameness. This is called asparsa-yoga,

the yoga which is pleasing and good to all beings, and which is

beyond dispute and contradiction.67

The same end may be reached through meditation on OM
(pranavayoga) . 'Om' is the term indicative of the Brahman-self.

It consists of three matras, a, u} m, and a soundless fourth which

is wrmtra, A stands for Visva, u for Taijasa, and m for Prajfia.

Meditation on the significance of the three sounds respectively

will lead to the realisation of the three aspects of the self. The
sound 'om' proceeds from and is resolved in the soundless aimtra.

Similarly, the Turiya is the absolute which is unchanging and

non-dual, but which appears as many and changing. When the

meaning of the soundless culmination of Om is realised, there is

leading to or attainment of anything; for the Turiya is no other

than real and only self. Thus the Pranava is to be meditated upon

and known. It is the beginning, middle and end of all things.

It is the lord established in the heart of all beings. There is noth-

ing before it nor anything after it, nothing outside it nor anything

other than it. Understanding the Pranava in this manner, one

attains the supreme.68

Moksha or release is not a post-mortem state; it can be

realised even here (iha), while in embodiment.69 To speak of

it as an attainment or realisation is but figurative. It is the eter-

nal and inalienable nature of the self. He who knows this is

released, he is a jwan^muhta. Because he has attained full omni-

science and is free from the delusion of duality, there is nothing

66. m, 33. ajend-'jam wbhudhyate.

67. m, 31-46, IV, 2.

68. 1, 19-29.

69. IV, 89.
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for him which he can desire.70 He is not elated by praise nor

depressed by blame. He does not offer obeisance to any, nor does

he perform any rite. He has no fixed home, and subsists on what

comes his way. He lies like a non-conscious being, and lives as

he likes.71 Though he has no obligations, his conduct can never

be immoral. Virtues like humility, equanimity, calmness, and

self-control are natural to him.72 His is the immortal state which

is difficult to be seen, very deep, unborn, ever the same, and

fearless.73 He sees the truth everywhere. He delights in the

truth and does not swerve from it. He is the truth.74

10

From the account of Gau$apada's philosophy given above it

will be clear that this great teacher was an Advaitin, the earliest

known to us—who in his KmihcL laid the foundations of a philo-

sophy which was to become a glorious edifice through the im-

mortal work of Sankara. While making use of logical reasoning

and the dialectical method, he does not deviate from the teach-

ing of the Upanishads. Even where he employs Bauddha termi-

nology, he takes care to point out that his system should not be

confused with Buddhism. While denying absolute reality to the

world, he is firm in proclaiming that the non-dual Brahman-self

is the supreme truth. He has no quarrel with any system of

philosophy because, in his view, all systems if properly under-

stood are pointers to non-duality. While the dualists oppose

one another, the doctrine of non-duality does not conflict with

them.75 Ajati or the unborn reality is the final goal of all meta-

physial quest.

7U. IV, 85.

71. H, 36, 37.

72. IV, 86.

73. IV, 100.

74. n, 38.

75. m, 17.
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GOVINDA BHAGAVATPADA

by

V. A. Dbvasenapati,

M.A, PBJ>.

To- be known to all posterity as the preceptor of a world

teacher— Jagadguru Sri £ankaraeharya—is indeed a rare honour:

It evokes our sense of wonder. When we remember that Isvara

Himself was born as Sri Sankara for the spiritual rejuvenation of

Hinduism, our wonder" knows no bounds. But it may be asked

whether a world teacher—especially if He is none other than the

Supreme Lord Himself — needs a teacher." The answer is that

the world will learn more readily by example rather "than precept.

The need for a teacher, especially in spiritual matters, is generally

recognised. It is he who dispels the darkness of ignorance and

frees us from all sorrow. He quickens our understanding and

makes us see either what we had not seen before or what we had

seen all too dimly. He makes the effulgence of wisdom which is

latent in us shine forth in all its splendour. To make us realise

this need for guru,. He who is the preceptor of all preceptors set

an example by Himself sitting at the feet of a guru. He wants

us to realise that one who has not "learned to obey is not fit to

command and that one who has not himself sat at the feeVof'a

worthy teacher, cannot become a teacher himself.

The preceptor who enjoys this honour of being the preceptor

of &S Sankara is &i Govinda Bhagavatpada. In his pMtiramk,

he was Chandra Sarma, a handsome Brahmin of Kashmir. Year-

ning to hear Patanjali's exposition of the vyakarcena at Chidam-

baram, he was coming to the South. On the bank of the River

Narmada, he saw Gau^apada who under a curse from FataSjaH iter

leaving the place of instruction without permission had become a

Brahmarakgas. Patanjali had decreed that the curse would be

lifted when Gaudapada found a disciple fit enough to learn the
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vyakarana. It so happened that till the arrival of Chandra Sarma,

every scholar who came that way went wrong in giving the ending

of a tricky word and was eaten up by the Brahmaraksas. Chandra

Sanaa proved an exception. He gave the correct ending. The

time for the lifting of the curse had come. Gau^apada asked

Chandra Sarma where he was going. On being told that he was

going to Chidambaram to learn at the feet of Patanjali, Gau$apada

said that the exposition at Chidambaram was over and that he

would himself teach the young man. But the condition was that

without getting down from the tree on which the Brahmaraksas

sat, and without sleeping, the disciple should learn what he was

taught as quickly as possible. Having no access to writing mate-

rials, Chandra Sanaa made a deep scratch in his thigh and with

the blood that oozed out wrote on the leaves of the tree all that

he was taught. The instruction continued night and day without

a stop for nine days. The disciple thus had to go without food

and sleep for nine days. On the completion of his instruction, he

gathered up the leaves and tying them up into a bundle, took leave

of his teacher.

According to the Patanjali-vijaya, a work by Ramabhadra

Dikshita written about 200 years ago, Chandra 3§arma is none olher

than Patanjali himself. Feeling that Gau^apada was not likely to

secure a suitable disciple and thus might have to languish under

his curse, Patanjali took pity on him and was himself bom as

Chandra Sarma. This was but one more of the many roles that

Patanjali played. Patanjali is none other than Adisesha. Among
the roles he played, those of Lakshmana and Balarama may be re-

membered.

To continue the narrative, Chandra Sarma walked some dis-

tance with his precious bundle. Overpowered by sleep and hunger,

he slept for a while. On waking, he found that a sheep had eaten

away part of the leaves in his bundle. He took the bundle with

tike remaining leaves and on reaching Ujjain, he lapsed into a state

of unconsciousness on the pial of a Vaisya. The daughter of the

Veisya who was struck by the radiant face of Chandra Sarma

found }iim in this state of unconsciousness on account of complete

Starratkai and exhaustion. She fed him by applying on his body

**rd gfeg, Tbe nourishment entered his body through the pores
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of the skin and Chandra Sarma woke up. He wanted to resume

his journey. But the Vaisya wanted him lo marry his daughter

who had saved his life. On finding him disinclined for marriage,

the Vaisya took Chandra Sarma to the king. The king who was

favourably impressed by the striking appearance of Chandra Sarma

wanted him to marry his own daughter. He sent for his minister

to consult him in order to see whether there was sanction in the

Dharma Sastra for such a marriage. It so happened that the minis-

ter himself had a daughter; and so he was keen on giving her in

marriage to this stranger. Thus, Chandra Sarma had to marry all

the three girls. He stayed with them till each of them had a son

by him. Then he continued his journey to find his teacher —
Gau$apada, from whom he had learnt the vyakarana. Gaudapada

had become a sannyasin and was in Badarikasrama. Chandra

Sarma also became a sannyasin, receiving dlksha from his pre-

ceptor and henceforth came to be known as Govinda Bhaga-

vatpada.

While Govinda Bhagavatpada was with his teacher at Badari-

kasrama, sage Vyasa, the author of the Brahma-sutra visited them.

He asked Govinda Bhagavatpada to go to the bank of the River

Narmada and await the arrival of Sri Sankara who was the incar-

nation of Lord Siva. The purpose of this incarnation was to write

a commentary on the Brahma-sutra. Prior to that, Sri Sankara

was to be accepted formally as a disciple by Govinda Bhagavat-

pada. Govinda Bhagavatpada came to the bank of the River Nar-

mada. It is significant that Gaudapada was his teacher both before

and after he became a sannyasin. It is significant again that to

play the role of the teacher he was at the foot of the same tree on

which he had sat earlier to receive instruction from Gaudapada.

Sri Sankara came to the bank of the River Narmada and offered

his salutations at the lotus-feet of Govinda Bhagavatpada. Govinda
accepted Sankara as his disciple and initiated him in all the -mate

vakyas. Sankara lived with his guru for sometime and learnt the

spiritual truth and disciplines under him. After mastering all

that had to be learnt from the guru, Sri Sankara took leave of

lis master to go to Benaras, where he wrote an authoritative com-
nentary on the Brahma-sutra and preached the Advaita doctrine.
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The PatanjaUcharita which narrates briefly some facts of the
life of Sankara says in the last verse

—

govmdadesikamupasya chiraya bhaktya

tasmin sthite nijamahimni videhamuhtya

advaitabhMshyamupakalpya diso vijitya

kandipure sthilim avapa $a sarikararyafj,.

The writer wishes to place on record his deep sense of gratitude to His

Holiness the present gankarachirya of Kifiehi lor the material of this bio-

graphy. (Vide His Holiness' Madras lectures, 1932).
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SANKAJRA BHAGAVATPADA

by

N. Ramesan

M.A., I.A.S-

Adi Sankara, otherwise known as Bhagavatpada, had a re-

markable career within a short span of lifetime of thirty-two years.

He was not merely an intellectual philosopher of the highest calibre,

but also an ardent devotee and a mystic poet singing in ecstasy

of the bliss and beauty of the Divine Mother. The austere and

serene philosophy of the Upanishads was combined by him with

a mystic ardour and fervour to produce a balanced system which

would satisfy the deepest religious instincts of the people and which

to thi«3 day stands unrivalled in its brilliance and mystic appeal.

gankara was, in addition, a practical reformer. He re-esta-

blished the Shanmatas or the worship of the six ancient Gods, viz.,

the !§aiva, the iSakta, the Ganapatya, the Vaishnava, the Saura

and the Kaumara, and restored the influence of Hinduism among

the people, with a belief in itself and in its capacity to satisfy the

religious needs of its adherents. Just before !§ankara appeared on

the scene there was a medley of confused religious thinking in

the country. On the one hand were the groups of karma-mfinam-

sakas who concentrated on the precise and meticulous perform-

ance of the Vedic rites and rituals, independent of meditation and

the soul's worship of God. On the other were the nihilism of the

Buddhists and the indeterminism of the Jainas. Kumarila1 Bhatta

and Mandana Miira denounced the value of 'jnana-marga' and

were exaggerating the importance of the strict observance of the

outward forms of Vedic rites. The times were therefore ripe for

an incarnation to appear on the scene and to re-establish the eter-

nal truths of the Upanishads on a foundation of logical reasoning

that could stand the severest tests of dialectical experts-

To this difficult task Sankara applied himself and by his

remarkable commentaries on the Prasth&natoraya he has produced
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a system of philosophy based upon the strictest logical reasoning,

that, to this day, stands unparalleled for the brilliance of its logic

and the greatness of its universal conception. There have been

few souls in the history of thinking in the world that have pro-

duced such a remarkable combination of qualities. As Dr Radha-

krishnan says:

"It is impossible to read Sankara's writings, packed as they

are, with serious and subtle thinking, without being conscious that

one is in contact with a mind of very fine penetration and pro-

found spirituality—The rays of his genius have illumined the

dark places of thought, and soothed the sorrows of the most forlorn

heart. And whether we agree or differ, the penetrating light of

his mind never leaves us where we were".

As is common with the lives of our great men in the past,

Sankara was more concerned with his teachings than with himself,

and as such it is an extremely difficult task to weave into an

acceptable pattern the events of his life. Sankara himself was a

great writer, and has left us a remarkable collection of his writ-

ings, including his classic commentaries on the Brahma-sutra, the

Gita, and the Upanishads, and such general works as the 'Viveka-

chudamani', the 'Upadesasahasri', etc., which all reflect his gene-

ral tenets. Unfortunately these do not contain even stray refer-

ences to the biographical details of his life. However, a number

of biographies by his disciples called 'Sankara-Vijayas' are avail-

able, the oldest and most trustworthy being Anandagiri's Sankara-

vijaya. Other works like the Mvamhasya, the Patanjalivijaya, San-

karabhyudaya, etc., also give us some broad events of his life.

As is the case with all of our historical personages it is diffi-

cult to determine with any finality or accuracy the date of San-

kara. The following evidences are generally alluded to:—

(a) The Cambodian inscription mentions one Sivasoma who
styled himself as a pupil of Bhagavan gankara. This Sivasoma was
the Guru of Indravarma who is said to have lived from 878 to

887 A.D. It is therefore assumed that Sankara must have lived a
short while before Indravarma and hence this Cambodian inscrip-

tion is said to support the theory first propounded by Teile and
Phatak that Sankara was born in 788 A.D. and died in 822 A.D.
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(b) The 75th verse on Saundarya-Iaharl of Sankara contains

a reference to TJraviclasisu' which is said to be a reference to

Tirujnana Sambandar who is known to have lived in the 7th cen-

tury A.D.

(c) Kumarila Bhatta is generally assigned to a date earlier

than 700 A.D., and hence Sankara is supposed to have lived some-

time after him.

(d) Sankara refutes the doctrines of Asanga, Nagarjuna,

Dinnaga and Asvaghosha who are known to have lived not earlier

than the 3rd century A.D-

(e) Sankara came later than Bhartrhari who is generally

assigned to 600 A.D. on the authority of I-tsing.

(f) There is the chronogram *Nidhi Nagebha Vanhi' which

reversed, gives 3889 of Kali or 778 A.D. as Sankara's birth date.

Similarly the other chronogram 'Chandra Netranka Vanhi' gives

his date of Siddhi as 820 A.D.

The above are generally given as evidence in support of the

theory of the western scholars that Sankara was born in 778 A.D.,

and died in 820 A.D. However, the evidence is far from being

absolutely correct The difficulty of identifying Bhagvan Sankara

of the Cambodian inscription, with Adi Sankara is there. Dravida

Sisu is said to refer to Sankara himself in Lakshmidhara's authori-

tative commentary. The date of Kumarila Bhatta is not also free

from doubt, as is also the date of Bhartrhari. Though Sankara refutes

the Vijnanavada, he does not refer to Nagarjuna, Asanga and others

by name. Hence it is possible that he may be refuting the earlier

exponents of the same doctrine. The chronogram is also not free

from doubt since the verse which contains it gives the date of

Sankara's birth, as Cyclic year Vibhave, Vaisaka Masa, and

Dasami tithi. This goes against the accepted tradition of his being

born in Nandana year in Paficami tithi. Moreover this chronogram

may not refer to Adi Sankara but perhaps to Abhinava Sankara

who was a renowned Jagadguru of the Kancht Kamakoti Pitham

of the 8th century A.D.

Internal evidence about Sankara's date is practically nil.

There is a reference in the 18th sutra, 2nd adhyaya of the 1st pada

to the cities of Srughna and Pataliputra. But Pataliputra was
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destroyed only in 756 A.D., and hence this does not help us to

determine when ^ankara was born except that it must have been
before 756 A.D. Similarly in the same Bhashya of the Brahma-
s&tra, there is a reference to a king called Piirnavarman. How-
ever, confirmation of Purnavarman's date is also not forthcoming.

There are the Guruparamparas kept in the Dvaraka, Purl,

gringeri and Kanchi Mathas. Out of these, the generally accepted

date is about 500 BC. whereas the ancient tradition of the Sringeri

Matha takes it to 44 B.C.

It is difficult to determine with finality the date of Sankara in

view of the above conflicting evidence, though several attempts

have been made by several scholars in the past.

Although the biographical works on Sankara do not agree

completely in all their details, still it is possible to ascertain the

main events of 6ankara's life. He was born in Kaladi in Malabar

to Siva Guru and Aryambi. At an early age ho lost his father.

He was a precocious child who could pick up easily anything that

came to his notice. One day while having his bath in the river,

a crocodile caught his feet and he was saved from an untimely

death by adopting the Sannyasa order and thereby attaining as

it were a new life. He travelled all over the country and found

his master in Sri Govinda Bhagavatpada on the banks of the river

Narmada. After being initiated by him and mastering all that

he had to learn from him, Sankara went to Benaras or KSsI and

lived for some years there. It was during this period that his

great works came to be written. Sankara then set out on a mis-

sion of conquest and met Kumarila Bhatta at Allahabad. Kumarila

directed him to Mandanamisra living in the town of Mahishmati.

After conquering him in debate, &ankara moved southwards and

reached grlsailam. From there he went to Gokarna, Harihar, Mu-
kambi, etc., and reached Sringeri. He was so charmed by the natu-

ral beauty of the scenery of Sringeri that he is said to have lived

;there for 12 years. At about this time he learnt that his mother

Aryamba was on her death bed and went to Kalagi to attend to

her funeral rites. He then set out on a second digvijaya and
touched Ramesvaram, Chidambaram and Tirupati, and then start-

ed on a journey to Kail&sa. En route he also visited Nasik,

Somanath, Dvaraka, Ujjain, Mathura and Kashmir. Finally, he
reached Badrinath and Kailasa. It was here that he obtained from
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the Lord the famous five sphatikahngas. From there he went to

Kanchi after touching other Kshetras. At Kanchi he ascended the

Sarvajna Pltham and ultimately attained his Siddhi also there.

He established for the continuance and the correct interpretation

of the Advaita doctrine propagated by him many Mathas and
monastries all over the country, the most important of them being

Sringeri, Dvaraka, Badri, Purl, and Kanchi.

During his digvijaya £ankara's main purpose was to propagate

the tenets of Advaita. He expounded his views by the well-

known method of debate, in order to win round persons of the

opposing view. *&ankara derived his tenets from a strict inter-

pretation of the truths contained in the Vedas and Upanishads.

The truths of his doctrine are as simple as they are profound.

According to Advaita Reality is one, viz., Brahman. This is im-

mutable, inscrutable and without qualities. This by its own power
of Maya appears to exhibit itself as the various phenomena of the

seen world, though ultimately the entire corpus of universal

existence is nothing but the original substratum. This principle

of Maya is also inscrutable. Sankara does not deny the validity

of the known world as is generally thought. He accepts it but

denies any original and separate existence for it, apart from and

independent of Brahman. He propagated levels of truth, viz., the

Vyavaharika Satya, the Pratibhasika Satya and the Paramarthika

Satya. Thus, the relative existence of the known world is not a

total non-existence, like the son of a barren woman. Some
measure of reality is given even to the phantom world of appari-

tions and dreams called Pratibhasika Satya. The reality, being

the plenary unconditional experience beyond the concepts and the

categories of the mind, it is only Sruti that can testify to its

truth. All the same a rational explanation of the contradictions

that we see in the relative world becomes necessary and this

reconciliation of the two seemingly irreconcilable principles is

done in terms of the doctrine of Maya and Adhyisa- Adhyasa

means superimposition, as for example the superimposition of the

serpent on the reality of the rope. The problem of error has been

very thoroughly discussed by Sankara, who concludes that the

existence of error, though from the standpoint of ultimate reality,

has to be denied, still has its own practical purposes. Thus Maya
is 'tuehchha' or negligible from the standpoint o£ Brahman, and

the question of its existence or non-existence at that level does
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not arise. But from the standpoint of common experience Maya
is 'Satya' or real and o£ the world. The three ideas of truth,

illusion and absolute non-existence, or in other words, 'Satya',

'Mithya', and 'Atyantasat', are expounded with the illustrations of

the 'Supreme one', the serpent in the rope, and the son of a barren

woman etc. The 'Atyantasat' is never associated with the word
'is' or 'asti'. Sat is never associated with the word 'is not' or

'it&sti'. It is the second alone—Mithya, which is associated with

both asU and vMsti3 as for example the serpent in the rope is at

one time associated with the word 'nasti', from the point of view

of ultimate reality, and at another time with the word "astV from

the point of view of limited reality. The mundane world belongs

to this category. Thus Sankara's definition of the world is not

that of an illusionist as has been misrepresented by some, who
denies reality to that which is seen and felt by us, in our daily

activities. Sankara has never said so. On the other hand, he
reconciles our various experiences by the device of the various

levels of truth.

Sankara was not a mere dreamer but a practical missionary

and an organiser of no mean ability. Within the short .span of

thirtytwo years he travelled all over India, destroyed the unholy

accretions and the other cults and established the Shawmatas on
a proper footing. He was responsible for establishing the order

of Sannyasa and the institution of the Mathas which to this day
have survived the onslaughts of time and change. As Dr Radha-
krishnan so nicely puts it: "Even those who do not agree with
his general attitude of life, will not be reluctant to give him a
place among the immortals".
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PADMAPADA

by

N. Ramakrishna Sastri

Asthana Vidvan, Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Matba

Padmapada was one of the favourite disciples of Sri Sankara,

the others being Hastamalaka, Totaka and Suresvara. Towards
the close of his career, Sri Sankara conceived the idea of perpetuat-

ing the doctrine of Advaita by establishing various Mathas in

different corners of India for the propagation of Advaita. Ac-

cording to the £<mkara-vijaya of Anandagiri, the manuscripts of

which are available in the Madras and the Mysore Government
Oriental Manuscripts libraries, Sri Sankara appointed Padmapada
as the first Acharya at the Sringeri Matha. Under instructions

from his preceptor Sri Sankara, Padmapada wrote a commentary
on the bhashya of Sri Sankara on the first four aphorisms of the

Brahma-sutra; and that commentary is known as Partehapddika.

Being the earliest commentary on Sankara's Bhashya, the Fancha-

p&dika deserves a careful study by every student of Advaita

philosophy. It was commented on by PrakSsatman in his PaHcha-

v&diha-vivarai}a. The PafaMpadika^vivarana was further com-

mented on by Akhan^ananda in his Tattvadvpana. Anandapurna,

who wrote his Vidyasagart commentary on Sri Harsha's Khan$MML-

khav4a-khadya wrote a commentary on the Pancha/pMika,

Nrisimhasrama wrote a commentary on the PanchapadUccb^oivarana

called the Pa€cfeap5difc^iwvaraTCa-prafcaiifca. Dasgupta mentions

one more commentary on the Paifchapddikarvivarawa by one Sri

Krishna. Vidyaranya wrote a separate monograph called Vivaraw-

prameya-sangraha in which the Vedanta doctrines are clearly set

forth on. the lines of the PafchapaWoa-vivarana. Eamananda
Sarasvatl, a pupil of Govindananda, the author of the Ratna-

prabhS commentary on the Sankara bhashya on the Brahma-sutra

wrote his Vivarana-wpany&sa, a summary of the main theses of
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the Vivarana. Dasgupta says that this work was probably the

last important work on the Vivarana line.

The first four sutras on the bhashya of which Padmapada has

commented set forth the quintessence of Advaita Vedanta. Each

system of philosophy has to deal with three topics, those relating

to God, Soul and the World. While the pluralistic and theistic

schools regard these three as distinct realities, the Advaita teaches

that the basic Reality, Brahman is one and non-dual. The truth

of non-duality is the import of the Upanishads. And Brahman,

owing to its association with avidya, appears as God, Soul and the

World. Padmapada says that maya, avyakrita, prakriti, agrahana,

avyakta, tamah, karana, laya, sakti, mahasakti, nidra, kshara and

akasa are the terms which are used in older literature as synony-

mous with avidya. Avidya, like knowledge, requires a substratum

as well as a content. On this issue Padmapada's view as inter-

preted by Prakasatman in his Vivarana is that Brahman is both

the locus and content of avidya as against the view of Vacaspati

Misra that avidya has Brahman as its object and jiva as its sup-

port. This is one of the fundamental points of difference between

the Vivarana line of interpretation and the interpretation of the

Vacaspati line. In this Prakasatman agrees with the view of

Suresvara and his (Suresvara's) disciple SarvajMtman. Brahman
associated with avidya is viewed as the source of the universe.

On the subject of causality of Brahman, Padmapada says thai that

on which the world-appearance is manifested, that, the Brahman
is the cause of the world. On this point three alternative views

are offered by Prakasatman; and they are: (i) Just as two

strands conjoined together make a rope, Brahman and maya are

the material cause of the world, in a relation of equal primacy.

The elements of reality and manifestation are caused by Brahman;

and the elements of inertness and change are produced by mayS.

(ii) The potency of maya alone may be characterised as the

material cause. But, since potency always depends on the potent,

it would have to be said presumptively that even Brahman that

possesses the potency is the material cause, (in) Since Brahman
is the substrate of maya, though material causality may belong

directly to maya alone, for Brahman too material causality can-

not be avoided. Of these three views, the first maintains that

material causality in the principal sense belongs to Brahman
qualified by maya; and the other two hold that it belongs to mayfi
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alone. But on all the three views, Brahman is only figuratively

the material cause.1 As regards the nature of the universe,

Padmapada holds that it is indeterminable in the sense oc not

being either real like Brahman or unreal like an absolute nothing.

In other words, he defines mithyatvam or indeterminability as

'Sad-asad-vilakshanatvam'.

As regards the nature of the individual soul and the Supreme
Lord, three theories are set forth by the Advaitic writers; and they

are: pratibimba-vada, avaccheda-vada and abhasa-vada. Accord-

ing to the pratibimba-vada, the consciousness that transcends

avidya and serves as the original is isvara; and, the consciousness

that is reflected in the intellect in its gross and subtle states is

Jiva. Or, the consciousness reflected in avidya is isvara, and in

intellect is Jiva-2 According to the avaccheda-vada, the conscious-

ness conditioned by avidya is Isvara; and the consciousness

delimited by avidya is Jiva.3 According to the abhasa-vada, the

reflection of consciousness in avidya when identified with the

original is isvara; and, the reflection of consciousness in the intel-

lect when identified with the original is Jiva.4

The difference between pratibimba-vada and abhasa-vada lies

in this that according to the former the consciousness that is

reflected and is present in avidya or intellect is real and is identi-

cal with the original. Only the state of reflection (pratibimbatva)

is indeterminable either as sentient or insentient. But, according

to the abhasa-vada, the consciousness that is reflected and present

in avidya or intellect is indeterminable either as sentient or in-

sentient.5 The pratibimba-vada is advocated by Padmapada in

his Pancliap&diha in the section which is designated by later

Advaitic writers as Darparia-tifca.6 The avaccheda-vada is advo-

cated by Vaeaspatimisra, and the abhasa-vada by Suresvara.

1. Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita, pp. 228-229.

2. Siddh&ntabindu (KisI Sanskrit series), p. 226.

3. Avidyavaechinna-anavancchinnau-eva jivesau iU pakshah

avaccheda-vadah, Narayani on the SiMhantabindu, p. 232.

4. Siddhantabindu, p. 219.

5. Ibid., pp. 224-225.

6. RaUa-prabH on Sankara's bh&shya on the Brahma-Sutra, 2-3-50.
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As regards the relation between the affirmative and negative

Upanishadic texts, Padmapada has a theory of his own. Manclana-

misra holds that the negative Upanishadic texts are primary and
the affirmative texts are secondary. Padmapada, however, main-

tains7 that the negative texts merely restate what is presumptively

known from the affirmative Upanishadic texts. In the case of

the erroneous perception of silver in the nacre, when it is said

that 'this is nacre and this is not silver', the sentence 'this is not

silver' merely restates the absence of silver which is presumptively

known from the affirmative sentence 'this is nacre'. Similarly,

the negative Upanishadic texts such as 'noti, neti' merely restate

the absence of the universe in Brahman which is presumptively

known from the affirmative Upanishadic texts that convey Brah-

man to be truth, consciousness and absolute. Thus the negative

Upanishadic texts are subordinate to the affirmative ones. This

view, according to Sarvajnatman is faultless, desirable, and com-

mendable.8

The greatest contribution of Padmapada to Advaita lies in this

that his interpretation of Sri {§ankara's bhmhya served as the

source of the most important school of Advaita, that is, the Vivarna

school.

7. PancapatiXk&, p. 499. [Mm. Anantakrishna Sastri's Edition].

8. Samkshepasariraka I, 257.
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HASTAMALAKA

by

A. G. Krishna Warmer

Unlike Suresvara and Padmapada who have left an indelible

mark on the history of Advaitic thought, Hastamalaka and Totaka,

two other direct disciples of Sri gankara, have been revered more
for what they were than for any works they have bequeathed to

posterity. Nevertheless, if tradition may be trusted, a small

treatise, Hastdmalaka-stotra by name, consisting of twelve verses,

may be ascribed to Hastamalaka, the marvellous boy disciple of

the great Master. Its distinction is that it is accompanied by a
commentary whose author, according to the traditionalists, is none
other than Sri Sankara himself.1 The views set forth in the Stotra

constitute orthodox Advaita, of course, and they may properly be
taken to represent the quintessence of HastSmalaka's spiritual

experience. Before analysing these verses let us reproduce the

few events in Hastamalaka's life, incidentally incorporated in the

Sri Sartkaradigvijaya of MadhavachSrya and the Sankaravijaya of

Vyasachala.2 The fact that the accounts given in these works dis-

cover a striking measure of agreement proves, not their authenti-

city so much as the dependence of the one on the other.

In the course of his triumphal tour of India as the authentic

exponent of Advaita philosophy, gankara, accompanied by a large

group of disciples and admirers, reached 6ri Bali a brahrnana

village near Gokarna. An affluent villager, Prabhakara by name,

together with a sick son, thirteen years old, approached Sankara

hoping to get his son healed.8 According to etiquette the father

1. Cf. pp. 163 ff, Vol. XVI of The works of Sri Soihkar&cWrija, Sri Vani

Vilas Edition. It is only fair to point out that the traditional view has been

disputed by scholars like Belvalkar. Cf. Mallik Lectures on Vedanta Pfcilo-

sophy, Part I (first edition), p. 218.

2. Besides the authors referred to, Anandagiri also briefly mentions

Hastamalaka in his Sankaravijaya; 1868 AD. Edition; cf. pp. 250 and 267.

3. gankaradigvifaya of Madhavachfirya, 12, 47.
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bowed low before the sage and caused his son to do likewise. The
latter, "a live coal hidden in ashes" would not get up, but remained

prostrate demonstrating, as it were, his grievous malady. When,
however, the compassionate sage lifted up the boy, his anxious

father respectfully enquired what the matter could be with his

son who behaved so strangely. Thirteen years had gone by and

so far he had shown no sign of sensibility. Of course, he could

not learn the Vedas so far, though the formal ceremony of initiation

had been performed. In the midst of his playmates, the boy would

remain listless; even physical harm inflicted on him failed to

evoke angry reactions of any kind. In the matter of diet, too, he

was indifferent. It was, thus, by the force of sheer karma that

he was growing up.4

Upon hearing this account, the great Teacher asked the boy:

"Who art thou? Why dost thou behave as one possessed?"

In answer, 'the great soul', inhabiting the body of the boy

uttered the twelve verses of the Haslamalaka-stotra. They set

forth, in the main, the nature of the Self or the Atman. The

refrain of all of them is: I, the Self, am eternal Awareness,

nityopalabdhisvarupo' ham atnva. The author of these verses seeks

to translate into intelligible language the content of his integral

experience, which, being sui generis, does not lend itself to such

translation. Hence the profuse use of symbols and metaphors

strewn in these verses. The initial step in the process of the trans-

lation has been to relate, unavoidably, the unrelated Absolute, the

contentless awareness, to the activities of mind and sense-organs.

The real inspirer of all activities, subjective and objective, U the

Atman.5 The sun energizing the world of objects into their varied

activities is a fit analogue of the Atman. The author is very well

conscious of the intrinsically indefensible nature of his initial

step. The Absolute is, strictly, the relationless, the unconditioned.

Hence, his characterization of it as nirastakhilopadM. Its appro-

priate analogue may be sought for in the boundless space.6 (V-l).

4. Ibid., 12, 50-53.

5. Cf. Kenopanishad, I, 1 and 2.

6. Cf. nirafftiato&t vibhutweca tath&nasvarabMvatah,

brahmavywmTiornabhedo'ati caitanyam brdhmano'dhikani.

HastcLmalakastdtrabhdshya,

—The works of Sn gankaraoharya, Vol. XVI,

6rl Vani Vilas Press, Srirangnm.
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The dependence of all objects for their activities on the un-

failing Awareness or Atman is reiterated in the second verse.

Every object, not excluding the mind and sense organs, is inert.

Their formations, functions and operations point to an Intelligence7

that supervises, controls, and directs them. (V-2).

This very Atman abides in the living body as the Jiva,

exactly as the face, in the guise of the reflection, is present in the

mirror.8 In other words, the plurality of Jivas is only an ap-

pearance whose timeless truth is the non-duality of the Atman.

What differs from individual to individual is not the foundational

principle of awareness,9 the real content of T; the forms or modes

of the antaJikarana, embodying it from moment to moment, alone,

differ. (V-3). Transcend these momentary fluctuations, and, at

once, the indivisible wholeness of the Atman is restored, just as

once the mirror is removed, the reflection vanishes leaving the

wholeness of the face, intact.10 The empiric plurality of the Jivas

is due tc the superimposition, on the non-dual Atman, of the mani-

foldness of the modes, in which this Atman is reflected. (V-4).

The given fact of a temporal association of the Atman with

the psycho-physical organism is not denied; what is stressed is that

in its timeless transcendence, the Atman is relationless. It is, in

very truth, the mind of the empirical mind; the eye of the empirical

eye, etc.11 In its utter transcendence, of course, it is beyond the

purview of all instruments of cognition12 (V V. 5 & 9) . How then

is such an entity affirmed at all? Svato mbMti—Atman is a self-

luminous conscious being: as such it is self-positing and self-

validated- As pointed out already (in verse 3) the factual plurality

of the centres of consciousness may be traced to that of the

reflecting media, the modes of the anl^Jkkarana. (V. 6). The

phenomenon of the multiplicity of Jivas may be elucidated with

reference to an analogue. Just as a single sun, simultaneously,

7. Brihadaranyako'pamshad, 3.723.

8. cf. abhdsa eva ca; Brahma-Sutra, 2. 3. 50.

9. cf. What xs Life? pp. 89, 90. E. Schrodinger, Cambridge, 1944.

10. Cf. Yoga-SHtras of PotoJijoIi, 1. 3. tadHrajhp&varwptf vasth&nam.

11. Kenopanishad, 1,2.

12. Cf. Yato vaconivarttente' prapya manasasaha Taittinyo'pamshad, 2.4.

The fact that the eye, or the mind functions at all is due to their verification

by the Atman. Cf.~tamevabhantam anubhati sarvam tasya bhasa sarvamidam

yjbhati. Kafhofanishad, 5.15.
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enables a multitude of eyes to behold various things, so docs the

non-dual Atman, at one and the same time, enable Jivas to perceive

their respective objects. (V-7).

It was observed above that the Atman is the mind of the

mind, etc; i.e. it is the hidden source of their characteristic energies

and operations. In the world outside, the sun illuminates objects

and makes them fit to be cognized; but this the sun cannot do

without its illumination by the Atman. In other words, exactly

like the sense organs the sun, too, derives its characteristic ener-

gies and capacities from the sole source of all light and power.13

As the Atman is the mind's mind and the eye's eye, so too it is

the sun's sun. (V-8).

Despite the eternal transcendence of the self-luminous Atman,

the Self of the JIva, the empirically experienced finitude and

fragmentariness of the cognitions of the latter may not be gain-

said. Bondage of the JIva is an incredible fact. It consists in the

appearance, to the ignorant Jiva, of the Atman as bound,

baddhavatbhoiti mu$hadrshteh. A parallel phenomenon may be

cited by way of illustration. An observer whose eye-sight is

obstructed by clouds is apt to imagine that the &un is engulfed by

them. As the sun, in fact, so the Atman, in truth, does not suflor

the slightest diminution in its natural ef'iulgence. Notwithstanding

all appearances to the contrary, the Atman is eternally pure,

awake, and free, nitya&utehabuddhamukUxsvabhavah. (V-10). The

transcendence of the Atman must be understood together with

the complementary truth of its immanence in all phenomena. 'On

it, but without, in the least, affecting its wholeness and purity, are

strung the phenomena constituting the cosmos.14 It is their abiding

ground and in this respect its analogue is space accommodating
the objective manifold. (V-ll). The concluding verse reaffirms

the nondual status of the %Xm&n while it traces all plurality to

the limiting adjuncts and media of reflection. The psycho-physical

organisms are multiple and the Atman, in empiric association with

them, consequently, appears to be many. The phenomenal plura-

lity of the Jivas in no way affects the transcendental non-duality

of the Atman,

13. Cf. Kathopaniskad, 5.15.

14. Cf. Bhagavad-Gm
t 7.7.
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Thus the verses constituting the Hastamalaka-stotra deal with

the real or paramartliika status of Atman. Their author .seems to

convey through them the fullness of his realization of the same.

The author of the bhashya on these verses raises a few supplemen-

tary questions, a brief reference to some of which may also be

made in order to underscore the major implications of the Hasta-

malaka-stotra. The affirmation in verse two that Atman is eternal

awareness or cognition calls for some elucidation since 'bodha' or

awareness, generated by the sense organs in contact with their

objects is obviously ephemeral. Generated awareness perishes,

after leaving its impression on the mind or it yields place to a

subsequent awareness. In any case it is anything but eternal

Again, Atman in ills essence ought not to be awareness, for while

Atman is held to be eternal, awareness, as just shown, is ephe-

meral. In answer, it may be urged that by awareness is meant

consciousness or chailanya. Awareness is of two kinds—what is

generated and what is eternal. The former, being knowable, is

no better than objects like pot and, therefore, is inert. That the

generated awareness is a 'knowable' is clear from expressions

like: I have had the awareness (= knowledge) of the pot, of

the cloth, etc. Such awareness is experienced. Only such ex-

perienced and particularized instances of awareness may be

treated as ephemeral. This does not militate against the proposi-

tion that the Atman is eternal awareness.

What is the proof that Atman is awareness or Chaitanya? The

awareness of the objective manifold, fagalprakUa, may be cited as

the requisite proof.15 None may deny that the world is presented

to our consciousness in acts of cognition. In the complex of fac-

tors involved in this situation, every known factor is inert. The

one factor not known16 but knowing, the Atman, therefore, is the

source of the jagatprakasa. While illuminating all else, it shines

forth in its own right, svaparapmkasav&n,.1
'

1

Before concluding this brief account of Hastamalaka's affirma-

tion of Self-realization, the fact may be noted that he may be

cited as the living proof of the state of fivanmukti, implicit in the

15. jagatpraMia itibriiina^--Has*5mttIafca-stotra7l>?iflsfei/a, p. 160.

16. m^SMram are kena vi^y&t—Brihadiararpyako'pmish^ 2.414.

17. Hastamalaka-stotrabMahya, p .166.
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Advaitic position that Jiva is, in truth, nityopalabdhisvarHpa. None

of the verses directly mentions it; the Commentary, however,

argues the case as follows. The paradox resulting from the con-

tention that Mukti is a state of disembodiment,1 ** and that, neverthe-

less, the jivanmukta lives in the body has to be resolved. One may

urge that by the disembodied state is meant, not that life in the

body has ceased, but that egoistic experiences incidental to such

life have ceased. This however is inconceivable; for so long as

the sense-organs operate cessation of such experiences is out of

question. "But as egoistic experiences result from nescience,

should not their cessation logically follow from the fact ihat right

knowledge or samyagdarsana has dispelled nescience?" No; for,

though nescience has been dispelled, its constquences may very

well persist as in the case with the illusory experience of the

double moon. How else can the fact of embodiment of the liberat-

ed sage be accounted for? The assertion of &ruti that pleasure

and pain never cease for the embodied being13 may be cited as

negativing the dogma of fivanmuktl

The following considerations, however, must be urged against

the arguments set forth above. One who lives alone may acquire

the knowledge of the real, tattvajnana. No dead man ever grows

wiser. In fact the circumstances leading to right knowledge, such

as the study of scriptures, ratiocination, the cultivation of moral

virtues, etc., are relevant only to the living. The latter alone may
take the step of renunciation, the sine qua non of illumination.

Hence right knowledge or AtmajMna can accrue only to, the

living and it must entail emancipation in a state of embodiment.20

In conclusion the point may be stressed that the sage Hastama-
laka is not concerned to develop a full-fledged system of philo-

sophy with its complement of metaphysics, ethics, logic, and so

forth. He just reveals, in the brief compass of twelve verses, his

vision of non-dual Reality as plenary Consciousness. The charge

of acosmism against his position, therefore, far from detracting

from the merit of his affirmation is bound to prove a compliment

18. tadetadasariratvam mokaMkhyanp. gankara's Bhashya on the Brahma-
Sutra, 1.1.4.

19. Ch&ndogyo'pcLnishad, 8.12,1.

20. wyo havai tatparamwup, brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati, M«i«toJco'

panishad, 3.2.9.
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TOTAKACHARYA

by

S. Rajagopala Sastm
M.A., M-UTT

Sri Sankara, the greatest expounder- of Advaita Vedanta is

reputed to have flourished between 788 and 820 A.D. This date

cannot be regarded as finally settled and a large number of Indian

scholars bring down his date to the first or second century A.D.

or B.C. However, the latter part of the eighth century has been

accepted by thinkers as the most probable date. It is not worth-

while to enter into a controversy regarding the date of this

acharya; for, the absence of relevant inscriptions and historical

records permits a pliability in investigation which need not always

take us in the right direction. Nor are the teachings of Sri Sankara

affected in any way by the absence of certainty regarding his

date. He is considered as the incarnation of Lord Siva; and his

specific object was to propagate the Vedic and the Upanishadic

truths and eradicate the unhealthy trends and practices associated

with Hinduism. Before his sixteenth year, he finished his main
work of refuting all heretical views and restoring the lustre and
purity of the Vedintic systems. But another span of sixteen

years was allotted to him by providence to consolidate his work.

During the course of his wanderings throughout the length and
breadth of India, a large number of disciples came to him' for

initiation and knowledge, chief among them being Sanandana, who
later on became Padmapada, Anandagiri better known as Hastama-
laka, and Giri who seems to have also another name, Kalanatha.

This Giri was the son of one Vi&vanatha Adhvari and he later on
came to be called Totakfcharya. According to tradition, Totaka-
charya, whose original name was Giri was the amsa of Agni, while
Hastamalaka and Padmapada were the incarnations of Vayu and
Sri NarSyana.

Unfortunately not much is known about the life of these
great disciples, except what tradition has cared to preserve. But
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in the case of Sri Totaka even tradition seems to be silent; for,

what we know about this Acharya is very little, though he

exemplified in his life the spirit of service and dedication to his

Guru, even at the expense of knowledge. In this respect he is on

a par with Bharata, the illustrious brother of Sri Ramachandra,

and wi+h Hanuman, Sri Rama's great devotee. The reverence

which he had for his Guru, the great Sankarachurya so completely

dominated him that Giri had no other interest in his life except to

serve the great Master and neglected oven his teachings and dis-

courses. All that we know about him definitely is that his original

name was Giri and from the time that Sri Sankara accented him

as his disciple, he lost himself in the service of his master. The

work going by the name of Totakashtakn is attributed to him. It

was a spontaneous outpouring of profound gratitude to the Guru
whom the disciples held as Isvara himself. It contains only eight

verses and invokes in every verse the grace of Sankara. The only

other work of his is called Sniltecirasaviuddharanam in about 179

&lokas which contains the quintessence of the Advaita Vedanta.

Sri Sankara, after his digvijaya, seems to have made Totaka the

head of the Matha which he founded in the Badari Kshefra.

Tradition has it that the devotion of Giri to his Master was

very profound; but he did not profit much by the teachings. He
seems to have felt that a strong personal devotion to the Guru
was of far greater importance than a mere intellectual grasp of

the teachings. The latter influenced only the intellect, while the

former bound the whole personality to the Guru. He used to

absent himself frequently from the classes taught by the Precep-

tor, preferring to do personal service to the teacher without wast-

ing even that time in mere listening. Sri Sankara who was aware

of the depth of his disciple's affection and reverence towards him-

self did not mind his absence during the discourses. But the other

disciples including Padmapada had a contempt for this ignoramus

whose gurubhakti was not apparent to them. One day the class

was about to commence and all the other disciples wore present.

But the Guru did not begin his lessons waiting for some one. He
was expecting Giri to come back to the class from the tank where
he was washing his Master's clothes. Getting impatient at this

delay, Padmapada suggested to the teacher that since all the

students had come, the discourse might start. "Let Giri also come",

•were the words of the Master. Padmapada who had a great con-

tempt for the intellectual backwardness of Giri exclaimed rather
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hastily that there was the wall in the place of Giri. The Master

who should have been a bit pained at this discourteous reference

to Giri, nevertheless waited for his arrival. With a view to teach

the students that a mere intellectual comprehension of the philo-

sophical problems was after all only of secondary importance and
that a right attitude and reverence were very necessary in the

spiritual sphere, he silently blessed the absent Giri with a com-

plete knowledge of the Vedantic truth. Giri who was still engaged

in washing his Master's clothes, suddenly felt an upsurge of his

intellect and a divine flash of illumination. This made him ex-

perience and realise the spiritual uplift instantly. While others

took years and perhaps several births to realise this truth, Giri

was able to perfect this state of realisation almost in an instant.

Gratitude to the Guru who in his extraordinary compassion had

inspired him with divine knowledge and bliss made Giri sponta-

neously praise J§rl Sankara in eight verses (Totkdshtaka) in To-

taka metre each verse ending with the refrain, "bhava sankara

desika me saranam." It is clear that the composition of this work

in Totaka metre earned for him the name of Totakacharya. Repeat-

ing these verses he approached his Guru and his holy presence,

and in the midst of all his disciples he composed the work by name
— Srutimrasamuddharcenam. It is also known by another name

Vedantavedyaparatattvanivedanam. These slokas have an even flow

and rhythm and an easy diction, but manifest an unrivalled depth of

thought. With this single work, the fame of Totakacharya was

made and he has now an abiding place in the galaxy of Advaita

Acharyas.

The Srutisarasamuddharanam, according to tradition, is a

spontaneous flow of a well-sustained discourse on Advaita Vedanta

dealing with the most crucial and important topic of the identity

of Jiva and Brahman. It seems to have been spontaneously com-

posed and recited in the presence of Sri gankara and the other

disciples when Giri was under the silent inspiration of the teacher.

However it may be, we have in this work a careful and authori-

tative exposition of the subject and Totakacharya being the direct

disciple of Sri Sankara has lent to this work a peculiar significance.

It is not necessary to give an elaborate account of the philosophy

underlying the work; but even a cursory summary will reveal the

masterly touch of one who had realised the Absolute, or who had

become a mukta.
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This small work in one hundred and seventy-nine slokas has

been published by the &rl Vani Vilas Press, Srirangam, with the

commentary of 6rl Sacchidananda Yogi, together with a foreword

in English by R. Krishnaswamy Iyer. The Aeharya insists

that before one begins the Vedanta vichara, one should be

disciplined and be pure in mind- The four Sadhanas are very

necessary and the novice should have disciplined himself thorough-

ly. He should have the firm belief that the Atman alone is eternal

and consequently worthy of cultivation and that all the other

things are worthless. A stern negative attitude to all types of

sense enjoyments, either in this world or in heaven should be cul-

tivated. At the same time, the senses should be restrained from

going outward, the mind must be content, and moro than all, the

aspirant should have an ardent desire to attain mukti. Without

this moral discipline Vedantie study is entirely useless.

Though the central theme of the work is the exposition of

the identity between the Self and Brahman, the Aeharya leads up
to this topic by discussing some allied questions at the outset. The

seeker should completely renounce his attachment to the five

sheaths or kosas, annamaya (food), praniavmya (vital airs), ma-

nomaya (intellect), viynanamaya (buddhi) and Anandamaya
(bliss). In other words, the aspirant should not identify himself

wilh any of these sheaths. These are merely the outer coverings

as it were of the true Self. Brahman is unlimited though imma-

nent in every one. Brahman does not change, though associated

with the changing and modifying upadhis like mind and intellect.

Most of all, one should never identify oneself with ahaiiikara (ego)

because it is after all an adventitious factor and is not the real

self. Brahman is absolutely unrelated to ahmhkara, and Totaka-

chaxya affirms that Atman should not be equated with the indi-

vidual self. Brahman is without any attributes or personality,

and is eternal and self-luminous. AH the MaMv&kyas in the tTpa-

nishads assert that the Self is Brahman. This is the central theme

of this work. The identity between the Self and Brahman is one

of essential identity and the similarity should not be carried on to

non-essential and trivial things. As the English Introduction

points out, all unnecessary and irrelevant factors in each of the

two equating terms should be eliminated. The Mahavakya Tat-

ivamasi contains three words, viz, tat, tvam and asi (That, thou,

and art). Of these "thou" stands for the Jim which when divest*
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ed of the adventitious conditions, is really the Pure Consciousness.

This Pure Consciousness is delimited by individuality, when it

comes to believe that it is a particular being. It then acquires

ahmta ("I-ness") Again the Jiva (as we should now call the

particularised and delimited self) is limited by its experiences.

There is also a third limitation when the Jiva qualified by experi-

ences begins to perceive empirical and personal states. When one

says, "I see this", it is an indication that one is bound by a parti-

cular experience or perception. The state of "I see", is devoid of

this particularity of perception but nevertheless is a limitation of

the self in the direction of experience or perception. The state-

ment implies a possibility of generalised experience. The most

underlying delimitation lies in reducing the pure self to the status

of an individual. We see here that the self is only limited to an

individual subject and nothing more. The Achirya points out

that the state, namely, the one in which the direct apprehension

of the various objects is simultaneous with the functioning of the

sense organs is called the waking state. The second one is the

dream state in which the knowledge of things is acquired without

the functioning of the sense-organs and is due to the latent im-

pressions present in the mind. And, the third one is the deep

sleep state when the intellect together with its latent impressions

merge in avidya. The real self is the eternal Witness (sdkshA) of

these three states. It subsists in these three states Taut at the

same time is beyond them. This is described as the Turiya (the

fourth). Totakacharya points out that the individuated T though

regarded by some as the real self is not so and that it is only the

upMhi of the buddhi.

Regarding the term "That" (tat), it is pointed out that it is

real, eternal, impartite and infinite. It is also satyam (truth) at

all the three times. There was no time at which Brahman did

not exist and in the same way there will be no time at which
Brahman will cease to exist. The universe has no substantiality

or reality apart from Brahman. It is created, sustained and des*

troyed, and hence it is not eternal and not true. But at the same
time it is not an absolute nothing because it exists- It cannot be
both true and untrue for this is a logical impossibility. It is clear

that 6rf Totaka is making a reference to Maya while speaking

about the prapancha in this way. We thus see that the true mean-
ing of the Mahawkya is that the individual Jiva is not different
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from the Paramatman (Brahman). The former is neither a part

nor a modification of Brahman. The embodied self, when the

embodiment is removed, is the same disembodied, eternal, impar-

tite Self.

Totakacharya drives home this conclusion by removing cer-

tain possible misconceptions which may ariac in the equation pro-

cess. But these are too detailed for our purpose. By the process

of negation (apavada) we prove that the self is not the "I" nor
the buddhi nor the manas nor the senses nor the praya. References

are made to other systems and their views are criticized. Direct

references are made to the Vaiseshika philosophy and its state-

ments are regarded as mistaken. Apart from the intellectual

superiority of these teachings, one should admire the utter self-

lessness and spirit of devotion characteristic of Sri Totakacharya;

and if the Acharya is today regarded as a resplendent luminary

in the galaxy of Advaita teachers, one may be excused if appre-

ciation is more for the high moral and spiritual character of the

teacher than even for his teachings.
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SURESVAKA

by

S. V- SUBRAHMANYA SASTRI

Vedanta Siromani

The Guraparamparastoira of the Sringeri Acharyas published

by Dr Hultzch says that Sri Sankara after establishing a Ma£ha on
the banks of the river Tungabhadra reached KanchL After

consecrating Kamakshi Devi and after appointing Visvarupa

(Suresvara) to spread Advaita from his own Asrama, Sankara
attained immortal bliss there. It says:

latra sarhsthapya ternakshim

jag&ma paramampadam,
visvarupayatim sthapya

svasramasya pracharane.

The manuscripts of Satikara-vijaya of Anandagiri preserved in the

Madras and Mysore Government Oriental Manuscripts Libraries

state in the chapter sixty-five that Sri Sankara installed one of the

five Sphafika Lingas called the Yogalinga in the Kimakoti-pi^ha

at Kanchl and ordained Suresvara to be in charge of that pitha.

tasrnat muktikdnkshibhili sarvaih irichakrapujd kartavya iti

nischitya tatraiva nijavasayogyam Tnathamapi parikalpya W?ra

niia&ddhantapaddhatim pratesayitum antevasinam suresvaram

ahuya yoganamakam Ungam pujaya iti tasmai datva tvam atra

k&rmko&pitham adhivasa iti vyavasthapya iishya^aifiaih paripujya-

manah ikparaTrngurufy sukhamasa.

Suresvara was commissioned by Sri Sankara to write treatises

elucidating his works. He accordingly prepared a most volumi-

nous Vdrtika on the Brihadaranyakopanishadbhashya and a
shorter one on the TaittiTfywamshadbhashya, both of which were

published with the commentary of Anandagiri, at the Anandasrama

Press, Poona. Besides these we have his MamasolVisa, explanatory

of 6ri sSankara's short poem entitled Daksh^nvurtirStotra, the

11
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Panch'ikaratja-varitka based on a pro»e work en Sunkara named
PancJukarana, and the Nakhkarirsjcblddhi which reiterates the

views embodied in the Upadesa&utia&ri, another important work of

Sankara. We shall now briefly sot iorth the Advaitic doctrine as

expounded by Suresvara.

The Advaitins assign an important place to the Upanishads

and hold that the Upanishadic terneuecs such as 'tat tvam asi'

'aham brahm&smi', etc., signify Brahman which is absolute, truth,

and consciousness, and which is the solo reali'y. h is in this

connection that the Advaitins consider iho question concerning

the relation of the words of the Upanishadic texts to Brahman.
Words signify their senses through three kinds of signification,

and they are: (i) primary signification, (ii) secondary significa-

tion, and (iii) signification based on similarity. The.;e three are

defined" as follows: The primary .signification is the process

through which the primary meaning of a word is convoyed. The

secondary signification is: when the primary sense of a word is

incompatible with the senses of the other words of a sentence the

word conveys another sense invariably connected with its primary

sense. This is adopted in the ca^o of 'The hamlet is on the Ganges'.

Here since the literal meaning, \iz., the hamlet being on the .cur-

rent of the Ganges is discrepant, the» word 'Ganges' abandons its

primary sense and secondarily signifies its bank which is invariably

connected with the current of the Ganges—the primary sense.

The signification based on similarity (Gauitl-vriLli) is: When the

primary sense of a word is incompatible, the word conveys the

other sense which has the same qualities that are present in its

primary sense and this process is known as signification based on

similarity. This kind of signification is adopted in the case of

"Devadatta is a lion". Here since the literal meaning, viz., 'Deva-

datta being a lion' is discrepant, the word 'lion' signifies the person

'Devadatta', who has the qualities of valour, cruelty, etc.,—-the

qualities which are present in the primary sense of the word

'lion

Among these three kinds ol signification,' the primary one

and the one based on similarity do not admit of varieties. But

the secondary signification is of three kinds: (i) jahallakshana,

(ii) a^ahallakshana, and (iii) jahcutefahaUcfcs'ha'ipa. These three

are defined and illustrated as follows:
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Jahallakshana is that where the word totally abandons its

primary sense and signifies the other sense invariably connected

with its primary sense. This is adopted in the case of "The

hamlet is on the Ganges' already referred to.1 A-jahallakshana is

that where a word without abandoning any part of its primary

sense signifies the other sense connected with its primary sense.

This kind is adopted in the case of 'The red (horse) stands out-

side'.2 Here the primary sense of the statement, viz., the quality

of redness standing is incompatible; and the incompatibility is

removed by understanding from the word 'red', without excluding

its primary sense, a horse to which redness belongs. Jahad-

ajahallakshana is that where a word by excluding a part of its

primary sense conveys another part. This is adopted in the case

of the sentences such as—'This is that brahmin'.3 This sentence

involves a partial contradiction in this that *brahmin' as related

to past time and a different place (referred to bv the word 'thaH is

identified with brahmin as related to present time and a particular

rdaee (referred to by the word 'this')- Hence the word 'this' and
'that' discard a part of their primarv sense, viz , the relation of

nresent and past time and place, and convey the other part, viz.,

the person-in-himself. Thus the secondary signification is three-

fold.

So far the explanation of the three kinds of signification. It

remains to see what kind of signification is adopted by the words

of the Upanishadic texts in conveying Brahman. The words can-

not -convey Brahman through primary signification because of the

absence of media through which the words could primarily convey

their senses. Every word employed to denote a thing denotes

that thing as associated with a certain genus, or act or quality or

mode of relation. But Brahman which transcends both speech and
mind, which is free from all qualities has no genus, possesses no
qualities, does not act and is related to nothing else, in which

case the primary signification would hold good. Hence Brahman
cannot be primarily conveyed by the words of the Upanishadic

texts. Now it is to be examined whether Brahman can be

1. Svatmanirupanam by Sri isankara, v. 33,

2. Ibid., v. 34.

3. Ibid., w. 25, 26,
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secondarily signified and, if so, what kind of secondary significa-

tion can be adopted. Sri Sankara, in his SvaimanirHpa)}a holds4

that jdhallaksliaiia and ajahallaksha»a arc not applicable and

jahad-aiahallakshana alone should be adopted. Saresvara, on the

other hand, would maintain that jahalhkshana should be adopted

in the mterprciaiion of the words of the Upanishadic texts.3 He
further holds that the signTication based on similarity (Gaunu

vritti) also may be adopted. The arguments of Surcsvara in

favour of the adop^cn o{ those two kinds of signification may be

briefly stated as follows:

It has been said that a word can secondarily signify that

sense alone which is invariably connected with its primary sense.

Hence, in order to make any further analysis of what is secondarily

signified by the words 'fat* and 'tvam' in the Upanishadic text

'1at tvam asi' it is necessary to find out their primary meanings.

The primary meaning of the word 'tat' is Isvara and that of the

word 'tvam' is jiva. Suresvara holds Hr>ara and fiva to be the

reflections of pure consciousness, i.e. Brahman, in avidyd and

intellect respectively. He further holds that the reflection in

entirety is false or indeterminable either as sentient or insentient.

Uvara, although indeterminable, is falsely identified with the

consciousness that serves as the original and is viewed as the

creator of the universe. Jlva too, although indeterminable, is

falsely identified with the pure consciousness that servos as the

original and is viewed as the agent, enjoyer, etc. This theory is

known as SbMsa-vMa. The primary meanings of both the terms

are indeterminable and hence they must be discarded. The terms

totally abandon their primary semvfi and secondarily signifv the

pure consciousness with which their primary senses are falsely

identified. Suresvara thus adopts ihc secondary signification known
as jahallaks'haTia. It has been said that Sri Sankara favours the

adoption of jahadafahaTlakshana. This is as it should be; because

Sri Sankara holds the reflections of the pure consciousness in

avidya and intellect not to be indeterminable, but to be real.

This theory is known as pratibimha-vada. According to this

theory, the consciousness that is reflected is real: but the state

4. vide w. 33, 34 and 35.

5. vide SmhMntabindu (Klsi Sanskrit series), pp. 219-222.
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of reflection (pratibimbatva) pertaining to the consciousness is

indeterminable. Thus the reflection of pure consciousness is partly

real and partly indeterminable. Hvara, as the reflection of pure

consciousness in avidya, is real; but Hvaratva, i.e. the stale of

reflection pertaining to the reflected consciousness is indetermina-

ble. Similar explanation applies to the reflection of conscious-

ness in the intellect. The words 'tat? and 'tvam' discard a part

of their primary sense, i.e. Uvaratva and fivatva, and secondarily

convey the other part, i.e. the consciousness which is identical with

the original. Sri Sankara thus admits jahadnijahallakshana,.

Suresvara no doubt admits the foundation laid by Sri gankara;

but he has made improvement on it.

Suresvara in his Naishkarmyasidd'hi admits Gaunlvritti also

in the interpretation of the terms of the Upanishadic texts. The
word 'taif secondarily signifies the absolute consciousness which
is the essential nature of its primary sense, that is, livara, through
the common feature of consciousness present in both the primary
and secondary senses. Similarly the word 'tvam* secondarily

signifies -file inner consciousness which is the witness of pleasure,

pain, etc., and which is the essential nature of its primary sense,

that is, jtua, through the common feature of inwardness, subtlety,

etc. Thus both the terms signify the pure consciousness through
signification based on similarity. It must be noted here that

although consciousness, subtlety, etc., are the essential nature of

Brahman or Atman, yet they are, by courtesy, spoken of as the

attributes of Brahman or Atman. Sarvajnatman in his Samkshe-
pcMrbraka refers to this view; and this view according to Madhu-
sudana Sarasvatl is only a 'praudhivada'.6

As regards the locus and content of avidya, Suresvara con-

siders the differentiation between the locus and content to be
unnecessary and therefore maintains7 that Brahman is the locus
and content of avidyd.

On the practical side of Advaita, Suresvara holds8 that the
rituals including the optional ones (k&myc^karmas) when perform-

6. VedantakalpaXaUka (Sarasvatlbhavana series), p. 48.

7. NaishkarmyaMdhi (Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series
No. XXXVHI), pp. 105-106. Compare Samkshepa&riTaka, I, 319.

8. Briftodamnyafeo'panisHodbhasJii/ai^rtiJca, 4, 4, 1052.
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ed without any attachment to their fruit generate in the mind of the
aspirant the desire to know Brahman. In his Naishkarmyasiddhi*
Suresvara criticises the view that the Upanishadic texts give rise

to only mediate knowledge which later becomes immediate by
meditation; and he holds the position that the intuitive knowledge
of Brahman arises directly from the Upanishadic texts.

Suresvara in his commentaries on Sri Sankara's works eluci-

dates the Advaitic doctrine expounded by Sri Sankara; and his

commentaries are very valuable aids to the understanding of the
texts of Sri Sankara. In authority they are second only to the
best writings of Sri Sankara.
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Madhusudana Sarasvati, at the end of his great classic Advaita-

siddhi, refers to three Siddhi works, viz. Ishfa-siddhi, Naishkarmya-

siddhi, and Brahma-siddhi. The Brahma-siddhi of Mandana may
be said to devote itself to the definition (lakshana) and testimony

(pramana) of Brahman indicated in the expression, BrahmajijnS^d,

the that of the desire to know. The Naishkarmya-siddhi of Su-

resvara is interested m showing the how of Brahman-knowledge,

i.e., whether it is by knowledge alone or by action that release is

secured. The Ish$a>*iddhi of Vimuktatman engages itself rather

in the question of the why of Brahman-knowledge, enquiring into

the nature and cause of error, that is, the world. In short, onto-

logy, ethology and epistemology may be said to be the respective

contents of these three Siddhis.

Summary of the' chief points discussed in the Ishta-siddhi

The various theories of error are enumerated by Indian philo-

sophers as follows:

atma-khydtir-asat-khyatir

akhyatih khydtiranyatha

tothwniTvachanarkhy&ir-iiy-

etatAchy&i^yan^hakrm

These five can be classified into two broad categories, viz.,

sat-khyati and asat-khyati. AtTnar-khyati of the Yogachara Bud-
dhists, akhyati of the Prabhakara Mimamsakas and anyath&'khyati

of the Bhattas and Naiyayikas fall under the first category, and

the asat-khy&ti of the' Madhyamika Buddhists falls into the oppo-

site camp. The doctrine of anirvachaiviya-khydti adopted by the
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Advaitins tries to show that the object of illusion is neither real

nor unreal but indeterminable-

Akhyati

Akhyati or non-discrimination is the explanation that the

PrabhaKara oilers to the probiun of illusion where there are two
knowledges, each of which taken *n isolation is not false (p. 42).

The failure to discriminate that there are really two jmnas leads

to error, in other words, bheda-agraha or asamsargagraha is the

cause of error. This position of the Mimuiftsakas is the result of

their realism. Knowledge is self-valid and what it shows up is

valid and true. If error arises, it is a subjective short-coming.

Knowledge itself can never be doubted (p. 41) . There is no ques-

tion of the defective senses presenting positive illusion (p. 42).

Vimuktatman argues that the theory of the self-evidencing

character of knowledge adopted by the Prabhakara rebels against

his theory of error. For, if he is consistent he will see that the

two separate knowledges (of the shell and silver in the illusion

where the shell appears as silver, for example) must present them-

selves as separate in which case there is no question of their not

being discriminated (p. 43) •

If truth, as the Prabhakaras hold, is that which succeeds in

yielding the expected results, Vimuktatman points out that there

are instances where knowledge issues in no practical activity at

all (pp. 45-46). To be sure, knowledge does lead to activity,- but

this is only incidental.

Again, non-disrcimination is said to be the cause of error,

but Prabhakaras at least cannot hold this . doctrine for they do

not accept negation as a category at all. For them there could be

no absence of knowledge as in non-discrimination (p. 116).

Anyathakhyuti

The Bhaftas hold that in error the object appears otherwise

than what it is. But it remains to be asked, whether the object in

error becomes other than what it is, or the knowledge becomes

other than what it is, or the knowledge shows the object as other

than what it is. The first two alternatives are rejected on the

grounds that the object cannot become something else if it has a
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nature of its own, and that knowledge cannot suffer a change with-
out reference to the object, for knowledge is object-dependent.

Thus it is the third alternative that is discussed elaborately by
Vimuktatman. To the Bhaftas, what appears in illusion is not

unreal. But what is unreal is the saihsarga or identity of the

appearance with its basis- Defects in the sense-organs contribute

positively to the production of error (p. 45) . While to the Prabha-

karas, error is bheda-agraha, to the Bhattas it is abheda-gtaha.

All the time, the Bhattas protest that they are realists. In

that event, it is not obvious' how they can bear the introduction

in error of a subjective element which brings about the mistaken

identity between two real objects. This subjective element does

not have any corresponding reality (p. 105).

Again, how can the silver, in the silver-illusion that is pre-

sented in immediate perception, be denied particularly when the

Bhattas hold it to be real? If silver is denied, then illusion will

have to be accepted and realism must be "given up. 'If silver is

not denied, there will be no question of illusion at all (pp. 94-96)

.

Either .that the silver is remembered or that it is presented here

and now. But what is denied in the "judgment 'nedam rajatam'

is the silver presented actually and not the remembered one'. If

was already stated* that the presented object cannot be the content

of negation without damage to" the professed' lrealism of the

Bhaftas. Nor "can "the remembered one be the object, for the

negation of the remembered silver cannot affect the presented one

and thus illusion would never have been negated. Hence, we can-

not have" both the remembered and the presented as factors in

illusion.

H it is said.that what is denied here and now of the shell,

viz., silverness, characterizes really another object existing

elsewhere and that this is the intention of the negative judgment,

in that case, it is. the silverness that will be denied and not silver

(I, 19). But in illusion we are concerned with the particular

silver, and not with a universal..

Again, the negating judgment, nedam rajatam, is supposed to

make only the predicate false, but not the this, or the relation 'is'.

Why should one alone of the three factors in "this is silver" be

false? (m, 15). Moreover, the fact that while the "'this' element
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is reaffirmed by the negating judgment "This is not silver", the
silver-element is denied clearly demonstrates that of the two ele-

ments, 'this' and 'silver', silver is less real than the 'this', which,

in the example, is the shell, or at any rale, not real in the same
sense. But this conclusion will militate against the pluralistic

realism of the Bhaftas.

Atma-kkyati

The Yogachara Buddhists hold that there are no external

objects at all. What exist are only the cognitions. One proof for

this is the togetherness of object and thought, sahopahmbhani-
yama. Even in an illusion, what we see as silver outside is only

our own cognition. It is the mind that splits itself up as subject

and object, as in dreams. To these Buddhists, silver is real only

as a mode of cognition. What the negative judgment "This is not

silver" does is to negate, not the supposedly external silver (there

is no such thing) but the appearance of its externality (p. 40).

Vimuktatman thinks it is useless to reduce the object to a mode

of thought. While thought or knowledge is constant, objects are

specific and shifting. The constancy of thought cannot be explain-

ed if it takes shape into objects. And there can be thought with-

out objects (p. 14).

What is said to be sahopalarhbhcMiiyarna by the Buddhists is

really sahopahbhyatva-niyama and there can be no such niyama

between the dj-Jc and the df%fl, for the dfk is not seen. Nor is it

sahopaUbhUvam for the object is not and cannot be the seer.

Moreover, the very notion of externality will be impossible to ex-

plain when there is no external object at all. bahyatvasya asatali

khydii-prdsahgaccha.

Again, how can one cognition which is momentary according

to the Vijnana-vadin be the cognizer of another cognition? Both

of them cannot co-exist, asatv&t, kshanikatvaccha (p. 113). Lastly,

one cognition cannot reveal itself and at the same time be

revealed by another, and to the VijSSnavadin, cognition is self-

luminous. The silver being a mode of cognition must be at

once apparent, in which case there is no occasion for error at all.

AaaUkhy&U

In error, the asat~khy&tirtMn argues that that which is non-

existent appears as existent The negating judgment "This is not
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silver", establishes the non-existence of the perceived silver in the

silver-illusion (p. 155)

If, either in the error or by its cancellation, the existent

were known it will be tantamount to admitting that there is no

illusion at all since there is no possibility of error or its cancel-

lation when the content is the existent sat. That which is existent

can be cancelled neither by the knowledge of the existent, nor

of the non-existent. Nor does the knowledge of the existent cancel

the knowledge of the existent or that of the non-existent As

then, the relation of the sublating and the sublated cannot subsist

between two cognitions of the existent, and as a sublation is

actually perceived, it is fair to conclude that it is the non-existent

that appears as the existent in error.

To the argument that the merely non-existent cannot be

perceived, the asadvadin replies that the negative judgment points

to the fact that the non-existent ean be experienced (p. 156).

Even when one urges the perception of non-existent tuchchha as

error, one accepts it as presented in error (p. 157) . Even Advaitins

must accept the perception of tuchchha, because in maya, which

is of the nature of inexplicability, silverness and reality are

perceived in error. Both of them are thus tuchchha and perceived.

Now, against this theory, Vimuktatman asks: How can the

non-existent appear as existent, when it cannot even appear as

non-existent? Again, since there is not possible distinctions of

time in the sunya, the earlier appearance and the later sublation

have no meaning and consequently both the error and its cancel-

lation will be there always; and if this is not desired, never at

all, because of distinctionlessness itself. Since there is not restric-

tions of space in sunya either, it is not possible to suggest that

silver that exists elsewhere appears in the shell. Moreover, the

usage in illusion is: "This is silver" and not "negation is silver".

Even the "This" does not appear in the form of negation. There
is no such apprehension of the "This" as "this is noif\

Anirvachar^ya-khyaU

When the theories of the sat and the asat as presented in error

cancel out each other, what we are left with is the fact that the

object in error is characterisable neither as real nor as unreal nor
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as both, khyateh rvasat, budhn na sat tit anyonyapaksham

nirakurvadbhih vadibhireva rupyasya anirvachnti»i»*^^ ^^
pitam.

There can be no knowledge without an object. In error, then,

we seem to have an object which belongs to an order of reality

different from the normal, (p. 120). Silver, the product of

nescience, like nescience itself cannot be an object of any valid

means of knowledge. Likewise, its negation, too, is not open for

knowledge by means either positive or negative. Does the effect

of nescience exist and come into being or is it non-existent? Does

nescience also existing in the same form become otherwise, or does

it change and become otherwise? Does it, existing, perish or

being non-existent perish? Is this destruction a negation or a

positive entity? Questions like these are relevant only with

reference to either positive or negative entities, and not to the

inexplicable illusion. That the inexplicable should appear as

existent is precisely the illusion. And it is not asat-kliyiili because

there is no evidence for the unreality of that inexplicable form.

As is silver, so is everything in this world.

Nescience

Aytmna or nescience is the material cause of all illusion, Just

as a single principle continues to manifest itself both in the seed

and the sprout, the earth and the pot, one boginningless persistent

cause produces all the empirical existence. There is no necessity

that when the cause is present, the effect is necessarily present.

Otherwise, since ajroana is always present, the illusion wiU con-

stantly be present.

This ajmna is beginningless. Though the shell in illusion has

a beginning, its ignorance is beginningless. This is because this

ignorance is not located in the shell but in the Intelligence-Self,

even as the knowledge of the shell is. Nescience is established

only by Self-Intelligence, and not by pramaqas (P- 60-61).

The non-apprehensibility by pranvmas is, however, not the

reason why nescience is indeterminable, but its destructibility hy

knowledge, (jnana-wwtra-apanodyattxlt) (p. 63). For, non-

apprehensibility is found even in determinable categories like

knowledge, pleasure, etc. (p. 63). Nescience of specific objects are
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many, though the mufo-ajniina or primordial nescience is one. In

fact, there are as many nesciences of, say, a shell as there are

shell-cognitions (p. 63). AH cognitions, in other words, have

the hitherto unknown for their content. Everytime an object is

cognized, the nescience concealing that object is removed.

Nescience is not just absence of knowledge. If it were, it

will be known by a negative means, abteva-pramana; one reason

for this is that it is located in the Self. Affiana cannot be of the

nature of mutual negation, because mutual negation has for its

substrate the object, while for nescience it is the Self. Nor is it

posterior non-existence for which beginning is accepted and
nescience is beginningless. Again, while nescience is removable,

pradhvamsa is not.

Affiana is like darkness which is not mere antecedent non-

existence of light. It is positive. Otherwise, it will be difficult to

explain how a lamp taken from one place to another dispels dark-

ness there. Ajnana is called so either because of its conflict with

knowledge or because of its being oilier than knowledge.

Removal of Nescience

Destruction of nescience does not conform to any of the

known categories, existent, non-existent, both, and indefinable, but

belongs to the fifth alternative: panchamaprakara. One has, as

Prof. Hiriyanna suggests, to speak of it thus by the fact of the

actual removal of nescience which is indefinable. But in the last

chapter of the Ishfa-siddhi, Vimuktatman seems to take the view

that the destruction of nescience is indefinable with this difference

that while ajMna is removable by knowledge, aj'roatia-nivritti is

not (VHI, 2). He also says that Atman alone is ajfima-nivritti.

Jfianottama writes that Vimuktatman agrees to the suggestion of

some among the Advaitins that Atman alone is the removal of

aynana in so far as it does not conflict with non-dualism (p. 620)

,

But the difficulty that if Atman is the remover of affiSna how
there was any bondage at all is felt by Vimuktatman. He sug-

gests the alternative view that avidy&nivritti is the absence of any

other than Atman. And Advaita is not opposed to the non-

existence of anything other than Atman. Moreover, if Atman
were not opposed even to the presence of nescience, how can it be

opposed to its absence? Here the abhava is only the removal.
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Jlvan-mukti

Vimuktatman does not accept the theory that the continuance

of the body after realization in the case of a jivan-mukta is due,

not to ajn&na itself, but to its latent, impressions, (samskaras)

.

Latent impressions are nothing apart from nescience. In the case

of the rope-snake illusion, it is suggested that fear, trepidation,

etc., are present even when one knows that there is only the rope

and not the snake, and that, similarly, the samskaras alone are

responsible for the continuance and maintenance of the body of

a fivan-mukta. But this is a mistaken view. Fear, trepidation,

etc., do not constitute the body of nescience. Only the snake-

illusion does. And when that is over, nescience at that place is

removed. If the sathskaras themselves causing fear, trepidation,

etc., were part of the sukti-ajv&na, they will be enough to produce

the sarpa-bhranti at any time. But that is not found to happen.

It is, then, reasonable to suppose that in the jivan-mukta there

is a residuum of affi&na in the form of the prarabdlia-karmas which

is responsible for the continuance of the body. There is no conflict

between prarabdha and the origination of redeeming knowledge.

In principle, actions bestow their fruits only without conflict with

the results of other actions that have commenced yielding their

consequences. Actions of great merit like the Horse-sacrifice wait

for their operation for the exhaustion of the prarabdha~>karma$.

Similarly, actions which pave the way for the rise of true know-
ledge will yield their results only in the body which is the locus

of experiences brought about by other activities, without conflict

(P. 75).

Knowledge then does not militate against experience and vice

verm. This shows that though inhabiting a body, a mukta is not

a baddha. The body should be there for the released soul so that

he can transmit the knowledge to others. If wisdom and death

were simultaneous, there will be no one to pass the wisdom on to

others and with the first wise man, his wisdom would be buried.

The actions which lead to knowledge, says Vimuktatman, preserve
the body for sometime for this purpose.

vidvaekchaiiram parvpalayantyeva vidydrth&nyapi karm&ti%
kmtchit kahm y&mt& vidya-samtatyucchhedo na bhavet.
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Indeed, without the teacher and his instruction, mere activi-

ties, however correct according to scriptures, will never lead to

permanent good.

Means to Release

The intuition into the oneness of Reality alone can remove

avidyd completely. For this intuition, iravaya, manam, and

nididhy&sana are the means. Calmness and equanimity are

prescribed till renunciation of all actions takes place. Even sacri-

fices indirectly help this process by creating purity of mind. The

asambhavana (the notion of improbability) and vipanfobhavana

(the notion of contrariety) with regard to the real nature of

Brahman are removed by the scripture by means of explaining

the nature of Atman beginning with asUtva and ending with

freedom from hunger and thirst. (See Chhandogya Upanisliad).

The Upanishad repeats nine times the declaration: tafo-tvam asi,

dispelling every time an illusion about Reality.

If sravana or hearing once only without these aforesaid means

could bring about intuition, they would be futile. When the mind
is sufficiently pure to receive the final illumination mellowed by

these disciplines, then sravana of the Vedanta texts results in the

intuition, removing the specific illusion every time it is repeated.

Here too, Vimuktatman does not see eye to eye with the school

of Man^ana which holds that mediate knowledge arising from

Sravana needs to be transformed into immediacy by repeated

meditation. He, on the contrary, suggests that from Sravana itself,

intuition takes place, provided it comes at the top of all spiritual

equipment.

na cha parohsham vastu, paroksha-pfanaireva abhyasyamanmih

aparoksMbhavet tasmat sravanaMni abhyasyamdmni
aparoksha eva atmani anekapraharan bhrarrvan nivartayati-

santi salcsMt darianMrthani hhavanti (p. 64)

* The numbers 'within brackets refer to the page number or the Adhyaya

number in hhta-MdH edited by Prof. Hiriyanna in Gaekwad Oriental Series,

Baroda.
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In order to keep alive the Advaitic tradition lor the benefit

of posterity, Sri Sankara established Mathas or centres of religious

learning and practices in various parts ol India. Badari, Dvaraka,

Puri, Sringeri, and Kanchl were his farflung spiritual capitals. Of

these, the Mat-ha at Kanchl is the foremost and is termed the

Kamakoti-pitna. And, Sri Sankara himself assumed the headship

of this pltha. Ordained as Sannyusin by Sri Sankara himself,

Sarvajnatman was nominated successor to the Ivumakoti-pHha with

Suresvara—his preceptor, as his protector.

In the history of the Kamakofi-pltha and in the Advaita litera-

ture, Sarvajnatman stands out as a prominent figure. He is well

known to be the author of the work Samkshcpa&nraka which is a

sucdnt exposition in verses of the views of Sri Sankara as stated

in his bhashya on the- Brahma-sutra. He also wrote another work

on Advaita entitled P&nclwprakriya which is divided into five

sections. The -first of them deals with the different kinds of mean-

ings which a word may have. The next three sections treat of

what are described as the 'great-sayings' of which 'tat tvam asi'

is a familiar example and point out how they should be interpreted.

The last section is devoted to the elucidation of the nature of

bondage and release. This work summarizes the teaching*8 of the

SarnkshepaMriraka.

Apart from his works on Advaita, he wrote a short treatise—

Pram^Uikslum on the MSmimsS system. This work deals with

the various pramftnas of the Mimarhsakas and closes with an esti-

mate of their epistemological doctrines and it is available in

manuscript in the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts
library.
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The Samkshepasarlraka has one thousand two hundred and

forty stanzas in various metres and consists of four chapters- The

first comprises five hundred and sixty three verses and corresponds

to the first adhyaya of the Brahmasutra termed 'samanvayadhyaya',

and as such it is the most important adhyaya. It is devoted to the

correct interpretation of the different texts of the Upanishads

pointing to the attributeless Brahman.

The second comprises two hundred and forty eight verses and

it corresponds to the second adhyaya of the Brahmasutra termed

'avirodhadhyaya'. It shows that the Upanishadic teaching is not

stultified by other proofs like perception, etc., or by the views of

other philosophical systems.

The third contains three hundred and sixty six verses and it

corresponds to the third adhyaya of the Brahmasutra termed

'sadhanadhyaya' and it is devoted to an exposition of the means

to the realization of Brahman.

The fourth contains sixty three verses and it corresponds to

the fourth chapter of the Brahmasutra termed 'phaladhyaya' and

it deals with the nature of liberation.

Though the titles of the four adhyayas of this work correspond

to those of the Brahmasutra, and the subject-matter treated of in

each is the same as in the bhashya of Sri Sankara on the corres-

ponding chapters of the Brahmasutra, all reference to the nature

of the qualified Brahman, the methods of meditative worship there-

of and the result arising therefrom, is avoided. On this ground,

the title Samkshepasariraka (the gist of the Sarirakabhashya of

Sri gankara) is significant.

This work Sarnkshepasarkaka has eight commentaries. The
earliest of them seems to be the Siddhmta-dipa by Vi&vaveda and
it is available in manuscript [R. 1558 (b) ] in the Madras Govern-

ment Oriental Manuscripts Library. Another commentary called

Sambandhokti is by Vedananda and it is also available in manu-
script (R. 2919) in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,

Madras. Ramatirtha, the disciple of Krislmatirtha, wrote a com-
mentary known as AnvayaHhvprakMika published in the

Anandasrama Sanskrit series, Poona. He has based his com-

mentary on the commentary Siddhimtadvpa already referred to.

His disciple Purushottama wrote a commentary called •Subodftini

n
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This also has been published in Anandairanu Sanskrit series,

Poona. Nrisimhasrama, the disciple of Jagannatha&rama who was

a contemporary, of Kribhnatirtha, the preceptor of Ramatirtha

referred to above, wrote a commentary called Tattvabodhinl pub-

lished in the Princess of Wales Sarasvatlbhavana texts series.

Madhusudanasarasvatj wrote an authoritative commentary Sara-

sahgraha, and it is published in the KasI Sanskrit series. This com-

mentary is based on the one by Visvavcda referred to above. Apart

from these commentaries, Aufrecht mentions one more com-

mentary known as VidyHmriiavarshini. Another commentary by

one Pratyagvishnu is referred to by Madhusudanasarasvatj in his

S&rasahgraha.

Sarvajnatman has distinct views on the important Advaitic

concepts, and they have considerable importance in the historical

development of Advaita. His merits appear most clearly when

he is contrasted with other Advaitic writers like Padmapada,

Suresvara and Vacaspatimisra.

Sarvajnatman's most important contribution is his view re-

garding the locus and content of avidya. He holds1 that the pure

consciousness is the locus and content of avidya as against Vacas-

pati who maintains that the individual soul is the locus of avidya,

while Brahman is its content The latter view is refuted by

Sarvajnatman on the ground that the notion of individual soul

derives its existence from avidya and as such it is posterior to

avidya. The latter cannot abide in a substratum which is decidedly

subsequent to it. Sarvajnatman further contends2 that the pure

consciousness is the locus and content of avidya neither in its

absolute form, nor in its blissful form, but in the form of inner

self (pratyakchaitanya). This he proves on the basis of the ex-

perience 1 do not know myself. It is SarvajfiStman who explains

the apparently contradictory statements of irl Sankara regarding

the presence of avidya in Brahman in deep sleep. To any serious

student of Advaita, the contradiction in the statements of drt

Sankara, viz., avidya" does not exist in the state of deep sleep and

avidya exists in Brahman in that state3 remained unsolved. And,

1. SaitikshepaiMraka, I, 318.

2. IM., H, 211-212.

3. Ibid., m, 125-326.
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Sarvajnatman explains4 this view of Sri gankara by stating that

avidya is not determinately perceived in the form of 'I do not know
myself' in the state of deep sleep and it is with this view that Sri

Sankara has said that avidya does not exist in that state. Really

it exists in that state in Brahman, as it is evident from the

reminiscent experience in the form 'I did not know anything when

I was asleep'.5 Similarly Sarvajnatman explains 6ri Sankara's

statement6 that the individual soul is the locus of avidya, by

contending7 that avidya though present only in the pure conscious-

ness is revealed in the form 'I am ignorant' by the intellect which

is the limiting adjunct of the individual soul. It is well-known

that the nature of a revealing medium is such that what is revealed

through it appears as though present in the medium itself. The

mirror which reflects the face appears to contain the face. In the

same way, the intellect which is the revealing medium of avidya

reveals it as present in itself and consequently in the consciousness

delimited by it, that is, the individual soul. Avidyl, however, is

present in the pure consciousness.

Sarvajnatman's contribution to the theory of the nature of

Brahman also is noteworthy. Relying on the method of gathering

the unrepeated words found in the affirmative Upanishadic texts

to arrive at the exact nature of Brahman—the method prescribed

by the author of the sutras in the aphorism 'anandadayaih pradht-

nasya' (III, iii, 11), Sarvajnatman affirms that, on the whole only

ten words convey the essential nature of Brahman in an affirma-

tive manner. And those words are: nitya, suddha, buddha, mukta,
satya, sukshma, sat, vibhu, advitiya and ananda.8 This same
method is adopted in the case of the negative texts also. But,

Sarvajnatman suggests that as the elements that are to be negated
in Brahman are numerous, the words found even in all the negative

Upanishadic passages are not exhaustive and hence many words
should be gathered. Herein arises the question of relation between
the affirmative and negative Upanishadic passages. Sarvajnatman

4 Ibid., m, 123.

5. Ibid, HI, 120-122.

6. Ibid., n, 175.

7. Ibid.

8. TM4., J, 173.
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says9 that the negative Upanishadic texts, by denying all duality,

confirm the knowledge of the absolute nature of Brahman arisen

from the affirmative Upanishadic passages.

The question whether lordship is natural to Brahman or not

is answered10 in the negative by Sarvajiiatman, on the ground

that lordship involves a reference to the controlled beings; and

whichever is dependent on something else is illusory, and hence

lorddiip, being illusory, cannot be natural to Brahman. This

conclusion seems contrary to the view of the author of the sutras,

who in the aphorism 'parabhidhyanattu tirohitam tato hyasya

bandhaviparyayau' (III, ii, 5) holds that lordship is natural to

Brahman. Sarvajiiatman, with a refreshing independence of

judgment, points out11 that the author of the Sutras has said so

from the opponent's stand-point and it is not his final view. And
to substantiate this point, he refers12 to the other aphorism

'kSmadltaratra tatra eayatanadibhyah' (HI, iii, 39) which treats

lordship on a par with attributes like possession of desire, etc.,

which cannot be said to be natural to the attributeless Brahman.

Hence, Sarvajnatman holds13 that Brahman is eternal, pure,

consciousness, ever-released, truth, subtle, existent, all-pervasive,

absolute, and bliss. And herein lies Sarvajnatman's contribution

to the theory of the nature of Brahman.

As regards the elucidation of the nature of the supreme lord

and the individual soul, Sarvajnatman adopts the well-known

theory, the pratibimba-vada, and in this he seems to have been

influenced by the views of Padmapada.

Coming to the practical side of Advaita, Sarvajnatman speaks14

of asceticism as a necessary condition for attaining the knowledge
of Brahman. He holds15 that the remote means such as the

performance of rituals including the optional ones (kamya-karma)
lead to the desire to know Brahman; and after this result is

S. Ibid, I, 263.

10. Ibid., HI, 151-170..

11. rbH., 10, 175.

12. Ibid, HI, 177.

13. Ibid, I, 178.

14. Ibid., m, 358-361.

15. Ibid., I, 64; m, 330-340.
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achieved the remote means should not be pursued. Again, Sarvaj-

natman holds16 that the Upanishadic texts alone give rise to the

intuitive knowledge of Brahman; and sravana, manana, and nidi-

dhyasana remove the impediments which are present in the intel-

lect of the aspirant who has such a knowledge and which hinder

the knowledge from becoming effective in dispelling avidya.

Summing up, Sarvajnatman as a philosopher has a considera-

ble historical importance. His main contribution to Advaita rests

in his clear exposition, in verses, of Sri Sankara's views as stated

in his bhashya on the Brahmasutra. His work is entitled

Samkshepasdnraka; and the title is very significant, as throughout

the work, Sri Sankara's phrases and arguments recur. He is most

concerned with finding a way of reconciling the apparent contrary

statements of Sri Sankara. His treatise is systematic, critical, and

without any trace of dogmatic assertion. He does accept the

foundations laid by his predecessors, yet he makes improvement

on them. He is best in detail and in criticism. His style is easy

and unpedantic. He lias an admirable literary sense, and, in fact,

only several centuries after Sarvajnatman the world could pro-

duce Vidyaranya, who like Sarvajnatman, wrote in verses on the

Advaitic concepts in an admirable way. Sarvajnatman is a great

philosopher who has influenced profoundly the Advaita-thought

in the subsequent ages. As Madhusudanasarasvala characterizes

him, he knows the traditional interpretation of the Advaita

Afedanta. His views are very respectfully cited by Appayya

Dikshita, Madhusudanasa'rasvati and Brahmanandasarasvati.

STT^nctekamakotyafchya-

pithadhishthitam adbhutam,

bhavaye 'ham maM-moha-
dhvS.ntasanghfltaham mahdh.

16. Ibid., JH, 299.
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MANDANAMISRA

by

R. Balasubramanian

M.A., PH.D.

Man^anamisra, the author of the Brahmasiddhi, is one of the

best known figures in the literature of Advaita Vedanta, and one

of the few teachers of great renown who have left the characteris-

tic hallmark of their thought on the stupendous structure of Ad-

vaita. In addition to the Brahmasiddhi1 which considered to be

one of the major classical treatises on Advaita, he wrote three

works on Mimarhsi—the Mim&n^&nvkramaV'ikS.,2 the Bh&vana-

viveka? and the Vidhiviveka,* one work on the philosophy of lan-

guage— the Spholasiddhi* and one work on the theories of error,

viz., the Vibhramaviveka?

It is not difficult for us to fix the upper and the lower limits

of the period when Man£ana must have lived. Mandana quotes

a passage from Bhartrihari's Vakyapadlya? and also a verse from

Gauflapada's Mdii^ukya-karikd in the Brahmasiddhi9 He cites

the authority of Kumarila Bhatta's Slokav&rtika either for appro-

val or criticism many a time.9 There are evidences to show that

he was a younger contemporary of Prabhakara, for while he is

L Edited with Introduction by Professor S. Kuppuswami Sastri (Madras
Government Oriental Manuscripts Series No. 4, Madras 1937). In this paper
ibis work will be referred to as BS.

2. Edited by Dr Ganganatha Jha, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series.

3. Sarasvati Bhavan Texts, Benares No. 6.

4. The Pandit, Benares.

5. Madras University Sanskrit Series No. 6.

6. Madras Oriental Series No. 1.

7. BS, Part J, p. 26.

8. BS, Part % p. 150.

9. BS, Part J, pp. 10, U, 38, 40.
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critical of Prabhakara's Brihati,1* Prabhakara himself does not

presuppose Mandana's works. Sahkanatha, a disciple of Prabha-

kara, quotes extracts from Mandana's Brahrnasiddhi and criticises

them in his Prakarayapatehika.11 So Man^ana was later than

Bhartrihari and Gaudapada and earlier than iSalikanatha, and must
have been a younger contemporary of Kumarila Bhatta and Pra-

bhakara. Though Man^ana does not quote or refer to any passage

from Sankara's works, there are internal evidences to show that

he is quite conversant with gankara's standpoint, particularly with

regard to karma and jwana.12 A careful study of the Brahrnasid-

dhi will prove that Man^ana expounds the philosophy of Advaita

drawing his inspiration from the Upanishads, the BhagavadgltS^

and the Brahmasutra. In all probability he was an elder contem-

porary of Sankara. If the view of modern scholars who assign

Sankara to 788-820 AD. (?) is accepted, then Mandana as a con-

temporary of gankara must have lived in the second half of the

eighth century and the beginning of the ninth century A.D.
Though we find it difficult to determine the date of Mandana, we
can confidently assign him to the period later than Gauclapada
and Bhartrihari and earlier than galikanatha.

Mandana's aim in writing the Brahrnasiddhi is to vindicate the
authority of the Vpanishads which intimate the non-dual, ever-

existent Brahman. The main purpose of this work as indicated by
its title is to ascertain the real nature of Brahman which is the
ultimate reality by means of a searching enquiry and critical in-

vestigation. The work is divided into four chapters: (1) the
Brahma-k&n4a, (2) the Tarka-kanda, (3) the NtyogaMtfa and
(4) the Siddhi-k&nda. Of these, the third chapter is the biggest
occupying nearly half of the work and the last one the smallest.

Almost the entire first chapter which is devoted to elucidate
the substance of the first verse through the authority of Scripture
and reasoning is concerned with the main theme of the work, viz.,

the ascertainment of the true nature of Brahman. Towards the end
of this chapter there is a discussion about the place of karma and

• *v. ^gmp«ue on, ran i, pp. ^-aa wnn Drn.au uviaaras university {Sans-
krit Series No. 3), p. 20, 22.

11. Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series No. 17, pp. 154* 155.

12. BS, Part J, pp. 32-31
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knowledge in the scheme of discipline leading to liberation, la the

Twrka-kan4a there is elaborate dibCUbsaon about the superiority

ol the scriptural testimony vis-a-vis perception and other means

of knowledge in respect oi our knowledge oi* the trans-empirical

reality; and this is followed by a critical examination of the nature

of difference and the views ot the Vaiseshikas, the Bhattas, and the

Bauddhas thereon. The central theme ol the third chapter is that

Brahman-realisation does not fall within the scope of injunction.

The explanation of the Advaita viow of liberation and the refuta-

tion of the Prabhakara theory of akhyati are also to be found in

this chapter. In the last chapter the question how the Upanishads

convey the sense of Brahman, not already known, through words

whose meanings are known in the sphere of ordinary thought is

discussed.

Mandana has made valuable contribution to the Advaita onto-

logy. His arguments to show that bliss which is Brahman is not

absence of misery or absence of desire, but a positive state of happi-

ness are elaborate and exhaustive. He argues that the transcenden-

tal bliss, of which the empirical pleasure is only a fragment, should

be conceived positively and not negatively; for only a positive cate-

gory admits of specification and determination. The more and the

less are possible only in the case of a positive category. Brahman or

the Self is bliss, because it is the seat of supreme love. There is not

only the authority of Scripture but also the evidence of experi-

ence to show that the Self is of the nature of bliss. For all the

creatures including the smallest worms, the self is dear. The love

of one's self, says Mandana, is nowhere more evident and better

expressed than in the desire of every creature, 'Let me not go

out. of existence;- let me live for ever'. This love of the Self is

consistent pnly if it be of the nature of bliss.13

Mandana's argument to establish the self-luminosity of Brah-

man or the Self serves as a model of philosophical reasoning.

Brahman, argues Mandana, is never an object in relation to a know-
ing subject. It cannot be known in the way in which other things

are known. The Self which is pure consciousness lights up all

our experiences and reveals all the objects of the world, which
being insentient are incapable of revealing themselves. While

& BS, Part t, p. 5.
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everything else is presented to the Self as an object, the Self is

not presented to anything, not even to itself. It follows, there-

fore, that the ordinary categories like cause and effect, substance

and attribute, whole and parte, etc-, do not apply to it. It is not

an object in relation to a subject; and so it is not in space and

time. It is not a cause in relation to an effect, not a substance

in relation to attributes, not a whole in relation to its parts, not

an identity in the midst of diversity. In short, it is supra-rela-

tional and so supra-rational. It is for these reasons that Manclana

says that the self-luminosity of the Self which is "the knower is

its cognizabihty. It is not cognizable in the usual sense of the

term. If we say that the Self is cognizable, it is because it is self-

luminous. Its seM-luminosity is what is meant when it is treat-

ed as cognizable.

Man^ana's discussion of the knower-known relation is very

interesting. One of the arguments adduced in favour of the rea-

lity of difference centres round the knower-known relation. The

object which is known implies that there is a knower independent

of and external to it. The knower is inferred from the known,

and so the knower and the known are different from each other.

Though Manglana spares just twelve lines for the purpose of re-

futing this view, he is able to show with a remarkable dialectical

dexterity that -the knower-known relation, far from lending sup-

port to the reality of difference, undermines it. His contention is

that the knower-known relation is intelligible and consistent only

when the oneness of reality is accepted. In the course of the dis-

cussion Mantfana points out that, if difference is accepted as real,

the Self or the knower and the- object which is known cannot be
related, since the two are of different nature; the Self or the knower
is knowledge pure and absolute, whereas the object which is known
is insentient. He rejects the contention that the internal organ

(antahkarana) could relate the knower which is consciousness and
the object which is its opposite. The explanation that is given in

terms of the modification (vftd) of the internal organ, which by
its proximity to the sentient Self acquires lustre by which it is

able to reflect the objects, though the underlying consciousness

which is the Self remains unaffected by the modifications of the
internal organ does not, declares Mantfana, serve to show that

objects are really seen, and that they are different from the
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knower. If it be said that the internal organ gets the reflection

of the Self, it only means that the internal organ which is insen-

tient appears to be sentient. And so this 'getting the reflection'

of the sentient Self by the internal organ is not real but illusory.

We cannot under these circumstances argue by depending upon

this acquired power of reflection of the internal organ, which is

miihya, that objects are really seen and that they are different

from the knower.14 It may not be out of place to point out here

that the lme of reasoning which Mariana has adopted in the dis-

cussion of the knower-known relation has very much influenced

Anandabodha, who himself admits that he has gathered his mate-

rials from others.15 This admission is significant in view of the

fact that most of the arguments which we find in the works of

Anandabodha have been borrowed by the later writers of the

Vedanta school.

Being influenced by Bhartrihari, the noted grammarian-philo-

sopher, Mandana introduces the sabdadvaita16 in the course of his

interpretation of the significance of the word 'aksharam' contain-

ed in the opening verse of the Brahmasiddhl Brahman, says Man-

clana, is aksharam or of the nature of sound (sabdatmatd) , because

the scriptural texts establish the identity of the mystic sound Qm
or Pranava with Brahman. The Prasna Upani&had, for instance,

says: 'That which is the sound Qm is verily the higher and ifce

lower Brahman'.17 The sound Om is not indicative of Brahman;

on the other hand, Om, according to this text, is Brahman. This

is on account of the termination 'k&ra' which refers to the pre-

ceding letter or word, and which has its purport in the word and

not in the object which the word refers to.18

Manama does not deny thai sruti texts sometimes teach me-
ditation on Pramva as Brahman, since it is difficult to meditate

on Brahman which is devoid of attributes without some image or

symbol as an aid. Just as a piece of wood or stone taken as^'the

symbol of a deity is worshipped as if it were the deity, so also

14. BS, Part I, p. 8.

15. Ny&yamakarmda <ChowklManba Sanskrit Series No. 38), p. 359,

16. BS, Part I, pp. 17-JB.

17. 5-2.

18. Vyaitaraw-vdrtika, 3-3-108,
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Brahman is to be meditated upon by means of Om since it is the

name for Brahman- Pr&nava is commended for purposes of me-

ditation in sruti statements like, 'Meditate on Om as the Self,

etc.19 But it should not be construed that Om is commended for

meditation in all places. If a SruM text purports to bring out the

nature of Om without commending it for meditation, it must be

interpreted as teaching the identity of Om with Brahman. The

Taittiriya XJpanishad, for example, declares the identity of Om
with Brahman when it says: 'Om is Brahman, Om is this all'.

20

Again, the Chandogya Upamshad says: 'Just as all leaves are per-

meated by the stalk, so is all speech permeated by Om. Verily,

the syEable Om is all this'.21

Man$ana vindicates by means of elaborate arguments that the

phenomenal world is only an illusory appearance of sabda which

is the reality. If the ultimate reality is said to be sabda, there is the

fear that it may not be identical with the Self or Brahman of the

Upanishads; for sabda, it may be thought, is insentient; while the

Self is said to be of the nature of knowledge. There is no room
for any such fear, for Man#ana clearly shows that sabdatattva is

identical with knowledge which is Brahman. Knowledge mani-

fests objects in a clear and distinguishable way only when it comes

to be associated with sound. Sound is identical with knowledge,

for it is tiie potency of sound (wksakti) that illuminates objects.

Manclana's exposition of the nature and locus of avidya con-

tains several striking features peculiar to the Advaitic tradition as

embodied in the BrahmasiddhL Mandana does not make any

distinction between the two terms avidya and mayd. He uses

them as synonyms. It is only in the post^Sankara period that the

two terms came to be used in different senses. Avidya, says

Mantfana, is not of the nature of Brahman; nor is it something

other than Brahman; it is neither real nor unreal. It is thus known
as may&, mithyavablidsa. Since it is neither real as Brahman nor

unreal as the sky-flower, it is said to be anirvackar&ya. Mandana
argues that the jiva is the seat or locus of avidya which obscures

the true nature of Brahman and thus has Brahman as its object.82

19. Mundaka-upanisad, 2-2-6.
'

20. 1-8-1

21. 2-23-8.

22. BS, Part 1 ». 10.
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It may be argued that Mandana's standpoint involves the fallacy

of mutual dependence: that is, the jiva is the result of avidya,

and avidya has to depend upon the jiva which is its locus.

Mandana refutes the criticism that his explanation involves the

fallacy of mutual dependence. First, avidya does not admit of

logical analysis in terms of consistency and cogency. How can

we expect avidya to stand to reason? Therefore the objection

that avidya which is dependent on the jiva for its existence cannot

itself be the cause of the jiva is meaningless. Second, since both

avidya and the jiva are beginningless like the sprout-seed series,

there is no logical priority as between fivatva and avidya; as for

chronological priority, the question does not arise as neither has a

beginning in time.

How is avidya to be removed? Avidya, says Mandana, is

destroyed by the practice of aids (s'idhana) like Sravana or the

understanding of the truth from the scriptural texts, mamma or

the investigation of the truth in the light of reason, dhy&mbhyasa

or repeated contemplation upon the truth as enjoined by Scrip-

ture.23 Repeated contemplation upon the truth preceded by

iravana and mamna annuls the multii\<rbus cognUions of diversity

(bheda-darsana) , as it is opposed to it. The knowledge that re-

sults from sravana, manana and dhy&mbhydsa is itself one which

involves distinctions. Sravana implies the distinctions of the

teacher, the taught, and the teaching, and so the knowledge which

arises therefrom is a form of avidya. For the sake of our under-

standing, this can be characterised as the good phase of avidya.

It serves to remove the multifarious cognitions of difference due
to avidyS.. The latter can be called the bad phase of avidya. Not
only does it remove the world of diversity projected by avidyS,

but also removes itself, just as the clearing-nut purifies the turpid

water of dirt by removing it and also removes itself, just as poisoa

nullifies another poison and also annihilates itself. When all the

illusory ^differences conjured up by avidya as well as the different

aids (sadhana-bheda) like sravana, mancmo., etc.
t
disappear, the

fiva shines forth remaining in its natural state, pure and un-
perturbed. In support of his account of the removal of ignorance-
how the good phase of avidya, viz., the knowledge resulting from

BS, Part I, p. 12,
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kravana, manana and dhyambhy&sa, removes its bad phase, viz.,

the appearances of plurality due to nescience—Man^ana quotes

the authority of the scriptural text which declares: 'Knowledge

and ignorance, he who knows the two together crosses death

through ignorance, and attains immortality through knowledge.'24

The meaning of the text, according to Man^ana, is this: avidya and

vidyd must be taken together, as the former is the means to the

latter or as the former is dependent on the latter. The bad phase

of avidya is 'mrityu' which is removed by the good phase of it

consisting of Sravana, manana and dhymmbhyasa, and the knower
of truth thus remains what he has always really been, the eternal,

free, self-luminous consciousness.

MancTana's contribution to epistemology is as valuable as his

contribution to the metaphysics of Advaita. His refutation of the

Prabhakara theory of akhyati is thorough and elaborate.28 Though
the theory of akhyati alone is examined in the Brahmasiddhi, the

other important theories of erroneous cognition are discussed in

his Vibhrama-viveka. It should be pointed out in this connec-
tion that the discussion of the theory of akhyati in the Vibhrarna-

viveka and the Brahmasiddhi is almost identical. By maintaining
the Bhatta theory of vipanta-khyaU which is practically the same
as the Nyiya theory of anyatfm-khyaU, Man^ana prepares the way
for the anirvachan^yakhyaU of Advaita.

According to Mariana, the knowledge which we get from the
Upanishads is indirect and mediate (paroksha) and necessarily

involves relation in some manner like any other cognition arising

from a valid verbal testimony. Meditation upon the content of
the verbal cognition is necessary in order to transform the indirect

and mediate knowledge into direct and immediate experience. So
repeated contemplation (prasankhyana) on the import of the
principal texts (maMvakyas) is a *must' in order to attain the
direct intuition of Brahman. Vachaspati who is greatly indebted
to Mariana follows him in this respect, as in many others.

Like other Advaitins, Man&tna too upholds the doctrine of
yfoanmukti or liberation in the living state.38 He contends that at
the onset of knowledge ignorance and all karmas, the fructified

24. Uavasya Vpanifad, 11.

25. BS, Part I, pp. 136-146.

26. BS, Part I, pp. 129-130.
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as well as the unfructified, disappear. In support of his conten-

tion, he quotes the Munfcika text: 'The knot of the heart is cut,

all doubts are dispelled and his karmas terminate, when He is

seen, the higher and the lower.'27 If all karmas including pmrabdha

cease to exist at the time of Brahman-realisation, a person who

attains perfect intuition should become disembodied immediately;

and this would go against the Ch&ndogya text28 which fixes the

falling off of the body as the limit ,for the attainment of final

release (kaivalya). In order to show that his position does not

come into conflict with the Chandogya text, Manclana interprets it

in two ways. One interpretation results in the advocacy of sadyo-

mukti or complete liberation from embodied existence immediately

following Brahman-realisation, while the other involves the

acceptance of fivanmukti. Since Man^ana refers to both sadyo-

mukti and jivanmukti, he is compelled to explain the sthitaprajria

described hi the Gito29 in two ways. From the point of view of

sadyomukU, the sthitaprajna may be taken as a s&dhaka who has

closely approximated to realisation and is awaiting it. According

to the second interpretation, the Gita description of sthitaprajria

may be taken to refer to a fivanmukta. Man^ana does not say that

in all cases the body should fall off as soon as Brahman-realisation

is attained. Though pr&rabdha ceases to exist like other karmas
together with avidya at the onset of knowledge resulting in com-

plete liberation from embodied existence, it may be that in certain

cases the body persists for a short while even after tealisation,

bcause of the impressions of pr&rabdha. There is therefore no
justification for the view that Man^ana does not advocate jfwm-
mukU,

Man^ana's evaluation of karma and its relation to knowledge
exhibits certain features peculiar to the tradition of Advaita which
he upholds. According to him, karma and knowledge are related

as means and end.» He does not accept the view that karma and
knowlpdge, being diametrically opposed to each other, could not be
brought into relation. He maintains that both karma and medita-
tion play a vital role in bringing about Self-realisation.

27. 2-2-8.

28. 6-14-2.

29. 2-54.

30. BS, Part % p. %
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The verbal cognition which arises from the Upanishads should

be supplemented by certain aids (sadhana) like contemplation in

order to attain Brahman-intuition. As a result of repeated con-

templation (ahhy&sa) , the impressions of the knowledge of the non-

dual Self obtained from the Upanishads grow and develop in such

a way that they are able to remove the impressions of avidya and
thereby bring about the final manifestation of the real nature of

the Self. Since karmas are prescribed by Scripture,31 they are also

useful in this regard. Whereas the usefulness of contemplation is

visible, that of the karmas is imperceptible. The karmas belonging

to the asramas are exceptional means (sddhana-visesha) . Though
he readily admits that it is possible for one who observes life-

long celibacy to attain Self-realisation exclusively through con-

templation in association with the control of the mind, etc., with-

out performing scriptural rites, he says that one who combines

the contemplative and the ritualistic disciplines will be able to

reach the goal far more quickly than otherwise. The asrama-

karmas are helpful to the seeker after truth as a horse is to the

wayfarer in reaching the goal quicker. Though the goal may be

reached by plodding on without a horse, yet a horse is sought to

be employed for gaining time x>r for avoiding inconvenience.

Karmas are of as much service to a seeker after truth as a horse

is to one who would otherwise have to trudge the whole distance

on foot.32

Mariana is a firm believer in &£rama-dharmas, not as ends

in themselves but as very valuable means to the end. By recom-

mending the association of the contemplative discipline with the

ritualistic discipline for the purpose of attaining Self-realisation,

he has distinguished himself as the foremost among 'integrative

Advaitius'.

A respected authority on ftftmimsa and a reputed teacher of

Advaita, a doughty champion of the XJpunisliadic tradition and a

master-mind skilled in dialectical reasoning, Manflana occupies

a high pedestal in the imposing edifice of Advaita Vedanta. His

contribution to Advaita is of lasting importance. Among the lus-

trous names that adorn the history of Advaita, Man$ana's is a

prominent one.

31. BrhaMranyaka Vpani§ad, 4-4-22.

82. BS, Part I, pp. 36-37.
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VACHASPAT01ISRA

by

Swami Anantanandendra Sarasvati

In the history of Advaxta literature, Vachaspatimisra stands

out as a prominent figure. He is well-known as the author of

the commentary—Bhamati on Sri Sankara's bhasbya on the Brah-

ma-sutra. In the concluding verses of the BMmati Vaehaspati enu-

merates his other works. And, they are as follows: the Nyayakatfr

ka (a commentary on Mariana's Vidhivivcka) , the Brahmatatt-

vasarrukshd (a commentary on Mariana's Brahviasiddhi) , the

Tattvabindu (a discussion of language in its relation to meaning),

the Nytiyavartikatatparyafika (a commentary on Udyotakara's

Ny&yav&rtika) , the Ny&yasucklmbandha (perhaps written as a sup-

plement to the Talparyatika), the Sankhyatattva-kaumudi (a com-

mentary onlsvarakrishna's SmkhyaJ^Hrika) , the TattvavaiMradl (a

commentary bn VySsa's Yogabhashya), and the Bh&mali (a com-

mentary on Ankara's £arlrakavunmh$abhfi$hya)> All the works

have been published with the exception of the Brahmatattva-

sarruksha.

The Btemati itseti has been commented on by other Ad-
vaitic writers. Amalananda (13th Century A.D.) wrote his Kal-

pata.ru on the Bhamafi. The Kalpataru in turn formed the sub-

ject of two commentaries, the Parimala of Appayyadlkshita (16th

Century AD.) and the Abhoga of Lakshmmrisimha (17th Century

AJD.), Other commentaries on the Bh&maU are (1) the Bfcfi-

maftvySkhyd. or Rijuprakosikd by Akhan^Snanda, (2) the Bh&matl-

titoka, and (3) the Bhamativihiisa.

Date of VScha^patimiha

On the strength of a reference in the Ny&yas&cl&nibandha,

Prof. Das Gupta has come to the conclusion1 that Vachaspatimisra

must have flourished in the first half of the ninth century A.D,

%. See Daa Gupta, History of Indian PhUaaaphy, n, 107.
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The name of the Bh&mafi is identified with one of the two

main streams of Sankara Advaita. The views of Padmapada as

interpreted by Prakasatman in his Vivarana are known as the

tenets of the Vivarayaprastfomia while the views of Vaehaspati-

misra are known as the tenets of the BhMma&prasihcLm. We shall

now briefly set forth the differences between the two view-points.

1. Vachaspatimisra holds that performance of rituals and
other duties relating to one's stage and order of life generate in

the mind of the aspirant the desire to know Brahman. While

commenting on the section known as Sarv&pekshadhikaraV-a (iii,

iv, vi) Vachaspatimisra states that knowledge of Brahman for its

rise requires the performance of rituals which generates in the

mind of the aspirant the desire to know Brahman; and the Upa-

nishadic text 'vividishanti yayHem' states so.

utpattau jvmasya karmapeksha vidyate vividAshcU

padadvara, vividishanti yajnena iti sruteh.

This view is reiterated by him in his commentary on §an-

kara's bhashya on the aphorism 'sarvathapi cha ta evo'bhayaUn-

gam' (iii, xxxxv).2

Prakasatman, on the other hand, maintains that the perform-

ance of rituals, etc., are responsible for giving rise to the know-

ledge of Brahman. In his Vivarana3 as well as in his work S&rira-

kanyayasangraha he affirms this view.

According to both the views, the performance of rituals and

other duties belonging to one's class of life must "be given up
after the rise of the desire to know Brahman. But, while ac-

cording to Vachaspatimisra the utility of karma ceases with mere-

ly giving rise to the desire to know Brahman, according to Praka-

satman the results of the performed deeds are operative till the

rise of the knowledge of Brahman. The former view is known as

vividishapaksha; and the latter one, as vedavapaksha.

2. Vachaspatimisra holds that the mind is the instrument in

giving rise to the knowledge of the identity of Atman and Brahman,

2. See BhSmaM, Nirnayasagar Press, 1909, p. 30.

3. Vide Pafchap&dikavimrana, Govt. Oriental Manuscripts Library. Bdn.,

1958, pp. 37, 543, 554.
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while, according to Prakasatman, the major texts of the Upani-

shads give rise to the knowledge of the identity of Atman and

Brahman.

Vachaspatimisra states:

'nimichikitsila-vakyurtha-btevaiw-

paripakasahiiavi-antafykaranam

tvampadarthasya-aparokshasya

tattadupadhyak&ranishedhena

tatpadfirthatiLm anubhavayatlti yuktam'*

Prakasatman in his Vivaraiia holds5 that since Brahman is

immediate the Upanishadic texts give rise to the immediate know-

ledge of Brahman. But, owing to the impediments such as vwhaya*

bhogawsana, pramarwtsambh&vana, prameyasambhavana and vipa-

ritabhavana, the immediate knowledge that has arisen appears to

be mediate. When the impediments are removed by the cultiva-

tion of virtues like control of intellect, external senses, etc., and

by Vedintic study, reflection, and meditation, the immediate know-

ledge that has already arisen becomes effective in dispelling avidya.

The point that is of great importance here is that the knowledge

of Brahman arises from the major texts of the Upanishads and

not from the mind. Prakasatman further holds that in the Upa-

nishadic text— 'tarn iu avpanishadam purusham prichchami'— the

taddhita suffix in the word 'aupaTtishadam' signifies that sabda or

the Upanishadic text is the means of knowing Brahman.

"'tarn tu aupanishadam' iti taddhitapratyayena brahm&w*
gatihetutoam sabdasya darUtamupapanmm bhavati"*

At the end of his work Sabdanirnaya Prakasatman affirms

this view, and there the following verse occurs:

vishayotpannatah. samvidL-

aikyadva'pimiatenatak

svatassiddheratah sabdad

fiparokshyam praj&yate.

4. See Bfcfimatt, p. 31

5. ViVarana, pp. 403-408.

0. Vimrana, p. 408.
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3. Another point of difference between the two schools is in

respect of injunction regarding Vedantic study, reflection and me-

ditation.

The Vedantic study is only inquiry into the purport of the

Vedanta and its fruit is only the removal of impediment consist-

ing in delusion and doubt as to the import of Vedanta. Reflection

is only arguing within oneself as to the validity of the truth learnt

and its fruit is only the removal of impediment consisting in delu-

sion as to the validity of the truth. And, meditation is only con-

centrated and continuous thinking on the truth of the Upanishads,

and its fruit is only the removal of contrary notions regarding the

truth learnt.

That a study of a particular text leads to the ascertainment of

the import of the text, and that reflection and meditation lead to

the ascertainment of the validity of the truth and to the removal

of false notions regarding it are a matter of common experience.

anvayavyatirehabhyam cha irava^manananididhyasambhya

sasya svagochara s&kshatkara ^kaXatoena lokasiddhatwl?,6

No other means is established with reference to these results.

Hence Vachaspati holds that an aspirant who knows the relation

of words to their senses spontaneously engages himself in the

Vedantic study and then in reflection and meditation. The Upani-

shadic declaration that Atman should be heard, reflected on, and

meditated upon is only a restatement of ordinary experience. And
restatement is useful in this that the aspirant could have a strong

and irresistible attraction toward Vedantic study, reflection and

meditation.9 Vachaspatimisra concludes that there is no scope

for any injunction at all in respect of Vedantic study, reflection

and meditation.

7. BMmati, on iii, iv, 26.

8. See BMmaM, p. 826.

9. BMmaR: 'anyatdh praptg, eva hi kravan&dayo vidMsartispaih vakyair-

anudyante. na chmuvado' prayofanah pravritd tjiieshokarotuat'—-(pp. 84-85).

Vide also: na cha cHniA^kshlttah&rayoh vidhiHtb tfflvammikshay&m

atmSbhlh upap&ditam. — (pp. 649-650).
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Vachaspatimisra comes to this conclusion on the authority of

&rl Sankara's text on the Samanvaya-sutra. There Sri Sankara

observes: "For what purpose, then, are these texts like 'the self

is to be seen, heard,' etc., which have the appearance of injunc-

tions? We say that they are for turning one away from the objects

of natural activity."

In alt those places, Vachaspatimisra maintains that there is

no injunction at all in respect of Vedantic study, etc. But in his

commentary on some adhikaranas it seems that he accepts injunc-

tion in respect of Vedantic study, etc. For instance, while com-

menting on the section known as Vakyanvay&dhikaraiia (1.4.6),

Vachaspatimisra says: 'atmaiva draslitavyah saksMtakartavyal],,

etai sadhawni cha sravaiiadini vihitani srotavyah ityadind' (p. 328).

Further, while commenting on the section known as Sdha-

karyantaravidhyadhikara'na (3.4.14) Vachaspatimisra says:

apurvatv&t vidhimsiheyaTi (p. 828).

From this it seems that Vachaspati admits injunction as regards

Vedantic study, etc., which clearly leads to contradiction. His

commentator Amalananda reconciles this apparent contradictory

position by pointing out that the statements which appear to have

the sense of injunction are merely restatements of what is a mat-

ter of ordinary experience. And they are helpful in this that they

give rise in the mind of the aspirant to an irresistible attraction

towards Vedantic study, etc.

Prakasitman, on the other hand, maintains that there is

niyama-vidhi in respect of Vedantic study, etc. In the ninth

varnaka of his Vivarana (p. 352) he describes the nature of <Sra-

vana, etc. And in the same varnaka he states that the first

aphorism of Badarayana has full scope only on the acceptance of

injunction in respect of sravaya strengthened by manana and

nididhyasana.

manam-nididhyasanopabrimhitasya fravaiiasya

samyagdarsanaya vidheyatwm angikfitya

prathaTnasutrain •pravrittam.

This discussion leads us on to the other one, namely, whewier

Vedantic study (sravaqa) is principal among the means that give

rise to knowledge or meditation (nHidhycmm) is principal.
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Vachaspatimisra holds that nididhyasana is the principal one and
the other two are its auxiliaries.10

Prakasatman in his Vivarayu holds that sravatya is principal

and the other two are its auxiliaries.11

4. In accounting for the nature of jiva and Isvara, Vacha-

spatimisra differs from Prakasatman. Advaitins maintain that the

difference between Isvara and jiva is only adventitious and not

real. There, one view is that consciousness is delimited by the

adventitious conditions such as avidya and antafykaroTia; the other

view is that it is reflected in these adventitious conditions. The
former theory is known as avaccheda-vada; and the latter is

known as pratibimba-vada.

Of these, the avaccheda-mda is advocated by Vachaspatimisra

and the pratibimba-vada is refuted by him. While commenting on
the Adhyasa-bhashya Vachaspati states that there could not be

any reflection of Atman which is free from any form in the intellect

which is also formless. He says that an object having a form

could receive the reflection of some other thing that has also a

form. Brahman being free from any form cannot have any
reflection in the intellect which also is formless. How could there

be any reflection of sound, smell, taste, etc?

"While commenting on the section known as 'ra^lmndnu-

papatyadhikarafta' (2.2.1), Vachaspatimisra says:

avidyopadana kalpitavacchedo

fatah pararnMimpratibimbakalpah'.

In the Vakyanvay&dMkarana (1.4.6) Vachaspati says:

avidyo'pa^anam cha yadyapi vidyasvabMve paramatmani na

sakshddasti tathapi tatpratibimbakalpa fiva-dviftrena parasminnu-'

chyate.

In these passages by the word pratibimbakalpa he means that

jiva is not a reflection, but may be likened to a reflection for pur-

poses of exposition. We may infer from this that praUbvmbavada

is not acceptable to Vachaspatimisra. If it were so he could have

10. Bhamatl, pp. 71, 802.

11. Vivarana, pp. 29-30.
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very well said tatpratibimba $va instead of saying tatpraUbimbch

kalpa fiva.

Vachaspati compares12 the individual soul to the etheric space

delimited by jar, pot, etc., Since there could only be delimitation

and not reflection of etheric space in jar, pot, etc., and since

Vachaspati compares the individual soul to the etheric space con-

fined in jar, pot, etc., we may take that Vachaspati favours only

avaccheda-vada.

Prakasatman maintains the theory that jiva and livara are

only the reflections of consciousness in avidxjd and the intellect.

Etheric space which is formless is reflected in water. Similarly

consciousness which is formless could have reflection in avidyd

and the intellect. Prakasatman advances the theory that jiva and

Isvara are the reflections, on the authority of the Upanishadic

texts like—
rupam rupam pratirupo babhuva,'

'ekadha bahudha chaiva dfisyate jalachandrava?

and on the authority of the BraKma^satra

'ata eva ca upamS. suryakadivaV (3.2.18). In the ninth

varyaka he asks: Of what nature is the individual soul? and he

answers: Brahman reflected in avidyd is the individual soul.13

From this it is clear that Prakasatman favours only pratibimha-

wda.

5. All Advaitins agree that the content of avidya is pure con-

sciousness. But as regards its locus Vachaspatimisra holds that

jiva is the locus while Prakasatman maintains that pure conscious-

ness itself is the locus. While commenting on the section

samanvaytehikarcwa (i.i.iv) Vachaspatimisra observes that

avidya has j5va as its locus and it is indeterminable. Brahman,
therefore, is always pure.

'm&vidya. brahm&sraya, Hntu five, so, tu anirvachaniySL

ityuktam tena nitya&uddham brahma'

12. See BMmatl on Sankara's bhSshya on the Brahma-Sutra, 3-2-3; 2-1-4;

and 2-3-11.

13, Vivarana, p. 760.
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The same view is reiterated by him in his commentary on the

sections sarvatrapra&ddhMhikarana (i, ii, i), dnurmnikadhikarariu

(i.iv.i) and vakymvayadhikarana (i.iv,vi).

Prakasatman in the first varnaka of his Vivarana refutes the

differentiation between the locus and content of avidya and holds

that Brahman itself is the locus and content of avidya.

na tavadajMnarn, S&ayarwishaya«bhedapeksham, kintu

ekasminneva vastuni asrayatvam avaranam cheti krityadvayam

sampadayaMM

6. The next point of difference between the two schools is

as regards the plurality of avidya. Vachaspathnisra admits the

plurality of the primal nescience which is indeterminable and

positive in nature. Avidya according to him has jSva as its locus.

Hence avidya is different in the case of each and every individual

soul. He observes:

'na vayam pradhanavad avidyam sarvajjiveshvekam achaksha-

mahe, em evamupahbhyemahi, kim tu iyam pratifmam bhidyate'J*

PrakSsatman, on the other hand, maintains only one nescience

^determinable and positive in nature. He, however, admits

manifold aspects of the one nescience which are called fulajJwma

and which serve as the material cause of silver, etc., that appear

on nacre, etc.

muUjMnasyaiva avasthdbhedah rajatadyupvdanani svkti-

kadi0inaih sahadhydsena nivartante
3
.
16

7. The content of the intuitive knowledge, according to Viva-

rana, is Brahman unenveloped by any upadhi.17 Vachaspatimisra,

however, maintains that Brahman enveloped by the mental state

(upahita brahman) is the content of the intuitive knowledge. While

14. p. 210. Vide also p. 219.

15. See Bhamatx on 1-4-1.

16. See Vivarana, p. 99. For more details See BrahminandiyabMvapra-
Msa, Edited by Sri V. Subramania Sastri and published by The Private

Secretary to His Highness The Maharaja of Cochin, (1961), p. 12.

17. See Vivarana, pp. 211, 213 and 224
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commenting on the section known as Janmiidhyadhikarctya. (1.L2.)

Amalananda makes clear the view of Vuchaspatimisra thus:

'vriUivishayatvamapi tasyaiva upahitasua, na nirupddhcTj, tanna

prasmartavyam'.

It should be borne in mind that according to Vachaspati

Brahman associated with the mental state i.^ the content of the

intuitive knowledge, and Brahman unenvelopcd by any mental

state is self-luminous.

The above are a few important differences between the

BhMmati and the Vivaraya school. The Advaitic thought after

gankara flowed in these two channels, of course, towards the same
goal.

upay&Jf, sikshamaiianam
bdlaTva-mupalalandh

asatye vartmani sthitva.

tatali satyam samihate

Various theories have been set forth in order to understand
the truth. Although the theories are not ultimately true, yet

they are helpful in realizing the ultimate truth. Just as alphabets

are useful in understanding the sounds, though they are less true

than sounds being mere lines, the theories that arc set forth by
Vachaspatimisra, Frakasatman and others are helpful in leading

the aspirant to liberation, though they are less true than the latter.

These theories, though different, lead one to the same goal, that is,

liberation.
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JNANAGHANAPADA

by

S. 0. Ramakrishnan

M.A., ph.d:

Among the many schools of Indian philosophical thought, the

system of Advaita by virtue of its thoroughness and profundity

occupies a pre-eminent position. Booted in the Upanishads, this

system was expounded, fairly consistently, by Gautfapada in his

commentary on the Mdv4ukya-^aHkd and later, systematically

worked out by Sankaiacharya in his commentaries on the

Trasthanatraya'. After him his followers took upon themselves

the task of interpreting, elucidating, and supplementing his

teachings; in the process, they formed distinct views on some
of the important concepts like maya, the nature of the indi-

vidual soul (jtva), release (mufcti), etc., which eventually

led to the formulation of the three sub-schools, viz., the* Vartika,

tibte Vivarana, and the Bhamatl. Noteworthy, and one of the

earliest among these followers who made significant contribu-

tions to the development of Advaitic thought, was JnSnaghanapada.

His views are identical with those of the Vivarana school. His

main work Tattvasuddhi is known for its clarity and precision and
has been referred to by Appayya Dikshita in several places in his

Siddhantalesasangraha.

There is a well-known half-verse which sets forth the funda-

mental position of the Advaita philosophy thus: 'Brahman alone

is real, the world is illusory and the so-called individual self (fiva)

is non-different from Brahman.'1 The predominant feature that

strikes one at the outset in this half-stanza is the non-difference

of Brahman or the Universal Self with the Atman, the core of the

individual self (fiva). This ultimate non-difference of the indi-

1. brahma aatyaifo, jaganm,ithy&, jivobrdhmaiva naparah.
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vidual self (fiva) in its essence with Brahman forms the central

theme around which every one of the post-Sankara advaitic pre-

ceptors, Jfianaghana not excep : cd, weaves his theories. Brahman

and Atman, thus, in their non-difference as remaining uncondi-

tioned by the three divisions of time, viz., past, present, and future

(trikaUbadhyam) is eternal and is alone ultimately real, spoken

of by the Upanishads as being 'One only without a second'.2 These

words 'One only without a second' referred to in the Upanishads,

in the view of Jfianaghana, exclude internal differences (svagata-

bheda) from the non-dual Reality and declare that it (Reality) is

partless-ulUmate (akhandaikarasa) ? Jrlanaghana commences his

treatise with the chapter on 'Advaita', in which he tries to prove

that Advaita can be established even through perception. Accord-

ing to him, "Perception comprehends bare reality, the constant

substrate in pot, cloth, etc. The co-presence and co-absence of the

sense-organ serves only in the comprehension of bare reality, pot,

etc., being delusively presented. Absence of sublating cognition is

no defect. Differences cannot be cognised through perception,

because they are cognised only together with the counter-corre-

lates, many of which are remote in space and time; nor is differ-

ence cognised through memory, since there is no memory-impres-

sion of its being qualified by the counter-correlate as such; nor can

it be inferred, since inference proceeds on the comprehension of

difference; counter-correlates are but delusive appearances; hence,

differences and their correlates are also delusive; hence no conflict

of scripture-declared non-duality with perception."4

Reality, further, as the irreducible substratum of existence that

cannot be denied is of the nature of existence which is identical

with consciousness. Advaita regards the triune perception involv-

ing the distinction of the knower, the known, and the act of know-
ing, as constituting different aspects of pure consciousness. The

distinction among these is merely due to the mental modifications

resulting from avidya. When these modifications cease, what re-

2. ekamevfiduittj/am: Chmdogy&panishad, VI, 2, 1.

3. Jii&naghanapada: Tattvamddhi (Edited by S. S. Suryanarayana sastri

and E. P. Badhakrishnan, University of Madras, 1941) p, 4.

4. See S. S. S. Sastri's table of contents to his translation on Appayya

PIkihita's Siddhdntalesasangraha (University of Madras, 1935), Vol. I, p. M.
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mains is the 'Inward Self (•pralyug&tman) as changeless and as

of the nature of consciousness, which renders possible every type

of knowledge but which does not depend on any other knowledge

for its manifestation. In other words, Brahman-Atman Reality, as

of the nature of consciousness, is self-luminous (svayamprakasa)

,

and that it is so is demonstrated by Jnanaghana by means of per-

ception (pratyaksha) , inference (anurrvana), verbal testimony

(sabda) and presumption (arthapatti) .
5 Since realising one's Self

as being non-different from Brahman is regarded as the supreme

bliss which is the summum bonum of all human endeavour

(paramajmrushartha) , Brahman-Atman Reality referred to as of

the nature of Existence and Consciousness is also spoken of as

of the nature of Bliss (ananda)

.

Jnanaghana, in this connection, takes care to stress that Exist-

ence (Sat), Consciousness (Cit) and Bliss (Ananda) are not the

qualities (guna) of Brahman but constitute its very nature. Brah-

man is Sat-Cit-Ananda-svarupa. To express it in the words of

Prof. K. C. Bhattacharya, 'They are not determinations, being each

of them the unspeakable Absolute viewed by us as beyond the

determinate absolutes, sat, cit and ananda formulated by our con-

sciousness.*6 To show that existence, consciousness and bliss

are not qualities, it is argued that quality (guna) as a

relational category always implies a qualified (gun%); the for-

mer, viz., quality, always depends upon the latter, viz., the

qualified (guru) without which it (quality) has no meaning. This

predicament is a relational predicament. But, the Absolute as con-

ceived by the advaitic philosophers is 'One without a second* and

is devoid of all kinds of relations (sajaMya-vijaffya-svagata-bheda-

rahita). So, the relationship between the quality (guna) and the

qualified (guni) cannot exist in it.7 Hence the reason why Brah-

man is said to be 'quality-less' or 'attribute-less' (nirguna).

But Brahman being infinite and reflected in mayd is Isvara,8

endowed with all auspicious qualities (saguna) . Knowledge being

5. Op. cit, p. 203.

6. K. C. Bhattacharya, Studies in Philosophy (Calcutta, 1956), Vol. I,

p. 118.

7. Op.de, p. 10.

8. avidyapratibimbitmh brahmq. anavacchinnatvat isvwa iti gamyate,

J&R, p. 243.
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His essential nature, He is all-knowing (sarvafna) and is able to

perceive the world of the present, past and future; hence omnis-

cient.9 Brahman viewed from this perspective, i.e., Brahman in

association with maya is the cause of the universe. In trying to

establish the advaitic position that only an intelligent principle

like Brahman can be the cause of the universe, the rival schools of

thought such as the Nyaya and the Sankhya, holding atoms and

pradhana respectively to be the cause of the universe, are refuted.

Brahman is not merely the efficient but the material cause as well

(abhimianimittopManakdrana). Arguing on the basis of scrip-

tures, he says that when the Upanishadic statements such as 'In

the beginning, 0, gentle one! this was Being or Existence alone,

one only without a second', 'In the beginning, verily, all this was

Atman only', 'Brahman alone is all this', etc., speak of co-ordinate

relation between a sentient cause and the world, they clearly indi-

cate that Brahman is the material cause. If Brahman were not the

material cause, the Upanishads cannot speak in terms of co-ordi-

nate relation between Brahman and the world, the reason being

that co-ordinate relation cannot hold between the non-material

cause and effect.10 The effect is not a transformation (parinfana)

but only a transfiguration or an appnaranre (vivaria) of the cause;

and as such, it (the effect) as being neither existent nor non-

existent is inexplicable (anirrachanhja) , not only after but also

even before its origination.11

Since Jfianaghana enunciates his theory of the world on the

basis of his causal theory, the corollary that follows from it is not

far to seek. Viewed in the light of this theory, Brahman, the

cause, by its own nescience, can only bo said to appear as the

world of names and forms without undergoing any change what-

soever, and that the world regarded as an effect, being an illusory

appearance of the cause, is neither real nor unreal. It is not real

since it is sublated by the intuitive knowledge of Brahman.12 Nor

is it unreal, for, unlike hare's horn, it comes within the range of

perception. It is, therefore, inexplicable (anirvachaniya) and it

9. Ibid, p. 18.

10. Ibid., p. 24.

11. Ibid., p. 157-158.

12 Ibid., p. 100
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and (b) as the effect. Viewed from the former perspective, maya

may be said to be the principle of creation or the creative power

(sakti) of Brahman while from the latter, to the phenomenal

creation itself. In other words, it may be said to signify the causal

as well as the manifest state of the universe. In its former aspect,

muy& is the causal potency (bfyasakti) of the primordial nature,

with the diversity being latent in it which becomes patent with

the development of the objective world from it. And it is in this

sense that maya is said to be the origin of the world and the

latter a product thereof. But maya differs from its products in

this respect that while it, as the source of the universe, is begin-

ningless (anadi) , its products have a beginning in time. Further,

maya being neither real for the reason that it is liable to be sub-

lated by right knowledge, nor unreal as it is the root cause of all

appearances, nor both as that would involve contradiction, is inde-

terminable (anirvachantya) in its nature.

In this connection, it needs to be mentioned that, according

to Jnanaghana, the terms maya, ajnana, and avzdya connote one

and the same principle, viz., ignorance. Ignorance is called maya

because it is illumined by pure consciousness which is the eternal

self; it is also called ajnana since it is contradictory to knowledge,

being removable by it.
17 The two, maya and ajnana, thus as

referring to the same principle, viz., ignorance are regarded by

Jnanaghana as being identical. In fact, in his work he makes use

of these two terms, maya and ajnana, interchangeably and almost

synonymously.18

Jnanaghana agrees with the other advaitic preceptors in

holding the view that maya, in so far as it conceals the self-lumin-

ous Brahman, has Brahman for its content (vishaya). But he
argues that to conceal Brahman which is consciousness, it is per-

force necessary that ajnana should have its abode in Brahman.

17. ato nityaimaprdkasenaiva mayadi fabdav&chyam jn&navirodMt jri&na-

paryudasena ajii&namm cha uchyam&nam. Op.cit, p. 134.
18. avidyapratibimbitaih brdhma anavacchinnatv&t Uvara iti. gamyate.

aniMxrampratibimbitam brahma, jiva&abdavachyaTh bhavati. Ibid.,

pp. 243-44.

In another context he says: tattva may&vacchede parame&varatva vyavaharafy,
mtahhiranavMchede fivatva vyavah&rah. p. 244,
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something positive in its nature (bhavarupa ajtfiana). And that

it is so is established by Jxianaghana on the basis of the experience

that one has of it (ignorance) during deep sleep and the subse-

quent recollection of it on waking up in the form of "I slept happi-

ly until this time and knew nothing." In other words, the recol-

lection of ignorance in deep sleep cannot be accounted for, unless

ignorance is regarded as something positive. Even in the waking

state, ajnana as a positive entity should be admitted. Otherwise,

questions regarding the unknown things would become un-

intelligible.21

But the 'dvarana' aspect of m&ya in the case of Isvara is

powerless over Him in the sense that Brahman though concealed

by mffAja retains its own nature of pure consciousness without in

any way being affected by the concealment and is ever conscious

of His identity with the world. Isvara, in fact, as devoid of inter-

nal organ and sense organs is referred to as the non-doer (akarta)

and therefore the merits and demerits which arise as a result of

one's performing actions do not pertain to Him; His knowledge

being unsurpassable is infinite and so independent.22 With regard

to the individual self (jiva) on the other hand, it is just the

reverse in that, it (dvarana) accounts for its bondage. It is on

account of ignorance (ajnana) that the individual self identifies

itself with the sense organs and internal organ, performs actions,

earns merits or demerits as a result of which it gets itself entangled

in the transmigratory existence. Further, being under the influ-

ence of ignorance (ajnana) its knowledge is limited and therefore

dependent (on the Lord)P As the mediacy characterising Isvara

and the transmigratoriness and finitude characterising the indivi-

dual self (jwa) are the results of ignorance (ajnfina), the cogni-

tion of difference also, as caused by ignorance (ajnana) cannot

but be apparent like the difference between the original and the

reflection. Both the Lord (Uvara) and the individual self (jiva)

are, as mere reflections and as having consciousness as their essen-

tial nature are essentially non-different.24

21. Ibid., p. 137

22. Ibid, p. 240.

23. Ibid., p. 240 (also see p. 21).

24 Ibid,, p. 244.
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or through being the cause for aspiration.27 Jnanaghana is nol in

favour of the view which combines knowledge and rituals (jnano-

karma-samucchaya) as the means for release.28 It is only the

immediate knowledge of Brahman generated by the mahav&kyas

such as "That thou art" (tal Ivam asi), "I am Brahman" (aham
brahmasmi) that can dispel the beginningless ignorance and bring

about release. Concluding his treatise with a description of the

nature of release, Jnanaghana observes that it is a state of con-

sciousness which is ever-lasting, unsurpassable bliss, being the

inner non-dual Supreme Self.29

27. Ibid., p. 263.

28. Ibid„ pp. 254-263.

29 nityasiddMniraiisayaimndapratyagadvitiyaparimMmaehaitany&t--

mwn& avastMnaih apawrgali. Ibid., p. 306.
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has further to be dependent on an ontological approach and, there-

fore, the two schools have to face each other. But the second, and

more important, question will be about the real crux in the matter

of the analysis and approach, which we find in the Reality of all

existence,—apart from its epistemological analysis.

Prakasatman wrote the famous sub-commentary Panchapddi-

kavivarana, on the Panchapadihii, a commentary by Padmapada

l>n the MnraTmmimmhsabhxishya of 6ankara. Coming to the

Panchap^dikS-vivaraTia of Prakasatman, we land ourselves in the

epoch-making period of this school, and henceforward move to-

wards a history of dialectical literature of Advaita philosophy,

which bases itself solidly upon the conclusions arrived at in clear

terms by Prakasatman. From the colophon of his work we know
that his real name is Svaprakasanubhava-bhagavat, or simply

Svaprakasanubhava, and he was the disciple of Ananyanubhava-5

But the more commonly known name of the author of the Pancha-

padihavivarana is Prakasatmayati or Prakasatman.3

The Advaitist stand-point regarding the awareness of the

object is distinct from the view of Mahayana Buddhism, specially

in the Yogachara School. When two objects are perceived, they

are perceived as distinct from each other where the distinctness

is perceptible. Supposing, according to the Mahayanist, we per-

ceive a 'wtta' (blue) and 'pita' (yellow) substance (which is itseK

an object of perception as this or that). The Yogachara view

will lead us to the unity of consciousness and the substance.

But we should also remember that as 'rffla? is distinct from another

as 'pita', and the distinctness ought to he perceived, though that

is somewhat inexplicable in the subjective idealism of this parti-

cular school. Still the distinctness is also one with consciousness

and hence cannot be evaded. Therefore, though unwarranted, this

position has to be willy-nilly accepted by the Yogachara idealist.

In the Advaitist School however, as Padmapada, and following him,

Prakasatman very clearly bring out, that there is no necessity of

the distinctness in the direct awareness of this or that object. Even
in the awareness of a distinctness regarding this object or that object

the awareness remains the same in regard to the directness. It

2. PanchaTpidi'kavivara ,na Introductory i

3. H>id„ 7.
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subjective consciousness of the second (samanantara) stage, the

objection will be that the resultant consciousness will be of the

nature of a whole, which is again a distinct consciousness, and

hence the relation will not be adhering to that consciousness which

the subject will have for itself. This unpracticable relation of the

subjective consciousness, according to the Buddhists, will never

have been achieved even on their own showing. If the knowing

activity is to be 'a relation', then it should be shown that the acti-

vity involved cannot pertain to the momentary pieces of conscious-

ness. Therefore, the subjective consciousness should depend on

a permanent object of experience as 'nila' to be the permanent

seat of that knowing activity. But when an activity engenders

the direct awareness of 'nila', etc., there is no meaning in the

permanence of the consciousness regarding the object, i.e. the

permanent object of experience on which the consciousness is

based. Every knowing activity should, therefore, pertain to the

present consciousness as distinct from the non-present one, ac-

cording to this Buddhist view. That is to say, every object should

be bound to the limits of the present consciousness as a distinct

individuality (ahamiti sctohvidah pratilcshanam svaXakshanahhedena

bhavyam) as Padmapada analyses. But that is going too far into

the epistemology of perception where the actual experience is split

into logical bits. Even if it is argued that all these logical bits

of experience are very much identical, and hence no distinction

is apparent amongst them, still a greater epistemological difficulty

will arise. All our experience will have no footing if the real

distinction of the actual experiences, one from the other, is not

known and the stream becomes a bundle of disjoined moments

of a single experience. The idea of similitude is again unwarrant-

ed and unmeaning when there is real unity of consciousness. Un-
less the idea of unity be false, the idea of similitude cannot arise

at all. But the question of the falsity of unity of consciousness

is forthright rejected by the Advaitist. Still the Mahayanist may
argue that any fallacy applicable to his theory may well apply

to the Advaitist. For example, the fallacy of mutual dependence

(ifaretarusrayatva), is levelled against the Yogachara idealist. For,

according to his theory, there is the similitude possible due to

•the falsity of the unity (of consciousness). Difference amongst

bits of consciousness is, according to his School, nothing but the

nature of consciousness (scefivoitsvarwpa)', as the difference cannot
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thesis. Unreality is ungrounded as a false character imposed on

consciousness, and the idea ot similitude is born out of this false

knowledge. Hence it is equally ungrounded. There is no question

of positing a similitude amongst various bits of knowledge when

this itself is so ungrounded. There is only unity and no heteri-

sation of experience. Nor can the idea ot similitude be established

by inference, based on the experience of destruction of the suc-

ceeding bit of experience in one single knowledge, as the Buddhist

upholds- The penultimate bit of experience, say, of a jar, is no

more existent when the knowledge of the object is ultimately des-

troyed. Thus all the preceding bits of experience are inferred

to be non-existent at the successive stages of their destruction.

Hence, the Buddhist dialectician would say that all existent beings

are but momentary (yat sat tat kshantiham) based on the inferen-

tial proof as his argument is. But against this argumentation,

the Advaitist equally advances the opposite inference to prove that

existence does not posit momentariness, but continuity of unity.

The Buddhist cannot also argue that as our experience of the ulti-

mate moments is necessarily of destruction (i.e. negation), we
cannot posit any existence with regard to the same. For, the

opposite argument from the Advaitist stand-point would again

equally apply that our experience of re-perception or re-cognition

(pratyaohiffia) of the previous moments would posit their conti-

nuity of unity, and not successive destruction or negation. In fact,

re-cognition {pratyabhijM) has been accepted as a proof by the

Advaitist, contra the Buddhist and, to some extent, contra the

Prabhakara Munamsaka as regards the status of the self in such

experience.

The arguments set forth here from the Buddhist standpoint

regarding the momentariness of the existent entity, which have

been controverted by the Advaitist, are very clearly set forth in

the Sarvadarsanasamgraha by Madhavacharya (circa 14th

Cent A.D.) Madhavacharya has detailed all these arguments of

the Buddhist hypothesis that whatever is existent is momentary
and that existence (sattva) means potentiality of action (artha-

kriy&karitva) . All these arguments of the Buddhist dialecticians

have been analysed by Madhavacharya in his work on. the chap-
ter Saugatadarsana. Madhavacharya has quoted from Jnana&rl,

a Buddhist philosopher (circa, 9th Cent. A.D.), who flourished

before TJdayana, and who in his Kshnnabhmgasiddhi has enume-
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rated all these arguments of the Buddhist dialectics to establish

momentariness by existence qua potentiality for action.

The Buddhist theory of existence qua potentiality for action is,

however, open to serious objections. This potentiality for action

may be said to be the origination of the knowledge of itself as

the object (wavisMyafffiimfanana) but that is true of external

object only. For, the internal bits of consciousness are never the

objects of knowledge of themselves, as they are never objectified

by the knowledge-process being unique (svalakshana) as self-re-

vealed in their own nature. Objectivity would make for this

other-revealedness. Thus the unique characteristic of the external

object (vishayasoalakshana) and the unique characteristic of the

internal consciousness (samvitsvalakshana) are totally different in

nature. Hence according to the Buddhists' own acceptance of

potentiality for action, it would apply to only the external objects,

which alone would be existent. Nor can it be argued by the

Buddhists that the internal bits of consciousness also are objecti-

fied by the consciousness of a different subject (person as per-

ceiver). For, such kind of objectivity will attach an indirect

character to the perceived consciousness, which is undesirable epis-

temologically, if not also ontologically. The Buddhist dialectician

would not condescend to accept an indirect or inferred character

in the consciousness which is only perceptible, i.e. self-revelatory.

Even in an external perception of an object there is the possibility

of inference through an indirect method of positing ortftafcriyfifcarit-

va, which is a unique characteristic (svateksfutya) in that case. But

in the case of the unique characteristic (svatakshawa) of conscious-

ness it is only direct, being non-objectified and self-revelatory.
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SRI-HARSHA

by

P. S. Krishnamurti Sastri

Vyakarana Siromani

La the history of Advaita, in the times before the 10th cen-

tury the orthodox schools, particularly the Nyaya, were concerned

with opposing the Buddhistic schools. After this period, the in-

fluence of Buddhism waned and the attention of the orthodox

schools turned in a more pronounced manner against each other.

The Nyaya school justified the reality of the categories of ex-

perience as against the philosophy of jagan^miihyatva of Sankara.

This school formed the main target of the criticism of the Advai-

tins in the 12th and the 13th Centuries.

6rI-Harsha flourished during the middle of the 12th Century

and he led the opposition against the Nyaya system. His most

important philosophical contribution is the Kh^T^na-Jchan^ar

klwdya in which he refutes all definitions of Nyaya system intend-

ed to justify the reality of the world and tries to show that the

world and all world-experiences are purely phenomenal and have

no reality behind them. The only reality is the non-dual Brahman
which is of the nature of consciousness- The Nyaya system holds

that whatever is known has real existence. Sri Harsha, on the

other hand, proves that all that is known is indefinable either as

real in the sense in which Brahman is real or as unreal in the

sense of an absolute nothing. They have only relative existence

and they are adapted to practical needs of life. Though the Nyaya
system is the main target of SrI-Harsha's criticism, yet since his

arguments are of destructive nature they could be used with some
modifications against any other system. He refutes all definitions

of Nyaya and so his dialectic would be valid against any defini-

tion of other systems. iSrl-Harsha starts with the thesis that none
of our cognitions ever require any proof for their validity. The
Advaita of Sankara and the idealistic school of Buddhism (Vijfiana-
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va&a) differs in this that while the latter holds that everything

including the cognition is unreal and indeterminable, the former

holds that knowledge is identical with Reality from which the

entire universe proceeds and, therefore, knowledge is real and the

entire universe is indeterminable. It is this distinction between

the Advaita school of 6ankara and the idealistic school of Bud-
dhism that the critics of Advaita often overlook when they charge

that Advaita is akin to the Vijnina-vada school of Buddhism. In-

definability is the very nature of the objects of the world. Srl-

Harsha contends that no amount of ingenuity can succeed in defi-

ning the nature of the objects which have no definable existence.

All the definitions of the objects put forward by the Nyaya writ-

ers are shown to be faulty even according to the canons of logical

discussions and definitions accepted by the Naiyayika. Sri-Harsha

contends that no definitions of the phenomenal world are possible

and that the world of phenomena and all our so-called experiences

of it are indefinable. So the Advaitins could affirm that the inde-

terminable nature of the world is proved. Sri-Harsha does not

believe in the reality of his arguments. He employs them without

any assumption of their reality or unreality. If the arguments of

Sri-Harsha are proved to be unreal then that establishes his own
contention that nothing except the self-luminous Brahman is real.

Sri-Harsha is interested only in refuting the definitions of the

Naiyayikas. And, his conclusion is that the manifold world of

our experience is indefinable and the one Brahman is absolutely

and ultimately real.

The Advaitin may be asked to furnish a proof for the ultimate

oneness of being. Sri-Harsha argues that the very demand sug-

gests that the idea of ultimate oneness already exists- If the idea

does not exist, no one could ask for a proof of it. If, in antici-

pation of this reply, it is admitted that the idea of ultimate one-

ness is known already, then, the question that naturally arises

is whether that knowledge is a valid one or an erroneous one.

If it is the former, then it is itself the proof. If it is the latter,

then one cannot ask to set forth proofs to demonstrate what is

false. Hence Sri-Harsha concludes that it is highly improper on

the part of one to ask the Advaitin to furnish a proof for the ulti-

mate oneness. He, however, states that the Upanishadic texts

are the sole means of knowing the ultimate oneness, that is.

Brahman.
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It may be objected that the non-duality taught in the Upani-

shadic texts is contradicted by the cognition of difference arising

from perception. Perception gives us knowledge of the object (say)

cloth as well as its difference from other objects in the form of

'The cloth is different from (say) pot'. Srf-Harsha points out that

the concept of difference can hardly be defined. He asks whether

the difference which is cognised at the time of perceiving the object

is identical with the object or different from it. In either view

there are difficulties. The first alternative, namely, that difference

is of the nature of the object comprehended, is untenable on the

ground that while the notion of difference is relative, that of the

nature of a thing is not so. We can cognize 'cloth' by itself, but we
cannot cognise its difference from 'pot' without distinctly calling

to mind that from which it differs, namely, pot. Owing to this

disparity between the 'cloth' and 'difference', they cannot be the

same. It may be added here that, as difference is relative, it should be

held as unreal. The second alternative is that difference is different

from the object, grl Harsha argues that, if 'difference' were diffe-

rent from the object, then it would amount to saying that there is

difference between 'the first difference' and the object. The second

difference must be admitted to be different from the relata; and

in order to account for this difference we must admit a third

difference. And, so on, ad infinitum. "Sri Harsha concludes that,

as the concept of 'difference' cannot be defined, it is anirvaclianiya,

and as such it has no intrinsic validity. It cannot, therefore, con-

tradict the non-duality taught in the Upanishadic texts- grt-Harsha

does not deny that we perceive seeming differences in all things;

but what he denies is their ultimate validity.

*na vayam bhedasya saraathaiwsattvam abhyupagacchd.-

mah kim mma no. param&rthikam sattvam'.1

The above passage is more or less identical with the one found

in the Iskta-siddhi of Vimuktatman, He says that there exists the

cognition of difference. And, that is why we are able to use

words to refer to objects, and objects are adapted to practical needs

1. KhaTtfaw-kfan^-lihadya (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, Benaraa,

1914), p. 214,
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ANANDANUBHAVA

by

V. K. Kalyanasundara Sastoi

Sahitya-Vedanta Siromani

Anandanubhava has written three valuable treatises on
Advaita Vedanta. The Ishtar-siddhwivarana, as the name indi-

cates, is a commentary on the Ishpw-siddhi of Vimuktatman. The
Nydyaratnadvpavali and the Padartha-tattuo-nirnaj/a are his inde-

pendent works. In addition to these Advaita works, he has also

written a commentary on the Nydyas&ra of BhSsarvajna. Ananda-
giri has written a commentary, Vedantaviveka, on the Ny&yaratna-
dipavaU. The Pafflrtha-tottvarnirnaya has been commented upon
by Anandagiri and Atmasvarupabhagavan.

In the colophon of the Nydyaralm^tpavaU, Anandanubhava is

described as a pupil of Narayanajyotis. We come across in this

work references to Kumarila, Prabhakara, Visvarupa, Mandana,
Vachaspati, Sucharitamiisra, Anandabodha, and others. Ananda-
bodha, a celebrated teacher of Advaita, has written the Nifiycu-

makaranda, the Nyaya&pfiwaM and the PmrnrntamaW,. It is believed
titiat Anandabodha must have lived about 1100 A.D. Anandanu-
bhava has written a commentary on the Isfya-siddhi of Vimuktat-
man. The latter is assigned to the period between 850 A.D. and
1050 A.D. From these it is clear that Anandanubhava must have
lived after Vimuktatman and Anandabodha. Chitsukha in his

TattvapradtTpiha refers to Anandanubhava. The date of Chitsukha
is said to be 1220 A-D. And so, Anandanubhava could not have
been later than Chitsukha. Most probably, he must have lived in
1he* second half of the twelfth century AD.

The Padtfriha-tattocwhyaya seeks to refute the categories of
the Vaiseshika system and also the views of the Bauddhas, the
Sankhyas, the MimSmsakas and others. The work is divided into
two chapters. The prlma-facie view (p&rva^paksha) is cogently
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explained in the first chapter, while the final view (siddh&nta) is

established in the second chapter. Anandanubhava vindicates the

Advaita view that Brahman alone is real and that the phenomenal

world of diversity is just an appearance.

The Ny&yaratnadip&vah is one of the authoritative, polemical

treatises on Advaita Vedanta. Anandanubhava establishes the

fundamental standpoint of Advaita not only on the authority of the

Upanishads but also by reasoning. According to Advaita, Brahman
or the Self which is the ultimate reality is one only without a

second (ekameva adviUyam). The real nature of the non-dual

Brahman is missed due to the beginningless avidya. Coming under

the spell of avidya-, we look upon the pluralistic world as real; and
we are deeply attached to it. Bondage is our attachment to the

non-real. If the ignorance of the real is responsible for our bon-

dage, it can be removed only by the knowledge of the real. In

other words, liberation can be attained only by the knowledge of

Brahman. It is wrong to think that Advaita Vedanta which main-

tains that moksha can be attained by the right knowledge of the

Self belittles the importance of karma and wp&sana. Karma puri-

fies the mind and the knowledge of the Self is manifested in such

a pure mind. It cannot directly lead to moksha. The function of

karma is restricted to the preparatory stage. Control of intellect,

external senses, etc. (samadamadi) , have to be practised, as they

are also useful to the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman-
"While tiie help of karma is indirect, that of practices like control of

intellect, external senses, etc., are direct to the attainment of the

knowledge of Brahman.

Following the arrangement of chapters in the Brahmasutra of

Badarayana, Anandanubhava has divided the Ny&yaratnadvpavali1

into four chapters. The first chapter begins with the discussion

about the validity of the Vedic testimony. By means of elaborate

discussion, Anandanubhava establishes the view that the Vedas,

which are apaurusheya are a source of valid knowledge. This is

followed by a discussion about the validity of knowledge. After

refuting the views held in other systems, Anandanubhava esta-

1. Critically edited with Introduction by V. Jagadisvara Sastrigal and
V. R. Kalyanasundara Sastrigal (Madras Govt. Oriental Series No. CLXVT,
1961). This work will be referred to hereafter as NRP.
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blishes the Advaita view that (i) truth is intrinsic, and that error

is extrinsic and that (ii) the validity of knowledge is due to condi-

tions which are intrinsic to knowledge itself. In the course of the

discussion of the causality of the universe, Anandanubhava main-

tains the view that the blend of pure Brahman and irvaya (tjw^o-

sabalita-brahman) is the material cause. By elaborate arguments, he

proves that the Self is of the nature of existence (sat) , knowledge

(chit) and bliss (ananda) .

On the model of the second chapter known as avirodhadhyaya

of the BrahmaMtra, Anandanubhava shows m the second chapter of

the Nyuyaratnadipavali that the so-called scriptural contradictions

do not exist with regard to the Vedantic view and that all other

views are incorrect. There is an elaborate discussion of the diff-

erent theories of error. After refuting the views of others, he

establishes the soundness of .the anirvachaniyakhyati of Advaita.

His discussion of the %>aramanumda of the Vaiseshikas is impor-

tant as well as interesting, for he proves in the course of the discus-

sion that atoms must have parts.

The third chapter of the NyayaratneuLipavali is mainly con-

cerned with the means to the realisation of Brahman. He argues

that karma is not directly conducive to the attainment of liberation,

and that the combination of knowledge and action (jr&na-karma-

samuchchaya) is untenable. In this chapter, the scriptural sanc-

tion with regard to sannyasa of the ekadandin type and of the

tridanfan type is also discussed. Anandanubhava points out that

huti and smrti texts lend support to the sannyasa of the ekadan-

4in type followed by Sankara.

Anandanubhava discusses in the fourth chapter the nature

of liberation, the removal of avidya and jivanmukti. Though like

other Advaitins he admits yivanmukti, he points out that from the

ultimate point of view even fivanmukti must be considered to be

w&ya. Brahman which is non-dual can never be said to be born or

destroyed. In the absence of creation and destruction, there is no

bondage; and in the absence of bondage, there is no seeker after

liberation, and there is none free from bondage. In support of his

stand he quotes from Gau^apada's Man$ukyakMka: z

2. ii, 32.
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na nirodho na chotpattir

na baddho na cha sadhakah,

na mumukshur na vai muktah

ityesha paramarthata.

In the remaining part of this paper let us consider in detail

Anandanubhava's explanation of the locus of avidya (avidy&sraya)

and of the removal of avidya (avidyS^nimitti)

.

The post-Sankara Advaitins take sides in answering the ques-

tion regarding the locus of avidya. While Prakasatman holds the

view that Brahman, the pure impartite consciousness, is the locus

of avidya, Vachaspati argues that the jjiva is the locus. Anandanu-

bhava follows the standpoint of Prakasatman, which has come to

be known as the Vivarana view.

The four possible alternatives that one might think of with

regard to this question are: (i) that Brahman is the locus of

avidya, (ii) that Isvara who is omniscient, etc., is the locus of

avidya", (iii) that an insentient object is the locus of avidya, and

(iv) that the fiva is the locus of avidya. By showing the untena-

bility of the last three alternatives, Anandanubhava maintains the

view that Brahman, the pure consciousness alone, is the locus of

avidya,?

Uvara who is omniscient cannot serve as the locus of avidya,,

for Isvara Himself comes into being as a result of the association

of avidya with the self-luminous consciousness. Since avidya is

posited even prior to Uvara, the latter cannot be the locus of the

former-

It may be argued that Brahman or the Self cannot be the

locus of avidya, as the two are diametrically opposed to each other.

Brahman is of the nature of knowledge; and avidya is just the

opposite of it. If so, how can Brahman be the locus of avidya?

Anandanubhava answers this objection by pointing out that there

is no opposition between the self-luminous Brahman and avidyi.

It is only the knowledge which arises from pramana (pramana-

jnanam) which being opposed to ignorance (avidya) removes it.

The Self which is self-luminous consciousness is not only not

3. NED, pp. 344-346.
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opposed to it, but reveals it, as a lamp reveals the existence of

an insentient object, say, pot. Anandanubhava cites the case of

deep-sleep to show how avidya can co-exist with the self-luminous

consciousness (svarapa-jfimia.)

The view that an insentient object can serve as the locus of

avidya is untenable. For one thing, there is no pramana which

reveals the existence of avidya in an insentient object; nor is it

made known through sdkshin, as there is no relation between con-

sciousness and the insentient. Secondly, the positing of avidya

in an insentient object does not serve any purpose. The two-fold

work of avidya is concealment and projection: that is to say,

avidya conceals the true and projects the false. What is by its very

nature insentient and therefoie does not reveal itself need not be

concealed. So it is impossible to think of an insentient object

as being the seat of avidya.

Let us now consider the view that the jiva is the locus of

avidya. There are two reasons which contribute to the plausi-

bility of this view. First, the ftva is sentient, and so while an

insentient object cannot be the seat of avidya, the fiva can. Second,

the experience of 'I am ignorant' shows that the ^iva is the seat of

avidya. Anandanubhava argues that this view, too, is not accep-

table. The jlva is what it is because of the association of the

internal organ (antahkararia) which is itself a product of avidya.

How can the jtua, being dependent on a product of avidya which

is therefore earlier, be the locus of avidya'? Further, those who
uphold the view that the fiva is the locus of avidya must clearly

specify whether the jiva as qualified by the internal organ

(ahamkarddi-visishta-fiva) is the locus or the fiva as indicated

by the internal organ (ahamkaradi-upalakshita-fiva) is the locus.

The fiva is a complex of consciousness and internal organ.

The former view considers the relation between the two
as that of the qualified and the qualifier, similar to the

relation between rose and the red colour. The latter view
takes the internal organ as a mark (upahhshana) indicating con-

sciousness in the same way as a crow serves to indicate the house
on the top of which it is perched. Anandanubhava argues that

the former view is untenable, for it seeks to rest avidya on the

internal organ top, which qualifies consciousness, and this amounts
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to maintaining that the cause, viz., avidya is seated on its own
effect, viz., the internal organ.

It may be argued that avidya and its product, viz., the internal

organ, form a series in such a way that the one is preceded by the

other alternatively constituting a continuous chain backwards like

the seed-sprout series; and so the difficulty of the cause * (avidya)

resting on its own effect (internal organ) does not arise. And
also the objection of infinite regress is not possible, since the series

is anadi. This argument, according to Anandanubhava, overlooks

an important point of difference between the two. In the case of

seed-sprout series, there are individual differences (vyakti-bheda)

with regard to seeds and sprouts- But this is not possible in the

case of avidya,. It is true that erroneous cognitions and their im-

pressions are many; but all of them are the product of avidya

which is one and the same.

Anandanubhava brings out the difficulty involved in this view

in another way also. If it be said that the jiva qualified by the

gross body (sthuU^anra-visishtaTi) is the locus of avidya. then

the gross body differs from birth to birth, and so it will result

in different centres of consciousness. Such a consequence is un-

desirable, for there will not be any continuity between one life and

another life; and in the absence of continuity, one will not reap

the consequences of the deeds done in the previous birth and one

may get certain good or bad results, without being the merit of

the earlier deeds. If, on the other hand, it be said that the jiva

qualified by the subtle body (suksTtma-sarira-visishtah) is the locus

of avidya, the destruction of the subtle body in the state of libe-

ration will also involve the destruction of consciousness of the

individual. If it is argued that the subtle body is not destroyed

in the state of liberation, then there is no difference between libe-

ration and bondage. For all these reasons, the view that the ftoa

qualified by the internal organ is the locus of avidya is untenable.

The view which considers the internal organ as a mark (upa-

lakshana) will lead to Anandanubhava's standpoint; for the inter-

nal organ as a mark is separated from consciousness which it

serves to indicate, and so avidya is seated only in consciousness.

After refuting the explanation of the nature of liberation given

by the Naiyayikas, the Sankhyas and others, Anandanubhava sets

forth the Advaita view that the removal of avidya (avidyd-nivritH)
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is liberation. He states the possible objections against the view,

criticises them and finally establishes the soundness of the Advaita

view of liberation.4

The critics are interested in proving the untenability of the

very conception. They argue that avidya-mvritti cannot be said

to be real (sat) or unreal (asat) or both (sadasat) or indetermi-

nable (mirvachantya) . If it be said to be real, is it other than

Brahman or identical with Brahman? If it is other than Brahman,

it will give rise to dualism which is not acceptable to the Advaitm.

The other alternative, so the critics argue, fares no better. In

what sense can it be said to be identical with Brahman? There

are two possible alternatives here: either avidyti-nivritti gets itself

merged in Brahman or Brahman gets itself merged in avidya-

nivritti. If the former, then it is eternal in as much as Brahman

is eternal, and so knowledge (jnHna) is not required; if the latter,

Brahman has to be treated as a negative entity in as much as

avidya-nivritti is negative. Can it be said to be unreal (asai) ?

Even this possibility is ruled out by the critics. If it is unreal

like the sky-flower, there arises again the futility of knowledge.

If it is unreal, it cannot be brought into being- If it be argued

that it can be brought into being, then sky-flower, etc., which are

unreal can also be brought into being; and this is absurd. It can-

not be both real and unreal at the same time, as it goes against

the law of contradiction. Since avidyd is said to be anirvacha-

mya, avidya-niwitti too cannot be anirvachaniya.

The critics further point out that it is not possible to explain

avidya-niirfitti as a fifth mode (paHchama-prdkara) as other than

the four possibilities mentioned above. First, there is no pramctna

which would justify it. For the sake of argument let us suppose,

so the critics argue, that there is avidy%-nivritU which is a fifth

mode. It is incumbent upon the Advaitin to say whether it is

removable or not. It cannot be removed by ynrnia.] the latter can

remove only ajfnmia; and there is no other means available to the

Advaitin to bring about its disappearance. There is also another

difficulty here. The disappearance of avidya-nivritti will mean the

re-emergence of avidya, which is not desirable. The other alter-

native, viz., that it is not removable, may now be considered. The

4. NRD, pp. 382-386.
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question that arises here is whether it is knowable or not. If it

be said that avidya-nivritti which is not removable (i.e. which is

eternal) is knowable, the Advaita view that "whatever is perceived

is illusory" has to be given up. If avidya-nivritti is said to be

eternal and also is knowable, the world also which is knowable

may be said to be eternal. It is not open to the Advaitin to for-

mulate the vyapti as "whatever is perceived other than avidya-

nivritti is illusory". To the Advaitin there is no real other than

avidya-nivritti. If it be said that it is not knowable, then no efforts

nssd be taken for attaining it. The critics, therefore, argue that it

is impossible for the Advaitin to show that the conception of

avidya-nivritti is intelligible and tenable. The untenability of the

conception of avidya-nivritti will, according to the critics, under-

mine the central thesis of Advaita, viz., that the Self is non-dual

and that the world which is a product of avidya is illusory.

Anandanubhava argues that the explanation of avidya-

nivritti as a fifth mode (panchama-prakara) is quite sound and

that the critics have not really shown the conception to be un-

intelligible and untenable. Since avidya is indeterminable, its re-

moval has to be explained only as a fifth mode. It cannot be real,

for in that case avidya too will become real. Since it has avidya

as its vratiyog'i and also since it is brought into being, it cannot

be unreal like the sky-flower. Nor can it be both real and unreal

as it amounts to breaking the law of contradiction. It cannot be

indeterminable (anirvachaniya) , since avidya is indeterminable.

So it has to be explained as a fifth mode, as something other than

all the four mentioned above.

It is true, says Anandanubhava, that avidya.-nivritti is different

from real and unreal in the same way as avidya is different from
real and unreal. But that is no reason for characterising it as

anirvachaniya. If avidya is said to be anirvachaniya, it is not

because of its being different from real and unreal (sadasat-

vikkshana) , but because it is removable by knowledge. In other

words, anirvachaniya, according to Anandanubhava, is to be ex-

plained in terms of removability by knowledge (jnananivartyatva) 5
.

Avidya is anirvachaniya, because it is removable. But avidya-

nivritti is not removable by knowledge. On the contrary,

5. This is also the standpoint of Vimuktatman.
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it is brought into being by knowledge. It is knowable in

as much as it falls witiiin the scope of experience. It is

wrong to think that it is not removable. Only if it is main-f

tained that it is not removable, it will be prejudicial to

the inference by which the Advaitin proves the illusoriness

of the world- Anandanubhava cites the authority of Scripture to

show that avidyd-nivritii too is removable. The BrihadIronyaha

text says: "In it there is no diversity".6 The purport of this text

is to show that there is nothing else, either positive or negative,

other than Brahman; and in this total denial avidya-nivritti is also

included. Anandanubhava takes pains to show that his stand-

point is quite consistent with the view of Vimuktatman, the author

of the Iskta-siddhi The explanation of avidya-nivritti as a fifth

mode (panchama^prahcka) is acceptable to Vimuktatman,7 as he

himself adopts this mode of interpretation in the Ishta-siddhi. It

is true that he equates avidyd-nivritti with the non-dual Self sub-

sequently in the same work.8 Anandanubhava's elucidation of

Vimuktatman's position makes it clear that any suggestion that

Vimuktatman is vacillating between these two explanations and

that he is not consistent is unwarranted. Since there is nothing

else, either positive or negative, other than the Self, avidya-nivritti

cannot be given a permanent standing as a negative something

coeval with the Self. If Vimuktatman seeks to equate avidya-

nivritti with the Self, it is to show that the Self, indicated by
avidyti-toivyitti, is bereft of everything, positive as well as negative.

6. 17, iv, 19.

7. hhta-siMhi (Gaekwad Oriental Series, Baroda), p. 85.

8. Ibid., p. 371.
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ANANDABODHA

by

R. Thangaswami

Nyaya, Vyakaraija, Vedanta &ron«»«i

Sri Vyasa in the first aphorism of the Brahma-sutra indicated

that the knowledge of Brahman is the cause of the removal of

bondage. This idea has been developed by 6ankara in his adhyasa-

bMshya stating that bondage itself is mere illusion. This doctrine

has been subjected to severe criticism by the pluralistic, the

theistic, and the Purvamlmamsa schools. A school of Advaiiins

took up the defence of the doctrine of Sankara on the basis of

logical arguments; and Anandabodha belongs to that school.

Two methods can be noticed in the books devoted to

the criticism of rival schools. Of these, the earlier method is

characterised by close reasoning, depth of sense and diction,

sweet to the ear: it is conversational in form. When the modern

logicians like Gangesa transformed logic into something entirely

new, scholars from Madhusudanasarasvati to Brahmananda-

sarasvatl rose to refute them and, giving them their due, used a

highly technical language. This is the later style; and Anand-
abodha's is the earlier style. Unlike the other style it is neither

artificial nor difficult; but there is no dullness in the presentation

of ideas, statement of reasons, and choice of words. Expressions

characterised by rigorous reasoning and elegant wit reveal

Anandabodha's eloquence and dialectical skill.

Anandabodha's Preceptor: A commentary, Bipifca, by
Anandabodha available in manuscript in the Madras Government
Oriental Manuscripts Library on Prakasatman's &abdanirnaya has
a stanza "namo atmavambhidhanaya gurave guna-vesmane".

• In the other works of Anandabodha there are no verses of saluta-

tion to the teacher but only a verse of obeisance to the Supreme
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Being in whom plurality is assumed; this verse also states the four

anubandhas, that is, the essential aspects of a work. From this

we conclude that Anandabodha was the disciple of Atmavasa.

Anandabodha is usually regarded as the disciple of Vimukta-

tman. In his work PramM.narnMa he quotes from the Ishta-siddhi,

mentioning the source of the quotation thus:

etadevoktam gurubhih

'nanyatra k&ranat karyam rat chet taira

kva tad bhavet'.

From the word 'gurubhih' it is proper to conclude that Vimukta-

tman was his vidya-guru and Atmavasa was his dlksha-guru. Eut

the commentary Sambandhokti by Chitsukha on Pram&TiawMS.

which is still in manuscript does not refer to Vimuktatman as the

preceptor and Anandabodha as his disciple; and it prefaces the

quotation from the Ishta-siddhi referred to above thus: "uktam

artham ishta-siddhir-kara-vachanena dridhayaii".

Vimuktatman must have flourished before Sarvajnatman. The

latter in the fourth chapter of his work Samkshepasdriraka says:

chitibhedam abhedam eva w
dvayarupatvam atho mrishatmatdm

parihritya tamo nivartanam

prathayante khalu muktikovidMh.

His commentators are agreed that the term muktikovidah refers

to the author of the Ishta-siddhi. Sarvajnatman refers to the

author of the Ishfa-siddhi in his other work Panchaprakriya,.1

Prakasatman in the Vivarana refers to the view of the Ishta-

siddhi. Hence we may conclude that Vimuktatman flourished

before Sarvajnatman and Prakasatman. And, he could not
have been the disciple of Vimuktatman who must have flourished

earlier than Sarvajnatman. The term 'guru' in the PramctyamaU
is intended to show respect towards Vimuktatman. We may,
therefore, take Anandabodha to be the disciple of Atmavasa.

t Bulletins of the Sanskrit Department, University of Madras, p. 69.
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The date oj Anandabodha: Anandabodha in his work Nyaya-

makaranda refers to the views of Prakasatman, the author of the

Vivarana who flourished in the 11th Century A.D. Anubhutisva-

rupa who flourished between the middle of the 12th Century and

the first half of the 13th Century wrote commentaries on all the

three works of Anandabodha. Hence we may take that Ananda-

bodha flourished in between the middle of the 11th Century and

the first half of the 12th Century.

Anandabodha wrote three works, namely, Prarnanama.15,

Nyaya-dvpavali, and Nyaya-makaranda. Of these, the Nyaya-

makaranda is the most important one. This is of a polemical na-

ture and refutes the doctrines of the Sankhyas, Bauddhas, Vaiieshi-

kas, Naiyayikas, Purvamimarhsakas and Jnanakarma-samuccaya-

vadins by using the accepted procedure of debate.

Noteworthy among his contributions are the refutation of the

difference between jiva and Brahman, rejection of difference in

objects of knowledge, establishment of the anirvachaniya theory

of error, phenomenal nature of the universe, self-revealing nature

of the self, self as of the form of consciousness, the view that

words refer (also) to accomplished or existing things, the doctrine

of impartite sense, conception of liberation, the substratum of

avidya, and the doctrine that liberation results from knowledge

only.

Doctrines established in the Nyaya-makaranda: The main
doctrine of Advaita is that the universe is phenomenal. It is by
nature constantly changing and evolving and is ever unstable. So
it does not satisfy the definition of Reality propounded by Sankara,

namely, that reality is that which does not fail to have that nature

determined as belonging to it The universe which evolves every

moment, is always unsteady, and as a rule changing cannot

answer to this definition; so also the various entities which are

present in the universe.

Then, is the universe absolutely and always false? The reply

to this question is presented with great effort aided by the support

of scripture and reason, Using the analogy of silver that appears

in nacre. The Upanishads say 'Ether was born from Atman'. Here
the ablative case in 'from Atman' stands for the cause, material

as well as efficient This cannot be said to be self-contradictory

20
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and impossible, as, in the case of the nacre-silver, both kinds of

causality are seen to exist in the same thing, nacre. Here, if

there is no silver but only the recollection of silver once seen in

the shop, how can there be the effort on the part of the percipient

to pick up the thing before him. So, silver has to be postulated

as existing there; otherwise the effort cannot be accounted for.

What is the material, and the efficient cause of this illusory

silver? As regards all effects, both these kinds of causality are

necessary. As the destruction of the effect is, as a rule, inferred

from the destruction of the cause, we have to determine that as

the cause of the silver, the destruction of which would lead to the

destruction of the silver. It is the silver that is destroyed by means

of the perceptual knowledge of the nacre. The causality of the

knowledge of nacre in the destruction of the silver arises through

the destruction of the nescience present in nacre. This naturally

leads to the conclusion that nescience present in nacre is the

material cause of the silver.

Again, where the nacre is totally unperceived, there silver

does not appear. So we have to say that the perception of nacre

in its general form is also a cause. Thus the nacre perceived in

its general form (i.e. as possessed of 'thisness') is the efficient

cause; this itself is also called the substratum. Altogether, the nacre

known in its general form and unknown in its particular form is

the cause of silver. Known in its general form, it is the efficient

cause; unknown in its particular form, it is the material cause.

This co-ordination of these two kinds of causality is technically

known as vivarta (transfiguration). The etymology of the term
vivarta is: vi—opposite, varba—existence, i.e. having an existence

(reality) different from that of the effect, whereas pariiiama or

modification is becoming an effect having the same degree of

reality. Thus the nacre-silver is the modification of the nescience

present in nacre, and transfiguration of 1he nacre itself. In the

Upanishadic passage quoted above (Ether is born from Atman)
the ablative case in 'from Atman' should be understood to refer

to Atman as the transfigurative cause. The universe is the modifi-

cation of nescience present in Atman and the transfiguration of

Atman itself.

Now a question arises. Unlike tho nacre-silver, the universe
is not seen to be sublatedj so, how can it be said to be the raodifi*
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cation of nescience? The reply is detailed with the support of

scriptural passages like
eneha mmsti kmchana'. (There is no

plurality here). The sublation of the world is known from these

passages. It cannot be said that this passage does not deny the

plurality relating to the universe but only that pertaining to the

Atman. For, what is the authority for assuming that the scripture

denied plurality in particular, i.e. in regard to Atman? On the

contrary, it denies plurality in general. Also, plurality, not well

known in regard to Atman, does not stand to reason and so there

arises no question of its denial. Nor is it a case of plurality of

the creation of the universe being denied, as there will clearly

arise lack of unanimity as well as prolixity.

So, multiplicity of Atman cannot at all be a subject of denial

here; and as there can be no other subject of denial, we have to

take that the difference between jn?a and Isvara is denied.

Nor can this passage be taken to deny difference between
Isvara and inert matter. It is well-known that the attributes of

matter cannot exist in Isvara, and so the difference cannot be
denied. So, what is denied is the difference between fiva and
Isvara.

Now, the next point to be discussed is whether the denial

pertains to all time or to a limited time. Two such kinds of denial

are well-known: (1) The pot is not on the ground (This pertains

to limited time)
; (2) Wind has no colour (This relates to all time)

.

If the passage 'neha mna$ti kifichana' is denial of the first kind,
then c

iha' will refer to Brahman as the substratum; this means
Brahman is related to time. It is self-contradictory to say that
Brahman is eternal and is related to time. So only the second
type of denial remains, and this must be meant by the passage.
This denial is technically called badha (sublation)

.

Now, one question naturally arises. This denial would lead
to the contingency that the universe is never related to Brahman;
so, how can one justify scriptural passages describing creation of
the universe, etc.? The reply is that the passages describing
creation deal not with creation (primarily) but with Brahman
which is one and undivided. There is a great dispute as to whether
the substratum of the universe is one or many. The Advaitins
say it is one; the dualists say that it is manifold. Among the
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dualists omitting the sub-divisions, there are varieties from the

materialists to the Yoga school of philosophers. In short, all philo.

sophers except Sankara are dualists. This must be discussed.

Those who follow scriptures or reason as regards creation

must be asked: Why is there difference among scriptural passages

themselves regarding the order of creation? One passage says

ether was born of Atman, another says fire, water, food, etc., \vere

born from Atman. Elsewhere mmd, etc., are spoken of as created

from Atman. Yet another passage speaks of creation as consti-

tuted of the three gunas. Thus there is no unanimity regarding

the order of creation. Further, scripture speaks of liberation

through self-knowledge; it does not say it is got through know-

ledge of creation. A passage says 'tarn eva viditva atimrityum

eti, nanyah panthd vidyate ayanaya-' But there is no passage

which speaks of any special result as arising from the knowledge

of creation. So, according to the maxim 'In the presence of the

fruitful statement the fruitless one becomes accessory', the creation

becomes accessory to knowledge, as it is in the presence of self-

knowledge which is fruitful. So, according to the rule that acces-

sories are fruitful only through the principal, it is reasonable to

conclude that the fruit of self-knowledge is the same as that of

knowledge of creation. So, the main purport of the passages

conveying creation is not the knowledge of creation but of the

Supreme Being. And, this is accepted by tradition. This is shown

by reason also. Creation which is perceived by us is traced by

different philosophers to different causes like atoms. If we follow

these divergent assumptions we cannot arrive at a single substra-

tum of the universe and in its absence, knowledge will not be

adequate to lead to self-knowledge. So we have to postulate a

single entity as substratum; this cannot be anything but the self.

Otherwise, 'the knowledge of all from the knowledge of one' is

not possible. If this substratum is the self, there can be no real

origination from it as the self is changeless. So the account of

creation is given only to establish the Supreme Being which is

the sole substratum.

Again, those who zealously assert the reality of creation can-

not justify their acceptance of liberation. Philosophers differ in

regard to liberation, from the (nihilist) Buddhist to the Vaiseshike.

Anandabodha has critically examined almost all views on libera-
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tion.2 Is liberation the cessation of bondage? Bondage is a series

of sufferings; in the view of those who say that creation is real

how can there be a cessation of this series of sufferings? It can-

not be said that cessation is brought about in the manner in which

a pot is annihilated by means of a club. Of course, the cessation

may be possible as, in the Nyaya view, the self's qualities exist

only for two moments and in the Sankhya view an opposite pro-

cess can destroy the previous process. But how can there be a

cessation of suffering which is of the nature of non-recurrence?

Nobody says that such recurring destruction or cessation consti-

tutes liberation; all are unanimous in conceiving of liberation as

eternal. So, if the universe is eternal, then suffering also is eternal

and thus, liberation is as unreal as a flower sprung from the sky.

Liberation is accepted in all schools and we must say what

its cause is. Scripture states its cause to be self-knowledge and

not the knowledge of pot or cloth or the categories accepted by
the Naiyayikas. Suffering is born of ignorance of self and from

the knowledge of self arises the destruction of suffering which is

the effect of ignorance.

Liberation is of the nature of total destruction of suffering

and the manifestation of bliss, eternal and unsurpassed; and this

is nothing but the destruction of avidya. The Supreme Being is

One; it is bliss independent, absolute and unsurpassed, but owing

to avidya it appears as having a second, as sullied by the attributes

of the cycle of births and deaths and as having the designation

of fiva (individual self). Thus, the cycle of births and deaths is

none other than beginningless avidya, while liberation is its

destruction and is dependent on the rise of the knowledge of

Brahman which is beyond all differentiation and also immediate.

This is the definition of liberation given in the Nyaya-makaranda?
So, the falsity of bondage which is of the nature of suffering is

proved on the ground that it is the product of avidya.

Just as nacre-silver is not admitted to be real, on account
of its being sublated by the perception of its substratum, so also

the universe which is sublated by the intuitive knowledge of

Brahman is not real. Further the universe in its ramifications

2. Nyaya-makaranda, pp. 270-271.

3. Vide, p. 288.
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is born of assuming the self to be enjoyer. This characteristic of

being an enjoyer depends on the superimposition of body on the

self and the relation of the self to the body. This superimposition

is due to avidya. So it is established that the universe which

consists of the objects of enjoyment, enjoyer, etc., is derived from

avidya which is also known as 'rnaya' or illusion. Maya is the

same as avidya and it is a positive entity, opposed in nature to

knowledge. It has varied powers and they are inferred from the

products arising from it.

This rmya has consciousness as its substratum. Now, the

question arises: how can there arise tmya in regard to the self

which is of the nature of consciousness, just as there can be no

darkness while the sun is shining? The solution to this problem

is found in the Nyaya-makaranda, The existence of mMya has to

be accepted by all schools as none can deny the universal ex-

perience, 'I am ignorant'.

Those philosophers who admit the existence of the self have

to grant that the self is of the nature of consciousness. Some
speak of consciousness as the attribute and not the very nature of

the self and explain the perception of the self in association with

this attribute. They have to explain how they can speak of the

existence of the self during deep sleep. The conception that the

self is eternal but its perception arises from a knowledge which is

adventitious and momentary cannot support in any way the

doctrine of the eternality of the Self.

The position is this: Those who admit the self to be eternal

have also to admit that the self is of the nature of knowledge and,

being ever perceived, is self-revealing.

There arises another question. How are we to account for

the judgment, 'I am ignorant'? The answer to this question is:

We have to say that the self, being known in its general

characteristics and unknown in its particular nature is the

substratum of avidya. Hence, in keeping with experience, the self

is the locus of m&ya or avidya.

Another question is raised. Is the individual self the locus

of maya, or the Supreme Self? La the former case, mttya would
be many (which would mean that the material cause of the uni-

verse is also manifold) • in the latter case, oneness would be lost,
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Thus there would result a paradox that the very Being which is

to be resorted to for the removal of rmya is its locus. And the

blind cannot lead the blind.

This question is answered thus: There is no fault in either

cases. In the view of the Drishti-srishti-vada where mai/a is con-

sidered as the transformative material cause, the plurality of maya

is acceptable. This does not mean that the oneness of material

cause is lost; the Dfishtirsrishpi-wda speaks only of the transfigured

cause, and this cause is the One, Supreme Being. Thus it is logi-

cal that the Brahman which has no beginning and end is the locus

of avidya or w%a.4 So it is correct to say that the Supreme
Being itself undergoes the cycle of births and deaths because of

avidya and is released through knowledge. It is Brahman and not

jlva, that is the locus for avidya.5

Another objection is raised in his other work Pramdrwmlaf
If the universe is derived from maya, it must be unreal, just as

nacre-silver. This means that all the phenomena in the world
and all knowledge are unreal. Even the knowledge of Brahman
got from scriptures must be unreal because scripture is a part of

the universe and it being unreal the knowledge imparted by it

also must be unreal. This objection is wrong, since unreality does
not mean absolute nothingness. It is neither real like Brahman,
nor unreal like a hare's horn, but it is different from the two.
The universe is neither absolutely real, nor absolutely unreal,
but it is neither real nor unreal.7 This is Anandabodha's definition

of unreality given in Anandanubhava's Nyayaratnadipavalt, and
Chitsukha's TaUvapradijnM. This is referred to and elaborated
by AnandajSana in his Tarkasangraha. This definition has been
refuted by Vyasatlrtha in his Nydyamfita; and Madhusudana-
sarasvati in his Advaitasiddhi answers all the objections and
proves that the definition is logically sound.

4. Nyaya-makaranda, p; 313.

5. Ibid., p. 336.

6. Pram&naimW,, p. 16.

7. Ny&yamakarmda, pp. 115, 125, 145, 155, 305, 306. See also Pramana-
mft% p. 16.
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CHITSUKHA

Mi

S. Krishnamurti Sastri

Nyaya Siromani

Chitsukha is one of the outstanding ticharyas who contributed

to the development of the dialectical phase of Advaita. The back-

ground to his distinctive contribution may be stated in brief.

From the time of Nagarjuna, Chandrakirti, and Aryadeva, the

Bauddhas had taken 'to the use of the dialectical method of logical

discussions. In the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries the Naiyayi-

kas also adopted this method, and Nyaya authors such as Jayanta,

Udayana, Vatsyayana, and Uddyodakara vigorously introduced

them in philosophy. But though these writers utilized the dialecti-

cal method of Nagarjuna's arguments, there was little attempt on

their part to develop the formal side as such of the method. It

was only rthe later Nyaya writers that began to devote special

attention to the dialectic as a method and develop it with rigorous

attention to its form. This they sought to do by formulating defini-

tions for the various categories of experience and offer criticisms

with emphasis on the formal and scholastic side of arguments. This

movement, namely logical formalism, which was steadily growing
among the Naiyayikas in the tenth and eleventh centuries attained

its culmination in the works of writers 1&& Raghunatha Siromani,

Jagadisa Bhattacharya, Mathuranatha Bhaftacharya, and Gada-
dhara Bhat$acharya. One notable instance of this over-emphasis

on formalism and scholasticism is the formulation of the maha-
vidyd modes of syllogism by Kularka Pandita in the eleventh
century.

The mah/i~vidya modes of syllogism were invented by Kularka
Psadita for refuting the MaoSabsa arguments for the eternality

of sounds and proving the non-eternality of sounds. But if these
modes of syllogism could be regarded as valid, Uiey would have
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a general application, i.e. they could be used for proving or dis-

proving any theory or doctrine. The special feature of the maha-

vb&ya syllogism was that it attempted to formulate definitions for

all that is knowable. Kularka Pandita's DaAaMohwmka-vidya.-

sutra contains sixteen different types of definitions for sixteen

different types of TnaM-vidyd syllogisms. Such an attempt

naturally produced a reaction on the Advaitic doctrine that all

that is knowable is indefinable and unreal, which consequently

appeared to be losing ground. In the eleventh century and in the

early part of the twelfth century writers like Anandabodha and

his commentator, Anubhutisvarupa attempted to uphold the

Advaitic doctrine on logical grounds. But it was Sri-Harsha who
in the third quarter of the twelfth century for the first time

effectively refuted the entire logical apparatus of the Naiyayikas.

With Sri-Harsha thus began the special study of the dialectical

method among Advaitic writers—though (the use of the dialectical

method in Advaita could be traced back even to acharya &ankara

who utilized it in the refutation of the Bauddha, Jaina, Vaiseshika,

and other systems of philosophy. Sri-Harsha's work was carried

on by Chitsukha in the early part of the thirteenth century, by

Anandajnana or Anandagin in the latter part of the same century

and subsequently by a number of minor writers, by Nrisimhasrama

Muni in the sixteenth century followed by his pupil Narayanasrama,

and by Madhusudana Sarasvati in the seventeenth century.

The formal criticisms of &ri-Harsha produced a new awaken-

ing among the Naiyayikas who began to devote their whole atten-

tion to perfecting the formal accuracy of their definitions and
methods to the utter neglect of the development of the content

of their philosophy. This naturally enabled the Naiyayikas to

employ their tools successfully in debates. But as a result of this

it became essential for Advaitins also to master the methods of

this new formalism for the defence of their own views to the

neglect of new creations in philosophy. Thus in the history of

Advaita dialectic we can find two stages. In the eighth, ninth,

tenth, and eleventh centuries, when the controversies of the

Advaitins were mainly with the Bauddhas, Mimamsakas, and
Naiyayikas, the element of formalism in the Advaita arguments
was at its lowest, and the arguments were based largely on the
analysis of experience from the Advaita standpoint and its general
approach to philosophy. But in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
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the controversy was largely with the Nyaya and Vaiseshika schools

and was based on considerations of logical formalism more than

anything else. For the most part criticisms were nothing more

than criticisms of Nyaya and Vaiseshika definitions. From the

thirteenth century onwards the Advaitins' attack was directed

against the followers of Ramanuja and later of Madhva, who, them-

selves adopting the method of dialectic, were strongly criticizing

the arguments of the Advaitins. But this change of target for the

Advaita writers meant little change in their strategy. The method

of dialectic had attained such an importance that though the

Vaishnava critics brought many new considerations into the con-

troversy, the dialectical method never lost its high place in the

argument of the Advaita thinkers.

When we consider the place of Chitsukha in the history of

Advaita against this background, we find that he was one of the

pioneers of dialectical Advaita. Chitsukha flourished in the early

part of the thirteenth century. He was a pupil of Gaud&svara

achiarya, also called Jnanottama. (This Jiianottama was a saih-

ny&sin, and is the one who wrote Nyaya-sudha and Jnilna-siddhi,

and is different from the Jiianottama [miira] who wrote a com-

mentary on Suresvara's Naishkarmya-siddhi) . Chitsukha wrote

a commentary on Anandabodha Bhattarakacharya's Ny&ya-maka-

randa and also on Srl-Harsha's Kh(^ana-khav4a-kh&dya and an

independent work called Tattva-pradi-pikd, or ChitsukM. In the

Tattoa-'pradipikd he quotes Udayana, Uddyodakara, Kumarila,

Padmapada, Vallabha (UflMvafi) , 6alikanatha, Suresvara, 6ivaditya,

Kularka Pandita, and Srldhara (Ny&ya-kandaff) . This work has

been commented on by Pratyagbhagavan (A.D. 1400) in his Nayana-

prasadint. In addition to these Chitsukha produced a work called

Vivaraya-iMparya-dfyika and an index to the adhikaranas of the

Brahma-sutra, called Adhikarari^i-manjarl, and wrote a commen-

tary on the Brahma-sutra-bhashya of Sankara, called BhMshya-

bh&va-prakaMka, a commentary on the Pramfinamalfi of Ananda-

bodha, and a commentary on Mandana's Brahma-siddhi, called

Abhiprdyc^prak0ik&.

The writer with whom Chitsukha is intimately connected is

gri-Harsha. grl-Harsba lived probably during the middle of the

twelfth century- His most important work is the Khaty&ana-

kho%4a-khMdya„ In this he refutes all the definitions of the Nyaya
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system by which it justifies the reality of all that is known, and

tries to show that the world which is experienced is purely pheno-

menal, having only relative existence based on practical grounds.

The essence of 6ri-Harsha's dialectic is this. The reality of the

things one defines depends upon the unimpeachable character of

the definitions; but all definitions are faulty, as they involve the

fallacy of argument in a circle (chakraka) ; and hence the real

nature of things can in no way be defined. Our world of ex-

perience consists of knower, known, and knowledge. None of

these can be defined without reference to the rest. On account of

this relativity, it is impossible to define the reality of any of these.

The only reality is the self-luminous Brahman of pure con-

sciousness.

A characteristic feature of 6rI-Harsha's refutation is that while

he showed that the formal definitions of the categories put forward

by the Nyaya were faulty, he did not attempt to show that the

concepts involved in those definitions were impossible. The way in

which a concept is presented may be faulty, but this does not mean
that the concept itself is false. If the concepts representing the world

appearance are to be shown as false, they must themselves be

analysed and shown to be fraught with such inherent contradictions

that, in whatever way they are defined, they will not be rid of these

contradictions. &ri-Harsha does not seem to make any deliberate

attempt to do this. This deficiency is made good by Chitsukha.

In his Tattva-praffipika Chitsukha not only furnishes, like §rl-

Harsha, a refutation of the Nyaya categories, thereby defending

the doctrine of Advaita, but also gives us a very keen analysis

and interpretation of some of the more important concepts of

Advaita-Vedanta. Thus Pandit Harinatha Sarma in his Sanskrit

introduction to the Tattva-pradZpika speaks of this work as being

not only a defence of the philosophy of Advaita but also an exposi-

tion and interpretation of it: 'advaito-dMh&nta-raks'hako'py

advaita-siddhanta-prakMako vyutpadakas eW. The work is

written in four chapters. In the first chapter Chitsukha deals with

the interpretation of the Advaita concepts such as self-revelation

(sva-praka&atva) , the nature of the self as consciousness (atmar.a.1),

*«mvid-vupatva) , and the nature of ignorance as darkness. In the

second chapter he refutes the Nyaya categories such as difference,

separateness, and quality. In the third chapter he deals with the
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possibility of realizing Brahman and how release comes through

knowledge. In the fourth chapter he deals with the nature of the

ultimate state of liberation. The first two chapters form the major

portion of the work, and the third and fourth are much smaller in

size- This may be taken as itself an indication of the main pur-

pose of the work which was on the one hand to defend Advaita by
the refutation of the Nyaya system and on the other to expound

and interpret the Advaita concepts.

Chitsukha owes the basis of his work to the earlier contri-

bution of &ri-Harsha, and the kinds of Nyaya categories discussed

by Chitsukha are mostly the same as discussed in 6ri-Harsha's

Khanfana-khaT$a-khadya. But the arguments of Chitsukha are in

many cases new and different from those given by SrI-Harsha.

Chitsukha's general approach to the refutation of the categories

is also slightly different. For, as Dasgupta says, "unlike Srl-Harsha,

Chitsukha dealt with the principal propositions of the Vedanta,

and his refutations of the Nyaya categories were not intended so

much to show that they were inexplicable or indefinable as to show
that they were false appearances, and that the pure self-revealing

Brahman was the only reality and truth."1

1. See S. N. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, pp. 45-163.
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ANUBHUTISVARUPA

by

L. Vasudeva Sarma

M.A.

Anubhutisvarupa has been well-known in the history of

grammar, if not in that of Advaita. His Sarasvata grammar has

long been in print- The identity and the several works of Anu-
bhutisvarupa in the field of Advaita have been discussed by Dr
V. Raghavan in his paper on Anubhutisvarupa published in the

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute.1 Anubhu-
tisvarupa wrote mainly commentaries. All the three Prakarmias

cf Anandabodha received his attention and we have manuscripts

of his glosses on the Ny&ya-makaranda (the Sangraha) , the Nya-

yadvp&vaM (Chandrika) and the PramdnamaM (NibandJia). Among
other standard authors whose works Anubhutisvarupa has com-

mented upon are Sankara, Vimuktatman,, and Sri-Harsha. On
Sankara's BrahTnor-sutra^bhashya, Anubhutisvarupa wrote the

commentary called Prakat^har-vivarctya, and on his bh&shya on

the Maydukyarkarikas of Gaudapada a brief UVP^na was written

by Anubhutisvarupa; and three manuscripts of this work are

known to exist. On the Ishpi-siddhi of Vimuktatman, he wrote

an extensive commentary called Ishfa-siddhi^owaranti which is

available in manuscript in the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Library, Madras. His commentary on SrI-Harsha's Khandana-
khanda-lzhMdya also is not printed and it is available in a single

manuscript in the Big Bhandar at Jessalamere. In the G*ta~

prasthana, Anubhutisvarupa made his contribution in the form of

a brief gloss on 6ankara's C^t&-bhashya which is still in manu-
script.2

Anubhutisvarupa for all that he wrote became a forgotten

author in the history of Advaita. But it should not be supposed

1. Silver Jubilee Volume, pp. 352-68.

2. See New Catalogus Catalogurum, Vol. 1, p. 159.
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that there was no trace left at all of him in the writings of the

later Advaitins. His commentaries on Vimuktatman, Sri-Harsha

and Anandabodha, no doubt fell into oblivion; but his commen-

tary on the bhashya of Sri Sankara on the Brahma-sutra, namely,

the Prakapirtha-vivarana was remembered in the Advaitic tradition.

Even in this case his real identity was lost and he was remem-

bered only as Prakaphtha-kcira or the author of the Prakafartha.

To begin with, Anubhutisvarupa is very critical about Va-

chaspatimisra.3 AmaJananda-Vyasasrama wrote in the later part

of the 13th century his Kalpataru on the BhamaM of Vachaspati-

misra; and without mentioning the name of Anubhutisvarupa he

defended Vachaspati against his criticism. The reference in Ama-
lananda's work could easily be identified as one to Anubhuti-

svarupa. An express identification of the reply in Amalananda

as directed against the Prakatartha-hara is to be had in the Ratna-

prabhd, of Govindananda

Appayya Dikshita, the most noteworthy and versatile writer

among the later Advaitins makes more than one reference to

Prakat&rtha-kara in his Siddhanta-lesa-sangraha.

The above references have been pointed out to show that

some of the criticisms! and specific views of our author had not

been completely forgotten.

Date of Anubhutisvarupa

Srl-Harsha on whose Khan^ana-kha'nda-khMya, Anubhutisva"

rupa has commented flourished in the middle of tiie 12th Cen-

tury A.D- Amalananda, the commentator on Vaehaspati's Bha-

mati, replies, without mentioning the name, to Anubhutisvarupa's

criticisms of Vachaspati. At the end of his Kalpataru, Amala-

nanda mentions that he wrote under the Yadava King of Deva-

giri, Krishna, (1248-1259 A.D.) and his brother Mahadeva. So we

may take Anubhutisvarupa as having flourished between the

middle of the 12th Century and the first half of the 13th Century.

Anubhutisvarupa's important contribution to Advaita lies in

his view regarding avidya. In Advaita, the supreme lord, the

3. See Gleanings from Prakatartha by Prof. M. Hfriyanna, JORM, Vol. 15.

4. Bratma-8/Si.tra S&fikara-BMshya with the commentaries RatnaprabJtfl,

EhSmatl and Nyayanirnaya, Nirnaya Sagar Edn, 1904, p. 3U,
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individual soul, and the phenomenal world are but the appear-

ances of the transcendent Reality, Brahman. The principle that

accounts for this seeming diversification of Brahman is avidya

or maya.

Some Advaitins draw a distinction between maya and avidya.

Bharatitirtha in the Parichadasi distinguishes avidya, the impure-

satfoa-predominant prakriti from maya, the pure-sattua-predo-

minant prakritu The former is the adjunct of the Lord. In the

Vivarana-prameya-sangraha, however, Bharatitirtha follows the

Vivarana tradition of not making any difference between maya
and nescience (avidya).5 Anubhutisvarupa closely follows the

Vivarana school and he does not make any distinction between

rn&ya and avidya. He holds that the beginningless, indetermina-

ble primal cause of beings which is present in the pure conscious-

ness is maya. The limited innumerable parts of mJaya are endow-

ed with the concealing and revealing powers and are called

apvana? Thus Anubhutisvarupa by referring to ajnana or avidyH

as the parts of maya considers them to be identical

As regards the locus and content of maya or avidya, Anubhu-

tisvarupa's view is not very clear. He closely follows the Vivarana

school. This school maintains that Brahman, the pure conscious-

ness is the locus and content of maya or avidya. Anubhutisvarupa

says that maya is present in or associated with pure consciousness

as such. From this we may take that according to Anubhutisva-

rupa Brahman itself is the locus and content of maya or avidya.

As regards the nature of the supreme lord and the individual

soul there is difference of opinion between the two main post-

Sankara Advaita schools — the Vivarafta and the Bfoffmatf. Accor-

ding to the former view, the individual soul is the reflection of

consciousness in avidya, and consciousness that serves as the origi-

nal is the Supreme Lord. This view is known as pratibimba-vada.

According to the Bhamatii view, consciousness delimited by maya
is the individual soul and the consciousness which is not delimited

by maya is the Supreme Lord. Anubhutisvarupa follows the

Vratibimba-vada. He, however, makes some improvement on it.

5. Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Afoaita, p. 229.

6. Prahafirtha-vxvurwna., Madras University Sanskrit Series No. 9, Vol. t,
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He holds that pure consciousness when reflected in ajvMna or

avidya which is a part of tmya is the individual soul. And the

consciousness that transcends rmya is the suddhachaitanya.7 The

parts of m%a which are termed ayn&na are innumerable. And,

since the consciousness reflected in ajnd>na is the individual soul

and since there is a plurality of ajMna, there are many individual

souls.

Anubhutisvarupa maintains the distinction of released and

bound souls thus:

In the case of an individual soul who has attained to the

knowledge of Brahman, his aynmia which is the part of maya is

annihilated and thereby he is released. The universe which is

the transformation of maya continues to exist; but the released

soul is not attached to it, just as a blind man cannot see the colour

although it exists. Maya would be annihilated only when all its

parts are annihilated, that is when all the individual souk attain

to the knowledge of Brahman.8

Appayya Dikshita in his Siddhdntalesa-sangraha in the very

first topic expounds the view that the injunction as regards the

study of Vedanta, reflection, and meditation contained in the

Upanishadic text that 'Atman is to be seen, heard, reflected on

and meditated upon' is an apurva-vidhi; and, this is the view of

Anubhutisvarupa.9

It may be added here that the author of the Vivarana main-

tains that there is niyama-vidH, while Vachaspatimisra holds that

there is no injunction at all.

Anubhutisvarupa flourished in an age when post-gankara

Advaita had to contend against the Bhedabheda-vada of Bhiskara
and the Nyaya-Vatieshika. Anubhutisvarupa attacked bitterly

Bhaskara who opposed the philosophy of Sankara. The Nyaya-
Vaiseshika realists hold several categories all of which are not

acceptable to the Advaitins. And, they form the target of attack

for Anubhutisvarupa. By refuting the two schools mentioned

above, Anubhutisvarupa rendered a solid service to the cause of

Advaita.

7. TIM., p. 4.

8. Ibid.

9. Ibi^p. 989.
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AMALANANDA

Rajesvara Sastsi Dbavid

Mahamahopadhyaya

Sri Appayya Dikshita, the most noteworthy and versatile Ad-

vaita scholar, in the beginning of his work SiddJuLintales<isangraha

observes:

"Victorious is the auspicious birth-destroying discourse (the

Sutrabhashya), which issues forth from the blessed lotus face of

the Bhagavadpada, has for its sole purport the non-dual Brahman,

and is diversified a thousand-fold on reaching the (numerous)

ancient preceptors (who expounded it), in the same way as the

river (Ganga), which issuing from the feet of Vishnu, is diver-

sified on reaching different lands"

Ancient preceptors of Advaita who wrote commentaries and

treatises on the Sutrabh&shya of Sankara with a view to determine

its import were keen on establishing the unity of the self. And,

in order to establish this, they advocated several theories which

differ among themselves. All these differing theories, however,

pertain only to the empirical stage, and hence they do not in any

way stultify the non-dual nature of the self. Suresvara, well-

known as the author of the Vartikas, states that by whichever

theory one attains to the knowledge of Brahman thai- theory must

be tajjcen to be the best; and there are many theories within Hhe

fold of Advaita.
"

Among the manifold theories explored and expounded by the

ancient preceptors, the theories advocated by Vachaspatiinisra in

his commentary, Bhama&, on the Sutrabhashya of Sankara are

prominent His work is traditionally known as the Bhama&pras-

thana. He wrote treatises on the six orthodox darsanaa, and was
well-versed in Ny&ya, Mwwhsa and VySkarana. The word pras-

thana etymologically derived means a work by which is determin-

ed (stMyate^irtfiyate) beyond all uncertainty (jprukarshe^a) the
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import of the Sutrabhashya of Sahkara. The work Bhamatl deter-

mines beyond all uncertainty the import of the Sutrabhashya of

Sankara and hence it is called a prasthana.

The views set forth in the Bhamati are difficult to understand

and, in order to favour the earnest students of Advaita, 6ri Ama-
lananda wrote a commentary on it by name Vedantakalpataru. Sri

Appayya DIksmta in his Parimala on the Vedantakalipataru says

that the latter gives room, like the aerial car of Pushpaka, to the

manifold theories set forth by wise men. We shall now set forth

briefly some unique features of the Kalpataru in the interpreta-

tion of the Bhamati on the Chatussutrl portion of the Sutrabhashya.

&rl Sankara in his adhyasabhashya states, 'After imposing on

each the nature and the attributes of the other through non-discri-

mination of each from the other in the case of attributes absolutely

distinct among themselves as also of the substrates absolutely dis-

tinct among themselves, there is this natural empirical usage like,

"I am this", and "this is mine", coupling the true with the untrue,

with its cause in the illusory cognition'.1

The Bhamati on this passage is as follows: The true is the in-

elligent self; the untrue are the intellect, the sense-organs', the

body, etc.; coupling (mithunikritya) these two substrates; coup-

ling means yoking (yugallkritya) .
2

Although the word mithunikritya is interpreted in the sense of

yugaSkriiya, yet the intended sense is not clear. A doubt natu-

rally arises whether this yugafflcarana means the relations of

contact, etc., or a unique kind of relation.

Amalananda in the Kalpataru explains the word "yugalXkfc

ranaf .thus: The manifestation *of the substrate and the object

superimposed is yugafikarana.

ayugalikaranam noma adhishth&ndropyayoh

svarupena buddhau bjvanam."

J, iatftSpi anyonyasmin anyonyHmakatam anyonyadharmamscha adhyasya
itaretaravivekena atyantaviviktayoh dharmadharminoh mithy&jfiaiumi-

mittah satyanrite mithunikritya ahamidam mamedamiti naisargiko'yam

lokavyavah&rah.

2. satyam chiMtm&, anritam buddhmdriyadehadi, te dve dharmini

tiMmtkritya' yugaRkjitya tiyarthah
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This definition has one difficulty. Yugafflcaraw is the cause

of superimposition. And, it is interpreted to mean the manifesta-

tion of substrate and the object superimposed. The latter, there-

fore, necessarily precedes superimposition. But, before the first

superimposition of mind on the self, when one gets back to wak-

ing state from deep sleep or at the time of first creation when the

cosmic dissolution is over, the manifestation of the substrate and

the object superimposed, that is, mind, is not possible. For, it is

admitted that at the time of dissolution or deep sleep mind merges

in its cause that is, avidyd. Hence it must be held that the latent

impressions arising out of the manifestation of the substrate and

the object superimposed (mind) before the dissolution or deep

sleep is the cause of the superimposition of mind on the self when
one gets back to waking state from deep sleep or at the time of

the first creation when the cosmic dissolution is over. Yugalt-

kardna thus comes to mean the latent impressions arising out of

manifestation of the substrate and the object superimposed. The

manifestation of the substrate and the object superimposed is

superimposition. Hence yugafflcarana means the latent impres-

sions of the earlier superimposition.

Yugafflcarana, therefore, means the latent impressions of the

earlier superimposition which has for its content the substrate and
the object superimposed and whose form is identical with the form

of the succeeding superimposition.

adhyfeasaimanakarah adhishtTvanqropyavishayakah

pwwbhramasamskarah yugaTtkaranamityarthdh.

It has been said that yugafflcarana means manifestation of the

substratum and the object superimposed. From this it should not

be understood that there is the manifestation of the substrate and
the superimposed object as distinct entities. According to Advaita,

error is not admitted without a substratum. What is superimpos-

ed is unreal. And it has no existence independent of the sub-

stratum. Substratum is the limit of sublation. And by its know-
ledge, the knowledge of the superimposed object is sublated or at

least taken to be not valid. So when it is said that there is mani-
festation of the substratum and the object superimposed, it must
be understood that the two are manifest as a blend or a unified

whole.
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Now it might be objected thus. The manifestation of sub-

stratum and the object superimposed as a unified whole is error

or superimposition. It is the cause of later superimposition. The

knowledge of the substratum is independently the cause of the

knowledge of the substratum of the later superimposition. Similarly

the knowledge of the superimposed object is independently the

cause of the knowledge of the superimposed object of the later

superimposition. One need not hold that the form of the earlier

superimposition or its latent impression as such is the cause of the

later superimposition and must correspond to the form of the later

superimposition.

This objection is not valid. One does not have the erroneous

cognition in the form of 'I am the body' (aham dehah) although

there exists the knowledge 'aham' and 'dehah' separately. The

reason is that there is no such previous knowledge and so no such

latent impression which could lead to the superimposition in the

form of 'I am the body'. On the other hand, there is the super-

imposition in the form of 'I am a man', and this is caused by the

previous superimposition or its latent impression in the form of

'I am a man'. Hence the form of the later superimposition cor-

responds to the form of the earlier superimposition or its latent

impression. And, the earlier superimposition or its latent impres-

sion by having a form similar to that of the later superimposition

is the cause of the later superimposition. Hence yugallkarana

means earlier superimposition or its latent impression.

In the adhy&sa-bh&shya Sankara says: There is this natural

empirical usage like 'I am this', and 'This is mine'. The Btemafa on

this passage is as follows: 'When there is cognition of what is

superimposed, there is the superimposition of what was formerly

seen, while that cognition itself is conditioned by superimposition;

thus, (the defect of) reciprocal dependence seems difficult to

avoid. To this he says: "natural". This empirical usage is natural,

beginningless. Through the beginninglessness of the usage, there

is declared the beginninglessness of its cause—superimposition.
Hence, of the intellect, organs, body, etc., appearing in every prior

illusory cognition, there is use in every subsequent instance of

superimposition. This (process) being beginningless,/ like (the

succession of) the seed and the sprout, 'there is no reciprocal

dependence; this is the meaning'.
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From this it is clear that the empirical usage, its cause, that

is, superimposition, and its cause, earlier superimpositions or the

latent impressions—all these are beginningless like a stream.

Amalananda explains the concept of beginninglessness in the

following verse:

tadakrityuparaktamm

vyakUndmekadha vin&

anadiMlavrittili yd

sa kary&nadita matit.

Earlier superimpositions or their latent impressions are beginning-

less in this sense that there always exists the relation of time to

either of these. In the same way, adhyasa or superimposition is

beginningless in the sense that superimposition or its subtle form

is always related to time. Similarly, empirical usage is beginning-

less in this that empirical usage or its subtle form is always related

to time.

Some hold that this series of superimpositions or their latent

impression is avidya. And they cite the following texts from tiae

Sutrabhashya to substantiate their contention. One text is: "Wise

men consider the superimposition of this nature to be avidya";5

and the other text is: "It is for the removal of this cause of evil,

for the attainment of the knowledge of the oneness of the self,

that all the Vedantas are commenced".4 On the basis of these

texts, some conclude that the Bh&maM which speaks of two kinds

of nescience in the invocatory verse is not true to the view of the

Sutrabhashya.

In order to remove this misapprehension the Kalpataru states

that one kind of nescience which is beginningless and positive in

character is explained in the devatddhikarana; and the other kind

is the series of latent impressions arising from previous erroneous

cognitions. Between these two kinds of nescience, the one that

is explained in the devatddhikarana is well-known in the Advaita
literature to be the muldvidya, primal nescience.

3. tametam evamlakshanam adhyasam pcwwlitah avidyeti rnanyante.

i. asya anarthahetoh praMrjaya ctimaihatva-vidy&'prati'pattaye sarve

vedanttli drabhyante.
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Now two questions arise, one as to the nature of nescience

and another as to its primal nature. Nescience is that which has

undifferentiated consciousness alone as its content (vishaya) . And

it is avidya in the sense that it is removable by the intuitive

knowledge of Brahman. Or, we may say that it is avidya in the

sense that it has the characteristic of veiling the true nature of

Brahman. And this characteristic of veiling the true nature of

Brahman is present both in the muUvidy&s and the tulavidyas. It

is a yaUvisesha; and it gives rise to the empirical usage 'I do not

know'. Its primal nature consists in this that it is the material

cause of the superimposition of the body, the senses, etc., by

veiling the true nature of the substratum. The phrase "material

cause of erroneous cognition (bramo'padwna)" occurring in a

Kalpataru passage conveys the sense that mul&vidyd is the

material cause of superimposition by veiling the true nature of

the substratum.

Now an objection may be raised. The superimposition of the

body, senses, etc., is like a continuous stream and so the earlier

superimposition is the cause of the succeeding one. When such

is the case there is no necessity to resort to primal nescience as

the cause of superimposition.

This objection does not hold good. Primal nescience serves

a two-fold purpose. One is that it conceals the specific nature of

the substratum of superimposition. There arises the superimpo-

sion of silver in the nacre only when the specific nature of the

substratum, that is, the consciousness delimited by nacre is not

manifest. It is an invariable rule that non-manifestation of the

specific nature of the substratum is the most important cause of

superimposition. The phrases like vivekagraha, and asamsarga-
graha refer only to the non-manifestation of the specific nature

of the substratum. When there is the manifestation of the specific

nature of the substratum, there does not arise superimposition.
The chief reason for this is that there is the absence of the cause
of the superimposition, that is, non-manifestation of the specific

nature of the substratum. Thus, only when there is the non-
manifestation of the specific nature of the undifferentiated
consciousness, could the superimposition of mind, etc., on the
self arise. And, the non-manifestation of tne specific nature of
Atman is caused only by mvtevidya. In this sense it is the cause
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of the superimposition of mind, etc., on the self and the relation

of the self on the mind, etc.

Another purpose is served by muUvidya, It is the transfor-

mative material cause of the superimposition of the body, senses,

etc. It is thus: The superimposition of the body, senses, etc.,

has a transformative material cause, because it is an existent effect,

like pot, etc. Thus is assumed only one transformative material

cause with reference to all superimpositions. It is similar to

the Naiyayika position that only one omniscient being, that is,

God, is inferred to be the efficient cause of the entire universe.

The Upanishadic text 'mayam tu prakritim vidyat mayinam tu

mahesvaram' affirms avidya to be the primal cause of the universe.

Although Madhusudanasarasvati and Brahmanandasarasvati

established the validity of the Advaitic truth by adopting the

Navya-nyaya method, yet it must be noted that they adopt the

line of arguments of the Kalpataru and other commentaries. And
this is evident from this that both the writers often refer to the

views of the Kalpataru in their works.

There is a bhfishya text which is as follows: "There is begun
respectful enquiry into the Vedanta texts whose auxiliary is reason-

ing not inconsistent therewith and whose purpose is liberation".5

The BhamaU on this passage is as follows:

"The enquiry, into the Vedanta is itself reasoning; other

reasoning which does not conflict therewith such as is mentioned

in the Purvammi&msa and the Ny&ya-sutras in discussing the

authoritativeness of the Veda, of perception, etc., serves as

auxiliary".

The Kalpcttaru on the above passage comments that the Ny&ya-
sastra, Smtftis, etc., are said to be 'reasonings' {tarkah) in this

that they are auxiliaries to the understanding of the import of

scripture.

5. mdantawkyamlrruiihsa tadavirodhitarkopakarana ni&reyasaprayojana

pmstuyate (Sutrabh&shya on i, i, 1).

6. ved&ntemim&ihsa tavattarka eva, tadavirodUnaieha ye anyepi tarkah

adhvaramlrn&ma&yam nydye cha vedapratyakshadiprdinanyapari~

iodhan^ishuktah te upakaranam yasyah $5, tathokta;
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Thus the Navya-nyaya terminology also must be taken to be

'tarka' and it is part and parcel of the Vedantamhnamsai. And the

later Advaitic writers adopted the Navya-nyaya method in their

works in order to achieve logical precision.

Amalananda at the end of the Kalpataru says that he wrote

the work under the Yadava king of Devagiri (the present Doulata-

bad)—Krishna and his brother Mahadeva (1247-1260 A.D.). Hence

Amalananda flourished in the middle of the 13th century.

In the beginning of the Kalpataru on the third chapter of the

Brahna-sutra, Amalananda gives his name as Vyasasrama.

"snmad vyasasramasya praUvadaiiainadat karriayugmam

wrinchilj,''.

In the beginning of the Kalpataru, Amalananda says that he

is the disciple of Sri Anubhavananda.

"yathMHhanubhavananda-

padagitam gurum namal}.".

He further states that Sri Atmananda-yati is his grand-preceptor.

atmmandaya&svaram tarn

anisam vande gurwn&m gurum.

And his vidydguru is Sukhaprakasa, the disciple of Chitsukha.

"prodyat-tarafccwJivya^-dJpti-poramflm

vyow&pi nwra$yate3

gobhirasya sufcTiapraifcasaiasiuam

tam naiwm vidydgurum*'.

Amalananda lived in Nasik-trayambaka-kshetra. in the Saman-
vaySdhikarana there occurs the following verse in the Katpataru.

"asti Ho brahmagiri n&ma girivardfy

trayambdkajc$&jutykaUn&ya vinirmita

pawLureva pert! bhati yatra god&oari iwM.

While commenting on this, grf Appayya Dikshita states that

our author who lived in Nasik-trayambaka-kshetra composed his

works. Apart from the Kalpataru on the Bhfimaft, Amalananda
wrote Sastradarpaya an exposition on the Brahmaputra.
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ANANDAPURNA-VIDYASAGARA

by

V. SUBRAHMANIA SASTRI

Nyaya giromaip

Sri Badarayana set forth the Vedanta-darsana in his aphorisms

by stringing together the flowers of the Upanishadic texts. And,

this darsana is the most noteworthy among the darsanas. Sri San-

kara enriched it by his commentary on it. Preceptors of Advaita

wrote many commentaries on it; and these commentaries were

supplemented by other commentaries-

In the Advaita literature there are many works which prove

the validity of the import of the Upanishads by refuting, on the

basis of reasoning, the objections raised against Advaita by other

opposing schools. And these works are termed VSdaprasfthama.

in the VadaprastMna the most prominent one is the Khandana-

khccn4a-kh&dya by Sri-Harsha. He proves on the basis of reason*

ing that the phenomenal universe is indeterminable either as real

or as unreal. All the categories and their definitions admitted in

the Nyaya system are proved to be riddled with inconsistencies.

He says that if one repeats, like a parrot, his arguments against

the Nyaya system then that itself is enough to make the realists

dumb. Whether one who repeats his arguments knows the import

of them or not—it does not matter much.

This work. is so complex that it is exceedingly difficult to

understand it. Not only this: the view-points that are set forth

in the work are confusingly interposed. It requires profound scho-

larship to deal with the work.

Anandapurna wrote the commentary Vidyasdgari on this work,

And this commentary is superb. It solves all the intricate points

deliberately introduced in the work. Further, it refers to the view-

points of the Nyaya, the PrSbhakara, the Bhafta and the Sugata
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schools and critically examines them. Thus what was once so com-

phcated and so full of perplexities and hence so hard to follow,

that work has been made much easier to understand by Ananda-

purna.

Varadaraja, the commentator on Udayana's KummZnfali

speaks of Udayana thus:

audayane pathi gahane

videsikah pratipadam skhalati hkah.

This passage means that one who is a foreigner to the Nyaya

system falters at every step in the impenetrable path of Udayana's

philosophy. Anandapurna reveals his profound scholarship by

explaining the import of the complex statements of Udayana and

the much more complicated points of Sri-Harsha, and by making

clear the arguments used to refute the definitions of the categories

of the schools opposed to Advaita.

Certain view-points of the Nyaya-Vaiseshika system which are

not explicitly referred to and criticized in the KSW^ana-Jc7ian#a-

khadya are referred to and criticized by Anandapurna. The

Khav4anai-kha"n4a-khadya refers to the intrinsic validity of know-

ledge and further states that that validity can be removed only when
there arises some counteracting factor

—

dhiyam svatah pramanyasya

b&dhxLkaihapodyatv&t (p. 145) . While commenting on this passage,

Anandapurna refers to the inferential argument of Udayana that

establishes the validity of knowledge to be extrinsic. And that

inferential argument is:

, 'Validity of knowledge depends upon a cause which is different

from the cause that gives rise to knowledge; because it is a unique

kind of effect, like absence of validity."

yadapyudaytmo jagdda—"pramfi. jMnahetvatiiHkta hetvadhw,

k&ryatve sati tad viseshatv&t, agrrnmva^' (p. 147) . Anandapurna

proves that this inferential argument is not valid. This inferential

argument is again referred to and criticized on a different ground

while commenting on the passage of the KlmyfanaMia^a-kh&dya
which refutes extrinsic validity to knowledge and which runs as

follows:

"prumfiqyaparalmtvavyudasti prasb&ve" (p. 445)
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Again, in the KM^ria-klW^a-fehadga it is said that a cause

has a iakti to create an object and the characteristic that deter-

mines the existence of such a sakti is the effect that is going to be

produced.

"karana-sakte&cha viseshakam asadeva karyam." (p. 76)

.

"While commenting on this passage, Anandapurna refers to

the passage of the Nydyakusumanjali of Udayana. The Naiyayikas

do not admit iakti to be a separate category. Udayana holds that

if a cause should produce an effect then what is necessary is only

the absence of any factor that would prevent the origination of the

effect and not the existence of §akti. And Anandapurna refutes the

view of Udayana in detail. The Kha^^iM-kha'i^-khMya text

deals with the nature of the witness-self (s&k$h%) . This provides

an occasion for Anandapurna to refer to and criticise the objection

of Apararka raised in his commentary Ny&yamuktavall on Ny&ya-

sara of BMsaroajM.

All the above references have been given to show that Anan-

dapurna refers to and refutes the view-points of the schools opposed

to Advaita although they are not referred to in the text on which

he comments.

Apart from his superb commentary on the amazingly logical

treatise of the Khtv^na^kh^dar^chadya, Anandapurna wrote a

commentary on Suresvara's Vartika on the Brihadfiranyako'paM--

shadbhashya of Sri sSankara. The Bfihad&anyako'panis'had is

replete with reasonings, vast in extent and great in sense. Sri San-

kara wrote his bhashya on it, and Suresvara wrote his V&rtika

which consists of more than eleven thousand verses. Suresvara was
mainly concerned with refuting the concept of difference, the views

of Bhartriprapaficha, and the theory of ^na-karma-samuchchaya,
and also with establishing the indeterminable nature of the universe

and oneness of tile self. And on this Vartika, Anandapurna wrote

his commentary which is known as Ny&ya-kalpalatika. In this work
he explains the Purvarmm^sasutras in the order in which the

followers of the Prabhakara school have arranged them into adhi-

karctyas; and this shows his profound knowledge of the'Purva-

numamsa school. Although he criticizes the view-points of both

the Nyaya-vaiseshika and the Purva-mimamsa, yet his antipathy

is more deep-rooted towards the PthramSmamsa school than to-
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wards the Nyayavaiseshika. And the chief reason for this is that

the Purva-mimaahsa school, unlike the Nyaya-vaiieshika school,

does not admit the existence of God.

avidywratS-mm larkikanam tsvarakaranvnMm aviveko bdhutarah

mlrmmsaka'mm tw nirUvaranam bahutamo'vivekah {Nya.ya-kalpa-

latiM).

He is always averse to any digression from the subject on

hand. That is why he does not explain each and every word of

the V&rtika which, by itself, is elegant in style. He interprets

only the important words and he gives the construction of the

sentences only wherever necessary. He prefaces a succeeding

V&rtika by the sense of an earlier V&rtika. He does not thrust

upon the original verses the several theories of Advaita if they

are not relevant. He does not cite the passages that set forth

the views of the schools criticized. In the V&rtika the philosophy

of Bhartriprapancha comes in for a good deal of criticism. But

very rarely he cites the passages of Bhartriprapaficha. He is

rather indifferent in identifying the authors of the schools who
are referred to either directly or indirectly in the V&rtika. For

example, in his commentary on the Kha"n4ana-khay4a-khadya he

says that the aphorism "yugapat jn&rwtnutpattih manaso lingam"

is that of Kaaada. In fact this is the aphorism of Gautama

(1.1.16). Kanada's aphorism runs as follows:

"atrnendriyarthasannikarshe yitfLnasya bhavo' bh&vascha manaso

Imgam" (3.2.1). But, as the intended sense is the same and both

the systems are more or less similar, he takes the one for the

other.

While commenting on the Brihaid&ranyaka text

"tameva <3Mro vijrv&ya prajrmm kurvlta brahmanah?'

Suresvara refers to the view of Manclana.

anye tu pawfrtam manyah
sampmd&y&nus&ratali

vijn&yeti vachah Srautam,

idam vy&chikshate'nyatiw (4.4.796)

While commenting on this verse, Anandapurna says that the

view of Vachaspatimisra is referred to here. Suresvara who

flourished before Vachaspati could not refer to him. But since
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Vachaspati is considered to be a close follower of Manjlana,

Anandapurna might have identified the two. This is as it should

be, because while commenting on the V&rtika.

nanvatr&pi kritaivasau

lyabantenabhidlyate

prajftiitah Icaranam tasyah

bhuyah kasmanna vidhiyate (4.4.798),

he says that the view referred to herein is that of Maii^ana,

While commenting on the Brihadaranyako'panishad text

"brahmaiva san brahtmpyeti'' (4.4.6) &rl gankara says that those

who hold that in moksha there is the manifestation of a unique

kind of knowledge and bliss must explain the sense of the word

'manifestation.'

yepi achakshate mokshe

vijnav&ntaram amndantaram

cha abhivyajyate iti taih vaktavyah abhivyaktihbdifaihafy

Here the V&rtika is:

yetu vyachakshate mokshe

rtitymmndaikagochara

jttnabhivyaktiHtyevam

svasiddhdntasamdirayct (4.4.324)

.

Anandapurna says that the view-point of Bhasarvajna is stated

here. It is wrong. The view of Bhasarvajna who came after

Sankara and Suresvara cannot be referred to by both. All this

shows that Anandapurna is more concerned with the view-points

than with their authors.

Anandapurna while refuting the Purva-mtmajhsa school

observes that if it is said that the Upanishads are not valid on the

ground that they are contrary to the Sabarabh&shya, then it can

very well be said that the ritualistic section of the veda is not

valid because it is contrary to the import of the Sankarablmskya.

Thus he shows his greatest respect towards Sankara.

Anandapurna wrote ten works; and they are:

1. Khai^tMkd (vidyasagari)

2. BrihaMraftyakav&rtikavy&khya (Nyaya-kalpa-htika,)

3. Ny&yachandrika
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4. Brahrnasiddhirwyakhyd, (Bh&oa&uddhili)

5. Samanvayc^sutra*vfitti]y

6. Pa^7uipB,dih&-vyakhy&

7. Mahavidy^idawhanavy&khy&
8. Nyayasaravyakhya

9. Kfi&feS-vyiaJchya (Prakfiy&manjwn)

10. Mokshadharrnavyakhya.

By writing commentaries on the works on important schools

of Advaita he provided much material for manana, arguing within

oneself about the validity of the import of the Upanishads. Thus he
rendered a valuable service to the cause of Advaita, particularly

to those who long for liberation.

His Vidyaguru was an ascetic by name Svetagiri. In the

beginning of the Nyaya-kalpa-latika and the Vidy&s&gaA he
salutes him.

1. Sirmate gurave
ivetagiraye stfoBMruxmaskriy8>'' (Nyayakalpalatika)

2. vande murvtndran yatibrindavandydn snmadgurun
ivetagirm variskflt&n (Vidy&s&gari)

.

At the end of the Nyayakalpalatiha also he salutes him.

"Srvmad Svetagirim. vande sishyadhipadmabh&skaram"
At one place he refers to himself as Abhaydnanda-^pujyapddaMshya.
From, this we may take that Abhayananda was his Dikshaguru.
Both at the beginning and at the end of the Ny&yakalpalatika, he
offers his salutations to GolcarneSvara; and from this it is known
that he lived in Gokarnakshetra.

In the Prakriyamanjaift he says that he wrote the work when
the king Kamadeva was ruling over Gokarna. This king flourished

in 1350 AD. And we may take that Anandapuisaa flourished in

1350 A.D.
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RAMADVAYACHARYA
by

S. SUBRAHMANIA SASTRJ

Ramadvayachiarya belongs to that galaxy of medieval authors

who wrote independent dialectical works called prakarayas con-

nected with the Vedmta Mstra. Vedflnta-kaumudz, published by

the Madras University (1955) and an unpublished commentary on

it by himself are the only works available in his name. A praka-

rana may be smaller or bigger than the Mstra to which it is con-

nected, but it elaborates a few topics dealt with there. Ved&nta-

kaumudl fully answers to this definition.

His Date

Appaya Dikshita of the 16th Century quotes from Vedonte-

kaumudt thrice, once by the name of the author and twice by
mentioning his work. Brahmananda (17th century) the author

of Laghuehm&nkB, discussed his anum&na in the establishment of

mithyatva (illusoriness) of the universe. Moreover Dr. Dasgupta

who was the first to notice the importance of Veddnta-kaumudz

refers to two manuscripts of the commentary of the work, one in

Asiatic Society of Bengal and the other in the Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute. In both these manuscripts the copy-

ing date given is 1515 A.D. We can therefore take it that the

upper limit of the date of Vedanta-kaumudi and its commentary
(which are by the same author) is 1500 A.D. His reference to

Janardana who later became Anandagiri and his reference to later

authors show that he probably lived about 1515 A.D.

Ramadvaya in his discussions mostly follows the SiddhcLntas

of the Vivarafta school, but whenever he finds any difficulty he
adopts the views of V&chaspaU. Following the Sid&hmta of the
Vivarafta school he adopts:

(i) niyamavidhi in respect of injunctions regarding fravana;
(ii) rise of Brahman-realization directly from the Vedantas;
(iii) jivas as reflections of Brahman.
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Following Vachaspati he accepts nescience as many and its

location in jwas.

Contents oj Vedanta-Kaumudi

The work is divided into four chapters. Brahman-inquiry,

the subject-matter of the first Brahma-sutra, is elaborated in the

first chapter. Following the KhanoJana-fc/ianeb-fcfoddya of &ri-

Harsha, the author establishes the eligibility of the Advaitin who
views the world as unreal, for taking part in philosophical dis-

cussions. He says that what is required in the discussions is only

the acceptance of categories as they are and not their absolute

reality. Explaining the self-validity of the pramanas he think?

that though the absence of defects is useful it does not conduce
to validity being extrinsic. After an elaborate discussion he
supports Vachaspatis view that mind is the means of Brahman-
knowledge; but finally he approves the position taken by the

author of the Vivarana that Vedantas directly give rise to the

intuitive knowledge. Taking up the Advaitin's stand in respect

of illusion, the author condemns all other khydtis and supports

aniroachanlyakhyati. Maya as a positive entity is established by
perception, inference, and scripture. Among the qualities neces-

sary for eligibility for Brahman-inquiry the author lays stress on
vairagya (freedom from desires). This he says is to be attained

not only by performing the obligatory rites prescribed in the Vedas
but also by voluntary charity of food and clothing beyond one's

means. Interpreting the agelong saying that by death in VaranasI
one gets final release, he says that death there leads to final re-

lease through different phases and not directly. After an exten-
sive discussion, the author establishes that sannyasa asrama is

'essential' for Brahman-knowledge and is so taught in the scrip-

tures. But once taken, there is no going back. Taking up the

subject-matter of the Brahmaputra the author states that the

identity of fiva with Brahman is the subject and the whole inani-

mate world with the multiplicity of the fivas is unreal. The un-

reality of the universe is established on the ground that it is inex-

plicable either as different or as non-different from Brahman, its

cause. In chapter II the author takes up the second Brahma-suPra
for discussion. He declares that the fact that Brahman is the

cause of creation, sustentation, and dissolution of the world is

to be established only by scripture and not by inference as held
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by the Naiyayikas. The author condemns the inferences of the

Naiyayikas establishing Uvara as the cause as fallacious. Elabo-

rating causality, the author rejects the views (1) that karma is

the cause, (li) that time is the cause, (in) that nature is the cause,

(iv) that prdna (vital air) is the cause, and (v) that pradMna is

the cause. Incidentally he criticises the views of the Buddhists,

Ihe Jainas and the Pasupatas in respect of causation.

After thus explaining the tatasthalakshana he takes up the

jvarupalakshana and establishes on the basis of scripture and

reasoning that Brahman is of the nature of reality, intelligence,

and bliss. He also establishes the Vedantic theory that the maliM-

vakyas give rise to an impartite sense (afcJiandartfoa)

.

In the third chapter, the author discusses the proofs for the

existence of Brahman. He holds that VedMntas alone are the proofs.

Incidentally he takes up other pramanas and discusses their defi-

nitions and scope. He rejects the anumunas given by Udayana in

his KusumMjall as fallacious. As regards verbal knowledge re-

sulting from Vedic and non-Vedic texts the author favours abhi-

hitanvayavdda of Kumarila in preference to anvitabhidMnavada

of Prabhakara. Taking up the subject of authorship of the Vedas

the author declares that the Vedas are not of human origin; even

God cannot interfere in their subject-matter or sequence. They

are beghiningless. Though they perish in the deluge, there is

God who remembers the Vedas of the previous creation and teaches

them to Brahma at the time of the first creation after the deluge.

In chapter IV the author takes up the fourth Sutra for discus-

sion. In reply to the contention of the Mimamsakas that Vedic

injunctions which tend to human activity (towards good) or absten-

tion (from bad) alone are valid, and the Upanishads which reveal

the ever-existent Brahman are not valid, the SutrakMra says that

the Upanishads which are not connected with any karma and

which do not set forth any activity are also valid since they also

reveal Brahman whose knowledge gives the final purushartha. The

author incidentally defines the sixteen categories enumerated by
Gautama. As regards the nature of Isvara he accepts the Vivarana

theory that he is the pratibimba (reflection) of Brahman in rndya;

he is all-pervasive.
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PRATYAGSVARUPA

by

S. R. Krishnamurtx Sastri

Nyaya, Vedanta 6iromani

In order to keep alive the Advaxtic tradition for the benefit of

posterity, many Acivailic preceptors wrote treatises on Advaita;

and among them Pratyagsvarupa is prominent. His preceptor is

Pratyak-prakasapujyapacLa and Pratyagsvarupa praises him as the

source oi the sacred river vidya that removes ayhana.

'vidyanadlmulam vidyagurum'

Pratyagsvarupa wrote only one work and that too is a com-

mentary by name Nayanaprasadini on the Pratyaktottvapradipikd

or TaUvapradi%rika of Chitsukhacharya. The title Nayanaprasadmi

is significant, as the study of this work leads to clear perception

by removing blindness in the form of ajnana and brings forth

delectation to the heart.

a^mnatimirajetri m&wasanayanaprasadini pica

The Tattoaprad&pifoa of Chitsukha closely follows the method

of Kh^T^na-kJiaTi^a-fchadya of Sri-Harsha. To appreciate the

place occupied by Sri-Harsha, Chitsukha and Pratyagsvarupa in

the history of Advaita in the post-&ankara period, it is necessary

to consider some of the authors who preceded them in the imme-

diate past—authors who were active in opposing the new philo-

sophy -oi Sankara. The latter opponents of Sankara and his school

fall into two main groups—the Buddhists and the Naiyayikas.

These two formed the main targets of the criticisms of the Advaitins

in the five or six centuries immediately following Sankara. In the

field of Nyaya there was a revival of activity which was directed

mainly against the concept of jagan-mitTiyatwa. In the times before

the 13th or 14th century, if we may draw a rough demarcation

like that, the orthodox darianas and particularly the Nyaya were
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concerned with opposing the Buddhist schools. After this period

when the influence of Buddhism waned, the attention of the ortho-

dox schools turned in a more pronounced manner against each

other. Different schools of Vedanta developed and the contro-

versies in the field of philosophy were concerned with these diff-

ering stand-points within the fold of Vedanta. The renewed acti-

vity in the field of Nyaya may be said to have received a fresh

impetus from the new technique developed by one Kularka-pandita

in his mahdvidy&nurmna. Sri-Harsha, Chitsukha, Anandapurna,

and Pratyagsvarupa appeared on the scene at this stage and oppos-

ed the Buddhistic and Nyaya schools. At the end of the 14th

century, Advaita definitely triumphed over the other schools and

reached its highest point

While the Khai^na-khayda~khadya following the vitayda

type of discussion only refutes the view-points of other schools, the

Tattvapradipikd explains and establishes the Advaitic concepts also.

It critically examines the view-points of the orthodox and hete-

rodox schools. And, the Nyaya school comes in for a good deal

of criticism. The prfchma-nyaya works are replete with the dis-

cussions regarding the nature of the soul. The Tattvapradipika

critically reviews them. While commenting on these portions,

Pratyagsvarupa refers to the works, and the authors, and he cites

the relevant passages. One Nyaya writer Vadivaglsvara, the author

of the work Manamanohara is severely criticised by Chitsukha and

Pratyagsvarupa. The Tattvapradipika examines the views of the

Nyaya works that are not examined by the Kh.aridana-fcliar.da-

khAdya. And, Pratyagsvarupa while commenting on these sec-

tions, gives the names of the works and authors. While the Tattva-

pradipika refers to a particular view-point and criticises it, Pratyag-

svarupa in his commentary gives all the possible arguments in

favour of the opponent's view-point and later proves them to be

unsound. The greatest contribution of Pratyagsvarupa to Advaita

lies in this that all the objections that are raised later by the

dualistic schools have already been anticipated and answered by
him.

Like the commentator Anandapuma-Vidyasagara, Pratyag-

svarupa also is indifferent to the identity of the authors of the

views he examines. For example, while examining the Nyaya
conception of liberation in the fourth" section of the Tattvapradi-

pika, Pratyagsvarupa refers to a passage from the Yogasulra-
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bh&shya and says that Patafijali is the author of that passage,1

which he is not. At the end of each pariccheda, Pratyagsvarupa

gives a verse summarizing the subject-matter of the entire chap-

ter. Later Brahmananda in his commentary on the Advaita-siddhi

adopts this method.

The Tattvapradlpika freely uses the maka-vidy&numana. And
Pratyagsvarupa employs this type of syllogism while discussing not

only the Nyaya school but also the view-points of the other schools.

As has been stated already, the Tattvapradlpika deals with the

views of the pracliina-nydya. And this provides an occasion for

Pratyagsvarupa to explain the theories of prachvna-nyaya. While

dealing with the theory of error and the concept of liberation of

the Buddhistic school, Pratyagsvarupa cites passages from the

works of the Buddhistic school. A careful study of this work un-

doubtedly yields profound knowledge of both the orthodox and

heterodox schools of thought. This author closely follows the

Vivarana school. The Tattvapradlpika establishes that tamos 3s an

object of visual perception. Pratyagsvarupa raises the objection

that this view is against the conclusive view of Advaita that tamas

is an object of the witness-self (sakshi) , and holds that the author

Chitsukha shows his power of reasoning (yuktivaibhava) here.

Of all the concepts of Advaita, the concept of avidyanivritti

is the most difficult one to understand. The Tattvapradipika deals

with this. Three theories are prevalent in Advaita, and they are:

(i) avidyanivritti is identical with Brahman, (ii) It is different

from Brahman; but it is not real in the sense in which Brahman
is, nor unreal in the sense of an absolute nothing, nor real and

unreal at once. It is also not anirvachanlya because avidya is

anirvachanlya and so its removal must be something other than

anirvachanlya. So avidyanivritti is a fifth kind, (iii) It is of the

nature of the intuitive knowledge of Brahman that annihilates

avidya. AH these three theories are advocated by Vimuktatman.

Mandana prefers the last view.

'vidyaiva vadvaya santa

tadastamaya uchyate.'2

j.. TattvaproffiplH, Nirnaya-sagar press, 1915, p. 361,

2. Ibid, p. 381.
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Pratyagsvarupa while commenting on this section sets forth

an argument to prove the soundness of the last view. He says

that annihilation of a particular thing as a separate category is

neither seen nor intelligible except the rise of the annihilating

factor. Knowledge of Brahman is the annihilating factor of avid/ySL

and avidydnivritti is identical with knowledge of Brahman.

na hi inrodhyvtdayam antareina virodhinivriUirnanvanyS,

drisyate yujyate v&?

Pratyagsvarupa wrote only one work and that too a commen-
tary. But this commentary can be considered to be an indepen-

dent treatise on Advaita. And thus he occupies a unique place

in the history of Advaita.
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SANKARANANDA

by

P. C. StJBBAMMA

M.A., M.LITT.

As is common with the lives of our great men in the past, as

regards Sankarananda also it is difficult to determine with any
accuracy his date and to gather the details of his life. Yet from
his writings it is possible to gather that gankarananda was the
disciple of Anantatman and Vidyatirtha. gankarananda along with
Bharatitirtha, and Vidyaranya, studied under Vidyatirtha. He
became a guru of Vidyaranya. Vidyaranya offers his salutations

to his guru thus:

'nama^, §rl saTOfcawnanda-gurii-pada?Hbujonmane'

Sankanananda's most important work is Atmapur&na which is

also known as Upanishafcratna and contains the essence of the
Upanishads in verse in the form of story and dialogue. He has
also written a commentary on the Bhagavad-gtta and a vrtti on
Brahma-sutra. Besides, he has written Dipik&s on several major
and minor Upanishads. Not only this, but there are other inde-
pendent works attributed to Sankarananda. For instance—Yatya-
nushthma-paMhati, Vivekascfra, SruU-tatparya^nirnaya, and so on.
His magnum opus, however, is AtmapurStfr.

We shall now set forth briefly the teachings of the
Aimapurdna.

Sankartnanda is mainly concerned with exulaining*the nature
of Atman; yet in order to generate in the mdnds'of the aspirants an
irresistible attraction towards the knowledge of Brahman, he intro-
duces several stories from the major as well as the minor Upani-
shads. Most of the materials are drawn from grf Sankara's com-
mentary on the Upanishads,
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Brahman or Atman, not being conditioned by the three divi-

sions, namely space, time, and matter, is homogeneous. The limi-

tations that are caused by the above three factors exist only in

the objects comprising the not-self. (1) The counter-correlate of

the absolute non-existence (atyantabhava pratiyogi) is called space-

division (desa-pariccheda) . This division is seen in a pot which

exists in one place while there is the absence of that pot in other

places, since the counter-correlateness (jpratiyogi) of the absolute

non-existence is in that existent pot. (2) The counter-correlate of

the prior non-existence and of the posterior non-existence is known
as the time division. This division is applied to the halves of a

pot, since there are both the prior non-existence (pragabhtiva) and

posterior non-existence (jpradhvaThs&bhMva) in a pot before its

production and after its destruction, respectively. (3) The counter-

correlate of mutual non-existence (anyonyabhtivd) is called the

division of matter. For instance, a cloth is not a pot and vice

versa. In this cognition, the non-existence of the cloth in the pot

and the non-existence of the pot in the cloth is understood. Thus

all the objects that come under the category of not-self are condi-

tioned by three kinds of limitations. Brahman, being all-pervad-

ing, transcends the division of space. Since Brahman is eternal,

the category of time is inapplicable to it. And Brahman, being

the inmost self of all, is not conditioned by matter. So, Brahman

is established as the transcendental Reality beyond all kinds of

divisions.

The Self (Atman) does not come within the range of mind
and speech. Every word employed to denote an object, denotes

"

that object in relation to a genus, or a quality, or an action. For
instance, the word 'pot' denotes a thing which contains a particular

form, or a quality, blue, etc; the word 'cook' denotes a man who is

associated with the act of cooking. The Self (Atman) does not

have a genus; it is not related to any quality; it does not act. So,

words cannot primarily convey Atman. However, Brahman-Atman
is taught by the method of adhy&ropa and apamda, which consists

in first super-imposing the world on Brahman-Atman and negat-

ing it subsequently. In this teaching of Brahman-Atman, exclu-

sive-cum-non-exclusive implication (jahad^jahMlakshana) is re-

sorted to.

Is the universe which we perceive self-sustaining and self-esta-

blished? The Upanishads affirm that there is a Being transcending
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the universe and yet immanent in it. And that Being is Brahman,

which is non-dual. This non-dual Brahman appears as the uni-

verse, and avidya or vttfiya is the cause of the appearance of

Brahman as the universe. This avidya is doubly evil in that it veils

the true nature of Brahman and distorts it in the form of Isvara,

jiua and the jagat. Brahman is said to be the source of the uni-

verse in that it is the substratum of avidya, which is the immediate

cause of the universe. Avidya, being inspired by the reflection of

Brahman in it, transforms itself into the form of the universe. It

is thus the transformative material cause (pani&myupadana) of

the universe. Brahman only illusorily appears as the universe; it is

the transfigurative material cause (vivarto'padana) of the universe.

Brahman viewed in this aspect is Isvara. While the Nyaya system

holds that atoms are the material cause of the universe and God is

the efficient cause, Advaita holds that Brahman as isvara is both

the material and the efficient cause of the universe.

It is because of its association with avidya and its product,

intellect, that Brahman, which is supra-relational (asanga), ap-

pears as the individual soul. The latter in essence is Brahman.

But, owing to avidya, it identifies itself with intellect and its quali-

ties, experiences pleasure, pain, etc., and undergoes transmigration.

It is the mind alone that acts and thinks; but being falsely identi-

fied with mind, Atman, which is pure consciousness, appears to

act and think. Avidya, thus, is the source of all evil. It is described

as the one which is capable of bringing together two incompatible

things (agfea^ta-gluitana-^a$lyasi-wa^5) . Avidya is termed ajnana,

TnMaprakriti, ^adhana, and avyakrita. This avidya is the cause of

the superimposition of all the objects on Brahman or Atman. It

becomes operative in this way only by being itself superimposed

on Brahman. It does not require another avidya for its own super-

imposition on Atman; for, to assume a second avidya is to be in-

volved in the fallacy of infinite regress. Hence it is admitted that

avidya itself is the cause of its superimposition on Atman.

AvidycL, the root-cause of the universe, is one; yet it consists

of various aspects, and these are known as tuUffiana or tUUvidya.

Avidya which is present in Atman and which is annihilated by the

intuitive knowledge of Atman is known as mul&vidya. And the

various aspects of avidya" which are present in the consciousness
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delimited by the objects and which are removed by the knowledge
of the true nature of those objects are termed tulavidyd.

The entire universe is superimposed on Atman through

avidyd. The Upanishadic text 'neti neti' negates the entire uni-

verse superimposed on Atman, and Atman the self-existent entity

alone remains. The individual souls are identical with Atman.
But, owing to avidya, they have lost sight of their identity with

Atman and undergo transmigration. By pursuing Vedantic study,

reflection, and meditation, an individual soul attains to the intui-

tive knowledge of Brahman. Avidyd, in his case, is annihilated

and the individual soul becomes free from characteristics such as

finitude, agency, etc., that are brought about by avidyu. He is a

released soul and he remains as Brahman.
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VIDYARANYA

by

T. M. P. Mahadevan

Vidyaranya flourished in the fourteenth century A.D. as the

family guru of Harihara I and Bukka, the founders of the Vrjaya-

nagara kingdom. He is regarded as having been the friend, philo-

sopher and guide of the early rulers of Vijayanagara, and in the

field of religion and philosophy, he is classed with the greatest of

the post-Sankara Advaitins.

The works that are attributed to Vidyaranya are PanchadaM,

Vivaraya-prameya-samgraha, Drig-drisya-viveka and Jlvanmvktv-

viveka. The PanchadaM is a comprehensive manual of Advaita-

Vedanta, enjoying great popularity' with those who want to have

a clear presentation of the truths of Advaita. As the Panchadail

is the magnum opus of Vidyaranya,1 a brief exposition of its charac-

ter and content would give an indication of the greatness of Vidya-

ranya and the special features of his teachings.

There are two types of Advaita-works: (1) those that are

intended to serve as books of instruction for the follower, and (2)

those that seek to show through dialectics that the philosophical

positions that oppose Advaita are not tenable. The PanchadaSi

belongs to the first type. As Sri Vidyaranya says even at the

outset, the aim of his work is to teach the supreme truth in an

easily understandable manner to those whose hearts have been

purified through the worship of the lotus-like feet of the Guru

(i, 2). It is not that argumentation and dialectics are not em-

ployed in the Pa/hcha&aM; but they are subordinated to the prin-

1. There is a tradition that the PanchadaM is the joint work of Bharatl-

Hrtha and Vidyaranya. Another view is that it is the work of Bbarati-

tirtha who also bore the title 'Vidyaranya'.
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cipal aim of conveying the light of truth to the disciple. The

reasoning based on the principle of co-presence and co-absence

(anvaya-vyatireka) , for instance, is had recourse to for showing

that the self which is of the nature of consciousness is constant

and therefore real, while the phenomena constituting the world are

inconstant and therefore non-real (ii, 60S). The method of dia-

lectical refutation of systems such as the Madhyamika is resorted to

(see e.g., ii, 30 &) . The central objective of the Panchadasi, how-

ever, is to provide guidance to the seeker through instruction.

While sound logical reasoning helpful to an understanding of scrip-

tural teaching is to be welcomed, quibbling should be avoided,

(see viii, 67, 68; ii, 30)

.

When it is said that scripture is the basic authority for

Vedanta, it does not mean that the Vedantin's attitude is one of

blind acceptance of, or unthinking belief in, the words of the

Veda. The words are not mere sounds; they convey meaning;

and the meaning should be understood. Reasoning is helpful in

understanding the teaching of -scripture. Although it is true that

the ultimate Reality taught there is not graspable either through

thoughts or through words, nevertheless logic is useful in a nega-

tive way in so far as it can assure us as to what is not real, and

language is of service in indicating the nature of the Real. The
final court of appeal is experience—the plenary experience which

is the fruit of inquiry. In fact, the texts of scripture are but indi-

cators of that experience. Thus, in Vedanta, the nature of the

Truth is sought to be expounded on the triple basis of scripture,

reasoning, and experience (srutyuktyanubhutibhyah, v, 56 &
xi, 89).

The Panchadasi is so named because it consists of fifteen

chapters (PanchadaAa-prakarana) . The fifteen chapters are

grouped into three quintads: viveka-panchaka (dealing with the

discrimination of the real from the non-real), dvpa-panchaka (ex-

pounding the nature of the Self as pure consciousness), and ananda-

panchaka (dwelling on the bliss-nature of Brahman). It is for

the sake of convenience, stated that the three quintads have foi

their theme the three aspects of Brahman, sat (existence), eft.it

("consciousness), and nnanBa (bliss), respectively. But it should

be bornp in mind that such a statement could only be roughly

true. The essential doctrines of Vedanta occur in almost every
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chapter. There are, naturally, repetitions; but repetitions are

necessary for enabling the reader to understand firmly the truths

of Vedanta. Sri Vidyaranya has succeeded in an eminent way in

setting forth the essentials of Advaita in this great work of his—

the Panchadasi.

The basic skill that the disciple should develop in himself is

the ability to discriminate the real from the non-real. The PaJi-

chadasi indicates the various methods by means of which the

discrimination could be gained. One of the most useful methods

is the analysis of the three states of experience, viz., waking,

dream, and deep sleep. As a result of such analysis one realises

that the Self persists in all the states while the objects vary and

are inconstant The same conclusion may be reached by an inves-

tigation into the five sheaths (kosas) that cover the Self, as it

were. The principle which is applied in this investigation is: what

is grosser and more external and less pervasive is less real than

what is subtler and more internal and more pervasive. Applying

this principle one arrives at the truth that the Self is supremely

real because it is the subtlest and the inmost being which is non-

dual (see ch. iii). Just as the individual soul and its states could

be analysed with a view to discovering the Self, the external

objective world could also be analysed with the same end in view.

Beginning with the grossest element, earth, we have progressively

subtler elements; water, fire, air, and ether. But the Self is subtler

than ether. One may think of the Self without ether, but not of

ether without the Self. One may deny anything, but not the Self.

To doubt the existence of the Self is as ridiculous as the doubt

expressed by a man "Have I a tongue or not?" (iii. 20)

.

The Self is of the nature of pure consciousness; it is unfailing

light, ever-present awareness. This is explained by means of apt

analogies. Like the anvil in the smith's shop which serves as the

basis for beating the metal into various shapes, without itself

changing, the Self remains as the immutable witness of changes

in the physical and the psychical orders; hence it is called the

kufastha (see ch. viii). Just as the lamp set on a dramatic stage

sheds light on all concerned during the performance, and shines

also after everyone has left the theatre, even so the witness-con-

sciousness manifests all things, viz., the egoity, the intellect, and

the objects, and continues to shine even when they are npn-exis-
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tent. Just as the lamp on the stage illumines without moving and

without being affected by the movements of the actors and the

audience, even so the witness which is eternal and immutable

manifests all things both within and without, and their absence

too (see ch. x.). Just as the canvas is that whereon the various

painted figures appear, both of inanimate things like mountains

and animate beings like men and animals, so also on the conscious-

ness which is the immutable Self, the variegated world appears

(see ch. vi).

The bliss-nature of the Self (Brahman) is explained in great

detail in the last five chapters. The Self is not only existence and

consciousness, it is also bliss, the supreme value. The teaching

of Yajfiavalkya to Maitreyi in the Brihaddranyakopanishad cons-

titutes the basis for understanding the bliss-nature of the Self.

The core of the teaching is that the Self is the seat of supreme

love. Anything becomes dear, not for its own sake, but for the

sake of the Self. There are, it is true, different notions of Self-

hood, three of which may be distinguished: the secondary self, the

illusory self, and the principal self. "When a parent identifies him-

self with his son, for instance, the self-hood of the son in relation

to the parent is secondary. The identification of the self with the

body, etc., is illusory. The principal Self is the unconditioned non-

dual reality. It is the Self in the principal sense that is of the

very essence of bliss or love. But even when the self in the other

two senses is loved, it is because of the mistaken or wrong identi-

fication with the true Self. Thus it is easy to see that the Self,

whatever be the conception thereof, is the centre and seat of love.

If there be love for any other object, it is for the sake of the Self

to which that is subsidiary. It is a reflection of the bliss that is

the Self that is experienced as happiness or pleasure in the

objects. A right understanding of the happiness that is derived

from the contact of the mind with the objects may serve as the

door to the bliss that is Brahman. When an object is being en-

joyed, the mind turns inward and becomes calm. In that state of

mind the bliss that is the Self is reflected. It is this which is expe-

rienced as happiness or pleasure. The Brahman-bliss or a reflec-

tion of it is experienced in other states also. In deep sleep one

experiences unqualified bliss; only that experience lies under the

cover of nescience. Just before falling into deep sleep, and imme-
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diately for a few moments after getting up from sleep, one has a

taste of happiness prospectively or retrospectively. In the interval

between two modes of the mind also, one experiences the reflec-

tion of bliss. The yogi enjoys bliss in samadhi. The jfiani

realises directly the bliss that is the Self.

The bliss that is the Self (Brahman) is unexceUable and un-

conditioned. A calculus of bliss is given in the Upanishads. Start-

ing with the unit-measure of human bliss, the higher levels are

reached by multiplying each lower level of bliss by a hundred.

One may ihus go upto the bliss of the Creator Brahma. But

Brahman-bliss is beyond all calculation. And, the wise one's expe-

rience 'of the plenary bliss admits of no degrees. Having achieved

all that was to be achieved, and having done all that was to be

done, the illumined one rests in perfect contentment and peace

(xiv, 58).

The nature of Brahman that is the Self is, as we have seen,

existence (sat), consciousness (chit), and bliss (ananda) (see

also xiii, 63). Existence, consciousness, and bliss are not parts of

Brahman, or its attributes; they constitute its essential nature

(svarupa) . They are not three separate constituents: existence is

consciousness, and consciousness is bliss. It is because the world

of plurality is characterised by impermanence, inertness, and dis-

value that in order to distinguish the non-dual Brahman from the

world that Brahman is said to be existence, consciousness, and

bliss. In Brahman's essential nature, however, there is no split,

and no distinction. Brahman is free from any of the three kinds

of differences, sajatiya, vija&ya and svagata (ii, 20-21).

How does it hanpen that the one Reality appears as the world

of plurali+y? The Vedanta formulates the concept of maya precisely

to show that no satisfactory answer can be given to this vexatious

question since causation itself is unintelligible.

There are three standpoints from which imyd. may be envi-

saged, says §ri Vidvaranya: (1) the standpoint of revealed expe-

rience (irauta), (2) that of reasoning (yavktika) , and (3) that

of the ordinary men of the world (laukika) . From the standpoint

of the ordinary worldly men, wMyd is real (vastavt); they have

no reason to doubt its reality. From the standpoint of those who
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have realised the teaching of scripture, may& is unreal (tuccha);

for them, there is no world to be accounted for; mayo, is that (yd.)

which is not (ma). And, for those who seek to understand

through reasoning maya is indeterminable (anirvachantya)

(vi, 130).

From the standpoint of reasoning, maya is uncharacterisable

either as real, or as unreal, or as both real and unreal. The world

of plurality appears in Brahman on account of maya, even as a

snake appears in what is a rope. This is known as vivarta, trans-

figuration.

There is no use asking questions about maya. The more we
question, the deeper will the mystery become. Maya is that which

makes apparently possible what is inherently impossible (vi, 235)

.

Wonder is mayd's garment; inscrutable is its nature (vi, 139).

What is necessary is that we should endeavour to transcend maya

(vi, 138). And, in this endeavour, the world of plurality in which

we as empirical individuals live can be a help instead of serving

as an obstacle (iv, 42).

The fiva is the non-dual Self appearing in a limited or condi-

tioned form on account of nescience. In what manner is the

appearance of the jlva to be understood? feci Vidyaranya who
follows mainly the Vivarana tradition, teaches a modified form

of the reflection-theory or pratibimba-v&da which is referred to

as abh&sa-v&da. While the Vivarana view regards the reflection

as real and as identical with the prototype, the theory sponsored

in the PanchadaM holds that the reflection (abhasa) is mere

appearance, an illusory manifestation. The apposition between

the jiwa and Brahman, according to this view, is through subktion

(badha), and not through identification (aikya).

The direct means to release, Advaita holds, is the path o£

knowledge (jndna). As mohsha, is the very nature of the Self,

it is not an experience which is to be brought about through works
(karma). The path of knowledge consists of 'hearing' (i.e., study,

sravana), reflection (manana), and meditation (nididhy&sana)

(i, 52-54).

What is the immediate instrument of release? Is it sravana

of the mahavakya 'That thou art'? Or, is it continued meditation
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(also called prasaikkhydna) ? According to the BMmatl view
verbal testimony (sabda), of which the maMvakyas form part,

can yield only mediate knowledge, and not immediate or direct

knowledge. If the mediate knowledge gained from verbal testi-

mony is to be transformed into immediate experience, there should

be continued meditation till this is achieved; and this is possible

because the mind which is the instrument in meditation is a sense

organ (indriya). The Vivarctya view maintains that the mind is

not a sense organ, as it is an auxiliary to all pramanas and that

verbal testimony can yield immediate knowledge if the object is

immediate. To illustrate this point the story of the ten travellers

is given (vii, 22 ff) . There is no object more immediate than the

Self. Hence, the mahavakya "That thou art" imparts to the com-

petent hearer the direct experience of the non-dual Self. Giving

a citation from the Vakyavrtti, Sri Vidyaranya says, "The major

texts are for <the sake of imparting direct knowledge of Brahman.

In regard to this there is no room for doubt" (vii, 70)

.

Meditation, however, is not without its great use. In chap-

ter ix, 'Dhy&m-dvpa', Sri Vidyaranya compares it to samv&di-

"bhrama, delusion which culminates in a fruitful result. The man
who mistakes the lamp-light for a gem and gets to the place whence

the light comes, gains nothing, whereas the person, who mistakes

the light of the gem for the gem itself, obtains the precious stone.

Although both are cases of delusion, the latter is a fruitful one.

When the attributeless Brahman is meditated upon, the content

of meditation is not itself Brahman. But the contemplation leads

to Brahman-realisation. Thus, for those who are not qualified

for gaining true knowledge through enquiry, 6rl Vidyaranya re-

commends the yoga of meditation (dhyana).

In more than one place in the ParichadaM, the state of Brah-

man-realisation is described in glowing terms, and the incompa-

rable happiness of the pvawmukta is praised. It is only from the

standpoint of the unreleased that the continuance of the body of

the jivanmvkta is explained as due to the residue of prarabdha

(karma which is responsible for his present body), and illustra-

tions, such as the continued rotation of the potter's wheel for a

time even after the propelling rod has been removed, are offered,

In truth, however, the mukta has no body, and there are no grades

of mukti,
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In the Pafickadasl Vidyaranya reveals himself as a writer not

only with great philosophical insight but also with equally great

literary skill. The PanchadaSi is not only a veritable mine of Vedln-

tic treasure, but is also a work with poetic charm that delights

the reader. No wonder, it is one of the most favoured texts and

has found a permanent place among the Advaita classics. And,
Vidyaranya, its author, takes his rank with the best preceptors of

Advaita after gankara. His contribution to Advaita is as immense
as it is abiding.
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GOVINDANANDA

by

T. R. SUBRAMANIAM

Mimamsa Siromani

Among the commentators on the Sutrabh&shya of Sri Sankara,

Govindananda occupies a unique place. His commentary known

as Ratnaprabha is being carefully read by the students of Advaita.

The author is profoundly influenced by the views of Padma-

pada and Prakasatman. He has had access to the Prakatdrthavi-

varana, a commentary on the Sutrabh&shya of Sankara by Anu-

bhutisvarupacharya, because there are many instances where he

shows the influence of that work. It may be added here that Anu-

bhutisvarupacharya also is a follower of the Vivarana school.

Anubhutisvarupacharya is rather devastatingly critical of Vachaa-

patimisra's interpretation of the Sutrabh&shya. of dankara. Ama-
lananda the author of the Kalpataru defends Vachaspati's inter-

pretation and replies to the criticisms of Anubhutisvarupacharya

without mentioning his name. An express identification of the

reply of Amalananda as directed against Anubhutisvarupa can be

*»ad in the Ratnaprabhfc.

prakapirthahSLraistu paphaka-^prasiddah

antod&ttasvarah paribh&shika iti vyakhy&tam, tadvy&khy&nam kaU

patarukarair dushitam*

In the interpretation of the Sutrabhashyat Govindananda close-

ly follows Padmapada. The latter while commenting on the word
mithyaJfi&na occurring in the adhy&sabh&shya interprets it to

mean nescience which is indeterminable and positive in nature.

Vachaspatimisra, on the other hand, interprets it to mean super-

imposition or erroneous cognition.

mithyajwfinam adhy&sah

1. BraKrnMs^tra-kankaxahh&shyam, with, the commentaries of Ratnapra-

bha, BhamaHi and Nyayanirnaya (Nirnaya-sagar Press, 1909), p. 313
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His contention is that the author of the bhashya speaks of

avidya which is indeterminable and positive in the devatadhi-

karatia. And so in the chatussutrt portion it is not necessary to

refer to nescience that is positive in nature. He, therefore, main-

tains that there are two kinds of nescience. One is positive in

nature and the other is erroneous cognition or superimposition.

And the latter kind is referred to by the word mithyayr&m in

the adhyasabhashya. The correctness of this interpretation is

substantiated by the bhashya text—tametam evam lakshanam

adhyasam pan^Mh avidyeti manyante. Va(tapatimisra while

commenting on this text observes that the superimposition of the

not-self on the inner self is alone the cause of all evil, not the

delution of silver, etc., hence, that alone is nescience.

'pratyagalmanyanaimMhyasa em sarvanartha-hetuh, na puna

rajatadivibhrama iti $a eva avidya*.

From the above interpretation it would be clear that

Vachaspatimisra considers superimposition itself to be one kind

of nescience.

Govindananda, on the other hand, interprets the word

mithyajnana to mean nescience that is positive in nature.

mithyajn^nanbni1Mh--mithya cha tad ap&nam {

cha

mithyatve sati sakshat jnananivartyatoam ajnanasya fakshanamr

And, in this light he interprets the text—'tametam evam hkshanam
adhyasam paniitah avidyeti manyante'. He says that adhy&sa or

superimposition is termed avidya because it is an effect of avidya'

'akshiptam samahitam uktahkshayahkshitam adhyasam,

avidyak&ryatwd avidyeti manyante'.

About the locus and content of avidya Govindananda's view
is not clear. Sri Sankara in his bhashya on the Brahmasutra--

'tadadhtnatvadarthavat (1.4.3) points out that avidya is para-

mesvarasraya and in it the individual souls rest.

'paramesvarasrayd maydmayl mahasupUh, yasyam svarupa-

VTatibodharahitah derate samsarino fivSh'.
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Vichaspatimisra while commenting on this passage holds that

the individual soul is the locus of nescience and Brahman is its

content.

'jivadhilmranapyavidya nimittataya vishayatayd isvaram usra,.

yate iti tsvarasrayetyuchyate na tvadterataya'.

Govindananda, on the other hand, does not interpret the word

paramesvaras'raya and hence his view regarding the locus of

avidya is not known. He, however, refers to avidyH as Uvwre

kalpita. From this we may take that according to Govindananda

Brahman is the locus of avidya>.

While commenting on the Brahma-sutra 'asuddham, iti chet no,

sabdat' (3.1.25) &rl Sankara observes that the Vedic sentence cm
himsyat sarvabhutani' conveys a general rule (utsarga) and the

Vedic text 'agnishomiyam pasurrMabheta' sets aside the general

rule (apav&da) . Vachaspatimisra observes that each of the two

Vedic texls is a valid pramana. And, one pramana cannot

contradict the other prarrmna which is equally valid. So we can-

not say that the Vedic text 'cvgrashomiyam pasum alabheta' sets

aside the import of the Vedic text
cna himsyat sarva bhutani'. In

fact the scope of each of the texts differs and so there arises no

question of the one contradicting the other. The Vedic text em
himsyat sarvabhutani1

' imposes a prohibition with reference to

killing of animals out of desire. The Vedic text 'agntshomvyam

pasum alabheta' permits killing of an animal in a sacrifice. Thus

the scope of each of the Vedic texts differs and there is no relation

of utsarga and apavada between the two. Govindananda accepts

this interpretation.

'vastutah tasya ragapmptahimsavishayatvad vaidlmhimsaydm

apravritteh/5

There is a discussion whether the Upanishadic text atma va

are drashtavyah Srotavyo mantavyo mdidhydsitavyahf conveys the

sense of injunction with reference to iravana, manana and

nididhy&sana, and if so what kind of injunction is admitted. This

is discussed in the bh&shya on the Brahma^sMra^sahalca^antara
-vidhi pahshena triMyam tadvato vidyMivaf. AnubMtisvarwpa

3. Ibid, p. 62L
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in his Prakat&rthavivarana holds that there is apwrvavidhi.

Prahdsatman in his Vivarctya maintains that there is niyainavidhi.

And, Vachaspatimisra maintains that there is no injunction at all.

Anubmitisvarupa in the Prakafdrthavivarana while commenting on

the bMshya on the Brahma-sutra referred to above criticises

Vachaspati as one who does not know the import of the Sutra-

bfoashya. Govindananda holds that there is apurvavidhi; and he

(observes that some commentators who do not know the import of

the bhashya on the sutra say that there is no vidhi at all.

'etat sntt"abh&shyabhavarmbhiinah sannydsdSramadharmasra-

vay&dau vidhirms&ti vadantU*

This charge is levelled against Vachaspatimisra.

As regards the nature of the individual soul, he admits the

well-known theory of praUbimbawda advocated by Padmaplda.

While commenting on the bMshya on the Brahma-sutra 'abliasa

eva cha' (2.3.50), Govindananda observes that the consciousness

reflected in avidyu and its effects such as intellect, etc., is the

individual soul.5 And, while commenting on the bhfishya on the

Brahma-sutra, e
tadadhtmtvddarihava1? (1-4-3), he says that the

plurality of the limiting adjunct accounts for the plurality of the

individual souls.

'buddhy&dyupadhibhedMjjiv&h. -

Govindananda is an able commentator of Sankara like Vachaspati-

misra, Prakasatman, and Amalananda. On crucial points he
differs from Vachaspatimisra, and in this he is very much
influenced by AnubhutisvarupScharya.

4. Ibid., p. 818.

5. Ibid, p. 561.

6. Ibid, p. 296.
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SANKHAPANI

hy

B. Balasubramanian

In the Indian philosophical tradition the part played by a com-

mentator is valuable and significant. His work is not merely one

of interpretation and exposition of the original but also of throw-

ing fresh light on the deeper significance of the text he is com-

menting on. Thus the commentary becomes as valuable as the

original. By offering a novel interpretation, by placing the text

in an entirely new perspective, the commentator makes a "break

through", striking a new line of thinking which becomes in course

of time a new school or tradition. Herein lies the significance of

the work of a commentator. The literature on Advaita VedSnta

abounds in innumerable original and independent treatises as well

as commentaries. The BrahmasiddhV- which is the earliest among
the works of the siddhi-literatwe is one such valuable and original

treatise on the Advaita; and there is an elaborate commentary on

it written by SankhapSni.

Professor Kuppuswami Sastri, the learned editor of the Brah-
mosfcUtfci, points out that we do not have any definite information

ebout £ankhap§ni excepting that he was a Nambudiri Brahmin of

Malabar. We do not know whether he wrote any other work in

addition to his commentary on the BrahmasiddH. Of the four

commentaries known to have been written on the Brahmasiddhi,

gankhapani's commentary appears to be the latest. The Tattva-

samXksha by Vachaspatimilra is the earliest commentary on the

Brahmasiddhi; but no manuscript of this commentary has so far

been found. Chitsukha who lived in the 13th century wrote a

1. Edited by Professor S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Madras Government
Oriental Manuscripts Series No. 4, 1937.



commentary on the Brahmasiddhi called Abhiprayaprakasika.

Anandapurna who lived in the 14th century wrote his commen-

tary called BMvasuddhi. So Sankhapini whose commentary on the

Brahmasiddhi appears to be the latest must have lived after Anan-

dapurna.

iSankhapani's commentary on the Brahmasiddhi is elaborate

and exhaustive, clear and lucid. It is obvious that Sankhapini who
is greatly influenced by Vachaspati closely follows the TatXvasar

mlksha>. In the presentation of ideas and the elucidation of pro-

blems, he follows the same method adopted by Vachaspati in his

Bhamafi. It is said of Vachaspati that "he always tries to explain

the text as faithfully as he can, keeping himself in the background

and directing his knowlegde of the subject to the elucidation of

the problems which directly arise from the texts and to explaining

the allusions and contexts of thoughts, objections and ideas of other

schools of thought referred to in the text."2 This is equally true

of Sankhapani. His commentary is replete with objections and

answers to them, rebuttals and rejoinders.

Let us discuss in this paper Sankhapani's treatment of the

Bha$a view of bhedabheda which he exposes to scathing criticism

following very closely the arguments stated in the Brahmasiddhi.3

According to the Mimaahsa of the Bhafta school, the generic

attribute (jdti) is in the individual object (vyakti). Though the

generic attribute and the individual object are undoubtedly diffe-

rent from each other, they are not totally different. They are,

according to them, different while being the same. If they were
entirely different, they should be separable; but they are not, as

admitted even by the Vaiieshikas. Not only this: if they are

absolutely different, the one cannot be equated with the other,

and there should be no identification of the two by placing them
in co-ordination. Just because they are not totally different, it

should not be said that they are absolutely the same. In the

proposition, "This is a cow," the individual object is referred to

2. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II (Cambridge 1932),

p. 108.

3. Only a few of the many arguments elaborately discussed by San-

khapani are mentioned in ibis paper.
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by the word "this" and the generic attribute by the word "cow."

If the generic attribute and the individual object are identical,

then like "hasta" and "kara", "this" and "cowness" would turn

out to be synonyms.4 They are not, however, synonyms. Thus,

the generic attribute and the individual object are not totally

different; nor are they absolutely the same. They are different,

while being the same. The relation between them is identity in

difference (bhed&bheda) .

We can restate the standpoint of the Bhattas in this way.

Every object is of the nature of the generic attribute and the

individual object (s&manya vtieshatmatakam ekam vastu) ; it is a

universal-particular. Since the relation between the generic attri-

bute and the individual object is one of difference-cum-identity,

the object is of the nature of both identity and difference. The

conception of a thing in this doctrine is that of a one-many

(ekaTh-dvy&trmkam) .
s

Following Mandana, the author of the Brahmasiddhi, Sankha-

pani argues that this way of looking at an object as a one-many

does not satisfy the demands of reason. To say that an object

is of the nature of both identity and difference is to bring together

two incompatible factors in the same place and therefore is

patently self-contradictory. A cognition which relates to incom-

patible factors in the same thing is ipso facto erroneous. The

cognition of an object to the effect, "This is a post or a man", is

erroneous because it relates to incompatible elements in the same

thing.6 The cognition of an object in the dual form (dvyatma-

kam) as a universal-cum-particular is on a par with the dubitative

cognition (saiifiiayarjnaTia) . "When we say, ''This is a cow," our

cognition relates to the generic attribute which is the element* of

4 Vide M&nameyodaya, Edited with an English translation by C. Kun-
han Raja and S. S. S. Sastri (Theosopbical Publishing House, Adyar, Mad-
ras, 1933), p. 234.

5. Brahmasiddhi (to be called hereafter BS) Part It, p. 169.

6. Vide Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer of Indian Logic (Varada'&ary &
Co., Madras 1932), Part m, pp. 339-40:

"A doubt is a cognition which relates to several incompatible attributes

in the same thing, as in the dubitative cognition-—'It may be a post or e
man'."
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anuvritti and the individual object which is the element of

vyavritti; it is in the form of the generic attribute and the indivi-

dual object, and so it is dual in nature. In the same way, the

dubitative cognition, "This is a post or a man," is dual in form

in so far as the same object is cognised as a post and a man. There

is co-ordination between the generic attribute and the individual

object. Similarly in the dubitative cognition referred to above,

there is co-ordination between post and man, the two forms of

the object. Since the two are on the same footing, Sankhapani

insists on the application of the same logic to both. If the dubi-

tative cognition is declared to be erroneous on the score that it

relates to incompatible factors in the same thing, the cognition of

an object as a universal-particular must also be dubbed erroneous

for no other reason than that it relates to incompatible factors in

the same thing. If the Bhattas are bent upon treating the cogni-

tion of an object in the dual form of universal-cum-particular as

valid, let them equally treat the dubitative cognition of an object

which is in the dual form as valid. They are not, however, pre-

pared to adopt this unwelcome position. In other words, the

cognition of an object in the dual form of generic attribute-cum-

individual object cannot be but invalid.7

It may be argued that the comparison between dubitative

cognition and the cognition of an object as a universal-particular

is not sound as there is an important point of difference between

the two. In the one case we cognise an object as a universal and

a particular. The object is of the nature of both. Our cognition

testifies to the combination of two forms in the same place. In

other words, our judgment in this case is conjunctive. In the case

of dubitative cognition, there are alternative predications. The
object, we say, is either a post or a man, and not both a post and

a man. The dubitative cognition is expressed in a disjunctive

proposition. Since the judgment is conjunctive in the one case

and disjunctive in the other, the two cannot be placed on the

same footing.

It is true that there is no simultaneous predication of two

forms; but the two forms can be predicated of the object alter-

natively: that is to say, it is a post in one state and a man in

7. BS, Part H, p. 169.
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another state. If it be said that an object cannot be one thing

now and something else at a different time for the simple reason

that its nature is determined in one way by the causal conditions

responsible for its genesis,8 &ankhapani demands consistency in

the Bhafta argument and insists on the application of this stan-

dard to the Bhafta conception of the object How can that which

is a generic attribute at one time be an individual object at a

different time? If an object is "one" (ekam) at one time, how
can it be "dual" (dvy&tmakam) at a different time? If it is incon-

sistent to say that an object which is in one form now is in a

different form at a different time, it is also inconsistent to say that

an object which is "one" at one time is "dual" at a different time.

In another way also it may be argued that the identical treat-

ment meted out to dubitative cognition and the cognition of an

object as generic attribute-cum-individual object is not justifiable,

as there is a fundamental difference between the two. Dubitative

cognition is declared invalid, not because it relates to incompatible

factors in the same thing, but because it is sublated by a subse-

quent cognition which is valid. There is first the dubitative cogni-

tion like "This object is a post or a man;" subsequently, let us say,

we are in a position to determine the nature of the object and say

that it is only a post and not a man. The dubitative cognition which

is earlier becomes erroneous since it is sublated by a valid cogni-

tion which arises subsequently. But there is no such sublation

in the case of our cognition of an object as both generic attribute

and individual object; hence it is valid in spite of the fact that it

relates to two incompatible factors in the same thing. According

to this argument, (i) dubitative cognition is declared to be erro-

neous not because of the incompatible factors it refers to in the

same thing; (ii) but it is declared to be invalid, because it stands

contradicted by a subsequent cognition which is valid; and (iii)

in spite of the incompatibility between the generic attribute and

the individual object, the cognition of an object as of the nature

of both is valid, since it is not sublated subsequently. It may,

therefore, be argued that there is no parity between dubitative

cognition and the cognition of an object as both generic attribute

and individual object.9

8. no hi vastu vikalpyate,

0. BS, Part H, p. 170.
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The issue that has now to be decided is whether the invali-

dity of dubitative cognition is due to the fact that it relates to

incompatible elements in the same thing or to the fact that it

stands contradicted by a subsequent cognition which is valid.

Sankhapani answers that it is due to the former and not to the

latter, if we are able to determine the nature of the object in

one way after getting the doubtful cognition, it is undoubtedly

true that the subsequent valid cognition sublates the earlier

doubtful cognition and renders it invalid. But what are we to

say when we are not in a position to determine the nature of the

object? It is not always the case that dubitative cognition is

followed by a determinate cognition which is valid. If it is not

followed by a determinate valid cognition, are we to say that the

object is a post in one state and a man in a different state? But
it has already been pointed out that an object cannot be one thing

now and something also at a different time. So the invalidity

of dubitative cognition should not be decided by the test of con-

tradiction by a subsequent valid cognition to which it is exposed;

but it should be decided solely on Hie ground that it relates to

incompatible factors in the same thing. If so, irrespective of the

fact whether there is contradiction by a subsequent valid cogni-

tion or not, the cognition of an object as universal-cum-particular

must be declared to be invalid, since it relates to incompatible

factors in the same thing like dubitative cognition.

There is another reason also to show that the cognition of an

object as both generic attribute and individual object is not diffe-

rent from dubitative cognition. We know how in the case of

silver-shell illusion the cognition of silver is invalidated by the

subsequent cognition of shell which is powerful. There is, on

the Bhatta view, the cognition of the object as "one"; there is

also the cognition of it as "dual". Of these two cognitions which

are opposed to each other, whichever is powerful — whether the

cognition of oneness or that of duality — will take the field by
sublating the other. In that case, the object cannot be "one"

(ekam) as well as "dual" (dvyatmakain) in nature. If it be said

that both the cognitions are of equal strength with the result that

neither can score a victory over the other, it is undoubtedly a case

of doubt. So, the Bhatta view of the object as a one-many is not

satisfactory.
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The Bhaftas bring in the relation of difference-cum-identity in

order to explain the relation between the generic attribute and
the individual object, and so it is incumbent upon them to give

definition of difference and of identity. Difference, the Bha$as
could say, is mutual exclusion or mutual non-existence (cwiyon-

yabMvd). Identity or non-difference could be denned in the

opposite way: it is absence of mutual exclusion or mutual non-

existence. In the light of these definitions we have to examine
the generic attribute and the individual object. The question that

has to be answered by the Bhiattas is this: are the generic attri-

bute and the Individual mutually exclusive or not? If they

are mutually exclusive like a pot and a cloth, then they are

admittedly not one. The Bhiattas are, therefore, at perfect liberty

to say that the generic attribute and the individual object are

different; but they cannot say that they are also the same. In

order to establish their sameness or identity, the Bhattas could

fall back upon the other definition and argue that the generic

attribute and the individual object are not mutually exclusive,

because by being placed in co-ordination they are cognised as

non-different. In that case, it could be said that they are one.

In short, the Bhattas could say either that the generic attribute

and the individual object are different or that they are identical;

but they could not say that they are both identical and different.

So the conception of a thing as a one-many does not hold good.
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LAKSHMIDHARA

by

P. Thdrugnanasambandam

M.A., L.T.

lakshmidhara, the author of the Advaitamakaran&a, a prefect*

ra.no, work on Advaita Vedanta, has to his credit two other

works, namely, a commentary on J§nmad Bhagavata and Bhaga-
vannamakaumudl dealing with ramasamfcfriewta as a means of

attainment of purusfofirtfias and with the meaningfulness of the

Puranas, This is evident from the author's own statement in the

latter work which is as follows:

yena bhagavatavyakhya kritamritotaranginl

advaitamakaran&ascha so'karonnamakaumudhn,

Since Bhagavan-rvamakaumudz is commented upon by Ananta-
deva Bharati who lived in the 17th century, Lakshmidhara could

not have flourished later than this period. Brahmananda Bharati,

the author of the Puriish&rthaprabodha has commented upon the

work of BharatStrrtha, guru of Sri Vidyaranya who lived towards
the close of the 14th century A.D. Lakshmidhara is quoted by
Brahmananda Bharati in his commentary on the V&kyasudhcL, and
hence the author may be placed in the early half of the 15th

century.

It is suggested by the editor of the Descriptive Catalogue of

Sanskrit manuscripts of the Tanjore SarasvatS Mahal Library

(Vol. XHI, No. 7635) that Lakshmidhara was the disciple of

Anantananda Eaghunatha Yati and that after taking the order of

sannyasa he was known as Krishnendra as is made out by a manu-
script of Advaitamakarandavyakhya (No. 7641).

Sri S. Srikantha Sastri states that Lakshmidhara was the son

of Simhala, sister of Sri Vidyaranya, and that he was probably

identical with the natron of the Kannada Poet Madhura in the

time of Devaraya I (1406 A.D.)

.
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IshtmthakalpavalU, a commentary on Anarghar^havamtaha

refers to the fact that Lakshmldhara, the commentator came to be

known as Ramanandaisrama when he became a sannyasin. He is

described there as Mmiaihsadvayaparagah and son of YajiLesvara

and Sarvambika of Charakuri family in Guntur district. He is

also credited with the authorship of Srutiranfam, a commentary

on Prasannaraghavja and ShadbhMshachandrika, a Prakrit gram-

mar, and a few other works. But whether this Lakshmldhara who
flourished in the court of Tirumalaraya of Vrjayanagar (1567-1575

A.D.) is identical with Lakshmldhara, the author of Advaitama-

karanda as claimed by the editor of the Descriptive Catalogue of

Sanskrit manuscripts of the Tanjore Sarasvatl Mahal Library

(Vol. XH, p. 5102), needs examination, as the above information

regarding his parentage, name of preceptor, name in sannyasasrama,

names of works and the period in which he lived does not agree

with the information contained in other manuscripts and printed

work of Advaitamakaranda.

The author himself in the colophon to BhagavannamakaumudU

gives the name of his father as Narasimha and of his guru as

Anantinanda Raghunatha. In the same work he mentions his

other two works that have already been referred to.

From the above facts it appears that Lakshmldhara, the

author of Advaitamakaranda, son of Narasimha and disciple of

Anantinanda Raghunatha assigned to the 15th century by the

editor of Vani Vilas publication is different from the Lakshml-

dhara of Cherukuru family who flourished in the court of Tiru-

malaraya o£ Vijayanagara in the later half of the 16th century.

The work bears a felicitous name, Advaitamakaranda, which

as the author himself describes towards the end of the work, is

sweet like the honey collected from the autumnal lotus (Sara-

ddmhhojasambhrita) , capable of delighting the bees, viz., those

learned in the sastras (vidvadbhring&h) . 'Advaitam' is Brahman

and 'makaranda' is rasa, and the title gives the subject-matter of

the work, the nature of Brahman that is identical with rasa. Vaso

vai sah'. The nature of Brahman can be known only by 'anubhava'

as the sweetriess of honey is experienced only by one who tastes it

and not by one who listens to an exposition about its nature.
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The work contains twenty-seven verses dealing with the

nature of Brahman that is not different from the soul. These

verses are commented upon by Svayamprakasayati, disciple of

Kaivalyananda Yogindra, in a lucid and authoritative manner.

The author invokes the blessing of his ishfadevata Sri Krishna,

the Blissful and Eternal (atiantdnanda Krishna), a term which

can be taken to make an oblique reference to his teacher Ananta-

nanda Raghunatha, though the commentator takes it only as a

devatanamaskara presumably because he was not aware of this fact,

being separated by several centuries from the period of the author.

The central thesis of this work is 'brahmaivaham'. The
scriptural statements 'aham brahmMsmi', 'dnandam brahma'; etc.,

find effective support in the reasoning contained in the second

verse of this work. The non-difference of the soul and Brahman
is often challenged by the realists on the ground of perceptual

testimony like 'rmham Uvarah'. The commentator clearly brings out

that there is no possibility of either the b&hya or rrwnasa type of

perception relating to the soul as it is formless and beyond even

the reach of mind.

That the soul is indestructible is established by the author

after examining the several ways in which destruction of a thing

can be brought about. According to Bauddhas, a thing is destroy-

ed by itself (svato nasah). Secondly, a thing is destroyed by

contact with something else as a pot is destroyed by a stick.

Thirdly, a thing is destroyed when its substratum ceases .to exist

as the colour of a cloth when the cloth is destroyed. The first

is countered by the 'pratyabhijna' that everyone experiences in

forms like 'yoTaam swptah svwpnam adraksham sa eva idarum

jagarmi'. The second type of destruction also is not possible

because the soul is all-pervasive and impartible. The third type

of destruction also is inconceivable because there is no substratum

for the soul. It is only gwna, kriya, jati, etc., that have an ahaya

or substratum and the soul is not any of these.

That the knowledge of the universe is rendered possible only

by association with an intelligent being is elucidated by the analo-

gy of a pot, the existence of which is cognised only in the presence

of light
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The author sets forth how the state of wakefulness, dream,

and sleep pertain to the ego (ahamkara) and not to the soul, the

witness (s&ksht) of those states. The commentator cites the

vyapU, the invariable concomitance
e
yo yajjdnati na sa taddhar-

mavan' in dissociating the soul from the sixfold transformation,

viz., origin, existence, growth, change, decay, and cessation. Kar-

tritvam, mkshitvam, etc., are only apparent attributes, the soul in

reality being attributeless.

On the validity of karmak&nda of the Veda that speaks about

sacrifices and heaven, the author as an Advaitin can only concede

a lesser degree of reality to such things, Brahman being the ulti-

mate Reality.

As Dr S. Radhakrishnan observes, "In later Advaita the

comparison of the world to a dream has been stretched to the

breaking point." Advaitamakaranda says, In this protracted dream

which the world is, projected in that great sleep of ignorance read-

ing the self, flash forth the glimpse of paradise, emancipation, and

so forth.'

The distinction of 'hhogya' and 'bhokta' is held to be a sort of

fictitious superimposition on the intelligent soul which is none other

than Brahman. Any change noticed in the universe is of no conse-

quence so far as their adhishthana, the Brahman, is concerned in

the same way as the waves on the surface of the ocean do not

produce any the least effect on the deep and calm ocean, their sub-

stratum. As Bharatitirtha puts it 'Let the cloud of nescience break

and pour the rain of universe. There is neither loss nor gain to the

ether of consciousness'—

'rmyamegho jaganwiram varshatvesha yathd tatha

chidakasasya no hanih na va Wbhalj, iti sthittih.

'Satta (existence) is not an attribute of soul, says the author

because there is no reality besides the soul which being one, can-

not be supposed to have satta as its attribute in the same way as

there can be no 'nabhastva' in 'nabhas', space being one. 'Chit*

(knowledge) is not an attribute of soul but is the very nature of

it. The knower and knowable are the same because the soul is

self-luminous. ^Ananda* is not an attribute of soul but is the very

nature of it. Rasa is equated with that. In fact Sat, Chit and

Amnda are not mutually exclusive aspects of Brahman, though
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the terms denote different meanings primarily; the one is non-

different from the other and the whole is understood in their

secondary sense, one 'Sacchidanandaghana.'

The author concludes by reiterating the non-difference of the

soul and Brahman by alluding to the mah5.v5.kya 'tattvam asi'

which conveys the grand truth of the Advaita, viz., the soul that

is divested of the obsession about the remoteness of perception of

Isvara, the delimited nature of the soul and maj/5-ridden diversity

of worldly phenomena is that Brahman.
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SADANANDA

by

T. P. Ramachandhan

M.A., FE.D.

Professor Hiriyanna in his valuable edition of the Vedantasdra

by Sadananda says that Sadananda, the author of the work entitled

Advaitabrakmasiddhi, published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

is different from Sadinanda, the author of the Vedfintasara, (p. 17)

.

It appears, therefore, that there have been at least two Advaita

ach&ryas bearing this name. The name of the book also is seen to

be shared by two different Advaita works. Prof. Hiriyanna says

that the Veddntasdra printed along with the VeddntapanbhMsha. at

Madras (1892) is by one 6ivaramabhattacharya, (p. 17). This

article is on Sadananda, the author of the Vedantasdra.

Very little is known about the life of this dcharya. But it is

guessed that he must have lived in the early part of the 16th cen-

tury. It is also surmised that he must have been the preceptor's

preceptor of one of the commentators on the Veddntasdra, viz., Nri-

simhasarasvatL (See Ibid., p. 17) . In the mangaldcharanam of the

Veddntasdra this Sadananda refers to his own teacher as Advaya-
nanda. It is not known whether our author wrote any work other

than the Veddntasdra. The Advaitagranthakosa published by the

Deva Van! Parishad, Calcutta, mentions three works other than the

Veddntasdra whose author also has the name Sadananda. But it

is not definitely known whether they were written by Sadananda,
the author of the Veddntasara, himself. We shall, therefore, ex-

pound his philosophy as gathered from the Veddntasdra alone.

In presenting to the world this work known as Vedantasara,
our author has done yeoman service to the cause of Advaita. He
has presented within a brief compass the doctrine of Advaita in a
style that is "clear and quite matter-of-fact". The work is very
useful as a general introduction to the philosophy of Advaita and
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Prof. Hiriyanna writes that firstly the relationship between Ve-

danta and Saihkhya is much older than is assumed in the above

criticism, taking us back to the time of Bhaskara and even Bhar-

triprapaiicha and showing different phases in its development, and

secondly, even though Vedanta has borrowed many elements from

the Saihkhya, the doctrine in its essentials has remained unaffected

by the Saihkhya elements in it (ibid., p 18).

We shall now give an outline of the contents of the Vedmta-

sara mainly to indicate its methodology.

The adhik&rin or the student who is qualified to enter upon

the study of the Vedanta is a person (1) who has a general know-

ledge of what all the Vedas teach, (2) whose mind is well purified,

and (3) who is equipped with the four-fold aid (sadhanachatush-

faya). To acquire these qualifications the student has to undergo

a course of preliminary training comprising (1) a general study of

the Vedas and Vedangas, (2) the practice of up&sana, and (3) an

ethical discipline which consists of the avoidance of UcLmya and

mshiddha-karmas and the performance of nitya and naimittika

karmas and prnyaschittas.

Tormented by the fire of worldly existence, a person thus qua-

lified betakes himself to a guru who out of supreme compassion

instructs him. The method of instruction consists in superimpos-

ing upon Reality what is not real (adhy&ropa) and then denying

what is not real (apavada) with a view to establishing the Reality.

This indirect method of instruction is based on the sound educa-

tional principle of proceeding from the familiar to the unfamiliar.

The student is familiar with his own narrow self (fiva) and the

universe around him (jagat) . Hence the teacher initially presents

the view of Reality that is connected witli these concepts, viz., the

sagwna Brahman.

Common experience presents us with a world of diversity as

existing outside of ourselves, the subjects. But no man knows the

world as a whole and exactly as it is. We are, therefore, dissatis-

fied with our own knowledge. Our dissatisfaction implies that we
are vaguely aware of a universal consciousness to which the whole
world is presented as an object and which knows it exactly as it is.

What is the relation of this universal subject to the particular

subjects? The fact that we are aware of the universal subject shows
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that it must be somehow identical with ourselves in spite of the

difference that we feel from it. Reflection shows that the only

way of explaining the relation is that the identity between the uni-

versal and individual subjects is in respect of consciousness and

the difference between them is in respect of what is presented to

consciousness. This is the significance of using the term samashti

(all-pervading) for the universal subject and vyashti (separate)

for the individual subject. The relationship is illustrated by ana-

logies such as those of universal space in relation to space divided

into parts or reflected in different media or the forest in relation

to a single tree.

On the basis of our common experience we can infer that the

diversity of the world as a whole is reducible to a unity, a prin-

ciple that contains within itself the elements of diversity. This

principle is called mayo, or, as our author invariably calls it, ajMna.

Maya or ajMna is the material cause of the universe. It is insen-

tient (jada) , being dependent upon universal consciousness for its

revelation. Hence it can produce the world only by being

activated by consciousness (chaitanya). Hence ajttna together

with chaitanya is the full explanation of the world. This complex

of ajrvUna and universal consciousness is Isvara or saguna Brah-

man. Just as the universal ajfiana represents the whole universe

presented to Uvara's consciousness, we may speak of an individual

ajttna which represents the limited world presented to the indivi-

dual consciousness and together with which the individual con-

sciousness forms the complex known as jiva. Our author traces

the course of evolution from ajnana to the gross universe and

shows how the jiua comes to possess a material outfit and how
Hvara is really beyond time, space, and causality. He also draws

up a close parallelism between I&oara and fiv* during the course

of evolution in order to show that the so-called difference between

them is reallv a work of the adjuncts and is not essential to con-

sciousness. That sets the stage for the second part of the teaching

— apavada or denial.

What is the reality of the world which is presented to con-

sciousness? So far as our individual experiences are concerned

the world is dependent on us for revelation but not for existence.

We grant that it exists independently of our consciousness on the

ground that other people also perceive it. But in the case of
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Uvara there is no second universal self by comparing with whose

experience the world as a whole may be said to exist indepen-

dently of Uvara. The world as a whole is, therefore, dependent

on Uvara's consciousness not only for revelation but also for

existence. This is the significance of describing the source of the

world as ayn&na or maya. Since ajnana is dependent on conscious-

ness for its existence, it cannot be real like consciousness. AjMna
or maya is, therefore, just the appearance of Brahman or chaitanya.

We have already said that the difference between Uvara and

fiva is simply a difference in the adjuncts, viz., ajriAna in the two

cases. To deny the reality of ajn&na is, therefore, to deny the

jlvatva of the jiva and the Uvaratva of Uvara. When thus the

differences superimposed on consciousness are denied, conscious-

ness as such remains as the only reality. This conclusion which

has been arrived at by reasoning is confirmed by the Upanishads

through the mahavakya 'tat tvam asi.' Our author delineates

the method of arriving at the true import of this statement.

The knowledge imparted so far by the Upanishads, firstly

through argumentation and then through revelation (the two

steps together forming the discipline called Sravana) is only

mediate. To enable mediate knowledge to become immediate

experience manana and nididhyasana are also required. Nididhya-

sana culminates in samadhi. There are two levels of sam&dhi

according to our author. In savikalpaka-sarnadhi the mind rests

on the secondless Brahman whose form it has assumed, but with-

out losing sight of the distinction between knower and known.
Since Brahman is known at this stage only as an object in relation

to a subject, savikalpaka-sarnadhi represents only the penultimate

experience. The ultimate experience is nirvikalpaka-samadhi. In

it the mind rests in an intense manner on the secondless Brahman
whose form it has assumed, transcending the distinction of knower,
known, etc. If savikalpaka-sam&dhi is to develop into the nirvi-

kalpaka, the sMhaka has to overcome four obstacles, viz., laya

(lapse), vikshepa (distraction), ka&hMya (passion), and rasasvada

(satisfaction). When undisturbed by this four-fold obstacle, the

mind becomes motionless like a lamp-flame in a windless place

and rests concentrated on the partless spirit. This state of the

mind is the akhandSkdra-vritti. It is the final (charama) vHttl of

the mind. It is quite unlike a vritti in ordinary life. In percep-
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tual experience first the mind assumes the form of the object

(this being the vritti) 7 thus removing our ignorance of its exis-

tence, and then the spirit reflected in the vritti (phala) reveals

the nature of the object. In the case of Brafwnan^experience the

mind of course must assume the form of the object. This is the

significance of the statement manasaiv&nudrashpavyam (by the

manas alone is it to be seen) (Briha. U. IV. 4. 19) . But, since the

object is no other than the self-revealing Self of the knower, the

reflection of the Self in the mind is neither necessary for, nor

capable of, revealing it. That is, the -phala has no part to play

in this context. This is the significance of the statement 'yan

manasa na manwte' (what by the manas cannot be known) (Kena
U. I. 6.) . The part played by the charama vritti in Brahman-expe-
rience is purely negative. It simply removes the ignorance

obscuring Brahman. With the removal of ignorance, the mental

state called charama vritti which is itself a part of ignorance, is

also destroyed. "When the reflecting medium of the mind thus

disappears, the pratibimba (jivachaitanyd) merges itself, as it

were, in the bimba (Brahmachaitanya) . This direct experience

of the disciple is represented by the statement 'aham brahma
asmi'.

The author finally describes the condition of fivanmvfcti. When
the ilvanmukta is in sam&dhi diversity does not exist for him,
and hence he is non-active. In the state of vyutthMna he perceives

diversity but is not deceived by it, as he has once for all realized

the underlying unity. He will engage in action that is uniformly
and spontaneously good and will be indifferent to results. When
the body 'of the jivanmukta falls off 'on the exhaustion of its

prarabdha, He remains as the partless Brahman.
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Lalitha Ramamurti

M.A.

Sadananda Kasmiraka is the author o£ the Advaita-brahma-

siddhi, one of the standard works on Advaita Vedanta of post^an-

kara school This work is published in the Bibliotheca Indica

series by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The author has written

another work called Svarupaprakasa and he refers to this work
in the Advaita-brahma-siddhi.1 Prof. M. Hiriyanna, in his edition

of the Vedantasara of Sadananda, says that that author is different

from Sadananda, the author of the Advaita-brahrna-siddhi. Very
little is known about the author. Madhusudanasarasvati does not

refer to Sadananda Kasmiraka by name. But there are passages

in the works of Madhusudanasarasvati which are identical with

those found in the Advaita-brahma-siddhL But we cannot say

whether Madhusudanasarasvati quotes these passages from the

Advaita-brahma-siddhi or Sadananda quotes from the works of

Madhusudanasarasvati.

The arrangement of the Advaita-brahma-siddhi materially

differs from that of Advaitasiddhi of Madhusudanasarasvati The
latter is written with the sole view of answering the objections

raised against Advaita by the dualistic school of thought. The
former, on the other hand, gives a succinct account with all fair-

ness to the hostile schools, and then proceeds to refute them. For
a student of Advaita who has not independently studied the other

schools of thought through original texts, the present work is very
useful. It consists x>f four chapters. In the first chapter the

author criticizes the Nyaya-vaiseshika views of Srambfcauada,

atoms, samavaya, etc., and also the Samkhya views of Pradhana

X. Vide j?. 247.
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and saiklryavtta. The second chapter is devoted to a critical

review of the four schools of Buddhism and also of the Jama and

the xviatenaiistic schools. In the third chapter, our author mainly

discusses and refutes the nature of difference and also the concept

of difcerence-cum-identity. He also deals with the mdetenmnable

character of the universe and proves that the objects of the uni-

verse though not real can be adapted to the practical needs of ilfe.

The nature of the removal of avidya is also incidentally discussed.

In the fourth chapter he critically examines the theory that jraarai

associated with karma is the means to liberation and sets forth

in detail all the important concepts of Advaita.

According to Advaita there are two categories, drik and

drisya. The other categories accepted by different schools of

thought can be brought under these two. Of these, drik is Atman
which is Absolute. Although immutable, it appears to be three-

fold owing to its unaccountable association with maya or avidya

as Isvara, jlva and s&kshi. As regards the nature of Isvara and

fiva, three theories are put forth by the Advaitins and they are

— pratibimbavada, avacchedavdda and ubhasavada. Of these

pratibimbavada is propounded by Padmapada and is elaborately

dealt with by Prakasatman in his Vivarana. The avacchedavdda is

advocated by Vachaspatimisra and the dbhdsavada by Suresvara

in his Brihadarayyaka~vdrtika.z According to pratibimbavada, the

consciousness, that is, Brahman associated with, but transcending

avidya, is Isvara and the pure consciousness that is reflected in the

intellect in its gross and subtle states is jlva. The intellects are

many and consequently the individual souls also are many. Accord-

ing to this view Isvara is a complex of avidya and consciousness.

Jlva is a blend of consciousness and intellect in its gross and

subtle states associated with avidya. The conscious element is real

by being identical with the original The insentient element of

avidya or intellect is indeterminable either as real or as unreal.3

According to the avacchedavdda, consciousness unconditioned by
avidya is Isvara and the consciousness conditioned by avidya is

jwa. And in this view, jwa is the locus of avidya.4' According to

2. Advaita-brdhina-siddhi, pp. 247££.

3. IbidL, pp. 243 ff.

4 IbML, p. 250.
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the abhasavada the consciousness reflected in avidya is Uvam and

the consciousness reflected in the intellect is fiva. But while ac-

cording to the pratibimbavMa the conscious part in the reflection

is real, according to this view, the conscious part in the reflection

is neither sentient nor insentient, neither real nor unreal. How-

ever, the reflections, namely, the fiva and Isvara are identified

with the pure consciousness and are respectively viewed as the

agent or enjoyer and the creator of the universe.5 And according

to the other views the consciousness that underlies both the fiva

and Hvara is s&kshl. And in all these three views, the individual

souls are many owing to the plurality of intellect.

Apart from these three views, there is another view known

as drishti-srishti-vdda. This is identical with the ekafivavada

According to this view, the consciousness when reflected in avidya,

is fiva and since avidya is one, the fiva also is one. And the other

individual souls and the insentient universe are like objects in a

dream state; they have only apparent reality. The one and the

only individual soul attains liberation after getting the intuitive

knowledge of Brahman from the preceptor who is also fancied by

him as an omniscient being. This view is said to be the principal

view of the Vedanta.6 Our author deals with all these four views

and he seems to favour the dnshti-srishtir-vdda. He observes:

"brdhmaiva anddi-mdyavaAat

fivabhMvatnapannassan muchyate".

According to Advaita the infinite Brahman when associated

with avidya undergoes transmigration and when freed from avidya

attains liberation. And avidya could be removed only by the in-

tuitive knowledge of Brahman. Here arises the question of some

importance—whether meditation is the real cause of the intuitive

knowledge or whether it is merely an aid to the mahavdkyas lead-

ing to that result. The prevalent view in Advaita is that the

imhfivakyas directly lead to the knowledge of Brahman. And
our author holds this view. The objection to this view is that the

innate nature of a sentence is to give rise to only mediate know-

5. Ibid, p. 248.

6. Ibid., p. 260.

7. Ibid., p. 259.
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ledge. Hence the Upanishadic texts also, in view of their being
sentences, give rise to only mediate knowledge of Brahman and
not to the intuitive knowledge of Brahman. This objection is not

valid because whether a sentence gives rise to mediate knowledge
or immediate knowledge lies in the nature of the object concern-

ed. If the object is mediate, then the sentence gives rise to only

a mediate knowledge of the object. But here Brahman is always
immediate and hence the mah&vakyas could give rise to the imme-
diate knowledge of Brahman. And this intuitive knowledge anni-

hilates avidya, and Brahman which is self-luminous manifests it-

self. And Brahman free from avidya is liberation. This intuitive

knowledge brings about the annihilation of all deeds except the

fructified ones. Till the latter are destroyed by experiencing their

results, the realised soul continues to exist in the body. This is

known as jvoanmukti. When in the end a fivanmukta is dissociat-

ed with his physical accompaniments, he becomes Brahman itself

and this is known as videhamukti.

The greatest contribution of Sadananda Kasmlraka lies in this

that he had had access to all important Advaitic works of his pre-
decessors and he had presented the Advaitic doctrines in a lucid
way for the benefit of posterity. The style of the Advaitar-brahrtta-

siddhi is more lucid and less pedantic than that of the Advaita-
siddhi. In simplicity of exposition and fairness to the other sys-
tems, it deserves to be placed with the VivaranaprameyasaThgrdha
of Vidyaranya and the Tattvapradvpika of Chitsukhacharya.
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by

T. P. Eamachandran

M.A., PH.D.

Prakasananda is supposed to have lived some time towards

the latter half of the sixteenth century. He must have been an elder

contemporary of Appayya Dikshita, who lived in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries and in whom we find the earliest men-

tion of Prakasananda's name.1

Prakasananda's chief work is the Vedanta^iddtente-Mukta-

vall or Siddtentar-Mukt&vaM, in which he propounds the doctrine

of drishfi-srishti. There is a commentary on this work by Nana

Dikshita, called Siddhfinta-Pradlpika, written at a time when the

different parts of India had been pervaded by at least the third

generation of the followers of Prakasananda. In addition to the

Siddhantar-Muktavall Prakasananda wrote many other works,

such as Tara-Bhakti-Tara'ngiifi3 Manorama, Tantra-roja-Tffca,

Mahd-Lakshw^-Paddhati, which show his attachment to the tantora

forms of worship.

Prakasananda's distinction lies in propounding the doctrine

known as drishti-sriskti-v&da in Advaita. As Brahman is un-

changeable, the multifarious phenomena of the world-appearance

have to be explained in terms of the changeable but indeterminable

principle called mayS. In the hands of the later followers of

Sankara this principle gradually thickened into a positive stuff

through the evolution or transformation of which all phenomena
were to be explained. Critics of Advaita naturally began to charge
Advaita with an apparent dualism: of the unchangeable Brahman
and a changeable stuff called m/&y&. And Advaita writers tried to

1. S. N. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. U, p. 17.
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explain that no dualism was involved in providing for the concept

of inaya; but they did this in such a way that the positive

character of m%a was never denied. Prakasananda for the first

time tried an extreme solution to the problem posed by the critics.

He denied the objective character of m&ya and explained the

world-appearance from a purely sensationalistie point of view.

The existence of objects is nothing more than their perception

(drishti). There are no objects corresponding to our perceptions

and existing independently of our minds. All phenomena are

subjective or imagined; so that the jug that I see had no existence

before I perceived it, and it will also cease to be as soon as I

cease to have the perception of it. It is the mind that creates

its own objects.

The traditional Advaita view is that the objects comprising

the physical world exist outside our minds, though with refer-

ence to Brahman the world of objects as well as the world of

minds are illusory. One reason cited for the objective existence

of physical phenomena is this. The same objects which one per-

ceives are perceived by others also. There is, therefore, a com-

mon world of objects existing independently of any one's mind.

The illusions of the pr&tibhAsika order alone are individual. The
snake seen on the rope exists for the perceiver only and not for

others. On the contrary, objects of everyday life, that is of the

vyamhmika order, such as tables and chairs, are common to all

and therefore, objective or independent of individual minds. It is

only for the jttni, for whom the individual mind is no longer a

limitation, that these objects are illusory. The drsktisrishti-

vadin, however, insists that even for the common man the world

of everyday experience is an illusion. According to him the mere
fact that the experience of objects is common to all is no argu-

ment to prove that the objects exist independently of their minds.

For, even at the level of dreams and illusions within waking life

there may be similarity of experience, but on this ground we do
not argue that the things perceived are objective. Each of ten

persons may mistake a rope for a snake and run away. But the

similarity in their perceptions does not imply that there is a snake

out there in space and time. We have no hesitation in saying

that the so-called snake is just an idea in the mind of each person.

In the same way, why cannot we admit that the table or the chair

$hat each of us perceives is just an idea in the mind of each of us?
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Traditional Advaita holds that while prahbhasika objects are

modifications of the perceiver's own ajn&na, vy&vaharika objects

are modifications of maya, which is the common basis of the

ajiiana of individuals. But the dvishti-srishti-vadm denies any

need to posit a common factor caEed mm/a. According to him

the objec's comprising the vyavdhariha are, like the pratibhasika

objects, modifications of the individual perceiver's own ajiiana,

in so far as they too are illusory superimpositions on their real

ground (Brahman).

It might appear that the drishti-srishpi-vadin takes up a posi-

tion which is the same as the stand taken by the Vijnanavada

Eauddha. But the identity is only apparent. There is a funda-

mental difference between the two. The drishti-srishti-vadin re-

mains an Advaitin in spite of his special theory of perception.

Though both of them reduce the world of objects to mental acti-

vity, while the Vijnanavadin regards the mental activity as itself

the final reality, the drishti-srishti-vadin assumes a permanent

unchangeable substrate for this activity, namely Brahman. Men-
tal activities are modifications of ajrifina, which has for its basis

Brahman.

Drishti-srishti-vada in its full-fledged form was apparently

unknown to Advaitins earlier than Prakasananda. In the colo-

phon to his Siddhanta-mvkt&vali Prakasananda claims to be the

first to expound this doctrine thoroughly:

vedmita-sara-sarvasvam, ajfieyam adhutvatanaih

aieshena rmyokfam tat punishottama-yatnatah

But though Prakasananda was the first exponent of dfishpr-srish^-

vada, the origin of the doctrine could be traced even to Mariana
Misra of the ninth century.2

Prakasananda seems to have derived inspiration from the

Yoga-V&sishtha for his doctrine of the non-existence of things

when not perceived (ajMta-sattvanabhyupagamatva).3 According
to the Yoga-Vasishfha it is only ideas that have existence; there

is no physical world apart from ideas. On the lines of the Yoga-

2. Ibid, p. 84.

3. Ibid, pp. 17, 270
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V&sishtha Prakasananda says that all objects have only perceptual

existence (pratltika-sattva) . It is clear that in following the

Yoga-Vasishtha in this regard Prakasananda makes a departure

from the Advaita tradition handed down from j^ankaracharya.

While both Prakasananda and the Yoga-Vasiskpha deny the exist-

ence of objects when not perceived, Sankaracharya not only admits

their existence but also holds that they exist in the same form

in which they are known. Sri gankara's views on the matter

are clearly set forth in his commentary on Brahma-Sutra, II. 2. 28.

His refutation of the Buddhistic school of Vijnanavada in his com-

mentary on the same sutra applies as well to Prakasananda's

drishtisrishtir^oada.

Moreover, Prakasananda fails to offer any positive proof in

support of his thesis that the objects comprising the physical world

have no existence apart from their perception. On the analogy

of dreams and the illusions that occur in waking life he offers a

hypothesis. Just as dreams and illusions are mere ideas without

any real objects corresponding to them, the world of waking con-

sciousness is a mere awareness (injnana-mfifra or bliava-miitra)

and does not point to anything objective. Instead of presenting

arguments in support of his hypothesis, he merely tries to show

that there is no direct proof for the rival hypothesis, namely that

objects exist apart from our awareness of them (pratiti). Pra-

kasananda fails to appreciate the possibility of indirect proof for

the independent existence of objects, for example, as given by 6ri

Sankara in his commentary on the siitra referred to earlier.

In the light of these facts it is not surprising that, apart from
his pupil Nana DIkshita, Prakasananda failed to attract any not-

able following, and that the drishth-srishih school turned out to be
just a temporary phase in the long history of Advaita.

To make our account of the special features of Prakasananda's

philosophy more adequate let us note, though briefly, his views

on some other topics in Advaita also.

1. The cause of the world: Prakasananda is not prepared to

concede even a provisional place for the concept of causality in

the explanation of the world. He regards it as inconsistent with
the fundamental position of Advaita. Brahman cannot be called

the cause of the world, for causality implies the duality of cause
and effect, but there is nothing other than Brahman. Nor can
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nescience (avidya) be called the cause of the world. For, but

for avidya, we would not have the very notion of causality, and

how can we apply to avidya a category which is itself dependent

on avidyS,? Hence the theory of cause and effect is outside the

scope of Advaita.

2. The relation of the world (jagat) to Brahman. In ex-

plaining this, traditional Advaita concedes a provisional place to

parinama-vada and finally discards it in favour of vivarta-vada.

But Prakasananda does not accept even vivarla-v&da as the final

explanation of the world. Since Brahman is the only reality, and

since the world-appearance is nothing but Brahman, there is no

need to explain the appearance of the world, as though the world

is different from Brahman. Prakasananda argues that in accord-

ance with the texts of the Veda, rmyd, in terms of which the world

is sought to be explained, is a fictitious non-entity (ttbccha). As-

pirants of middling intellect (b&UTi) think of it as real, and for

them only vivarta-v&da has any value. For talented aspirants

the phenomenon of Brahman appearing differently (vivarta) sim-

ply does not exist.

b&Un prati vvoarto'ymm brahmanaTi sakalam jagat

avivartitam anandam asthitah kritinaii sada.4

In taking such a stand Prakasananda has often to differ from Sar-

vajnatma Muni, Prakasatman, and others, who developed a real-

istic conception of mfl-y&
}
namely as transforming itself in'o the

world of diversity.

It is thus seen that Prakasananda took an extreme position

on most of the important points of Advaita. Naturally, therefore,

his contribution failed to exert a permanent influence on the deve-

lopment" of Advaita philosophy. But in judging the value of that

special contribution we must go more by the intention behind it

than by its result. It must not be forgotten that Prakasananda

was as ardent about Advaita as any other Advaitin and that his

exposition of Advaita did not compromise its fundamentals. In

fact, it was his anxiety to save Advaita from a possible dualism as

between Brahman and Tnflya that led him to take up a position

of extreme idealism.

4 Quoted: Ibid, p. 221
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Several are the great geniuses and original thinkers who have
put forth earnest effort to spread the philosophy of Advaita, which
is the quintessence of the Upanishads, the eternal fountains of

true knowledge, by their classical and immortal works. Sri Rama-
tirtha may be ranked with the foremost among the teachers who
contributed lucid expositions of and illuminating commentaries on
Advaita classics.

In the domain of the Sastras, it was the custom in the olden
days to assess the importance of an author, not so much by the

number of works he himself composed, as by the chain of com-
mentaries that subsequent writers thought it necessary to write
to bring out the wealth of ideas implicit in the author's works.

vyakhydruiparanhparayaiva vik&safi.

The special virtue of great classics is that they not only have
their commentaries but also commentaries on the commentaries,
which undoubtedly go to show the invaluable gift of the author
of the original.

The special features of a commentary (vyakhyana) are men-
tioned in the following well-known verse.

padacchedah paMrthoktih
vigraho v&kyayojana

akshepascha samadhanam
eUdvydkhyanaldkxhanam.

As could be seen from this it is no easy task to become a
commentator, because, considering the various intricacies of a
work, the requirements to be fulfilled by a commentary demand
30
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true talent. As a commentator, !§ri Ramatlrtha fills the bill very

well.

We find from the last sentences of all the works of Ramatlrtha

that he was the disciple of Krishnatirtha.

krish^tirthasishyaramafirthakrite.

Sri Krishnatirtha has been mentioned as his guru.

'srlkrishvutirthagurupadayugam namami'.1

Another work Vedantasarafika also bears evidence to this fad

vedantascLravivritim raTrnfirthabhidho yatili

chakre snkrish'nutirtha sripadap&tikaja shafpadah.2

But in the Pancfflcarana-vivaraVa-vyakhya (Tattvachandrika) it

has been stated that JagarmathasramI was his guru.

jagannathasrama ye guravo ye kripalavah.

And in the beginning of "the VedmitasciratTka he says,

vdnlkdyamanobhih sriguruvidyagurun namaskritya

vedMnta^rapikfim kurve sraddhava&at yathabuddhi.

Thus on the strength of the above references we come to the

conclusion that Ramatlrtha had two gurus, a dikshaguru and

another Dikshaguru.

We may also consider a reference made by him to Visvaveda's

Siddhdnta&pa, in the Anvay&rtha-prakasih&, a commentary on the

Samkshepasdnraka, namely,

'siddhfintadipam purato ludfoaj/a'.

From this, one may draw the conclusion that 6xi Visvaveda the

author of the Siddh&ntadXpa was Ramatlrtha's sampradayaguru.

Therefore, considering all the above facts we may finally take it

that j&rl Krshnatrrtha was his Dikshaguru, JaggTmqthq<4rqTna and
Visvaveda being the sikshagurus; but there is nothing on record

to dispute the conclusion that Krishnatartha was the &kshaguru
while the others were his sampradayagurus.

1. See Panchtkarcma-vydkhya.

2. See Vetentamrafih^vidvanrmtwanimi, p. 135 (Nirnayasagar Edn.)
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(i) Sri Anantadeva I, father of Apadeva I, the author of

Mhmrhsa-ny&yaprakdsa, was the disciple of Ramatirtha. This can

be ascertained from, the sentence

srutam yat srimmatirthebhyah

sampradayasamagatam.

(ii) Sri Purushottama Misra was also the disoiple of Rama-

tirtha. This can be known from the following sloka

—

adarena bhagavatpamyanam

mnLrtimantamiva badamyanam
rarnatlrthamiha nawmi tarn gurum
Sradhaya diva ivagatam gurum.

This sloka is found in the Subodhini which is a commentary on

the Samkshepasariraka. Subodhini has been written by Puru-

shottama Misra.

(iii) One Narayana-priya who was the author of Sneha, a

commentary on the Kaivalyadipiha,, has stated that he was the

disciple of Ramatirtha.

The works of Ramatirtha so far published do not give us any

clue to the exact period of the commentator. But the unpublished

manuscript of his commentary on M&na&olUsa, gives the date of

the commentary as 1630 Vikrama Era (1574 A.D.) 3 Nrisimhaisrama

belonged to the 16th century A.D. Ramafirtha was his con-

temporary. Thus we may come to the conclusion that Ramatirtha

belonged to the later part of the 15th century and the earlier part

of the 16th century. It is quite likely that Madhusudanasarasvatl

was a contemporary of Ramatirtha. This period, it may be stated,

was a bright period in the history of our land as there was a large

number of brilliant scholars throughout the country. Rama-
tirtha's style is lucid and simple. His expressions are forceful and
at the same time vividly descriptive. By logical remonstrances

he inculcates upon the readers morals of a higher order. His

persuasive arguments infuse courage and confidence into them.

Not only is his contribution to Advaita philosophy invaluable, but

3. See Ms. No. 1120, Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay.
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also the manner in which he presents that philosophy is such as

to cultivate defachment and discrimination in the reader.

The following are the works ascribed to Ramatirtha.

(i) Commentary on the Upadesasahasfi of Sri Sankara.

(ii) Naishkarniyasiddhisarariha.

(iii) PanchapadiMvivarafna-vydkhya.

(iv) PanchJkara^a-vivarana-vy&khyd or Tatlxoachandrlka,

being a commentary on Anandagiri's Pciackikarcna-vivarana.

(v) Mdnosollasa-vrittanta-viUsa being a commentary on the

Manasollasa of Suresvaracharya.

(vi) Vakyartha-darpaniam

—

This work explains the meanings of the mahavakyas of the

various Upanishads.

(vii) Vedmtasdra-vy&khya (also called Vidvanmanoranfini,

a commentary on Sadananda's Vedantasara.

(viii) Mnrakarahasy&rtha-praMHka being a Vritti on the

Brahmasutra.

(ix) SamkshepaMriraka-vyakhya also called Anvayartha*

prakaMM.

In this work at the beginning as well as at the end we find the

following slokas

—

tasyahamatrarjjwpathena samyak

paddnvayartham prakafikarowu

siddhantadvpoktimavekshya mvla

imtrasrvMrmuUnibandhanamcha.

siddhdntadvpam purato nidJmya

vedantarmntargriha&annivishtam

samkshepaswrirakaratnapunjaTru

prakdsaimdaya maya viviktam.

sarvay^afmamuniprmMamamalam samkshepamiftrakam

drishtantarvibhavam pura^T^lnvmhddMMntadiparchishd
unnlyarthavibhagatah pratipadam sambandhavidyoUnH

vy&khya tasya satdm manah priyakwri vyakhyatrichitlaukasali
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From these verses it is clear that there was a commentary on

SamkshepaMriraka called Siddhantadlpa. Taking advantage of

that commentary Ramatlrtha declares that he has written this

Anvayortha-prahaiika.

(x) Chid&nandalahari—This is mentioned in the commentary

of Ved&ntasara.

Ramatixtha's devotion towards <Srf Rama is immeasurable.

From the following sloka, the style of which is undoubtedly his

own, one may observe that Ramatlrtha viewed the Ramayana from

a unique philosophical angle.

vidya. sita vtyogakshubhitanijasukhdh sokamohabhipanndh
chetassaumitrimitraJj, bhavagahanagatnh

Mstrasugrivasakhyah,

hatvaste dainyavalim madanajalanidhau
dhairyasetum prabadhya

pradhvastxtbodharakshafy patiradhigatachijjanakifc

8v&tmaru7naJi,.
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Nrisiriihasrama was a pupil of Girvanendra SarasvatI, and

Jagannathasrama, who was a contemporary of Krishnatirtha, the

preceptor of Ramatlrtha. Eamatirtha has been assigned to the

middle of the sixteenth century.1 We may, therefore, conclude

that Nrisiriihasrama flourished in the second half of the sixteenth

century. He wrote many works such as Advaita-dtpikd, Advaita~

pancha-ratna, Advaitar-hodha-dipika, Advaita-vada, Shedoir-dMk-

kara, V&ctorambhana, Vedanta-tattvoHoiveka, and commentaries

on the SamJcshepa-^anraka and PanchapMihcL-^ivara/na^ called

Tattva-bodhini, and Panchar^dika^war(^^ahfeika respectively.

Nrisimhasrama is mainly concerned with stressing the fact of

the identity of the individual soul with Brahman and the illusory

character of the universe. The universe, according to Advaita, is

neither real like Brahman, nor an absolute nothing like the horn
of a hare, nor real and unreal at once; it is anirvachantya or

indescribable either as real or as unreal. This concept of ariirva-

charitya is termed 'mithya'; and mithy&tvam is defined by the

author of the Vivarana as 'pratipannopadhau frail&likamshvdkar*

pratiyogitvam'. An object 'silver' (say) that appears in the nacre

is mithya because it is non-existent in the locus, that is, the nacre

in which it appears. And, the characteristic of mithy&tva pertains

to the object 'silver*. Nrisimhasrama2 maintains this definition of

mithy&tva. He defines aynS.no. as the heginningless primal cause

X. See the article on Tfce date of Ealmafirthayati' by P. K. Gode in

the Adyar library Bulletin, Vol. VI, part II, pp. 107-110.

2. VedSnta-tattva-viveka, p. 12. The Pandit, Vol. XXV, May 1903. See
Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. n, p. 217.
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of the universe and as one which is removable by the intuitive

knowledge of Brahman. It has Brahman as its content.

'an&di upadanatve sati jMna-nivartyam

ajmnam, nikhila-prapanchopdddna-brahma-gocharam

eva afnfl/nam?

Nrisimhasrama does not adopt any new line of argument in

the interpretation of the Vedanta. In handling the dialectic on

difference also Nrishhhasrama is only following the footsteps of

his predecessors, Chitsukha and SrI-Harsha, with some elabora-

tions here and there.4 In his commentary on the Samkshepa-

sariraka, however, Nrisimhasrama makes clear the AdVaita

position.

In the Samkshepasdriraka Sarvajnatman holds that Brahman
is truth, eternal, pure, consciousness, ever-released, subtle, existent,

all-pervasive, absolute, and bliss.5 An objection may be raised as

to the many qualities which are ascribed to Brahman as its

essential nature. The qualities of truth, consciousness and bliss

no doubt constitute the essential nature of Brahman. But the

remaining qualities such as eternity, purity, etc., are not natural

to Brahman. Whenever it is said that Brahman is eternal (nitya) ,

pure (suddha), etc., it does not mean that eternity, purity, etc.,

are its nature; but the words only convey the absence of their

opposites. And no quality involving the aspect of non-existence

can be the nature of Brahman, as the latter is existent On this

ground, some hold that eternity, etc., are not natural to Brahman,
like truth (satya), consciousness (ffifrna) and bliss (ananda).

Sarvajnatman merely refers6 to this objection and he raises7

a doubt as to its validity; but he does not endeavour to refute

the objection. Npsimhasrama while commenting on this verse

has shown that there are no reasons in favour of the objection

3. Ved5.nta-iattva>-viveka, p. 43.

4. For more details see A Critique of Difference, by S. S. Suryanarayana
Sastri and T. M. P. Mahadevan, Bulletins of the Department of Indian
Philosophy, University of Madras, No. 2.

5. Samlcshepa&mraka, L 173.

6. Ibid, I, 174.

7. m
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and strong reasons against it. He points out that just as the words

'satya', 'jnana', and 'ananda' secondarily signify Brahman as of

the nature of truth, consciousness, and bliss, so also the words

'nitya', etc., found in the Upanishadic passages secondarily signify

Brahman as of the nature of eternity, etc. Moreover, if eternity,

purity, etc., are not natural to Brahman, then the inevitable

consequence would be that Brahman should be taken as transient,

impure, etc. Hence it should be held that eternity, purity, etc.,

also are the essential nature of Brahman.

'nityam vibhum sarvagatam susukshmam', 'asnaviram sud-

dham ap&paviddham', 'vimwktascha vimuchyate', 'ekamevddviti-

yam* ityddisrutibhih nityatvadinzniapyaviseshena svarupatvena

avadharanaf. 'nityatvadmcLm marupabahirbhave svarupasyanityat-

vadidosTfrnprasangaAcha'.

According to Advaita, Brahman itself without undergoing any

change appears as the universe. The Advaitins by postulating a

Reali'y behind the universe differentiate their doctrine from the

sunya-vada of the Madhyamika. The latter holds that the world

is non-existent The Advaitins, on the other hand, hold that

the world is neither existent nor non-existent, but different from

being existent and non-existent. It may be said that although the

doctrine of Advaita is not similar to the sunya-vada of the Madhya-

mika, yet it is identical with the Vijfi&na-vada school of Buddhism.

The latter admits the reality of consciousness alone. What is of

the nature of consciousness is indeed indivisible; but by those

whose vision is confused it is seen to be, as it were, differentiated

into the perceived object, the perceiving subject, and perception.

And these are false. The Advaitins also maintain that Brahman
alone which is pure consciousness is real and it appears as the

universe consisting of the knower, objects, and the empirical

knowledge that is, the mental state. And the universe is not

real. It is, therefore, argued that the Vijttnarvada and the

doctrine of Advaita are similar.

The Samkshepar4anraka contains8 a refutation of this objec-

tion. Nrisirhhasrama while commenting on the verse9 of the

a IbiA., H, 27.

9. Ibid.
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Samkshepa-sariraka makes clear that though the two doctrines

seem to be similar, yet there are some characteristics which clear-

ly mark the difference between the two schools. In the first place,

the Advaitin holds that the four factors, namely, the knower, the

object, the proof, and the empirical knowledge are different among

themselves, while the Vijn&na-vadin denies any difference among

them. In the second place, the four factors referred to above are

created by the begmningless avidya abiding m the eternal Brah-

man and ihey are real until the realisation of Brahman. But the

Vijn&mv&din neither admits an eternal Brahman, nor the begin-

ningless avidya. Never does he posit any reality to the universe.

In tiie third place, Brahman which is pure consciousness is eter-

nal and is different from empirical knowledge or the mental state

which arises from the contact of sense-organs with objects and

which is insentient. Brahman itself is the witness; without de-

pending on any sense-organ, it perceives the universe. The Vij-

iifiria-vadin, on the other hand, holds the insentient mental state

itself to be consciousness and as it depends on the sense-organ

for its origin it is mutable. Moreover, unlike the Advaitins who

hold it to be eternal and unitary, he admits it to be momentary

and manifold. From this it would be clear that the doctrine of

Advaita and the Vijn<ina-v&da differ so markedly that there can

be no identity between them.

'uisftayavijfianauyatinfctasvaprafo^astfeasvarilpah,

sajaftyadibhedasihnyah paramMmd sv&dhyastarn sakalam

prapaneham ^hyaMyasrnabhiruchyate, na thaiha

bauddhaih, tanmate buddhivrittereva ja$%a
vtfttmtvemngikarU; etadvijndnasya kshayikasya

kshinikaprapafcfai^kahitwd vv^mmrn. anekatwccha
ata'pi na samyam'.10

Of all the concepts of Advaita, the concept of removal of

avidya (avidyor-nivritti) is the most difficult. There are three

views in Advaita regarding the nature of the removal of avidya.

The first view is that it is identical with Atman. The second is

that it is different from Atman and yet not anirvachantya but of

a fifth kind (pancamaprak&ra) . And the third view is that it is

identical with the intuitive knowledge of Brahman that brings
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about the annihilation of avidya. These three views are advocat-

ed by Vimuktatman in his Ishta-siddhi. We shall now examine

these views more closely.

The first view is that avidya-nivritti is identical with Atman.

Those who disagree with this view hold that Atman is ever-existent

and so avidya-nivritti which is identical with Atman also is ever-

existent. Since it is ever-existent, no attempt need be made by

any aspirant to achieve this avidya-nivritti. This is the first

defect. The second defect is: if avidya-nivritti is ever-existent

like Atman, then its correlate 'avidya' could not have existed in

Brahman. Consequently, three could be no transmigration at all

The second view is that avidya-nivritti is different from Atman

and yet it is not anirvachariiya but of a fifth kind. According to

this view, avidya-nivritti is not real; because if it were real there

would be a real entity otiier than Brahman and this goes against

the spirit of Advaita. It is not unreal, because if it were so it

would be similar to an absolute nothing like a flower sprung from

the sky and hence it cannot be achieved through knowledge.

Further, being an absolute nothing, it cannot be considered as an

ultimate value {purushdrtha) . It is not real and unreal at once

for that would violate the law of contradiction. It is not anir-

vachaniya either; because its correlate avidya is anirvachaniya and

so its negation must be other than anirvachaniya. On these grounds

it is held that avidya-nivritti is of a fifth kind.11

Nrisimhasrama points out12 certain difficulties with regard to

this view. In the first place, the Upanishadic texts that convey

Brahman as non-dual are valid only when everything apart from

Brahman is held to be anirvachaniya. According to this view,

avidya-nivritti is not anirvachaniya. So the Upanishadic texts

that convey Brahman to be non-dual cannot be valid. In the second

place, since avidya—nivritti is not sat it cannot be considered to be

an ultimate value. Nrisimhasrama holds that on these two grounds

the view that avidya-nivritti is of a fifth kind must be given up.

11. Vide Nrisiriihasrama's preface to his commentary on the Samkshepa-

iSriraka, IV, 12.

12. Ibi&, IV„ 15.
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The difficulties regarding the second view lead one to main-

tain the first view that avidya-nivritti is identical with Atman.

Two defects have been pointed as regards this view. The first

defect is: If avidya^ivritti is identical with Atman then it is ever-

existent and so no attempt need be made by any aspirant to

achieve it. Nrisimhasrama answers18 this objection by pointing

out that when intuitive knowledge arises there is the manifesta-

tion of Atman which is of the nature of avidya-nivritti. And
when the knowledge does not arise, Atman in its unconditioned

nature does not manifest itself. Hence it is only by courtesy that

avidya-nivritti is said to be achieved by knowledge. So the first

objective is not tenable.

'Mane sati avidydnivritMrupatmasphuranam tad&bh&ve tadas-

phuranam ityetdvataiva upacMrdt sadhyatvoktity1*

'jffiinabhdve ajh^ndnuvrittiJi, jvanadasayam tu tadanuvrii$h

ityetavataiva avidy&nivritpeh ffidnasadhyatopacdmt, taduktam

acMryaih-tatkaivalyam atah sadhyam upachdr&t prachakshate'1*

The second objection is that as Atman is ever-existent its cor-

rela+e avidya could not exist in Atman. So there could be no

transmigration at all. Nrisimhasrama does not answer this ob-

jection. The answer to this objection lies precisely in the weak-

ness of the view that avidya-nivritti is of a fifth kind. Avidya is

held to be anirvachaniya and this would be possible only when its

non-existence also is present in the same substratum at the same
time.

The view that avidyd^ivritti is identical with Atman is main-

tained by Sri gankara himself in his 'Haristuti' wherein he says

that Brahman (Hari) is of the nature of the annihilation of avidya,

the cause of the universe.

'tarn sa7h$ara-dhwnte-vina£am "harimlde'.

The third view is that avidya-nivritti is identical with the

intuitive knowledge of Brahman. The intuitive knowledge

of Brahman is the annihilating factor of avidya. Apart from

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid.

15. NrisimhSsrama's commentary on fh« SaiKksktpai&riraka, IV, 24.
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the rise of the annihilating factor, it is not intelligible to hold

anything like the annihilation of a thing. Pratyagsvarupa empha-

sizes this point in his commentary 'NayanaprasadinV on the

TattvapracKpika of Chitsukha. This view is considered to be

more logical than the other views. That ripe scholar Dr. Rama

Varma Parikshit maintains that the Naiyayikas also must

subscribe to such" a view. He holds that of the many causes

that contribute to the origination of a pot the most important

cause is the antecedent non-existence of the pot (ghata-pragcir-

bhava). So according to the Nyaya school, pot is the effect of

its non-existence. That school further holds that the pot which

is created is of the nature of the annihilation of its non-existence.

Ghata is gh<#a-pragabhava-karya; and it is admitted to be of the

nature of ghata-pragabhavardhvathsa. Similarly, ynana is only a

mental state. Mind is an effect of wayd or avidya. Hence the

mental state which is jraana is also the effect of rmya. or avidyd.

JOana is avidya-harya; and it is intelligible to hold that it is of

the nature of avidyd-nivrittiP

Nrisimhasrama, however, does not refer to the third view

regarding avidya-nivritti.

While it is correct to say that Nrisimhasrama has not put for-

ward any new interpretation of the Vedanta, yet as a commenta-

tor he is superb. His commentary on the Sarnkshepa-sanraka

amply testifies to this observation.

16. GhAtapr&gabhxLvdk&ryasya ghatasya taddhmrhsarupataya naiy&yikai-

rahgikrtatvSt ajmnakS.ryasydpi jnHnasya taddhvamsarupatvam supapannam
iU inporifcshtnmaMrfi^. See Brahmamndiycfotovaprakasa, published by
The Private Secretary to His Highness The Maharaja of Cochin, 1951, p. 12.
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RANGA RAJA*

by

S. S. SURYANABAYANA SASTRI

MA. (Madras), B.Sc. (Oxon), Bar-at-Law

Nilakantha Dikshita, the famous litterateur, and minister of

Tirumala Nayak, refers in his Nala^hantra^m&taka1 to one of his

ancestors, Ranga Raja, as the author of several works, such as the

Advaitavidyamukura and the Vivaranadarpaya. This Hanga
Raja is none other than the son of Aehan Dikshita and the father

of the celebrated Appayya Dikshita. From the latter's acknow-
ledgement of indebtedness to his father's instruction, it is evident

that Ranga Raja was a scholar of no mean order; but the only

reference to his works seems to be in the nafaka above-mentioned,

and there is little direct knowledge of the works themselves. The
Oriental Manuscripts Library at Mysore has the proud distinction

of owning a fragmentary copy of the Mukura, under the title

Advaitamukura? The Vivaranadarpana, of which there is a single

manuscript in Nandinagari script—again fragmentary—in the

Tanjore Palace Library,3 is probably the work of Ranga Raja.

It is here sought to give an account of the contents of the manu-
script of lite Advaitamukura as now available to us in the Mysore
Library.

Like the Advaitasiddhi of Madhusudana, it is an attempt to

reestablish Advaita by answering dualist attacks. The topics

An adaptation of the paper The AdvaitavidycLmukura, published in

Collected Papers of Professor S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, University of

Madras, 1961.

1. See edition in the Balamanorama Series, p. 3.

2. No. 3353.

3. No. 7064, in the Descriptive Catalogue by P. P. S. Sastri. The pre-

sent paper owes much to the information supplied by this scholar and hv
Mr. M. Hiriyanna.
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covered are almost the same as those treated in the Siddhi, in

the first hundred pages (of the Kumbakonam edition) . The argu-

ments met are the same; and the similarity very often extends to

the replies too. Such differences as there are belong to the order

of treatment. The refutation of the superiority of perception, the

application of the apaccheda-ny&ya, etc., thus occur at the very

end of Ranga Raja's exposition, while Madhusudana finds a place

for them early in his discussion. The purvapakshin's pisition is

stated in one lot by Ranga Raja, while Madhusudana lets it deve-

lop gradually in answer to various replies of the Siddhantin. But

the nerve of the argument is the same in both writers. It is im-

possible to judge conclusively on the material before us, which

of these is indebted to the other; while the agreement not merely

in the pwrvapaksha but also in the siddhanta precludes the posi-

tion that each was absolutely independent of the other. It would

appear necessary to postulate at least a common source of inspi-

ration for both writers, a source we have so far not discovered.

Another tantalising problem set by the manuscript is that of

Ranga Raja's identity with the Advaitavidyacharya mentioned so

frequently by Appayya in the SiddMntalesasangraha. The name
might have been applied to Ranga Raja, either because of his

authorship of the Advaitavidyamukura or because Appayya got

his Advaitavidya from his father.4 The matter could be settled

if one could trace to the Mukura any of the doctrines attributed

distinctively to the Advaitavidyacharya. But the fragment we
have of the Mukura does not treat any such topic and we are still

left in the region of conjecture

What we have of the first variccheda is roughly divided into

eleven sections. The first of these deals with the interpretation

of scripture as favouring non-dualism. The well-known six marls
of purport are mentioned and their consilience shown in respect

of non-dualism. Duality though perceived is not ultimate. Scrip-

tural affirmation of what is in the scope of perception would be

repetitive and purposeless. It is not as though a new duality is

affirmed; for there is no novelty about this duality; and the cogni-

4. The former alternative is more likely because of the use of the

appellation "advaitavidyS-kritah" in some rdaces; see SiddhSntalste (Kumba-
konam edition); p. 272.
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tion of duality is fraught with evil besides, as made clear in more

than one unambiguous scriptural text. Opponents of non-dualism

who indulge in the distortion of patently non-dualist texts like

tat tioam asi come in for severe criticism by our author.

The pluralist seeks to establish the reality of the world on

the ground of its being known, on the analogy of Brahman. The

difficulty in all such arguments is that the probans "being known

by a pramana that apprehends absolute reality" is not established.

Perception which apprehends the here and now cannot apprehend

such reality as is unsublatable in all three times. That inference

can apprehend it is yet to be proved. Scripture does apprehend

it, but not as belonging to the world; further, it sublates any in-

ferred absoluteness of the world. It is not as though fsvara's

immediate cognition of the world guarantees its reality; for His

immediacy need be no more than that experienced by the juggler

in respect of his tricks; knowing the illusory as illusory, He is not

deluded.5

The next task attempted is the establishment of illusoriness by
inference grounded on cognisability, inertness and finitude. The
five definitions of illusoriness are mentioned and explained in

much the same way as in the Advaitasiddhi* The discussion

owes much to the Tattvajwadtpiha and is much in the same style

as the Siddhi.

The illusoriness of illusoriness is treated at some length. The
sublator need not always be real, as, in the case of a rope, the

snake-delusion is sublatable by a stick-delusion. The self too is

the substrate of illusory illusoriness inasmuch as the Bauddhas
and others have the delusion that it is illusory. But with this the

self is not reduced to the same level as the world, since the reality

of the former is due to self-hood and self-manifestation, not to sub-

lated illusoriness. Illusoriness is on a par with knowabUity, etc.,

in its capacity to cover both itself and that of which it- is predi-

cated.. Illusoriness is part of the world; when the world is shown
to be illusory because of cognisability, etc., illusoriness which is

a part of the world is also shown to be illusory.

5. Ci AS, p. 101.

& AS, k>, 2-9.
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The three probans —- cogmsability, inertness, and finitude —
are examined in some detail. The discussion is not very diiferent

from that of the Siddhi. A point of some interest relates to yogic

perception. The dualist is fond of exploiting this type of percep-

tion to cover cases of impossibility like the perception of the

tuccha; our author is willing to concede this; yogins may perceive

the tuccha, but they would perceive it as tuccha; i.e., as not prac-

tically efficient, unlike nacre-silver, etc.; in this there is no detri-

ment of Advaita. It is true Chitsukhacharya seems to deny yogic

perception, but that is only an abhyupetya-mda; for we must

admit an omniscient Isvara to whom everything is immediate.

The next section relates to the refutation of the allegation that

the Advaitin's probans is affected by an adjunct. The matter

covered is the same as that treated by the Siddhi, in the two sec-

tions on sopadhikatva-bhangah and abhdsasdmyabhangah.7 The

arguments are almost identical. Are these probans themselves

illusory or not? If not, there is failure of non-dualism. If they

too are illusory, how can they establish anything? This discussion

covers the same ground as two sections of the Siddhi* and employs

nearly the same arguments.

The Advaitin seeks to strengthen his position by setting forth

indirect arguments (tarka) in favour of the illusoriness of the

world. One such argument is that if the world were indepen-

dently real there would be no possibility of the cognition thereof,

since no real relation is intelligible between knowledge on the one

side and an inert reality standing over against it on the other.

Our author is never tired of pointing out that Brahman's reality

is self-manifest; it does not depend on the illusoriness or rion-

illusoriness of relation to anything else; and the illusoriness of

the world follows not because its relation to knowledge is illusory,

but because it is cognisable, inert, and so on. This is the basic

ground. Hence it is that no parity can be made out between

Brahman and the world even on the ground of mdeterminability.

7. As, pp. 19-20.

8. On asatas sadhakatvo-'papaffili and asatas sUhakatv&-'bMvabSdhar
ktm.
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The manifestation of particular objects at stated times and

through specific means is held by the opponent to be a difficulty

the Advaitin cannot lightly get over. The Advaitin replies that

since self-manifest intelligence is beginninglessly obscured by

nescience, whose existence is not inconsistent with svarupaof&na,

it is necessary for defined intelligence to go forth through sense-

channels in the form of a long ray of light as it were, in order to

pervade and take on the form of each object so that the ignorance

enveloping it may be destroyed. Since the generation, going forth

and pervasion of the psychosis is spatially and temporally deter-

mined, there may be pratikarma-vyava&tha,. The position is not

free from difficulties, but the Mvkura successfully answers all the

objections like the Siddhi. For a fuller discussion the author

refers us to his Vivaranaprdhdsa.

The pluralist too has recourse to tarka to disprove non-dualism.

The consideration of the pratikula-tarkas constitutes the next

section. The purvapakshin also mentions conflict with scriptural

texts about creation of the world, etc., by Isvara. This is met, in

the same way as in the Siddhi, by the analogy of the juggler, who
resolves on and creates his magic world in a certain order and so

on. The author of the Mukura brings in here a discussion of the

relation of Isvara and fiva, adopting the view of the first section

of the Panchadasi, which treats both as reflections.

The final section of the first pariccheda is concerned with the

refutation of the validity of perception, etc., in regard to absolute

reality. Where there is perception of finites as real, it is the reality

of Brahman that is manifest therein. Unsublatability in all three

times cannot be known by perception which can tell us at best

that sublation has not arisen so far, not that if does not exist. Prac-

tical efficiency, as has been often said, is no warrant for absolute

reality, as even the rope-snake causes fear and trembling. The
difference between the empirically real and the merely apparent

consists in sublatability by Brahman-knowledge alone or anything

short of that. We do not subscribe to the view that all scripture is

superior to perception, but only that purportful scripture is so

superior; purportfulness is determined by non-subsidiariness to

any other purpose.

Though the manuscript is fragmentary and the present account
is but a meagre outline, enough has been said, it is hoped, to show
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the great interest of the work both from the historical and the

doctrinal sides. It is not improbable that other fragments at least

exist elsewhere. Though much of the dialectic survives in the

monumental work of Madhusudana, Ranga Raja's treatment has

a directness and charm which make it worthy of being resuscitated

and made better known. On the assumption that both derived

from a common source of inspiration, the Mukura is likely to

throw light on points that are obscure in the Siddhi despite Brah-

mananda's voluminous comment. For this and other reasons, it

is hoped that experts in the collection of manuscripts win bestir

themselves to find a complete version of the Advaitavidyamukum.
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S. S. Stjeyanarayana Sasthi

M.A. (Madras), B.S&, (Oxon), Bar-at-Law

Towards Hie close of the first chapter of the Siddh&ntalesa-

sangraha, its author, Appayya Dikshita, devotes a considerable

amount of space to the exposition of Hie view of a Kavitarkika-

chakravarti Nrsimha Bhattopadhyaya. Though the author's main
purpose in that work is the statement of rival Advaita views and
not any appraisal of these, yet he indicates, here and there, at least

that amount of criticism of a doctrine, as is immanent in the formu-
lation of a rival view. The exposition of the Chakravarti's views

is remarkable not merely for its length, but also for the absence of

any criticism thereof. One feels that the Dikshita was probably

in great sympathy with the doctrine expounded. This feeling is

confirmed when one turns to the Parimala on the adhyasa-bhashya,

especially the position relating to such illusions as Hie yellowness

of the shell and the bitterness of sugar. Here, the Dikshita offers

an interpretation of VSchaspati, which, though quite consistent

with what he says, is not quite clear from his own words or from
those of his commentator, Amalananda; and the words used
bv the Dikshita, in his exposition, are practically those he puts in

the mouth of the Chakravarti, in the Siddh&nta-le£a-scmgraha.

Appayya Dlkshita's interest would warrant one in holding that the

Chakravarti was an Advaitin of some eminence; and even a slight

examination of his views, as set forth by the Dikshita, confirms

our impressions. It is all the more surprising that nothing more
has come down to us about this Vedantin, except the name and a
second-hand exposition of his views.

An adaptation of the article 'A little-known Advaitin', pubiisneo. in
Collected Paper* of Profenor $t $. Suryanarayana Sastri, TJnivewfty of
Madras, 1961.
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We shall now set forth the views of Nrishhha Bhattopadhyiya

as expounded in the SiddhantaAesa-saiigraha,

External sense-perception, for the Advaitin, consists in the

intelligence that is specified by the internal organ flowing out

through the sensory channel and taking on the form of the external

object perceived. One of the many questions that arise in this

connection is the need for this flowing out (bahir-nirgamana) of

the psychosis (vritti). What exactly does it achieve? One answer

is that it brings about the identification of the cognising intelli-

gence with the object-intelligence or that it manifests the non-

difference between the intelligence that perceives the object and

the intelligence that is Brahman. Another answer is that the out-

going psychosis destroys the ignorance that envelops the object,

and by thus removing the hindrance to knowledge brings about

knowledge. This view has the merit of conforming to the general

Advaita position that the function of psychosis is primarily nega-

tive, that knowledge is not produced so much as manifested by the

removal of obstacles thereto. But it is not without its difficulties.

One of these relates to a continuous stream of cognition (dhara-

vS.hikapiiS.na) relating to one and the same object. Here, the first

psychosis in the stream destroys the ignorance veiling the object.

What about succeeding psychoses? What is there for them to

destroy? If they do not destroy any ignorance, are they really

psychoses at all? The discussion is of some interest and one answer

goes so far as to say that the succeeding psychoses are not authori-

tative, relating as they do to what is already apprehended, and

that, hence, the question is of little importance. With this diffi-

culty we are not here directly concerned.

The problem of illusion, however, presents more serious trou-

ble, for, it requires the co-operation of knowledge and ignorance.

There can be no illusion except on a given substrate and this sub-

strate (adhisphana) must evidently be known. And the illusion

itself is the product of ignorance; ignorance is its material cause

(ttpadana). If the act of cognition which makes us aware of

the substrate destroys ignorance relating to the object, then there

can be no cause for the illusion at all. If it does not destroy

ignorance about the object, what else does it do? It may be

possible to say that of the two aspects of an existent, "existence r.rd

content, existence alone is apprehended by the first psychosis, and
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that ignorance not being wholly dispelled, there is room for a
second mental act which relates the that to a wrong what, super-

imposes an unsuitable content of the given substrate. The reply

is not very satisfactory, for the question is as to what the ignor-

ance relates to, in such a perception as 'this is silver
1

, in the case

of nacre. Does it relate to the this-ness of the confronting sub-

stance? If so, the psychosis does not dispel any ignorance. If

not, and if the ignorance relates only to the coment, the what of

the perceived that, then the illusion should be of the form 'nacre

is silver', not 'this is silver', as we find in experience. To get over

this difficulty, a distinction is resorted to by some writers1 between
the substrate (adhisphana) and the support (adhara) of the illu-

sion, the latter appearing in the illusory cognition, not the former;

in the cognition of nacre as silver, this-ness is the support and
nacreity is the substrate, the latter being that to which the ignor-

ance relates. The distinction is cumbrous and has little to re-

commend it. And greater plausibility attaches to the view of

some others who resort to the well-known distinction between the

obscuring and projecting powers of nescience and hold that though

the psychosis relating to this does dispel ignorance in its obscuring

aspect, ignorance continues to exist and function through its pro-

jecting aspect; hence the illusion.

Here steps in Nrisimha Bhattopadhyaya, saying that the whole
question is misconceived, since there are not two psychoses at all,

one relating to the that and another to the superimposition of an
erroneous what on the that. What comes to us is essentially one
cognition, relating to a that in conjunction with a what, not to

the that alone or to the what alone. This is but reasonable, for we
never cognise immediately the bare existence of anything. The
knowledge of existence comes to us, if at all, only along with the
knowledge, more or less determinate, of some property or proper-
ties. If the knowledge is very indeterminate, we have doubt; if

it is determinate, but the properties are net really those of the
object, there is illusion. The illusory experience is due to the
contact of a defective sense with the object before us. What
happens in such a case is that, because of the defect, the distinctive

features of the object are not perceived and their place is taken
by other properties supplied from memory. Thus, in the shell which

1. Sarhkshepa-iMraka,
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is seen, but not as white, because of a defect in the sense of sight,

yellowness is supplied from memory; so too, when the child finds

its mother's T^jlk to be bitter, the bitterness, though not previously

experienced in this life, is supplied from the impressions of a

former existence. The sense-element and the memory-element to-

gether constitute the object of a single act of cognition. That is

why one says 'I see this to be silver',
—

'this sugar tastes bitter

to me'. There is no such experience as that of the bare substrate

(adhisphana) , that being impossible in the case of the shell, for

example, since the sense of sight which apprehends colour must

apprehend the shell as possessing some colour or not at all. Nor

is the what experienced immediately as such, as will be evident

from such experiences as 'the lump of sugar tastes bitter.' The

lump of sugar in so far as it is not experienced as sweet is the

object of the tactile sense; the bitterness is a former taste-experi-

ence, which is synthesised with the present actually experienced

sugar, in a single act of cognition. Nor does this view become

mdistinguishable from the view of the Naiyayikas that what is

perceived in error is what exists elsewhere; for, on their view,

the illusory silver, being merely existent elsewhere, cannot be an

object of immediate experience, whereas we do say that it is so

experienced, not, however, as existing elsewhere, but as the con-

tent of the single psychosis produced simultaneously with it, by

nescience, which is set in motion through the act of cognition.

Again, in the experience of the shell as yellow, it is not the yellow-

ness of the bile in the eye that is perceived; for, if that were the

object of perception, neither the shell nor its relation would be

the object of perception; and such a conclusion conflicts with ex-

perience. Nor does the yellowness go forth with the bile through

rays from the eyes and envelop the object; for, once this is

done, the shell should be perceived by all and sundry as yellow,

as if it were gold-covered. The only hypothesis, then, which fits

the perceptual nature of the superimposition and the non-percep-

tual nature of the what by itself would seem to be the recognition

of a single psychosis embracing the perceived that and the re-

membered what Any modern psychologist would recognize this

synthesis of sensed and associated elements as characteristic of all

perception. The only difference in the case of illusion would be

that the functioning of the sense-organ is defective. Illusion is a

defective variant of perception, not a correct perception of the that,
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with an incorrect perception of the that and the what super-added

to it.

It may be said that at least in those cases of illusion where

similarity is the cause, as in nacre being mistaken for silver, the

knowledge of the that is the cause of the illusion and must come

before the illusion; for, knowledge of similarity presupposes know-

ledge of what are similar. The discussion of the whole question

is interesting. The essence of the reply is that recognition of

similarity is no part of super-imposition. A blue expanse of water

is seen where there is but a sandy waste; water is super-imposed

on sand and blueness is super-imposed on the water, which, if

present, would be really colourless. There is no similarity which

determines either of these super-impositions. Either the sense

fails to perceive or the mind fails to attend to those details of

the object which would clearly show it to be a sandy waste; and

the blueness and wateriness of other experiences are cognized

along with the that noted defectively by the sense of sight So

too, when nacre is mistaken for silver, all its properties except

its glitter fail to be noted; and because of the glitter, silveriness is

super-imposed thereon. What is called similarity and what deter-

mines the association with silveriness is really the partial identity

with silver, in the matter of its glitter. Were the identity realized

to be but partial, there would be but recognition of similarity, not

super-imposition. A bar of steel lying in a treasury is thus mis-

taken for a bar of silver. Here, again, is a realization of Hie

psychological truths that association is purposive and that associa-

tion by similarity is in truth but a case of association by partial

^entity.

Vachaspati Misra, in the Bhamafi, seems to waver between
two. explanations of the experience of the yellowness in the shell.

He mentions the yellowness of the bile which goes out through

rays from the eyes; he mentions also the yellowness experienced

on previous occasions in the heated ball of iron, etc. He leaves

us in doubt whether the yellowness of prior experience is super-

imposed or whether the identical reference (sarnawadhikaranya)

of the former experience of the yellow iron ball is super-imposed

on the shell and the yellowness of present experience. The ques-

tion in that context is whether there is any element of prior ex-

perience at all in the illusory cognition of the shell as yellow. So

long as the identical reference at least comes from prior experi-
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enee the question is answered in the affirmative; and it need not

be shown further that the yellowness itself comes from prior ex-

perience. But to treat the yellowness as present in the bile and

cognized through that would lay the theory open to the criticism

urged by the Chakravarti (whose criticism was probably directed

against Vachaspati himself) . Appayya Dikshita makes out, there-

fore, that criticism like that of the Chakravarti (whom he does

not mention by name in the Parimala) may be directed against

the Tarkikas (who are anyatMkhyati-vadins) and not against

Vachaspati. For Vachaspati, the yellowness too comes from prior

experience, like that of the heated iron ball. The earlier commen-

tator, Amalananda, appears not to have noticed any such difficulty.

Appayya Dikshita's own interpretation of Vachaspati's doctrine is

not as satisfactory, as it is ingenious; for, if yellowness is not cog-

nized from its presence in the bile, there is no reason for its being

mentioned as present in the bile, which goes with the rays from

the eyes. Even assuming that this was the view of the Tarkikas,

there was no need for Vachaspati to mention it, except to ap-

prove or to condemn; and approval may not unreasonably be as-

sumed, in the absence of condemnation.

On the assumption that Nrisimha Bhattopadhyaya was criti-

cising Vachaspati, and that he was not noticed by Amalananda, he

should be assigned to some period between the latter and Appayya

of Amalananda. The present writer's attention has been drawn by

Dikshita. At the earliest, he might have been a contemporary

his colleague, the Professor of Indian History, to two inscriptions2

in a Vishnu temple at Sri Kurmam, Ganjam District. They com-

memorate the erection of a tower (prasada) and the gift of money
for perpetually feeding a lamp, by the wife of one Nrisimha Bhatto-

padhyaya, a contemporary of King Ananga Bhima and a famous
performer of sacrifices (sarvo-fcratu^suj/ajin) . The date of the

endowment for the lamp is Saka 1205 (1283 A.D.). This is not

an improbable date for our Kavitarkika-chakravarti. In the ab-

sence of further details, it 'is not possible to be sure of the identifi-

cation. It is to be hoped, however, that more details will be made
available about one who made such significant and valuable

contributions to Advaita thought.

2. Nos. 296 and 298 of 1896 from Sri Kiirmam (Ganjam).
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APPAYYA DIKSHITA

by

Y. Mahaukga Sastbi

M.A. B.L.

Among the three great Dravida acharyas who expounded the

Advaita philosophy, the earliest is known only by quotations from
his lost commentaries. The second was Sri Sankara Bhagavat-

pada himself. Srimad Appayya DIkshita was the third. He also

forms another venerable trio along with SriKanthacharya and
Haradattacharya as an expositor of Saivism. But the real mis-

sion of his life was the reconciliation of creeds, cults, and philo-

sophies. He was a peace-maker who pleaded for harmony, toler-

ance and mutual goodwill and understanding. He was born in a

very hot age of bigotry and vigorous proselytism. The fight was
all about the Supreme God and the conception of Salvation. In

actual life the warring sects were unified by an unquestioned alle-

giance to the sruti and the smriti. The sectarian disputes did not

stop with the growth of polemical literature. Persecution of one

sect by another with political backing was not of rare occurrence.

The lives of the great leaders of either Saivism or Vaishnavism

during the ten centuries from the 6th to the 16th, afford ample
evidences of stormy times, when either of the creeds had to

endure great hardships from the fury of the rival which for the

nonce got the upper hand as the oppressor. Though the greatest

saints did not discriminate between Siva and Vishnu and dec*

lared them identical, the adherents of the creeds were mostly can-

tankerous and mistook acrimony for devotion. Waves of conver-

sions rose and fell. It was Vaishnavism that was aggressive in

its proselytising tendencies, being impatient for universal expan-

sion. South India was seized with one such fervour when Rama-
raya was regent of Sadasiva, the nominal ruler of the Vijaya-

nagar empire. Ramaraya was completely under the influence of

Sri Tatacharya, the Rajaguru. During his times and during the
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times of the inheritors of the fragment of the empire after the

battle of Talikota, mass conversions took place engineered by the

Rajaguru under state patronage. Sri Appayya Dikshita in his

NigrahAshtakam says that the leader of the Vaishnavas had taken

a resolute vow to stamp out Saivism from the land. The PrapanvM.-

mritam, a work of one Anantacharya, which purports to record

the history of Vaishnavism and the lives of the acharyas, refers

to Sri Appayya Dikshita as living at Chidambaram, resplendent

with fame and unassailable by controversialists, sectarian or philo-

sophical, and proceeds to state that to refute his great works on

SivMvaita and Advaita Sri Tatacharya wrote a work called

Panchamatabhanjamm and Mahacharya wrote a work called

Chav4arrva.rutam and thus both of them defended the creed of

gri Ramanuja against his attacks. This Panchamatabkanjana Tata-

charya lived for about 75 years from 1508. He was not alive in

1585, for the ceremony of coronation of Venkatapati in 1585 was

performed by his adopted son Lakshmikumara Tatacharya who was

at that time only fourteen years old. The elder Tatacharya wield-

ed influence in the court as Rajaguru during the reigns of Sadasiva

(1542—1567), Tirumala (1567—1574),, and Sri Ranga (1574-1585).

Sri Appayya Dikshita lived from 1520 to 1593 as will be shown

below. He was younger to Tatacharya by twelve years and out-

lived him by about ten years. Their lives ran together during the

major part of the 16th century. During all the years of Sri Tata-

charya's supremacy Sri Appayya Dikshita is not known to have

had anything to do with the Vijayanagar Court. After 1585, when
Venkatapati was reestablishing the glory of Vijayanagar and the

younger Tatacharya was the Rajaguru,, Sri Dikshita was. invited

tp the. court and was held in .great honour, During the "thirty

years after the tttiddle of the 16th century, when the controversies

raged high, Sri Appayya Dikshita enjoyed the patronage of

Chinna Bomma Naik of VeUore, who soon after the battle of

Talikota established himself as an independent monarch with

considerably enhanced power and glory. Sri Appayya Dikshita

lived the longest period under the patronage of Chinna Bomma,
as his own literary references show. Sri Dikshita wrote not less

than a dozen works on Saivism during the period, of which the

Sivdrkamani^dipilca is his magnum opus, comparable in bulk and
importance with his Parimala. Both are commentaries interpret-

ing the BrahmasHtra of Vyasa. Parimala aligns itself to the
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Advaitic interpretation and the Sivarkamani-dXpika expounds the

Sivadvaita philosophy of Srikanthlcharya. On the completion of

this monumental work Sr! Appayya Dikshita was bathed in gold

by King Chinna Bomma. This significant event is referred to

in the works of some contemporary poets and also in the Adaya-
palam inscription dated 1582 A.D. From the inscription we learn

that Chinna Bomma made endowments for the maintenance of

a college of 500 scholars who studied Sivdrkamani-dvpika under

Sri Dikshita himself thus equipping themselves for the Saivite

propaganda work which had been organised with a view to

stemming the tide of Vaishnavite attacks and encroachments.

Sri Appayya Dikshita was thus the guiding spirit of a great move-

ment in which he banked upon the services of a large band of train-

ed volunteers who could disseminate among the masses the philo-

sophy and worship which gave supremacy to Siva, in the face of

Vaishnavite onslaughts against it. He threw himself heart and soul

into the mission for several years together in the prime of his life

often facing occasions of grave personal danger, with undaunted

courage and faith He preached, organised and wrote incessantly,

enlisted the cooperation of enlightened monarchs, undertook

frequent travels and challenged his adversaries to stand their ground

in open disputation. He brought to bear on his wide-spread activi-

ties his resourceful and versatile personality and tried his best to

constitute an atmosphere of spiritual tolerance and goodwill in the

place of the prevailing antipathies and narrow-mindedness. The

Nigrahashtaka is a thrilling piece of passionate poetry gushing out

of his heart charged with desperate courage and faith, in an extre-

mely critical situation of belligerency with his religious adversary.

Sri Dikshita thoroughly investigated the Vedas, Agamas and

the Puranas and brought together authoritative statements which

dealt wih Siva's supremacy in the trinity. He composed very charm-

ing works dealing with the glories of Siva and his worship and

wrote his own commentaries on them. His Sikharftiirnala and

Sivatattvaviveka, his Sivakarnamfita, his Bamej/ana-tatparj/a-

samgraha, Bh&ratar^tatparya-samgraha and Brahmatarkastava. his

SivawaMmakaWcastuU and Sivddvaitanir^aya, belonged to this

category. Sri Dikshita relied to a large extent on the Pura-

nic lore for supporting his conclusions conducing to the har-

mony of the sects and consolidation of a synthesis. He linked

the Puranic teachings with the Upanishadic thought and proved
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them identical. He did all this without resorting to strained subtle-

ties of argument and without displaying the heat of controversial

temper, but in a spirit of calm and dispassionate search for truth.

The Sivarahasya refers to Sri Dikshita's historic mission as the

resuscitator of Saivasastra when it shall become practically extinct

on earth, in these words "saivcLsastram tada bhumau Iwptam vista-

rayishyati". It is no wonder that Sri Dikshita is known as

SrTkaVihamatapraUshtMpaTmchdrya.

After writing all these works which are partial to Siva, Sri

Appayya Dikshita declared with a ring of genuine regret that he

was obliged by the circumstances of the times to plunge into pro-

longed sectarian controversies with the Vaishnavas, while, left to

himself, he would have been quite happy to have remained a steady

exponent of Advaitic philosophy all through. His verse uttered in

this mood can thus be translated
—"whether it is Vishnu or Siva

who is the supreme deity spoken of by the Upanishads, etc., we
are not very much worried about, because we are definitely com-

mitted to Advaitism. But it is impossible for one like me to keep

quiet when men with perverted minds proclaim in abusive language

their hatred toward Siva—a hatred which consumes their hearts

like a conflagration. To refute their offensive presumptions, I had

to take up cudgels against them. But this does not in the least

mean that I am not a devotee of Vishnu".

Sri Dikshita's impartiality is borne out by many facts. He was

a great admirer of Sri Vedanta Desika. He wrote a commentary on

the Yddavabhyudaya—the only commentary so far known and

published. He is said to have written a commentary on Puduka-
sahasra also. His hymn in praise of Varadaraja is well known. In

the Kuvalayanarida he invokes the blessings of Mukunda at the

commencement of the work. When Ramaraya at the instance of

Doddacharya restored the worship of Govindaraja in the Chidam-

baram temple of Nataraja, Sri Dikshita welcomed with all his heart

the event and wrote his Hari-haror-stuti in commemoration of it.

The verses, by the alternating epithets definitely manipulated, sug-

gest Hari-hara-abTieda. In his Ratmlrayapanksha, he conceded

Brahmatva to Vishnu also along with Isvara and Ambika, while it

is well known that the other sects place Siva only m the jivakoti.

In this work, he supports his stand by ample quotations from the

Puranas—-the Kurmapurima being not the least of them. His

Vishnu-Gaurl synthesis was not an ingenious invention of his. He
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claims for it the undoubted authority of antiquity and the sanction

of all the sacred lore.

Even in philosophical speculations he did not think that the

rival interpretations were entirely in the wrong, for he declares

—

na sutrammarthzntaramapi bhavadvaryamuchitam.— (who can pre-

vent different interpretations when the Sutras are capable of yield-

ing different meanings) . Such was his tolerance in religious beliefs

and such his ardent desire for the reconciliation of philosophic

thoughts. He wrote the Chatwrmatasara to elucidate the philo-

sophical thought respectively of the four prominent schools of inter-

preters of the Vyasa-sutras. The Nayamanjari deals with Advaita;

the NayamanimalS. with Srikanthamata, the NayamayukhamaMka
with Ramanuja's philosophy and the Nyayamuktavali with Madhva's

philosophy. His remarkable catholicity of outlook and thorough-

ness of method, his impartiality and absence of prejudice, his

unerring sense of values and not the least of all, his earnest search

for the truth, shorn of all bias or petty-fogging, are all evident in

these writings—so much so, the Vaishnavas have adopted the

Nayarn^yuklmrnaXika as a manual for their reverent study, and the

Madhvas, the Ny&yamuktavaU. From the heights of his philosophic

enlightenment, Sri Dikshita saw in the different methods of

approach elements lending themselves to a reconciliation and not to

mutual exclusiveness and hostility.

After he had done his best to settle the sectarian disputes, Sri

Appayya Dikshita turned to writing works for the elucidation and

uplift of Advaita philosophy. His greatest and most memorable

work in this line is the Parimda, commentary on the Kalpataru of

Amalananda. Kalpataru is itself a commentary on Vachaspati-

misra's Bhamatt BhamaM is a gloss on the Bhashya of Sri Sankara.

These four • commentaries along with the original Brahmasutra

constitute the Ved&nta Panchagranihi, a formidable fortress of

Advaita philosophy. Sri Dikshita was induced to write this com-

mentary by Sri Nnsimhasrama an esteemed elderly contemporary,

himself an author of several works on Advaita. This celebrated

work earned for Sri Dikshita the title of AdvaitasthapanacMrya.

His Nyayarakshamani and SiddMntate6a&amgraha are very popular

Vedantic texts studied by students of Vedanta invariably. He
enshrines in them rare concepts and comments in Advaita which he

had learnt from his revered father.
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Sri Dlkshita's name and fame can rest for ever on any one of

his works, but his writings are innumerable. He had been describ-

ed as the author of one hundred and four works—Chaturadhika-
iataprabandhakarba. Though many of his writings have not been

recovered, the more important of them have been preserved to us

and the majority of the survivors have been brought out in print,

in grantha, Nagari and Telugu characters.

Special mention must be made of Sri Dikshita's contribution to

the growth of the Mimamsa Sastra. Khan^adeva the founder of

the modern school of Mimamsa wrote his Kaustubha a few decades

after the life of Sri Appayya Dikshita. He reverentially refers to

Sri Dikshita as Munamsakamurdhanya, the most authoritative

among the writers on Mimamsa. The Vidhirasayana and the

Kuvalayananda take us to the last patron of Sri Appayya Dikshita,

Venkatapati-devaraya of Penukonda who ascended the throne of

the Vijayanagar empire in 1585. Sri Dikshita wrote both these

works at the instance of "Venkatapati whom he refers to in highly

eulogical terms. In the Vidhirasayana Sri Dikshita clearly indicates

that his life's work has been done and nothing more remains for

him to be desired and that still he kept contact with courts of kings

not for any benefit for himself, but for promoting the interests of

others deserving his help. The chief among those whom he intro-

duced to Venkatapati for patronage was Sri Bhattoji Dikshita.

Bhattoji, the author of Siddhantahaumud%, came to the south to

study Vedanta and Mimamsa under Sri Dikshita whose immortal

works had already spread his fame in the north.

A very interesting story is told about the first meeting of

Bhattoji with Sri Dikshita. Sri Dikshita was in musty clothes,

looked very poor, and lived in an unostentatious house in his vil-

lage. Bhattoji could not believe that he was the far famed Appayya
Dikshita before whom mighty monarchs bowed, who was the

teacher of thousands of pupils and an author of a hundred works.

But when the conversation proceeded he found that he was before

the great man who was not, only the unrivalled master of all the

Sastras but the maker of new pathways in all the Sastras. This

anecdote shows that Sri Appayya Dikshita remained practically poor

in the midst of competing royal patronage. Bhattoji remained for

some years in the south. He wrote Tattvakaustubha at the instance

of Venkatanati and as a commemoration of his discipleship under
Sri Appayya Dikshita.
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There was no branch of knowledge including literary criticism

and lexicon to which Sri Dikshita did not make valuable contribu-

tions. His Kuvalayananda and CHtramvrmmsa are the favourite

texts of the students of Alamkara gasra. Not less than fifty of his

works are current, and it is a good fortune that almost all of his

magnificent writings are not only in print but are ardently studied

even today by pandits aspiring for eminence.

Sri Dikshita was not only a great sastraic scholar, but also a

poet of a very high order. His poetic style is elegant and charm-

ing, and his mastery of the verse form is wonderful. His expres-

sion is simple, natural and flowing. Great mystic efficacy is attached

to his Durgd-chandra-kaB-stuti and Adityastavaratna. His Varada-

rajastava scintillates with gems of Alamkaras and his gloss over it

deserves to be classed as Alamkarasastra. There is an interesting

story about his Atrmrpanastuti. It bears the alternative name of

UnTnattapanchMat, which means, "Fifty verses composed during a

state of madness". It is said that Sri Dikshita wanted to make self-

examination of his sincerity and depth of devotion to God. He
contrived to enter into an inebriate state by drinking a cup of the

dhattura juice, after instructing his disciples to observe his

behaviour and write down his utterances under the influence of

intoxication. His utterances took the form of a devotional out-

pouring in which he made self-surrender to God Almighty, describ-

ing his woes as one subject to the ills of mundane life and praying

for the final release from the bonds of Samsara.

His Apitar-kucMmbSr-stava is hallowed by a tradition. It

relieved him of a fever which he caught during a tour to Tiruvanna-

malai. The Hariharastuti has « historical significance as already

stated. The SivamahimakaliMstiiti incorporates MmiamsanySyas in

a string of devotional verses. Mannargudi Raju Sastrigal has

provided it with an erudite commentary explaining the Mimam-
sanyayas. The M&nasolUsa is a caution addressed in dejection and

despair to one's own mind importuning it to make the best use of

the birth as human being for the realisation of the true goal of life.

His Mwrgabandhustotra is a popular prayer for safety during

journeys as his Adityastavaratna is for health.

iSri Dikshita spent his last days at Chidambaram. Living at

some suburban village, he came every day for Nataraja's darsana.

He was running his seventy third year when he left the mortal
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coil. A story is current handed over by tradition among the

Dikshitas of the temple of Nataraja, that one day Sri Appayya
Dikshita was seen to pass over the Panchakshara steps rather

unusually and to the wonder of the spectators, to vanish into the

image of Sri Nataraja; and lo! the news was soon abroad that

Sri Dikshita had passed away at his residence. Sri Dikshita's birth

was due to the grace of Nataraja; and he, when leaving the earth,

became one with Nataraja. The last words of Sri Dikshita are

remembered in the form of a verse. "I am happy to die at Chidam-

baram which is a most holy place. My sons are learned and
cultured. They have done some scholarly work. I am full of years

and have no desires to be fulfilled. My only wish is to reach the

lotus feet of Siva." Immediately the vision of the ruddy light of

the raised foot of Nataraja dancing in the golden hall rose before

his mental eye and while he described the wonder with gushing

joy in a half verse his eyes closed. His sons completed the unfinished

verse declaring that the great soul reached the final beatitude at

the conclusion of the teeming darkness of the night of Samsara

infested with frightful nightmares.

Sri Dikshita was held in high esteem and reverential awe
even by his religious adversaries. There are contemporary referen-

ces to him in the writings and utterances of Sri Nilakantha

Dikshita, Chinna Appayya Dikshita, Samarapungava Dikshita, Guru
Rama Kavi, Balakavi, Rajanatha Din^ima Sarvabhaumakavi and

others, and in the Adayapalam inscription. He was regarded even

in his times as an Avatarapurusha. Legends grew around his

life and they are preserved in Sri Sivanandayati's Dikshitendra-

vijayam, a Champu Kavya written in the later half of the 19lh

century.

Mannargudi Raju SastrigaPs ChatvMhkl-vydkhyd has pre-

served a quotation from a lost biography of Sri Dikshita, giving

the clue to his date. It is a tag of a verse and runs thus:

vikrame bhutahm prapya

vijaye svargamayayuh.

Vikrama to Vijaya in the 16th century is 1520 A.D. to

1593 A.D. That Sri Dikshita lived full 72 years is clearly dec-

lared by Sri Nflakantha Dikshita.

dvasapatatim prapya samafi prabandhan

iatam vyadhMd appayya dlkshitendrafy.
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Ii we take his royal patrons chronologically they co\er the

same period of the 18th century A.D. His first patron Chmna
Timraa was the Viceroy cf the Vrjayanas^r E.npire in tho south

having sway over Tanjore, Madura, and Travancore, wnh his

head-quarters at Trichincpoly, till about 1550. Sri Dlkskia ac-

ccrdJig to his own statement wrote the commentary on the

Yddavabhyudaya at Chmna Timma's instance. The second

patron of his, Chinna Bomma, ruled at Vellore from abou; 1549

to about 1578. He is mentioned by Sri Dikshita in more than one

of his writings. The third and the last prcrcn of his was Veiikaia-

pati of Pennugonda who began to rule Xrom 1585. Sri Dikshita

refers to Venkatapati in his Vidiiirasrjana and Kuvdkyinanda.

The Adayapalam inscription of 1582 refers to him as an author

of a hundred works. Of his contemporary religious adversaries

Tatacharya lived from 1508 to about 1583. Vijayindra Bhikshu

entered Samadhi in 1595 after a long life. His first patron was

Chevvappa of Tanjore and the last p*;rar. "Venkatapati of Pennu-

gonda. Vijayindra wrote one hundred and four works to rival

Sri Appayya Dikshita's one hundred and four works. He should

have been an younger contemporary of Sri Dikshita. Vijayindra

was one of the greatest religious personalises of the age. It is

said that he and Sri Appayya Dikshita were intimate friends in

spite of their academic rivalries. Sri Vadiraja a co-pupil of Vija-

yindra and head of one of the Udipi mutts who lived from 1480

to 1600 also wrote works defending Dvaita against the attack of

Sri Appayya Dikshita.

Bhattoji the disciple of Sesha Krishna was a very much

younger contemporary and disciple of Sri Dikshita. The story

about Sri Dikshita meeting poet Jagannatha at Banares is untrue

and tmhistorical Jagannatha came a century after Sri Dikshita.

Sri Sivananda unconsciously gives us a clue to the true date

of Sri Dikshita. He says that Sri Krishnadevaraya and Ach?.rya

Dikshita died in the same year 1529 and that when his grand-

father died Sri Dikshita was nine years old. He was evidently

quoting these dates from a lost biography or a tradition based

upon it, but the historical significance of the date escaped his

notice.
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MADHUSUDANA SARASVATI

by

V. Rajagopalan

pltaihbar&daru^bimbaphc^MdhaToshthat

pilr^ridvsundaramukhMaravindmi^tmt

kfishTpatparam kimapi tattvamaham na jane

How can an ardent follower of Sankaiacharya who believed
and proclaimed that there is only one ultimate reality, that is.

the nirguna Brahman, which is devoid of any attribute, be also

an ardent devotee of Sri Krishna? To many, it is a wonder as to
how the learned monk, Madhusudana Sarasvati, who established
the supremacy of the Advaita school of Sankara by writing one of
the accepted masterpieces of the Vedanta philosophy, the .Advaita-
siddhi, for refuting the objections raised against Advaita by
Vyasatirtha, a follower of the dualistic school of Madhva, can pro-
claim Lord Krishna as 1he ultimate reality, or in other words,
that there is no other ultimate reality except Sri Krishna. A*
number of such doubts may arise in the minds of the readers
of Madhusudana Sarasvati's works. The path of knowledge or
jfianamarga has been accepted to be the only direct path leading
to salvation by the sage Badarayana and his large,followers of ,the
Advaita school beginning with Acharya Sankara, who revealed
the identity of the individual soul with the supreme Self by pro-
perly explaining the correct meaning of the scriptural texts which
appear to be mutually contradictory. All the Advaitins have
accepted that the ultimate Reality is nirguna or attributeless. But
Madhusudana considered Sri Krishna as the Ultimate Reality and
as the incarnation of the nirguna Brahman. Can any one by any
stretch of imagination consider Sri Krishna to be nirguna or
attributeless? Has Madhusudana given up the path of knowledge
and become the advocate or the follower of the bhaktimarga or
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the path of devotion? Or, should we take it* that he was the

follower of the bhaktimarga preached in the Bh&gavatapurana till

he became the follower of Sankara's Advaita school later in life

when he could have probably been very enthusiastic to establish

the supremacy of the Advaita school by producing the most" popu-

lar works like Siddhantabindu, VedMntakalpdlatika, Advaita-siddhi,

and Advaitaratnarakshcma. There is no evidence for such a change

in the meagre sketch of the life of Madhusudana available to us

in the introductions of his various works published so far. All

that we come to know about him from these prefaces is that he

took to sannyasa very early in his life, and that he was ordrined

to sannyasa by Visvesvarananda Sarasvatl But in some of his

works he has mentioned two others, namely, t§ri Rama and

Madhava as his gurus:

^ramaviheivarairtMhavamm

pranamya padambhujapwyyapamSun

tesh&m pmbhwoad ahamasmi yogyali

siUpi chaitanyam dabdha yebhyah.

&madhavasarasvatyo jayanU yamimm varah

vayam tesham prasadem &fetrarthe parinishthitah

It is also said that his name was Kamalajanayana in the

purvasrama and that he was a native of Bengal. From his works

we cannot' say with any degree of certainty where he was born

or by which name he was called before becoming a sannyasin.

His commentators like Brahmananda also have not* given us any

hint to ascertain the native place of Madhusudana. In the

Vedantakalpalatika, Madhusudana has mentioned the name of a

deity, n&achalanayaka, the lord of the blue mountain.

"aupanishadastu bhagavata nilachalan&yakena

mray^en/mugHhltah"^

Arbitrarily many north Indian scholars have not only identified

the nilachalanatha, the lord of the blue mountain with Lord Jagan-

natha of Puri, but also Madhusudana as a resident' of Puri. But

a few scholars of Kerala consider that nilachalanatha can be

more appropriately identified with Lord Krishna at Guruvayur

(Guruvayupuram) or with the Lord Krishna at Udipi where the

1 VedMntakalpdiaUM, SarasvaH Bhavana Texts, No. 3, p. 6.
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deity in the temple is in the form of Balakrishna. Madhusudana

was an ardent devotee of &ri Krishna and he had a very great

fascination for Balakrishna and this is evident from a number

of devotional verses composed by him in his works, Gud&rtha-

dipika, Sariikshepasdrirakatika, Bhaktirasayana, etc. From a study

of his works, it is very clear that Madhusudana was a very great

devotee of Srx Krishna and that he was more attracted by the

bahiva aspect of Lord Krishna which is vividly described in the

Bh&gavatapur&na to which he attached the same importance as

to the three prasth'nas. His fervent devotion for Krishna was so

much as to make him believe that Pushpadant'a's Sivamahimna-

stotra or Mahimna-stotm as it is more popularly known is praising

both giva and Krishna and induced him to write a commentary

on the Mahimnastotra called Mahimnastotratlkd with great skill.

bhutibhushitadeh&ya dvijarajena r&jate

ekwtmane namo nityam haraye cha haraya cha.z

While commenting on sloka 2, he states:

'navajaladharasyamadhdmani srvoigrdhe

vaikunthavartini venuvadamdivimdhavihdra-

pamyane gopakisore v<& brindavanavartini

kasya manah napatati.'

In this he has explicitly mentioned his great fascination for Krishna

as a child. Only in Guruvayur and Udipi, Krishna is worshipped

as a child. There is also every probability of Madhusudana being

either a native or a resident of Guruvayur in Kerala or U$ipi in

South Canara. He wanted to attack the Dvaita school and

establish the supremacy of the Advaita school. Unless he studied

the works of Madhvacharya and his followers who attacked the

Advaita school, it could not be possible for him to refute their

arguments. And it is more likely that to get access to the works
of the Dvaita school, Madhusudana must have taken pains to go
to Udipi, where Madhvacharya and his disciples in the different

mutts were flourishing. At.U^ipi he might have been attracted by
the beautiful idol of Balakrishna, installed by gri Madhvacharya, or

perhaps he could have taken a pilgrimage to Kaladi the birth

place of Adi Sankara and remained there visiting the surround-

2. Mahimnastotratlka.
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ing holy places. The Lord of Guruvayur could have fascinated

him. Even now there are a number of Brahmin families in Cochin

area, near Kaladi, called Gauda Sarasvata Brahmins. They Jiave

settled in Kerala for a number of generations. There is a tradi-

tion amongst them thai they have migrated to Kerala from Gau^a

Deia and that they belong to the Sarasvata community or the

Brahmin community, which was in charge of imbibing and im-

parting knowledge in ancient India. Madhusudana and his disciple

Gauda Brahmananda too could have belonged to this community

which migrated to Kerala and lived there.

In ancient India only Sannyasins were considered to be

qualified to study the Vedanta. But even in those days non-

sannyasins like Sri-Harsha, the author of Khandana-khanda-

hhndya and Vachaspatimisra, the author of BMmatt, d'd not only

study the Vedanta, but also contributed to the sum total of

knowledge by writing works on Advaita Vedanta. Renunciation,

if at all, was resorted to only during the last days. It will not

be incorrect to presume that Madhusudana was an ardent devotee

of Krishna following the bhaktimarga preached in the BhMgavata-

purana, and mastered the Vedanta, both the Advaita and its

opponent schools afterwards. He was so much saturated with

Krishnabhakti that he identified the nirguna Brahman with the

incarnation of Krishna. According to him there is nothing

incompatible between the attribut'eless monism of £afikara and

the ardent devotion of Krishna who is no other than the Supreme

Being Itself. He has synthesised the bhakti school and the path

of knowledge and thus inculcated a new line of thought or

approach in the Advaita school. Sagunabrahmor>asana or medi-

tation on the Supreme Being with attributes has been prescribed

by the Advaitins as a preliminary step for self-realisation, gankara-

eharya himself composed a number of devotional hymns, though

he considered and established the Supreme Being as devoid of

attributes. His successors adorning the five mutts established by
him m the different part's of India, are performing daily puja to

the Lord Chandramaulisvara and the goddess Tripurasundari. AH
the sannyasins, many of whom are released and yet alive (jlvan-

muktas) are uttering the name of grl Nariyana. So there is

absolutely no contradiction in being a devotee and at the same

time a follower of the nath of knowledge to realise the Supreme
Being as identical with the self.
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Madhusudana's ardent' devotion for grt Krishna was not at

all affected by his belief that Brahman which itself took incarna-

tions did so through maya. The incarnations were those of the

nirguna Brahman itself, but they were all unreal. Madhusudana

criticised all those who held the view that Brahman is eternal

and yet assumes real incarnations, as unreasonable and ground-

less. He fully concurred with iSankara's conception of jagat,

jivatma and Paramatma and also the path of knowledge as directly

leading to'moksha. In the synthesis of bhaktimarga and the path

of knowledge he followed the famous Sarvajnatmamuni, the

author of Saihkskepas&riraka who has offered salutation to nirguna

Brahman called Murari in the very first verse of his work which

is a summary, in verses, of iSankara's Brahmamtra-bh&shya? So

nirguna-bhaktimarga cannot be called a new innovation of

Madhusudana.

There seems to be some apparent contradiction in his works

about the path of devotion and the path of knowledge as means

to moksha. In his CHiMrthadvpika, a commentary on Sankara's

bhashya on the Bhagavadgita, he believes the main teaching of

the GriftS to be that nirguna Brahman could also be attained

through loving devotion to The Lord. It is also supported by his

Bhaktirasayana which propounds that both bhakti and jnana are

the means to moksha, but both differ as regards their nature, their

means, their goal, and the persons entitled to both (adhikarins)

.

Bhakti is of the nature of a conditional modification of the

mind experiencing beatification, while Brahmavidya is of the

nature of a conditionless modification of the inflexible mind

illumined by the secondless Atman. The means of bhakti

is the hearing of the innumerable merits of the worshipful, while

that of Brahmajnana is the mahavakyas like tat tvam ewi.

Their fruits are respectively intense love for God and the dis-

appearance of ignorance which is the prime cause of all evils.

All beings are eligible for bhakti, but only sannyasins having

the four-fold aid are fit for Brahmavidya. But the bliss of bhakti

is not the same or similar to svarga which is to be enjoyed in a

particular place at a particular time and by a particular body. But

like BrahmavidyS, it is enjoyable in all places at all times and

3. mur&reh pavamapadam pmnaycLdabhtshtavimi.
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by all bodies. In his BhaktirascLyana, devotion is nieniioned as

superior, because it accelerates the realisation o£ the truth more
quickly than jfiana and that there is no difference in the conception

of moksha achieved through either. According to him, the Know-

ledge of Brahman is as essential for a devote as it is for pursuing

the path of knowledge. But the devotion helps one in securing

the grace of the Lord by which the scriptures are revealed to him

at the end of the yuga while he stays in the Brahmaloka after

death and when the knowledge is thus obtained, he becomes one

with Brahman along with Hiranyagarbha. Another benefit which

one gets by the grace of God is that he is freed from undergoing

the punishment for his sins without performing any propitiatory

rites. To Madhusudana, all beings including beast and birds are

entitled to bhakti, but only the sannyasins having the four-fold

aid are fit for jfianamarga. He also considered bhakti as one of

the aims of life, bhakti for bhakti's sake which is identical with

Brahmananda. In his Bhaktiras&yana he quotes the sloka from

the Bhagavatapur&na that even sages who enjoy Brahmananda

and who are far from the shackles of sarhsara dedicate themselves

spontaneously to Vishnu without any aim or purpose. Or in other

words even jivanmuktas are devoted to God. He thus establishes

bhakti as the highest goal of human life. So the path of devotion

is prescribed for all by Madhusudana, while the path of knowledge

is restricted to sannyasins. He is emphatically of the view that

only by getting the knowledge of Brahman, either by being taught

by the teacher who is a sannyasin or by getting the revelation of

knowledge along with the creator, one can get moksha.

About the date of Madhusudana there are different opinions.

Professor Burnouf and Professor Lassen assigned Madhusudana to

the middle of the 14th century A.D. But Mr. Telang holds the view

that he must have flourished about the end of the 15th century or

the beginning of the 16th century. For Madhusudana has quoted

a number of passages from Vidyaranya's Panchadasi and Jtvan-

muktiviveka. Professor Winternitz also fixes his date as the begin-

ning of the 16th century. In the life of Vallabhacharya it is mention-

ed that once Sri Vallabhacharya went from VaranasI to Prayag

where he stayed for a number of days performing the parayanam of

the Bhdgavatapwwia and there he happened to meet a very learned

sannyasin named Madhusudana Sarasvati, who was not only an

advocate of rnttyavada but also an ardent devotee of &ri Krishna
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and who showed him ins work called Bkaku, asuyar.ia and his com-

mentary on gankara's bhashya on the Gfta. Impressed by the

great qualities of Madhusudana, he entrusted his son Vi$halnath

to the care of Madhusudana for studying the various sastras.

Vitthalnath was born in samvat 1572 or 1516 A.D. So the date of

Madhusudana can be fixed as the beginning of the 16In century.

But there is a tradition that Madhusudana wrote a commentary

on the Siddhantalesasangraha of Appayya Dikshita. It is conflict-

ing with the fact that one of the students of Madhusudana named
Seshagovinda was the guru of Bhattoji Dikshita who studied

Vedanla from Appayya Dikshita. Seshagovinda refers to Madhu-

sudana as follows:

YatprasaMdhlnasiddhipurusharthachatushtayam

sarasvatyavataram tam vande srimadhusudanam.

Seshagovinda and Appayya Dikshita must have been contempor-

aries and Madhusudana was senior to Appayya Dikshita. More-

over, no such commentary of SiddhAntalesasangraha attributed to

Madhusudana has come to light though mentioned by one or two

collectors of manuscripts. There is also another tradition that

Gadadhara, the famous Naiyayika was a contemporary of Madhu-
sudana:

navadtiipe sarmyate madhusudana vakpatau

chakarhpe tarkavagUab kataro'bhut gaMdharafa.

Gauda Brahmananda who wrote a commentary called ChandrHH
on the Advaita-siddhi of Madhusudana was considered to be a co-

student of Gadadhara. So Madhusudana must have been an elder

contemporary of the famous logician Gadadhara. All these evid-

ences clearly establish that Madhusudana must have flourished

In the beginning of the 16th century.

Madhusudana wrote a number of works on bhaktimarga and

also on the Advaita Vedanta as propounded by Sankara. His

works are Anandamandakini, Ehaktirasayana, Isvarapratipattiprw-

kasa, Mahimnastotra-vyakhya., Harilif£-vyiikhy&, Bhagavatapratha-

maslokattka, Ved&ntakalpalatika, SiddMntahindu, Samkshepaiw-
raka-vyakhyft, GudaHhadtpika, Advaita-siddhi and Advaita-ratn&'

rakshana. There were also some others having the name of Madhu-

sudana who were the authors of works like Any&padesasatakam

and a commentary on MahJSmotaka, but one can easily find out the
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difference between the works of Madhusudana who is a Vedantin

and others bearing the name of Madhus£:dana.

Anandamand5.Kr.ii is an original poem of more than one hun-

dred sxokas in praise of Lord Krishna. This work was his maiden
atteopt. One can easily appreciate the fervent devotion of the

author to &ri Krishna. His Vedantakalpalatika is a small treatise

on the Advaita Vedanta. He has discussed the nature of the

Absolute, refuted the conception of liberation according to other

schools, explained how the avidya ceases to exist by the direct

apprehension of Brahman arising out of hearing the mahavakyas

and ultimately explained the concept of mofcs7ia according to

Advaita. The Stddh&ntabindu is a commentary on Sankara's

Dasailoki and is wr-ilen by him for eke benefit of his pupil Bala-

bhadra. In this work, he has refuted the views of other schools,

established the views of the Advaita school and has also presented

the views of the various Advaitic acharyas on important concepts

of Advaita without going m!o details. His commentary on the

Samkshepasdnraka is known as Samkshepa&arirakas&rasamgraham.

Madhusudana has expressed his views on the Brahmasutras by

commenting upon Sarvajnitmamuni's SdmkshepasdrircJca which is

a brief but lucid commentary in verse on Sankara bhashya on the

Ved5nta~sutras. Advaita-siddhi is his masterpiece. This work was
written mainly to refute the charges raised against Advaita by

Vyasatfrtha. GiidarihadipiM is a commentary on Sankara's bhashya

on the Bhagavadgita upholding gankara's interpretation but in

some places deviating while advocating the path of devotion taught

in the second six chapters. Ehakti and jfiana are the two banks

of the river of Gita according to him. His last work is Advaita-

ratna-rakshana where he has answered the unjust attacks of the

Naiyayikas and followers of Dvaita school in a vehement manner

at times in abusive words. BhaJciirasayana is a great treatise on

bhakti. Mahimnastotratlka and Harilitor-vyakhya. are commentaries

on Pushpadanta's SivamdhimTiastotra and Bopadeva's HarifflM res-

pectively for proclaiming the wonderful qualities of Sri Krishna.

He has exhibited his great skill by interpreting the slokas in praise

of Siva as praising Lord Krishna.

In the firmament of Advaita philosophy getting light only from

Sankara who was resplendent like the sun, Madhusudana shone

like the moon excelling all the other philosophic stars and enligh-

tening the people with ambrosial teachings worthy of his name.
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DHARMARAJADHVARIN

by

P. Nagaraja Rao

M.A., D.LTTT.

In the great line of post Sankara Advaila thinkers Dharmaraja
has a definite and important place and his contribution to the aids

for rational understanding of Advaita is considerable and signifi-

cant. He is assigned to the 17th century A.D. He belongs to the

village Kandrarnanikkam of the Tanjore district in South India.

Dharmaraja was a great scholar of Nyaya and Vedanta and enjoyed

great reputation as a scholar who wrote a number of works some

of which have not yet been traced. His works include a commentary
on Gangesa's TaUvachintamw/ni. His greatest work is the epistemo-

logical manual of Advaita called Ved&ntaparibhasha. His work has

been the gateway for understanding the essentials of Advaita-

Vedanta, from the point of view of epistemology iprammiaMstra).

His work is an excellent account of Advaita, under two heads,

theory of knowledge and ontology. He develops the theory of

knowledge portion in seven chapters and in the last two chapters

he describes the ontological categories.

Dharmaraja's work has brougt to the forefront the fact ignored

by many that Advaita is not based on mere facile intuition founded

on scriptural declarations. It is a system of thought that can be

logically sustained and interpreted so as to secure, intelligibility

to the reader. The pre-occupation of Indian thinkers with the

concept of moksha has kept away from the view of many, rich

logical material of the system. A study of the logical treatises of

the system is not only capable of regaling the most ardent lover

of metaphysics but also on occasions baffles the expert. The logical

approach does not lead to any other end. Sri Sankara raises the

question "whether Advaita can be established only by scriptural

evidence or whether it can be proved by reasoning asi well". He
writes, 'How it is possible to prove the validity of Advaita by
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reasoning' is shown in the chapter on Advaita.1 The acharya has

always asked us to be critical and not accept things blindly. He
holds " that any one who adopts any view without full inquiry

will miss his aim of beatitude and incur grievous loss".2

In this context it becomes clear to us how important epistemo-

logy is for understanding any philosophical system. It is the

"portal to metaphysics". What the pramanas cannot teach us is

not knowledge in the normal sense. Scripture becomes authori-

tative only because its truth gets affirmed by experience. Dharma-

raja makes a detailed study of all the problems of knowledge in his

manual which continues to be the standard invaluable treatise on

the subject.

Bharmaraja explains the following problems:—What is the

nature of knowledge ? What' is its origin? How does it arise ?

What are its instruments? ' How is the sense-object related to the

cognizer? What is the test of the validity of cognition? What
causes illusion? How is non-existence known? What is the way
t'o the knowledge of ultimate Reality?3

Knowledge in the primary sense of the term is pure

consciousness beyond the relativity of the knower and the known.

It illuminates all objects. It is self-luminous and self-existent.

It is non-relative and non-dual. All the instruments of knowledge

function because of it. The soul is the combination of the sakshi

and antahkarana. It is the complex form and it is the empirical

soul which knows and moves in the world.

Knowledge in this system is expressed in the form of vrittis,

which is a blend of internal organ and sikshin. It is antahkarana

alone that undergoes modal transformation's and it is termed

vrittijnana. The vritti flows out in the case of external objects

and gets itself determined by the object or it assumes the form

of the object' itself. When the vritti coincides with the object we

advaitam 1dm SgamamMtrena pratipattavyam Shosvit tarkenapi ay

ata Sha sdkyate tarken&pi jn&tum..

tatra avicharya yat kiiicUt praMpaiyamELno nisreyasEtt pratihanyeta

anartham cha iyat.

Swami Satprakashananda, Methods of Knowledge (according to

Advaita), 1965, p. 15.
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have knowledge. The fact that a single consciousness principle

is delimited as object and as subject and as the knowing process

leads to the avoidance of the problems of dualism.

It is difficult to cover all the important issues raised by the

author. Nothing can replace the study of the manual itself. The
system has accepted sisi instruments of knowledge. 1. pratyaksha
(perception) , 2. anumana (inference), 3. sabda (verbal testimony).

4. upamana (comparison), 5. arthapatti (presumption), and
6. anupalabdhi (apprehension of non-existence). Each of the
praznanas is treated in detail. The chapter on perception is the

most difficult. Brahman-realisation is likened to perceptual

knowledge. It is not the perceptual knowledge which implies the

intervention of the sense organ. It is self-knowledge. The pro-

blem whether 'mind' is a sense organ is discussed. The two
schools, Bh&mati and Vivavana, hold different views on the subject.

The necessity for regarding upamana, arthapatti and anu-
palabdhi as independent pramanas is discussed along with the
arguments to prove that they cannot be brought under inference

or perception. The work of Dharmaraja has attracted the

academic students of Advaita of our universities and it has been
the subject of many English works. The contribution of Dharma-
raja has given us a right royal approach to the study of Advaita.

Among the important works in English that are based on Dharma-
raja's book are Professor Datta's The Six Ways of Knowing
(1932); Swami Satprakashananda's Methods of Knowledge (ac-

cording to Advaita) with an introduction from Dr. T. M. P.

Mahadevan and foreword from Dr. Huston Smith (1965); N. K.
Devaraja's An Introduction to Sanhara's theory of Knowledge
(1962) . Besides these works we have standard English translations

of Dharmaraja's Ved&ntapaHbhasha by Professor S. S. Surya-
narayana Sastri and Swami Madhavananda. Among the great inter-

preters of Advaita Dharmaraja occupies an illustrious position;

and the study of his work confirms the rationality of the system
and fullness of its treatment.
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RAMAKRISHNADHVARIN

by

V. SWAMHTATHAM1

M.A., M.LJCTT.

Ramakrishnadhvarin the author of the VedantasikMmani
hailed from Kandaramanikkam, a village in the Nannilam taluk

of Tanjore district.1 He was the son of Dharmarajadhvarin who
had established himself as a great' writer on Advaita through his

monumental work, VedantaparibhGsha. He was a Kaundinya by
descent and a Rigvedin by religious discipline.2

Unlike in the case of some of the celebrated teachers of

Advaita, the determination of the date of Ramakrishna is not beset

\vi+h much difficulty. There is some positive evidence on the

basis of which a fairly accurate date may be arrived at. In the

Ved&ntasikh&mani Ramakrishna quotes Nrisimhisrama's Bh&va-

pralc&sika, a commentary on the Panckapadik&vivarana.* Rama-
krishna's date, therefore, may be taken as settled if evidences are

conclusive enough in settling the date of Nrisimhisram,i in-as-

much as he was the grand-preceptor of Dharmaraja. Dharmaraja's

mention of his grand-preceptor Nrisimhasrama4 and his disciples'

victory over the upholders of difference in the opening \erses of

the Vedantaparibhasha is undoubtedly a reference to Nrisimhas-

rama, author of the Bhedadhikk5.ro. Nrisimhairama himself gives

1. tatra kandaramS.nikkagramaratyantvasi'aa, Tarkachudfimani, Tanjore

Saraswati Mahal library, No. 6217.

2. dharmarajadhvanndrena Icaundinyena vipaSchttB,. dftaffliar2j5dh»etrin~

drena bahvrichena vipaichitS. Tarkachud&mani, Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal
library, No. 6218.

3. Ved&ntasxkhnmani with Ved&ntaparibMshO. and Maniprabha, p. 295,

Venkateswara Steam Press, Bombay, Saka 1850. Vide Madras Government

Oriental Series, No. CLV, part H, p. 395.

4. VeMiaaparibhSsha with Mkkamanl and Mav&prabM, p. 13, Venkates-

wara Steam Press, Bombay, Saka 1850.
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Sam. 1604 (AD. 1547) as the date of completion of his

Tattvaviveka. Nrisimhasrama's Advaitadipika has been referred

to by Appayya Dikshita in his Siddhantalesasangraha one of the

works of his early days. By the time the SiddhMntalesasangraha

was composed Nrisimhasrama might have attained celebrity as a

great authority and become of ripe old age as to have been

referred to in respectable terms. Appayya Dikshita's date has

been settled, without any fear of controversy, as A.D. 1520—

A.D. 1592. Ramananda who flourished in the later half of the

sixteenth century quotes Nrisimhasrama's commentary on the

Panchapadika in his Bhdshyaratnaprabha.5 In view of all this

and allowing a full span of life commensurate with the mass of

his writings Nrisimhasrama might be placed between A.D. 1470

and A.D. 1550. Dharmaraja who comes two generations later may

be assigned to the later half of the sixteenth century and

consequently Ramakrishna may be placed in the last and the

first quarters of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries res-

pectively.

Ramakrishna belonged to the illustrious line of teachers and

pupils who had expounded Advaita with great zeal and had

enriched Advaita literature with their inestimable contributions.

Dharmaraja was a profound scholar in all the darsanas6 and in

his life time he enjoyed a high reputation throughout' the sub-

continent as a versatile writer on Nyaya.7 It seems he held the

title Nyayabdhi (ocean of logic) and his TarkacvMmani a com-

mentary on the Tattvachintamaniprakasa of Ruchidatta won the

appreciation of his contemporaries as a work of great merit.8 His

5. Brahmaautrabhashya with RatnaprabM, BhSmati and Nyayanirnaya,

p. 7. Venkateswara Steam Press, Bombay, Safca, 1835.

6. vi§cMseshatantr&rthasarah. Tarkachudamani.
7. VedantaMkhSmani, p. 3.

8. nyS.yab3.Hh tarkachudSmanimiha kurute, Tarkachudamani. tarka-

chifflmanirnima krita vidvanmanorama. Ved&ntapaiibh&sha, p. 11.

Some modern scholars are inclined to think that the Tarkachudamani
referred to in the Vedantaparibhasha is a direct commentary on the Tattva-

cMnt&mani: but the statement 'yena chintamanau ttfca dasalSMvibhanjine

when read together with the opening verse of TarkachvMmanx daifinamapt-

tifefiwlm bhangam kwrvan kvachit kvachit anumanaprakaiasya vivriim kara-

v&nyaham will dispel any doubt regarding its being a commentary on the

PrakaSa of Ruchidatta.
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other works on Nyaya are: (1) Prakasa, a commentary en the

Nyayasiddhantadipa of &asadhara, and (2) Yuktisarngmha, an

independent work on anurnana. His Nyaya works have almost

sunk into oblivion, and he is now remembered only for the

Vedanta&ikMmani. Dharmaraja studied under several precep-

tors9 among whom he mentions only one by name, viz., Venkata-

natha10 a resident of the village of Velangu$i in Kumbhakonam

taluk. His grand-preceptor was the famous Nrisirnhasrama the

author of several polemical works on Advaita. Ramakrishna had

the unique good fortune to study under his own father and to

assimilate and master the entire mass of sastraic learning from

his father alone.11

Ramakrishna was born in an atmosphere charged with living

Vedic traditions and vigorous intellectual activity in the realm

of sastraic learning. The whole region of the Cauvery delta

wherein is situated the village of Kan^aramanikkam was adorned

by numerous scholars who had distinguished themselves by their

erudition in various branches of learning.12 Kan^aramanikkam

itself was the home of srotriyas who were well versed in the

Vedas, devoted to the perpetual maintenance of the srauta fires

and the performance of srauta sacrifices and highly proficient in

the sastras as to have blown up their opponents in debates.13 The

living srauta practices of his time did not fail to impress upon

Ramakrishna. Realising fully, the place assigned to the karma-

kan$a in the scheme of Brahman-enquiry, Ramakrishna sub-

stantiated some of the precepts of the karmakancla.14 For pur-

poses of meditation and worship which presumes a personified

God (saguna Brahman) he, like his father, chose £rl Rama.15 His

strict adherence to Advaita did not in any way deter his belief

in the efficacy of the karmakanda or worship of a personified God.

9. Tarkaehud&mani.

10. VedantaparihhasM
s p. 11.

11. Ved&ntaMkMmani, p. 3.

12. Tarkachudamani.

13. Ibid.

14. VedonfasifcKamani, p. 3.

15. Ny&yadarpana, Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,

R. 4699.
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Endowed with a penetrative intellect coupled with critical

vision and tutored by his father, a versatile scholar who inherited

the mass of sastraic wisdom from an illustrious line of teachers,

Ramakrishna shaped into a sound scholar of a very high order.

Even a cursory reader of his VedantaMkkamani will be struck with

his mastery over the subtleties of navya-nyaya. The Vedanta-

sikh&mani, particularly its Sabdapariccheda, bears ample testi-

mony to his versatility in Purvarnlmamsa. His erudition in other

systems of philosophy, orthodox as well as heterodox, is no less

than that of his in Nyaya or Advaita even though his references

to them in the Vedantasikhama'ni are only occasional.16 As such,

it is legitimate to expect from the facile pen of a many-sided

genius as Ramakrishna, substantial contributions to the various

schools of philosophical thought.

Only four works of Ramakrishna have come down to us so

far. They are Nyayasikhamani Ny&yadarpana, Vedantasarafika,,

and VedantcrnkMrnani.

1. Ny&yaMkhamani: 17 This is a commentary on the Pra-

kaia of Ruchidatta which itself is a commentary on the Tattva-

chintamani. The available manuscripts of Ny&yasikMmani do not

extend "beyond the pratyakshakhancla and we have sufficient

grounds to believe that Ramakrishna commented on the pratyaksha-

khanda alone. Manuscripts of Dharmaraja's Tarkachwd-Zrnani

that have come to light so far, contain only the three sections,

anumana, upamana and sabda. The absence of manuscripts of

Tarkachudamdftf, for the pratyakshakhanda and the existence of

manuscripts of Nyayasikhonhttitf, for the pratyakshakhanda alone

establish, beyond doubt, that Dharmaraja commented upon the

last three sections of Praka§a and Ramakrishna on the pratyaksha-

khanda alone with a view to make the work complete. Further,

each of the three sections of the Tarkachudamayi opens with

separate invocatory verses; but the fact that the anumanakhanda

alone opens with verses supplying some autobiographical informa-

tion becomes intelligible only on the presumption that Dharma-

raja commenced the Tarkachudamcffli with the anumanakhanda

16. VeMntaMkMmani, pp. 75; 81-83; 109; 154; 184; 356; etc.

17. Tanjore Saraswati Mahal Library, Nos. 6228-6229.
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and deliberately excluded the pratjak*na;:Ji£.n:ia from the purview

ot his commentary for reasons unknown. Ny&yasuditinau,, is a

voluminous v,
Tork displaying the author's skill in argumemation

and, command over the navya-nyaya terminology.

2. Nyayadarpana: 1* Tms is a gloss on ihe Purvamimaihsa-

siitras offering detailed explanations on the sutras. Unfortunately

only a fragment comprising the second pada of the first adhyaya

and a portion of the third pada has come to light so fa;.

3. Veda,ntasdra}ika: This, as its name indicates, is a com-

mentary on the Veddniasira of Sadananda. Manuscripts of this

work are extremely rare. We have not come across any notice

of it except the one found in Volume I of Aufrecht's catalogus

catalogorum. It is premature to say anything on the authorship

and nature of this work without an access to the manuscript or

extracts therefrom.

4. VedantcJikhamaiiv. This is a commentary on the

Vedantaparibh&sha of his father and enjoys wide popularity, even

today, among those who study Advaita on traditional lines. In

the Vedanta.sikhama.ni the author sets himself to interpret and

examine the Vedantaparibhasha on thoroughly critical lines

besides offering comments on the text. He analyses every issue in

a remarkable manner and arrives at the judgement only after

wading through a long chain of arguments and counter-arguments.

His approach to problems is characterised by originality and

independence; when occasion arises he does not hesitate to dis-

agree with the text and offer his own opinion.19 On several occa-

sions finding the text, as it were, inadequate to bring about the

desired purport he suggests corrections or interprets the text in

such a way as to yield the expected purport.20 The accuracy of

the definitions as given in the Paribhasha is tested by subjecting

them to a severe criticism and when they fail the test he presents

them in a revised form or offers new ones in their stead.21 On
occasions when the text presupposes or passess over matters with

a mere mention he takes pains to present the issue in as complete

18. Madras Govt Oriental Mss. Library, R. 4699.

19. Ved&nta&kh&mani, pp. 177, 180-82. 289, etc.

20. Ibid, pp. 14, 23, 76, 89, etc

21. Ibidv pp. 72-75, 87, 223, 255, etc.
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a manner as possible.22 He has defined several important terms

silently passed over in the text.23 Whenever there is demand he

supplements the text lest it should fall short of completeness and

clarity.u He demonstrates through a long process of reasoning

the untenability of the rival schools when the ParibMsha dismisses

them with a single stroke of the pen.25 To establish a philoso-

phical standpoint he adduces all possible proofs.26 The Vedanta-

sikhamani is really a critical evaluation of the Vedanta-Paribhasha

and while dealing with the text Ramakpshna has taken the atti-

tude of rather a vartikahara than of a mere vivarayakdra.

His chief objective in writing the &ikhamani is to provide a

sound logical basis to the Advaita doctrines as set forth in the

Paribhasha. Sometimes he establishes Advaitic doctrines on

purely rationalistic grounds.27 One of the striking characteristics

of the Sikhamani is its employment of dialectical ways of reason-

ing and discussion. Ramakrishna's use of dialectics has a two-

fold 'purpose—first, to explode the doctrines of rival systems of

philosophy, and secondly, to establish Advaita on a firm pedestal.

To demonstrate their untenability the doctrines of the opponents

are resolved into so many possible alternatives and by a series

of arguments each one of the alternatives is shown to involve

self-contradiction or absurdity. Dialectical ways of reasoning in

Advaita is as old as Sankara. Ramakrishna, in his dialectics,

effects a harmonious blending of the subtlety of Chitsukha and
the force of Nrisimhasrama, the reputed dialecticians whose works

have influenced his thought and style to a large extent. A study

of the gikhamafli affords one a good training in Advaita dialectics

and prepares him for a study of the advanced dialectical works
of Nrisimhasrama, Madhusudana Sarasvati, Brahmananda, and
others.

The special feature of Ramakrishna's dialectics is that it is

dressed in the style and language of navya-nyaya. Keeping

22. Ibid., pp. 83-86, 105-114, etc.

23. Ibid., pp. 92, 183, 238, 261, etc.

24. Ibid, pp. 70, 124, 130, etc.

25. Ibid, pp. 60-62, 203-206, etc.

26. Ibid, pp. 93 and fi, 133-34, etc.

27. Ibid, pp. 49, 90, 93-97, 348, etc.
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himself abreast with the spirit of his times he found it necessary

to use the language of navya-nyaya. The nyaya atmosphere per-

vades the whole of the SikMmani. The definitions furnished by
it are strictly in conformity with the navya-nyaya way of defining

things. Ramakrishna deems if necessary to restate, in nyaya
terminology, some of the definitions given by the ParibMsM in

ordinary language.28 In his opinion a definition has to be for-

mulated in accordance with the tenets of one's own school of

thought.29 A mere definition can never bring something into exis-

tence; only what is existing already could be brought within the
scope of a definition.30 La argumentation he makes effective use
of the canons of logic. Sometimes he dexterously makes use of

nyaya concepts as apt analogies in establishing his standpoint.31

Though in general he directs his talents in refuting the nyaya
standpoints still he sometimes shows a sympathetic and accom-
modative attitude towards some nyaya concepts. He accepts the

definition of Vyapti as enunciated by the Naiyayikas also.32

Dharmarlja rejects the kevalanvavT and kevalavystireki types of

inference on the ground that the definition of the former violates

the metaphysical position of Advaita and the latter, in essence,

is not different from arthapatti & Ramakrishna however accepts,

after suitably amending the definition, kevalanvay! without, in

any way, affecting the Advaitic stand-point 34 Kevalavyatireki he
admits as a variety of inference and draws the boundary of the

provinces of kevalavyatirekl and arthapatti.85 Regarding anupa-
labdhi Ramakrishna has taken rather a bold stand which is opposed

to the traditionally accepted Advaitic dictum 'vynuahare bhattn-

nayak\ He rejects the claims of anupalabdhi for its status of

an independent pramana.36 His justification of his father's accep-

tance of pragabhava as a variety of abhava is also against the

28. Ibid., pp. 32, 208, 209, 285.

29. Ibid., p. 299.

SO. Ibid., p. 90.

31. Ibid., pp. 24, 126, 147. etc.

32. Ibid., p. 162.

33. Ibid, pp. 177, 179.

34. Ibid, p. 177.

35. Ibid, pp. 181-82.

36. Ibid, pp. 289-90.
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general Advaitic position as advocated by Nrisimhasrama,

Appayya DIkshita and a host of other writers.37 In the definitions

of akanksha and tatparya he effects a synthesis of the Advaitic

and nyaya views after disclosing their inadequacy when taken

individually.38

The free display of reasoning, frequent recourse to inferential

proof, mastery over the nyaya canons of argumentation and dia-

lectics, adoption of nyaya style and language and the accommoda-

tive attitude towards some of the nyaya doctrines have made some

of the modern scholars brand Ramakrishna as more of a naiyayika

of the controverting type than a true Advaitin.

A closer perusal of the ^iWmmani will make one realise

how unsound and superficial this charge is. Our author is aware

of the limitation of logic in transcendental matters; he never fails

to cite the relevant sruti and point out the inconclusiveness of

reasoning when his father bases his conclusions on mere reason-

ing.39 His accommodative spirit in regard to the pramanas is not

militant against the spirit of Advaita as the Advaitin admits the

validity of the pramanas, other than sruti, only at the empirical

level and is not much bothered about the empirical world and

the pramanas that generate knowledge of it.
40 The Upanishads

enjoin sravana (determination of the purport of sruti), manana
(verification of the purport of sruti with the aid of reasoning) and

nididhy&sana (concentration on the truth arrived at through

sravana and manana) as means of Brahman realisation. Whether
manana and nididhy&sana stand on a par with iravana or are sub-

servient to sravana, it has to be admitted that manana, except

in the case of a few personalities like Vamadeva or &uka, has a

vital part to play towards Brahman-realisation. It will be of much
interest to note what Sankara has said on the role of logic in

Advaita. Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and jlva obtain-

ed by means of sravana becomes unassailable by the exercise of

37. Ibid, p. 289.

38. Ibid., pp. 222-225, 255-257.

39. Ibid., p. 312.

40. e£ prSchinaih vyavaMra^ddhavishayeshv&tmaikya siddhau poramt

sanmhyadbUramdar&t saranayo mmvidhah, darHteLh. SiddhantaleSasahgraha,

Kumbakonam Edition, p. 3.
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reasoning and meditation; sravana by itself cannot produce con-

viction.41 In Sankara's view not only does sruti ordain manana

but it actually demonstrates the application of reasoning. The

mndhukznin of the Brihaddranyaka embodies an exposition of

Advaita and the Yajnavalkyakanda is a critical examination of

the madhvkdnda m the light of reasoning.42 Suresvara observes

that the two chapters of the Yajnavalkyakanda employ the two

types of argumentation, jalpa (controversy) and vada (disquisi-

tion) .
43 The function of reason does not stop here; it has to play

an effective part in Sravana also. Of the six canons of interpret-

ation (upakramopasaniharatkya, abhy&sa, apHrvata, phala, artha'

vada, and upapatti) that determine the purport of sruti, upapatti

(intelligibility of the purport in the light of reasoning) though

mentioned last is not the least in importance. Sankara has stated

in unambiguous terms the extent to which he relies upon reason-

ing in interpreting the Brahmasutras.44

It must be noted here that Ramakrishna borrows only the

methodology of nyaya and the Advaitic standpoint is not in the

^east affected by the nyaya elements found in his exposition. It

will be worthwhile to note in this connection what he himself has

said regarding the nature of his -work.43

Advaita regards sruti as the pramana par excellence since it

alone gives rise to the knowledge of what is supersensuous such

as the oneness of jiva and Brahman. As such it excludes from its

jurisdiction all that fall within the scone of other pramanas.

Only those srutis which are concerned with supersensuous matters

are to be taken as pramana and those that relate to things known
by other pramanas are to be dismissed as mere matter of fact

statements.46 A mere definition cannot sublat'e that which has

41. cf. §r5 Sankara'a bhashya on the Brihad&ranyako'panishad, ii, iv, v.

42. Ibid., in, i, L

43. BrihadSrcmyakavcLrtika, iii, i, xv; iv, i, ii.

44. vedantovakyamimMisa tadamrodhitarkopakaranB. mheyasaprayojanU

prastuyate. Brahmas/S.trab'hMsfiya, i. i. i.

45. anena matprabandhem vedant&rthawUihbiw. Ve&nU&kh&mani,

p 383.

46. Ibid., p. 328.
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been settled by sruti once for all.47 The knowledge resulting

from the tattvamasi vakya is pram'a, since the vakyartha is some-

thing new and different from the padartha.48 A &ruti supported

by inference is more powerful than the one devoid of such a

support and conversely an inference corroborated by sruti is more

powerful than one which lacks such corroboration.*9 When ami-

manas of equal force neutralise each other, one has to surrender

at the altar of sruti.50 Anumana can establish the cause of the

universe as only a cause and not as a sentient being possessing

omniscience and omnipotence.51 As the ultimate goal is Brahman-

realisation sruti alone which is competent to generate it deserves

full treatment. A detailed treatment of the other pramanas is

relevant' in a treatise on Advaita only in so far as they have an

indirect bearing on Brahman-realisation.52 Anumana is useful in

ascertaining the illusory character of all that is other than

Brahman implying thereby that Brahman alone is the ultimate

reality.53 Other pramanas are reliable only in so far as they are

sources of valid knowledge relating to the empirical sphere.54

Avidya is the material cause of the objects present in dream-

cognition and the internal organ is the efficient cause.55 The

acceptance of the avidy&vritti in erroneous cognitions such as

'this is silver' is to make intelligible the remembrance of 'silver'

at a later time.56

Atman is the only absolute reality, and it is identical with

Brahman, the cause of the worlds of name and form in diverse

kinds. Atman can be known (though not in its purest form), in

some measure, as it is present" in the notion of T. Brahman, on

the other hand, cannot be known as it never figures as the

object of any cognition.57 Jivas are many; the view that main-

47. Ibid, p. 337.

48. Ibi&, p. 29.

49. Ibid, p. 14.

50. JhiA., p. 38.

51. Ibid, p. 302.

52. IbUL, p. 15.

53. Ibid., p. 188.

54. Ibid, p. 31.

55. Ibid., p. 144.

56. Ibid., p. 130.

57. IBidL, p. 298.
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tains the oneness of jiva is open to serious objections.58 Avidya

is the material cause of the universe and Brahman is its material

cause in that it is the substratum on which avidyd is superimpos-

ed. Avidya is synonymous with maya and the two words sig-

nify one and the same entity.59 It is a logically indeterminable

positive entity60 and is sublated by the immediate cognition of

the oneness of Brahman and jiva. It possesses three distinct

potencies which are responsible for projecting the universe as

absolutely real to the lay man, empirically real to a philosopher,

and phenomenally real to a jlvanmukta.61 The cognitions aris-

ing out of the mahavakyas like tattvamasi are immediate.62 The

sruti which prescribes iravana as a means of Brahman-realisation

does not purport any injunction with reference to sravana?3

Renunciation is not a necessary prerequisite for one who aspires

for absolute liberation.64

58. Ibid* p. 335.

59. Ibid., p. 100.

60. Ibid* pp. 92, 9a
GL Ibid* p. 38L

62. Ibid, p. 55.

63. Ibid* pp. 367-68.

64. Ibid., p. 375.
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VENKATANATHA

by

B. SlTAMAHALAKSHMI
M.A.

Sri Venkatanatha wrote an excellent commentary —Brahma-

nandagiri on Sri Sankara's bhashya on the GUTt. As is the case

with all of our historical personages it is difficult to determine

with any accuracy the date of Venkatanatha. His work does not

contain even stray references to the biographical details of his

life. A perusal of this commentary shows that our author

criticises Madhusudana Sarasvatl for having misconstrued some

of the passages of Sri Sankara on the Glta in his commentary on

the Gita-bhashya—Gucldrthtt-dtpifeo. From this we may conclude

that Venkatanatha flourished after Madhusudana Sarasvatl.

Dharmarajadhvarin the author of the Veddntajparibhdshfi speaks

of one Venkatanatha as his guru:

Srimad verhkatanattekhy&n

velMgt&nivasinali

jagadgurundham vande

sarva1nntrapravartah5.n.

From this we cannot conclude that Venkatanatha was the preceptor

of Dharmarajadhvarin; for, the latter says in the following verse

that his grand-preceptor was Nrisiimna.

tarn pranauwi misimhakhyarn
yaMndram paramam gurum.

Venkatanatha states that he is the disciple of one Ramabrahma-
nandatirtha otherwise known as Abhinava Sankaracharya. Hence

these two personages cannot be identical.

The identify of Venlsatpnatha cannot be traced even through

his other works. It is clear from his commentary on the GltS, that
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he has written three more works, namely, AdvaitavajrapahjaraJ-

MantrasarasudMnidhi2 and a commentary on the Taitiinyo'pani-

shad-bhashya? We shall now set forth briefly some noteworthy

features of the commentary Brahm&nandagin.

According to Advaita, Atman which is absolute bliss and

consciousness when divested of avidya is spoken of as liberation.

Avidya present m Atman is the root-cause of all jvxls and its

removal necessarily brings about the removal of all miseries.

Atman which is liberation is self-evident and it does not require

any other thing for its manifestation. But, since it is veiled by

avidya and since avidya could be removed only by the direct

realisation of Atman, the latter is said to be the means to libera-

tion. From a study of the Gita as a whole, it is possible for us to

gather that in it three paths are recognised as paths leading to

the realisation of Atman. And, they are: the path of knowledge

(jnflna-yoga) , the path of devotion (bhakti-yoga) , and the path

of action (karma-yoga).

Of these three paths, the path of knowledge consists in realis-

ing the Absolute as it is in itself, pure and entire, unenveloped

by any upadhi or veil. This is possible by pursuing Vedantic study

under a preceptor, reflection, and meditation. The aspirant must

possess certain traits which are described as the four-fold aid of

which control of intellect, and external senses is important.4

These are subordinate to the Vedantic study. The prevalent view

in Advaita is that the mabavakyas of the Upanishads themselves

give rise to the direct realisation of Atman. This path is a difficult

course of discipline because it aims at realizing the Absolute as

it is in itself. It is because of this that this path can suit only

those who live in the high intellectual plane and have definitely

and decidedly transcended the sense region.5 But to average

people this is not possible; they have not attained to that kind

1. Srimad Bhagamd-Gita with the commentary Brahm&nandagiri, Sri

Vani Vilas Sastra Series, No. 12, p. 104.

This is referred to hereafter as 'B\

2. Ibid, p. 427.

3. Ibid, p. 461.

4. Gitd, xii, 3-4.

5. Ibid,
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reflection, and meditation. The point that is of profound im-

portance here is that those who worship the personal God with

devotion reach the abode of Hiranyagarbha and there they get the

knowledge of Brahman by pursuing Vedantic study, reflection,

and meditation, and thereby realize their identity with Brahman.

Our author emphasises the view that Vedantic study, reflection,

and meditation, alone could give rise to the knowledge of Brahman.

'nirgunopasanadvdraiva sagunopasanam mumukshoh mokshaya

prabkavati, nanyatha; sravanar^mnai%a-nididhyasaTfiabhave jnana-

nudayat?10

The Git& passage—11

'yoginamapi sarvesham

madgatenantar&tmana

haddhavan bhajate yo mam
sa me yuktatamo matafy

stiates that a devotee is superior to a jnanin. In the final analysis

this passage means that bhakti is superior to jfiana. Our author

says that this contention is wrong.

The Upanishadic passage

—

'yasya deve pambhaktih

yatha deve tatha gurau'12

and the smriti texts such as—

'udarafy sarva ]eva ete

jMni tvatmaiva me matam*®

'bhaktya mam abhtf&nati

yavan yaschasmi tattvatah

tato mam tattvato iH&tvfi

visate tadanantaram1*

affirm that bhakti is only a means to knowledge and it cannot be

superior to knowledge. But what is intended to be conveyed in

10. B., p. 442.

11. VI. 47.

12. Svetasvatara Upanishad, 6, 28,

13. GHZ, vii, 18.

14. Ibid, xviii, 55.
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the Gita passage 'yogvn&mapi sarvesh&m', etc., cited above is that

the worship of the Lord is better than the worship of Gods like

Rudra, Aditya, etc.

jMnamdhanatveiioktayah bhakteh phalatvena pradhdnabhutdd

jnanadadhikyayogaccha; kirhtu devatantara bhaktiyogapekshaya

bhagavadbhaktiyogasya £raiskfiiyamuchyate~ yoginamapi sar-

vesham vasurudradityaparaimm iti bhashyokteh.15

Liberation, according to Advaita, necessarily requires the

removal of avidya present in Brahman. And, avidya could be

removed only by the intuitive knowledge of Brahman. To speak

of bhakti as directly leading to liberation is, therefore, misleading.

What is termed bhakti is the striving for the intuitive knowledge

of Brahman by means of and through devotion to a personal God.

And, intuitive knowledge of Brahman alone is the means to

liberation.

'premar&pa kriya baktih fficinasyaiva s&dhanam, Inanameva

tu muktim prati sadhcmam iti gitacharyasya bhagavato matamm

Faith is the basis of devotion. Beginning with faith and

worshipping with devotion the personal God, the aspirant attain*

to the intuitive knowledge of Brahman and thereby he is liberated.

A perusal of this commentary Brahrmnandagiri shows how
very learned the author is besides being a very impartial critic.

He is mainly concerned with emphasizing the fact that the Advai-

tic interpretation in accordance with the bMshya of &r! Sankara

is the only correct interpretation of the (JUA. Accordingly he

misses no opportunity to criticise the interpretations of Sri RamS-
nuja and Sri Madhva on the Gita, and the interpretations of

Madhusudanasarasvati on Hie Gitd-bhALshya of Sri Sankara. His

interpretations are always to the point and in consonance with

Advaita. His style is easy and unpedantic. It is a pity that none

of his other works are available. If they are lost for ever, then

it is indeed a misfortune to the Advaita literature.

35. B, p. 306

16. Ibid, p. 578.
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MAHADEVANANDA SARASVATI

by

N. S. Ramanujajm

Nyaya-Vyakarana-Mimamsa-Vedanta Siromani

Mahadevananda Sarasvati, the author of the Tattv&nusan-

dhdna1 is a disciple of Svayamprakasananda. According to Das
Gupta2, these writers flourished in the seventeenth and the early

eighteenth centuries.

The TattvdnusandhMna serves as a refresher to the serious

student engaged in manana. All the Advaitic concepts are dealt

with in this work in a very lucid way. The author himself wrote
a commentary on it by name Advailn^hinta-kaustubha.

Mahadevananda's most important contribution is his treat-

ment of the concept of ajnana. According to Advaita, Isvara, jlva

and jagat are but the appearances of a transcendental entity called

Brahman. The principle that accounts for this seeming diversifi-

cation of Brahman which is the sole Reality is ajnana. The con-

ception of ajnana is thus the pivotol point of the Advaita.

Ajnana is the first cause of the phenomenal world and conse-
quently corresponds to the prakriti or the pradhana of the
Sankhya system; but there are vital differences and metaphysi-
cally the two are completely distinct. The pradhana of the
Sankhya system is conceived o£ as the source of the universe
by being independent of the purusha. But ajnana is considered
as the primordial cause of the universe by being dependent on
Brahman. Sri Sankara in his bhashya on the Brahma-sutra 'tada-
dhmatvGd arfkavotf (l.iv.iii) notices this distinction and points

1. Published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1922.

2. History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. H, pp. 56-57.
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out that the Advaitins do not follow the line of argument of the

Sankhyas in accounting for the rise of the universe.

Ajfiana is superimposed on Brahman and it has Brahman as its

locus and content. It has a two-fold power, namely, avarana-

sakti or the power of veiling, and vikshepa-iakti or the power of

revealing. By avarana-sakti it conceals Brahman and by vi)>

shepa-sakti it reveals it in the form of fsvara, jiva, and jagat.

Ajfiana is heginningless and it consists of three qualities of

sattva, rajas, and tamas. It is a positive entity (bhavarupa) and

not an antecedent negation of knowledge (jndndbhAva) . It deri-

ves its existence only from its superimposition on Brahman and

it is held to be indeterminable (anirvachaniya) either as real or

as unreal.3

It cannot be regarded as real, as it is removed by the intui-

tive knowledge of Brahman. Nor can it be considered as unreal,

because it is determinately perceived in the form of 'I am igno-

rant'. An unreal thing like the horn of a hare is never experi-

enced. It cannot be real and unreal at once on the ground that

this conception is self-discrepant. Hence it is regarded as neither

real, nor unreal, nor real and unreal at once, but anirvachaniya

or indeterminable either as real or as unreal. Ajfiana is remo-

vable by the intuitive knowledge of Brahman. It is thus yn&na-

nvoartya*

This ajfiana itself is termed maya and. avidya. Some Advai-

tins draw a distinction between maya and avidya and define the

former as that which does not delude its abode, and the latter

as that which deludes its abode. Mahadevananda does not favour

this distinction. He holds that ajfiana which is characterised by

the predominance of radiant sattva is maya and ajfiana which is

characterised by the predominance of clouded sattva is avidya.5

Maya, avidya and ajfiana are identical. Or, ajfiana in its aspect of

vikshepa-sakH is spoken of as maya and in its aspect of Gvarana-

sakti is spoken of as avidya.6 And, maya and avidya are identical.

3. Tattvdwu.sandhS.na, p. 27,

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid,, 9, 32

6. Ibil, p. 87.
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Mahadevananda holds that the reflection of Brahman in

avidya and intellect is jiva; and, Brahman that transcends

avidya is isvara.7 This is precisely the view of the author of the

Vivarana. This view is known as pratiblitiba-vada, Sarvajnat-

man in his Samkshepasarlraka holds that the reflection of Brah-

man in avidya is isvara and the reflection of Branman in avidya

and intellect j3 fiva. In both the views the consciousness ihat

underlies both isvara and jiva is the witness-self.

The jiva is three-fold owing to the difference in its hunting

adjunct, as Visva, Tatfasa, and Prfyna. The jiva when associat-

ed with avidya, the intellect and the gross body regards itself as

conscious of the waking condition and in this aspect it is

termed 'Visva.' And the same jiva when associated with avidya

and intellect feels ltuelf as conscious of the dream state and in

this aspect it is called 'Taijasa'. And when associated with avidya

and intellect in its subtle state, the jiva considers itself as cons-

cious of the deep-sleep state and in this aspect it is termed

'Prajna'. The waking state (jagradavasiha) is one in which the

direct apprehension of the various objects is simultaneous with

the functioning of the sense organs. And this state is experienc-

ed by the jiva as Visva.

When the meritorious or non-meritorious deeds which gave

rise to the experience during the waking state are exhausted and

when the deeds which cause the experience of the dream state

begin to function, the belief in one's identification with the gross

body is removed by a vritti of 'tamo guna' called sleep; and there-

upon all the senses become absorbed by their ceasing to function.

And thereupon the Visva is also spoken of as having been absorb-

ed. Then begins the dream state (svapwvastha) in which the

knowledge of things is acquired without the functioning of the

sense organs and is due to the latent impressions present in the

mind. And this state is experienced by the jiva as 'Taijasa*.

When the deeds which caused the dream state also are ex-

hausted and when the intellect together with its latent impres-

sions merge in avidya, there appears the state of deep-sleep which

is the resting place of the jiva which is exhausted on account of
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its experience of both waking and dream states. Deep-sleep or

sushupti is the cognition oi avictya only in the form 'I did not

know anything'. One who has awakened from deep-sleep re-

collects
k

I slept well; I did not know anything5

. This recollec-

tion is impossible unless there was such an experience. It is clear

that in the deep-sleep state there is the experience of bliss and
also of avidya. And this state is experienced by the jiva as

By eliminating all the limiting conditions and by the know-
ledge of the pure Self there results liberation. The three-aspects

of the jiva, viz., Visva, Tatfasa, and Pr&yna together with the three

states of waking, dream, and deep-sleep are of the nature of

avidya and therefore not real. The absolute consciousness which
is constant in, and also the witness of the three stales is the fourth
(tunya) and it is transcendent and real. And the pure Self which
is the basis of the cognition T is non-different from this. All the

three states and the three aspects of the jiva are relevant before
the rise of the true knowledge of Brahman and cease to be so

after the rise of the knowledge of the true nature of Brahman.

Parallel to this conception of jiva, we have a three-fold view
of the cosmic self as Vaisvanara, Himnyagarbha, and Uvara? It

is essential to remember that the sentient element in all the three

is identical and the only difference is in the limiting adjuncts. The
consciousness that transcends these three is identical with Atman
which transcends the three states of waking, dream, and deep
sleep.

The aspirant, owing to avidya has lost sight of his identity

with Brahman. By pursuing Vedantic study, reflection, and

meditation, he attains to the intuitive knowledge of Brahman.
Whether the major texts of the Upanishads themselves give rise

to the knowledge of Brahman or whether meditation (nididhya-

sana) leads to the knowledge of Brahman, is a question of great

importance in Advaita. The prevalent view is that the major
texts of the Upanishads themselves give rise to the knowledge of

8. Ibid, pp. 88-80.

9. IMA, p. 93.
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Brahman. And, Mahadevananda accepts this view.10 When such

experienced conviction of unity arises in him he becomes a jivan-

mukta. After the final fall of his body, he becomes Brahman
itself.

Mahadevananda has not introduced any new line of argument
in the interpretation of Advaita. As has been said in the begin-

ning his work serves as a refresher to a student engaged in

manana. He has had access to all the important Advaita works
before his time; and by presenting the Advaita concepts in a lucid

and admirable way for the benefit of posterity, he has rendered
solid service to the cause of Advaita.
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GANGADHARENDRA SARASVATI

by

T. S. Nabayana Rao

Gangadharendra Sarasvati is the author of the Svarafya-siddhi,1

a manual of Advaita. In the concluding verse of this work he
gives his date as 1748 Vikrama Saka (vasvabdhimunyavani-mdna-

sake). This corresponds to 1792 A.D. No further details of the

author are available except that his guru was one Ramachandra
Sarasvati and his parama-guru Sarvajxia Sarasvati.

The work Svdrajyasiddhi deals with all the important con-

cepts of Advaita especially with the means to realize the self-

luminous Atman free from the veil of avidya. It consists of one

hundred and sixty-five verses divided into three chapters which

are termed adhydropa-prakarana, apavada-prakarana and kaivalya-

prakaraya- The author himself has written a commentary on

this work and it is known as Kaivalyakalpataru.

Brahman, the ultimate Reality, is one without a second, and it

is free from any attributes. The attributeless nature of Atman
is arrived at by adopting the method of superimposition and neg-

ation (adhydropa and apavada). This, in main, is the theme of

the first chapter known as adfiyaropa-prakaraya. This chapter

contains fifty-four verses. The author deals with the illusory

nature of bondage and discusses in detail the sense of the words
tat and tvam in the sentence tat tvam ask Thirteen views as

regards the nature of the sense of the word tvam are referred to

and critically examined. And, the view of the Upanishads that

the sense of the tvam is Atman which is identical with truth,

consciousness, and bliss is established.

1. Published by &i Natesa Sastri, Aryamata SamvardhanI Press, 1927.
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As regards the nature of the sense of the term tat the author

first states that it is Brahman which is the material and the effi-

cient cause of the world. Of course, this is the primary sense of

the term tat. He refers to the view-points of ten different schools

of thought as regards the cause of the universe and then critical!?;

examire? them. He concludes bv rointing out that the secondarv

sense of the term tat is the attrihuteless Brahman which is truth,

consciousness and bliss.

The second chapter entitled apav&da-prakarana consists of

sixty three verses. In this chapter, the author establishes the

indeterminable character of the universe and the non-dual nature

of Brahman; and he does so on the basis of the Chandogyopanishad

text—'vacharambhamin vik3.ro namadheyam, mrittiketyeva satyam'.

The universe appears owing to avidya, which is present in Brahman
or Atman. Brahman is the cause of the universe in that it is the

substratum of avidya and its modification, the universe. Brahman
is the transfigurative material cause (vivarto'padSm) of the uni-

verse, while avidya is the transformative material cause (pari-

iiamyuvSdana) . Avidya and the universe belong to the same order

of reality: both have empirical reality. Brahman and the universe,

on the other hand, belong to different orders of reality. While

Brahman is absolutely real, the universe is only emDiricallv real.

Just as the snake superimposed on a rope disappears by the know-
ledge of the rone, so also the universe superimposed on Brahman
disaDpears bv the intuitive knowledge of Brahman.

The Advaitin postulates a two-fold definition of Brahman, one

called svarupa-lakshana and the other tathasthalakshana. The

object of defining a thing is to differentiate it from everything

else and this result is attained generally by reference to a pro-

perty that is distinctive of it. To give an example, water is defin-

ed by reference to its liquidity—a feature which is found in it

and in none other. This is an instance of svarupa-lakshana; for

this characteristic is an essential feature of the object defined.

Tathasthalakshana, on the other hand, differentiates an object from

the rest by reference to a property which is not its essential nature.

For example, a house of a person Devadatta is defined by refer-

ence to the crow perching on its roof—a feature which is only

external to the house and not a part of the nature of the house.

Though the two types of definition differentiate the object defined
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from the rest, yet the svarwpalakshana alone gives us a notion

of the nature of the object defined.

The Advaitin defines Brahman by utilising the taphastha*

hkshana as the source of the universe. The author has selected

passages from the five principal Upanishads, namely, the Aitafeya

the Brihadaranyaka, the Taittiriyaha, the Chandogya and the

M&ndukya, to show that Brahman is the source of the universe.

This is tathastha-hksharQa in that the characteristic of being the

source of the universe is not really present in Brahman, but is

only brought about by avidya abiding in Brahman. This definition

only distinguishes Brahman from certain entities, but does not

give us a notion of its nature. And that is done by svarupa-

hkshana. The Upanishadic texts such as 'satyam jnanam anantam
brahma' define Brahman as of the nature of existence, conscious-

ness, etc.

The author next proceeds to discuss the import of the five

major texts of the Upanishads, namely, prajnonam brahma (Aita-

reya) , aham brahmasmi (Brihadarawyaka) , sa yaschayam purushe,

yaschasawditye, sa ekdh (TaittirTyaka) , tat team asi (Chandogya),

and ayamdtma brahma (Mandukya) . The words such as tat and

tvam, etc., constituting the sentences primarily convey Isvara and

jlva. Isvara is mediate and omniscient. Jiva is immediate and

ignorant. In view of the conflicting attributes which they have,

there cannot be any identification between the two. Hence secon-

dary signification is resorted to. The two words secondarily signify

the absolute consciousness which is the essential nature of both

Isvara and jiva. The identity of the essential nature of Isvara and

jiva is the import of the major texts of the Upanishads. This iden-

tity is not identity involving duality, but it is identity-in-itself (sva-

rup&bheda) . In the Upanishadic text

—

'niranjanah paramam sffim-

yamupaiti', the word sdmya conveys the sense of identity and the

word paramam conveys that that identity is identity-in-itself. The

intuitive knowledge of the identity of the essential nature of Isvara

and jiva arising from the major texts of the Upanishads annihilates

avidya along with its products.

The third chapter kaivalya-prakarana consists of forty five

verses. This chapter deals with the nature of release. The intui-

tive knowledge of Brahman is the sole means to release. Vachas-

patimiisra, the author of the BhamaM holds that nididhya&ana is
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principal among the means that gives rise to knowledge. Pxakasat

man, the author of the Vivarcwa, holds that sravaQa is principal

and the other two are its auxiliaries. From this it is clear that

Pxakasatman holds that the Upanishadic sentences themselves
give rise to the intuitive knowledge of Brahman. This is the pre-

valent view; and this author maintains the same.

One who has attained to the knowledge of Brahman continues

to live till his prurabdha-karma is exhausted by experiencing its

results. This state is known as jivan-mukU. Our author explains

the state of jiva,n~mukti in this chapter known as kaivalya-pra-

Icarana. The outpourings of fivan-mukta are set forth in fifteen

verses in this chapter2 and these verses, according to the commen-
tary Kaivalya-kalpataru constitute a section termed fivan-muktU
gita. These verses explain in an admirable way the highly evolved

state of the infinite bliss enjoyed by the liberated souls. When the

pr&rabdha-karma is exhausted by experiencing its results, the

fivan-mukta is dissociated from his physical accompaniments and
he becomes Brahman itself. This is known as videha-mukU.
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PARAMASIVENDRA SARASVATI

by

V. Jagadeesvara Sastri
Vedanta giromani

There have "been many great saints and mystics in our country,

in every century. But it is only a very few, who have not only

been distineuished and great souls on their own, "but have also

been formal heads of establish«»d monastic institutions whose mis-

sion is to cater to the spiritual needs of mankind.

The Kanchl Kamakoti Pitfia is an ancient one, having been

adorned by great saints and sages in an unbroken line from Sri

Sankara BhagavatpSda. Among the great souls who adorned the

illustrious Kamakoti Pltha, iSr? ParamaSivendra SarasvatI, who
was a great saint and author of works on Advaita, was the fifty-

seventh acharya. He had several &ishyas. One of his sishyas was
the famous jlvanmukta of our land Sri Sadaiiva Brahmendra
SarasvatI.

Parama&vendra SarasvatI was a contemporary of Trayam-
baka-makhi, Sankaranaziiyana-Tnakhi, Sri Bamendra and Sri

Varadaraja. This can be known from the statement of Parama-
sivendra himself at the end of his Daharavidy&jyrakasa:

esha trayambakamakhinali
iri ramendrasya varadar&jasya

SaiikaraTi&myanamakhivarasya cha
abhyarihav&va&at rachita

Paramasivendra has written several works. Mention may be
made here of a few:

(1) Daharavidy&prakaia, (2) Siva^Ua^tatparyaprakaMk&t and

(?) Vedanta-nUma-ratna^sahasra'^oyak'hjiii or Svaruparvn-

sandh&na.
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Among the works of Sri Paramasivendra VM&nta-riama-

ratna-saliasra-vyakhya is a very important one. It is in the nature

of an encyclopaedia of the words that are applied to Brahman in

the Upanishads. Sri Sadasiva Brahmendra Sarasvati in his

Atmznusandhana has dealt with several names that were describ-

ed by Paramasivendra in his work referred to above. Sri Sada-

sivendra declares as follows:

snriwtparaniasivendradesikiLnam vayam mudSL advaitananda-

madhvikamanghripadmamupasmahe srl desikokta ved&nia-

namaaahaAramadhyaganMriiscMnnamamanm padmadamabliir-

grathayamyaham

The work Ved&nto-mma-ratm-sahasra-vyakhya, is available in

manuscript [D. 15508] in the Madras Government Oriental

Manuscripts library. We shall now explain the aim of this work.

According to Advaita, the intuitive knowledge of Brahman
is the means to liberation. The performance of rituals purifies the

mind ot the aspirant and generates in his mind the desire to

know Brahman. Possessed of the fourfold means, namely, nitya-

mlya-vastVr^viveka, iMmutrarthabhogavirdga, sama-dama,di-sa~

dhanascumpat and mumukshv,tvam, the aspirant resorts to a pre-

ceptor and pursues sravana, manam and nididhya-saTui. By iravana

is meant the ascertainment that the final import of the Upanishads

is the absolute Brahman. Manana is arguing within oneself, after

knowing definitely what the Upanishads teach with a view to

convince oneself that that teaching alone is true. Nididhy&sana

is the profound meditation upon the identity of the individual

soul and Brahman.

It has been said that the knowledge of Brahman is the sole

means to liberation. And that could arise only from the major

texts of the Upanishads like tat tvam asi, etc. The knowledge thus

arising from the texts is not effective in dispelling avidya, because

the intellect of the aspirant who has such a knowledge is con-

founded by latent impressions arisen from enjoyment of worldly

objects (vishaya-bhoga-vS.saiva,) , doubt regarding the validity of

the Upanishadic passages (pramavAsambhavana.) , contrary notion

as regards the import of f&e Upanishadic texts (prameyasaih-

hhavam) and an unconscious reassertion of old habits of thought

(vipwfitabhavana) incompatible with the truth since learnt. The
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tour-fold means removes vistiayabhogav&sana. Sravana aau

munana remove pramaiiasambhAvana and prameyasambkavanu.

And, vipat ua-bliavaiia could be removed only by nididhyasana.

The latter consists in the meditation on one's nature as free from

body, senses, etc.

Our author states:

'atmatatfwa'^dksMtk&ravato'pi anekasatasahasrajanma vasana-

vaMt anuvarianw.iia dehMyatmabuddhiriipa viparitabhavana

madhye madhye punah pwnali anuvartate; atah ianmrasdya

viraktasya krita-sravanasya tyaktasarvaishanasya hbdhasakshat-

karavatopi nirantaram dehendnyadi-drisya^rapa^ha-^-avilapa7ui-

purassaram svariipanu£andhfinam kartavyam' (p. 3).

Meditation upon one's nature as free from body, senses, etc.,

and as identical with Brahman should be pursued with the help of

the words of the Upanishadic texts which convey the true nature

of Brahman.

'tasmab atmananWdiAabdailn,

svarupfimi&andhmam kartavyam' (p. 7).

Words like satya, etc., found in the Upanishadic texts convey

in an affirmative manner the nature of Brahman as satya, etc. And
words like asthula, etc., found in the Upanishadic texts convey in

a negative way the nature of Brahman as free from duality, etc.

The author of the Brahma-subra prescribes a method of gathering

the unrepeated words found in the affirmative Upanishadic passages

in the aphorism—unandadayah pradhanasya (3.3.11), and applies

the same consideration to the words found in the negative Upani-

shadic passages in the aphorism

—

akslyiradhiyam toavarodhah samanya-tadbhavabhyam^upasa-

davat taduktam (3.3.33)

.

Our author states:

taduktam sMrakaraih, : 'anandddayah pradhana&ya' iti ananda-

dayah sabd&h vidHmukhena brahmasvarupam praUpadayitam

pravrittali; anye asthulwdayah sabdah dehertdriyadidrisyapraparie1ia~

nishedhamukhena pravrittah—tadapyuktam-aksharadhiydm ivava-

rodhdh smmnych-tadbfmiMhydm aupasadavat taduktam, (p. 7).
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In this way our author has collected one thousand words in the

alphabetical order from the principal Upanishads and also from the

NrtsimhatcLpinyupanishad, and has shown how those words convey
Brahman.

atah- nam-nam sahasram isavasyadyasu tapaniyantlsv,

srutishu buddhisaukarydya akaradikshakarantatayd samgrihuam

(p. 11).

The words that are affirmative in character cannot convey
Brahman through primary signification. Every word employed to

denote a thing denotes that thing as associated with a certain

genus, or act, or quality, or mode of relation. But Brahman which
transcends both speech and mind, which is free from all qualities,

has no genus, possesses no qualities, does not act, and is related to

nothing else; therefore the primary signification would not hold
good. The words that are affirmative in character convey the

nature of Brahman only through secondary signification. The words
that are negative in character negate all duality in Brahman and
thereby indicate that the latter is devoid of any relation, quality,

part, etc. It should be noted here that the words that are negative

in character merely negate the forms brought about by avidya in

Brahman. They do not, like the affirmative ones, refer to some
form and convey it as the essential nature of Brahman.

Thus, by collecting and giving the meaning of one thousand
words from the Upanishads, £rl Faramasivendra SarasvatI has
rendered a solid service to the cause of Advaita, particularly to

those who, having reached the higher stage of manana, are

desirous of overcoming viparitabhfivana by meditating upon the

nature of Brahman conveyed by the numerous words constituting

the Upanishads.
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NALLAKAVI

by

C. SlVARAMAMURTI

The mellifluous poetry of early Sanskrit poets has almost

completely appropriated to itself all attention and appreciation.

Among the works of later poets probably Jayadeva's lyrical com-
positions from the GUagovmda alone have won an unprecedented

popularity. But later compositions have generally never evoked
the enthusiasm that early poets have always commanded.

Sanskrit, being the language of culture in India embodying
the texts in every field of science and thought, has always been

cultivated, and enjoyed the patronage of rulers and scholars alike.

Among the later day Sanskrit writers the polymath Appayya
Dikshita wrote over a hundred books on a variety of subjects.

His nephew Samarapungava Dikshita is the author of Y&trapra-

bandha, a beautiful composition. But it is Appayya's grand-

nephew NUakantha Dikshita who is the most outstanding for

originality of thought and beauty of composition. This was in the

seventeenth century when Tirumala Nayaka of Madurai patronis-

ed art and literature. During this period of the Nayakas of

Madurai and Thafijavur several poets enriched Sanskrit literature.

Bamabhadra Dikshita and Batnakheta Dikshita are great names.

Sadasiva Brahmendra who composed beautiful songs of devotion

and sublime thought wrote a commentary on the Brahma-sriitra

for the benefit of the beginners in the field of Vedanta.

Bhagavatpada Sankaracharya himself had composed such simple

songs as Bhaja-govrndam for the easy comprehension of difficult

thoughts by even the simplest of folk. His poetic presentation of

Advaitic ideas in verses like those in Dakshi^murHstotra is to

cater to the taste of intellectually better equipped disciples who
are yet not ripe enough to fully comprehend his masterly com-
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mentaries on the Brahmasutra, the Upanishads and the Bhaga-

It is in this strain that several later day compositions have

tried to make difficult philosophic tenets appeal to the layman.

There are instances of even allegorical dramas like the Prabodha-

chandrodaya of Krishnamisra.

It is in this line of compositions that we have the Advaitarasa-

manjari of Nallakavi who lived in the 18th century. This poet

was the author of Subhadmparinayanataka and hailed from the

village Kandaramanikya which had also produced earlier the

famous poet Uddantfa. Nallakavi also wrote a farce Sringarasar-

vasvabhMna. Born of Balachandra Dikshita he had the good
fortune to study at the feet of Paramasivendra Sarasvati. He
thus came in contact with and obtained the blessings of the most

renowned of the disciple of Paramasivendra, i.e., the author of

the Brahmatattvaprakasika, an inimitable vritti on the Vedanta-

s&tra. To this satirthya he specially offers his salutation:

vedantastttravWttipra^yatta

suvyaktanaijapan^ityam

vande avadhutam&rgapravartakam

sr% mdaMvabrahma.

Nallakavi's authorship of the Advaitaraswmanjari is doubted,

and it is attributed to Sadasivabrahmendra, but there appears to

be no reason to doubt the explicit statement of Nallakavi as the

author of this work and his special respect for Sadasivendra whom
he salutes as he commences his work.

It is as a humble follower in the footsteps of Sadasivabrah-

mendra and even !§ankara Bhagavatpada himself that Nallakavi

composed his Advaitarasamanjar£ which he himself rightly des-

cribes as a sweet pill of immortality to help take in the difficult

import of the Upanishads which are the bitter though sure remedy

for the malady of the cycle of births and deaths:

bhxvarogasyaushadhamiti patmn

katumaupamsTrndabhavaTnasau

virachayya amritaghatikam

vitarati nalUkavih 3udhiy&m,
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As in the DakshindmurUstotra, Advaitapanchaka or Satashkl
or Vivekachudamani or PrasnottararatnanmW, of Bhagavatpada
the verses in the Advaitarasamanjari individually unravel in a
simple but effective way the well-known thoughts and parables

expounded in the texts of the Vedanta. His own simple commen-
tary, replete with appropriate quotations from the Upanishads,

Sankara's Bhashya, Samkshepa-sariraka, Jibanav&sishtha, Pancha-
dasaprakarana, Sutasamhita, Anubhutiprakasika, Vartikasa.ro and
other books, further clarifies the import of the verses.

Following the lead of Sankara, Nallakavi has this verse:

adhyasavisphuradanekavidhatmabhedam

ajfianam asritavatah sulabha na tnuktih

adarsagehamabliitah pratibimbitantah

dvaram gatasya na baMrgatirarbhakasya,

which closely resembles the thought expressed in

visvam darpay^ri^amananagantulyawn, nijantargatam

paiyanwtmani mayayd bahirivodbhutam yatha nidraya

yah saksha-tkurute prabodhasamaye sv&tm&namevadvayam
tasmai ingurumurtaye nama idam sridakshiyamurtaye.

Nallakavi is such a staunch Advaitin that he is out for claim-

ing Advaita in what is obviously a combination of two. He feels

that even the distinctly different parts of the body of Ganesa like

the elephant's head and human body have come together as one

to show the path of Advaita, and in his initial invocatory verse

he prays to Ganesa to unravel to him all the truth of Advaita as

he manifests Advaita even in his body make-up:

advaitameva paramarthataya vivektum

a>ng%ritadvipariarakritisannwesah,

advaitagocharam aseshaviseshamantar-

itvishkarotu varado mama vignarajah.

His simple treatment of his subject to bring home the teach-

ings of the Upanishads as in his verse

santySdis&dhanavatah purushottamena

samprapyate nijapadam varadeiikoktyd,

chorairarain.yasaranim gamitena pumsa
deio nijo hi tadabhipia giraiva gamyah
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is made very clear in his commentary where he quotes the

ChMndogya

'pantjito medh&vi gandhdmnevopaswmpadyeta

evameveha achMryawn purusho veda,'.

While offering the truth of great parables in simple verse as in his

kutastha-nitya-siikha-bodhatanoh prafichalj,

bandho vimochanamiti bhramadurviUsah

vandhyasutasya vapuradigunaprapanchah

tatpanchata cha sutar&m parikalpanaiva

he scrupulously gives his source by quoting the verse from the

J0.navasisktha—
chidvyoma feevalam-arwwitam-an^imadhyam

brahmaiva bhati nijachittavaSat svayambhu
ukamv&niva pumaniva vastutastu

vandhy&tanuja iva tasyu tu nasti dehah.

That Nallakavi can give a humorous twist to even a philoso-

phical tenet is clear in his verse

—

visvam samastamapi vibhramamatrametat

atmaiva sanmyaimnanyasukhaprakasali

sphurtyaiva visvamapi satyamHOshyate chet

ko nama syktirajatena dhani bhavenna,

where the last line cannot fail to bring a smile on the lips of

even a rugged philosopher.

The poet discusses the various problems of Advaitic thought

in his simple effective verses taking up a theme for each. These

are the ones like the rajjusarpa, ghatakfisa, suktirajata, vandhya-

suta, to mention a few. He gives telling and clear examples to

drive home a truth. The illusion of a circle of fire is only as long

as a lit faggot is whirled vigorously to produce that illusion.

When it is stopped the circle disappears. It is even so with this

illusory circle of births and deaths that make the whole series

appear a reality in right earnest till it is stopped by true reali-

sation that puts an end to nodding.

Basing on the bhoishya of Bhagavatpada

'tasmannavagata brahmMfmahhttvasya

yafhapurvam samsarvtvam, yasya tu
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yathapurvam samsaritvam n&sau

avagatabrahrnMmabhavah'

Nallakavi says:

alokyatam bhuvanachakramaBixLchakram

atyantavibhramavijrimbMtamasthiraiih cha

daivadbhramasya viratav, samupasthit&ymn

nalokyate kila pureva punastadeva.

It is the defect of the eye that perceives the moon twined,
tripled or multiplied. Even so it is a lack of true perception that
helps one to see diversity where only the one Ultimate exists.

Nallakavi in commenting on his verse

ekopi sannayam anekataya vibMU
bhuma svakalpitafavwhpataMnushangat

indurdviUyarahitopi cha sadviltiya-

bh&vena bkati purushasya nijakshidoshat

aptly quotes a well-known passage to illustrate effectively his

point

'nahyayam sthdnorapar&dhah yadenamandho na paiyatV

He gives the telling example of chitrapapa or a painting with
different lines and colours composing different elements of the
picture composition in spite of the divinity of all of which it is

after all a canvas all through. Quoting

'wasyatmano'ntar bahirva chaitanyadanyad
rupamasti; ehaitanyameva tu nirantara/masya

svarupam, yatha saindhavaghanasya antarbahischa
lavanarasa eva niruntaro bhavati na rasantaram'

he explains it in his verse

'tthy&dkasphumnabedhatirohito'pi

chiddteturekarasatam na jah&ti jdtu

nanachmuchalraifichitraxiha^

chitrah pato na paptbhfoarnpasyati svam.'

Ingeniously he explains rasavad brahma of Sankara's exposi-
tion:

'bahy&nanda£^}mnarahi1apyam>ha
nireshaftA brahman&h bdhyarasal&bh&diva
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s<m<mdii drisyante vidvaihsak;

nunam brahmaiva rasaip tesMm;

tasrn&dcLsti tat tesham anandakaranam

rasavad brahma'

by fully utilising the double entendre or multiplicity of conno-

tation of the word rasa and illustrating the attainment of the

divine stream of Gaiiga instead of the willo' the wisp of a mirage

as exactly what is attained by seers who discard the illusion of

the outer world for realising Brahmarasa or Supreme bliss.

visvam mrisha virasamityavadhvrya dhairyat

asvadyate munibhirantarasau rasdtrw

uchch&vacham marumarlchirasam nirasya

samsevyate sumaUbhih sumsmdhupura^.

As a contrast he gives the example of the fool who without

understanding the true import of the universe as Bliss suffers

through his very ignorance. He compares him to a little child

who unable to understand the true import of his own shadow on

ihe wall imagines it to be a spirit and shudders:

dnandavisphurana rupamapi prapancham

anyam vibhavya paritapamupaiti mugdhah
dlpadishu svavapushah paridrteyaman&m

ch&ydm vig&hya parimwhyaM Hm na balah.

Nallakavi describes the attitude of one who has realised the

truth in a telling verse where he compares the enlightened one

unperturbed by the complexities of the illusory world to the one

wide awake recalling his wild dreams but never frightened by

the image of wild animals pursuing him:

mithyS, samullasatu noma jagadvichitram

etdvatapi mama tattvavido na hdnih

svapne bhayankaraga^ininkshinepi

na svdpnikatvamanusandhato'sti btiftil}.

The wise one who has realised this truth and is untouched by

these illusions can still carry on in this world as usual to fulfil his

normal obligations to society like one who is fully aware that his

face is where it is and not in the mirror and yet uses the mirror

like any other:
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atyantametadasadityapi cha vyavasyan

adhyatmadrishtiranuvartata eva lokam

mstyatra vaktramiti nischayav&mpi drak

Matta eva mukuram mukhadarianaya.

If such a one prefers often to go into a trance or contemplation

it is because of a force of habit as there is nothing more for him

to do to attain anything as he has already realised the Truth. In

this he is like the emperor who has all that' he could wish for

but still uses the elephants and horses in his play of chess to

win his game just to while away his time and because of a force

of habit:

sarv&tmatamupagato M munissamadhim

purvanuvrittamayate samayapanuttyai

paryaptasarvavibhavak kshitipo hi kala-

niryapan&ya jushate chaturangameva.

Such an enlightened one, free from all volition moiiva'ed by

desire, is amused by scriptural injunctions and prohibitions; even

as one lazy beyond measure and completely averse to action en-

joys to hear utterances of 'do and don't'. Such a saint is truly

an emperor among sages and his movement at will cannot be

questioned as in the case of an emperor at the peak of his power

acting according to the dictates of his mind:

ixffiv&nvAhmtaimparo munisarvabhaumah

svacchandato vyavaharannapi mmaiyoyyali

samr&jyametya yathanruchi vartawmafa
vSja prafibhiranuyokbam asakya eva.

One who has experienced the illusory nature of wordly

splendour is not lured by its grandeur just as even a passionate

youth is not drawn by the blandishments of a boy acting the

heroine:

prapanchikastu vibhaval} paramadbhuto'pi

dhtram,m ranjayati dqishfatadiya, tattvam

8fatwe$habhushitatanul!, pwrusho viMsaify

tajnam yuv&namapi rmjayitum M naXam.

On the other hand, having firmly established his mind in the

Truth of the Absolute, the seer has* no more any concern for
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worldly enjoyments like one lofty 1a spirit blessed with a fortune

by great good luck can never lower himself again to miserly

beggary.

antarnirantara nirudhantfatmatattvalj,

na pragma vyasanitam vishayeshu dhatte
bhagydt kutaschidapi labdhanidhirmanasvi

kvm purvavat kripayatam urartkaroti.

Finally Nallakavi justifies the quotation in his commentary

dryata hrdyata maitri

saumyata samatd jnatd

samdsrayanti tarn nityam
antahpuramivarLgandh

by describing how all the great atmagunas or saintly qualities come
of their own accord to adorn the seer who has realised the Bliss

of the Absolute, just as one who has won over the king as a
friend is surrounded and served by the retinue of the royal
household

—

adhyakshitosvamarminalamkriyavad
adhyatmikassubhagunah svayamavisanti
svadhonite suhridi rajani tasya bhritya
ye te'pi cha svayamupetya tamairayante.

In concluding with this verse this brief discussion of Nalla-

kavi's charming poem on Advaita, one cannot help feeling that

the one ocular presentation of this thought expressed by the poet
is in the personality of our beloved and revered Bhagavatapada
Sri Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati himself, who, having realised

the Absolute and beaming with all the adhyatmika gunas, is

moving amidst us all with no other purpose except that of leading

us on to the 'blessed other shore', as he is the embodiment of

mercy, and -we are the kittens to be carried to safety according to

the marjardkiiora-nyaya.
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SADASIVA BRAHMENDRA SABASVATI

by

N. Raghunathan
M.A.j BJL.

Sadasiva Brahmendra Sarasvatx, the mahayogin and jivan-

mukta, became a legend in his own lifetime. The seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries saw a great flowering of the spirit in the

Tamil country, especially in the Tanjore region under the

enlightened rule of the Nayak and Maharashtra dynasties. Under
the aegis of Sahaji (1684-17X1) flourished a brilliant galaxy of

poets and makers of music, scholars and thinkers who were noted

alike for their personal purity and acuteness of intellect. Many
of them, including it is believed Sadasiva's father, were settled in

Sahajirajapuram, a royal grant for the encouragement of learning

Great saints sojourned among them, providing the inspiration to

the higher life. In Sadasiva, all the varied talent of that time

of awakening seems to have met and blended harmoniously. His

output as a poet and writer in the Vedantic tradition was slender.

But he touched the imagination of the people in a unique way,

only Bodhendra and Sridhara Venkatasa, affectionately known as

'AyyavaT, being comparable to him in this respect.

Many miraculous tales are told about him, but few concrete

facts are known. He was the disciple of Paramasivendra Sara-

svatl, the fifty-seventh head of the Kafichi Kamakoti Sankara-

charya Pitha, whose greatness he repeatedly extols. Parama-

sivendra seems to have been a contemporary of the great poet

Nxlakantha Dikshita (born in 1612 A.D. or earlier); for his

disciple Ramanatha was a contemporary of Ramabhadra Dikshita,

the accomplished poet and grammarian, who was a pupil of Nila-

kantha, and won his praise. And Ramanatha's pupil Nalla

Adhvari, a younger relation of Ramabhadra Dikshita, acknowledges

in his AdvaUa^rasaTnanjari Sadasiva as his spiritual preceptor after

his Guru Paramasivendra. So we may take it that Sadasiva was
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born about the same time as Ramabhadra, in the early years of

the seventeenth century.

He mastered all the Sastras at an early age and was a formida-

ble debater. But a mild word of rebuke from his Guru, says

tradition, made him a mauni. He spent his time mostly in the

secluded peace and charm of the Kaveri banks as an amdhuta;

only occasionally emerging, to bestow his grace on some fortunate

individual such as Malhari Pandita, who requested him to bless

his patron Serfoji (1911-29) , who was childless, or Vrjaya Raghu-

natha Ton^aiman of Pudukko#ah, or passing through the country-

side like a silent benediction, radiating kindliness and compassion.

He seems to have lived far beyond the Vedic span of a century

and attained beatitude at Nerur near Karur on the Kaveri.

And now for a brief survey of his works: Appayya DIkshita's

works had great influence in that age of intellectual ferment and

vigorous polemic. His SiMhantalesa-sangraha is a survey of the

development of Advaitic doctrines after Sankara. Sadasiva made
a verse compendium of it, evidently to serve as a refresher to the

serious student engaged in manana. His commentary, Kesara-

valli is an integral part of the work. It supplements the text,

as well as elucidating it. The verses convey, as the author justly

claims, a depth of meaning in simple words. Indeed all his

expository work is both concise and lucid.

Of his method in this work we can give but one instance

here. The first section of the text treats of a question of Vedic

exegetics-—whether the study of the Vedanta is enjoined as an
apurva vidhi, a niyama vidhi, or a parisahkhya-vidhi. Three

verses are devoted to the statement of the first and the last views

and to the conclusion (Vachaspati Misra's), which is that there is

no vidhi at all involved here. But as there are as many as nine

varieties of the view that it is a niyama vidhi, the five major ones

are set out in as many verses; while the minor varieties are

relegated to the commentary, or altogether omitted, as being but

derivatives or extended applications. Thus the seventh verse puts

forward the Vivarana view that the injunction is restrictive, aim-

ing at confining the study of the Vedanta to the traditional mode

under a guru, by a proper adhikdri. And the commentary men-

tions three possible violations of this injunction, which are prohi-
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bited by implication. These are (a) that an intelligent man might

be tempted to rely on his own powers o£ mind to intuit the Vedan-

tic truth, instead of studying and reflecting on it as revealed by

the Upanishadic texts; or (b) he might dispense with the guidance

of a guru; or (c) that a dullard might be content to study Vedanta

through uncanonical expositions in the vernacular.

In such summary statement there is naturally no room for

scholastic subtleties. But this may have the advantage of high-

lighting the main threads of argument. This is found to be

eminently the case in the BrahTna-tattva-prakasika, the brief but

splendid gloss on the Brahma-sutra. While faithfully adhering to

the Bhashya, Sadasiva makes no attempt to follow the master

into the fascinating by-paths. To take an instance at random, in

explaining the sutra, "It (the Prana) is designated as having five

functions, like the mind" (ii-iv-ii), Sankara, after examining and

rejecting as unsatisfactory a number of alternative reasons why
the word 'five' in the stitra as applied to mind should be taken

literally, concludes that it is intended merely to suggest, not a

specific number, but plurality. Sadasiva skips the discussions and

simply states the conclusion, and he brings out the Bhashya view

of the sutra in these pithy words: "Because of its special and

manifold functions, prfina is subsidiary to the soul, resembling the

mind in this respect

'

The Bhashyakara is occasionally laconic when from the con-

text the meaning is fairly clear; as for example in m, ii, 25,

especially when it is considered along with the succeeding sutras

29 and 34 where the word karmani, which he leaves unexplained,

obviously refers to the act of wrapt worship (samradhana) , which

has the adjuncts (upadhis) of dhyam, etc. In fact the Bhamati

and its sub-commentaries simply pass over the word. But Sada-

siva, following the Ratnaprabha, elucidates fearmtfni as dhyanadyu~

pddhau karmayi. Apparently he anticipated that there might be

people like Thibaut, who, puzzled by the fact that "karmani is

as good as passed over by him", confidently concluded, "It certainly

looks here as if the Bhashyakara did not know what to do with

the words of the sutra".

Commenting on II, ii, 37, the Bhashyakara reviews and refutes

the schools that maintain that the Lord is only the efficient cause
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of the universe, not the material cause. Though he includes the

Sankhya and the Yoga in this indictment, and in this is followed

by the Bhamati and its sub-commentaries, Sadasiva in his gloss

does not refer to them but takes the attack as mainly directed

against the Mahesvaras. This is in all probability due to his view,

set out in his work on the Yoga-sv.tras (described below) in com-
menting on the Yoga-sutra IV, 3. His view is that the Sankhya

does not recognise Ssvara at all, holding that the subserving of

the interests of the pwrusha alone is the teleological cause of the

restarting of the heterogeneous activities of the gunas in pradhana

after pralaya; while the yogis, though they do regard Isvara as

the final cause, acting in the interests of the purushas, assign to

'dharma' and 'adharma', the role of efficient cause, which is a

rather negative one in this system. If the view here put forward

is right, it should be clear that Sadasiva could take an independent

line when he felt it necessary.

While thus unobtrusively condensing, elucidating, supple-

menting and qualifying, his main aim in his gloss is to give the

student a bird's-eye view of the system. He brings out the

coherence of the thought and the cogency of the argument, show-

ing how, as the teaching develops through all its ramifications,

the central thesis, the Brahman-atman equation, is never lost

sight of. Particularly helpful is his practice of bringing out the

logical connection (sangati) , between adhydya and adhyaya, pada

and pada, sutra and sutra. His method of exposition is to set out

under each sutra the subject, the doubt that necessitates the

enquiry, the consequences that would flow from either of two

possible conclusions, and the leading arguments in support of the

prima facie view and the view that is ultimately arrived at. In

beautifully simple verses he sets out the kernel of every major

section. The Vritti is thus an ideal handbook for the student.

The Yogasudhakara, an extremely valuable gloss on the

PatanjaU-sutras, is undoubtedly Brahmendra's work. But this is

the one major work of his, in which he does not anywhere men-

tion Paramasivendra SarasvatI as his Guru. He pays homage,

instead, to an unnamed guru by whose grace, he says, he got the

vidya and, having "churned it in his mind" (vihdya), wrote this

Vfitti. Paramasivendra SarasvatI has not left any work on Yoga.

The references to Yoga and Kaivalya in his Dahara-vidya-
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prakaMka suggest, rather, that his primary preoccupation was

with the Upanishadic vidyas. Brahmendra may have studied

Ashtanga-yoga under some other guru. We need not be surprised

that one who attained the summits of Vedantic realisation should

have practised Ashtanga-yoga, for the Bhagavatpada repeatedly

points out that the Advaitin accepts such teachings of the yoga

and other similar 'smritis' as are not opposed to the Vedanta, and

often refers to the fruits of Ashtanga-yoga.1 But Brahmendra,

with his Vedantic background, and from personal anubhava, seems

to have reached conclusions regarding 'Hvara-pranidhana' and the

state of Kaivalya, which are not strictly in conformity with the

orthodox doctrine as expounded in the Vyasa Bhashya and

Vachaspati's gloss, Tattvavaisaradi. While verse 63 of Atmavidya-

vilasa says that he is transmitting the Upanishadic vidyas taught

by his guru Paramasiva, his familiarity with Pdtanjala yoga is

clear from other slokas.

Modern scholars have been puzzled by the seeming in-

consistency between Yoga-sutra 1-23 and Yoga-sutra IE-1.

'Isvara-pranidham' and 'kriya yoga', terms which occur in the

latter sutra, are interpreted by the Bhashya and the tlkd as point-

ing to the well-known Gtta teaching of karma yoga. But 'Isvara-

pranidhana' in Yoga-sutra 1-23 is taken by them to mean 'special

adoration' (bhakti-vtiesham) . Brahmendra, however, interprets

the term in the same way in both contexts, as meaning loving

devotion only. Sadasiva was a student of the Bhagavata and

wrote a Bhagavatasara. This probably had a decisive influence

on his taking to the avadhuta life. He, it seems, made a collection

of all the texts bearing on 'Paramahamsyacharya'. His inter-

pretation of kriya-yoga seems to be based on the rather specia-

lized and restricted significance that term has in the eleventh

skandha (see especially Ch. XX-6 to 9, and Ch. XXVII-1 & 9).

Taking all the yoga-sutras bearing on the subject together, he

thinks three grades of authorities are distinguished. To him who
cannot free himself from the lure of the world, karma-yoga is

prescribed as part of niyama (see comment on 11-28, 32 and 45).

3- Vidyaranya in his commentary on Aparokstenvbhuti, however, only
grudgingly concedes a subordinate and ancillary use for Patafijala voga in
the case of manda-adhikaris.
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Yoga-sutra II-l has in view the man whose mind is rather better

controlled though not yet completely purified. Yoga-sutra 1-23,

applies to the man who has fully succeeded in that When the

mind is purified by devotion to "the Paramaguru who has in

sport assumed an exceedingly winsome form", says Sadasiva

Brahmendra (on yoga-sutra II-l), prema-bhakti, the intensified and

exclusive devotion referred to in 1-23, comes naturally. Pleased

with that, the Lord grants the devotee the one-pointed concentra-

tion he yearns for, and that leads in due course, to haivalya.

How exactly this works is thus explained in his comment on
1-29. Intense and sustained pranaua-japa, which is the praise of

the Lord, when accompanied by loving concentration on Him, leads

successively to the cessation of verbal activity (including japa),

the inclining of the mind, by the grace of the Lord, towards

quiescence and the detachment of the mind even from Him, for

it achieves direct perception of the self (pratyasatti) . Recognis-

ing the similarity (sadrisya) between the self, '"its own master",

which in its pristine state is free spirit (asahga-chidr&pa) and

Isvara, who is eternally and unchangeably that, it reminds the

self of its true status; and then, its task done, it sinks down, like

fire that has consumed its fuel. When abhydsa and vairagya have

destroyed subliminal impressions, the pratyalc-chiti (pure spirit)

shines forth, established, says Brahmendra, in language reminiscent

of the Upanishads, in its own glory (sue mahimni nirantaram nir-

vighnam avatishthate) . From the above, it will be seen that

Brahmendra's view of kaivalya is closer to the Vedantie con-

ception of mukti, which is eternal bliss, than that of the Sankhya-

Yoga, where it means a passionless and passive isolation for the

purusha.

This impersonal joy that goes with super-consciousness is in

fact the key-note of all the creative work of Brahmendra. His

poems and songs represent this totality of experience. Flashes of

poetry illuminate the philosophical poems, even as mystical ecstasy

communicates itself through an unforced lyricism in the kirtanas.

And the golden thread of bhakti runs through them all

While in a sense all his poems are in adoration of the Guru,

whom he looked upon as his God, the short Navamani-maU is

specifically in praise of Paramasivendra, "who from the purest

compassion bestowed on me the dazzling gem of the AtmavHySf*.
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In the Svapnoditam, he describes how the duality of seer and seen
disappeared, "when by the grace of the moon, my Guru, I was
submerged in the swelling sea of the chit and I saw nought but
Self". In the beautiful Dakshindmurti-dhyanam, he describes the
glorious form of the Paramaguru and how He should be meditated

upon as the Nirguna, the One without a second. But the most
important work of Sadasiva in this class is his brilliant Guru-
ratna-malikd in eighty-seven verses which he wrote at the instance

of Atmabodha, his fellow-disciple and successor of Paramasiva on
the Sankara pitha. Following the Punyasloka-manjarl of his

parama-guru, Sarvajna-sadasiva-bodha, fifty-sixth head of the

Kanchl pitha, he celebrates that long and brilliant succession of

yogis and jivan-muktas.

The age in which Sadasiva lived was one of keen theological

controversy. His own Guru was a master of polemic. In his

DahararVidya-prakasika, and his commentary on the Siva-gita,

Paramasiva, while paying his homage to Vishnu, vigorously main-

tains the supremacy of Para-siva, as "the Paramatma seated in

the heart". At the same time, as his special contribution to the

literature of Nama-siddhanta, he collected from the Upanishads

and other sacred texts, in his SvarupanusandMrm which is not yet

published, more than a thousand names connoting Brahman, with

extensive commentaries thereon. Of this latter work Sadasiva

offers a selection in his short poem Atmanusandhana. His heart

was drawn to Siva, "yoginam paramam gurum", even as Appayya's

was; but he remained unshaken in his AdvaiUc conviction, which

is incompatible with the kind of sectarian mentality that depre-

ciates Vishnu at the expense of Siva and vice versa. His poems

on Paramesvara in the Navaratnamala, the Svanubhuti-prakasika

and the Sivarmanasa-puja show ecstatic devotion. But in these, as

in the Jdrtanas, his mind passes with effortless ease from surrender

to the Divine Personality to absorption in the Bliss of Brahman.

About twenty-five of his kirtanas are available; half a dozen of

these sing Rama,—"He sports within me in the cave of the heart,

with Peace, the daughter of Videha, for his companion". He de-

votes an equal number of songs to the Vanamali, Nanda's darling.

And the bliss of the Unconditioned Absolute is celebrated in a

dozen songs. It is not possible to explain in words, the c*harm

pf songs like ''manasasanchara re", "swroam br&hrmmayam''', txt
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"chinta nasti kila". They rain down a gentle influence on the

heart, laying all doubts, lulling the ego, and bringing the passion-

less peace that rejoices the sophisticate and the simple alike.

It is in the Atmavidya-vilasa, which enshrines the quintessen-

tial experience of the mukta, that Brahmendra's soul engages in

its loftiest flight. There are two versions—one in sixty-two lovely

Arya verses, which is far better known, and perfect as a pearl;

though the other, in forty-six verses, like another poem, the Bodha-

arya-prakarana attributed to Brahmendra, is not without flashes

of beauty, it is versified philosophy rather than metaphysical poetry.

The Atma-vidy<l-mlasa is a spiritual autobiography, from which

the merely contingent and ephemeral have been excluded. The

quest, the practice and the perfection are all recorded, not syste-

matically, but with the higher logic of poetry. It is the canticle of

praise by the soul that has found itself, returned to its own home,

its long odyssey done—the nightmare travail on the phantom sea

of sankalpa and vikalpa. To him who knows their use all things

are useful. The world of phenomena, when it ceases to be a snare,

is a source of delight; the Self-realised is become as a child again.

tvainahaTn-abhimanfrhino

modita-naivdjanaxiharah

viharati balavadeko

vimala-sukhambhonidhau magnah.

He is a rasa-jna, tasting the eternal sweetness of the chit. Nature

—

"red in tooth and claw" for us—ministers to him, the fine river

sand a softer bed than eiderdown:

vipidna-^nadl kunja-grihe

manjuU-vulinaika-^manjutara-talpe

sete k&pi yatvndrah

samarasa-sukha-bodha-vastu-nistandrali.

He no longer takes; he gives. Bringing us wisdom and joy like

some supernal sun and moon, cooling the consuming fire of passion

like the breeze of heaven, he realises for us the transcendent glory

that is symbolised by the song of the cuckoo, the dance of the pea-

cock, the serenity of the swan. He knows samadhi with and with-

out object, he has practised tapas and vairagya; he has borne with-

out resentment the jeers and flouts of the ignorant. But all that is
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past He neither praises nor blames, neither rejects nor requests.

He is always and everywhere at home, nothing is alien to him. He
is the king established in his own kingdom, the Peace that passeth

understanding; he who, being nothing, is everything:

vastunya&tamitakhilorviSvavihare vilinamanali,

rajati paranapehsho raj&hhila-vttaragana'ia.

It was this pUr^atva, plenitude of light and bliss, that made men
say, who had a fleeting vision of that Suka-like spirit:

sadMiva-brahmor-rUpam brahmadraksham chirepsitam.
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SOME PRE-SANKARA ADVAITINS

Ci)

ATREYA BRAHMANANDI AND DRAVIDACHARYA

by

Polagam Sri Kama Sastw:
Sastra-HatnSkara

These two personages who are among the early expounders
of the pure Advaitic tradition were bom in the beginning of this

yuga. Of these two, Brahmanandi wrote a work called Vakva
in sutra form and it was an exposition of the purport of the Ckan&o-
gyopanishad. Dravidacharya embellished that work by his bhashya
on it. On account of this, these authors came to be known as

V&kyak&ra and a Bhashyakara, respectively.

In the CMndogyopanishad, from the first to the fifth adhyaya
the following topics are expounded for the benefit of persons of

inferior and not-so-inferior qualifications: three kinds of upasanas
namely, angavabaddhopasana which leads to the fruits of karma,
svatanfrapraiZkopasasna which bestows material welfare, and ahan-
grahop&sana which leads to fcrcnria-muferi. In the sixth, seventh,

and eighth adhyayas are expounded in order sadvidya, bMmfiwidyS,
and vrajcbpatvavidyS,. These have their fruition in sadyomukti or

immediate release. These relate to the realisation of nirguna

Brahman which is sacchidananda and are expounded for persons

of superior qualification. In the eighth adhyaya, for the benefit

of persons of intermediate qualification, daharttvidya which relates

to saguna Brahman is explained again. Thus two kinds of Brahman
are treated of in the ChAndoqyopanishad, the qualified Brahman to

be worshipped and the Brahman free from any qualities which is

only to be known and realised.

In his Vdkya-ffrantha which is an exposition of the Chln-

dogyonanishad, Brahmanandi too clearly brings out, in accord with

the Upanishad. the two-fold character of Brahman. Dravida-

charya also in his bhMshya on the vakya, very clearly expounds the
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two-fold Brahman and his exposition is in line with the Upanishad
and the vakya. Unfortunately, these two works are not available.

However, thirty statements of the vakya and twenty of the

bhashya are available having been quoted in the works of early

writers. Of these, eight statements of vakya-grantha and nine

of the bhashya are found quoted in Advaitic works. Twenty-two
of v&kya-grantha and eleven of the bhashya are quoted in the writ-

ings of Sri Ramanuja and others. Thus from both the vakya and
bhashya we are now in possession of only fifty statements. They
have been set forth in the work entitled Dravvdatreyadarsanam.

Sri Sankara and others have quoted in their Advaitic works
from the bhashya of Dravidacharya in the context of the explana-

tion of the madhvvidya and samvargavidya found in the third and
the fourth chapters of the Chandogyopanishad. Sri Ramanuja and
others quote from the vakya and bhashya passages in the context

of the antaradityavidya set forth in the first chapter of the

Chandogyopanishad.

Though Sri Sankara has not quoted verbatim from the vakya,

yet in his exposition of the antaradityavidya in his Chandogya-

bhashya, and in the antastaMharmadhikarana devoted to an exami-

nation of it in the sutrabhashya, he has expressed the same ideas

in similar lansruage. Thus, we find that Sri Sankara has aiver.

expression in his works to ideas similar in language to passages

in the vakya and the bhashya and having the same meaning. Such

parallel passages have been indicated in the work Dravidatreya-

darianam. They have also been separately tabulated in that work

for purpose of comparison under the heads of Brahmanandi-Bhaga-

vatpada-Vakya-Saniarasyam and Draviddcharya-Bhagavatpdda-

V&kya S&marasyam.

The vakya-grantha gives six meanings to the antaradityavidya

passage in the Chandogyopanishad: tasya yatha, kapyasam pun-

dar*kam evamakshin%. In his Chandogyopanishadbh&shya Sri

Sankara gives the conventional (rwdhi) meaning of the word kapi.

In the work DraviMtreya-darianam it has been shown that this

interpretation is not affected by the criticism made against it by

others. Sri Ramanuja and others adopt three other meanings of

the word from the etymological (yaugika) point of view taking

them from the vakya-grantha. It has to be emphasised that all
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meanings, the conventional and the etymological are those stated

in the vdkya itself.

In his v&kya-grantha, the Vakyakara observes that for the

anugraha of the aspirants, the Lord's form which is resplendent
(jyotirmaya) is imperceivable by the sense of sight, but can be
perceived only by those of pure mind who worship concentrat-

ing on the form of the sun (dditya-maniala) . This same meaning
accepted by the Vakyakara is conveyed by Sri Ankara in the

exposition of the antarddityavidydvivaratia of the antastaddharma-

dhikarana and of the Chdndogyopanishad. The Vakyakara says:

syadrupam ktftakam anugrahdrtham tachchetas&m aisvaryat;

rupam cha atindriyam antahkarana-pratyaksham tannirdesdt.

Dravidacharya's bhashya on this passage is: arijasaiva visvasri-

jorupam tattu %a chakshusha grdhyam manasa tvakalushena

sadhanfintaravata grihyate.

gri Sankara writes in the antosfaddharmMhikarana:

sydt paramesvarasydpi icchava&at mdydmayam rupam sddhaka-

nugrahdrtham. In the Chdndogyabhashya he says: drisyate

nivntta-chakshurbhih samahita-chetobhili brahmachary&di-s&dhand-

peksham.

Tt is seen by those whose eyes have been turned inward and

whose minds are steadfast by reason of the practice of brahma-

charya, etc.

It is to be noted that corresponding to the expressions of the

Vakyakara, taccetasamanugrahdrtTiam, aisvaryat and kritakam. Sri

Sankara uses the words sddhakdnugrahdrtham, mdyHmayam and

icchavasdt. Similarly, where the Vakyakara s*vs atfndriyamantah-

karanapratvaksham, the Khashyakara explains it as na chak-

shushd grdhyam manasa tvakalushena sMhannntaravatd grihtjate,

and Sri §artkara's expressions for them are respectively drisyate

nivHtta-chakshurbhih, samdhitachetobhih and brahmacharyadi-

fildhandpeksham.

Thus, while the expressions in the vdkya, the bhMshya, and

Sri Sankara's explanations are in accord, not disposed to agree to

this, Sri Baminuja and others have altered the words rupam chdlm-

driyam into rtipam vd a&ndriyam. They also maintain that the
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statement syad rupam is the purvapaksha and that rupam va atin-

driyam contains the sidddnta. They also say that the form of the
Lord is not unreally assumed by Him, but that it is His real nature.

The Vakyakara says in the previous sentence that it is assumed
for purpose of anugraha and he follows it in the succeeding sen-

tence that that form is supersensuous, but perceivable in the aniah-

karana. There is nothing irreconcilable m the Lord's form being

the result of an assumption and also supersensuous and cognisable

by the pure mind. Where is the distinction of purvapaksha and
siddhanta between two positions which are not contradictory to

each other? Dispassionate consideration will show that this has

not been taken into account in a partisan view of this matter.

That the Lord's form is eternal has nowhere been stated in the

vdkya. All this has been clearly brought out in the work Dravidd.

treyadarsanam.

In his bhashya, DravicTacharya says that bhagavadrupa, the

Lord's form is yathabhuta, that is, it is existent, and goes on to

observe that form is not spoken of a devata which is formless; for

§astra speaks only of what is. It is yathabhuta-vddl. It informs

us of what has sattd. True, there is no instruction of rupa in

respect of what is arupa, formless. The meditation on the form

of the Lord is not based on adhyasa or supposition as in the medi-

tation of mind as Brahman, etc., but it is the meditation of the

existing rupa. Sri 'Sankara too following the same text speaks in

the same manner. This is what he says: There is no non-validity

in respect of the texts which refer to the subject of updsana.

Hence Sastra which speaks of updsana refers only to the actuallv

existing atmd, Isvara and devata, etc. While explaining tne third

brahmana of the first adhyaya of the Brihaddranyakopanishad, he

observes, 'As that which is indicated as Paramatma, Isvara and

devata is non-emnirical, it deserves to be spoken of as actually

existing'. Similarly in the bhashya on the sutra

—

svdpyayasam-

patyoh anmtampekshanwvishkritam hi Sri Sankara says: That

where this Kvara's nature is described, it refers to a different state

like svarga, etc., and it is the locus of the sagunavidyd.

The empirical reality of the Lord's form subsists till the direct

realization of Brahman. It is not transcendental (pdramdrthika),

non-sublatable in all the three periods of time like the qualitiless

Brahman. This view is based on the passage Uukikam tadvade-

vedam prammifrmtvdtmanischay&t, given at the end of the bhashya
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in samanvayMkikwana. S:i liaminuja and others maintain, how-

ever, that the Lord's form is -fh-amzruuhnm. They rely on aw
iollowing passage in Bhaskarc/s bhashya on the Brahma-sutra:

paramesvarasya sarvasakittvai up'^akamigrakiya rZpopdd-'na-

sambhavat, knh m3.yaniaya.in rupam? netl brumal;
, parahtfrthiku"

mevaitat, yaihabhuiajnipakam hi sastram.

Attracted by this view, they delude themselves into belie\mg

that the same may be the view of the Vakyakara and tne

Bhashyakara.

But that is noi correct. Even as the Vakyakara upholds the

theory of vyavahanka, so does the Bhashyakara too. In the con-

text of the explanation of the sa&vidya, taking up the Sruti vaclia-

rambhanam vikaro namadheyam mrittikatyeva satyam, Vakyakara

discards the theory that a thing should be either sat or asat only,

and establishes on the basis of sruti the theory of the vyavaharika-

satya of the world which is neither exclusively sat nor asat. na

samvyavaharaniatratvat. This conclusion of the Vakyakara is

clearly explained in the Samkshepa-sarlraka, in the commentaries

on it and in the Kalpataru. It is pertinent to ask those who pro-

claim that they are followers of the position of the Vakyakara,

why they have rejected the statements establishing the vyavahari-

katva, of the world and quoted in the Kalpataru and the Samkshepa-

s&nraka.

While explaining the sadvidyd the Vakyakara says yuktam

tadgwnakopasanat. He considers that antargwiaka brahmaprapti

is a proper consequence of antargunakabrahmopdsana.

The Bhashyakara too explains this passage as follows:

antarguyam pratyakgunameva bhagavatlm paradevat&m

bhajata iti tatra. tadgunaiva devata pr&pyate.

Here the word tadgunakam in the vakya is explained as antar-

guna. And, the expression antarguna in the bhashya is explained

as the pratyagatman. Antah (inner) is a correlate of bahili

(outer), i.e. inner as opposed to outer. So we get the equation:

tadgunakop&sanat antarguiiakopdsandt pratyagmpahrahmapfisa-

•n&t. By the 'tatkratu nyaya' it is proper to say tadgunaiva antar-

gunaiva pratyagsvarupaiva. By this pratyagsvarupa the para-

deoat&t the supreme deity which is parabmhma-rupa is attained.
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This reasoned conclusion of the Vakyakara and the Bhashyakara

is established beyond doubt. That the consciousness of the non-

difference of the pratyagatman and Brahman arises from the

knowledge of the identity of the two which is the purport of

the mahavakya tattvamasi is expounded by both of them.

The same is explained by Sri Sankara in his commentary on
the Chandogyopanishad. That this is the view of the bhashya

of Dravi^acharya is clearly stated in the SarhkshepaMrvraka also.

Explaining the mahavakya tattvamasi, the Vakyakara puts it

in the form of a sutra siddhantu mva,-takatvdt. The Bhashyakara
explains it thus: A prince brought up among hunters thinks that

he is a hunter. But when he is told on the basis of proper reasons

that he is a prince, he realises his true nature. Even so the jiva

thinks that he is a samsari. But when a guru tells him of his

brahmabhava of which he was ignorant so long, he realises his

true nature upon the removal of that nescience. Thus is established

the validity of the declaration tattvamasi. The vakya is not to

be understood as iUumining what was not luminous itself. No
other light can illumine what is already luminous. Thus this elu-

cidation of Dravi^acharya in the form of the story is found in

several Advaitic works.

The fact that Advaita sannyasins specially worship Dravi^a-

charya at the time of Vyasapuja, proves his association with the

propagation of the Advaita sampradaya.

And so, it is concluded with the prayer that every one may
derive benefit according to his capacity by the study of the Advaita

darsana which, is the central teaching of the Upanishad, proclaimed

in the Jmamva'sis'hthfl by the great sage Vasishtha, enunciated by

Badarayanacharya in his Brahmasutra, clearly explained by Vyitti-

karas like Upavarsha, made definite by Gau^apadacharya in his

Karikas on the Manfyukyopanishad, established by Sri 6ankara

Bhagavatpada who stands for Hie pure Advaita sampradaya in bis

bhashyas, etc., annotated on in their ttka, wrtika, etc., by acharyas

like Padmapada and Suresvara, by the authors of Samkshepa-

i&rvraka and Vivarana and by Vachaspati Misra, expounded in sim-

ple language by Sri Vidyaranya and which has been transmitted

through a holy and beginningless tradition and which dowers its

votaries with supreme joy and eternal peace.
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PRITHVIDHARA

by

Sri Anantanandendra Sarasvati Swami

In the last part of the first UUasa of the work Tattvachandrika1

by Vellalakula Umamahesvarasastrl, we come across the following

ekonasatam bhashyanyanarshctiii prithvtdhara-abhinavagupta-

prcflnbcLni tatkalam vidyarnam^kartrihatQi chhinnamti prasiddham.

It appears from the above that Prithvidhara, Abhinavagupta

and ninety seven others, had written bhashyas on the Brafcmasfitra,

that the authors were living in the time of Sri Sankaracharya and
that those bhashyas were so completely refuted by Sri gankara-

cbarya that they ceased to gain further currency. In the opinion

of the author of Tattvachandriha, Prithvidhara who was the author

of one of anarsha bhashyas is more respected than Abhinavagupta;

for he mentions his name first in accordance with the Paaiwi-

sutra 'abhyarhitam pwrwam' which states that a revered person

must be referred to first.

While we know of Abhinavagupta as the author of several

works on Tantras, nothing is known of Prithvidhara or of his

works. The only two references to him that have been traced

are in the Catalogues of Aufrecht. In his catalogue2 of Sanskrit

manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, Aufrecht des-

cribes a work Dvada^a-maMvakya-vivarana by one Vaikuntha-

1. Tattvachandrika has been printed at M/s. G. Ramaswami Chetty

Printing Works, Madras in the year 1907. Another name of this work is

RZm&nujabM&hya-bMnjani. Manuscripts of this work are available in the

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, and Theosophical Society

Library, Adyar
2, Catalogi Codicum manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae Codies

Sanscriticos. Th. Aufrecht (1864).
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piiri in which the name of Prithvidhara is found among the best

of disciples of Sri Sankaracharya. Vaikunthapuri also ascribes

to Prithvidhara the foundation of the order of sannyasins in Kali-

yuga. The well-known ten orders of the Advaita sannyasins are:

(1) tirtha, (2) asrama, (3) vana, (4) aranya, (5) parvata, (6)

sagara, (7) sarasvati, (8) giri, (9) bterati, and (10) pun. The
sannyasins of these orders are the sishyas of Prithvidhara.

prithvldhavBcMryah tasyapi sishy&h dasa?—
tirtha^srama-vana-^ranya-giri^arvatar-Siagarah

sarasvafi-bharatl cha purl ivannni vai dasa.

He is also reported to have written a commentary on Sri Sukta

published in Banaras.

From the above it may be inferred that after his bhashya was
refuted by Sri 'Sankaracharya, Sri Prithvidhara like Mandana and

others became a disciple of Sri Sankaracharya.

While the other disciples like Suresvara, Padmapada and

Hastamalaka wrote Vartikas, Vivaranas and so on to expound the

principles of Advaita as established by Sri Sankaracharya, the

constitution along with the administration of the Advaita Sannya-

sins was undertaken by Prithvidhara in whom the great teacher

apparently discovered the capacity for organization and all the

qualities required to inspire reverence, obedience and faith neces-

sary for the maintenance of discipline.

The other reference to Prithvidhara is found in Aufrecht's

Catalogue3 of Sanskrit manuscripts in the Leipzig University lib-

rary. In the course of describing the manuscript gurupaMdi-

namasMra Aufrecht says4 that' Anubhutisvarupacharya, Trotaka

and Prithvidhara are mentioned in the manuscripts. By the kind-

ness of Prof. Dr. Johs Schubert of the Leipzig University, a micro

film copy of the manuscript was obtained. The reference to

Prithvidhara in the manuscripts runs tiius:

3. Katalog Der Sanskrit—Handschrifton Der Catalogue of Sanskrit

Manuscripts of. Univorsitat Bibliothek zu Leipzig. Von Theodor Aufrecht

(1901).

4, Manuscript Nc. 231 Script of 1807.
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anubhutisvarupacharya—niratrotahacharya
dringeriprithvfdharackarya.

Here too Prithvidhara is stated to have been one of the dis-
ciples of Sri Sankartcharya and from the context it appears that
Prithvidhara after constituting the ten orders of Advaita sannya-
sins was himself ordained as the head of the Sringeri Mutt.

We have to pay homage to Prithvidharacharya who was held
in such esteem by gri Sankaracharya that he was entrusted with
the organisation and administration of the sannyasins who from
his time to this day have so worthily discharged their functions
by writing works on Advaita and propounding the teaching of
Advaita philosophy.

It is also, I think, necessary that further and careful search
should be made to find out more about the respected acharya,
Sri Prithvidhara, and his" works especially his bhSshya on the
Brahmasutra.

Whatever be the fact about Prithvidhara—having been the first

head of the Sringeri Mutt, we have a definite and undisputed fact
that Prithvidhara was the author of an anMrsha bhashya on the
BrahmasHtra, that he established the order of Advaita sannyisins
and that he was very highly respected. Further research is how-
ever necessary especially to trace his bhashya which should have
been considered so valuable that he was placed above Abhinava-
supta by TJmamahesvara when referring to the authors of the
enarsha-bhashyas.
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ANANDAGIRI

by

K. Balasubramania Sastri

Sahitya-MImathsa-Vyakarana Siromani

Anandagiri, otherwise known as Anandajnana, is an erudite

commentator on Sri Sankara's bhashyas on the Upanishads, the

Bhagavad-gitS. and the Brahma-sutra. It is a matter of satisfaction

that we are able to get some information about the author from,

his works themselves. In his I&av&sya-bhashya-tippana, Ananda-
giri says that the pariv&ma^oada of Bhaskara has been rejected

by him in his TaUvSLloka.

bTboskarabhimatah parii}ama-v&dah tattvalok'S nirasta eva
asm&bhth.1

Again in his TaittifiyaA>hMsKya-tippana he refers to Tattvatoka?

From these we may conclude that Anandagiri and Janardana
are identical. And, Janardana must have been Anandagiri's name
in his previous stage of life (Sirama).

Apart from Tattvaloka, he wrote another work entitled Tonka-

saAffrdha published in the Gaekwad Oriental series. It is a critical

examination and a systematic refutation of the Vaiseshika system
from the stand-point of the Advaita school. The Vaiseshika school

has been the pioneer of all the dualistic philosophers. Anandagiri
himself in the Tarhasarhgraha observes that this effort is to esta-

blish on the basis of reasoning and scripture the one without a

ekarasam hi vastu pramanato ny&yata&cha pratipadayitum
prayatnah?

1. Anandasrama Edition, p. 15.

2. Ibid., p. 8.

3. Tarhasahgraha, Gaekwad Oriental series, p. 10.
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And, at the end of this work he affirms that his arguments

against the Vaiseshika school could very well be extended

to the other schools of thought and it would he clear then that

their theories and definitions of the categories accepted by them

are false.4

Following Chitsukha, the author of the Tattvapra&pika,, and

{§ri Harsha, the author of the Klia^aw-khay4&"kteti,ya, Ananda-

giri in his work Tarkasangraha is mainly concerned with proving

the non-real character of the phenomenal universe. It is one of

the maxims of the Nyaya-Vaiseshika school that an object is real

if it can be defined and proved. Anandagiri, therefore, in order

to prove that there is no reality apart from Brahman, takes up

each and every object admitted by the Vaiseshikas for critical

examination. He refutes all definitions of the Vaiseshika system

intended to justify the reality of the categories of experience and

shows that the world and all world-experiences are merely appea-

rances and are indescribable either as real or unreal. Now, since

all appearances must have something for their cause and since that

which is not a real thing cannot have a real thing as its material

cause, and since they are all indescribable in their nature, their

cause must also be of that nature, the nescience of the substratum.

He then proceeds to point out that nescience which is the

material cause of the universe is associated with Brahman, the

pure consciousness. And, owing to its association with Brahman,

Brahman appears as the all (sarva) and it becomes as the all-

knower (sarvajna) . Brahman could not be regarded as omniscient

or the knower of all (sarvajna) without its association with

nescience. Thus there is the one Brahman and there is one begin-

ningless nescience in connection with it, which is the cause of

all the infinitely diverse appearances through which the former

appears impure and undergoes transmigration, as it were, and

again appears liberated, as it were, through the direct experience

of the real nature of the self. In fact there is neither bondage

nor emancipation.

Anandagiri refers to KKandana-feHanldEa-fcfcadi/a of Sri-Harsha

in his Taittiriya-bhfehya-tmwa- Sri-Harsha flourished in the
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latter half of the twelfth century. We may take Anandagiri as
having flourished in the beginning of the thirteenth century. At
that time, the Nyayw-Vaiseshiha school was active in opposing
the jagan-mithyatva-wda of Sri jgankara. By proving on the basis
of reasoning that the universe is indescribable either as real or
as unreal, he rendered a solid service to the cause of Advaita.
His position as an interpreter of Sri Sankara's philosophy is evi-

dent from the number of excellent commentaries which he wrote
on the commentaries of Sri Sankara.
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BRAHMANANDA

by

T. V. Ramachabtora Dikshitar

Vedanta-visarada, Vedanta-siromani

In the history of Indian philosophy, the influence of Buddhism
waned by the end of the tenth century and Advaita definitely

triumphed over all the other schools—both heterodox and orthodox.

Later, the theistic and pluralistic schools of Sri Ramanuja and
gri Madhva developed and they turned against Advaita in a
pronounced manner. Among the followers of the Madhva school,

Sri Vyasatirtha is the most prominent. Adopting the Navya-
nyaya method, he opposed the philosophy of Sri Sankara in his

work Ny&y&mrita. Sri Madhusudana Sarasvati in his Advaita-

siddhi answered all the objections raised by Sri Vyasatirtha.

Later, the views set forth in the Advaitasiddhi have been criti-

cized by Sri Rama Tirtha in his work Tarangini. And, Brahma-
nanda answered the criticisms raised in the Tarangirfr in his com-
mentary on the Advaita-siddhi known as Laghuckand-rikZ. This

work is also known as Gauda-hrahmamandlya. Criticizing this

work from the stand-point of the Vi&ishtadvaita, Anantalvar wrote

a work called Nyaya-bh&skara. The late Palamaneri Sri Panchapa-

gesa Sastri, the preceptor of the present writer wrote a

work called

—

Brahmanain^yabhavaprakasa1 criticizing the Ny&ya-
bhaskara. The work Laghuchandrika is widely read by all the

students of Advaita. He wrote another commentary on the

Advaita-siddhi; and, it is known as Gurrichandrika,. This com-

mentary is available upto the first parichchheda of the Advaita-

siddhi. Apart from these two works, he wrote other works also

which are as follows:

1. This work has been published by The Private Secretary to IBs High-

ness The Maharaja of Cochin, (1961).
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Nyayaratnavali: Sri 6ankara desirous of helping all human
beings in attaining liberation composed the DasaMokl in order to

impart briefly the knowledge of Atman. grl Madhusudana
Sarasvati wrote a well-known commentary on it entitled Siddhanta-

bvndu. Sri Brahmananda wrote Nyayaratnavali on the Siddhanta-

bindu. In the beginning of the commentary, Sri Brahmananda
says that a unique commentary is composed by him.

vkhitrarachana kachit

brahmanandena rachyate.

All the theories of the Advaita-vedanta are set forth in this com-

mentary with great clarity.

Vedanta-sukta-muktavall: This is a commentary on the

Brahma-sutra. This work throws light upon the Brahma~sutra by

clear and luminous exposition. The Navya-ny&ya method is

adopted in the interpretation of the Brahma-sutra.

Wim&Thsachandrika: This work is an authentic exposition of

the adhikaranas of the Purva-mwi&Thsa-sutra; and this work amply

testifies to the fact that Brahmananda is an authority on the Purva-

ntimdmsd school also.

Advaita-siddMnta-vidyotanl: This is at once a manual and

a polemical work on Advaita. The important concepts of Advaita

like anirvachaniya-khydti, bMvarupfynana, avidya-nivritti and

similar other concepts are dealt with. This work follows the pat-

tern of Tamov&da, Saktivada, etc., of the great logician GadMhara.
Only the first parichchheda of this important work is available.

Apart from these six works, it is known that he wrote another

work called Mitfi,jfatua-n.umaiiapafcsJiavic/i.aro.

In the AdvaMc tradition, it is often said that the systematic

explanation of the Advaita starts from G<m4a and ends with

Gawdai

gaudadi gavMntam ved&rvtadarsanam.

It was Gau$apada who at first set forth in his K&rikas on

the Mdvdukya Upanishad the quintessence of the Upmisliads,

that is, Advaita. Advaita-darsana is the most noteworthy among
the darsanas. Sri iSankara enriched it by his commentaries on the

GaitdapSda-foonfeo, the Upanishads, the Bhagavad-gita, and the

Brahma-sutra, and also by various manuals on Advaita and hymns
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on the personal God (Isvara). Preceptors of Advaita wrote not
only commentaries on Sri Sankara's works, but independent
treatises on Advaita. And, Brahmananda who hailed from Gauda-
desa proved in his works the validity of the import of the
Upanishads by refuting, on the basis of reasoning, the objections
raised against Advaita by other opposing schools. It is with this

in view that tradition holds that Advaita begins with Gaudat that
is, Gaudapada, and ends with Gauda, that is, Brahmananda who
hailed from Gaiidadesa.

Brahmananda has distinct views on the Advaita; Purvaml-
mamsa and Yoga schools; and we shall now briefly set forth some
of 1

In an erroneous cognition of silver in a shell, six factors are
involved; and they are: (i) indeterminable silver, (ii) general
characteristic of silver, that is, silverness, (lii) identity of silver

with the object in front of the perceiver, that is, the this element,
(iv) identity of silverness with the this element, (v) the know-
ledge of relation of the this element to the silver, and (vi) the
knowledge of the relation of the general characteristic of the this

element, that is, this-ness to silver. The Laghuchandrikx and the
Nyayaratm&vaU deal with this point in great detail.

When we comprehend the insentient objects, there arises

manifestation in respect of them. This manifestation is not pos-

sible without the identification of the self which is pure conscious-
ness. The superimposition of the self on the insentient objects is

essential if the latter were to become manifest. The insentient
objects become contents (vishaya) of knowledge only when they
are identified with the self which is pure consciousness. Or to

state the same in other words, insentient objects are objects in the
sense that they are identified with consciousness. This is techni-

cally stated as chittadatmyam vishayata. In a cognition of a parti-

cular object three factors are referred to; and, they are: prakaratat

vi&eshyaba, and sarhsargata. These three factors come within the

purview of the definition of vishayata referred to above. Brahma-
nanda establishes this theory on the basis of reasoning; and, he
cites the text of ITdayana as authority. Udayana's passage runs
as follows:

prakdSasya satah tadiyatdmatraniba'ndhanah svabh&vaviiesho

vishayata.
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We have already referred to a work on the Pim?a-mTroamss

by Brahmananda. As regards the process through which the

sense of a sentence is conveyed the Prabhakara school of Momamsa
holds the theory of anvit&bhidh<iiia-v&da and the Bhatta school of

Mimamsa advocates the theory of abhihitfinvaya-vada. According

to the former school, a, word conveys its sense as well as its rela-

tion to the sense of some act. And, the words themselves convey

the sense of the sentence. According to the Bhatta school, words

convey their senses and then cease to function. The senses ot

the words in combination convey the sense of the sentence. This

view known as abhihitanvaya-vada is three-fold.

For example,

(i) the suffix (pratyaya) conveys the sense of arthabtevana;

(ii) the root (dh&tu) conveys the sense of arihabliavam and

the suffix merely indicates it (dyotaka);

(iii) both the root and the suffix convey the sense of artha-

bhavana as associated with the sense of the root

(dhatvartha) .

Parthasarathimisra and other followers of the Bhatta school

hold that the first view alone is correct. But Sri Brahmananda

in the Nyayaratndvall proves that the third alternative alone holds

good.

As regards the injunctive statements of the Veda, the Purva-

rrmn&msa school holds that arthabhavana alone is the mukhya-

vi&eshya or the primary substantive. But Sri Brahmananda holds

that artha-btovami is only adjectival (viseshafta) and sabda-

btovana alone is the primary substantive.

From a careful study of the Nyayaratmvall, it is known that

Sri Brahmananda has distinct views on the Yoga system also.

According to the Yoga school, asampraj0>ta-samadhi is the highest

Yoga. Yoga means subjugation of all the mental states. In the

asamprajMta-sarnddhi all the mental states are subjugated; this

is the view of the followers of the Yoga school. Sri Brahmananda,

on the other hand, says that even in the asamprajfiMa-samddH

there is the mental state in the form of Atman. But this mental

state is not manifest then. This is the difference between
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asamprajnata-saTn&dhi and sushupti wherein there is the mani-

festation of the avidya-vritti in the form of Atman.

Ancient preceptors wrote treatises on Advaita with a view
to establish the unity of the self. In order to establish this they
advocated several theories which differ among themselves. Thev
do not, however, stultify the non-dual nature of the self, Sri

Brahmananda does not have any leaning towards a particular

theory. In fact he is more concerned with proving that all

theories are correct in so far as they do not contradict the primary
import of the Upanishads, namely, the oneness of the self.

Sri Brahmananda has the greatest respect for the ancient

preceptors of Advaita. While interpreting the word vedantasSsfra

occurring in the Siddhantabindu he says that five treatises consti-

tute the vedanta-sastra; and, they are: the Brahma-sutra, Sri

Sankara's bkashya on it, the Bhamatl, the Kalpataru and the

Parimala.

vedantaiastreti - Mnrakamvnamsa - rupachaiuradhyaiii -

tadbhashya - tadiyalzkavachaspatya - tadiyattka - kalpataru -

tadiyafiteparimalarupa granthapanchaka ityarthah.

Sri Brahmananda is the disciple of Sri Narayanatirtha. In the

preface to our author's work Advaita-siddMnta-vidyotorii, the

editor says that Narayanatirtha flourished in 1790. We may,

therefore, believe that !§rl Brahmananda flourished during the

last' decade of the 18th century and the first half of the 19th

century. Sri Vittalesa wrote a commentary on the Laghu-

chandrika. He is the preceptor of the great logician Krishnam-

bhatta who wrote commentaries on Jagadiii and Gadadhari. He
says:

sfi pandurango hridaye

samvidrupah prakasatam

yena me sampra&deta

brahmanandcLsarasvaM.

Let Sri Panduranga who is pure consciousness shine in my
heart; so that I could understand the import of the statements of

Sri Brahmananda Sarasvatl.

There could be no more fitting tribute to Sri Brahmananda

than this one which emanates from the preceptor of Krishnam-

bhatta one of the greatest logicians that India has ever produced.
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UPANISHADBRAHMENDRA

by

V. RA.GHAVAN

M.A., PHJ>.

An account of Upanishadbrahmendra in this Volume is

appropriate in more ways than one. Apart from the fact that

the Ma^ha bearing his name has its own importance in Kanchi,

there have been close contacts between the Upanishadbrahmendra

Ma^ha and the Kamakoti Pltha in the comparatively short

period during which the former had come into existence.

Elsewhere,1 more than once, the present writer has dwelt on

the life and works of Upanishadbrahmendra. In his paper, on

Upanishadbrahmendra in the Journal of the Music Academy,
Madras,2 in which, for the first time, a detailed account of this

Sannyasin-author has been given, the present writer has shown
that our author was originally called Ramachandrendra — a name
found in the colophons of several of his works, as also in his com-

mentary on the BhagavadgM — and that later he came to be

called Upanishadbrahmendra by reason of his systematic and

successful effort to write commentaries on the one hundred and

eight Upanishads. It has also been shown in that paper that

Upanishadbrahmendra flourished in the 18th century A.D. The

cyclic year and its details mentioned by him at the end of his

commentary on Muktopanishad work out to 1751 A.D. Another

dated work of his is the Paramadvaitasiddh^taparibha8h&

(1709 A.D.).

In civil life, he was named Sivarama and was the son of

LakshmS and Sadaiiva of Vadhula Gotra, of Brahmapuram on the

1. The TaUvasangraha—Ramayana of Rfimabrahmananda, Annals of

Oriental Research, University of Madras, Vol. X, Pt 1.

8, Vol. XXVII, 1956, pp. 113-150; XXV1U, 1957, pp. 151-2.
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banks of the Pilar. He was born by the blessings of God Kari-

natha and Goddess Sivakamasundari enshrined at Krishnanagari

or Sattancheri on the banks of the Palar; he says that it is on the

prompting of this Deity Lord Sivpkamlsa that he composed the

commentaries on the one hundred and eight Upanishads. In more

than one place in his works, he mentions that the place of his

stay in Kanchipura, which is on the way of Kailasanatha temple,

was called Agastyalaya or Agastyasrama. As a Sannyasin, he was

the disciple of Vasudevendra.

Upanishadbrahmendra was a bibliophile and all his writings,

as also other works in Vedanta and Bhakti, were copied and pre-

served in his Matha. The present writer had occasion to examine

first-hand in connection with his New Catahgus Catatogorum

work a large number of Upanishadbrahmendra's works which the

present Swamiji of the Matha, Sri Ishtasiddhindra, was kind

enough to lend him. Manuscripts of Upanishadbrahmendra's

works are also found in the Madras Government Oriental Mss.

Library, the Adyar Library, and the Oriental Library, Mysore;

and many of them bear alternate and longer or shorter names

and also the author's own glosses. After a careful examination

of all these, as also the mutual cross-references found in his own
works, a complete list of his works has been compiled and pre-

sented elsewhere.3 Some of these works have also been brought

out in print by the Adyar Library.4 On this occasion a brief

analytical account may be given of his works and an appreciation

of the contribution he made through his works and life.

It is proper to begin with the Upanishads the ultimate basis

of the two other texts of authority in the Prasthnnatraya and also

of all further expositions in Vedanta and Bhakti. The most im-

portant and sustained work of Upanishadbrahmendra, which' pave

him this second name, is his commentaries on the one hundred

and eight Upanishads. all of which" have been published by the

Adyar Library. The author says that Krishnasuri, Ramananda,

3. New CaMogus Catalogorum, University of Madras, Vol. n, pp. 384-7.

4. His commentaries on the Upanishads in different collections, 1020, 1921,

1929, 1935-6, 1950, 1953: on the Ehattava&qli&, 1941; Brahmasutrablmhm-
sAddh&ntammgralia, (A. L. Buttetin, Xm, ii-iii); Karm&HrtMviveka, (IWd,

xxv, pp. 436-46); TattwpaMrthailcdiatiika (Ibiti., xxi, pp, 145-160) { TfpW
nSmauiveka (Ibid., XXIX, pp. 203-58).
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Isvara, Hari and Krishnadasa prompted him to write the UpanU
sfccuJ-commentaries.5 All his works giving the author's name as

Ramachandrendra were written before the UpanisTictd-commenta-

ries and this is borne out also by his mentioning some of them in

the Upanisifiad-eommentaries. On many of his earlier works thus

written, he wrote glosses later, as Upanishadbrahmendra. His

work in the field of Upanishads is valuable particularly in regard

to the minor ones, on which we have no other commentaries.

A second major work of Upanishadbrahmendra in the Uponi-

shadprasthana is the collection -of one thousand and eight Maha.

vakyas from all the Upanishads — the Ashtottarasahasramahav&k-

yavali — and expositions of these in a series of commentaries, the

Prabha, the Lochana, the Vivarana, and the Kiranavali. Even at

the beginning of his commentary on the Upanishads, he has shown

that the Mdhdvakyas are not just four, but many more.

In the Gii^prasthma he has given us a lucid gloss on the

BhagavadtfHM closely following Sankara's Bh&shya.

In the Sutra-prasth&na, there is a short work of his in the

form of an adhikarana-in&ex and a concordance of the Sutras and

topics, following Sankara's Bhashya. In this he correlates the

four chapters and the four P&das of each chapter, with aspects of

the Pranava and phases of the Brahman, a favourite analysis of

his which he uses for the songs too which he composed in sets

according to this classification. Deriving his ideas from the

Mmdukya and Gau#arada's K&rikris, and from the Nadatnndu-

panishad, he equates the four chapters of the Sutras thus:

Samanvaya Avirodha Sadhana Phala

AMra Ukara, Mahara Ardhamcitri

Sthuk (Virat) Sukshma (Sutra) Bfija Turya

The four P&das of each chapter are equated with the further

sub-divisions resulting from the admixture of the phases in the

second principle of classification, Virat-virat, Virat-sutra, and so

on. The colophon of I. i of his index of the Adhikaranas runs:

5. StmSnya Vetfania Vpanishads, Adyar edn., p. 377, end of his com-

mentary on the Mtifctopankfccd.
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akarasthulamsaMramatrdru^Mdya-

padasyddhikaranasamkhya—11 %

iti vairuje prathamah padah.

In the further colophons, we come across equations of other

piidas oi the Siiiras with Nada, Bmdu, Kafo, KcMt':ta, Snnii,

Sdiityatita, Unmaiu, Purl (Vaikhari 1) , Madhyam,a, Pa%aau and
Pari.

Upanishadbrahjnendra's work on the Brahma-sutra should

not be judged by the above concordance alone; at the end of this

short work, he says that he wrote a commentary on the SSAra,

following Sankara's Bh&shya of course, in 3500 granthas. The
manuscript .of this remains to be identified and studied; it may
be in the form of a commentary on the Sangraha of the Sutra

mentioned above; it is at its end that the author mentions the

commentary.

brahTnasutra-brahmatdra-siddhdnta-vivfitUi krita

bhAshyasangrahadddhMntavyakhydnagranthasangrahafy

pafichasato'parilasat tnsahasramitirbhavet.

The independent Vedantie Prakaranas of the author may now
be noticed. Over a dozen of these are known, and as in the case

of other works, here too the texts bear the author's own
commentaries. The Tattvampadarthaikyasataka m one hundred

Anushpubhs, published in the Adyar Library Bulletin, with an

Introduction by the present writer, brings out the full implication

of the great Mah&vakya, tat tvam asi, working out, step by step,

the manifestation of the Brahman as the Saguna Brahman, the

individual souls and the universe through Maya, the three Gunas,

etc. The work may be studied on the background of the older

texts, Pai&chXkaraiia, Vdkyavritti, etc.

The other Prakaranas, with his own commentaries, are

Karmakarmavvoeka with Nauka, Tripattattvaviveka, Paramaksha-

raviveka, PamTrvadvaitasiddMntaparibMsha, Paramadvaitasudarsa-

mviveka, Bh&datomoTnartandasataka, Lingabhahgamvktisataka,

Sattasdrmnyaviveka and Vivriti, SvarupadarsanasiddhMjana, Kai»

valyasktaka and Siddhdntaslokatraya.

From what has been said already in connection with his con-

cordance of the Brahma-sutra and its Adhikarayas, it would ba
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clear that our author had a fancy for correlations and equations

of the different phases of Brahman, of spiritual pursuit and indeed

of the texts of Vedanta with the phases of Pranava. On the path
of S&dhana, he was a worshipper of Pranava and Nada, which as

we shall see below, led him to music. Tdra {Praiiava) and its four

aspects figure all over his commentaries and Prakaranas. A certain

number of works of his is especially devoted to this approach:

Antalipranavavivriti, Bahyapranavavivarana, Brahmastirasho-

4asabhumika, Brahw^pranava^haprakasasho^asabhumikd, Brah-
mapranavadApika, Vird}pranavavivrtti, exposition of Pranava and
its phases as signifying srishti, sthiti and samh&ra, and a series of

devotional formulae related to the phases of Pranava which will be

mentioned in a further section.

The tradition of combining Bhakti towards forms of Saguna

Brahman, with Advaita has had a long history. Many Advaitic

writers have not only composed appealing Stotras but also written

treatises on the doctrine of devotion and the efficacy of reciting

and adoring the Lord's Name (Naman) . Upanishadbrahmendi-a's

other works, to be dealt with now, belong to this field of Bhakti,

NwnasiMhanta and music compositions on his Iskpadevata. Bhdk-

tisnarupaviveka is on the general doctrine of Bhakti. The Bhaga-

vatasaihgrahastuti summarises the stories of the twelve Skandhas

of the &rvmad Bhtyavatapuriina in tihe form of a Stotra, comparable

to the Nar&yanvya. Another devotional work of his is the SivamcU

nasapuja.

Upanishadbrahmendra's Ishtadevata was Rama. In Rama-

Bhakti literature, he takes a conspicuous place. He wrote a com-

mentary on the Adhyatmar&rmyana, a treatise on Rama's worship

called R&marchanachidvidyachandrika, a Ram&rchana embodying

the meaning of the Upanishadic Mahavakyas and a hymn Rama-

cMndradayashpaka.

On the Lord's Name as Saviour (T&raka) and its recital, he

wrote the Namarthaviveka or Upeyanmnaviveka (text and com-

mentary) in which, besides dealing with all the doctrines of this

school, Upanishadbrahmendra enunciated the idea that the name

Rama is composed of the vital syllables of both the Ndr&ya'^a

asht&kshari mantra (JRA) and the Siva Panchakshari mantra (MA).
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The present writer has recently edited this work, with a critical

Introduction, m the Adyar Library Bulletin.

A sequel of this is the practice of Bhajana, singing songs in

praise of the Lord and also formulae describing the Lord in a

string of epithets and expressing devotion to the Lord, Navavahs
and Divyammasamklrtanas. What Upanishadbrahmendra did in

this line could be classified into three groups. While all of the

compositions in this category are on Rama, one set comprises

longer poetic pieces to be rendered in elaborate music and follow-

ing the model of the Gltagovvnda of Jayadeva and the KrisJinaKIa-

tarangim of Narayanatirtha, viz. the Ramashtapadi and the Rama-

taranga with Ramatarangaslokas and Rdmatarahgachandrodaya.6

Another comprises a number of Ramagitas giving expression to his

ideas on the phases of Brahman-S&tra, Bija, Turya, etc. The third

set is represented by the N&mavalis which are found under the

names Narayanataranamavali, Pranavanamavali. Vy&vaharikap-

ra^varwimavali3 and so on. The largest corpus of our author's

compositions in this group is the DvoyanAmasamklrtana consisting

of vocatives addressed to Rama both as Supreme Brahman and

as Saguna Brahman. A complete Index of this mass of Upa-
nishadbrahmendra's Divyammasamklrtanas, with mention of the

Ragas used, is given by the present writer in his paper on our

author in the Journal of the Music Academy, Madras, already

referred to. In these, as also in his Upeyan&mavivzka, he says

that' devotion to Rama must be done in Advaitabh&vana, with the

contemplation of one's self being identical with the Supreme

Being:

sv&nanyadhiya, tanmimsmritih syat;

rdmo'ham ahameva rama iti bhavayet.

At his Agastyesvara Asrama, he had put up a flag, as it

were, inviting everybody to step in, participate in the great Satra

of devotional singing of the songs and Namavalis composed by him,

which was going on incessantly there, and appease their spiritual

6. On all these contributions of Upanishadbrahmendra to music, see the

present writer's paper Upmi?ha& Brahma Yogin, His Life and Works in the

Journal of the Music Academy, Madras, XXVII, pp. 113-150; XXVIH, pp. 151-2.
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hunger. Of this Muktisatra established by him, he says in the

beginning of Ramataranga:

KMchydmagastyesagrihagneyasimhdsanopari

pratishthitam muktisatram dhvafasthapanapurvakam

rrwd~<>yasiddhasamkalpam jf&tva ye bhusuradayah

nirankusaste kurvantu mattarangddikirtanam

ahanyahani satrmmabhuktitastriptireshyati

sakrinmatsatrabhuktya tu sarhtriptirjayate sadi.

With all this activity, Upanishadbrahmendra proved quite an
inspiration in his time to the votaries of the twin paths of devo-

tion and music. In fact tradition current in the world of Kar-

natic music says that during his visit to and stay in Kanchi, the

great composer Muttusvami Dikshita (A. D. 1776-1835) , who wrote

his songs in Sanskrit, was asked byj Upanishadbrahmendra to

set the tunes to the latter's RSm&shtapad'. The manuscripts of

the songs of Tyagaraja (A. D. 1767-1847) , the other great Karnatic

composer, and other literary materials that belonged lo him, which

are preserved now in the Saurashtra Sabha, Madurai, contain

the Srimukha or call sent by Upanishadbrahmendra to Tyagaraja,

asking the latter to visit Kanchi. The influence of Upanishad-

brahmendra and his ideas and even expression on Tyagaraja, who
also adored Rama with music, is clear, and this has been already

pointed out by the present writer in his Introductory thesis in the

Spiritual Heritage of Ty&gardfa1 and his critical Introduction to

the Upeyaimnaviveka.

There are some more songs* of Upanishadbrahmendra which

show that he went on pilgrimage to the Cola-mandala and sang

on the deities at Chidambaram, Tiruvayyaru (Tyagaraja's place)

and iSrivanchyam.

Upanishadbrahmendra was thus ceaselessly active. He is one

of the most prolific writers in the recent history of Advaita and

Bhakti. An authentic exponent of &ankara's Advaita, he yet in-

troduced several minor ideas and correlations; and this he worked

out on the basis of what were already found in the earlier authen-

7. Second revised edn., R. K. Math, Mylapore, 1966.

8. Journal of the Music Academy, Madras, XXVIH, pp. 151-2.
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tic literature, but they became a special characteristic of his writ-
ings. With his piety and spiritual exercises, he combined a prac-
tical outlook which explains not only the collection of manus-
cripts in his Matha, but also the care taken by him to mention at
the end of each work of his its extent in terms of the number of
granthas. Many of his works still remain to be studied and a con-
nected account of his ideas will form a useful piece of research.
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KALIDASA

by

K. Chandrasekharan
M.A., B.I..

Describing Kalidasa Sri Aurobindo said, "He is a true son

of his age in his dwelling on the artistic, hedonistic, sensuous sides

of experience, and pre-eminently a poet of love and beauty and
joy of life. He represents it also in his intellectual passion for

higher things, culture, the religious idea, the ethical ideal, the

greatness of ascetic self-mastery; and these too he makes a pari

of the beauty and interest of life and sees as admirable elements

of its complete and splendid picture".1 Further, according to him,

Kalidasa, 'in creed was a Vedantist and in ceremony perhaps a

Siva-worshipper'.2 The term Vedanta has become identified with

Advaita, and thus great intellectuals like Sri Aurobindo have

hardly doubted in dubbing Kalidasa an Advaitin.

Any careful student of the poet will not fail to discern his

deeper convictions based on Advaitic thought, though none can

dogmatise his having passed through the discipline of a systematis-

ed philosophy. Advaita itself was later much developed into

an unshakable system by no less a DraskpSL and Master-mind

than Sankara. Some of the axiomatic doctrines of Advaita like

brahma satyam, jugan mithya, (Absolute is real; World is an

illusion); or the process of elimination in arriving at Truth by

the method of 'neti, net? (Not this, not this), rarely receive any

echo in the poet's phraseology or philosophical dissertations.

Nevertheless, one cannot escape the conclusion that no other poet

of the classical age has so much elevated the spirit in man as of

an indivisible part of the One Supreme Reality. The one sovereign

thought ever ruling him was that of the immanence of Spirit

1. The Foundations of Indian Culture, p. 344.

2. Kalidasa by Sri Aurobindo, p. 14.
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(sarvcitmabhava) . Kalidasa has picturesquely expressed what the

Ch&ndogyopanishad has proclaimed in no equivocal terms as:

eslw'nima aitadatmyamidam sarvam

tat satyam sa atma.

(The subtle essence, all this is of the nature of That. That is

Truth, That is the Self). We find him, in his eulogy of Brahma,

bringing home to us the idea of the All-pervading Spirit as

actuating everything of the manifest Universe:

dravah samgh&ta-kathinaJi

sthulah sukshmo laghurguruh,

vyaktavyaktetaraschasi

prSfeSmyam te vibhutishu?

(You are in liquid form as well as in the hardest material; you
are perceptible to the senses as well as too subtle and beyond

perception; you are light as well as heavy; you are the cause as

well as the effect"; you are thus manifest in everything, according

to your own pleasure). Nothing in animate or inanimate nature,

neither human nor animal, strikes him as of a different origin or

existence from an all-powerful Reality. Hence his further elabo-

ration of the same thought when he perceives an unity of spirit in

every object and substance:

tvameva havyam hoW. cha hhojyam bhokta cha §5&»atah,

vedyam cha vedita cMsi dhyata dhyeyam cha yatparam*

(You are the oblation as well as the sacrificer; you are the food

as well as the eternal enjoyer of it; you are the aim of knowledge

as well as the knower; you are the supreme object of meditation

as well as the meditator) , Needless to remind ourselves of a parallel

passage in the Gita where the Lord tells Arjuna how the same

Supreme Brahman dwells in all:

brahrmrpa^am brahmahavir-

brahmagnau brahmaiia hutam

brahmaiva tena gantavyam

foahma-karma-sam&dhina*

3. KumMrasambhava, U, 11.

4. Ibid, n, 15.

5. Bhagavad-gitcl, iv, 24.
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(The oblation, the act of offering, the fire, the officiating priest"

every work is the same Atman and tends towards the same goal)!

It is not by a process of ratiocination that Kalidasa reaches

the kernel of Advaita. He does not proceed by the established

path but ever crosses to his destination by the green meadow of

poetry. In the language of simile and metaphor, by imagery and

example, he makes us believe in a higher existence than what
meets our eye here below. Again he will not be satisfied with

salvation for the individual alone but for the entire universe.

Insentient beings like trees and rivers appear to him possessed

of the Universal Spirit. Otherwise he would not have drawn so

much upon them for enlivening our conception of the beauty of

life. To him both tfrvasi and a gliding river happen to present'

the same engrossing content for decorations of his imagination:

tarangabhrubhanga kshubhitavihaga&enwasa'na

vikarshanti phenam vasanamiva samrambha-sithilam,

paMviddham y&wM skhalitamabhisandhaya bahuso

nadibhaveneyam dhruvamasahanS sa parinaW..6

(The wavelets reminding quivering eye-brows, the flock of white

cranes in serried nights appearing like the girdle of pearls round

the waist, the foam-embroidered waters flowing back as if the

frills of her skirt are withdrawn, the winding zig-zag course

reminding her quick steps indicating exasperation at my lapses-

all these make me believe tJrvasi has assumed the form of the

river). Kalidasa has here represented Pururavas, the hero, as

searching for his sweetheart and mistaking the river for his

nartner. Apart from the beauty of the imagery, one cannot be

lost to a sense of sameness in both tJrvaist and the river that

the king entertains by this comparison. Kalidasa could feel with

as much intensity of sympathy for true lovers in their pangs of

separation as he would for the Chakravaka pair lost to each other

by the blinding darkness of the night. They only forcibly remind

us of the poet's expansive heart ready to embrace the entire life

within him. A truer Advaitin in experience is hard to imagine.

One may perhaps dismiss this as pure imagination, beautiful

no doubt, but possessing nothing more in it to convey a conscious-

6. Vikramoroa&ya, IV, 28.
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ness of the Unity of Spirit in all life around. Still, one can pro-

vide stronger evidences to prove how Kahdasa unmistakably tries

to show that life around is one and the same except that it has

assumed different forms and shapes. Everything prove*, on ulti-

mate analysis, to be permeated by no less a spirit than what the

human beings imagine they exclusively possess. A situation is

created by the poet in the play, gakuntalam, when the kokil's

voice is chosen in reply to the sage's request by the forest

creatures, especially trees, to shower their benediction on the

young wife leaving her parental abode for her husband's.

anumatagamana sakuntala

tarubhiriyam vanavasabandhubhih,

parabhritavirutam kalam yatha

prativachunikritamebhiridrisam.7

(Sakuntala has been permitted to take her leave by these her kins-

folk of forest-dwelling trees; with the kokil's sweet note, the reply

of these trees has been signified) . It is worthy of notice that the

words used are vanamsabandhubhih, the forest-dwelling trees

who are her kin. They certainly convey the normal attitude of

the poet towards insentient beings as having very little of a

difference so far as their behaviour is concerned, from that of the

humans. In this context it may be fruitful to recollect' the verse

in the Srimad BhMgavata where Vyasa while chasing his son §uka
cries 'My son', 'Oh my son', which cry was replied to by the trees,

which bespeaks of their identification with the sage Suka owing

to the indwelling spirit being the same:

ptitreti tanmayaiaya taravo'bhineduh.

The consciousness of an immanent Spirit in all creatures,

dumb as well as vocal, animate as well as inanimate, influenced

the poet's outlook so mush that whenever an opportunity pre-

sented itself for his emphasis of it, he showed no tardiness or

indifference to declare it. He did if in his own way, which is

the poetic way, singularly refreshing both in its choice of subject

and picture of portrayal. To add one more instance how nature

and man reciprocate each other and how sympathy in joy and

7. gfiktmiaiam, iv, 10.
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sorrow can be shared with each other, we can take the seen
where Aja, at the sight of his queen's sudden passing away, was
plunged m the deepest gloom, while the birds in the neighbour-
hood were affected by his pathetic condition.

ubhayorapi pariva-vartimm

tumulendrtarave^ia veptah,

vihag&Ji karnaUkardlayah

samaduhkha iva tatra chukrusuh.

(Raghuvamsa, 8-39)

(When the attendants about the royal pair raised their wail of

pain, the frightened birds dwelling in the nearby lotus-pools ex-

pressed by their clamorous sounds their sympathy in his bereave-

ment).

It is Kalidasa's own inimitable method of comparing the

beauty of the human with that of other beings in nature, point

by point even, and with a sense of adequacy in having compre-

hended all life by such a soulful survey. We know that the

Yaksha, pining for his beloved in a distant land, could not but

decipher his love's varied charms distributed, as it were, among

many objects in nature.

symmsvangam chakitaliarinlprekshane drishtipatam

vaktrachchh&ydm sasini sikhiwm, barhabhareshu fcesan,

utpa£y&mi pratanushu vadfr-vichishu bhruvildsm

hantmkasmin kvachidapi na te chatidi sadrisyam asti.

(Meghasandefa)

(Oh thou petulant one! Nowhere do I find all the different charms

gathered up in a single being as in you; because the tender

creepers bear only the delicacy of your figure; the deer share the

tremulousness of their eyes alone wilfh yours; the moonlight par-

takes the glow of your ivory cheeks; the burden of the peacock's

plumes reminds your heavy tresses, the ever dancing wavelets have

caught the quiver of your brows). Unless one has experienced

so great an intensity of life as to feel an absence of completeness

without actively mixing in spirit with all, he could not have set

a great store by the companionship and sympathy with others,

even if they happened to be insentient beings. Sage Kanva is

represented as one whose power was in no way less than that of
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a Visvamitra, if he wanted to create things. But what happened

actually was, the spirits of the forest endowed gakuntala with

costly silks, fine cosmetics and bright jewels—all because of their

eagerness to participate in the parental fondness of Kanva for

bestowing on his loving daughter, at her departure, the good things

of life.

Not satisfied with the gifts of the forest-spirits to the maiden

whose parting caused such a wrench in the hearts of the forest

dwellers, the poet would move us to the core by the rarer gift

of sympathy from the mute world around, when he makes the

deer swallow not their mouthfuls of grass, the peacocks complete

not their dances and the creepers restrain not their tears in the

falling of leaves on the ground.

udgalita-darbha-kavala

mrigyah parityaktanartana mayurah,

apasrita-^ndupatriSh

munchantyasriimva latSh.

{Sakuntatam, iv-12)

This is Kalidasa in his fullest measure of comprehension of the

one Universal Spirit pervading all life.

May be an unimaginative critic or a stickler for accuracy will

require more specific instances to show the poet's unshakable
belief in the Advaitic thought. We can satisfy all such doubters
by pointing to them the many verses of his where he refers to

the One indivisible and inscrutable Atman, which yet for the sake
of apparent manifestation assumes the Trimurti aspects) of cxea*

tion, protection and annihilation,

namo visvasrije purvam
viSvam tadanu bibhrate,

atha visvasya samhartre

iubhyam tredha sthit&tmane.

(Raghuvamfa 10-10)

(You create the world first, then you strive to guard if against

danger and finally destroy it—all these are your own triple

aspects.
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Again he describes the Supreme Spirit in these words:

rasuntaranyekarasam yaihd divyam payo'snute

fese dese guneshvevam avasihistvam aviknyah.

(Raghuvaihsa 10-17).

(Just as the rain, however tasteless, acquires varied tastes by
falling on different spots of the eanh, so also changeless as jou
are, you still assume attributes according to your own pleasure).

One can perceive that this idea is not far removed from the state-

ment in the Kathopamshad (li, 15):

yathodakam suddhe suddhamasiktam tzdrgeva bhavati

evam muner vijtinata atma bhavati gautama.

(0 Gautama, as pure water poured on pure water becomes verjy

the same, so also does become the Self of the man of knowledge

who understands).

If Advaita postulates the supreme merit of knowledge as

by itself the goal of all life's strivings, then Kahdasa unerringly

suggests such an achievement. When he wrote of Raghu cam-

paigning against the Persians and leading his army by the land-

route, he observes:

parasik&n tcto jetum pratasihe sthaluvartmana,

indriyakhyariwa ripun tattvajfianena samyanu.

(Raghuvamsa, 4-60).

(Then he set out to conquer the Persians by the land-route even

as a disciplined person would seek to conquer his senses by the

power of reasoning and deliberation) . Mark the word tattva-

jfUinenq. (by knowledge of Truth} used by the poet. No greater

indication is required to prove that the path of knowledge

(vicharamdrga) was preferred by the poet. Apart from the

knowledge of geography he had, the fact of the existence of per-

haps a sea-route also to reach the same place gives the further

emphasis of a choice by him of the route which was less risky

or more advantageous to travelling.

Captivated by solitude and environmental tranquillity, the

poet never tires of taking his kings to the forest for a life of rest

and meditation after they had had their fill of worldly enjoyment

and material comforts. Moreover fascinated by yoga as a sure

disciplinary method for the attainment of liberation, he invari-
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ably talks of some of the monarchs resorting to the practice of

voga for attaining ultimate release from all earthly bonds:

ana'payipadopalabdhaye

raghuriptaih saimyaya yogibhih.

(Raghuvafasa, 8-17)

(For securing the timeless life, Raghu sought the company of

Yogis of genuine calibre). One can trace a suggestion in the

Panchada&l of Vidyaranya, that Yoga may be equated to an upasaui

tot reaching the IVirgruna-Brahman (Formless One)

.

nirguTidbrahmata.ttva.sya

na hyupasterasambhavah,

sagunabrahma"ruvatra

pratyayavrittisambhavat.

(VpdsaM. is not impossible because of its application to nirguna

Brahman. For, as in the case of Saguna, Upasana can be practis-

ed, but only by the method of frequent and repealed dwelling

upon it.)

For obtaining self-knowledge, Sastra requires the seeker to

attempt first total destruction of all purva-sarkskaras (past deeds)

by the fire of one's own knowledge. Kalidasa very pertinently

points out how Raghu tried to have himself purified in the fire

of his own thought.

itaro dahane svakarmavdm

vavrite jnflnamayena vanhiwM.

(Raghuvamfa 8-20).

(The other [Raghu] attempted to burn out every bit of his

accumulated past samskaras in the fire of his knowledge). One

has only to remember the Gita verse in order to be convinced of

the accuracy of the poet's observation.

yasya sarve mmarambhah
kamasamkalpavarjitah,

jnanagnidagdha-karm&nam

tamahuh pai^itam budhafi. (4-18)

(One whose actions have all no personal motives of self-advance

and whose past deeds have all been burnt in the fire of knowledge,

him alone would the wise call a sage, the best-equipped).
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The road to salvation is not a smooth one. It is beset with

many a pitfall. The traveller needs poise of mind and a balanced

judgment if he has to tread it with safety and sureness of purpose.

The mind of a Sthitaprajfia has been deemed as of utter need if

one wants even in this life the satisfaction of Realisation. For

that he must strive to be unaffected by both joy and sorrow, gain

and loss, pleasure and pain. Kalidasa has made a Stkitaprajna

of Raghu by his constant reminder of the idea of gold and mud
as of no different consequence to him.

raghurapyafayat guqatrayam

prakritisiham samafoshtakarichanah,

(Raghuvamsa, 8-21).

(Raghu with equal disdain of both gold and a clod of clay, con-

quered the three Chinas by adopting a changeless outlook).

Perhaps it may be said that Kalidasa felt sannyasa-asrama as

of dire need for a seeker of the Immortal Self. Otherwise he would

not have referred to the king's taking to sannyasa:

sa kilmramaimntyamasrito

nivasannavasathe puradbahih,

(Raghuvamsa 8-14)

(Having entered upon the last asrama [sannyasa], he began stay-

ing away from the city out-skirts).

We are not sure whether Kalidasa shared the view of some

of the Advaitins who have chalked out a course of preparation

wherein Sannyasa occupies prominence for attainment of libera-

tion.

atmajMna-ieshatvdchcha sannyasasya

sarvatr&tmainanaprakarane sannyasasya

vihitatvat iravanadyangataya cha

dtrmjMnapkalata. sannyasasya siddha.

(Vivarana, Calcutta Sanskrit Series, p. 694)

(It is affirmed that for Self-realisation in its context the efforts

of listening, contemplating, etc., will have their fulfilment only

through sannyasa).

One senses even a crowning thought in Kalidasa towards the

state of Brahma-bhS-va. Speaking of a later monarch of the Raghu
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line by name Kausalya, he writes describing his final resolve to

necome a Brahmanishtha by pursuing meditation and tapas.

yasobhh abrahmasabham prakasah

sa brahmabhuyam gatimafagama.

(Raghuvanisa, 18-28)

(With his fame reaching even the Brahmaloka, he followed the

path to become actually one with Brahman).

Detachment and selfless action which alone can lead one

gradually to the acquisition of the true spirit of Advaita are

frequently dwelt upon by this national poet of India. In two
epithets he describes Dilipa, the earliest king of the Eaghu line,

thus:

agridhnumdade sorfhma

asaktah sukhamanvabhut

(Raghuvamsa, 1-21)

(One who earned wealth without avarice and enjoyed life without

attachment). He feels detachment is the only passport to the

shining land lit by the eternal sunshine of Ananda.

Unique as was Kalidasa's perception of love, his sense of

values did not abandon him even in a situation of conflicting ideals.

It is evident, from his narration of the love-episode of Siva and

Uma having its summation in a spiritual union, how the moorings

of his culture aided him on to prefer purity to the appeal of the

flesh, constancy to the lure of passion. At the same time he was

not for renunciation and austerity without the necessary prepara-

tion of a mature mind. In a verse of his where Vasishtha coun-

sels Aja to get reconciled to the inevitability of fate's workings,

there is an intriguing thought expressed by the poet in the line:

tadalabdhapadam hridi Sokaghane

pratiyatamivdntikamasya guroh.

(His heart crushed under the sorrow did not receive the words

of consolation; they [the words of advice] returned, as it were,

to the preceptor himself) . Evidently Kalidasa was amused at the

sage advice of Vasishtha without his finding out whether pre-

mature consolation would work its way into the heart of the king,

lacerated as it was by grief. Further, it is clear that the poet

wants to impress on his readers that however wise Vasishtha might
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be, he could not really comprehend the depth of true love practised

as a Yoga by both Aja and Indumatl. Otherwise the poet would
not have ended their love episode as having its culmination in

their regained union in the halcyon bowers of svarga. The pur-

pose of Kalidasa in presenting the picture of Aja's love may be to

remind us that mere austerity and renunciation by themselves will

not always take one to any great Understanding. There may be

other paths such as that of love which should not be forgotten

by those who pin their faith on Knowledge. Tolerance has, ac-

cording to him, a place in any scheme of striving for the higher

life, especially to one imbued with the spirit of Advaita.

Even as Valmiki and Vyasa before him had conceived of a

greater glory awaiting man treading the straight path of Dharma,

Kalidasa harped on the significance of a full life, which would not

discard intense living and yet would care for the watch-word of

'Ripeness is AH'. Anandavardhana, the arch-priest of literary

criticism, has not in vain placed Kalidasa along with the two epic

poets. It is true Kalidasa like Shakespeare lifts his head to Hie

Heaven of heavens and only "spares the cloudy border of his base

to the foiled searching of mortality".8 In appreciating Kalidasa

we cannot forget the culture in which he was born and brought

up. Dr Radhakrishnan recalls the culture that was given to

Kalidasa thus: "This culture is essentially spiritual in quality.

We are ordinarily imprisoned in the wheel of time, in historicity,

and so are restricted to the narrow limits of existence. Our aim

should be to lift ourselves out of our entanglement to an aware-

ness of the real which is behind and beyond all time and history,

that which does not become, that which is, absolute, non-historical

being itself—The end of man is to become aware by experience

of this absolute reality".

No other poet known to us in Sanskrit had so well benefited

by this culture. No other thinker ever has enabled generations

after him to ruminate with profit on this superior culture which

gave Kalidasa insight into a world that is seemingly diversified,

yet remains One.

8. Shakespeare (Sonnet), by Mathew Arnold.

9. Introduction by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan to Sushil Kumar De's edition

edition of Meghasandefa, p. 12.
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KRISHXAMISRA'

by

U. Vexkataiieishxa Rao

hiraipnayena patrena satyasy&pihitam muhham
tattvam pushannapavrinu satyadharmaya drishtays.

Poets are fond of using a dramatic and allegorical style. The
Puranic churning of the Milky Ocean is to be understood thus:

God Vishnu is the Milky Ocean and the various gems churned
out stand for His Manifold virtues. Inquiry about the nature of

God is the churning; the Vedas and the Brahmasutra can
be referred to as the churning rod and the rope. The purva-

pakshhis, holding the prima facie view, are the asuras, and siddhin-

tins are the devas establishing the final decisive view. The amyita

or nectar churned out is the salvation or mofcsha which makes
us overcome the cycle of births and deaths. The drama Prcbodha-

ehandrodaya is a similar allegorical representation of the Advaila
doctrine taught by Sankara Bhagavatpada. Tradition records that

the holy Paramahaxhsa, the author Krishnamisra who flourished

in the latter part of the 11th century A.D. found the traditional

method of teaching the Prasthana-trayi, the Gita, the Brahmasutra
and the Upanishads ineffective when he had to teach a dullard and
hit upon this dramatic mode of the allegory of a war between
virtue and vice, ultimately ending in the triumph o? Prabodka
Chandra or the 'Moonlight of Knowledge'.

Poets all the world over are fond of such allegorical represen-

tations. Dante in the Divine Comedy suggests that a -leopard may
stand for lust, a lion for pride, and she-wolf for avarice, and leads

his readers into an imaginary paradise. John Bunyan allegorically

A study of his Prabodhachandrodaya.
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characterises man's progress in this world as Pilgrim's progress

and introduces persons named Worldly-wise, Prudence, Supersti-

tion, Faith, etc.1 Purandaradasa the famous mystic saint of

Karnataka of about the 16th century compares man to sleeping

pilgrim round whose head hovers the God of death. (The same

idea comes here in iv, 26, as we shall see later). The saintly

author of the Sankalpa-suryodaya, Vedanta Desika, interprets the

Valmiki Rdmayana as a myth representing the human soul in the

torm of Sita, imprisoned in the Asoka Vana m Lanka by a Rakshasa

with ten heads standing for the five karmendriyas and as many
jvMnendriyas, being later united with its Lord Rama through the

help of the Vedantic Teacher Hanuman.

dar^odagra-dasewdnyawana-wiaTionafctancTiamdifiis^itG

dehesmin bhavtmndhuna parigate kaslvpam dasamasthitali,

adhyatve hanumatsamena gv/rwm prakhy&pitarthafy pumm
fankaruddha videhar&jatanay&nydyena lalapyate. (i, 72).

The story of the drama spread over six acts can be summarised

thus: Kama and Rati converse in the Vishkambha or introductory

scene and depart, Isvara begets through Avidya a son named
Manas. He later marries Pravritti and Nivritti, the first wife be-

comes the mother of Mahamoha, while Viveka is born of the latter.

The first act ends informing that Mahamoha and Viveka were

inimical to each other, the first with his retinue trying hard to

fasten man to worldly moorings, while the latter did his best to

switch him on to God. The second act shows us Mahamoha ruling

over his retinue in Varanasl Charvaka, one of his spies, comes

and reports that Kali's efforts have succeeded in weaning people

away from Vedic studies, but there persists the fear that Vishw-

bhakti might some day make her efforts vain; Kama, Krodha and

others are accordingly ordered to nip Vishnu-bhakti's efforts in

the bud. Report also arrives (through Mada and Mana) that

Vairagya (Renunciation) has already succeeded in alienating

Dharma from Kama (Lust) but Santi and her mother Sraddhi

are trying to effect an alliance between Viveka and Upanishad-

devl Mahamoha accordingly orders Kama to capture Dharma

1. English poets like Chaucer personified the seven deadly sins, virtue,

love, etc., symbolising the forces helping man or ensnaring him as he make*

his pilgrim's progress in this world.
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on the one side while Krodha and Lobha (Greed) should conquer

Santi (Peace) and drag Sraddha into the camp of the heterodox

systems of philosophy.

The third act, starts with the search by Santi of her mother

Sattvika Sraddha; she finds Tamasa (Demoniac) Sraddha with the

Kapalika. These are Mahamoha's servants. From their conver-

sation Santi learns that Sattvika Sraddha has been forced to take

refuge along with Vishnu-bhakti in the hearts of the saintly beers.

The Kapalika evidently under instructions from Malnraoha sends

his Maha Bhairavi Vidya to capture Sraddha and Dharma. The

next act opens with an introductory conversation between Sraddha

and Maitri (Friendship). Bhairavi, we are informed, had cap-

tured Dharma but Vishnu-bhakti succeeds in rescuing her and
Sraddha has now arranged to send her on to Viveka. This latter

king prepares for war, sending Vastu Vichara to *ight against

Kama, Kshama against Krodha, and Santosha against Lobha. He
himself leads his army for a final assault and encamps in the tem-

ple of Adi Kesava at Kasi.

Vishnu-bhakti and Santi come up on the stage in the next act

at Chakratirtha, and Sraddha, who has been fishing secretly for

information about enemy, submits her report. Viveka has been

victorious and Mahamoha has gone into hiding somewhere. From
incoherent reports, the depressed Sri Manas, worried about the

deaths of his nearest relatives, is about to commit suicide, when
Vaiyasikl Sarasvatl succeeds in consoling him. Fortunately at this

juncture, Vairagya, Vishnu-bhakti, and Maitri arrive with re-

assuring reports, and Mind is somehow consoled and stilled.

The last act reveals Santi attending on Upanishad Devi,

while Sraddha is doing everything possible to reassure Viveka.

Upanishad Devi explains how she was tortured in the Buddhist

Viharas till a stroke of goodluck made her enter into Gita Asrama.

She assures Purusha that he is Paramesvara and embraces Him.

Prabodha is bom and the shackles binding Purusha are snapped.

Vishnu-bhakti pronounces final benediction.

The very fact that the imitations of this type of composition

are unnecessarily too long containing ten acts and overweighted

with philosophical discussions is enough to make us realize the
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novelty of the type introduced into dramatic literature. The
intelligent dramatist kept to his limitations with a dua sens* of

restraint, introduced humorous scenes here and there to keep up
the interest of the audience, limiting philosophical episodes to the

barest possible minimum. The author seems to have had ex-

perience of the army camps and studied political intrigues from

the point of view of Kautilya's Arthas&stra also. The introduction

informs us that the author's patron Gopala reinstated Kirtivarma

and installed him on his throne, even after the latter was over-

thrown by the Chedi King Karna. His Santarasa-dominaied drarra

was then enacted at the time of the reinstallation of this Kirti-

varma. But history does not furnish us with more definite infor-

mation about this Gopala, but the fact remains that the dramatist

had intimate knowledge of the theatre, and what is more important

trom our point of view, of directing military operations also like

Kautilya of olden days. Though Bharata in his Ndfya-sastra had
posited only eight rasas, Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta

tried hard to install Santa on its pedestal and Kalhana in his

Ra-ja-tarangini (I, 23) had slightly earlier declared:

kshanahfiangini jantunam spliurite parichintite,

murdhabhishekah santasya rasasyatra vicharyatam.

Others tried to introduce Vatsalya and Bhakti rasas; but Krishna-

misra succeeded in effecting a harmonious alliance of bhakti

(which plays an important role in his drama) with Santa along

the lines indicated in the Bhagavatapuraiju.

Even the number of the acts in this drama is six representing

perhaps the number of the Vedangas, the auxiliaries to the Vedic

study. It deserves to be noted that the first three acts describing

the v&stika or the heterodox darsanas like the Charvaka, Jaina

and Bauddha are purposely left unnamed in the colophons at the

end of the respective acts (perhaps true to their name nastika);

while the last three (initiated by the conversation of Maitri and

&raddha) are respectively named Viveka, Uddyoga or preparations

set up by Viveka (Discrimination), Vairagya Pradurbhava or

birth of Renunciation and Jlvanmukti or Redemption even when

living—'liberaiaon-in-life'. This is nothing but saying that Vai-

ragya and Viveka are the two wings required by the bird, Jiva,

to soar into philosophical realms and reach jlvan-mukti. Again
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if Tamasika Sraddha plays a more important role in the first acts,

Sattviki Sraddha looms large in the Gita Sloka (vii, 14)

:

daiv'i hyeshd gunamayi mama maya duratyaya,

mameva ye prapadyante miyametam taranti te.

God's mzya is no doubt very difficult to get over; but to one who
succeeds in winning His Grace, the hurdles of mdyd may be got

over. The Bhagavata-purma (XI, vi, 46) teaches us a trick to

hoodwink maya by using only the Lord's Prasadam:

tvayopabhukta^aggardhavdso'lahkdra charchitah,

uchchhishta bhojino dasastava maydm jayemahi.

This fact becomes clear to us when we read this conversation

between Sraddha and 2§anti in the beginning of the last act:

sraddhSL—evametat, yathatmanam anusandhatte,

tato deva eva svdrap cha saihmt cha bhavati.

idntih—aiha devasya mayayam Mdriso'Tiiigrahah?

sraddhd—nanu nigrah iti vaktavye katham

anugraha iti sakyate vaktum;

devo'pi sarvanarthabljamiyam maya
sarvathd nigrahyeti manyate.

The context is the Pravesaka or the introductory scene which

clearly informs us that Sraddha has dragged Manas away into

temptations like Madhumati—which would ensure him firmly into

the net of Sarhsara—and switched him on to Tattvahodhi or

Appreciation of Eight Truth. This will naturally lead him on to

Svarajyasiddhi or Healisation of His own Infinite innate Bliss.

The way in which Upanishad Devi enters into the Gita Asrama
in the Dandaka Forest where she finds shelter reminds one of the

famous Kriskna-karmmrita sloka:

agre awghataro'yamarjunataruh tasyagrato variant

sa gfiosham samupaiti tatparisare dese kalindSimaja,

tasydstiratamahkdntisalile chakram gav&m charayan

gopafy krldhatx, darsayishyati sakhe panthanam

avyahatam.

This Upanishad Devi succeeds in making the Purusha realise that

he is the Paramesvara Himself.
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asau tvadanyo na sanatanaij, purmn

bhavmna devat purushottamM parah,

sa eva bhinnah tvadamdirnayaya

dvidheva bimbam salile vivasvatali.

Viveka readily confirms this identification which man as a Doubt-

ing Thomas finds hard to believe with the help of the Maha-

Vakya

—

tat tvam asi.

esho'sniiti vivichya neti padataschittena sdrdham krite

tattvwmm vilaye chidatmani pariffiate tvamarthe punah,

srutva tattvamasiti badhitabhavadhyanam tadatmaprabham

Santam fyotiranantamantomditanandah samudyotate.

It deserves to be noted that this dramatist has characterised

knowledge as the Moon while his imitator Vedanta Desika identi-

fies it with the Sun. Both are substantially correct in their own

way almost exactly like the characterisation of the Lord as

suryaktipipraMkaia and chandrakotisvMtala. If the one regards

the Lord as the Light of all lights, he has got to compare Him
either with the moon or with the sun as these are the two lumi-

naries providing us with light in this world. The former seems

to have felt that the sun would be unapproachable because of his

dazzling light and preferred to compare him with the moon, while

the latter seems to have thought that the moon could not be found

during the day-time and what is more important, derives its light

from the sun. The Upanishads had already declared that the five

sources of light in the world, viz., Sun, Moon, Stars, Lightning,

and Fire all derive their light only from the Great Power-House,

God.

na tatra suryo bh&ti na chandratarakam

nema vidyuto bhanti kuto'yam agnih,

tameva bhantam anubhati sarvam

tasya bh&m sarvam idam vibWM.

(Svetasvatara Upanishad, vi, 14)

It is quite natural that the latter three are obviously not so

effulgent as the former two, which alone have been singled out

by these two great' dramatists. Vedanta Desika preferred the

Sun and styled his drama Sankalpa-siiryodaya.
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To continue our main argument, it must be noted that the

dramatist Krishnamisra has taken judicious care to balance the

serious element of Santa with lighter humorous episodes like

the conversation between Kama and Rati, Kapilikas, etc. The

episodes invented by his fertile imagination like Jnatimatsarya

or hatred of uterine brothers, ministers, spies, ambassadors, pre-

parations for war on both sides, siege and survival of the single

hero who hides himself desperately to save himself—all these

easily remind us of the Bharata war in which Duryodhana hides

himself in the Vaisampayana lake. One of the characters, Dambha
grandiloquently declares that when he was about to leave

Brahma's assembly, the latter washed his thigh with cowdung and

humbly requested him to sit thereon.

Even the bare list of a few imitations of this ingenious drama

serves to focus light on the originality of this fertile brain.

Sankalpasuryodaya (Visishtiadvaitic) , UbJwyagi&sarahudaya

(Dvaitic), Anumiti-parinaya, Ananda~chandrodaya, Kumuda-

chandra, Kshemachandra-prabodha, Jivanmukti-kalyana, Chax-

tanya-chandrodaya (Gaudlya Ved&nta), Prabodhodaya, Vidyfi-

parinayana—these (some among them unpublished in the various

libraries here and there) deserve mention. It is difficult to guess

whether this dramatist originated this new type of drama parti-

cularly because Asvaghosha, the Buddhist poet who flourished

under Kanishka (about 78 A. D.) is credited with a drama in

which the best disciple gariputra listens to the master's teachings

to be finally converted. We cannot make any definite surmise

as only fragments of the drama which is supposed to have con-

tained nine acts are found. Even if it is argued that Asvaghosha

must have been the innovator, no drama of this type is found

tor nearly a thousand years and Krishnamisra in 1090 A. D. should

receive the entire credit for inaugurating a new type the origina-

lity of which proved infectious among all sections of Vedantic

schools.

As observed earlier, the style in the drama is not heavy and

is interspersed here and there with humorous ideas. The last

act is pure philosophy with TJpanishadic quotations and a few of

them have been already quoted in connection with the explana-

tion of the philosophy connected with tat tvam asi. The famous

Vedic hymn dm suparna sayuja sakhaya comparing the Jivatma
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(individual soul) and Paramatma, the Divine soul, to two birds

perched on the same tree, the former eating the fruits of the tree

and singing while the latter shines without partaking of the fruits

is slightly paraphrased in VI, 20, by removing the irregularities of

Vedic grammar thus:

dvau tau suparyau sayujau sakh&yau

sam&navriksham parishasvajdte

ekastayoh pippalamatti pakvam
anyastvanaman abhich&kaMti,

The following sloka

yasmadvUvamudeti yatra ramate yasmin punarUyate

bh&sa yasya jagadvibha-ti sdhajS.na'ndojjvalam yanmatah

sdntam iasvatam akriyam yamapunarbhavaya bhniesvarim

dvaitadhv&ntam apasya yanti kritinah prastaumi tarn

pwrusham (vi, 14).

is, as anybody can see for himself, fully soaked in Upanishadic

style and ideas. Similarly the slokas uttered by Sarasvati in the

previous act like

na kati pitaro daraji putrah (v, 27), and

tvat sangat sa&vato'pi prayayajaladharo'paplutah (V, 33)

represent echoes of philosophic thought and are very easily under-

standable. Perhaps the fourth act is the best in regard to style

as the slokas are lyrical, rivalling easily those of the moralist

Bhartrihari. Slokas like

vipulapulinah kalloUniyo nittntapatajjha.'ifi-

masri%.itasiW>h saitiih s&ndradrwma vanabhumayah
yadi iamagiro vaily&sikyo budhaUeha samiigamah

kva pwiavasamayyo varyah tatha kva cha manmathak

(iv, 12)

and

chandra^chandanam indudhavate rainfi

easily remind us of Bhartrihari's Nltiiataka. Slokas like

plialam svechchhalabhyam prativarwrnakhadarn kshitiruMm

(VI, 19),
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dhanam tavallabdham kathamapl tathapyasya niyato

vyayo v& naso va tava sati viyogostyubhayath%

aiiuipadah sreyan kimu kathaya pathyo'tha vilayalj,

vimso labdhasya vyathuyatitardm na tvanudayah

(IV, 22)

mrityunirityati murdhm sasvaduragi ghora jararupinl

tv&mesha grasate parigrahamayaih gridraih jagadgrasyate

dhiUva bodhajahih abodhabahulam tallobhajanyam rajah

santoshamritasagapambJiasi vwmhtnagnah sukkam

fivati (iv, 26)

remind one easily of Bhartnhari's santosha eva purushasya param

nidhmam. The climax of Devotion is reached when we read the

Bhagavaddandaka at the end of Act IV starting with

jaya jaya bhayavan amarachayachakra chuddmanivreni nlra-

jitopanta p&dadvaycimbhoja bhaktasya lokasya samsaramoha-

chchhidam dehi bodhodayam deva tubhyam namah

is sufficiently exhilarating though it might not reach the subli-

mity of the gyamaladandaka. It is certainly briefer and equally

musical and appropriate in the context.

The Advaitic Maya, anirvachaniya or inexplicable as it should

be, does not deprive man of his capacity to be ethical nor does

it stand in the way of human culture and progress. Dr Radha-

krishnan is sometimes criticised as having toned down the impli-

cations of Maya but he seems to have had his cue for this from

Krishnamiira who has clearly exhibited its (Maya's) ability to

combine the most heterogeneous elements into an individuality,

unique and unsurpassed in the annals of philosophy. If the Bud-

dhists had erred by postulating a nihilistic view by declaring the

world to be a mere phantom or asat as a khapushpa, and drove

us all into despair, Sri Sankara (as interpreted by Kjishnamiira)

toned that view that there is no reason for us to despair since

the world has certainly a relative significance and subsists to all

intents and purposes only in order to enable us to attain some-

thing higher and more real and what is more important also

beyond evil. Krishnamisra tries to show that error and evil in

our struggle for existence can be overcome and we can be led

on to higher and higher ideals of existence in our spiritual ladder

as explained in the BW-gavata-^purona,
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SOME AUTHORS OF WORKS IN REGIONAL LANGUAGES

(i)

JNANADEVA

by

A. G. Javadbkah

M.A., D.LITT.

Jrianadeva (1275 A.D. to 1296 A.D.) was one of the greatest

geniuses of Maharashtra. In him we find a rare combination of

first rate poetry, lofty philosophy, deep mystical experience and

exalted saintlihood. All this appears to be almost a miracle when

we take into consideration that he lived a short span of life of

less than twenty two years. He ended his life with a sense of

fulfilment of his mission by voluntarily entering into yogic samSdhi

in the presence of a multitude of relatives, friends, and followers.

Jnanadeva was a contemporary of the king Kamadevaraya of

Yadava dynasty. Devagiri — the present Daulatabad — was
Ramadevaraya's capital, and he ruled from 1271 to 1309 A.D.

Jnanadeva's ancestors were Kulkarnis of Apegaon (eight miles

from Parfchan, a great centre of Sanskrit learning) whose duty was
to look after the revenue. The king Kamadevaraya as well as this

family were worshippers of Sri Vifthal of Pan^arpur.

To understand the background of Jnanadeva's birth under

unusual social conditions, one must go back to the life of his father

Vitihalpant

Vitthal was a well-educated clever boy with ascetic tendencies.

While alone on a pilgrimage, he happened to halt at Aland!, thir-

teen miles from Poona, on the bank of Indrayanl. • Sidhopant, the

Kulkarni of the place, seeing this bright chap gave his daughter
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Rukmini to him in marriage. Aj> the parents of Vitthalpant did not

live long, the young couple lived in Aland!. Vitthalpant was, more
interested in the life of the spirit than of the household. One day be

left the home without his wife's permission, and took Sannyasa
initiated by Ramasrama, also known as Sripada, of Benares.

He was renamed as Chaitanyasrama. While on pilgrimage to

Ramesvara this Ramasrama visited Alandl. There he happened

to see a pious woman circumambulating an Asvattha tree. She
saw this revered sannyasin and bowed down to him who, as is

customary, blessed her that she would give birth to sons. On hear-

ing this she burst into tears, as she was verily the wife of Vitthal-

pant, pining for her husband. Ramasrama suspected from the

enquiries made that the recently initiated sannyasin was no other

than this woman's husband. Instead of proceeding further on

his pilgrimage he went back to Benares and ordered Chaitanyas-

rama to go back to his wife.

Rukmini got her husband back and was naturally overjoyed.

But a sannyasin reverting to household life was never known or

heard of before. The couple was excommunicated and they had to

live a very wretched life outside the town. They gave birth to

three sons Nivritti, Jnanadeva, Sopana, and daughter Muktabal.

They were indeed spiritual gems each excelling the other in a way,

yet the whole family was subjected to great harassment and humi-

liation. Vitthalpant sought from the Brahmins atonement for his

transgressing the traditional stages of life. They advised him to

give up life! In the hope of securing happiness for their innocent

children, both Vitthalpant and Rukmini obeyed the Brahmins by
deserting the children and throwing their own selves in the sacred

Ganges.

The plight of the young children however, did not at all im-

prove. They were asked to bring a certificate of purification from

the Pandits at Paithan. They undertook the journey only to find

themselves ridiculed at their hands. It is said that Jnanadeva

made a passing buffalo to recite Vedas, whereafter they were given

the required certificate without the need of performing the thread

ceremony.

While returning from Paithan, the children halted at Nevase

In the Ahamadnagar district. JMnesvari, a unique Marathi com*
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mentary on the Bhagavad&ia, was written here. Writing this at

the age of fifteen is the greatest of Jnanadeva's miracles.

Changadeva, a hathayogin came to see Jnanadeva at Ajandi.

As the legend goes, while he came riding on a tiger with a serpent

as a whip in his hand and uprooting trees on his way by the yogic

powers, these children were enjoying early sunbath sitting on a

small wall. In order to humble the pride of the yogin, Jnanadeva

is credited with another miracle of making the wall walk. Some
other miracles also have been attributed to him.

Jnanadeva met Namadeva, a tailor at Pandarpur, a great

devotee of God Vifthal. With Namadeva these brethren had great

intimacy and all of them travelled upto Benares and visited many
holy places. Their other famous contemporary saints from diff-

erent social positions were—Goroba the potter, Samvata the gar-

dener, Chokha Me}a the untouchable, and Parisa Bhagavata the

Brahmin.

Jnanadeva expressed his wish to enter voluntarily into Sanaa,

dhi, having felt that his mission of life was over. A great festival

was arranged at Aland!. Jnanadeva sat on the Asana prepared

and cleaned by the sons of Namadeva. Jnanesvari placed in front,

he closed his eyes, bowed down thrice and was engrossed fully in

the Divine love. Nivrittinatha put the slab on the entrance to

the place of Samadhi.

Besides Jnanesvari, also known as Bhawrtha-dvpika (a title

given by Janabai, a maidservant of Namadeva), Jnanadeva also

wrote Amritanubhava, Ch®ngadeva-P&sash$hi, Haripafha, Namana

and other miscellaneous Abhangas. There are other works regard-

ing which Jnanadeva's authorship is doubtful.

Jnanesvari was delivered extempore and taken down by

Sachchidananda Baba. It contains about nine thousand Ovis.

This is the first great work in Marathi as yet unexcelled in its

felicity of expression, beauty of poetic imagination, grandeur of

philosophic thought and extremely enchanting in style. Many
languages have their own great works, for reading which, one

must learn but those languages. Similarly if it is only to read

Jnanesvari one should learn Mara£hi. The object of Jn5»es»ar»

is to spread divine joy, to annihilate the dearth of discriminative
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intelligence and to enable the spiritual aspirant to have a glimpse

of the Highest Reality.

Jnanadeva divides the Gita in the following way. The first

three chapters deal with the path of action. From fourth to ele-

venth describe devotion through action. Twelfth to fifteenth are
devoted to the path of knowledge. The Gita proper, according to

him, ends here. The 16th Chapter classifies the qualities which
help or hinder knowledge. The last two chapters deal with some
incidental questions. Of these the eighteenth is regarded as Kola-

sadJ>imya which sums up the whole Gita.

Though Jnanadeva extols each of the paths of Karma, BhaktU
Jri&na and Patanjala yoga as if it were the path, he is truly him-

self when he describes Devotion in rapturous terms. Jnanesvari

and GafTta (Ahhangas or devotional lyrics) of Tukkarama are the

two gospels of lakhs of Warkarls who regularly visit Pantjlarpur.

Unlike Jnznesvari, which is bound by the teaching of GTffi,

Jnanadeva's Amrit&nuhhava forms his independent work written at

the initiation of Nivrittinatha, who was his elder brother as well

as Guru in the lineage of the Natha Sampradaya. It originates

with Siva and passes through §akti, Matsyendranatha, Gorakha-

nafha, and Gahinfnatha by whom Nivrittinatha was initiated at

Tryambakesvara in the mountain of Brahmgiri. Through Nivritti-

natha the influence of Natha-sampradaya came down to Jnanadeva.

Amritanubhava contains over eight hundred Ovis. Its original

name is Anubhavamrita. It is an exposition of the Immortal

Nectar of Divine experience. It describes the spiritual experience

of the realized soul from the Absolutistic standpoint. Jnanadeva
advocates a theory of Sphurtivada and refutes all Dualism, subjec-

tive Idealism, the Buddhistic Nihilism and the Vedantic Nescience.

As a matter of fact, more than one third of the work deals with

the refutation of Ignorance. The work concludes with the delinea-

tion of the secret of Akritrimn Rhnkit or natural or spontaneous

devotion.

The work is of such a great philosophical significance that

about a dozen commentaries (mostly in Marathi) have been

written on it. No other work in Marathi has received such a pri-

vilege. The earliest commentary was written by Ekanatha (1533—
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1599 A.D.) but is not available though some quotations from it

are found in Kibe's commentary Jyotsna.

Sivakalyana's commentary (1635 A.D.) is known as Nitya-

nandaikya-Bvpika. According to him Amritanubhava goes beyond

the viewpoints of Parinamavada and Vivartavada. It could be

understood by those who have attained perfect vision. Sivakalyana

in interpreting Amritanubhava takes the standpoint of the great

Advaita work—Samkshepasanraka of Sarvajnatman.

Pralhadbuva Badve (died 1718 A.D.) has written Sanskrit

verses on Amritanubhava, the gist of which is the self-illumina-

tion of the Reality which is self-proved and is beyond any Prama-
nas as well as transcending the dualism implicit in knowledge and

ignorance.

Viresvara Vallabha wrote in 1795 A.D., following Sankara in

his interpretation of the Amritanubhava. Visvanatha Kibe writing

his commentary Jyotsna in 1882 has shown how Jnanadeva differs

from &ankara and Vidyaranya in not accepting illusion as the

cause of the universe.

Harihara's commentary called Mshprabha&hya (date not

known) partly in Sanskrit and partly in Marathi is written from

the standpoint of Brahmavilasa,

Niranjana (1782—1855 A.D.) in his introduction to his com-

mentary says that Amritanubhava is written for a 'Jwan-mukta.

By this perhaps he means that the work is written from the stand-

point of a Jwan-mukta for whom no upadhis exist.

Jivanmukta—yati writing a Sanskrit commentary in 1919 AD.
says that Jnanadeva's aim in refuting Mayavada is to establish

Ajativada.

There are other more recent works by Jog, Sakhare, Kene
Rajaramabuva Brahmachari, Dasganu, Khasnis, Garde, Pandu-

ranga Sharma, Dr Londhe, Pangfarkar, R. D. Ranade, S. V. Dande-

kar, Dr. Pendse, V. M. Potdar, N. R. Phatak, Chapkhande, Gulab-

rao Maharaj and others. A recently published work Divyamrito-

dhara by Moreshvar or Babamaharaj Joshi is worth mentioning.

That is an excellent commentarv on the first nineteen Ovis of the

twelfth chapter of the Jttne&van.
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Of these Pan^uranga Sharma thinks that Jfianadeva's philo-

sophy is more in the line of Ramanuja. According to Ranade

Sphurtivada is Jfianadeva's original contribution to philosophic

thought. Londhe labels Jfianadeva's philosophy as 'dual monism'

and Dandekar as perfect monism, being more thorough-going than

gankara's. Dr- Pendse opines that Jfianadeva exposes only San-

kara's philosophy in a poetic way. Similar is Pangarkar's view.

Potdar shows the similarity of Jfianadeva's philosophy with that

of Yogavasishtha.

Though from the above brief sketch some idea of Jfianadeva's

philosophy can be formed, a summary statement is essential.

Jfianadeva rejects all pramanas including the sabda which

for all the Vedantins is the only efficacious one for the revelation

of Reality. He relies on his own exalted experience. The so-

called valid sources of knowledge derive their illumination from

Reality, and not vice versa. Sun enlightens everything and so

does the self-luminous Reality. The Absolute does not prove itself

by any means of proof, nor allows itself to be disproved. It is

self-evident, beyond proof or disproof. It is therefore groundless

to believe that the word can gain greatness by enabling the Atman

to experience itself. (Amritanubhava VI, 93-95).

If it be said that word is necessary to remove Nescience which

covers Reality, Jfianadeva says that as the very name avidyd dec-

lares, it is not vidyamana, i.e. existent. Therefore to destroy a

thing which does not exist is like breaking the hare's horn or

plucking the sky-flowers. The word is futile bothways. It can

destroy neither the non-existent nescience nor can reveal the self-

luminous Reality. It is comparable to a lamp lit up at daytime.

The designation of the Ultimate Reality as Sat, Chit and

Ananda, though true so far as it goes, cannot be regarded as

metaphysically adequate. These are human modes of apprehen-

sion, not the thing-in-itself. The three terms stand for the same

reality, but they indicate more what Reality is not than what it

is. The dualism of Sat and Asat, Chit and Achit, Ananda and

Duhkha are alike transcended in the Absolute. This Absolute is

not, therefore, to be regarded as e void as the MSdhyamika holds.

Criticising Sunyavada, Jfianadeva says: if the extinguisher of the

lamp is extinguished along with the lamp, who will understand
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that the lamp is extinguished? A man sound asleep in a lonely-

forest is neither perceived by others nor by himself, but he still

exists. Absolute is the foundational pure self-consciousness beyond

the relative dualism of knowledge and ignorance, subject and

object, being and nothing.

The self-luminous Reality and its self-awareness form as it

were a twin designated by Jfianadeva as God (Siva) and Goddess

(Sakti) who give birth to the whole universe, without undergoing

limitation (Nirupddhika) . As the ocean assuming the form of

garlands of waves, enjoys itself, so Reality naturally manifests

itself in the two forms and enjoys itself. Knowing oneself or en-

joying oneself requires only an epistemological dualism which does

not violate the ontological unity of consciousness or Reality. The

reference to God and Goddess which are two names for the same

Reality are not to be identified with the Sankhya Purusha and

Prakriti nor the Vedantic Brahman and Maya.

The lover himself has become the Beloved. Though they

appear as two, there is only one Divinity, just as the word is one

though the lips are two, or the fragrance is one though the flowers

may be two, or sound is one though the sticks are two, or the

sight is the same though the eyes are two. Siva is eternally

accompanied by &akti because they are not two but one.

The one Reality manifests itself in the triad of the knower,

the known and the knowledge. That is the origin of the umverse.

While for Sankara this differentiation is due to Nescience and is

illusory, for Jfianadeva that is the natural expression of Reality.

Refutation of Ignorance is almost of central importance in his

philosophy. Sankara's doctrines of Maya and Adhyasa and Vivaria

which reduce God, man and the world to phenomenal status have

raised severe reactions among the Vedantic schools.

Jfianadeva has taken great pains to criticise Ajnana. For him

knowledge and ignorance are relative terms and hence there can-

not be a prior ignorance to be later on destroyed by knowledge.

The very description of ignorance depends upon knowledge. The

existence of ignorance is illusory like the light of a glow-worm.

It is incapable of enlightening either in light or in darkness. Know-

ledge which is said to be destroying ignorance is but a reappear-

ance of ignorance in another form. Both are fictions of the mind.
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The iurther poiulis in die rexu'ijtcwjn 01 Aplinu are ass fullows:

Ignorance has no foundation, is unknowable and ineffective. It

can neither co-exist with knowledge nor can be independent. It

cannot be proved by any pramana. It cannot dwell in pure Atman.

It cannot be inferred from the experience of the objective world.

If ignorance has power of presentation, it is futile to call it ignor-

ance. The word Ajnana is constituted by prefixing 'A' to Jnana.

Thus to understand Ajnana in terms of Jnana or vice versa is

makpropism. Ignorance cannot be born out of knowledge, but if

it did it will be a still birth. Sruti declares that the world is

illuminated by His light (tasya bhasa sarvamidarh vibhMti) , Atman

cannot meet ignorance even as Sun cannot meet darkness.

Jnanadeva maintains that the world is the sport of Atman
(chidviUsa) . He expands himself and shines forth as the world.

The observer, in the guise of the objects comes to visit Himself.

The universe including the individual sehes is not an enchanting

deception of Avidya, but the expression of the Divine Love and

Joy. World is not a diminution but a unique expression of the

fulfilment of perfection. Jnanadeva says that the diversity found

in the world results in the deepening of the unity. The enrich-

ment of gold is through the golden ornaments.

The finiteness of the individual implies that the Reality deter-

mines itself in order to realize itself in various forms. So the

aim of the individual life is to realize this status of dignity and
act up to its real worth. Advocating 'natural devotion' Jnanadeva

says that it consists in realizing how God manifests Himself through

one's being. It is a culmination of Yoga and Jriana and transcends

them.

Bhakti has an intrinsic or absolute value. What is termed sva-

samvitti by philosophers, and gakti by the Saivas is bettei termed

Bhakti for Jnanadeva. Bhakti or love is the very nature of God.

The present writer is of the opinion that Jnanadeva's philosophy
is a development mainly from the combination of Sankaracharya's

Advaitism and Gorakhanatha's Siddha-siddMnta-paddliati, though

anti-illusionist thinking of others might also have influenced him.

Refutation of aynana is not the same as the refutation of Maya-
vada. Standing on the Absolutistic plane even gankaracnarya

would not accept ajmna. But a philosopher's task is to explain

also the every day experience of the common man. It is a diffi-
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cult task to show logically the consistency between Brahman on the

one hand and the world on the other. To the extent that it is an
emanation from Brahman it could be regarded as ChidviUsa. But
no thinking person will give the world-experience the same value

as Brahman. To explain this deficiency in value one intelligent

method is that of postulation of a mysterious maya. What is

chidviUsa to the transeendentalist is maya to the phenomenalist.

They can appreciate each other's truth only by exchange of their

standpoints and thus there is no antagonism between the two posi-

tions. As a matter of fact these are the two view-points within

one Absolutistic system.

(ii)

NISCHALADASA

by

V. L. Sethuraman
M.A.

Nischaladasa, a veteran saint and Vedantic scholar of the early

period of the Nineteenth Century, has written a remarkable and

beautiful treatise on Advaita philosophy, by name Vichara-sagara.

This has been written by him in Hindi, the language of the

place where he lived. This work deals with all the topics rele-

vant to the realization of the real nature of Atman. All the tenets

of Advaita have been propounded in strict conformity to the texts

on Advaita Vedanta, particularly the PanchadaM.

The work has become popular not only because its exposition

of difficult themes in Advaita is both lucid and facile; but also

because it is useful to those who are not conversant with Sanskrit

language, grammar, and literature and who know only Hindi. Its

style is also elegant. Further one of the best ways of bringing

home the truth of Vedanta, namely, the conversational method has

been adopted by the author in this work. The work has seven

divisions called tarangas or waves, appropriately to the title

Vichara-sagara.

Sadhu NischaladSsa composed the Vichara-sagara in verse

form. It contains 527 K&rikas or verses divided into seven twran*
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gas. Sri Pitambaraji has written a filed, being a commentary on
the K&rikas of Sri Nischaladasa. The fQc&k&ra himself has written

detailed notes called tippana on the Vich&ra-sagara along with the

tlka. The Lahore edition (1938) of the VichMra-sagzra contains

three parts. The first is the original work, namely the Karzk'is of Sri

Nilschaladasa. The second is the pha written on the original

Karikas, and the third, namely tippana being the detailed notes on

the original Kh'ikas of Vich&ra-sagara and its pka.

True to his name, Nischaladasa wrote this monumental work
out of a firm and unshakable conviction about the one and only

reality of Brahman.

Not many details are available of the life history of Nischala-

dasa. A short and beautiful account of him given in the Lahore

edition of the text (1938) with its £tfca and tippana reveals that he

was a great saint and a sound scholar in Advaita VedanH. He was
well versed in the Vedas, and had a clear knowledge of Vyakarana,

Nyaya, Samhhya, Yoga, and other philosophical systems. Nischala-

dasa has himself stated in this work that he composed it in Hindi

to enable laymen who did not know Sanskrit to understand Advaita

easily. He composed this work at Kihadouli, a village which is

situated 18 krosas from Delhi. He is also the author of the great

work called Vritti-prabhakara. Till his 70th year, he was said

to be moving in all the nooks and corners of India and leading

the life of a student, philosopher, teacher and expounder of the

tenets of Adhyatma Sastra. He died in 1864 A.D. in a village

near Delhi. His family preceptor was the great Dadhuji.1

The contents of the Vieham-sagara can be summed up as

follows. The first taranga or wave, starts with the benedictory

verse extolling the unity of jfaa and Brahman. The greatness of

the work, the four-fold essentials of a work, namely the adhikari

the samlandha, the vishaya and the prayojema, the three means

of realizing Atman, namely h-avatia, manana, and nididhyasana,

the indirect means to obtain the real knowledge, the direct means

to know Brahman, are all dealt with in the first wave.

L Vlchara Sagara, Lahore Edition (1938), p. &
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The four-fold essentials which are mentioned in the first wave
are once again established in the second wave, after meeting satis-

factorily the incidental doubts. The purvapakshin here raises an
objection. Since each and every type of misery can be removed

by a distinct means, there will be no necessity for the knowledge

of Brahman to nullify miseries. Further the desire for an object

comes to one only when the object is already known to him
| and

since Brahman is not at all known previously, one could not have

any desire at all to know about it. The difference between jha and

Brahman is well-known, and so they are two distinct things. Bon-

dage is true, since there are no valid reasons to admit the idea of

superimposition, and bondage can be removed by karma alone. So

what is the use of studying this Vedantic text? This objection is

answered thus: misery cannot be uprooted by anything except the

knowledge of Brahman. Bondage is unreal, and this cannot at all

be removed by any karma, but only by Atmajndna. So the praj/o-

jana or the usefulness of the work is established. And, thus anvr

bandha-chatushtaya is established fully in the second wave.

The qualifications and characteristics of preceptor and pupil

are given in the third wave. A student must go in search of the

preceptor, obey his commands, do the utmost service to him, and

propitiate him by all means. This alone will be the means of getting

the true knowledge of the Atman. The methods of propitiating the

preceptor are laid down in this chapter. The knowledge of Atman

may also come from the Vedas and works based upon them, even

though they are not real. These are all dealt with in this wave.

The best and the most commendable method of infusing the

diflicult tenets of philosophy into the minds of the pupils is to con-

vey them in the form of dialogue set in the background of a story.

This method has been adopted in the succeeding waves. For

example, knowledge of Brahman is imparted through the foEow-

ing story. A king by name Subhajsanti, desirous of seeking the

knowledge of the Atman, wanted to entrust the kingdom to his

three sons, Tattvadrishti, Tarkadrishti and Adrishti, and go to the

forest. When the three sons came to know about his intention,

they themselves started first in quest of real learning. They roamed

in several places and finally came to the vicinity of a great sage

who was teaching his disciples on the banks of the Ganges, and
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became his disciples. Thereupon they obtained the true knowledge

from their preceptor.

In the fourth wave, the Uttomadhikari, TattvacbrishH, got his

doubts cleared by the preceptor. There is a detailed exposition

of the identity between jiva and Brahman, the knowledge of

which is the destroyer of sorrow and the cause of the attainment

of bliss. The world is not real just like the serpent appearing in a

rope. How does a rope appear as snake? This has been clearly

explained in this wave. The theory of error (khyativMa) also has

been explained here. As regards the non-difference of five, and

Brahman several objections have been raised and answered. The

author finally establishes in this wave that the knowledge of

Brahman can be attained directly from the Vedas and the in-

structions of a teacher.

The fifth wave starts with the conversation between the

Madhyarmdhihari by name Adrishti and the preceptor. He starts

by raising this point that the teachings of the preceptor and

Vedas are false, and by means of these false things, how will

the universe disappear? This has been answered thus. A person

who has been seemingly affected by poison in his dream or obses-

sion which is not real, really feels pain and gets also the after-

effects. From letters which are not real, we get the real

knowledge. From the reflection of the image which is not real,

the knowledge of the real object i.e. the original is obtained. In

the same way we can get the real knowledge of Brahman from

the Vedas even though they are not real. Further, a good dream

as well as a bad one, even though they are not real come true

at times.2 So the knowledge of Brahman can be got from the

Vedas and the teachings of the, preceptor. The nature of jlva,

Hvara, and mdya, suhshma dtfshti, sthiila drishti, the nature of

the five kosas, the creation and destruction of the universe, pra-

T&vopasaita, etc., are all dealt with in this wave.

In the next wave Tarkadrishti, the kaniskpadhikari raises

objections regarding the identity of the two states, namely, the

waking state and the state of dream. The preceptor establishes

the similarity of the two states. The other points that are dealt

with in this wave are: the individual soul is identical with Brah-

2. See SUnkara-bhSLshya on the Brahma-sutra, ii, 1-14.
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man which is free from birth and death and which is of the

nature of existence, consciousness, and bliss; Brahman associated

with avidya is the source of the universe; the intuitive know-

ledge of Brahman alone is the means to liberation.

In the seventh wave, the characteristics of a person who has

obtained the knowledge of Brahman are described. The eight

limbs of yoga, namely, yama, niyama, asana, prdnaydma, praty5-

hara, dh&rcenfi, dhy&na and sam&dhi are all defined and described

in detail. The Vedas and Puranas are the means of realising the

one and only reality, namely, Brahman. The Vedas, the Upa-

vedas, the Puranas, the Upapuranas, the shaclarigas, and other

sastraic texts have non-dualism as their main theme, and these

works are mentioned so that they may be treated as authority

in establishing this system of philosophy. In this wave, Tarka-

drishti after having asked a number of questions, comes to the

conclusion that all Sastraic texts are the means to obtain the

intuitive knowledge. Finally he becomes the preceptor of his

father gubhasanti and clears his doubts. Thus all of them attain

to the supreme human end.

Thus the tenets of Advaita philosophy are conveyed in these

seven waves of this work with charm and elegance. This work

has been translated into Sanskrit and Tamil, and it is indeed very

useful to the students of Advaita philosophy.

(Hi)

TANDAVARAYAR

by

T. P. Meenakshisundarai.

M.A., B.L., M.O.L.

Tan^avaraya Svamikal is very popular among the Advaitins

of Tamil land whether literate or illiterate. His famous work
in Tamil Kaivalya-wavariitam (Butter of Kaivalya-Moksha) is so

named as the author himself explains, because he has taken the

cream of wisdom from the various pots of milk of jnana entrusted

to succeeding generations by the great sages and seers of this

sacred land. Its language is so simple and its exposition is so

concrete and full of homely illustrations, that it is so popular
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amongst even the illiterate men and women of Tamil land. Many
a widow and many an old man forget the miseries of this world

and immerse themselves in the joy of this knowledge. It is

popular in the Kerala country and also on the borders of the

Andhra desa. In addition, there is a popular translation in Mala-

yalam almost echoing the words and phrases of the original. When
in the last century somewhere in 1865, Murdock published for the

first" time a classified catalogue of Tamil printed books he assured

us that this book was one of the highest authorities on gankara's

Vedanta in the Tamil land. There is also a translation in Sanskrit

with the same name by one ganku Kavi. This Sanku Kavi states

that he is a disciple of Krishnananda whom some identify with

Krishnananda the author of Siddhanta-siddhanjana. The German

Missionary Dr. Graul considered this so very important as to be
translated into German language. The Ramanasrama has sponsor-

ed a translation into English thus placing this book before the

International audience.

Tandavaraya Svamikal was called Tandava or Tandavamurti

by his parents as is made clear by himself. He speaks of Venka-

tesa Mukundan as his Guru. But this refers to Vishnu, the lord

of Venkata hills. At the end of the book he speaks of Niranaguru

of Nannilam, a place in the Tanjore district. In the first verse

of his work he uses Nannilam as referring to the highest of Sapta

bhiimis in the spiritual ascent. In another verse the poet tells us

that this Narayana or Narana had come to reveal to the author the

truth in the latter's yogic state. The Malayalam translation will ex-

plain it as the Guru revealing in the dream of the student. The

author has described how he has himself through the teachings

of his Guru attained to the state of jivan-mukta.

The book consists of two parts, one tattvavilakkappatahm

where the Vedanta truth is expounded and the second sandeham

telidal patdlam where various doubts which arise are cleared. He
states that this book is intended for those who were not so intelli-

gent as to be able to read the gastras. This book starts with a

person who has achieved the sadhema chatushtaya and who there-

after rushes away from the world to his Guru who welcomes him

with joy. The Guru tells him that as soon as he knows himself

he will be a free man. Naturally the disciple raises tbe question

"Do not I know myself?" The Guru begins to explain the
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difference between the body and the one who has the body.

Through various examples the Guru convinces the student that

the latter is not the body and proceeds to explain' in a gross way
by speaking of aropa which is the real bandha where one sees

something else. Apav&da is the removal of this aropa and is there-

fore really moksha. The real Brahman is mistaken for this world

of the body in the aropa state. The Guru thereafter described the

evolution of the world emphasising at every step the jtua in the

body and Isvara in the Universe. The samashti outlook leads us

to Isvara: vya&hti outlook leads us to jiva. If this arom of evolu-

tion is analysed according to the sastras, moksha will result. But

one who cannot realise this is advised, to reduce the series of

effects into the series of causes. This aropa consists of two saktis,

one which creates illusion

—

vikshepa sakti and the other auarawa

sakti which hides the real truth. The adhara or the basis, consists

of two parts, what is common to all and what is special. What is

common is the meaning of what" we denote by the usage of the

word "this". This never disappears. What is predicated of this

is what is special and this will certainly disappear at the dawn of

knowledge. What really is, is the Brahman. When this is hidden

fivatma appears. When this disappears then Brahman will be

realised. The various illusions may even lead to salvation and

then disappear along with others. You burn a corpse with a burn-

ing stick, but finally the burning stick is also reduced to ashes.

Therefore the vikshepa is not so bad as dvaraiia which hides the

truth. Maya has to be removed by maya itself. The Guru con-

tinues to describe the five avasthas and gives us the story of the

dasaman or the tenth man found out after crossing a river. Then

begins the discussion about the meaning of mahivakya. The

identity of yiva with Brahman is asserted through bhagatyaga-

hkshana. Thus the student realises the ananda of this unity.

Tandavaraya follows Vidyaranya's exposition.

We are told that this book has really helped many a thirsting

soul to drink deep of the Advaita truth.

If Krishninanda belongs to the eighteenth century Tindava-

rayar must be earlier and people see a reference to this book in

Tayumanavar's verses. Tayumanavar belongs to the seventeenth

century and if the above assumption is correct this book could

not be later than the early half of the sixteenth century.
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POTANA

by

D. Ramalinga Reddiab
M.A, BX.

In the history of Telugu literature, old and medieval, we find

several great poets who have enriched the language with their

works. But there are only a few poets who are remembered by a
grateful public even to-day. Among them, Bammera Potana is

perhaps the most outstanding poet. Bammera is his surname and
this is the village in which he was born. Though some scholars

may not agree, it may be said that this village is located near

Warangal in Telengana (Hyderabad area). Warangal is also

known as Orugallu in Telugu and Ekasilanagara in Sanskrit.

Bammera Potana is said to have flourished in the 15th century

A.D. We do not know much about the details of his life; but seve-

ral interesting stories dealing with his life and work are current

in the Telugu eouniry. However, the following details can be
given with an amount of certainty.

Potana was not rich. He led a humble and pious life. His
parents were Kesana and Lakkamamba. It is said he lived on
agriculture, rejecting the riches offered by the kings. As a result,

Potana had to face the wrath of a king by name Sarvajna Singa-

bhupala. The King wanted Potana to dedicate his Bhagavata to

him: but Potana refused to do so and he dedicated the work to his

favourite God, Sri Rama. This clearly brings out the great qua-
lity in him. Even though he was poor, he never cared for the

riches or the patronage of the kings.

It is also unfortunate that we do not know much about his

educational attainments. He has called himself 'Sahaja Pan$ita/

which means 'one who has self-acquired scholarship'. In the colo-

phon, it is mentioned as follows:

sahaja pclngitya potanamatya ^alfitambarna.

From this, it is evident that he did not study under any great

scholar of the day. He might have acquired scholarship by self-
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study. Whatever the truth might be, it can be said that Potana
was a great scholar well-versed in both Sanskrit and Telugu. He
had such a mastery over the Telugu language that he used several
expressions with consummate skill.

Potana is said to have written the following works in Telugu:

1. Virabhadra-vtfayamu

2. NdrayaTia-satakamu

3. Bhogini-daWJLakamu

4. Mahabhagavatamu

Ot die above, Bhagavatalm is definitely the most celebrated

work. Virabhadra-vijayam is a poem of four cantos containing

1046 verses and prose passages. This deals with the well-known

story of Dakshayajna. It is believed that this poem must have

been composed by the poet in his teenage. Still it does not lack

vigour, or poetic beauty.

Potana is famous for his sweet and melodious poetry. Though

he has used a considerable number of Sanskrit compounds, they

are at once sweet and pleasing to the ear. His style, though at

some places appears to be flamboyant, arrests the attention of the

reader. He is quite popular with the pandit and peasant as well.

This is evident from the fact that even the unlettered recite some

of the stanzas from his works. Potana is a people's poet.

Among all the works of Potana, his Mah&bhagavatam deserves

special mention. It is due to this immortal work, that he is re-

membered with great respect even to-day. It is interesting to

note that several later poets had paid their profound respects to

Potana. It is also worthy to note that only in Telugu country

Mahabhagavatam is read with interest and reverence. Even in

Telugu, Mahabhagavatam would not have attracted the reader

had it been written by some one other than Potana. This is enough

to prove that Potana was a great poet. Besides, he was a true

devotee of Rama. His sincere devotion to God, his sweet poetry,

and above all his pious, humble, and independent life are also res-

ponsible for the popularity of the MaMbhMgavatam. It is really

astonishing to find in one and the same person, namely Potana,

true devotion and genuine poetry.
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Let me quote a stanza from his Bh&gavatam to indicate his

style:

mand&ra makamnda m&dhuryamunodelu

madhuparhbhu pobhun tnadanamulaku

nimiala-mandokini nelakaladhagu

rayam cha chanuntaramghialaku

Ulitarasala pallavikadi yai choku

koyila serune kutajamulaku

purnendu chandrika sphurita chakoraka

marugune samdhrini Jitiramulaku

In the introductory verses in the Mahabhagavatam, he says as

follows:

palikextidi bhagavatamata

palikumbeduvadu ramabhadrudata

ne palikim bhavahara magunata

'It is Rama who prompts me to write the Bhdgavatam. I shall not

write anything other than this story'. In the colophon also, he

says: "^n Paramesvara kamnakalitakavita. . .
." Such was the

humility and true devotion of Potana!

Though BMgavatam is generally regarded as Potana's work,

he is not the author of the entire work. He was helped by three

other poets— Gangana, Singana and Naraya. Of these, Naraya

seems to be the disciple of Potana. It should be remembered that

the major portion of the work was written by Potana himself and

that it is the best part of the poem.

Potana's BMgavatam is not a mere translation of the original

Sanskrit Bh&gavata. The size of the Telugu version is almost

the double of the original. Besides following the original, Potana

drew from the commentaries also whatever that could be given to

the reader. Further, he included the different stories relating to

Sri Krishna as found in Harivamia, Vishnu Pur&na, and other

works. Whenever he got an opportunity, Potana, out of his abun-

dant devotion to the Almighty, composed several verses in His

praise. Thus the Telugu version contains several additions which

are not found in the original.

As already mendcned, Potana's Bhagavatam is very popular in

the Telugu country. Especially, stories like Kuchelop&khyanam,
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Gajendramoksham and Rukmini Kalyanam are very popular and
are being widely read. Some of the beautiful verses hke "ala

vaikunpiapurambulo', 'sirikifljeppa4u ...', 'lavokkintayuledu,.
.

.

'

'Ghanu^bhusurudegeno

.

.
.' can be easily compared with the best

pieces written in any language. The above stories as depicted by
Potana can be recommended for translation into other languages.

The popularity of the Bhagavatam can be well gauged from
the fact that more than three hundred manuscripts are available

in the libraries like Govt. Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras
Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal library and the library of the Telugu

Academy, Kakinacla. Bhagavatam has been printed several times;

the first edition was brought out in 1840 by Vedam Vekatachala

Sastri; the latest being that of Andhra Pradesh Sahitya Akademi,

Hyderabad. The National Book Trust has brought out a book in

Telugu on Potana by Sri N. Venkata Rao. Several well-known

writers, past and modern, have written and published valuable

articles on various aspects of the Bhagavatam. All these will

clearly show that this classic has attracted the writers and the

readers alike.

Though we find the element of Bhakti in almost all stanzas

in the Bhagavatam, we find at some places the elaborate descrip-

tion of a particular type of Bhakti, namely ddsya-bhakti or madhw-

ra-bhakti. For instance, madhura-bhakti can be well seen and

appreciated in the Bhramara Gtialu or jala krWL in the Tenth

Canto. The passages relating to the Gopikas searching for Lord

Krishna are at once poetic and beautiful. One cannot but quote

this verse in this connection.

puwmga Ida/nave jtuniidgavamditu

dMIakamba kanave dhildkanitula

ghanasara kanave ghanas&ra sobhitu

bandhuka kanave bandhumitra

manmata k&nave manmata karuni

vamsamba kanave vamsadharuni

In the story of Rukmhu Kalynnam Potana describes in detail

the two sentiments— §fmg&ra and bhakti. To a casual reader,

it would appear that in the hands of Potana hingarn got the up-

per hand. But a careful study of the story would reveal the fact

that bhakti is the end of sringdra and that Potana has proved this

in unmistakable terms.
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Rukmini writes a beautiful letter to Krishna wherein she

sought the Lord's help in fulfilling her desire. At one place, she

says 'What use is there of these ears if I could not hear your

sweet words?' This can be interpreted as a devotee's prayer to

the Almighty.

We also find in some places the Advaitic approach. Without

referring to Rama or Krishna, Potana addresses the Almighty in

some verses. The following stanza may be quoted in this con-

nection:

yavvaniche janinchu jagame'vvani Upohnun^u Vnaviic*

yavvaniyundu dindu paramesvarudevvado.

This can be regarded as the universal prayer.

Potana believes in the existence of one God, Isvara, though

Rama is his personal and favourite God. This has been well illu-

strated in the story of Gajendra.

Gajendra, the mighty elephant, was caught by the cruel croco-

dile and he suffered a lot. The elephant tried his best to get to

the shore; but he could not. Potana compares this state of help-

lessness of the elephant to that of a man (defvt) who is encircled

by the illusion (mdha) and is unable t'o get rid of it Naturally,

he then turns his eyes to the Almighty, the most powerful, and

seeks His help. Potana in the following stanza describes the state

of helplessness of the man and his complete surrender (samni-

gati) to God.

Uvokkintayu Udu
dhairyarnu vilohmbaiyye, Pranambulun

fh5.mil dappenu, murccfia-vacee

tanuvuiujicissen sratnambayyadin

nivetappa itafi param beruga

mannimpan dagundinunin

rave Uvara, Idivave varada

samrakshincu bhadratmaka.

In conclusion, it may be said that Potana, through his immor-

tal work, has popularised the Bhakti movement and the Advaitic

thought among the devotees, particularly the Andhras.
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SRI SANKARA AND SANKARITE INSTITUTIONS

by

Svvami Anantanandendra Sarasvati

lruti-smriti-pura'»S«2m

alayam karunatayam.

narrwrni bhagavatptidam

iankaram loka&cehkaram.

Great credit is due to Sankara and his school for having fought

strenuously against the upholders of self-existence of the material

world and brought the whole universe under the sway of God to

whom it owes not only its organisation but also its very being.

Sankara understood that the independent existence of another

being would imply limitation of God.1

Or let us, more truthfully, say that in honouring the memory
and work of Sri gankaracharya we are just honouring

ourselves.2

Devotional offerings to Sri Sankara and receiving blessings

from His living Representatives in His various Fionas during

auspicious occasions such as !§ankara Jayanti, Vyasapuja, Vijaya-

dasami, etc., would go a great way in spiritually elevating us.

Some of the institutions directly established by him thrive even

to-day under Acharyas glowing with spiritual lustre, while some

are vacant and some have ceased to exist. However to remem-

ber all the holy places where 6ri Bhagavatpada started institu-

tions is a spiritual asset for the devotees. Besides the institu-

tions about which we can get some evidence of their being

established directly by the great Acharya, many institutions

1. J: F. Pessein, Vedanta Vindicated, p. 8.

2. Extract from Arthur Isenberg's Sankara Jayanti address at Madras
on 18th May, 1956.
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have sprung up from the original roots and thrive with vigour

in serving Hinduism.

Traditional evidence recorded by eminent personages may
give us a glimpse of such institutions so that we may not only

contribute our humble mite towards the upkeep and renovation

of such institutions but also benefit ourselves spiritually.

1. Guruvarhsa-Kzvya? of Sringeri written under the direc-

tion of Sri Sachchidinanda Bharatl Swami, Head of the

gringeri Matha (1770-1814) , says that &ri Sankara established five

mutts at Benares, four for his disciples and one for Himself. The

author has himself written a commentary on this work.

wrana&m yogivaro'dhigamya

bhujairiva snhariresha iishyaiTi

sahatmana pancha mafhanarnisham

prakalpya tastln.au katichzddAn&nl

(Sarga 3; Verse 23).

In the commentary it is said:

atmana saha amlsham
sishyaivctw, pancha mathcin prakalpya.

2. The following extract from the Annual Report of the

Archaelogical Department* of Mysore for the year 1928 written by

the Director of Archaeological researches in Mysore and published

under the auspices of the University of Mysore contains reference

to the Guruvathsa-mahci-kavya at p. 15.

Gumvaih§a-Maha~Kavya: History of Teachers of Srhigeri

Math: Author. Lakshmana Sastri, son of Visvesvara gastrl, under

the orders of Sri Sachchidananda Bharatl, disciple of Sri Nara-

simha Bharatl. The author is contemporary of Soma gekhara II

(1714-1739) of Keladi when Sachchidananda Bharatl (1705-1741)

adorned the pontifical seat at Sringeri It may be

reasonably presumed that he faithfully copied all traditional

informations about the successive teachers of Sringeri

The author says that He set' up Five Maths and mentions the

names of gringeri, KafichI, Badari, Kasi and Jagannath.

3. Published by Guru-bhakta-sikhamani Sri T. K. Balasubrainania Iyer,

Sri Vani Vflas Press, Srirangam.
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From this extract, it may be presumed that the text of

Guruvamsa-kavya and its commentary to which the Director had
access mentions clearly the names of the Mathas which the Acharya

probably planned while staying at Benares.

3. The Cochin State Manual gives the information that some

Mathas tracing their origin to the direct disciples of Sri Sankarl-

charya such as Suresvara and Padmapada with Nanibudiri

Sannyasins as their heads are found in Trichur in Kerala. Out-

side Trichur there is a Nambudiri Sannyasi Madam called

Tirukkekkat Madam which is also said to have been situated

originally at Trichur. One of them is called Naduvile (Central)

Madam. One of these has been converted as Brahmasva Madam,

i.e., Vedic Cenfre for Nambudiri Brahmins. Professor K. Rama
Pisharoti, M.A., in an article on The Age of &ahkam in the

Light of Kerala Legends published in The Hindu, dated July 4,

1932, states that these Mathas might not have been established

at the time of Sri Sankara, that it was likely that even before

Sri Sankara's time, these places were traditional centres of Vedic

learning, and that Sri Sankara converted them as his Mathas. But he
confirms the tradition that the direct disciples of Sri Sankara were

the first presidents of these Mathas. This opinion that Sri Sankara

converted such institutions of saintly scholars which existed

before his time as monasteries to foster his Advaita philosophy

finds an echo in a work called Kanchi-mahatmyam,4 which states

that Devi Kamakshi, the presiding deity of Kamakoti Pitha was

worshipped by the Yatis:

wp&sate manasyevam
bhumau Icanchyam ya€HvarSh

[K&whtmdjmtmyam, Chapter 31.]

4. The Chengleput Gazetteer, published by Charles Stuart

Crole Esq., I.E.S., in the year 1879, says that Sri Sankarachariar paid

particular attention to Kanchipura, where He worked many miracles

and founded a Mutt or a monastery.5

Note— (a) This Ma#ia has all along been maintained mainly

by payments of certain portion of the produce from the cultivable

4. Printed in Karvetnagar during the last century.

5 Pp. 86-7.
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lands in the country. This payment which went under the name

of "Merai
M

in some Taluqs round about Kanchi was recognised

by the High Court which says: "We think the evidence justifies

the inference that this payment of the disputed merai hau a

lawful origin and was not merely voluntary."6

(b) The Collector of Tanjore recommends that the

allowance of Rs. 6743-5-0 due to Sri Sankarachariar's Matha at

Kumbakonam which is now paid in the shape of an assignment

of land revenue be disbursed hereafter direct from the Sub-

Treasury at that station In any case the Government
considers that the method of payment by beriz deduction is much
to be preferred and accordingly directs that the land levenue

assignment be resumed and that the allowance of Rs. 6743-5-0 be
paid in future by beriz deduction.7

5. There is an inscription dated Vikrama Samvat 1941,

Sallvahana Saka 1806 (1884 A.D.) in the Brahmendra Mutt,

Sivalaya Ghat, Benares, which refers to Jagadguru Sankarasya

paramparyakmmagata-sishya sanmarganishnata Chandrasekhara-

nama indramatabhidham indicating thereby that a parampara

of Sri Sankaracharya with Indrapafta existed in the last century

at Benares.

jagadguroh sankarasya

p&ramparyalwam&gatah

sishyah sanmarganishnatah

chandrasekharandmakah

tasya sishyo visvanatha

yatmdro yoginam varah

6. Vide judgement of Sir John Wallis, Chief Justice and Mr. Justice

Ayling in Second Appeals Nos. 1282 and 1283 of 1917 on the file of the

High Court, Madras—Sri Kanchi Kamakoti PeetaJhipathi Swami Avergal

Sikkudayar Swami Avergal, Sri Sankaracharyaswaim vs. Manali Saravana

Mudaliar and another (Srotriemdars of three Srotriem villages in Chengleput

District).

The Lord at Kanchi is generally called Tint Ekambam Udayar and

the Lord at Tanjore Periya Udayar (Great Lord). The Acharya is called

Sifcku Udayar or Chikka Udayar—the Canarese equivalent of Siriya Udayar.

7. Extract from G.O. No. 178 (Revenue, Miscellaneous), dated 1st March
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kdsydm sivdlaye ghafte

kamdjagurormapie

svaklye nivasan sviywm

anyam mafham udaradhify

babandha gravabh%r-^mulM

divyam indramathabhidham.

6. In Benares itself there is a Ma£ha known as the Sumeru
Matha otherwise called Paduka Ma^ha, under the royal patro-

nage of His Highness the Maharaja of Benares. It is now
presided over by a Bengali dandi-sannyasin. In an appeal

issued on behalf of this Matha for funds for repairs, the follow-

ing statement appears under the signatures of the persons in

the list given below: "During his stay at the holy city of Kasi

(Benares), Paramahamsa ParivrdjahcichArya Jagadgurv, the Adi

Sankaracharya Maharaj established the Sumeru Matha"

list of the Signatories in the Appeal issued on behalf of the Sumeru
Matha:

—

1. Srimat Svami Ramesvarananda Tirth Dandi, 'Omkar Math',

2. Srimat Dattatreyananda Sarasvati, Guru Dattatreya Math,
Benares.

3. Srimat Sivanath Puriji, Mahant Maharaj, Sri Sri Anna-
puma Mandir, Benares.

4. Srimat Mahabir Prasad Maharajji, Proprietor, Sri Sri

Bisvesvar Mandir, Benares.

5. Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Pramathanatha Tarkabhushan.

6. Mahamahopadhyaya Srijut Pandit Ananda-Charan Tarka
Chudamani.

7. Mahamahopadhyaya Srijut Pandit Vama Charan, Nyaya-
charya.

8. Mahamahopadhyaya Srijut Pandit Padmanath, Vidya-
vinode, M.A.

9. Sjt Pandit Shyama Kanta Tarka Panchanana (Kashi
Naresh Sabha Pandit).

10* Sjt. Pandit Gopi Chandra Sankhya Thirtha, Professor,

Brahmana Sabha, Benares.
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11. Aghoranath Vidyabhushan, Late Professor, Mempjlifan
Institution. * "

12. Vedacharya Pandit Upendra Mohan Chottdhury. Kavi-
bhushan Vedasastri Vidyavinode, B.A., Secretary
Mahakali Duhitn Siksha Parishat, Pracharak, Ranchi
Brahmacharya Vidyalaya.

13. Raja Sjt. Jagat Kishore Acharya Chowdhury, Mukta^acha.

14. Kumar Sjt. Hemendra Kumar Roy, Dighapatia.

15. Rai Sjt. LaUt Behary Sen, Rai Bahadur, Private Secretary
to H. H. the Maharaja of Benares.

16. Captain S. K. Chowdry, B.A., M.B., Late I.M.S., Chief
Medical Officer, Benares State.

17. Sjt. Bhim Chandra Chatterjee, B.A., B.L., B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.,

Head of the Department of Electrical Engineering,

Benares Hindu University.

18. Sjt. Kishori Mohan Sikdar, Zamindar, Retired Sub-Judge.

19. Sjt. Mahendra Lall Banerjee, Zamindar, Chittagong.

20. Sjt. Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, Superintendent, Sri

Bharat Dharma Mahamandal, Benares.

21. Sjt. Kripa Nath Banerjee, Superintendent, Sri Sri Anna-
puma Mandir, Benares.

22. Sjf. Satish Chandra Dey, B.A., LL.B.

23. Sjt. Jagadish Chandra Roy, Associated Press of India.

24 Sjt. Dwijendra Nath Dhar, F.R.C.S. (London).

7. Light of the East -{Vol. 11, No. 11, July 1894), when saying

that Srt Sankara established several Mutts while touring over India,

states that He founded a Mutt at Gangotri on the slopes of the

Himalayas besides the Joshi Mutt.

8. The late Ganganath Jha, Ex-Vice-Chancellor, University of

Allahabad, says: The establishment of seats of worship at places

like Kanchl, Sringeri, etc., where His successors carry on the

worship of the deities even today in all its fullness is a further
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proof of the view held by the Aeharya that due performance of

rites is an integral feature of His teachings.8

9. The late Sri S. S. Suryanarayana Sastn says in his book

Sri Sankara-ch&rya that Sri Sankara established several mutts,

the most notable of which are perhaps those of the Sarada. Pitha

and the Kamakoti PI#ia and finally departed from this world at the

early age of thirty-two.9

10. The late Dr. Sir C. P. Ramaswami Iyer in his brochure,

World Religions—A Study in Synthesis, says that Sankara esta-

blished mutts or centres of religious learning and practices in the

North, South, East and West of India, and that Srlnagar, Dwaraka,

Purl, Sniigcn and Kafichl were his far-flung spiritual capitals.

11. A History of South India published by the Oxford Univer-

sity Press, Madras, 1955, states that Sri Sankara founded a number

of Mathas in different parts of India, the best known being those

at Sringeri, Dwaraka, Badrinath, Purl and Kanchi.

12. The Bulletin of the Institute of Traditional Cultures,

(UNESCO) 1957, published by the University of Madras, referring

to the Sringeri Mutt, says "One of the five mathas established by

Sankaracharya of the 8th Century A.D."
*

13. Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, Professor of Philosophy, Univer-

sity of Madras says: He (Sri Sankara) set up at cardinal points of

the country monastic institutions which would safeguard the spiri-

tual interests of the race. Of these institutions five are the most

important. Except the one at Badari in the Himalayas, the other

four were in the peninsular part of India, at Pun, Dwaraka,

Sringeri and Kanchl.10

14. Sri Jagadguru Anka of PmbhUh, Mangalore, 1958, says

that the Aeharya established mutts at Sringeri, Dwaraka, Badri-

k&srama, Purl, Kanchl, etc. (p. 4)

.

8. See the English portion of Bhakta-kusurmrijali printed at Sri Vani

Vilas Press, Srirangam, and published on the occasion of the Nakshatra

Mahotsava of Sri Chandrasekhara Bharati of Sringeri.

9. Sri SankavthMrya, p. 2 (G. A. Natesan & Co, Madras).

10. Broadcast talk printed in the book Contribution of the South to the

Heritage oj India, p. 10 (Published by the Publications Division of the

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of India, 1961).
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15. The TKlrthMka of the Magazine Kalyan for the year 1957,

published by the Gita Press, Gorakhpur, mentions at page 547 under

the heading—Jagadguru SankardchArya ka plfha aur apapitha,

and sub-heading

—

Sri Sankarwharya^varSr^hapita-pancha--

pradh&Rr-p&ha, that Jyotir-pitha, Govardana-pifha, Saradi-pttha.

gringeri-^piiha, and Kamakoti-pipha are the five important pithas

established by Sri Sankaracharya. Besides these it mentions

fifteen more mathas:

(1) Ktidah Matha

Kudali is at the confluence of the river Turiga and the river

Bhadra in the district of Shimoga in Mysore state.

Note: That this Matha was an independent Matha and that

it was entitled to use Addapallaki and other paraphernalia was

held in Appeal No. 22 of 1847 on the file of the Court of Huzur

Adalat, Mysore. This order was confirmed by the Commissioner,

Mysore, in his order dated 1st June, 1849.

The judgement also quoted that the Paravana of the Plialguna

Bahula, 6 of the year Krodhana, is to the effect" that the Kudali

Svami should always be on tour and that the Sringeri Svami

should ever remain a« Sringeri worshipping the deity.11

Mr. B. Suryanarayana Rao, B.A., M.R.A.S., in his "History

of Sivaganga Mutt, 1914, states that after the defeat of Mandana-

misra, Sarasavani who was coming with Sankaraeharya was in-

clined to stay at Ruclali, which is at the confluence of the rivers

the Tunga and the Bhadra and that He installed her there (p. 30)

.

Mrwaka-^mTmums^-hhfl'Shya printed in and published by the

Venkatesvara Press, Bombay, in the year 1931 in its Bhumika,

written by Mahavidvan Venkatachala Sarma, son of Panclita

Dharmadhikarl Sri Venkatasubramanya Sastri and grandson of

Fandita Dharmactnikarl KasI Sesha Nagesvara gastriar of Mysore

has the following observations in Sanskrit regarding this Ku^ali

Mutt "a

11. Extract from the Judgement in Appeal No. 22 of 1847 in the Court

of the Huzur Adalat, Mysore.

11a. The Kudali Mutt has jurisdiction in the North Western portion of

Mysore and 1he Southern portion of Maharashtra.
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"anyasmai pustakasannydsdsramam daduh tatah keshuchid&i.

vaseshu vyauteihu uktah svdml (ydtrdm gatah svarm) desayatratdh

pratinivtftya kudalimdgatya enam vrittantam (mahdjanaih sringeri.

mathiya vtthadhipatye sthdpitasydnyasya sannydsino vrittantam)

srutvd mjyasthine (huffiras) lekhanasya nivedandt paleshadvaya-

mapi teshdmdhvapanadvdrd vichdritam. tena cha asmabhih

tatratyairmahdjanaih hathena dattdh pustakasannyasah satyah itya.

vagatam. taihapi upadesasannydsddhikamanena deyam, pustaka-

sannyasibhistu grdme (sringeri grdme) eva sthitva hi sarada

matripufam kurvadbhih mathe niyamanishthayd sth&tavyam sari-

kardchdryaparampardgataih svdmibhih desasancTvdrddikam kurvad-

bhih kudalydm (tagydm) sth&tavyam" iti.

idam pnacfiima lekha-pustaka-mjaii&sam-patrikd-lekhadyanuro-

dhena saMsekhar-ddmodara-sankesvartya-vidydsaldydh adhyapakena

likhite "sri sarhsthdnasankesvar math karavir va sankesvar cha

itihds" iti ndmnd prasiddhe mudritapustake sphashtam. (p. 34)

.

It may be stated here that the Sivaganga and Avani Mutts have

been paying annually some amounts to the Kudali Mutt. > This is

evident' from the letters from Sivaganga Mutt dated Khara, Kartika

Suddha 15, Salivahana Saka 1633, 1711 A.D. and the letter bearing

Vyaya, Saka, 1635, 1713 A.D. and from the letters from Avani Mutt

dated Vyaya, Magha Suddha 15, Salivahana Era, 1635, 1714 A.D.

and Jaya, Salivahana Saka 1636, 1715 A.D.

(2) Sivaganga Mafha.

(3) Avani Matha (Kolar District, Mysore)

.

(a) The present occupant of the Avani Matha in his letter

dated 18-9-1961 from his camp at Thathahalli to Gurubhakfamani

A. Ramaswami Ayyar, Mallesvaram, gives the following details

about the origin of this Avani Matha.

About 500 to 600 years ago, one of the direct successors of

Sri Adi Sankaracharya, probably the tenth in the line of the Sringeri

Matha established at Sringeri, as was the custom, went on tour and

pilgrimage of northern parts of the country and visited Kasi and

other places. Due to lack of proper communication it look a long

time to return to the head-quarters. By the time he returned, the

authorities at Sringeri thinking that the Icharya might not return
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at all gave pustaka-sannyasa to a brahmin and installed him on the

gadi. The former one came to know of this as he neared Sriiigeri;

and, he sent word about' his return. But the authorities there

did not receive him because of the fear of dethroning the one they

themselves had established in his place. Though the former seharya

had every right to claim for the recognition of the position he was

still occupying, he did not do so, as he thought that it would not

be in keeping with his position as a sannyasin to fight for the

mundane position. He, therefore, settled down at Kudali.12 After

some time he went on tour to Ramesvaram and other kshetras in

southern parts. This time he did not want that the incident which

took place when he had been to Kasi and other kshetras should

recur. Moreover, it was not possible for one to get back to head-

quarters early due to vastness of the country and lack of adequate

means of communication. Hence he appointed one of his disciples

at Ku$ali ordering him to tour the parts surrounding it and he

went on tour to Ramesvaram and other kshetras of the south. Visit-

ing
1 Ramesvaram and other kshetras he came to Kolar (then

Kolaharapuri) via KanchS, Kalahasti, Tirupati and other places.

Finding the place at Antarganga on the Sat'asringanarvata ai Kolar

a congenial place for performing meditative worship,, he established

a matha there. Thus an institution came into being there. After

a couple of centuries, due to political reasons at the time of Moham-
medan rule, this Matha moved to Avanti kshetra, now called Avani

from the time of Britishers' rule at Mysore, where the sage V?l-

miki had his asrama and where Sitadevi gave birth to Leva and

Kusa. Since then the institution continues to have its head-quarters

at Avani. And, as the Matha has its head-quarters at Avani or

Avanti for the last few centuries, the Matha also came to be called

Avani Matha although it was originally established at £nn?eri bv

Adi Sankaracharya.

(b) The aeharya of this Matha in the 18th century was on tour

in the Southern districts of Madras State. While travelling in the

Trichy district, the Matha collected agrasambMvan^, etc., from the

residents of the villages on the banks of the Akhanda Kaveri.

When it was brought to the notice of the Matha that this was not

12. Later this had to go to a Court of Law. Vide the judgement in favour

of the Kudali Matha of the highest court at that time.
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proper, the Matha returned the agrasambh&vana thus collected to

the Kamakoti pitha. The Matha wrote a letter to the Kamakoti

pitha stating that it was going on pilgrimage to Ramesvaram, and
it would be passing through Ramnad, Sivagangi. and other places.

The letter further stated that' the Matha would not collect agra-

sambkava-na in these places, and after visiting Ramesvaram, Tiru-

nelveli and Anantasayanam, it would return to its place.

(4) Virupaksha Matha (Hospet Taluk, Bellary District).

(5) Pushpagiri Matha (Cuddapah Taluk, Cuddapah District).

One Kokkondrum Venkataratnam Pantulu in his work Sankara-

mathaluttvapraka^ikarthasangraha written in favour of the Sringeri

Matha quotes from a work called Pushpagin-matMrnwya-stotra

the following verses which mention the circumstances and give the

dates for the establishment of the Virupaksha and the Pushpagiri

Matha.1*

tatahparam gaj&drmdu rupake sakavatsare

vidydranyaguruh kdnchmagaryam sa babhau mahMn
paihpakshetre vasanmauni bhakfarakshanatatparah

mukam wphatamakarot mvdham pa^itamuttamam
daridram dhantnam sreshtham vandhyam putrava&m tatha

yasyanghridhyanamfcrena dvij&ssyvh vedaparagah

torn vandeham sada bhaktya vidy&rayyaguruttamam

tasya sishyau mahaprajnau chandraiekhara bharatl

nrmmhabharafi chaiva dvavimau hkapujitau

tuTiga&rvhgagimv, pfyhe chandrasekharabharatim

vinivesya tatassarvam vidywranyaguruh svayam
punyakshetre virupakshe mathamekam manoharam
prakalpya tatm sachchishyam namsnhhendrabh3.ra$m
niwsay&rmsa tatah Subhakritvatsarottame

vais&kha krishnapakshasya tnfiy&yum vidhordine

visrijya kafiehimgaram sahai&varyam savahanam

13. The acharyas of these two Mathas wear kirita and karna-patra; and,

the Sringeri a"harya wears the kirita alone. These honours probably accrued

from the connections of these institutions with the illustrious Vidyiranya

the founder of the Vijayanagar empire (kor«5tofca-siifihasttno-prfltisJitfeapftfl8-

cMrya). The Schiryas of the Kamakoti Htha, having Zndra-saraswrti-patta

are accustomed to use all the honours of the Indrasthana such as ambari, etc.
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vidyaranyagurvb svami kailasalayam auisat

todarabhyabhavat ptphadvayam vandhyam budhafy sada

viriip&kshamah&plthe nrimhhendraguroh param
$urendHfaiandaiifitha§cha tatasiankarabharati

nrismha bhtiratindrascha tataschidghanabharatl

tatafrparam sankarendro vidyaranyasarasvafi

nrmmhabharatt chafha punassankarabharafi

sachchhishyassachchidanandah sri vidy&ranyabharaii

tato vidyasankarakhyah sax:hchiMnandabhidrati

tatah sadaTiaiidaguruh stfmazhchhankarabharati

tasya sishyo bhavat vidyanrismihendra sarasvati

sishyaprarthanayd hkam paryatan kamnakarab
devatayatano'petam punyakshetram budhaify stvtam

inpushpasailarmgatya nadifimmupairitab

taponishthagarishth&Tbdm idam yogya&thalam bhuvi

ityalochya nfisimhendro navab&hugunendwm
prakasite sakapatau kalpayitvottamam matham
sarvajitvatsare pmpte vaiMkhe sitapakshake

saptamydm bhargave v&re subhalagne surdrthite

sthArvadishadbalayute nrmmhendrasarasva&.

pvphe sripushpasailflkhye pramshtobhunrrmhatapah

virup&kshasya pvphasya sankarendrasarasvattm

samastajagatam pujyam sishyamevamakarayat

tatpushpagiri pi&he&a nrmmhendra sarasvateh.

(6) Sankesvara Karavira Matha—one at Poona, the other at

Sankesvara, the third at Kolhapur and the fourth at

Satara.

(7) Mmacl«andrapura Mapha (Ramachandrapura, Hosanagara

Taluk, Mysore State).

(8) Hariharapura Mapha (near Sringeri).

(9) Bandigadi Matha.

(10) Yadantru Matha (Kasargode Taluk, South Canara

District)

.

(11) Kodandarima Mapha (Hebbairu Village, Tumkur Taluk,

Mysore State).

(12) SvatnavaUi Matha (Sirsi Taluk, North Canara District).
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(13) Nelamaou Hatha (North Canara).

(14) Yoga Narasinihasvami Matha (Hole-Narasipiir, Mysore
State).

(15) Balakuduru Matha (Udipi Taluk, South Canara District).

16. Besides the pithas and mathas mentioned above, the

bhumika written by Mahavidvan Venkatachala Sarma referred to

already gives the names of many mathas describing them as $ri

,§ajifcarac^r2/sdiuidya*dharma-p^Mdh,ipa^ora»iparagatat}iaf7j,afe:

1. Sumeru Matha, 2. Paramatma Matha, 3. Sumeru Matha at

Kasi, 4. Havyaka Matha, 5. Koppala Matha, 6. Sri Sadam Matha,

7. Ramesvaram Matha, 8. Ghanagiri Matha, 9. Honnahalli Matha,

10. Kaivalyapura Matha, 11. Mulabagalu Matha, 12. Sirali Matha,

13. Gridhrapura Matha, 14. Nrisimhavadi Matha, 15. Molavana

Matha, 16. Paitana Matha, 17. Kasi Matha, 18. Tirtharajapura

Matha, 19. Gangotrl Matha, and 20. Tirthahalli Matha. Among
these there is a matha called Ramesvara Matha. This may, per-

haps, explain the fact" that Sri Sankara established mathas at the

four corners, char-dhams, of India, Ramesvaram being situated at

the southern corner of India, just as Dvaraka, Badrinath, and

Jagannatha in the western, northern and eastern regions of the

country.

SarasvatS or Sarada Devi who was following Sahkaracharya

after her husband's defeat stopped on the banks of the Tunga-

bhadra on the north-western part of South India. In consequence

of her stopping there, a Sankarite Institution might have come into

being there (hot the southern " cardinal " point) for the up-keep

of Her Puja.

- It may-be -stated- here that almost all the Amnayas, including

the Amnaya found in the Unpublished- Upanishads published in

Adyar, the Jagadguru Anka of Prabhat, Mangalore, 1958, and the

Yat^sandhyd published by the Dvaraka Pitha, mention Rames-

varam as the kshetra of the southern region. Almost' all these

Amnaya versions mention Adivaraha (Kanchl) as the devata of

the southern region. While enumerating the one hundred and

eight vaishnava-divya-deSas, Adivaraha is found to be situated in

the KanchT Kamakshi temple.14 The three places, one on the banks

14. See Kdyam,, Tirtb&fika, p. 507.
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of the Tungabhadra, and the other two at Kanchi, and Rames-
varam, are specially sacred as being respectively the stopping place

of garada Devi, the abode of Adivaraha inside the Kamakshi tem-

ple, and the kshetra of the southern region.

According to the Amnaya text of the Dvaraka Matha, Sri

Visvarupacharya (Suresvaracharya) was anointed in Dvaraka and

Sri Prithvidharacharya in griiigeri. According to the same Amnaya,
the matha at Dvaraka is designated as Sarada matha or Sarada

Pitha. According to the Amnaya text of the !§ringeri Matha, Sri

Suresvaracharya was anointed in the Sringeri Matha and this Matha
is designated as Sarada Pitha.

Kanchi is the spiritual centre of the earth; and, this is clear

from the following sloka in the Kanchi Mahatmyam:

kanchvpuram samdlokya

Tumanda kamala muhuh

adhibhautikam amhoghiriam

nabhisthdnam bhuvah param

(Adhyaya, 31)

The Sthala-purana Kamakshi-vilasa states that Kanchi is the girdle

of the earth (I, 56). And the work Sankarabhyudaya states:

atha kshiteradbhul^anchlrnaikshata. Historically, even at the

time of Sri Sankaracharya, Vedic Culture (Hinduism) extended

from Central Asia to Indonesia; and, Kanchi would thus have

been the centre of tihe Hindu world.

In the various Amnayas, tJrdhvamnaya mentions Sukadeva as

one of the Brahma-nishthas or Brahmacharis of that Amnaya and

Kasi or Kasika as the Sarhpradaya. There is one Matha called

Sukadeva Matha in Kasi or Varinasi. It is not clear whether

this Matha has any connection with that Amnaya.

Further, this bh&mika gives under the heading—Mafhiya-

srimukha-birudamli, the grimukhams and Birudas of some of

the mathas; and, they are as follows:
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17. Sri Nurani S. Anantakrishna Sastri, in the Bhakti-kusu-

manjali printed at Sri Vani Vilas Press, Srirangam and published

on the occasion of the Nakshatra Mahotsava of Sri Chandrasekhara

Bharati of Sringeri observes:

'sahasrani sahasraso ye radm adhibhumyam' iti satarudrlya-

vakyam sahkarabhugavatpttapratishthapita-tattatpradtena-upapi-

thffdhyaksh&n dharniachary&neva gocharayati

dtmano digvijayaydtraprasahgena tatra iatra bahu.ii p'faini

bhagavatpadaih pratishfhapit&ni s&mpratamapi parampar^hramena

fcechana kechana tapasvipravarSL adhitishthantyeva. tatra cha

bhagavatah sadasivasya panctenanata bkagavato guruvaryasya

santevtisinah sri dakshinwrnurteh s&kshat bhagavatpadasya va

santevasinah sthzdasarirani prdchya-dakshiTia-pdschAtya'Udichya-

urdhvdmnayardpdni va pradhandni panchapith&ni. idam tu na

vivad&spadam—ya&uk1a<,nyatoma-piihMhishtttnamatrena dharmS.-

ckaryafy sarve'pi sivdvatdratam svakrityairabhivyanjayanii

18. "It is necessary now to add a few words about the commen-
tary, Chandrikfr, which is printed here The second sloka alludes

to the author of the Chandiiled as the glory of Sarvajnasrama by
which term we have probably to understand the Sarvajna-Pitha or

the pontifical seal of the Advaita Matha in Conjivaram
."

[Professor M. Hiriyanna in his Introduction to the Naishkarmya-

siddhi (Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series, No. XXXVIII, 1925),

p. 33.]

19. The report of the Hindu Religious Endowments Commis-

sion, 1962, page 15, says:

"Sarikarackarya and Establishment oj Mutts.'

It was Adi Sankaracharya (8th century A.D.) who first

began to establish Hindu Mutts as we know them today.

He propounded the theory of absolute Monism, i.e., the

Advaita non-dualistic School of Philosophy, combated

the doctrines of Buddhism and Jainism and re-established

the religion of the Vedas and the Upanishads. According

to tradition, he inaugurated several mutts or seats of

learning in four corners of India, namely, Sringeri

(Sharada Peeth, in Mysore) and the Kamakoti Peetha
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in Kanchi in the South, Badarinath in the Himalayan
region in the North, Jagannath or modern Puri in the
East and Dwaraka in the Western Gujarat.

(Signed) C. P. Ramaswami Ayyar, (Chairman),

Sankar Saran,

Mahabir Prasad,

P. Kameswara Rau,

Swami Harinarayanand,

C. P. R. for Venkatasami Naidu, Authorised by

„ K. C. Sen, the concerned

members to sign for them.

20. Justice P. Sftyanarayana Rao in his judgment in CUP.
2591 of 1951, reported in 1952 I.M.L.J., 557, says "Tradition has

it that after conquering the rival faiths, He established the Advaita

System of Philosophy and founded four mutts or seats of learning

in the four corners of this vast sub-continent—Sringeri (Sarada

Peeta) in Mysore in the South, with which it is familiar knowledge,

the name of that great Vidyaranyaswami is associated: Badarinath

in the Himalayas in the North, Jagannath or modern Puri in the

East, and Dwaraka in the Bombay Presidency in the West. In

each of these mutts as their heads, he installed His principal disciples

and He himself assumed the headship of the Sarvagna Peeta or the

central seat of knowledge at Kanchi, the modern Kanchipuram. This

central Peetam was first removed to Tanjore and then to Kumba-
konam from where it continues to function even today.

21. Sir Subrahmania Ayyar, Acting Chief Justice ?nd Justice

V. Bhashyam Ayyangar in their judgment (1903) reported in

I.L.R. 27, Madras, 435, say "Not less than seven mutts being among

the most celebrated owe their origin to the great Advaita Philo-

sopher, Sri Sankarachariar."

(Probably the reference is to the First Edition of Ghosh's

Hindu Law).

22. Mahamahopadhyaya givanatha garma writes as follows:
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Naravirasthana

Srlnagar

Kashmir
bhagavacchankaravishaye pancha dasa va pithavirachana astu;

evam dharmasya sarhskriteh sahityasya cha sarvathi uddhzra eva

na hrdsah; atah Sobhanam k&ryamidam. prasamsaniyam.

Mahamahopadhydya Sivanatha Sarmfi

23. anuman se yah malum hota hai ki bh5rat ke pradhln

pradhan sthanom mem in das sishyom fee nam par achlryapifh

sthapit kiye gaye. unmem jis pith ke achary ka acharan sastra-

sammal prachalit haim ve abtak sri sankardchary ke nam se

samm&nit kiye fite haim.

das nam se prasiddh sishyom ke aspad se hi in panck pitham

ke achzrya b%i p~asiddh hote haim. isse yah titsah ke safh kaM J3

sakta hai ki ye pinch p%h bhl arambh se hi das naml pra&ishyom

ke nam se hi prasiddh huye haim.

mumbayi-pranfiya^arnasrama-sv&rafya - sangha - adhiwksha-

manya&i-Ramipatimisramahodayah. (Bombay)

.

24. According to Sadasivarath, the premier authority en Silpa

sastra in Puri-Jagannatha there is a mantapa called Mukti-mantapa

in the Puri-Jagannatha temple in which learned Brahmins of the

sixteen sasanas (inam villages) around Purl Pargana (Pahnga)

alone can be the members. The gankaracharya of Bali Govardhana

Matha will be the President of the Mukti-mantapa-Sabha and the

SwamI of the iSankarananda Matha will be the Vice-President.

There is a temple chronicle (Mandala-pafiji) in Jagannatha. Ac-

cording to Sriman Rath, in leaf No. 7 of bundle No. 3 in the

Dwarakanath Pattjatri Mahapatra's private library, reference is

made in it to the honours ordered by Raja R^machandra
Dev to the Sankaracharya Mathas. It has been already

noted in this article that among the gankaricharya Mathas in

Trichur (Kerala), one Matha was transformed into a Brahmasva
Madam or Vedic College for Nambiidiri Brahmacharins. In the

same manner in Purl besides the Govardhana Matha, there are four

Mathas, namely, gankarananda Matha, givatlrtha Matha, Gopala-

tirtha Matha and Mahiprakisa Matha. Of these, the first three

are presided over by Sannyasins and the Mahiprakisa Matha is

a Brahmachari Matha. According to a palm-leaf record in Charau
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Chitavu, the Maharaja Bir Kishore Dev of Puri has issued orders

as regards the honours to be observed as a matter of right in the

Jagannatha temple on the occasion of the visit of the Sankaracharya

of the Badarikasrama allowing the Pandits of the Govardhana

Matha, Sankarananda Matha, givatirtha Matha, Gopalatlrtha Matha
and the Brahmaeharis of the Mahiprakasa Matha to approach the

Ratna-sirhhasana of the Jagannatha-Purushottama-Mahtprabhu.

The following are the two verses from an address presented by

the Pandits of the Sabha to the Acharya of KJafichl Pitha on

5-5-1936:

esha r^chalastha jagati suviditii brahmapttha pratishfltS,

sanTrwnaccMsaniyaih vividhabudhavaraih rdjammatmanttya

dharmadesem desdntaramupachrnnchMra priccka vyavasthfii

dMmdi^rautarmrgairanudinamiha santishthat^dvaitanishtha

aduaifamrifamrb^araifcanilayosn^a'nfcarastMptte

k&nchVcamadahamakotisumah&pfyhe tatha raqat&m

* * * * *

SrVcshetrastMtamuktim^tapasahha dhatte svabhaktya-

rchanam.

25. Madan Mohan Malaviya, Founder, Benaras Hindu Univer-

sity, in the address presented at the University on the Magha-

sukla-saptami, Vikrama Sarhvat' 1991, (1935 A.D.) , says:

yadvacham la itaistrilokajanaimmoMndhakdrakshayah

pnMhjasmaraneiia yasya kaluslwdhvdmscLt prasfidah sthmh

tasyadvaitagir&m gurorbhagavatdh h^mkarasyonnatam
Tc^h^pifhapadam

From the above, it would be clear that there were several mathas

or seats of learning for the propagation of Advaita. We shall con-

clude this article by citing the estimate of Sankara by Dr. Paul

Deussen and Charles Johnston.

"The conclusion is that" the Jiva being neither a part or a

different thing, nor a variation of Brahman, must be the Paramat-

man fully and totally himself, a conclusion made equally by the

Vedantin Sankara, by the Platonic Plotinus, and the Kantian

Schopenhauer. But Sankara in his conclusions goes perhaps further

than any of them".
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"What shall we say, then, of the Master Sankara? Is he not
the guardian of the sacred waters, who by his commentaries, has
hemmed about, against all impurities of Time's jealousy, first the
mountain tarns of the Upanishads, then the serene foresi-lake of

the Bhagavad Gita, and last the deep reservoir of the Sutras,

adding from the generous riches of his wisdom, lively fountains and
lakelets of his own, the Crest-jewel, the Awakening and Discern-

ment".
—Charles Johnston (England).
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(i)

KAMAKSin—THE AMNAYA-SAKTI

by

Swami Anantaitandendra Sarasvati

I am fortunate in belonging to the parampara of Upanishad

Brahma, commentator of the Hundred and eight Upanishads (pub-

lished in seven volumes by the Adyar Library, Madras). I had

also an opportunity of going through Ratnaprabha of Ramanandiya

which is regarded as one of the best commentaries on Sri Sankara's

Brahma-sriitra-bhashya and which is the one most consulted by

students of Advaita philosophy. The author in -the beginning of

the work refers to Kamakshl as having blessed his Parameshthl-

guru with prasada in which milk and ghee were found in abundance

and which was cherished by the celestials.

Jr2foSroafcsMdattadugd?iapracfeuraswranutapmjyab?il32/o.

I had also an opportunity of going through Mulca-panchaiat\ a

hymn in five hundred verses in praise of Devi Kamakshl or Karna-

koti by Sri Mukakavi, the dumb poet.

kamadugha bhava kamale kamakale k&mak&ti kMmdkshi.

Therein I came accross the verse

aisvaryam indumauleh aikKtmyaprakritikanchirmdhyagatom,
aindavakiioraSekhoram aidamparyaih chakastinigamanS.'m.

Here it is said that Sri Kamakshl in Kanchi is the Treasure of

Chandramauhsvara, the Essence of the Vedas, and the Root of the

realization of Advaita. From this it occurred to me that Sri

Mukakavi while writing this verse had before him the inseparable

connection between Sri Kamakshl and the Advaita philosophy of

Sri Sankara which is the quintessence of the Vedas, i.e. Vedanta.

The Kamakshl temple at Kanchi contains a life-size stone

image of Sri Sankara with his disciples, four of whom are eka-
danda-sannyasis. Besides this there are also sculptures of Sri
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Saiikara in various postures in the Utsava-Kamakshi and

Bangaru-Kamakshi sanmdhies in the temple.

There is a sculpture in the hundred and eight pillared mandapa
at Sri Varadarajasvami temple at Kaiichi which depicts a defiant

and arrogant brahmin pandit with sikka and yatftopavlta and

a young sannyasi with ekadanda in front of him, the latter in a

rather calm mood. The Sankaravijayas say that after Sri

Sankara wrote his bhdshya on the Brahma-sutra Sri Vyasa, in

order to proclaim the correctness of the bh&shya on these sutras,

came in the guise of a brahmin controversialist and challenged

Sri Saiikara on his interpretation of the Brahma-sutras, m the

course of which he (Vyasa) resorted to arguments, not straight-

forward and honest. Seeing that the controversy was becoming

hot, Sri Padmapadacharj-a through his jMnadrishti realized that

the arrogant brahmin was Sri Vyasa himself who staged this

scene so that learned contemporaries might become conscious of

Sri Sankara's calm and correct replies to his unwholesome

criticisms. Sri Padmapada then exclaimed:

iankarah sankarassakshat vyaso n&irayanah svayam,

tayoli viv&de samprapte kimkarah kim karomyaham.

Sri Sankara is Siva incarnate and Sri Vyasa is Sri Narayana.

When these two are engaged in disputation, what can I a servant

do? The sculpture mentioned above of an arrogant brahmin

pandit with a young sannyasi in front of him, I surmise, depicts

the above incident.

On hearing Sri Padmapada's words, Sri Sankara at once

prostrated before Sri Vyasa, requesting him to reveal his real

form and bless him. Sri Vyasa then appeared in his real form,

blessed Sri Sankara, saying that his bhashya, which proclaimed

and established the ultimate truth, 'ekameva advitlyam brahma'

(Brahma is one without a second) is the only correct interpreta-

tion of the sutras. He also doubled Sri Sankara's life-tenure for

the sake of digvijaya and the establishment of the Advaita

philosophy.

In the Varadarajasvami temple itself there is another sculp-

ture on a pillar in the mandapa to the north of the T&y&r Sannidhi,

showing an aged rishi with jaia, rudraksha, and yajnopavita in
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the sitting posture, showing one finger, and an ekadanfa sawn-

y&si in the posture of performing da^avandanam. This sculp-

ture probably depicts the latter part of the incident after Sri

Vyasa revealed himself before Sri Sankara and blessed him, con-

firming by the show of one finger the ultimate truth, 'ekameva

advitlyam brahma' as against his earlier dualist argument in the

disguise of a Brahmin pandit. This raising of one finger in the

image of the rishi is very significant as against the raising of two
fingers in the image of the dualist teachers. The figure with jata,

etc. mentioned above fits in with the dhyanailoka of Sri Vyasa,

'pingra jaja baddha fcalapa^.

There is a Siva temple in Kanchi called Vyasa Srantisraya.

According to the KMchl-mahAtmya, Sri Vyasa is said to have

performed special worship at this temple. On the upper structure

of the main shrine of this temple there are two stucco figures,

one standing and the other sitting, depicting some relevant puranic

aspects in connection with that temple. There is similarity

between Sri Vyasamurti in this shrine and the one in the Varada-

raja temple.

There is yet another temple in Kaiichi called Airavatlsvara

temple belonging to the Pallava period wherein we find in a

niche in a wall Sri Vyasa. Near it is an ekadanda-sannyasi-

murti with a shaven head. The figure represents early boyhood.

Although the head of the sanny&si-murti is shaven, the sprouts

of hair as seen in this sculpture depicts the stage of an elapse

of about a month after the actual shaving. But there are no hair

sprouts on the chin. This difference is probably intended to show

that the figure is that of a sannyasi in his early teens, and we may
take it for granted that it is the figure of Sri Sankara, the bhashya'

kara, seated near Sri Vyasa, the sutrakara of Vedanta. If the

date of Sri Sankara according to recent writers, i.e. the eighth

century A.D. may be accepted, this sculpture should belong to

the actual life-time of Sri Sankara, the later Pallava period. Sri

C. Sivaramamoorti, Director, National Museum, New Delhi, who
personally discovered this sculpture is of this opinion.

There are many other temples, both Vaishnavite and Saivite,

in 'Kancta which contain on their walls and pillars sculptures of

eka&anfa sannyasis in various postures, like yoga, samadM, tapas,

pfijS, etc., a rare occurrence in other places noted for sculptures^



A photograph of ADI SANKARA FROM THE AIRAYATISVARA TEMPLE

in Kancheepuram. The central panel shows Dhakshinamurti, the Lord of

Wisdom and on either side there are two great rishis, Yyasa and Jairaini.

To the left of Vyasa is Sankara as a bov of sixteen with the Danda in liis

hand and with his hair cut but grown into curls and with no beaid on hi>

chin as he is so young. The one sage represents Vedanta and the other

Mimamsa. There are Rudraksha beads on the neck of Sankara.
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After reading the verse in the Muka-panchosaXi connecting

Advaita philosophy with Kamakshl and also seeing these sculp-

tures, I was at a loss to know why there was no reference to the

name, Kamakshl, in Sri Sankara's well-known life sketches.

Sri T. K. Balasubramania Iyer of Sri Vani Vilas Press, Srl-

rangam, brought out a Memorial Edition of the complete works

of Sri Sankara. This press also published a small booklet con-

taining the Jagadguru-pararhpar&stotra and the Mathzmiiaya.

Neither of these contained any reference to Sri Kamakshl. I then

looked into Mddhaviya-sankaravijaya which is regarded by most

people as a correct biography of Sri Sankara. There is no refer-

ence to the name of Sri Kamakshl in that work either. But there

are two verses in sarga 15 of that work from which we may infer

a reference Ao Sri Kamakshl. Verses Nos. 4 and 5 therein state

that Sri Sankara reached Kanchi, had a temple built there on the

pattern of 'Para-vidya-charana/ removed the tantrika form of

worship that was prevailing there and introduced the vaidika

form of worship.

dravi^hhscha tato jag&ma kamWmLgarvm hastigireli

ttitamoafeanefclm,

suradhama cha tatra k&rayitva paravidydcharan& (iawfljo)-

nusSHehitram.

apavarya cha tamtrikanatanit bhagavatyafy srtUisammatdrh

sapary&m.

Here 'pamvidyachamnanusarichitram' means 'according to the

ekaraw of Para-vidya. The verse in Saundaryalahari--

chaturbhUi irtkanfkaih sivayuvatibhih panchabhirapi

prabhinn&bhih sambhornavabhirapi muhprakritibhih,

chatuschatvarimsadvasudalakalascha trivalaya-

trirekluLbhih sardharh tava saramko&fy parinatah.

—says 'tova^araw-k&nali parinatah'. Here the reference is to the

konahs (angles) of Sri Chakra which is said to be the seat of

Para-vidya. As Sri Sankara consecrated Sri Chakra in the temple

of Sri KSmakshs; &e reference to Sn-vidyd-charana in verse No. 5

of MMfaufya-fankaravijaya may be taken to refer to Sri

Kamakshl, the "Bfeagavati' in Kifichi.
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I then came across a small booklet Yati-sandhyg in Devana-

gari script published by the Dvaraka-pitha in the year 1957

(Vikrama Saka, 2013) . I also fortunately had access to some
other books, namely (1) SankarwIiMrya-jagadgiiru-mathdri.ndya,

published by Pandit Yogendra Ashtavadhana Sarma and printed

by B. Mishra at the Balabhadra Press, Puri, in 1930, (2) Un-

published Upanishads, printed and published by the Adyar
Library in the year 1937, and (3) gankara-grantMvali in Ben-

gali script published by Rajendranath Ghosh. I also came across

manuscript copies of MathMmwya obtained from the Oriental

Institute, Mysore, and the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute, Poona, No. 1517 of 1891-95.

These Amnayas give information about the various Sanka-

raite institutions for the Western, Northern, Eastern, Southern,

and other super-regions (Urdhvamnaya) , etc., of India. A study

of the Amnayas contained in the works mentioned above as well

as those found in other libraries reveals certain features which

arrest attention. The Anvmya for each region deals among

others with the kshetra, devota, devl (sakti) , and acharya of each

Amndya. The devl (sakti) of the Southern region (Amn&ya) is

mentioned as Kamakshi in all the Maphammya editions and

manuscripts mentioned above; but in the Amndya published in

the Vani Vilas Press, Srirangam, the iakti of Sringeri is mention-

ed as garada. The murtis worshipped in the Saiikaraite institu-

tions on the banks of the Tungabhadra are referred to as

'Sarada-Chandramaulisvara'. It may be mentioned here that

Sarada is the sakti of Brahma and the sister of &iva (cf. brahma-

jdytiyai nama.1i and Mvdnuj&yai namah in Sarasvatl A^hfottaram).

Chandramaulisvara-Kamakshl is the iafcti (Sivasakti) of Para-

mesvara. In the Lalita-sahasrarudma and the Lalitd-tri&aHi, Para-

sakti is described as Kamakshi and Kamakotika (Sahasranama)

and KamakotinJlaya (TrisaM). In the Lalita-ashtottara she is

described as Kamakoti-mahapadma-pithastha. A perusal of the

Lalitd-sahasrandma and the Lalitd-trisati will show that Sarada

is completely different from Kamakshi or Kamakc-ti.

A doubt arose in my mind as to why there is difference

between the sakti of Sringeri as it is described in the Vani Vilas

Edition and the sakti for the Southern region mentioned as
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'Kamakshi' in the Dvaraka, Purl (Jagannath) and other

Amnaya texts mentioned above.

The revised and enlarged edition of the book, The Greatness

of Sringeri, says that Sri Sankara established the four mathas in

the four directions, and the book, Kumbakona Mutt, also says

that Sri Sankara established in the four corners of India four

mathas of apostolic succession. Further, the work entitled

Throne of Transcendental Wisdom says that Sri Sankara
established four mathas in the cardinal points of the country.

But as a matter of fact we find that only the institutions for

the Northern, Western, and the Eastern regions are situated in

the respective corners of India. The institution for the Southern

region should have been at Ramesvaram or Kanyakurr.arl which

is the corner or cardinal point in the South. But according to

the work, The Greatness of iSringeri, mentioned already, the

institution in the South is at Sringeri, which, in fact, is situated

in the North-West portion of South India. As regards this point.

Sri Mahadeva Rajaram Bodas, Bombay, in his Sankarachzrya in

Marat'ti printed by the Jagat-Hitechu Press, Poona, in the year 1923

says at page 49: 'we can say that the four mutts were established

at the four "dhams"; but we see that neither the institution at

Sringeri nor the one at Kaiich! is at a dham (corner). They are

in the centre of the country. The institution should have been

either at Ramesvaram or KanyakumarL'

char disam no. vachar mukhya dhMmam eft? tikMnvm char math

sthapan kele asem mhanavem tar &dya srimceri kimva MnchJmpth

tase nahintah te nxarutbhumtm tamadhyavarU atet dakshiyamath

ramesvar kithva kany&kiimari yethe pahi je hot&m.

I then found that in all the Amnayas mentioned above, the

Amnayasthanas (kshetras) are unanimously described as being in

the four corners (chardhams) , Dvaraka in the West, Badari in the

North, Puri (Jagannath) in the East and Ramesvaram in the South.

It then occurred to me that Sri Bhagavatplda might have originally

intended to establish the Amnaya institutions in the four directions

in the four places generally known as chardhams, i.e. Dvarakanath

in the West, Badrinath in the North, Jagannath in the last, and

Ramanith (Ramesvaram) in the South. But now we see that
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there is a Sankaraite institution on the banks of the Tungabhadra

(Sringeri) in the North-West of the Southern region. There is also

a Sankaraite institution further south in Kanchi. The pithasakti

of the institution on the banks of the Tungabhadra is Sarada,

whereas the safcti of the institution at Kanchi is Kamakshi or

Kamakoti.

How is it that there are two Sankaraite institutions in Southern

India, one in the North-Western portion and the other further

south at Kanchi?

Another doubt also confronted me on an additional point. In

all the mathas in the Ceded Districts and in Mysore bearing the

names of Sringeri, like the Virupaksha, Pushpasfiri, Amani, Siva-

ganga, etc., the preambles to the Srtmukhas included the epithet,

Tungabfadra-firawsi. But the present popular Sringeri also bear-

ing the same epithet is not on the banks of the Tungabhadra but is

on the banks of the Tunga. How to account for this discrepancy?

Enquiries made from the people of Mysore revealed the

existence of a tradition that Sri Sarada (Sarasavtni) after the

defeat of Mandanamisra decided to ascend to Brahmaloka when

Sri Sankara bound her by Vanadurga-mantra and beseeched her

to follow him till he installed her kakti in this loka itself for bestow-

ing her grace on aspirants for knowledge. She agreed to follow him

on condition that he did not look back while she was following him.

While they were crossing the confluence of the Tunga and the

Bhadra, the sounds of Sri Sarada's anklets were not heard by

Sri Sankara as her feet were imbedded in the sands of the river.

Not hearing Hie sound of the anklets, Sri Sankara looked back.

Sri Sarada then reminded him of his promise not to look back and

said that she would not proceed any further and would stay at that

place itself. Sri Sankara agreed and installed the sakti there itself,

consecrating the same in the temple, and made arrangements for

an institution there with a line of succession for her worship. This

accounts for the springing up of an accidental Sankaraite institu-

tion in the North-West portion of Karnataka and for the inclusion

of the epithet 'Tu^gabha&sa-tiravas? in the preambles to the

Srimukhas of that institution and its sub-divisions. This tradition

is also mentioned in some form or other by many authors in their

works.
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Thus an accidental event led to the establishment of an institu-

tion on the hanks of the Tungabhadra with the sS^vldhjn of Sarasa-

vani as Sarada, a fifth name apart' from the four iakth. Bhadrakali,

Purnagiri, Vimali, and Kamakshl as enumerated in the Dvaraka,

Puri, and other Amnaya texts. The Kanchi institution is in

Kanchlpuram, the seat of Sri Kamakshl and the Southern-most

mokshapuri. Among the many details in the Amnaya relating to

the institutions of Sri Sankara, the kshetra and the devl-pitha, i.e.

the sakti are the most important For instance, in the Uttaramnaya
the kshetra is mentioned as Badrinath and the devi as Purnagiri.

Tirthanka, the 1957 Annual number of Kalv&n of Gorakhpur, at

page 53 gives the information that the hill Purnagiri is revered a«?

the devi m her splendour and is situated on the banks of the river

Saradi near the borders of Nepal. The devi, Purnagiri, in the form

of a hill and the kshetra, Badrinath, make one Amnaya institution.

In the same wav, the kshetra, Ramesvaram, (one of the chardhiras)

and the dew. Kamakshl, at Kanchi, the mokshciriri, make one

Amnaya institution. Kanchi is not only the centre of Dakshinam-

p§ya by being the peat of Sri Kamal:«hl. the Amnlya-sakti, it is

also the central point of the earth pccording to the works, Kanchi-

mdhdtmya, Kamakshzvilasa, and Merutantra.

Besides the variations as regards the kshetra and Sakti of the

Southern region, there are also some other variations between the

Vani Vilas edition of the MatMmnava and the other Mathamnayas

mentioned already. In the Vani Vilas edition the name of the

Scharya is given as Surelvara; but in the Dvaraka, Puri, and other

Mathamnayas, Prithvldhara is mentioned as the acttryn of the

institution on the banks of the Tungabhadra. Sri Suresvara

(Mandanamisra) being the husband of Sarada (SarasavSni) in his

purvakrama, it would not have been proper to appoint Suresvara

in that institution for the worship of Sarada (Sarasavani) , his wife

in his purvasrama. If was but apt that Prithvldhara was placed

in charge of the institution of that place as mentioned in the

Dvaraka, Puri, and other Mathamnayas.

This seems to be the reason for the difference in the names of

the sakti and the acharya in the Southern region.

As already mentioned, there is a Sankaraite institution at

Kanchi, the seat of Kamakshl, the sakti of the Southern region.
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How did it come into existence? Besides the iakti, the ksJietra,

and the acharya, each region has its own devata. The devata of

die Northern and the Eastern regions are respectively Badrinath

and Jagannath, and that of the Western region is Siddhesvara. The

devata of the Southern region, according to the Mathamnayas men-

tioned above, is Adivaraha. It may be noted here that Adivaraha is

the Perumal of Tirukkalvanur, one of the hundred and eight divya-

desas of the Vaishnavites, sung by the Vaishnavite Alvars. About

Tirukkalvanur, the Tirthanka says at page 92: is divya des ke

aradhyadev adivarah-bhagavan anjilawalU lakshmt samet vaman

vim&n mem paschimabhimukh khade hue kamdksMdevi ke mandir

mem ek or darsan de rahe haim. inka sakshatkar asvatthanardyan

ne aur mangal&sasan scemt parakal ne kiya, hai, yah divyades aur

isld nitya-pushkarini ab lupt haim' Kalvan means thief. There is

at present a figure of Vishnu hiding himself in a niche of Sri

Kamakshi temple outside the southern wall of the sanctum

sanctorum. The Kttchim&hatmya and the Kamakshivitiisa give

in full detail the story of this hiding of Vishnu.

As originally intended, Sri Acharya stayed at Kanchi, one of

the seven mokshapuris of Bharatavarsha and also the seat of

Kamakshi and Adivaraha, the sakti and devata of the Southern

region. Kanchi became more important because Sri Sankara-

charya himself stayed there. The KlncMmiMtmya and the

Kamakshlvilasa, already mentioned, refer to Kanchi as che nabhi

(navel) or kanchi (girdle) of Mother Earth.

tavassthiinam bilam sukshmam paramam vyoma tatsmritam,

adhibhautikamamhoghnam n&bhisthdnam bhuvah pawn.
kanchimahatmye, 31, 70;

kmmkshIhiW.se, 11, 6.

jagatkamakaW-karam nabhistfoanam bhuvalj, param.

karmkshtvilase, 13, 73.

prithivyah gosvar&payah yatkinchUsthanatdm gatam.

MmaksKfoiUse, 1, 56.

atha kshiteradbhutakdnchimaikshata.

Samkarabhyudaye, I, 56.

aikaro'bhut k&makotau n&bhistatra tu te'patat,

tatra sarve'pi siddhyanti kamamantrfy, na samsayah.

m&mtantre.
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Ihus we see that Kanchi is not only the seat ol .ne xakit and

divata of the Southern region but also u> tne ctn^re tu AieUn-r

Larth. Sri Acharya, therefore, adopted the Kamakoii-pitha at

ivanehl as his piiha and asked Suresvara to occupy the pitka after

him. Sri Sahkara stayed at Kanchi and attained sidlki there it-

self. Tne Guruparampard of the bhirauya-sampraduya ot the

institution on the banks of the Tuhgabhadra included as No. 2146

in part III of Dr Hultzchs iae Search jar Sanskrit ^la.iuscnpia

m Southern India, printed and published by the Government Press,

Madras, in 1905, says that Sri Sahkara installed Kamakshi at

Kanchi and attained eternal bliss there.

agachchhatsvechchhaya kdnchlm paryafan priihv tale,

tatra samsthdpya kamakshm jagdma paramaih pada'x,

visvarupayatith sthapya svdsramasya prachirane.

svayam kanchimagatturnam irlprithvldharabharati,

tadvriitantam samAkarnya tapasah siddhaye tadd.

The Guruparampard of Kudali (Srihgen) mapha, printed at

Seshaori Press, Mysore, under the authority of the said mapha,

also says the same thing with a very slight modification.

svechchhaya paryapan bhiim.au yayau k&nchipurhh guruhf

tatra samsthdpya kdmdkshim devl paramagdtpadam.

prithmdharayalih pithe brahmavidyaprach&mne,

visvarupam pratishthapya kamchyam brahmatoamdptavdn.

The PatanfaUcharita, printed and published by the Nirnaya-

sagar Press, Bombay, as No. 51 in the Kavyamala Series, says in

verse 71 of its last chapter that Sri Sahkara spent his last days

at Kanchi.

goviridadeMkamiipdsthachirdyabhaktya

tasmin sthite ntfamahimni videhamuktya,

advaitabh&vyamupakalpya disovijitya

kdnchJpure sthitimavapa sa samkar&ryah.

patanjalichariie, 8, 71.

Another work, Sankardbhyudaya, by Raja Chudamani
Dikshita also says that Sri Sahkara spent his last days at Kanchi

worshipping Kamakshi. A work, Sivarahasya, an Itihasa com-

prising more than fifty thousand verses, published in Kannada
script with Kannada translation as Maharaja Jayachamarajendra
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Granthamala Series, Volume 21, No. 32, 1950, refers at page 200

in the 16th Adhyaya of its 9th Arhsa, to Sri Sankara's siddhi at

Kanchi.

tadyogabhogavaramuktisumokshayoga-

lingwchandt praptajayah svakasramam,

tan vai vijitya taras^ksJiataMstravddaiSi

misr&n sa kmhchyamathasiddhiinapa.

The same verse appears in the copy of &ivarahasya obtained

from some other libraries as well as in the commentary to verse

103 of the last Chapter of MMhaviya-Sankaravijaya. It is men-
tioned therein that Sri Sankara worshipped five sphatikalingas given

to him by Sri Siva, but it is not stated where those lingas were

installed.

Sri Rajesvara Sastri of Vallabha Rama Sahgrama Sanga Veda

Vidyalaya, Varanasi, has published a Sankara-pu^krama. In that

Puju-krama it is said that a copy of the AnandagiriSankaravijaya in

the Ramataraka.Mutt, Varanasi, said to have been copied in Saka

1737, i.e. about a hundred and fifty years ago was referred to while

preparing the Puja-krama, and the Puja-krama contains extracts

from the said copy of the Sankaravi^aya. In that book the various

places where the lingas were installed are mentioned.

In the manuscripts of Anandagiri-Sankaravijaya, found in the

various libraries in the country, as well as in the printed edition of

the same it is said that Sri Sankara attained siddhi at Kanchi aft*er

consecrating Kamakshi there. Dr S. K. Belvalkar in his Gopal

Basu Mallick lectures on Vedanta philosophy, Poona, 1929, says at

page 240, 'According to one set of traditions, Kanchi in the South of

India is given as the place where the AchSrya breathed his last.

According to other sources, he died at Badarikasrama disappearing

in a cave in the Himalayas. The weight of probability belongs to

the first view.' Some old manuscripts of Anandagiri-Sankaravijaya

found in the Mysore Oriental Institute, the Government Oriental

Manuscripts Library, Madras, and the Ramataraka Mutt, Varanasi

(as given in the Sanlcaracharyarpujd-krama mentioned above) give

some further details of Sri Acharya as follows.

tatraiva bhogammakam lihgam nikshipya

amndagirisankaravijaye, pralcaranam &
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mlakanthesvaram natv& varanamakath lihgam pratish$hzpya

anandagirisankaravijaye, prakaranarii 55.

keddrakshetre muktilingaranyam pratishikapya

dnandagirisankaravijaye, prakaranam 55.

tatra nioasiddhantapaddhatim prakasayitwm, antevasinam sures-

varamahuya yoganamakam IvAgam pujaya iti tasmai datm toa-

matra Mmakotiptfhamadhivasa.

dnandagirvsaiikaraviiaye, prafcaranarii, 65

Sri Sankara himself stayed at Kanchi and attained siddhi there.

svahkam gantumichchhuli kanchlnagare mukksthah kadachi-

dupavisya sthulasartram sukshme antardhaya sadrupo bhutva

sukshmam k&rane vilinam krttvd chinmatro bhutva anguskflia-

purushah tadupaii p«rnamafc/iai^?na»^lafoaramonandamJ-

svarasannidhau prapya sarvajagadvydpakam chaitanyama*

bhavat. saroavyapakachaitonyarupenMyapi tishthati.

anandagirisankaravijaye, prakararcaw, 74.

Professor Wilson says about the AnandagiriSankaravijaya that

'it bears internal and undisputed evidence of the composition of a

period not far removed from that at which he (Sankaracharya) may
be supposed to have flourished. We may, therefore, follow it as a

safe guide.' Monier Williams in his Sanskrit-English Dictionary

referring to the Anandagiri-Sankaravtfaya says that it is a biography

of Sri Sankara recording his controversial victories over numerous

heretics. In the Madhaviya-Sankaravtfaya, Kedara is mentioned as

the place of Sri Sankara's siddhi. Why this difference?

In this connection I may state that Sri Sampoornanand, the then

Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, states in a letter dated 6-7-1958

addressed to Sri T. N. Ramachandran, Retired Joint Director of

Archaeology, as follows: 'There is nothing new to prove that Sri

Sankaracharya died at this spot. All that tradition says is that

he came to Kedarnath and in the modern phraseology disappeared

thereafter. So what is called a samadhi is not a sam&dhi but a

memorial.' In a letter published in The Hindu' dated 19-6-1959

one Svami Sahajananda of Guruvayur writes from Badrinath as

follows: 'On enquiry from the Joshi mutt they say that it is only

a sanlcalpa samadhi and that the actual saimShi is not on the spot,'
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I then went through the Guruvamsa-kavya, the ChidvilMya-

Sankaravijaya, and the MMhavvya-gankaravijaya, aU dealing with

Sri Sankara's hfe. I then found that the place of Sri Sankara's

siddhi had been gradually changed from Kafiehi to Kedara. How
it was changed is explained below.

The Guruvamsa-kavya is a work dealing with the Syingeri

matha's guruparampara. In the colophon to each chapter of tha

work it is stated that it has been written at the direction (ntrmfi-

pita) of Sri Sachchidananda Bhirati, the head of that matha (1705-

1741). (Vide The Annual Report of the Archaeological Depart-

ment of Mysore for the year 1928, page 15) . Nirm&piia means

'caused to be written.' The author of the work has himself written

a commentary on the same.

The first three chapters of the work deal with the life and work

of Sri Sankaracharya, The Great. The author of the work says

that he follows the path laid down (by) Kavlndraifc: aryanam

kulamupadarsitam kavindraih (Chapter 1, verse 6) . The author's

commentary on this is as follows.

arydnamitl kavindraih anandaginyatindradibhth. upadarsitanh—

prakapkritam. aryanath—srhnadficharyamm kulaparampar&m.

Here he explains the word 'kavindraih' as 'by Anandagiri-yatmdra

and others'. It is clear from the above that the then head of the

matha, Sri Sachchidananda Bharati, when directing the composition

of the work, had in his mind that Anandagiri was the important

authority on the life and institutions (parampara) of Sri Sankara-

charya. But later when dealing with the place of Sri Sankara-

charya's final disappearance, the Guruvamsa-kdvya goes against the

tradition recorded in all the versions of Anandagiri's Sankaravijaya.

As already stated, Monier Williams, in his Sanskrit-English

Dictionary (1899), referring to Anandagiri's Sankaravijaya says

that it is a biography of Sri Sankaracharya recording his contro-

versial victories as a Vedantin over numerous heretics. But when

referring to MMhaviya-Smkaravijaya, he says that it is a fanciful

account of the controversial exploits of Sri Sankaracharya.

Prof. Wilson in his Sketch of the Religious sects of the Hindus,

though criticizing Anandagiri's work for its narration of miracles,
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finally remarks, as stated already, 'we may therefore follow it as

a very safe guide* {Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, p. 587).

The Guruvamsa-kavya, while referring to the last days of !§r!

gankaraeharya says:

aukam samast&nyapi pustak&ni sishyansamastdnapi

tammuticham,
astamimau dandokamandalU chety&lochya tatyafa sa tau cha

yogi
dando drurupena saparyaTfamstt&rthatmana

chambukamandahstham

,

mahatmano hastaparigrahena jadau cha tau sarthatanH

abhutam.

dattatreyam bhuvanavinutam iflkshya natva nyagadid

vrittam svlyam sakalamapi tanpreshitsn dikshusishyav.

so'pi srutva munipatiradaddsisho visvarupa-

chdryadibhyah sukhamavasatim tatra tau bteshamanau.

sargah, 3; stohah, 68-70.

Sri Sankaracharya towards the close of his life went from

Siddhesvar in Nepal to Dattatreya Asrama, abandoned his danda

and kamandalu, which became a tree and a tank (tlrtha) respecti-

vely, and stayed at Dattatreya Asrama at' Mahuripuri in Mahrat-

vacla (about thirty miles from Kinvat station on the Adilabad—
Hyderabad section) conversing with Sri Dattatreya. The com-

mentary says at the end of the chapter:

so'pi—dattatreyo'pi munipatirvisvarupdcharyddibh'tiah asishah

adat— dattavan. tatra— mahuripure, bhashamanau— samla-

pantau, tau— datlMreyasankaricharyau, chiram— bahukalam,

avasat&m— ushitavantau.

The Tirthanka, the 1957 Annual number of Kalyan of Gorakhpur,

refers at page 239 to Mahuripuri as Mahuragadha and as containing

the shrine of Dattatreya.

madhya-relve ki bhusavaUnagpur Win par murtij&pur ste&an hai.

vahan se ek lain yavatmal tak jdti hai. yavatm&l se mdhur-

kshetr samip hai, mahurkshetr mem anasuyi-dattaparvat par

maharshi jamadagnz ki samadhi hai, renukadevi hi mandtr hai

aur parasur&mkund hai. kaha jata hai bhagavan datt&trey

ka asram yahtm tiw. dattatreyji jamadagnirishi ke gvru the.
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guru ki ajna se maharshi jamadagni apnl paint renukadevl fee

sath ydh&h aye aur yaBn unhomne tatha renukaji ne sawMU
II. kile ke hWtar mahakaVi fca mandir tathd sarovar hai.

There are two devatas at Mahur (1) Jagadamba and (2)

Dattatreya. The temples of these two gods are at a distance of

three and four miles respectively from Mahur town situated on

two different mountains.

'At the temple of Dattatreya there is a mahant who looks after

the pilja and temple management. The devotees assemble for pujg

of Jagadamba and Dattatreya on Margaslrsha4uddha-paurnami and
also for pujd of Jagadamba on Chaitra-suddha-paurnami. At both

the temples pujas and archanas can be performed every day.'

(Extract from a letter from Manick Rao Patwari, Assistant

Engineer, P.W.D.)

It' is not clear why, after naming in the beginning of the work
Anandagiri as the foremost of the earlier authors, the Guruvamh-
k&vya mentions some other place as the last resort' of Sri Sankara-

charya. Nor does it follow in this respect the Mddhaviya-Scmkara-

vijaya (nowadays regarded by the matha on the banks of the

Tunga as the sole authority on gri Sankarachirya's life) , which says

that the Acharya ended his bodily career in Kedarnath. Nor does

the Guruvamsa-kmya follow the ChidmU&ya-Sathkaravijaya, which
mentions Dattatreya-guha in Badari, many miles distant from
Kedarnath, as the last resort of Sri SankarachSrya.

The only conclusion that can be drawn from what is stated

above is either that' the two Sankaravijayas, M&dhaviya and
Chidvilasiya, did not exist at the time of the composition of the

Guruvamsa-tevya, or that the authorities of the mafha on the banks
of the Tunga were not aware of the existence of the above two
works, while directing the composition of the Guruvamsa-k&vya.

The only answer to the question why the Guruvamsa-Mvya
gives as the place of Sri Sankaracharya's last resort, a place in

Mahratva^a is that in the opinion of the authorities of the matha
on the banks of the Tungl the mention of Kafichi as the place of

Sri Sankaracharya's last resort would enhance the importance of

the Sankaraite institution in Kafichi This new alteration as re-

gards the place of Sri Sankara's last resort, namely that it was at

Mahuripuri, noted for its shrine of Dattatreya, gave a handle to
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Chidvilasa, who probably composed his Satikaravijaya later than

the Guruvamsa-k&vya, to further alter the place of Sri Acharya's

last resort to a cave in the popular Badari regarded as the abode

of Dattatreya.

vitanvan badarim protpa tapodfamkritMsrayam,

div&ai katichittatra svachchhartdamavasatsukhi.

31, 25.

ityuktva SamkaracMryakarapalfovamMariit,

avafombya karagrena dattatreyassa twpasah.

praviveia guhadvaram datva"jn5m jamsantateh,

kram&b jagama kaiUsam pramathaifi pariveshfitam.

48, 49.

The MadhawyanSankaravijaya in its turn completely discarded

the importance of Dattatreya's sannidhya for the place of Sri

Sankara's last resort, but felt the necessity of the Acharya's place

of last resort' being in a Sivakshetra, as Sri Sankara was an avatara

of Lord Siva.

p&riMnksh^varo'pyapaduddh&rakam

sevamfaatulasvastivistarahtm,

p&padawnaVil&pasamharaka'th yogibrindAdhipdh prapa

ked&rakam.

16, 100.

iU fcritosurafcarj/om netumfyagmurenam

rajataMklMrisrvngam tungamisavataram,

vidhiiatamakhuchandropendravayvagnipujvSli

suranikaravarenyah sarshisamgMh sasiddhah.

16, 103.

indrc^endrapradMnaistHdasapanvridhQ th siuvamSnapraswiair-

divyairabhyarchyamanah saradruhabhuvi dattahastavahmbah,

aruhyokshaqaimgryam prakatitamja^fitaehandr^vatamsah

srtnvannatfkasabdam mmuditamfishibhlrdhMmanaijaih

pratasthai.

16, 106.

Had The people of the eighteenth century regarded the Madhaviya-

Sankaravijaya as the sole authority for Sri Sankaracharya's life, the

then Acharya of the matha while directing the composition of the

Guruvamsa-k&vya would have caused Kedarnath and not Dat-

tatreyasrama in Mahurlpuri, to be mentioned as the place of Sri

Sankaracharya's last resort.
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This Guruvamsa-Mvya was, as already stated, directed to be

written by Sri Sachdhidananda Bharati who was the pontiff at the

beginning of the eighteenth century in the mafha on the banks of

the Tunga river in the Shimoga District of Mysore State.

Thus the reference to Anandagiri as the main authority on Sri

Sarikara's life in the Guruvamsa-kavya and the reference to Kanchi

as the place of Sri Sankara's last resort in the Guruparampara of

the Tungabhadra (Kudali) Sringeri matha go to establish that all

Sringeri institutions till the end of the latter part of the eighteenth

century held the view that Kanchi was the plate of Sri Sankara-

charya's last resort, and that it was only after that period that the

place of Sri Sankaracharya's last resort was changed from place

to place, namely Mahuripuri, Badari, and Kedara. (The latest

alteration is to Kashmir in a work on the life of Sri Sankaracharya

in Sanskrit verse published under the auspices of the Dvaraka

mafha by one Srinivisa Alaya of South Canara, in whose opinion

alterations in the details of any hero's life are not wrong, provided

they do not lower the dignity of the hero. Although he mentions

Kashmir as the place of final resort of Sri Sankaracharya, he

declares in the preface to his work that he follows the Madhaviya-

Sankaravijaya, which on the other hand mentions Kedarnath as

the place of final resort.)

The Bengali Encyclopaedia or Vi&vakosh (1892) gives under

the heading Kanchi the following information regarding Sri

Sankaracharya's last days.

'kamchlpur ek prdchhi mah&lnrth hai keval tirth hi

nahim, kanchi mahapfyhstMn hai sivakamchfcthit

ekamranath namak mah&dev ka adiling, bhagavatl* kamakshi-

devn, kx murti, bhagav&n sankarachfiry k% pratima evam samti-

dhisthal k&m&kshidevi ka mandir kuchh chhota hai. m
ke pr&ngan mem bhagavan sankarachary kl samddhi hai. isi

samadhi par uriki prastaramayl murti pratiskphit hai.'

Kanchi is one of the seven mokshapuris. According to these

Guruparamparas, not only Sri Sankaracharya chose Kanchi as

the place of his last resort but also Prithvidhara, the first pontiff

of Sringeri mafha on hearing of Sri Sankarachlrya's leaving his

mortal coil at Kanchi hurried to Kanchi and attained siddhi there.

Vidyaranya too, according to the Pushpajfiri-wmthamnaya quoted

by Kokkandrum Venkataratnam Pantulu in his Sankara-matha-
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tattva'prakasikartha~$ahgraha> a work in favour of the malha on
the banks of the Tunga (printed in the year 1877 at Sanjnini-

mudraksharasala, Feddanaickenpe,,, Madras,' , went to Hampi frou

Kanchi and after his immortal life work there returned to Kofichi

in his last moments and attained Kailas there.

tatah param gafidrindurupake sahavatsare,

vidydranyagwuh kanchlmgaryam &a babhau mahl.i,

pampakshetre vasanmaunl bhalztarakshwaiatparah,

* * * 9

visrijya k&nchinagaram sahai&varyam savlhamm,
vidyaranyagurusv&mi kailasalayamavisat

Sri Sankaracharya, Sri Prithvidharacharya, and Sri Vidya-

ranya, all these immortal sages have chosen Kanchi, the

Southern-most mokshapuri as their last resort. This was the

traditional belief of all the followers of Sri Sankara including those

of the Sringeri matha upto the eighteenth century.

On account of Sri Sankaracharya's presence during his last

days in Kanchi Kamakshi or Kamakoti pi#ia, the spiritual centre

of the earth, that centre should have become the object of rever-

ence to the then mtika world from Siberia to Java and from Thai-

land to Gandhara, wherever the Vedas and Sastras flourished and

the name of Sri Sankaracharya was known. In addition to Kanchi

being referred to as the spiritual centre of the world in different

holy texts, it may also be deemed to be the geographical centre

of the astika world mentioned above. Sri Sankaracharya seems

to have graced Kanchipuri at the end of his career on the earth,

not only on account of its being consecrated as the seat of the

devi of Dakshinamnaya but also on account of its being the centre of

the earth itself tor the spiritual regeneration of which he incarnated.

The institution on the banks of the Tungabhadra established

for the worship of Sarada should also be considered as a seat of

Bhagavatpada. That is why people pay homage to both these

institutions, and would, by the grace of the all-pervading Mother,

continue to do so.

I have put in some of the thoughts that occurred to me on

the perusal of the various works read by me. It is requested that

scholars who happen to read this may excuse me for any lapses

and help me with their suggestions, if any.
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KAMAKOTI AND NAYANMARS

ikshukodandapushpeshu
paSMrkv4akarojvaW-m

udyaUuryanibh&m vande
7nah&1nri%mrasu7idarvm.

The saktis of Ambika or the consort of Siva, present in each
and every one of the Siva temples have emanated from Sri Kanchl
Kamakosh#ia. There are about fifty Siva temples at Kanchl and

none of them contains a sanctum, sanctorum for the goddess. But
the Siva temples outside the limits of Kanchl have a separate

sanctum sanctorum for the goddess. The reason for this is to

be found in LaUlM-sahasran&ma, LaUtd-triiati, and Lalitd-ashtot-

tara}
texts on Mpa and Agama, Puranas, inscriptions, and some of

the devotional hymns traditionally known as Saiva-tirumurai com-
prising Tevaram and Tirutt&Ji4(ikam. We shall now deal with
tT>i

T
«! is detail.

The LalitfiL-sahasrawama refers to the goddess as k&TYiakopikayai

namah, the Lalitd-trisati as kamakofinilayayai namah, and the

Lalita-askpottara as T^rriakoti-mahdplthapadmusihdyai namo namah.
Thus in the three namavalis, the name kamakofi as the seat of

the goddess occurs.

PURANAS
The Bh&gaoa-U^pur&i^a printed in the Grantha and the Telugu

script referring to the firtha-yatrd of Balarama in the tenth

skandha describes Kanchl as the Kamakceti-puin: kdmakotipurm
kanchvm.

This reading is found in the Subodhira, a commentary on the

BMgavata by Vallabhacharya. And this reading alighily differs

from the one found in the Bhagavata texts printed in North India

which reads as follows: k&makoshnipuifyh ha^cJmn.

KAMAKSmvUASA
The reason for the absence of any separate sanctum sanctorum

for the goddess in the Siva temples in Kanchl and the presence of
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it in the temples outside the skirts of Kanchi is stated in this work.
The god of love, who was reduced to ashes by Lord Siva, out

of desire to have a body performed penance at Kanchi to propi-

tiate Sri Kamakshi. Pleased by his penance, Sri Kamakshi by
a mere glance from her eyes blessed him with a handsome body.

He further requested her to bless him with the power to vanquish

Lord Siva. She acceded to his request; and, she withdrew into

the bilakasa in the Sri Kamakshi temple at Kanchi the saktis that

are present m all the Siva temples. Sometime later Brahma went

to Kailasa to have darsan of Siva. After worshipping Siva, he
went to worship Devi, but could not see her there. He went to

all the Siva temples on earth and in none of the temples could

he find the presence of Devi. He reflected on the circumstances

that led to the absence of Devi in all the Siva temples and intui-

tively felt that it was due to the will of Sri Kamakshi herself.

Desirous t>f having the presence of the goddess in all the temples

as before, Brahma went to Kanchi and performed penance for

twelve years. Pleased by his penance Kamakshi said: 'Let there

be the manifestation of my saktis in all the Siva temples outside

Kanchi; but in Kanchi, which is known as Sivajit-ksheira there

need be no separate sanctum sanctorum for me

purti panchasaro'nwhgalj, pratyakshangabhilashaya

k&makoshtam sarrvasadya karmkshlm samprapujya cha

kridi dhyatva tu, tam l&mastapastepe'tidushkaram

tatastat kamadevasya tapasa tushtam&nasd

kad&chit tatra kwn&kshx maMtripurasundafi

prasanvMha mahasaktih $vakat&kshaninksha7M.t

dadau k&wfiya divyangam nrii&m&naibdadiiyakam.

(9-12)

tada sarveshu saiveshu kailasadyalayeshv, cha

yatra yatra sthitah sarva gaunh svam&ataya sthitafa

sartvakrishyaikyato devl iAshlUTm^cchubhanana.

(31-32)

kaddchidatha lokesah kail&sMy&layeshu cha

sevartham paramesasya samagatyalayam tada

devahvnalayam drishtw swasthaneshu sarvasdfy

Hmarthamambika masti saroasaivMayeshu cha

iti ch&ntya tato brahma Imnakshytfohitramityapi

vifwaya jnanadrishtyd tu k&makoshtha maWtaU
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k&makshyassannidhim prdpya dhydtvdrddhya chesvarim

sarvdlayeshu saiveshu sarvahkasthiteshu cha

yaiha iambhustathd gaurl sada sdnnidhyak&nkshayd

hridi dhyatva tu kdwMkshlm dvada&abdam tapo'karot

tatah prasannd sa devl kamakshi bhaktikdmadd

tatra brahrm"namalokya vachanam chedam abravit. (68-73)

sivajitkshetramityuktam idam kshetram vino, bhuvi

sarvalayeshv, saiveshu sannidhattam sadd'mbikd. (75)

As the goddess has withdrawn all her powers into the bita-

Msa which pervades the whole of Kafichi-kshetra, there is no

need for a separate sanctum sanctorum for the goddess in any of

the Siva temples at Kanchi.1

KANCHIMAHATMYA

Each of the five primary elements has a siva-kshetra; and,

Chidambaram is considered to be the dhasa-sivakshetra. In the

same way, each of the five primary elements has a sakti-pitha;

and, Kanchi is the dkasa-sakti-ptpha. Chidambaram and Kanchi

are thus the akasa-sthanas. In Chidambaram, the dkdsa is pre-

sent only in the kanaka-sabha. But as regards Kanchi, the whole

of Kanchi is considered to be the dkdSa-sihdna. The goddess,

Kamakshi, is in the form of bilakUa in the cave under the Gayatri-

mandapa at the Kamakshi temple. And this dkdsa pervades the

entire kshetra. This is the reason why there is no separate sanc-

tum sanctorum for the goddess in the £iva temples at Kafichi-

kshetra. As in Kasi, there is no sparsa-dosha in the Kafichi-

kshetra.

yatra purvam tvayd k&nchydm smaratZrlhamirnam hrdi

pujar&yo mah&linge •ndmnd mardalam&dhave

tatraiva cha mahdnrittam sarvaraksh&kambhidham
karomi satatam hrishtah pardkdse biMntare

atra dabhrasabhdm&tram parakdha iti smritam

tarta sarv&pibhuh kdnchydm pardk&sah smrito budhah
satyam jrifim,Tmnantarmdyam yo veddsya guh&ntare

paravyomni cha vai kdnchydm, so's^nuteyamathepsitdn

sarvajnemnuMno'rvd mahato mahatantaram

t Vide KMchim&hatmya, 44, 4 to IX.
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ye tu paAyantydtmakriUgunadHkkritamgja^h

tatra ye param8.ka.6e pravisanU janah hare

te sarve manmay&h syurvai muktattrmnastu te smritafi

agnimadhyagatam vastu tanmayam syadyatha kshavat

evam MncM pravishpa ye manmayah syur na saihsayah

tasmadatra wrinam sanghe svapactenanna sutakam
cfatndManamapi hare sprishtvd kanchyam na sutakam.

(44,4 to 11)

TANTRIC TEXTS

Ottiyanam, as we know from its usage in the Tamil country,

is an ornament worn around the waist. It is called kanchi in

Sanskrit. This will be over the navel position. The work,

Meru-tantra, states that Kanehikshetra is the navel position of

the earth.

vide Merutantra, 10, 848.

SAUBHAGYA-CHINTAMAJyi

This work which was composed by the great" sage Durvasa

and is still followed in the Kamakshi temple at Kanchi refers to

the seven moksha-puris in the words

—

ayodhyadishv, pifheshu prithivyadishvanuicramat.

Of the seven moksha-puris,

ayodhya mathura mayd kJaM kanchi avantikd

purl dvaravaM chaiva saptaite mokshad&yikah,

the first five, beginning with Ayodhya and ending with Kanchi,

are five sakti-plthas beginning with prithvi. And, Kanchi, thus

becomes the ahasapitha. This is in conformity with the view ex-

pressed in the K&nch^mahMmya.

TEXTS ON SCULPTURE AND AGAMAS

The aipa texts also speak of the goddess in temples only

as K&makosTvtham. For instance, the silpa text, Manasara, states:

kamakoshphavidhim vakshye. (65, 1)

The Saiva-agamas, the SukshmMgama and the Karuyagama,

refer to the seat of the goddess as Kamakoshtha.
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(i) kamakoskthavidhim vakshye sriw tvam tat pramanjana

[Sukshmagama : gaktipratislitha-kaniakoti'vidhipatala]

(i) hhogangamarchanam kury&t saroasampat samriddhidham

ratrau pujavasane tu ardhayamena k&rayet

mandirasyottare bhage T^makosUfhasya madhyame

\karunagama: yogangarchana-WtAga]

INSCRIPTIONS

That the seat' of the goddess in the Siva temples is referred to

as Kamakoshtha could be seen from the inscriptions found in

the many Siva temples. The book entitled South Indian Temple

Inscriptions, published by the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Library, Madras, contains several such inscriptions which are as

follows:

CHIDAMBARAM:

koilukkum tirukk&makottamudaya peria nachchiy&rukhtm

sattiyarula2

AVTNASI:

koilil UrukkMmakkottattu naehchiycir perunkarwna^

VIJAYAMANGALAM:

timm^lsvaramudaiySr timkkamakkofpattalu (kai) tada(ya)
na nikthchiya^kkamiidupadi*

TIRUVORRIYCR:

tiruvomyurudaiya iwyanar koinimkkamakkot^amudaiya
nachchiyarukku vendum nibandangalukku5

2. South Indian Temple Inscriptions. (Madras: Government Oriental
Manuscripts Library), Part I, No. 14, p. 22.

3. Ibid., No. 197, p. 190.

4. Ibid., No. 267, p. 248.

5. Ibid., No. 530, p. 517.
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TIRUPPALAIVANAM:

tirupp&lawnamwdaya nayanar UrukkSmakkotpam iyadilum
papddi rvachchiyarukku*

TJEUKKATTUPPALLI:

tirufcfoamafcfcottamtwl!aii/a nachchiyar afagamar mangaiyarkku1

tirukkamakkotpamudaiya periyavdchchUr alagamar mangaiya-
rukku katrali*

VALLAM:

ikkoil si k&makoUamvdaiya nachchiyarukkum vendum
nimittattirku9

mUFPALANAM:
ikkoil pujai nilaihalum timkkoTwkotpamv&aiya nMckchiarkoil

bhatpacharya nilaiyum10

tmn elundaruluvitta UrukkAmakottamv4aiyar firuppaZffl7tat-

twdaiyarkku11

innayanar Mrukh&makoftamwdaiya periya nachchiyar12

KOILADI:

ikkoilil wan eluridaruluvitta timkymakotfamudai akhUa-

naydkiyarkku pujaikkurn?3

HASTIGHH:

sri puravaradiiubara kamakotti (#) mbikaTapraptavaraprasida1*

CHIDAMBARAM:
devyastasy&h Mkhariduhituh kihmkoshthasthii&yty,

prakarajyamapida^hiyitam^saukliptavan mo^opancfea

6. Ibid., No. 539, p. 528.

7. Ibid., Part II, No. 597, p. 586.

8. Ibid., No. 598, p. 586.

9. Ibid., No. 635, p. 613.

10. Ibid., No. 1042, p. 975.

11. Ibid., No. 1048, p. 980.

12. Ibid., No. 1049, p. 981.

13. Ibid, Part m, Section I, No. 1175, p. 1152.

14. Ibid., No. 1209, p. 1220.
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ldnchestyfy, svapati mtnnasyaimyogyaprahofram

satyam bhaktya sukaramakarot bhushanam mauktipuroam1̂

pltambaraih k&nchanamesha devy&fy

tat kamakoshthaMhitamasihitayah

chakara yadvairiviU&nlrvam

vanagnidhiimikhbarat&m karoti1*

SAIVA TmUMURAI

Devotional hymns traditionally known as Saiva Tirumurai in
Tamil literature refer to the seat of the goddess as Kamakottam
or K&makotti. Appar of the seventh century in his Tiruvadikai
Tirutta-ndakam uses the word Kamakotti; and this conforms to

the version in the inscriptions referred to above.

ehmdirai natittuvalai nanainda tmgal

ilanMttahalhinra valarSadaiyane

kolumpavalacchenganivai kamakatfi

kongaiyinai yamarporudu kolahganda

talumpuh/oe varai m&rbil vetpw&hwde

sdntamodu santanttinalaru tahgi

alundiya sentiruvuruvil veniitrrane

avamkMla tihai vftraffiattiine

Sundaramurti Nayanar in the Tevaram relating to Onakantan-
tali situated on the northern bank of Sarvatlrtha in KMehl speaks
of Kamakofta thus:

varirum kulanmai vanedwngan

malmmahan madhuvimmu konrait-

ianrunta$ammbu whgut-

taiyaWluhhuyya vaitta

karirwmpolir kacchimud&r

k&makottamuwd&ha ratr poy
uridum picehaikolvadenne

o^kmtanraliyulvre

[7th Tirumurai: Onakantantali 6]

15. Ibid, Part m, Section H, Nos. 1271-73, pp. 1321-23,
16. Ibid.
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It is to be specially noted that the Tev&ram of Tirujnana-

sambandar relating to Alangu^i—the Dakshinamurtikshetra in the
Tanjore district in the south—refers to the sanctum sanctorum of

the goddess as kacchi kamakofi

nacchittoluvlr kanamakkadu solver

fcaccTwppoli k&makkodiyudan kMi
icchitUrum pulaiyidam konga vUan

ucchittalaiyil balikonchiZalune

It may be added here that prior to the introduction of the printing

press the same symbol was used to denote both the long and short

sound of 'O'. Hence kodi in kamakkodi in the above Tev&ram
must be read as kodi. Here kacchi means Kanchlpuram and

Tirajnanasathbandar explicitly states that the sanctum sanctorum

of the goddess is Kanchi Ramakoti.

EPILOGUE

The sthala-pumna, Karmkshtvildsa, already referred to, states

the reason why there is no separate sanctum sanctorum for the

goddess in any one of the Siva temples in Kanchi and the presence

of a separate sanctum sanctorum for the goddess in all the Siva tem-

ples outside tihe skirts of Kanchi Goddess Kamakshi after blessing

the god of love with a body retracted all her powers in the

biWcasa at the Kamakshi temple in order to help the god of love

in his victory over Siva. Later, on Brahma's request she spread

all her powers in the Siva temples outside Kanchi. The goddess

in the form of bilakasa pervades the entire kanchtkshetra. Hence

there is no need for any special sanctum sanctorum for the

goddess in the Siva temples at Kanchi. It is only from here that

she again spread all her powers to be manifested in the temples

outside Kanchi-kshetra. Herein lies a matter of profound im-

portance, namely that the term K&makoti which is applied to the

sanctum sanctorum of the goddess in the Siva temples is derived

from the K&makoshtha of Kanchi. This point is further substantiat-

ed in the Alangwdi Tev&ram of Tirajfianasaahbandar wherein he

refers to the sanctum sanctorum of the goddess at Alangu4i as

Kacchi K&makodi. This Tevaram in unmistakable terms refers to

the identity of Kafiehl Kamakoti with the cettibika of the local

shrine. And within the city boundary of Kanchi there is no
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garbha-gtiha with. Ambika installed in it. No key to this curious
phenomenon in the millenium-old temple construction scheme
within the Kanchi city limits and to the countrywide practice of
referring to Ambika shrines in the Siva temples as KamakopL
would have been available but for the two texts—the KSbm&kshl-
viTMsa and the AUmgu^i Tevaram of Saint Saihbandar. A few
lines in the simple sthala-pur&na of Kamakshi has regulated the

millenium-old temple worship of Ambika all over the country.

May Kamakshi -whose divine rays are manifested in the
sanctum sanctorum of the goddess in all the Siva temples and
who is the para-sakti of the Kamakoti-pi^ha, which has been
doubly sanctified by being presided over by Adi gankara himself
and now by our Jagadguru Sri Chandrasekharendra SarasvatS,

protect us all

!

kamaparipanthik&mini
kamesvari karnaptthamadhyagate

kamadugh& bkava Jcamale
kamakale kamakoti kamakshi.
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SRI KAMAKOTI PITHA OF SRI SANKARACHAKYA

by

N. Ramesan
M.A., 1JL.S.

Kanchi, the famous city of temples, known from times imme-
morial as one of the seven Mokshapuris of India, is intimately

connected with the life and works of the great Advaitic
teacher Sri Sankara. Almost all the works which deal with the
life and doings of Sri Sankara, called Sankara-vijayas, refer to

Sri Sankara's consecrating Sri Kamakshi and Srichakra in Kanchl-
puram. Thus, the Madhaviya Sankara-vijaya in chapter 15 says
that Sri Sankara reached Kanchi after worshipping Ramanatha at

Ramesvaram. The Anandagiri Sankara-vijaya, which is recognised

by orientalists as the authentic biography of Sri Sankara, refers

to Sankara's visit to Kanchlpuram, the establishment of his Matha
there, his giving the Yogalinga to Sri Suresvara as well as his siddhi

at Kanchi itself. The Chidvilaslya Sankara-vijaya says that Sri

Sankara visited Kanchi and bimself drew and consecrated the

Srichakra with his own hand in the temple and ascended the Sar-

vajnapitha at Kanchi after satisfying the various opponents. These

traditions have continued in other works like the Patanjalicharita

by Ramabhadra and the Sankarabhyudaya by Rajaehudamani

DIkshita. The great Mhasa Siva-rahasya in the chapter dealing

with the life of Sri Sankara refers to Kanchi as Sankara's final

place of resort. These literary evidences tend to prove that Sri

Sankara established his monastery at Kanchlpuram, ascended the

Sarvajnapitha there and also attained his siddhi there. This Matha

of Sankara which has been adorned in a continuous line by the

great Acharyas of Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Ktha is stall serving as a

beacon light for the spiritual guidance of all devotees who turn

to it with devotion and sincerity.

Kanchlpuram which is thus the seat of the Sri Kanchi Kama-

koti PItha from times immemorial, is also well known to us from
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other sources. Literary references to Kanchi can be traced back

to the centuries before Christ, the earliest being that made by

Pataiijali (C 150 B.C.) in his Mahabh&shya. The Chinese records

mention about an embassy sent from China to Kanchi (Houang.

Teem) in the 2nd Century B.C. The Sangam age literature of

the Tamils which also belongs to the same period furnishes us

glimpses of the city of Kanchi or Kacchi. Tradition has it that

Karikala Chola, one of the illustrious rulers of Sangam period en-

larged and beautified this town. Ton^aiman Ilandiraiyan,1 the

famous contemporary of Karikala, who was also a poet of repute

is credited with the excavation of a big tank at Tenneri or Tinya-

neri which is about 14 miles to the north-east of Kanchl.2 The

Perumpanatruppa<dai of Rudran Kannanar describes Kanchi as a

well planned and strongly fortified city with high ramparts, King's

palaces, broad streets, busy bazaars, and numerous public build-

ings built of burnt brick. A strong and invincible army always

guarded the palace in which Ilandiraiyan the King lived. Festi-

vals were celebrated with much pomp when large numbers of

people flocked at the city and worshipped at the temples. A tem-

ple of the God "who sleeps on a serpent couch" is specially men-

tioned by the author.3 Manimekhalai, a Buddhist epic written by

a Sattanar of Madurai, a Kulavar^igan or grain merchant', gives us

a graphic description of Kanchi, in the post-sangam period (c. 5th

Century A.D.) . The city was said to be then afflicted by a famine

and Manimekhalai went to the town to offer relief to the affected.4

She is said to have visited the Buddhist Chaitya built' by Hankilli,

the brother of Chola Tondukalarkilli, and stayed in the Dharma-

davana arama located in the south-west of the city.

The history of the Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pi^ha is thus closely

connected with the history of Kanchipuram itself since the PItha

1. Mediaeval Telugu Chola records are all unanimous about Karikala

ruling from Kanchi while the Tiruvalangadu plates of Rajendra Chola I Bay

that Karikala renovated and beautified its structures with gold.

2. Kadiyalur Rudran Kannanar Tattuppattu'.

3. The temple is at present identified by some with Yathoktakari temple

in the suburbs of Tiruvelka and if it is so this is perhaps the earliest refe-

rence to Vishnu as an Anantasayi in the Tamil literature.

4 The ruling king is said to have welcomed her and constructed at

her request a Ktha for Buddha and shrines for the Goddesses Kpatilakai

end Manimekhalai
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was established there from the times of Sri gankara. Apart from
the literary evidences quoted above, the Matha itself is preserving

a good number of copper-plate inscriptions which give us consi-

derable insight into the antiquity of the Matha in historical times.

The evidence of these copper plate grants is also supported by
stone-epigraphs which we find in places like Kanchlpuram, Ambi,

etc. These are further supplemented by the evidence of contempo-

rary records of the past 200 or 250 years in several archives like the

SarasvatI Mahal Library, the Madras Central Record Office, etc. The
most ancient of all the copper plate epigraphs of the Kamakoti
Pitha is that of the Telugu Chola King, &r! Vijaya Ganda Gopala.

(Vide p. 448) . The grant purports to record the grent of the village

Ambikapuram by iSri Vijaya Gan$a Gopala to Sri gankaraya Guru
of the Matha situated to the west of £ri Hastisailanatha for the pur-

pose of feeding 108 Brahmins every day. The details of the date of

the grant are given, as cyclic year Khara, the Sun being in Karka-

taka Rasi, the Uthi being Dasami of gukla Paksha, Anuradha Nak-

shatra, and the week day being Monday. This has been edited by

me elsewhere and on the basis of the astronomical evidence given

above, it has been shown that the date of the grant corresponds

only to 17th July 1111 A.D. The boundaries of the village Ambi-

kapuram which was then granted are given in the grant as Gridhra-

pura to the west, Kanchlpuram to the east, Kaidaduppur to the

south, and Sirnanni to the north. The village is said to be situat-

ed to the north of the river Vegavatl. These villages are still

existing near Kanchlpuram. Ambikapuram is known today as

Ambi and to its south is a village Kadirpur which can be identified

with Kaidaduppur, t*o the north is a village girunai whicK

can be identified with the village Sirnanni. This is the earliest

copper plate grant of the Matha and it belongs to the 12th

century A.D.

This grant is also referred to in another stone epigraph on

one of the walls of the temple in Ambi. It is of the time of Sri

Krishnadeva Raya of Vijayanagara empire and signed by Chandra-

sekhara SarasvatI. This epigraph is of Saka year 1436 (or 1514

A.D.), in the cyclic year Bhava, 13th tithi of Adi month. This

epigraph has also been edited by me elsewhere. In this, the vil-

lage Ambi is referred to as "Nammutfaiya Ma^appuram Ambi".

The word "Madappuram" refers to villages given as grants to

Mathas only. Hence this stone epigraph also gives collateral evi-
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dence that the village Ambi granted in the 12th century A.D.

continued to be in the possession of the Matha till the 16th cen-

tury A.D. since it is referred to as Ma#appuram in one of the

stone epigraphs of the village itself. It is pertinent to note that

the Matha owns Inam lands in the village Ambi even now.

This clearly shows the authenticity of the grant and the fact that

the village has been in possession of the Matha for nearly 800

years ever since it was granted by Sri Vijaya Gantfa Gopala Deva

in the 12th century A.D.

There are several copper plate grants in possession of the

Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitfia which gives us an insight into the in-

fluence of the Matha over the religious and spiritual life of the peo-

ple during the course of the centuries. Some important ones are

given here.

(1) In 1507 A.D. or Saka 1429, Sri Viranarasirhha Deva Ma-
haraja, the elder brother of the famous Krishnadeva Raya of Vija-

yanagara empire, had granted to Sri Mahadeva Sarasvati, the

disciple of Sri Sadasiva Sarasvati a village called Kundiyantan-

dalam in the Valakuru Sima of the Padaivldu Rajya. (Vide

pp. 449-450). A hamlet Suruttial which lies on the border of

Kun^iyantandalam is referred to as Sankaracharyapuram in an

inscription in the Varadarajasvami temple at Kanehipuram.5

(2) Sri Vijayaranga Chokkanatha, the Nayak King of

Madura granted in 1708 A.D., cyclic year Vikriti, some land situ-

ated in a number of places on the banks of the Akhansgla Kaveri

and Coleroon at the instance of the Svaml of the Sarada Matha

for the maintenance of the feeding of Brahmins in the Matha at

Gajaranya Kshetra (Tiruvanaikkoil) in the island of Srirangam.

(Vide pp. 451-452).

(3) The last grant is an exceedingly interesting one made

bv the Qutub Shahi Muslim king, Tana Shah, issued on the first

day of the month of Shawal of Hijri year 1088. The day of the

grant is found to correspond to 17th November 1677 A.D. (Vide

5. See Annual Report on Epigraphy, 1919-20: No. 443 of 1919.

This stone inscription substantiates the grant of Viranarasimha which,

however, has some confusion in date according to T. A. Gopinatha Rao, the

Travancore epigraphist
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pp. 453-454) .
The grant is in Telugu letters. Half of it is in Persian

and the other half in Sanskrit language. A perusal of the other

Firmans of the Qutub Shahi King, Tana Shah available in the

Central Record Office, Hyderabad, shows that this method of using

local scripts and several languages was quite common with this

king. Tana Shah was a remarkably broadminded ruler and the fact

that he made a grant to the Aeharya of the Sri Kamakoti Pitha

proves the influence and the high esteem in which the Matha was
held by even kings of an alien faith in those days.

Coming now to the past 200 or 250 years, we have a wealth

of details about the Matha and its history, preserved in the Modi
records of the Madras Central Records office, the Sarasvati Mahal
Library and the archives of the Matha itself. Tradition has it that

during the Carnatic wars on account of disturbed conditions, the

Matha was transferred from Kanchipuram to Tanjavur and then

later from Tanjavur to Kumbhakor-am. The Mackenzie Manu-
scripts throw light as regards the inscriptions relating to Sri

Kamakoti Matha.

The portion relating to ©ri Sankaracharya of the Kamakoti

Pitha, Kumbhakonam, is found on page cclxxiii and cclxiv (263 &

264) of the second volume of Mackenzie's collection published by

Wilson in 1828. It is extracted below:

Page CCLXIII: Report of Babu Rao, Maratta Translator to

Col. C. Mackenzie, of his journey to Pondicherri, Karaical etc.,

along the coast for the purpose of collecting historical information,

coins etc., from the 24th December, 1816 to 27th May, 1817.

April 8th and 9th, 1817: Proceeding by way of Nachargudi I

arrived at Kumbhakonam, collecting some coins thereof from the

shroffs. 10th: I visited the chief priest of Sankarachari, expending

four rupees on fruit etc., to introduce myself, and requested him

to give me a copy of the copper inscription he had in his Matham,

but some of the Karyasthalu (or managers of the Matham) direct-

ly denied that there were any inscriptions on copper-plate, being

afraid of losing their original documents which they had saved

through many years from destruction of different wars. I encou-

raged them much assuring them that I would take no original

but only wanted a copy; they answered that if I assured them

only a copy was to be taken, and that I would give them a recom-
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mendation to my master regarding their discontinued Jagirs, and

obtain their restoration of any of the discontinued villages, that

he would give me a particular account of the Chola, Chera and

Pandian-together with that of the Rajas of Bijanagur as he was
the Guru of all the Rajas. I accordingly gave them recommenda-

tory letter. Then confiding in my assertions that I had only come

to copy inscriptions, and collect historical information he was much
pleased and promised to get me particular information of the Rajas

that had ruled from the commencement of the Kali Yugam. He
took me into his agraharam and showed me about 125 copper

sasanams each contained in five or six copper plates, he gave

a copy of two, presented me with a piece of cloth worth 5 rupees

and gave me leave promising me to get me a particular account

of the Chola Rajas together with several coins if I recommended

him personally to my master at Madras, and got any assistance

to recover their discontinued villages.

One of the records is 31/C Item 60 subsection 5 from the Mo$
records from the Sarasvati Mahal Library, Tafijavur. There is a

petition where a number of people had made a complaint to the

then king of Taniavur about the alleged misdeeds of some

Karyastha of the Matha. This interesting document belongs to

the time of §rl Mahadevendra Sarasvati who ascended the Kama-
koti Pltha in the year 1851 during the time of the last king Sivlji

of Tafijavur; and in this the petitioners in their introductory

oaragraphs give a brief but interesting account of the Matha.

It is stated in the petition as follows:

'.'The Mutt of Sri Sankaracharya Svamy at Kumbhakonam
was a small Mutt* when it was at Kanchipuram. Eaia

Prataph Singh brought the 6ankaracharya from Kafichi

and built a Mutt at Dabir Agraharam, granted Mohini

lands, offered him his first honour and respect, etc., etc.

This clearly shows that the Matha was shifted from Kanchipuram

to Taniavur during the time of the rei<?n of Raja Pratap Simha

of Tafijavur. We have fortunately enough of original documentary

6. In the report of Babu Rao to Col. C. Mackenzie reference is made

to the Mutt's discontinued Jagirs and the request to their restoration. Pro-

bably it was in this stage that the institution is described as a small mutt.
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evidence of the Tanjavur Maratha rulers themselves to substan-

tiate the above.

There is an order issued by King Pratap Sahha of the Tan-
javur Maratha Rulers preserved in the Madras Central Record
office as Record No. C-37/ 38-43 of the Tanjavur Palace Records.

This is in Hemadipant Mofc script. In this order the king had
stipulated that the sambhavana to the Acharya of the Sri Kanchi
Kamakoti Pitha should be paid at some uniform specified rates.

The Acharya is mentioned as

''Srimad Paramahamsa Parivra.2akacha.rya Sriniad Pupja
gankara Bhagavad Pudacharyanam Adhishthmie Simhasane
Abhishiktanam Sri Chaiidrasekhara Sarasvatlndm PUjya-

yoh £ripadayoh"_

In describing the Birudavali of the Acharya the king used the

following phrases:

"Srlmad Sakala Bhiimandalafank&ra Trayastrimsat Koti-

devatd Sevita Sri Kamakshi Devisanata Sakshatkdra

Paramadhisph&na, Satyavrala Namankitax Kanchi Dicyak-

shetre Mradamatha Sthitandm", etc., etc.

From the above, it will be very clearly seen that the Birudavali

of the Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha which is existing today was

used in full in 1748 A.D. by King Pratap Simha of Tanjavur.

There are a number of other Modi records of the same king and
his successors, which go to reveal the great esteem and regard

in which the Acharyas were held by Maratha Rulers of Tanjavur.

The question as to why the Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha shifted

its headquarters from Kanchipuram to Kumbhakonam arises for

consideration. That the Pitha was established by Adi Sankara at

Kanchipuram, and that it has been continuing in an unbroken line

of great Acharyas is clear from the other evidence already shown

here. As to why and when the Pitha shifted its headquarters to

Kumbhakonam, we have clear evidence in another important pub-

lic record. This is about a court case belonging to the times of

the 64th Acharya of the Pitha. In the year 1844 A.D., the authori-

ties of Sri Sringeri Matha filed a civil suit in the Trichi District

Sadar Amin Court that the right for the Tatanka Pratishtha of

Goddess Akhilanclesvari belonged only to that Matha. Sri Kanchi
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Kamakoti Pitha was made the first defendant in the above civil

suit The plaint of the plaintiff, the answer of the first defendant

the reply of the plaintiff for this and the defendant's rejoinder, the

evidence presented by both sides, and the judgment, are all now
available to us in print. Ultimately the court decided that the do-

cuments submitted on behalf of the Sringeri Matha were not relia-

ble, and that the oral evidence adduced on their behalf was self-

contradictory, and the suit was dismissed with costs. This suit

bears the number O. S. 95/1844. This was taken in appeal No.

109/1846 and in special appeal petition No. 106/1848 to higher

courts and in both the appeals the Sringeri Matha's claims were

disallowed with costs to this defendant. This one record is more
than enough to give us a graphic insight into the affairs of gri

Kanchi Klamakoti Pitha about 120 years ago. This record contains

an important point of reference. In the rejoinder of the 6ri Kan-

chi Kamakoti Pitha, para 20, the reasons for the shift of the Ma$ha

from Kanchlpuram to Kumbhakonam are clearly given. The follow-

ing is a free translation of the relevant passage:

"The plaintiff in column 20 of his reply states that if it is true

that the Kamakoti Pitha was established at Kanchipuram by

Sankara and if Sankara's disciple was installed there, the first

defendant should still be residing there only and the reason for

his residence at Kumbhakonam has not been stated in the defen-

dant's answer. It is not stated in any authoritative text that the

Kamakoti Pithadhipati must necessarily live only at Kanchipuram

and should not take up his residence in any other place. The

first defendant's disciples and other staff of the Matha are still

living in the Kanchipuram Matha and are still carrying on the

daily Puja to the Sarvajfia Pitha there. The first defendant's

Parama Guru (that is Guru's Guru) wanted to reside on the

banks of the river Cauvery and hence came to reside in Kumbha-
konam. He brought along with him the Yogalinga Chandra-

mauMvara Svami, consecrated by Suresvaracharya. The local

Rajahs and other disciples afforded every facility and convenience

to him and hence he used to alternate his residence between

Kumbhakonam and Kanchipuram, etc., etc.".

The above clearly gives the reason as to why Sri Kanchi

Kamakoti Pitha was shifted to Kumbhakonam. This record

belongs to the time of the 64th Acharya, Sri Chandrasekharendra
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Sarasvati V. He was the Lead of the Pitha from 1814 to 1851
A.D. His Parama Guru was the 62nd Acharya, Sri Chandra-
sekharendra Sarasvafi IV who adorned the Pitha from 1746 to

1783 A.D. It was this Acharya, who shifted his headquarters from
KMchipuram to Kumbhakonam in order to carry out his medita-
tion and worship on the peaceful banks of the river Cauvery. He
attained Siddhi in 1783 A.D. in Kumbhakonam itself. The tradi-

tional accounts of the shift of the Matha from Kanchipuram to

Kumbhakonam assign it to the period of King Pratapa Simha,
one of the Tanjavur Maratha Rulers who was a great devotee of

the Acharya. This has been clearly corroborated by the Modi
document of 1750 A.D. mentioned above. This king ruled between
1740 and 1768 A.D. This traditional account of the shift of the

Matha, is fully borne out by the statement made in the court

documents mentioned above. It is thus clear that in the latter

half of 1jhe 18th century, the Ma+ha was shifted from Kanchi-

puram to Kumbhakonam.7

There is another record of 1783 A.D. which was given by the

Raja of Sivaganga on September 10, in which the village Pukva-

cheri was granted to the Matha. This grant purports to give the

village Pulavacheri in Salivahana gakabda 1705, Kalyabda 4884,

cyclic year Sobhana, Avani Masa, 28th tithi, Suklapaksha, Bhauma
Vasara and Paurnimavasya day, to Sr% K&makoti Pitha Singh&sa-

n&bhishikta Snmad Sri Mafia Bhagavatpadfaharya Svami Matha
situated in Sri KancWpuram Divyakshetra, for Svami Puja, Dipa-

radhana, brahmin feeding, etc., etc. We know from other evidence

that the 63rd Acharya came to the Pitha on 20th January 1783

A.D., and on 10th September of the same year, the Pulavacheri

record clearly establishes that the Pitha was situated in Kanchi-

puram. We have already seen that the Pvtha had been shifted

from Kanchipuram to Kumbhakonam only a few years ago and

^ence it can be safely deduced that the 63rd Acharya, Maha-

7. Cf. 'The celebrated Dabir Pandit an expert in Revenue mature too*

another of the great men in his court. He continued to serve the son of

Pratap except for a short period and did much good to the state. He and

Pratap welcomed to Kumbakonam the SankarachSrya of K&makoti Pitha

from Udayarpalayam whither the latter had shifted from KSfient on account

of the increasing Muhammadan trouble in the City By K. R. Subramanian,

The Maratha Rajas of Tanjore, Chap, vii, p. 48.

57
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devendra Sarasvati IV must have come to Kanchlpuram im-

mediately after ascending the Pitha probably on tour. This also

fully bears out the statement mentioned in the Court document

that the Acharyas used to live alternatively in Kanchlpuram and

Kumbhakonam and that the worship at the Matha at Kanchl-

puram was being continued by the disciples, since only a few years

after the shift of the Matha, the grant clearly mentions that the

Matha was situated in K&fichlpuram.

Though the Matha was thus shifted to Kumbhakonam in the

latter half of the 18th century, still in all the records of the Matha

the Acharyas were still being mentioned only as Sri Kaiichi Kama-
koti Pithadhipatis. For example, a Firman of the Nawab of Arcot

of 1792 A.D., mentions that Sri Kamakoti SankardcMrya should

be given all facilities while going to Tirupati, river Krshna, e^c<

(Vide pp. 455-456).

Another grant bearing the seal of Saadat Khan confirms a

previous one by Dawud Khan, the original donqr Naib of the Nizam

from 1700 to 1708 to Sahkaracharya Gossain of the village of

Ponnambalam (Poonai) in the Karnataka Taluk of Hyderabad,

meastiring 250 chakras of dry land free of taxes. This document

is dated 6 Zilhijja in the 6th year of the reign of the Emperor

Mohamed Shah, 5th August 1725 A.D. There is a stone epigraph

in the grantha script of the 63rd Acharya, Sri Mahadevendra

Sarasvati in the Adi Kumbhesvara Svaml temple in Kumbha-
konam. Here also, the Acharya is referred "to as:

srl achdryasmmibhih nirrmta

kanchipithabhishi[kta]

in mahadevendrayati ubhayam

Another stone epigraph in Grantha characters of the same

Acharya is found in that temple itself which is as follows:

"Salivahana Sakabdam 1722, Dunmaii varsham, Kumbhesvara-

svami Somaskanda—murtikku ardhamantapam, mahamantapwrn

mudwmu Sri Kanchi Kamakotipiihadhipati Chandramoulisvwra

dasabhuta Sri Mahadevayati dharmam" (Vide pp. 457-458).

It is significant' to note that in a temple epigraph in Kumbhakonam
itself, in the beginning of the 19th century, the Acharya is referred

to as Sri Kciichi Kamakoti Pithadhipati only.
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During the close of the 18th century Avani Sringeri mutt h»d
sent a grimukham to the then Acharya of the Kamakoti Pitha. The
Avani Sringeri Mutt is one of the sub-divisions of the" Saradapltha
each having religious jurisdiction over specified areas of the Kar-
nataka region; the others heing Sringeri on the Tunga, Viru-
paksha Sruigeri, givagaiiga Srhigeri and Karavir Srifigeri. The"

Avani Sringeri has jurisdiction in the eastern portion of the Mysore
territory bordering Tamil land. During the close of the 18th century

the Mutt began to tour the Tiruchirapalli district on the hanks of

the Akhanda Kaveri and when it was brought to its notice that it

has encroached upon the traditional rights of the Kamakoti PlthSm

in that locality, the mutt forwarded a Srlmukham to the Kamakoti-
pitham making amends and informing the routes they would take

without violating the status quo in the locality. The route includes

Pudukotta, Madurai, Ramesvaram, Ramnad, Sivaganga, Tirunel-

veli and Travancore.8 The Acharya of Kamakoti Pitha is referred

to in this letter as:

Srvmad Sankara bhagavatpadacharyayam adhishthane

Simhasandbhishihtanam Sri Kamakoti Pifhadhipati

Sri Mahadevendra Sarasvati. (Vide p. 459).

Two letters were sent by the sovereign of Travancore towards

the close of the 18th Century or the early years of the 19th Cen-

tury to the pontiff of 6rl K'anchi Kamakoti Pitha. These letters

have been written by His Highness Bala Rama Kulasekhara Varma

the then Maharaia of Travancore and have been addressed to His

Holiness Sri Mahadevendra Sarasvati who was the disciple of His

Holiness 6rl Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati of the Kafichi Kama-

koti Pitha. The first epistle contemplates the sending of an young

elenhant to His Holiness as an offering to ChandramouMvara;

while the second one tells that the same has actually been des-

patched. (Vide p. 460). Both these epistles fervently pray for the

contemplated visit of His Holiness to Trivandrum. These letters

8. The Mackenzie manuscript, this Srimukham of the Avani Sringeri Mutt,

the firman of the Nawab of Arcot, the manual of Pudukottah state (Vol. 1,

Chapter 3) referring to the large following of the peoples and the ruling

family towards the Kamakoti-pitha tend to show that large portion* of

Andhra, Tamil and Kerala regions were ofering their allegiance directly to

Sri K&makoti PUha.
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have been written in excellent Sanskrit in the Devanagari script

and they are noteworthy for the sweetness of their language

choice of expression, depth of learning and devotion.

Both the epistles are undated. By a careful study of the

genealogy of the Travancore ruling dynasty, one could come to

the conclusion that these letters should have been written during

the time of Bala Rama Varma, the first (Avittam Tirunal) who
flourished between the years 1798-1810. There were three sove-

reigns of the Travancore ruling dynasty bearing the name of

Bala Rama Varma. Bala Rama Varma I (Avittam Tirunal) flou-

rished between 1798-lglO. During his period, the pontiff at the

Kamakoti Pitha was His Holiness Sri Mahadevendra SarasvaM

(1783-1814). Bala Rama Varma II (Svati Tirunal) nourished

between 1829-1847 A.D. And, during this period the pontiff at the

Kamakoti Pitha was His Holiness Sri Chandrasehharendra Saras-

vaM (1814-1854 A.D.) Bala Rama Varma III (Mulam Tirunal)

flourished between 1885-1924; and during this period the pontiffs

at the Kamakoti Pitha were His Holiness Sri Mahadevendra Saras-

vaU (1857-1891), His Holiness Chandrasekharendra Sarawak

(1891-1907) , His Holiness Sri Mahadevendra SarasvaM (1907) , and

His Holiness Sri Chandrahkharendra SarasvaM, tht present Head

of the Kamakoti Pfyha.

The two epistles were sent to His Holiness Sri MahSdevendra

Sarasvatf, by the king Bala Rama Varma. These could not have

been sent by Bala Rama Varma II (1829-1847) because the pontiff

at Kamakoti Paha then was His Holiness Sri Chandrasekharendra

Sarasvafi. Both the letters bear the signature of the court which

tried the suit of 1847. Hence they could not have been sent by

Bala Rama Varma HI (1885-1924). Therefore they must have been

sent by B&h Rama Varma I to the pontiff of the Kamakoti Pitha

His Holiness Sri Mahadevendra Sarasvati towards the close of the

18th Century or tfie early years of tfie 19th Century.

In these two epistles the Acharya is referred to as follows:

"Srimad Kawhidivyayatana--naUnakara-mahamandana-Saradn-

mathaaarasijaraiahaimmnam Srimad Sankarabhaaavadpadfl^

charyamm adhiskthane smhdsanabhishikta Mahadevendra-

sarasvafi PaMravindayoli".
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In 1808 A.D. Chatrapati Maharaja Serfoji had sent a letter of

invitation to the 63rd Acharya in which the Guru is referred to

as follows:

"Srimad Pamnwhamsa, Parivrajak&cha.yavarya Srimad San-
kara BhagavatpadacMryanam Adhiskthana Simhasane Abhishik-
tamm Srimad Chandrasekharendra Sarawatt Samyammdrun&m
antevasivarya, Sri Mahadevendra Sarasvati Sripidanam," etc. etc.

(Vide pp. 461-463).

In 1839 A.D., the 64th Acharya, gri Chandrasekharendra Saras-

vatl performed the Kumbhabhishekam of Sri Kafichi Kamaksh!
temple. There is a stone epigraph in the temple which mentions

this in Telugu characters as follows:

"Svasti Sr% Viyayabhyudaya Salivahana Sak&bda 1761

(1839 A.D.) , Vik&rt Mma Samvatsara .... Sri K&nchi Kamakoti

Pvth&dhipatulaina, Sri Chandra&ekhara Svamulavaru, Kumhha-
koyamunimchi Kanchikivachchi, etc., et'c."

There is another interesting letter of 1858 A.D. written by

the Garrison officer of Kumbhakonam to the Agent of the Matha

in which the officer Commanding had informed the Manager that

some sepoys who had misbehaved did so due to ignorance and

that he had issued suitable instructions to them. The addressee

of this letter is given as follows:

"Soobhier the Agent of Sree Sankarachariar the priest of

Sree Conjee Commacote Peetam at cusbah of Combaconum."

There are a number of records which clearly prove that

the Acharyas were described as 'Sri Kafichi Kwmakoti Pifhadhi-

patis' only even after the Matha was shifted to Kumbhakonam.

A reference to the Inam lands and Inam titles of the Matha

also shows that from ancient times onwards several lands in

several villages round about Kanchlpuram like Madhavarara,

Ambi, Sivakanchi, Seviliveclu and Kun&yantangalam have been

in the occupation and enjoyment of the Matha. In several of

them, the original title of the grantee is written as "Sri Kanchi

Kffmafcojt Fitham" or "Kumbhakonam Srt Kffichi JG5mafeo#
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Fvpham", etc. This also clearly shows that the traditional title of
Sri Kafichi Kamakoti Pitha was continued undisturbed even
though due to various reasons the Matha was transferred from
Kanchipuram to Kumbhakonam.

Regarding the Mutt of gankaraeharya at Kumbhakonam,
Mr. Hemingway, I.C.S., records a tradition in the Tanjore District
Gezeteer (p. 208) for the year 1906 thus: "There is an impor-
tant Smartha religious Institution here in the Matha of gri Sankara-
charya which is said to have been founded in the time of Sankara-
charya himself by a Tanjore king who wished the saint to reside

in his dominion."

In case this tradition is authentic, we infer that the building

offered by the Tanjore King on the banks of the river Cauvery
at Kumbhakonam may be an auxiliary one to that at Kaflchlpuram.

Kafichi is one of the seven Mokshapuris of India.

"Ayodfiya mathura rmyd, k&M kanchi avantika

pun dv&ravaM chaiva saptaitah mokshaddyikah'"

In the same way Cauvery is one of the seven sacred rivers of India.

"Gauge cha yamune chaiva godavari sarasvafi

narmade sindhu kaveri "

Both KanchI and Cauvery are in the southern region. In the 10th

skandha of the BhMaavata while describing the Tirthayatra of Bala-

rlima the following sloka occurs:

"Kamakofipurim kancMm kdvenm cha saridvaram"

The Pitha at Kafichi should be necessarily supplemented by an

auxiliary one on the banks of the sacred river Cauvery. Thus the

institution should only be a branch one like the branch mutt of

Kafichf Pitha in other holy places such as Jambukesvaram, Vara-

na«si, Tiruvottiyur", Madhyarjunam etc.

The river Cauvery in Kumbhakonam dries up in summer and

the northern branch of Cauvery, the Coleroon a perennial stream,

flows within seven miles north of Kumbhakonam. On the banks

of the Coleroon river there is a village Nuattanallur and there is a

dilapidated pavilion which is recorded in village accounts as

Sankaracharya Mutt.
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The Astikas of Madras who had an organization or Sabha for

determining dharmic questions and correct lapses, if any, m the

community were in the habit of assembLng periodically in the pre-

mises of the Madras branch of the Kamakoti Pitha at 119, Thambu
Chetty Street, G.T., Madras, which was dedicated to Sankara-

charya Svami for the grace of ChandramaulLsvara by one Vajrala

Thyagarayadu in the year 1742. (Vide p. 464). The Astikas

were represented by eighteen Jaladhipatis. who were the accre-

dited heads of the different communities. The meetings were pre-

sided by an elected sabhapati at that tune. The Snngeri

Acharya in the year Sukla in the last century (1870), issued

a &rimukham to the then Sahhapali of the Madras Maha-
janas Sriman Pandipeddi Krishnaswami Ayya in which the

Acharya makes it clear that he has no intention to act against the

Kamakoti Ktha. (Vide p. 465).

In the present century, the Hindu Message (Vani Vilas Press)

published at Srirahgam under the editorship of Mi. T. K. Balasub-

ramania Iyer, GhirubhaktaUzliama'ti (Sriiigeri) who brought out

the Globe Edition of the works of Sri Saakaraeharya wrote Ii* its

editorial on May 10, 1923, describing the Tatanka Pratishtha

consecration as follows.

"Never before in the annals of Trichinopoly have we witnessed

the grandeur and enthusiasm that were displayed at" the reception

of His Holiness Sri Jagadguru Sri Sankaraeharya of Kanchi

Kamakoti Peetha who arrived at Trichinopoly on the 23rd ultimo.

The mile long procession headed by richly caparisoned elephants and

surging crowds with His Holiness seated high on the Ivory palan-

quin in the centre surrounded by large concourse of Brahmins

chanting the Vedas, and followed by the numerous Bhajana Par-

ties and Tevaram Parties, the rich and tasteful decorations all

along the route which extended to nearly eight miles, the buoyant

enthusiasm of the huge crowd that pressed on all sides just to

have a glimpse of His Holiness's beaming countenance and that fol-

lowed the procession right through to the end, the festive ap-

pearance of the whole town and the eagerness of everyone in the

vast concourse of people to do some sort of service to His Holiness

were sights for gods to see and they beggar all description. It

showed in a clear and unmistakable way the strong hold of religion
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and religious ideals still on the people of the country. No VICEROY
or even the EMPEROR himself could have evoked such spontane-

ous and heartfelt enthusiasm. It took nearly five hours for the pro-

cession to reach its destination. His Holiness had a smile or a

word of cheer for every one of the assembled people and when
he retired into the Mutt, His Holiness observed that the weariness

of the journey was counteracted by unprecedented enthusiasm of

the people. The very next day commenced the preliminaries for

the Tatanka Pratishta for the Goddess Akhilandeswari at Jambu-

keswaram. As many of our readers may not quite understand

what it means by Tatanka Pratishta we will describe it a little in

detail.

When Adi igankaracharya incarnated in this holy land, he

went round the whole of Bharafavarsha several times and in the

course of his Vijaya Yathra established several Yantras in different

big temples. Of such temples, Jambukeswaram is an important one.

It appears the Goddess here was very fierce and with her ugra kala

used to burn everything before her. Even the archaka who opened

the temple doors early in the morning was reduced to ashes and the

people, unable to put up with such fierceness, eagerly availed

themselves of the opportunity afforded by the presence in their

midst of the great Sankaracharya who came to this kshetra in

the course of his tour and implored him to draw out the ugra

kala of the Goddess and thus appease her ferocity. Accordingly,

he established a temple of Ganesa just" opposite to that of the

Goddess so that when the temple doors were opened in the morn-

ing the first person to catch the eye of the Goddess may be her

own favourite son. This in a way reduced the ferocity, but not'

satisfied with this, £ri iSankaracharya prepared two Sri Chakras in

the shape of two Tatankas (Ear-ornaments) and drew forth all

the ugra kala of the Goddess into these two Tatankas and fixed

them on her two ears. Thenceforward the Goddess became

Soumya Murthi and ever since then this Tatanka has been worn

by the Goddess always except during the nights. And whenever

this ornament got into disrepair, it was repaired by the spiritual

descendents of the great world-teacher, who adorned the Kanchl

Kamakofi Peetha, and put up again on the ears of the Goddess

after due Pratishta. In accordance with this time-honoured rule,

the present occupant of Sri Kanchl Kamakoti Peetham deemed it

part of his duty to repair the Tatanka and perform the Pratishta
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while fixing it up again on the ears cf ths Goddess. With this

object in view, His Holiness started from Kumbakonair. more than

four years ago and after touring through various parts, of the coun-

try, teaching Dharma to his numerous disciples, reached Trichi-

nopoly just two weeks ago. The preliminary ceremonies were
performed on a grand scale with the help of thousands of Brah-

mins and the ceremony proper took place on the 29th ultimo. Ever

since very early hour that morning, people began to assemble m
large numbers and by about SAM, when His Holiness left the

Mutt for the temple, the crowd had become so dense that the town

could not hold it. The twin attraction of the Goddess Akhilan-

deiwari (Goddess of all the Worlds) and the divine Jagaclguru

(the World-Teacher) was so great that it attracted enormous

crowds with boundless enthusiasm. The sight of this surging

mass of people and the tremendous enthusiasm that swayed them

was simply marvellous. The rush was so great that it became

very difficult even for His Holiness to enter the temple. After

ail, when His Holiness got into the Sanctum Sanctorum and the

Kumbham was brought in from the Yagasala and the Abhishekam

was performed for the Goddess, there arose a thrill of reverenee

throughout the surging mass of humanity. Soon after, under the

commands of His Holiness and blessed by him, the Tatankas were

fixed up as usual on the ears of the Goddess and immediately

there shone a brilliant divine lustre which it was the privilege,

of only those that were inside, to witness. Thus ended this unique

festival, eagerly awatied by thousands of pilgrims from all parts of

the country. People were fed in tens of thousands and a very large

number of highly learned Vidvans, who had graced the occasion,

delivered a number of public lectures under the command of His

Holiness on various interesting topical subjects. They were all

duly honoured by His Holiness with valuable presents according

to their merits. Thus ended the unique ceremony not witnessed by

any for two generations past".

In the present century the learned royal families of Cochin,

Benaras and Pudukkottah refer to the institution as 'K&makopi

P^hadhishth&Tia of Jagadgum*.

In the Subhalekha (invitation) sent to this Mutt on the occa-

sion of the coronation of the present Maharaja of Mysore Sri Jaya

Chamarajendra Wodayar, this Mutt is referred to as "£ii Jagad-
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guru Kdnchl Srimat &ankara Bhagavatpdddchdrydndm adhishthdne

simMsarM>hishiktdndm".

The authorities of the Sringeri Mutt in a letter dated 14-10-1942

to Sri Visuddhananda Bharati who was residing in Kanchl in the

building belonging to Sringeri Matha have informed that Kafichi

is the seat of the great Kamakoti Pitha and the building of the

Sringeri Matha there was not to be given the status of a Matha.

(Vide pp. 466-467).

It will thus be seen from the above that the tradition, legends,

copper plate grants, stone epigraphs, literary evidence, contempo-

rary records, all go conclusively to show that the Kafichi Kamakoti

Pitha established at Kanchipuram by Adi Sankara has been func-

tioning there in an unbroken line of Acharyas. The Ambi grant,

supported by the stone temple epigraph of the same place, clearly

takes the antiquity of the Matha to the beginning of the 12th cen-

tury A. D. Earlier to that we have the traditional accounts pre-

served in the Sankara-vijayas and other literary works referred to.

The later copper plate grants spanning nearly 5 to 6 centuries and

the profuse Modi and other contemporary records of the past

centuries clearly prove the continuity of the Pitha as a great

and powerful spiritual influence on the people. The Sri Kafichi

Kamakoti Pitha has thus an ancient and illustrious history and

has from the day of Adi Sankara been serving as a centre of disse-

mination of Dharma and spiritual knowledge. No wonder that

Sri Muka Panchasati mentions the Kamakoti Pitha as Adima Para

Pitha. The greatness of the Pitha lies not merely in its antiquity.

It lies in the fact that the Pitha was established and consecrated

by Bhagavatpada Adi Sankara himself and the influence of the

spiritual power of that great teacher is being continued in its

pristine purity by a line of great Acharyas who have adorned

the Pitha down the ages. The sacredness and sanctity of the

Pitha and the divine influence of the Acharyas are more vital and

important.

It is our good fortune that a Jivanmukta, who is considered

by one and all as an avatar of Sankara himself, is guiding us from

Hie Pitha. It is a great event that is being celebrated, viz., the

60th anniversary of his ascension to this ancient Pitha. It is unique

in the history of any ancient institution that the incumbent sheds
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lustre on the institution and the institution also imbues the incum-

bent with its own greatness.

fivanmukto jagatyam n^aniyamatapassaktitah. pujariiyah

sad-dharmasyoddhidhmhiih kaliyugajanusMm bhdgyato

bhasate yah

sri k&nchi kamakoti gnruravi ca tadadhyasyamanavi "hi pitkam

dhMmvMnyonyam dvayam tat praihayati nitaram mitadanyalra

drishtam— (Svakritam)

.

"The S§ri Kafichi Kamakoti Guru who is a Jivanmukta, and

for ever bent on the uplift of Dharma, is to be worshipped for the

power and greatness of his own tapas; He is adorning the Pitha

due to the good fortune of the people of this Kali age. This Guru
and the great and illustrious Pitha adorned by him, these two.

shed lustre on each other. This rare event is not seen anywhere

else".

[Verse by the Author]
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Copper plate grant of Vijaya Ganda Gopala
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Copper plate grant (I-II) of Sri Vira Narasimha Deva of
Vijayanagar dated 1429 Saka Era recording the grant of the

village of Kundiyantandalam in North Arcot Dt on the
Magha Punyakala Day to Sri Mahadeva Saraswati
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A Copper plate grant (141) executed by Vifcyaranga Chokkanathtu
~the Nayak King of Madura, 1708 AJ),
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A Firman (I-II) issued by ike Qutub Shahi Muslim King
Tana Shah in 1677 A.D.
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A Firman (I-II) of th* Natoah of Arcot of 1792 A&.
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Stone epigraphs (141) in the Adi Kumbhesvara Svami temple in

Kumbhakonam
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Srimukham from the Avani Sringeri Mutt (1797 A3.)
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The second epistle from the Maharaja of Travancore
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^f^^^^l^

A respectful Communication (Mil) from Malaraja Serfoji of

Tonjore to the tiieit Acharya requesting a visit to

Tonjore (1108 AD.)
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An inscription found in the building at 119, Thambu Chetty Street,

G. T. Madras, dedicating the same to Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Acharya
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Siimukham from the SHngeri Acharya (1870 A.D.)
to Sri Pandipeddi Krishnaswami Ayya
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D O No OFFICE OP THE SRI SRINOBRl MUTTV
ft ITS PROPERTIES.

K
* L?cER^cHJR

C
o
H
E
AR,

Sringeri, D**H*Jtot 1USU

Host Reverred Swaraiji

I m very nnioh grateful to yon for your

kind letter. Mr.Sfegar&j Iyer cam© here and we gave

him all comforts and conveniences for the darshan of

Sri Saradambal etc., I must thank you for your proposal

of arranging for founding a Library at Conjeevaraa.

The building there, cannot be considered aesa Mutt,

only own a building there. -which we have to keep In good

repairs and the manager there takes care of the building

Zt aay not fce ijuit* advisible to keep photos or idols

or padukas the?a an* arrange for worship and give it

the colour of the Mutt. As regards Library* the naint«

-nance of it will Involve some cost. Excepting to keep

the building in order and we as it were a oa-retaker of

it , it has not been the intention of the Mutt to give

it any better status, especially because, it is the seat

Of Xanakoti Pita and it is not advisible to get oursel-

ves
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into any controversy with that great Mutt, or to create

any riy&l spirit in that locality.

With profound* respects,

*Yours obediently,

/ZstiL
Offi cer-in-charge

,

Sringeri Matt & its properties

Revcrred'Vishuflhananda Theertha Svramlji, ^ . ...

COKJEEVARAM.

A letter dated 14-10-1942 from the authorities oj the Sringeri Mutt

to Sri Visuddhananda Bharati



HOMAGE TO HIS HOLINESS
SRI SANKARACHARYA OF KANCHI KAMAKOTI PITHA

by

Dr Fernand Brunner

Professor, Neuchatel University,

Bern University, {Switzerland)

The most impressive moment of my last stay in India from
September to December 1966, was undoubtedly my visit to Sri

Sankaracharya of Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha. On a sunny October

day, Professor T. M. P. Mahadevan's car was driving us, Dr Veezhi-

nathan, my wife and myself, towards Tirupati. Past the endless

outskirts of Madras, the road climbs through a striking landscape

of bare hills and dislocated rocks, then stretches down to a table-

land equally overwhelmed with heat and light overlooked by a hill

ascended by a huge flight of steps and crowned by temples. At
the foot of this hill, not far from the busy Tirupati, the Sankara-

charya's camp was located. No more imposing setting was ever

offered by Nature to the admiration of men, and consecrated by
the faithful ones to the Divinity. Let not however the unprepared

European expect in the Sankaracharya's camp the ostentation of

some Maharaja's palace. And yet, the one who is here is the

Jagadguru, the guru of the world: a regal title too. But his king-

ship is spiritual, and he lives in the most complete simplicity. The
brahmans, the cows, the elephants which surround him are symbols

of his function; but no other ornament signals his court: he sits

under a tree, clothed like a mendicant monk;, to meet him, one

treads the grass of a field that his cattle grazes all around him.

But people present him with offerings fit for the gods, and prostrate

before him. He gives them leave to get up with a boundless

modesty. One understands that all his life has been directed to-

wards the attainment of this perfect self-detachment. He takes

interest in his visitors, their origin, their problems, with the spon-

taneity and sincerity typical of absolute unselfishness. There shines

in his look the light of a knowledge which transcends everything

finite. This is the type of a spiritual master. Everlasting India can

always present him to the world. The greatness of India lies in her

acknowledging the true greatness which takes the form of such 8

pure simplicity.
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THE SAGE OF KANCHI

by

T. M. P. Mahadevan
M.A., HELD.

1. Introduction

Any one who has read the works of Sri Sankara would cer-
tainly want to know what sort of a person the great Master was.
In all his extensive writings he nowhere makes any reference to
himself. The only isolated passage where one could see an oblique
reference relates, not to any detail in personal biography, but to

the inwardly felt experience of the Impersonal Absolute. In this

passage which occurs towards the end of the Brahma-sutra-
bhashya, he observes: "How is it possible for another to deny the
realization of Brahman-knowledge, experienced in one's heart,

while bearing a body?"1 The reference here is to the plenary
experience of Brahman, even while living in a body (jivan-

mukti); and it is evident that the testimony offered here is from
gankara's own experience. The outlines of the story of gankara's

life could be gathered only from the Sankararvijayas and other

narratives. Inspite of varying accounts in regard to some of the

details, the image of the Master that one forms from these sources,

taking into account also the grand teachings that are to be found
in his own works, is that of a great spiritual leader, who renounced

all wordly attachments even as a boy, who was a prodigy in

scriptural lore and wisdom, who spent every moment of his life

in the service of the masses of mankind by placing before them,

through precept and practice, the ideal of the life divine, and

who was a teacher of teachers, the universal guru. Even as such

a magnificent image is being formed, the doubt may arise in the

minds of many: Is it possible that such a great one walked this

earth? Is it possible that in a single ascetic frame was compressed

several millennia of the highest spiritual human history? This

doubt is sure to be dispelled in the case of those who have had

the good fortune of meeting His Holiness Jagadguru Sri Chandra-

L Brahma-sutra-bh&shya, IV, i, 15.
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sekharendra Sarasvati, the Sixty-eighth in the hallowed hne of

succession of Sankaracharyas to adorn the Kamakoti Pitha of

Kanchi. Anyone who comes into the august presence of His Holi-

ness cannot but recall to his mind the image of Adi gankara, the

immaculate sage who was divine and yet human, whose saving

grace was universal in its sweep, and whose concern was for ail

—

even for the lowliest and the last. For sixty years Sri Chandra-

sekharendra Sarasvati has been fulfilling the noble spiritual mis-

sion entrusted by Adi gankara to his successors bearing his holy

name. Numerous are the ways in which he has given the lead

for human uphftment through inner awakening. When one con-

siders his life of ceaseless and untiring dedication to the task of

stabilizing and promoting the renascent spirit of India so that

humanity may be benefited thereby, one cannot but conclude that

it' is the unbounded Grace of Sankara that has assumed this new
form in order to move the world one step higher on the ladder to

universal perfection.

2. Early life

'Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati' is the sanny&sa name given to

SvaniinaLhan when he was barely thirteen. It was on the 20th

of May, 1894, that Svaminathan was born in Viluppuram (South

Arcot District). His father, Subrahmanya Saastri, belonged to the

Hoysala Karnataka Smarta Brahmana family which had migrated

years earlier to the Tamil country and had settled in Choja-desa.

After passing the Matriculation Examination from the Govern-

ment School, Kumbhakonam, taking the first place, Subrahmanya
Sastri served as a teacher for some time, and then entered the

Educational Service. At the time of Svaminathan's birth, he was

at Viluppuram. Svaminathan's mother, Mahalakshml, hailed from
a family belonging to Icchangudi, a village near Tiruvaiyaru. An
illustrious and saintly person connected with the family, Raja
Govinda Dikshita of the sixteenth century, was minister to the

first Nayak King of Tafijavur; Dikshita popularly known as Ayyan,
was responsible for many development projects in Choja-territory;

his name is still associated with a tank, a canal, etc. (Ayyan Canal,

Ayyan Kulam).

Svaminathan was the second child of his parents. He was
named Svaminathan after the Deity of the family, the Lord

SvSminatha of SvSmimalai. Two incidents relating to this early
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childhood period are recorded by the Achirya himself in an article

contributed to a symposium on What Life Has Taught Me? This

is how he has described these incidents:

"A 'mara mi' as they call it in Tamil or teddy cat (an animal

which generally climbs on trees and destroys the fruits during

nights) somehow got into a room in the house and thrust* its head

into a small copper pot with a neck, which was kept in a sling

and contained jaggery. The animal was not able to pull out its

head and was running here and there in the room all through

the night. People in the house and neighbours were arouse'I by

the noise and thought that some thief was at his job. But, the

incessant noise continued even till morning hours, and some

bravados armed with sticks opened the door of the room and

found the greedy animal. It was roped and tied to a pillar. Some

experienced men were brought and after being engaged in a tug-

of-war, they ultimately succeeded in removing the vessel from the

head of the animal. The animal was struggling for life. It was

at last removed to some spot to roam freely, I presume. The

first experience of my life was this dreadful ocular demonstration

born of greed causing all our neighbours to spend an anxious

and sleepless night.

The next experience was a man in the street who entered

into the house seeing me alone with tiny golden bangles upon

which he began to lay his hands. I asked him to tighten the hooks

of the bangles which had become loose and gave a peremptory and

authoritative direction to him to bring them back repaired with-

out delay. The man took my orders most obediently and took leave

of me with the golden booty. In glee of having arranged for

repairs to my ornament', I speeded to inform my people inside of

the arrangement made by me with the man in the street who

gave his name as Ponnusvami. The people inside hurried to the

street to find out the culprit. But the booty had become his

property true to his assumed name, Ponnusami (master of gold)

'

Reflecting on these experiences, the Acharya observes with

characteristic humility: "I am prone to come to the conclusion

that there lives none without predominantly selfish motives, tfut

with years rolling on, an impression, that too a superficial one true

2. What Life Has TaugM Mr, Series IT, Bharatiya Vidy. Bh»wn,

Bombay, 386A, Pf>. 1-9.
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to my nature, is dawning upon me that there breathe on this

globe some souls firmly rooted in morals and ethics who live

exclusively for others voluntarily forsaking not only their material

gains and comforts but also their own sadhana towards their

spiritual improvements".

A significant incident occurred in the year 1899. Sv5mi-

nSthan's father was then serving as a teacher at a school

in Porto-novo. He took the boy to Chidambaram for the

Kumbhabhishekam of Ilaimaiyakkinar temple. Haimaiyakkinar

it was that, according to a legend, gave salvation to Tirunfla-

kanthanayanar, one of the sixty-three S§aiva saints whose bio-

graphies constitute the theme of Sekkilar's Periyapuramm. The

father and son reached Chidambaram one evening and stayed at

the house of S§rl Venkatapati Aiyar, an Inspector of Schools.

Svaminathan was asked by his father to go to sleep after being

assured that he would be woken up at night, and taken to the

temple to see the procession and have the dorian of the Deity.

Svaminathan woke up only next morning, and felt that his father

had disappointed him very much by not waking him up at night

and taking him to "fee temple. He gave expression to his feeling

of disappointment to his father. The latter consoled him saying

that he himself had not gone to the temple, and added that it was

very fortunate that none in the house had gone there. There was

a fire accident that' night at the temple and many of those who
were inside the temple perished in that great fire. On the same

night, Svaminathan's mother at Porto-novo had dreamt of the

fire accident at the Chidambaram temple, and in the early hours

of the next day she was very much perturbed imagining that

danger might have befallen her husband and child. In a fit of

frenzy she came out of the house only to be told by her servant-

maid that there had been a gruesome fire accident at the Chidam-

baram temple. She proceeded towards the railway station to

enquire from the people who were returning from Chidambaram
about' her husband and her son. Her joy knew no bounds when
she saw both of them coming out of the railway station. The

agony she had experienced in her dream the previous night, and
the providential manner in which the father and son were saved

•P^om the tragedy should have had some mysterious connection.

In the year 1900, Svaminathan was in the first standard in

school at Chidambaram, gr! M. Singaravelu Mudaliyar, the
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Assistant Inspector of Schools, visited the school on an inspection
and discovered in the boy the makings of a genius. He asked him
to read the Longman's English Reader prescribed for a higher
standard; and Svaminathan read if remarkably well. At his
instance Svaminathan was promoted to the third standard.

The upanayanam of the boy was performed in 1905 at Tindi-
vanam to which place Subrahmanya gastri had been transferred.

It is significant that the Sixty-sixth gankaracharva of Kamakoti
Pitha, gri Chandrasekharendra Sarasvatt, who was at the time
touring in South Arcot District, sent his blessings: and it was
he that later on literally caotivated the bov, and chose him as suc-

cessor to the holy seat: and it is also significant that Svaminathan
came to bear the sannyasa name of the Sixty-sixth Acharya.

When Svaminathan was ten years of age, he was admitted in

the Second Form in the Arcot American Mission School, Ttndi-

vanam. The prodigy that" the boy was, he gave an excellent re-

cord of himself at school. He used to carry away many prizes,

including the one for proficiency in the Bible studies. The teach-

ers of the school naturally took a great liking for Svaminathan:

they were proud of him and cited him to the other boys as a

model student.

In 1906, when Svaminathan was studying in the Fourth

Form, the school was arranging for a dialogue from Shakespeare's

King John. The teachers who were responsible for fixing the

participants in the dialogue could not' find a suitable candidate

from the age-group fixed for taking on the role of Prince Arthur,

the central character in the play. The Head-Master who knew
Svaminathan's extraordinary talents sent for the boy who was
only twelve then and assigned the role to him. After obtaining

permission from his parents, Svaminathan rehearsed his part for

only two days, and acquitted himself remarkably well as Prince

Arthur in the dialogue winning ihe appreciation of the entire

audience: the acting was so perfect and the enunciation of Shakes-

peare's classical English so accurate. One of Svaminathan's

friends had lent him the attire of a prince and Svaminathan real-

ly looked a prince. Many of the teachers went to Subrahmanya

Sastri's house next day and expressed how greatly they were

pleased with Svaminathan's superb performance.
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3. Ascension to Sri Kamakoti Pitha

We have already referred to the Sixty-sixth Acharya of

Kamakoti Pitha, Sri Chandrasekharendra Sarasvatl In 1906 he
was camping in the village Perumukkal near Tinclivanam and
was observing the chaturrmsya-vrata there. Subrahmanya Sastri

went to that village along with his family to have the Acharya's
AarsancC and receive his blessings. Svaminathan saw His Holi-

ness from a distance in a temple during the vUvarupa-yatrit.

His Holiness the Sixty-sixth Acharya had the Navaratrl

Celebrations performed at Marakkanam village. After the Nava-

ratri he was camping at Saram village situated on the Tindi-

vanam-Madurantakam rail route. Svaminathan went there with

a friend without informing his parents. He offered his homage
at the lotus-feet of His Holiness and requested his permission to

leave. His Holiness insisted that Svaminathan should stay there

itself. Two pandits attached to the Matha also asked Svaminathan

to stay there. But Svaminathan said that he had to attend

school and that he had not' informed his parents about his coming

over to the Matha. Thereupon His Holiness gave him permis-

sion to leave. Svaminathan left for Tindivanam in a cart belong-

ing to the Matha. After Svaminathan had left, His Holiness in-

formed the two pandits of the Matha his keen desire to install

Svaminathan as his successor to the glorious pontifical seat of

Kanchl.

His Holiness the Sixty-sixth Acharya attained siddhi at

Kalavai and Svaminathan's maternal cousin was installed as the

Sixty-seventh Acharya. He was the only child of Svaminathan's

mother's sister. And, he had lost his father when he was quite

young. He studied the Vedas at Chidambaram, staying in

Svaminathan's family in the years 1900-1901. After that he was

staying along with his mother in the Matha itself. When Svami-

nathan's parent's received the news about his installation to the

Pitha, Svaminathan's mother desired to see and console her sister

whose only child had become an ascetic. The whole family plan-

ned to leave for Kalavai in a cart*. But at the last minute, Svami-

nathan's father received a telegram from Tiruchi asking him to

attend an Education Conference at' Tiruchi. And so, before leav-

ing for Tiruchi, he desired the members of his family not to go

to Kalavai in ihe cart because it was not quite safe to travel
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nearly fifty miles in a cart without propel* escoK; he asked them

to go to Kandfcu by train and from there to Kalavai in a cart.

The epic journey to Kanchi and Kalavai and the providen-

tial manner in which Svaminathan came to be installed as the

Head of the Kamakoti Pltha at a very tender age is recounted by

the Acharya himself in the article What Life Has Taugiit Me
already referred to, m the following words:

"In the beginning of the year 1907, when I was studying

in a Christian Mission School at Tindivanam, a town in the

South Arcot District, I heard one day that the Sankaracharya of

Kamakoti Pltha who was amidst us in our town in the previous

year, attained siddhi at Kalavai, a village about ten miles from

Axeot and twentyfive miles from Kanchipuram. Information was

received that a maternal cousin of mine who, after some study in

the #ig Veda had joined the camp of the Acharya offering his

services to him, was installed on the Pltha.

He was the only son of the widowed and destitute sister of

my mother and there was not a soul in the camp to console her.

At this juncture, my father who was a supervisor of schools in

the Tindivanam taluk, planned to proceed with his family to

Kalavai, some sixty miles from Tindivanam in his own touring

bullock cart. But on account of an educational conference at

Trichinopoly he cancelled the programme.

My mother with myself and other children started for Kalavai

to console her sister on her son assuming the sannyasa asrama.

We travelled by rail to Kanchipuram and halted at the Sankara-

charya Matha there. I had my ablution at the Kumara-koshta-

tlrtha. A carriage of the Matha had come there from Kalavai with

persons to buy articles for the Maha Puja on the 10th day after the

passing away of the late Acharya Paramaguru. But one of them,

a hereditary mrumtry of the Matha asked me to accompany him.

h. separate cart was engaged for the rest of the family to follow me.

During our journey, the maistry hinted to me that I might

not return home and that the rest of my life might have to be

spent in the Ma^ha itself! At first I thought that my elder cousin

having become the Head of the Matha, it might have been his wish

that I was to live with him. I was then only thirteen years of

age and so I wondered as to what use I might be to him in the

institution.
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But the rmistry gradually began to clarify as miles rolled on,

that the Acharya my cousm in the purvasrama, had fever which
developed into delirium and that was why I was being separated

from the family to be quickly taken to Kalavai. He told me that

he was commissioned to go to Tindivanam itself and fetch me
hut he was able to meet me at Kanehipuram itself. I was stun-

ned with this unexpected turn of events. I lay in a kneeling

posture in the cart itself, shocked as I was, repeating RAIMA
RAMA, the only spiritual prayer I knew, during the rest of my
journey.

My mother and the other children came some time later only

to find that instead of her mission of consoling her sister, she her-

self was placed in the state of having to be consoled by someone

else!"

Permission for installing Svammathan in the great pontifical

seat of Kanchi was obtained from his father through telegram and

every arrangement was made as quickly as possible tor his installa-

tion. Svammathan ascended the Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha on

the 13th of February, 1907, as the Sixty-eighth Acharya, assuming

the sawnyasa name 'Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati.' His Holiness

went in a procession to the siddhisihala and performed the

maha-puja of the Sixty-sixth Acharya.

From Kalavai the new Acharya proceeded to Kumbhakonam
where the headquarters of the Ma^ha were located. The transfer

of the headquarters from Kanchi to Kumbhakonam had been

necessitated by the unsettled political conditions in Ton4aiman<3a-

lam in the eighteenth century during the time of the Sixty-second

Acharya. With the passage of time the responsibilities and the

functions of the Ma^ha increased. It is not a simple monastic

institution. The Matha has to administer properties endowed for

various religious and philanthropic purposes. The headship of

such an organization, it is obvious, should be extremely difficult.

The administration requires on the part of the Acharya great

spiritual power coupled with worldly wisdom, the ability to fill

the status of the Jagadgv.ru, as well as minute knowledge of men
and matters. It is pertinent to mention here that the paternal

grand-father of Svaminathan, Ganapati &astri, was closely con-

nected with the Kamakoti Pitha as its manager (sarMMTcarfy

for over fifty years from 1835 onwards. It was under his steward'
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ship that permanent arrangements were made for adequate sources

of income to meet the expenses of the Matha. The duties of the

Matha had enormously increased since then. And, the new
Acharya lost no time in getting himself equipped for the tasks

awaiting him. For this, he had first to go to the headquarters

at Kumbhakonam.

Leaving Kalavai in the same year, Le. 1907, the Acharya
went to Kumbhakonam after making a brief halt at Tindivpnam.

One could well imagine what a proud day it should have been

for the people of Tindivanam when they received their own
Svaminathan as the new Acharya of Kamakoti Pitha. The town

wore a festive appearance. The teachers of the American Mis-

sion School and the former school-fellows vied with one another

in meeting the Acharya and conversing with him. The Acharya

had a good word for every one, and spoke tenderly to each one

of the teachers. After three days' stay at Tindivanam, the

Acharya resumed the journey and reached Kumbhakonam in the

month of Chitra in the year Plavanga.

The head of an Acharya-Pitha is looked upon by the disci-

ples as the spiritual ruler, and is invested with all the regalia asso-

ciated with a king. The disciples of the Matha desired to celeb-

rate the installation of the new Acharya as the head of the Kama-
koti Pitha with due ceremony. The installation was performed

on a grand scale on Thursday the 9th of May 1907 at the Kumbha-
konam Matha. Her Highness Jeejambabhai Saheb and Her High-

ness Ramakumarambha-bhai Saheb, queens of Shivaji of the

ruling family of Tanjore sent all the regal paraphernalia for the

coronation. The ceremonial abhisheka was performed with jas-

mine flowers. First, the representatives of the Bangiiru

Kamakshl, Kamakshi and Aldnlandesvarl temples performed the

abhisheka. This was followed by the representatives of the prin-

cely family of Tanjore, of the various Zamindars, and of the seve-

ral aristocratic families. Prominent scholars took an active part

in the coronation. Seated on the throne of the Matha, the

Acharya blessed all the people assembled there. That night

seated in the golden ambari on the regal elephant, sent by the

Tanjore ruling family, His Holiness went in a grand procession

through the main streets of Kumbhakonam. Thus commenced

tfce Acharya's spiritual rulership as the Jagadguru.
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4. The First Tour of Victory (Vijaya-yatra)

Tours of victory (vijaya-yatra) , in the present context, mean
the journeys undertaken by the Acharya to ihe different parts

of the country to bless the people by his presence, to give them
opportunities for participation in the daily puja performed to

&ri Chandramaulisvara and Tripurasundarl (Paramesvara and

ParvatI), the presiding deities of the Ma$ia, and to impart to

them the light of spiritual knowledge and the guidelines for

conduct Wherever the Acharya goes, the people of that place

take the fullest advantage of bis presence, celebrate the event

as a great festival, listen to his soul-moving discourses in pin-

drop silence, and find in the very atmosphere a sense of exaltation.

The first tour undertaken by the new Acharya was to Jambu-

kesvaram (Tiruvanaikka) in 1908. It was here that Adi Sankara

had adorned the Image of the Goddess Akhilandesvari with ear-

ornaments (tatanka). In 1908 arrangements were made for the

Kmribhflbhishekam of the temple there, after it had been reno-

vated. Our Acharya was invited by the temple Sthanikas and

the authorities to grace the occasion with his presence. The

Kumbhabhishekam was performed with all solemnity and gran-

deur. Sri Sachchidananda &ivabhinava Narasirhha BharatI,

6ankaracharya of Sringeri, visited the Temple a day after the

Kumbhabhishekam was performed. Sri Subrahmanya Bharati,

Sankaracharya of Sivaganga, visited the shrine a few months later.

From Jambukesvaram, our Acharya proceeded to Ilaiyattan-

ku$ in Ramanathapuram District, the place where the Sixty-fifth

Acharya of the Kamakoti Pitha, &rl Mahadevendra Sarasvati, had

attained siddhi. On the way, he visited Pudukkottai, and stayed

there for some days. At Ilaiyattanku^i he offered his homage to

his illustrious predecessor at the Adhishphanam. From there he

returned to Jambukesvaram for his chaturmasya. At the end of

the period, he went back to Kumbhakonam after a brief halt at

Tafijavur. 1909 was the Mahamakha year at Kumbhakonam —
an event which occurs every twelfth year. The Matha did its part

in playing host to the pilgrims. On the day of the festival, it was

a feast for the eyes to see the Acharya go for the ceremonial bath

in the Mahamakha tank. In a grand procession he went, seated in

an amb&ri on the back of an elephant.
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5. Study and Training

Our Acharya was only fifteen years old in 19C9. For two years,
the learned panditas of the Matha imparted to him instruction in
Samskrit classics at Kumbhakonam itself. The management of
the Matha felt that a less congested place than Kumbhakonam —
a place which would not be frequented by visiting crowds — would
be more suitable for study. Mahendramangalam, a quiet village on
the northern bank of the Akhanda Kaverl, was selected for the
purpose; a parnas&U was put up near the edge of the river. From
1911 to 1914, the Acharya stayed there studying and receiving the

requisite training. It was a strange relation between the teachers

and the taught. The teachers were the disciples of the Matha.
The Acharya showed the utmost consideration for and respect to

the teachers who were entrusted with his training; they too were
conscious of the unique honour that was theirs.

Whenever experts in and exponents of musicology met him,

he sought to improve his knowledge of this science and art

through conversations with them. He used to snatch time to

visit the nearby islands in the Kaverl to marvel at the natural

scenery. Photographers sometimes took photographs of the natu-

ral surroundings. The Acharya evinced interest in the photogra-

phic art. Some of the other areas of study of which he gained

intimate knowledge are mathematics and astronomy.

In 1914 the Acharya returned to the Matha at Kumbhakonam.

He was twenty then. He had acquired by then encyclopaedic

knowledge. Whenever scholars went to him, he used to put

searching questions relating to their respective fields of study, and

thereby gain a lot of information. When he was studying in

Kumbhakonam, he made it a point to pay an annual visit to

Gangaikonda-chola-puram, and study the inscriptions to be found

there and the niceties of temple-architecture. Thus, in a variety

of ways the Acharya equipped himself with the all-round know-

ledge and ability required for fulfilling the obligations of the

leadership of the Kamakoti Pitha.

Since the Acharya had not reached the age of majority, the

Matha was managed under the direction of the Court of Wards

from 1911 to 1915. When the Acharya completed twenty-one

years of age in May 1915, he took over the management" of the

Matha under his direct supervision. But the actual execution
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of the affairs of the Matha was by duly appointed officers and

agents. Even in the papers granting power of attorney to the

agents, the Acharya would not sign—this is in accordance with

custom and usage. Only the official seal of the Matha would be
affixed.

The .Sankara JayantI Celebrations that year were performed

on a grand scale. A new journal 'Arya-dharma' commenced its

publication under the auspices of the Matha. In October 1916,

the Navaratrl festival was observed at the Matha with a new
fervour. The poet Subrahmanya Bharafi wrote in one of his

essays praising, in the highest of terms, the manner in which

the festival was conducted in the Matha. This is the annual festi-

val at which worship is offered Jto the World-Mother in Her
triple manifestations—as Durga, Lakshmi, and Sarasvatl. Learn-

ed payditas came from all over the country to participate in the

sadas. The foremost exponents of music gave concerts in the pre-

sence of the Acharya. At the conclusion of the festival on the

night of the tenth day, the Acharya went round the town at the

head of a huge and colourful procession.

Some of the very first measures taken by the Acharya for

the promotion of classical learning and of social welfare yielded

rich result's and marked only the beginning of many more to

come. Distinguished scholars were honoured by the award of

titles such as 'sastraratnakara'. Essay-competitions were held for

college students on subjects relating to our dharma. Free student-

ships were instituted for the benefit of deserving students in

schools and colleges. A free Ayurvedic dispensary was started

in the Matha. During the Acharya's stay in Kumbhakonam from

1914 to 1918, almost every evening there were learned assemblies

or music concerts. Panftitas and sangita-vidvans yearned for the

Guru's grace. Even professors, scientists, engineers, and admi-

nistrators went to him for guidance and encouragement. The
followers of the other faiths found in the Acharya a deep under-

standing of their respective doctrines and profound appreciation of

every type and grade of spiritual endeavour. Everyone who came
into contact with the Acharya recognized in him the Jagadgv.ru.

6. All-India Tour (1919.1939)

The Acharya's great tour of our sacred land commenced in

March 1919. If was a long and strenuous tour; but it was supre-
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mely worthwhile because of the opportunities it gave to people
all over the country to meet the Acharya and receive his blessings.

The Acharya never uses any of the modern modes of transport".

He mostly walks, and accepts the use of a palanquin only when
it is absolutely necessary. An entourage accompanies him, con-
sisting of the officials of the Matha, panditas, val&k?s, servant*,

and animals such as cows, elephants, etc. Wherever the Aclnrya
camps, lots of devotees gather and stay at the camp as Ions as

they can in order to derive the utmost advantage from the Holy
Presence. Besides the daily anushfhana and puya,, meeting the
devotees, receiving visitors, giving instructions to the people con-

cerned for the conduct of the affairs of the Matha and of the manv
religious and welfare organizations occupy the Aeharya's tirr»p

each day. He hardly gets two or three hours of rest out nf

twenty-four. With frugal diet taken in between fasting davs, and
with so much of pressing work day after day, it is a marvel how
the Acharya meets the demands on his time and attention with

absolute serenity and with perfect poise. No one will fail to note

that the ideal of the sthita-prajna (the sage who has gained steady

wisdom) has become actual in the soul-elevating person of the

Acharya.

The long pilgrimage began, as we have seen, in March 1919.

During the first three years, the Acharya visited all the places of

pilgrimage—even remote and out of the way villages—in the

Tafijavur District, the District in which Kumbhakonam is situat-

ed. The chaturrmsya in 1919 was in Veppattur village at a dis-

tance of five miles to the east of Kumbhakonam. During the

cMturm&sya, the sanny&sins are to stay at one place so that no

harm may be caused to insects and other creatures by treading

on them when they come out of the ground in the rainy reason.

The sannyasins camp at one place for four fortnights (pakshas);

this observance starts on the full-moon day in the month of

Ashadha which is dedicated to the worship of the sage Vyasa, the

author of the Brahmasutra. The day affords an occasion to the

devotees to visit the Acharya's camp and offer to him their

obeisance.

In 1920, on the most auspicious occasion of the makodaya, the

Acharya took the ceremonial bath in the sea at Vedaranyam. The

Vyasapuja and chaturrmsya that year were observed in Maya-

varam. One day, during the Acharya's stay at this place, a blind
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old Muslim gentleman wanted to meet the Acharya. When the
permission was given, the old Muslim's joy knew no bounds. At
the command of the Acharya, he expounded the essential princi-

ples of Islam to the assembled audience. And, before taking leave

he said that in the person of the Acharya he found God Himself.

In 1921, there was the Mahamakham festival in Kumbha-
konam. The Acharya who was touring in the neighbourhood
went to Kumbhakonam on the festival day, but not to the Ma^ha
fpr according to rule he could return to the Matha only after

completing the vijaya-yatra. A number of Congress volunteers

helped in the orderly conduct of the festival. There was a

contingent of Khilafat volunteers also. They went to Pattlsvaram

to pay their respects to His Holiness. The Acharya spoke in

appreciative terms about their services and blessed them. One
of the leading nationalists of the day, Subrahmanya&iva, met the

Acharya at his Paftlsvaram. camp, and asked for his benediction

for the liberation of the Motherland from foreign rule and for the

spread of devotion to God among the people. The Acharya readily

gave his benediction and said that those laudable objectives

would be fulfilled. It may be mentioned here that right from the

year 1918 when the Khadi movement came into prominence, the

Acharya has been wearing Khadi.

During this tour of the Tanjavur District, the Acharya was

one day going from one village to another, when he saw about

two hundred Harijans waiting for his darsana, after having bathed,

putting on clean clothes and wearing vibhuti on their foreheads.

The Acharya spent sometime with them, made kind enquiries

about their welfare, and gave them new clothes. Similar events

have occurred very often during the Acharya's journeys. His con-

cern for the poor is great and unlimited, and he never fails to

exhort the better-placed sections of society to go to their succour,

and asks the Matha to set an example in this direction. The

Acharya visited Rame&varam and collected a small quantity of sand

for consigning it later on in the waters of the Ganga, which act is

symbolic of the spiritual unity of India.

After touring in the districts of Ramanathapuram, Madurai,

and Tirunelveli, the Acharya went to Jambukesvaram. This time

it was for the tatanfca-pratisktKo. Mention has been made of

the Acharya's earlier visit to this sacred place in 1908, and of
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the fact that the Image ot Akhilandesvarl bears the t&anlm
consecrated by Adi gaiikara. In those early times, according to

legend, the Image was manifesting the Goddess's fierce <:s,xui.

gax&ara changed this stale of affairs and enabled the beneir.m
aspect to express itself by adorning the Image with a pair of ear-

ornaments (idtankas) made in the shape of SrZ-cliakra. V.'hen

the ornaments fall into disrepair periodically, they are set right

and reiixed. This task is the sacred responsibility of the Kzlma-

koti Pitha; and it is the Head of the Pitha that has the ornaments

re-fixed. In 1346, the then Acharya of the Pitha had this ceremony

performed. Now, again, in 1923, arrangements were made for

the refixing of the idfankas. Our Acharya went to Jambukeivarain

for participation in this function. It was a great occasion for

devotees to gather and pay their homage. Every detail of the

ceremony was attended to with meticulous care. Opportunity was
availed of for declaring open the renovated Matha of the K?ma-
koti PI£na there. A Veda-pathasala and centre for scriplural

learning started functioning at the Matha. It is interesting to

note that the late Sir M. Visvesvarayya of Mysore said at a meet-

ing in Tiruchi when he visited that town in 1923, that it was at

the Kamakoti Matha in Je>mbukesvaram that he had his upana-

yanam performed.

After the tatanka-^pratishtha ceremony, the Acharya resumed

his journey. One of the places he immediately visited was Nerur

where the Adhishthana of Sadasiva-brahmendra is situated. Born

in Tiruvisainallur near Kumbhakonam, Sadasiva-brahmendra soon

became a jtvanmukta, roamed about on the banks of the K&veri

as an avadhuia, and showered his blessings on several people of

his time. (Sri Paramasivendra Sarasvati was his vidya~guru.

Sadasiva has written many Advaita works, and has also composed

devotion-filled kirtanas. Our Acharya spent several hours each

day in the AdhiskphSLna of Sadasiva-brahmendra during the time

he spent" in Nerur, quietly contemplating on the many benefits

that had accrued as a result of Sadasiva-brahmendra's exemplary

life and precious teachings.

After Nerur, the Acharya was camping in the village Kulumani

near Tiruchi. One day, a prominent' gentleman of Tiruchi,

Sri F. G. Natesa Aiyar, who had himself lived twenty years of

his life earlier as a convert to Christianity, brought" along with

him a young man form Kerala who had gone to Tiruchi with
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the intention of getting himself converted to the Christian faith.

The Acharya engaged the young man in conversation on that day
as well as on the subsequent few days. He explained to the

youth the essentials of Hindu-dharma. It was all-comprehensive-

the spiritual paths taught in the other religions were all to be
found in Hinduism. It had its own additional advantages. There

was no reason whatsoever for any one to leave Hinduism and
embrace any other faith. The young man from Kerala was
thoroughly convinced of the excellence of the faith he was born

in; and he went back home revoking his earlier resolve.

The Acharya's visit to different places in Chet$inadu and
Pudukkottai State lasted about a year. During this period, many
pctyditas, political workers, and nationalist leaders met the

Acharya and received his blessings. In 1925, Dr U. V. Swami-
natha Aiyar, the world-renowned scholar in Tamil, was awarded
the title 'Da^shinatya4sa3amdhi'. In those days whenever he

happened to be near the camp, he would witness the pujd perform-

ed by the Acharya. Recalling an earlier experience of his, he

said once, "When I was eighteen years old, I met the Sixty-fifth

Acharya, &ri Mahadevendra SarasvatI and watched his unique

^iva-piija. It is the same experience I am now having again".

During the Acharya's Chettma^u visit, a great Sivorbliakta,

Vainagaram Ramanathan Chettiyar similarly enjoyed attending

the puja, and meeting the Acharya. The people of Chettinadu

organised a grand procession at Kadiyapatti. During the proces-

sion the Acharya looked out for Ramanathan Chettiyar, but he

could not be seen. At the conclusion of the procession, the

Acharya enquired as to where Chettiyar was. Chettiyar who was
standing at a distance in the crowd responded. Asked as to why
he was not to be found in the procession, he replied with great

elation that he had had the privilege that night of being one of

the Acharya's palanquin-bearers. Another eminent scholar who
was honoured by the Acharya during his sojourn in Chettinadu

was Sri Panditamani M. Kadiresan Chettiyar who was proficient

in both Tamil and Samskrit. The Acharya and Panditamani

exchanged views about the ancient classical Tamil texts as also

about the measures that were needed for promoting the study of

Tamil and Samskrit.

Among the politicians and nationalist leaders who met the

Acharya during this period were: gr£ C. R. Das, along with
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Sri S. Satyamurti and Sri A. Rangaswami Aiyangar, and Sri

Jamnalal Bajaj along with Sri C. Rajagopalachari, and others.

The latter group met the Acharya in 1926 at Jambukesvaram.

Sri C. Rajagopalachari was staying out, sending in Sri Jamnalal

Bajaj. The Acharya sent for Sri C. Rajagopalachari and asked

him why he had not come in. When the latter replied that the

reason was that he had not bathed that day, the Acharya told him
that those who were engaged in national work might not find the

necessary time for daily bath, etc., and that Sri C. Rajagopalachari

who had dedicated his life for the service of the nation could

meet him at any time, and in any condition. The Acharya made
it clear to the politicians and political leaders that he, as a

sannyasin, would not identify himself with party politics of any

brand; but he was free to ask them all to keep the good of the

people always at heart and to work towards its achievement, and

also to do all they could to strengthen faith in God.

An incident which occurred in 1926 deserves special mention.

The Acharya was proceeding to Pattukkottai from Karambakkudi.

Among the people who saw the Acharya off at the latter place

there were some Muslims also. One of the Muslims followed the

parly, touching the palanquin with his hands as a mark of respect.

After about three miles of the journey, the Acharya stopped, and

called for the Muslim gentleman and made kind enquiries. The

Muslim placed before the Acharya some personal matters for his

advice and guidance, and then offered some verses of praise he

had composed along with flowers and fruit. At the command of

the Acharya, the Muslim read out those verses and explained

their meaning also. When taking leave he expressed his joy in

these words: "To my eyes the Acharya appears as the embodi-

ment of Allah Himself. The Acharya's darsam is enough for a

man who wants to get liberation from worldly bondage."

In July 1926, the Acharya went to Udaiyarpalaiyam, a

Zamindari closely associated with the Kamakoti Pitha. When
the transfer of the headquarters of the Matha from Kanchi to

Kumbhakonam was being made in the eighteenth century, the

then chief of the Zamindari had rendered all assistance to the

Sixty-second Acharya. Since that time the ruling family had

been closely associated with Kanchi and Kamakoti Pitha. Hence,

it was a great occasion for Udaiyarpalaiyam when our Acharya

visited it in 1926. The Zamindar, his family, and the people ac-
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corded to the Acharya a magnificent reception, and valuable

presents were made to the Matiia to mark the occasion.

When the Acharya was camping at Tiruppadirippuhyur, an
old lady who was a scholar in Tamil, and national worker came
for his darsana. Achalambikai was her name. She had composed

a narrative poem on the life of Mahatma Gandhi. She had known
the Acharya as a child in his purvasrama; and had also studied

under the Acharya's father. Tears of joy streamed from her eyes

when she now beheld the son of her teacher shine as the

Jagadguru.

There is a place called Vadavambalam on the northern bank

of South Pennar where a Purva Acharya of the Kamakoti Pi^ha

had his sam&dhi. At our Acharya's wish the samadhi which had

been obliterated was reconstructed, and arrangements were made
for regular worship there.

At Pondicherry, the officials of the French Government and

the people gave the Acharya a royal welcome. During his stay

there, the shocking news of the destruction of the famous temple-car

at Tiruvarur as a result of incendiarism arrived. The astikas of

the district of Tanjavur rose as one man and resolved to build a

new car. The Acharya blessed the effort; and through his blessing

a new car equalling the old in magnificence was built in two years'

time. One Elulur Subbaraya Vadhyar took a leading part in this

laudable effort. Later on, he became a sannyasiw, bearing the

name 'Sri Narayana Brahmananda'; even as a sannyasin he did

great service in renovating old temples and performing kumbhabhi-

shekams.

In March 1927, the Acharya went to Salem and toured in the

district. At Erode, a Muslim gentleman offered a few verses in

Samskrit which he had composed in praise of the Acharya. The

letters of the verses were written in small squares which together

formed the figure of the &iva-linga. In the presence of the

Acharya, the Muslim scholar read out the verses and explained

their meaning. When the Acharya asked him as to how he had

mastered the language to such an extent as to be able to compose

verses, he replied that his forbears were scholars in Samskrit, and

that he himself had studied the language under his own father.

The Acharya complimented him on the proficiency he had attained

in Samskrit and advised him to keep up his studies.
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After visiting Coimbatore in April 1927, the Acharya, arrived

in Palghat in the first week of May. Kerala which had given
birth to Adi Sankara was now jubilant at the visit of an illustrious

successor in whose life and mission the greatness of the Adi-Guru
was luminously reflected. The Acharya spoke to the sishyas in

Malayalam. The people who listened to him mistook him for a
Keraliya. It was during the Acharya's Palghat visit that Sri T. M.
Krishnaswami Aiyar, a leading Advocate of Madras who later

served as Chief Judge of Travancore, met the Guru with a party

of devotees and conducted Tiruppugal Bhajana. The Acharya
was greatly pleased with the devotion and the music, and blessed

the leader by conferring on him the title Tiruppugal-mani'.

In the latter half of 1927, Mahatma Gandhi was touring the

South. He had heard about the Sage of Kamakoti Pftha, and
wanted very much to meet him. The meeting took place at Naili-

cheri in Palghat. They met in a cattle-shed in the Acharya's camp.

It was a unique experience for the Mahatma. Here was an authen-

tic successor of Adi Sankara, dressed in a piece of ochre cloth

made of Khadi, and seated on the floor. The Acharya too appre-

ciated the occasion provided for getting to know at first' hand

the leader of the nation who had adopted voluntarily the mode
of a simple peasant's life. The Acharya conversed in Samskrit,

and the Mahatma in Hindi. The conversation took place in a

most' cordial atmosphere. On taking leave of the Acharya, the

Mahatma gave expression to the immense benefit he had derived

from this unique meeting. How profoundly he was drawn to the

Acharya will be evident from a small incident' that occurred dur-

ing the interview. It was 5-30 in the evening. Sri C. Rajagopala-

chari went inside the cattle-shed and reminded the Mahatma about

his evening meal; for the Mahatma would not take any food after

6 O'clock. The Mahatma made this significant observation to

Sri C. Rajagopalaehari: "The conversation I am having now with

the Acharya is itself my evening meal for to-day."

The Acharya visited several places in Kerala, including

Guruvayur, Tirucbur, Ernakulam, Quilon, and Trivandrum. The

States of Cochin and Travancore accorded to the Acharya the

highest veneration. At Allepy the Acharya paid a visit to the

Sri Chandralekharendra Bathasala, and blessed the pupils of the

school. At Cape Comorin, he worshipped at* the Kanya Kumlri

temple after a bath in the confluence of the seas. After complet-
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ing the Kerala tour, he proceeded northwards again. At Madurai,

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru of Allahahad met the Acharya and sought

his blessings for the effort he was making to convene an All

Parties' Conference, in order to impress on the British Government

that it should not ignore the demands of the nationalist forces.

The Acharya told Sir Sapru that the urgent need in India was

for achieving the good of the people through peaceful means, and

that any effort in that direction had his good wishes.

In February 1929. the Acharya began his tour of the South

Arcot District'. The chMurrmsya that year was observed in

Manalurpettai. For about a month the Acharya was having fever.

In utter neglect of the state of his body, he performed the daily

worship, taking his usual bath. In due course the fever left, reliev-

ing the devotees of their great anxiety.

During the present tour, the Acharya was passing through

Tandalam village. A cowherd of that place wanted to sell his

small holding and give the proceeds as his offering to the Acharya.

The Acharya dissuaded him from doing so; but the devotee would

not go back on his resolve. He actually sold his piece of land to a

rich man of the place and made his heart-offering to the Acharya.

The Acharya, however, did not like that the cowherd should be-

come a destitute. He, therefore, arranged through the local TahsU-

dar for the allotment of sufficient piece of puramboke land to the

cowherd.

In December 1929, the Acharya went to Tiruvannamalai for

the Dtpam festival. Tiruvannamalai is one of the most sacred places

of pilgrimage. The holy hill Arunachala is itself worshipped as

a Siva-linga. According to Pur&na it was here that the Lord Siva

appeared as a column of light whose top and bottom Brahma and

Vishnu could not discover. And, it was here that Parvatl acquir-

ed half of Siva's body and as a consequence the Lord became

Ardhanarlsvara. Saint Arunagirinathar had his vision of Subrah-

manva here, and became the bard who sang the Tiruppugal. The

samadhi of Idaikklttu Siddhar is said to be within the precincts

of the great temple of Arunachalesvara. In our own time Tiru-

vannamalai became the hallowed residence of Sri Ramana Maha-

rshi. Once a year on the full-moon day in the month of KrittM,

iust at sun-down, a beacon is lit at the top of the sacred hiE signi-

fying that Siva is worshipped at Tiruvannamalai in the form of
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light and fire. This is known as tne uipam lestival. Our Acharya
visited the sacred place during this festival in 1929, staying there
for about a month, walking round the hill several times, and wor-
shipping at the temple.

The next place of importance to be visited was Adaiyapalam
near Arani. It was here that the famous Appaya Dfkshita had
lived about four centuries earlier. Dikshita was a great Advaitin
as well as an ardent Saiva. He was a polymath who wrote several
classical works. The Acharya reminded the people of Adaiyapalam
of the great service rendered by Dfkshita to Advaita and iaivism,

and asked them to observe the birth-anniversary of this eminent
teacher and to arrange for popularising his works.

In December 1930, at Tirukkalukkunjam (Pakshitirtham) , an
address of welcome was presented to the Acharya on behalf of

the All-India Sadhu Mahisangham. The address referred in glow-

ing terms to the invaluable service that the Acharya was doing to

Hindu dharma and society, both through precept and practice,

following faithfully the grand tradition of Adi Sankara. In Janu-

ary 1931, the town of Chingleput had the privilege of receiving

the Acharya — the privilege to which the people of the town

had been looking forward for a long time.

A notable event that look place during the Acharya's sojourn

in Chingleput was the visit of Mr Paul Brunton, a noted British

writer, journalist, and spiritual seeker. Mr Brunton was on an

extensive tour of India looking out for contacts with mystics,

yogins, and spiritual leaders. It was the desire for A Search in

Secret India2 that had brought him to this country from far off

England. While in Madras, he met Sr! K. S. Venkataramani, the

talented author in English of essays and novels on village life.

It was Srf Venkataramani that took Mr Brunton to Chingleput for

an interview with the Acharya. Through his personal represen-

tation to the Acharya, he succeeded in securing for the English

visitor an audience with the Acharya. The beatific face and the

glowing eyes of the Sage produced at once an experience nf exal-

tation in the visiting aspirant. Mr Brunton looked at the AchSrva

in silence, and was struck with what he saw. Referring to this

3. This is the titie of a book he later on published, giving an account

of his search raider & Company, London, 1934). Sir Francis Younghusband

says in his Foreword. "Sacred India" would be as apt a title for this book.
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memorable meeting, he wrote later in his hook, "His noble face

pictured in grey and brown, takes an honoured place in the long

portrait gallery of my memory. That elusive element which the

French aptly term spitituel is present in his face. His expression

is modest and mild, the large dark eyes being extraordinarily

tranquil and beautiful. The nose is short, straight and classically

regular. There is a rugged little beard on his chin, and the gravity

of his mouth is most noticeable. Such a face might have belonged

to one of the saints who graced the Christian Church during the

Middle Ages, except that this one possesses the added quality of

intellectuality. I suppose we of the practical West would say that

he has the eyes of a dreamer. Somehow, I feel in an inexplicable

way that there is something more than mere dreams behind those

heavy lids."4

Mr Brunton put to the Acharya questions about the world,

the improvement of its political and economic conditions, disarma-

ment, etc. In his own characteristic way, the Acharya probed

behind the questions and explained how the inward transformation

of man was the pre-condition of a better world.

"If you scrap your battleships and let your cannons rust, that

will not stop war. People will continue to fight, even if they have

to use sticks!"

"Nothing but spiritual understanding between one nation and

another, and between rich and poor, will produce goodwill and

thus bring real peace and prosperity."

The Indian attitude towards life and the world, according to

the critics, is one of pessimism. But that this view is utterly wrong

is borne out by the answer which the Acharya gave to one of

Mr Brunton's questions.

Mr Brunton: "Is it your opinion, then, that men are becom-

ing more degraded?".

The Acharya: "No, I do not think so. There is an indwelling

divine soul in man which, in the end, must bring him back to God.

Do not blame people so much as the environments into which

they are born. Their surroundings and circumstances force them

to become worse than they really are. That is true of both the

East and West. Society must be brought' into tune with a higher note."

4. A Search vti Secret India, p. 90.
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Mr Brunton does not fail to make a note of the universalistie

and catholic vision of the Acharya. "I am quick to notice," he
writes, "that Shri Shankara does not decry the West in order to

exalt the East, as so many in his land do. He admits that each

half of the globe possesses its own set of virtues and vices, and
that in this way they are roughly equal! He hopes that a wiser

generation will fuse the best points of Asiatic and European civi-

lizations into a higher and balanced social scheme."

Adverting to the purpose for which he had come to India,

Mr Brunton asked if the Acharya would recommend anyone who
could serve as his spiritual preceptor, or if the Acharya himself

would be his guide. "I am at the head of a public institution",

said the Acharya, "a man whose time no longer belongs to him-

self. My activities demand almost all my time. For years I have

spent only three hours in sleep each night. How can I take personal

pupils? You must find a master who devotes his time to them,"

It was as directed by the Acharya that Mr Brunton went to

Tiruvannamalai and found the Master he had been in quest of,

in Sri Ramana Maharshi. Already a devotee of the Maharshi had

told Mr Brunton in Madras about the Sage of Arunaehala. Mr
Brunton was not keen then, because he thought that the Maharshi

might turn out to be another Yogi like the ones he had met earlier

in this country. But now, it was different. The Acharya himself

had asked him not to leave South India before he had met the

Maharshi.

After the interview at Chingleput, Mr Brunton returned to

his residence in Madras. That night he saw the Acharya in a

vision. There was a sudden awakening. The room was totally

dark. He became conscious of some bright object. He immedia-

tely sat up and looked straight at it. This is what he writes:

"My astounded gaze meets the face and form of His Holiness

Shri Shankara. It is clearly and unmistakably visible. He does

not appear to be some ethereal ghost, but rather a solid human

being. There is a mysterious luminosity around the figure which

separates it from the surrounding darkness.

"Surely the vision is an impossible one? Have I not left him

at Chingleput? I dose my eyes tightly in an effort to test the

matter. There is no difference and I still see him quite plainly!
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"Let it suffice that 1 receive the sense of a benign and friend-

ly presence. I open my eyes and regard the kindly figure hi tiae

loose yellow robe.

The face alters, for the lips smile and seem to say:

"Be humble and then you shall find what you seek!"

"The vision disappears as mysteriously as it has come. It

leaves one feeling exalted, happy and unperturbed by its super-

normal nature. Shall I dismiss it as a dream? What matters it?"5

From Chingleput, the Acharya went to Kanchi, the seat of

the Kamakoti Pitha. This was his first visit after he had assumed

the headship of the Pitha. The ceremonial entry into the holy

city was made on Sunday the 25th of January, 1931. The city

wore a festive appearance that day, the citizens offered to the

Acharya a reverential and enthusiastic welcome. Kanchi is the

city of temples par excellence. The temple of Sri Kamakshi

occupies the central place. Adi Sankara installed the Sri Chakra

in this temple. In the inner pr&k&ra, there is a shrine for Sankara

with a life-size image. Tradition has it that he ascended the Sar-

vajna Pitha and attained siddhi in Kanchi. There are sculptured

representations of Sankara in many of the temples including those

of Sri Ekamresvara and Sri Varadaraja. For several centuries

past the management of the Kamakshi temple was being carried

on under the general supervision of the Kamakoti Pitha. In 1840

the Sixty-fourth Acharya, Sri Chandrasekharendra Sarasvati,

performed the kumbhabhishekam. The very next year, the British

Government in India arranged for the taking over of the direct

management of the Temple by the Matha itself. During our

Acharya's stay in Kanchi in 1931, he made arrangements for the

renovation of the temple and for the proper and regular conduct

of the daily worship.

Leaving Kanchi towards the end of April 1931, the Acharya

visited Uttiramerur which is a place of historical importance as

there are inscriptions there regarding the ancient democratic insti-

tutions. Another great place in Chingleput district to which the

Acharya went was Srlperumbudur, the birth-place of Sri Ramanu-

5. Ibid., pp. 93-06
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jacharya. In a discourse which he gave at the Sri Adikesa\a
PerumaJ Temple, he explained the signiiicanee of the verse in
Pushpadanta's £iva-mahimna-stotra in which the various religious

paths are compared to the different rivers joining the same ocean,
and the differences in approach to God are attributed to the

differences in taste.

The cUturmasya in 1931 was in Chittoor. After that the tour

was resumed. While the Acharya was camping in Arani, a party

of about two hundred volunteers of the Indian National Congress

wanted to have his darscma. Those were the peak days of the

struggle for freedom. The British Government would come down
upon anyone who showed any hospitality to the volunteers. There-

fore, the officials of the Matha were hesitant in the matter of

receiving the volunteers. When the Acharya was informed of the

intention of the volunteers, he immediately asked the officials to

admit them and arrange for their hospitality. He made individual

enquiries of the members of the party and gave to each one of them
vibhuti^prasada.

In March 1932, the Acharya went to Kalahasti for the Maha-

siva-vd-tri. During his stay there, he walked round the Kailasa

hill, a distance of about thirty miles along difficult forest paths.

From Kalahasti, the Acharya proceeded to Tirupati and Tirumalai;

vast concourses of people listened to his daily discourses in chaste

Telugu. Among other places in Chittoor District, the Acharya

visited Venkatagiri and Nagari. In Nagari, the Acharya was pre-

siding over a discussion on Vedanta among scholars, one day. The

Manager of the Matha received a telegram from Kumbhakonam

carrying the sad news of the passing away of the Acharya's Mother

on tie 14th of June 1932. As the Manager was approaching the

Acharya with the telegram in his hand, the Acharya enquired if

it had come from Kumbhakonam, to which the Manager replied

'Yes'. The Acharya made no further enquiry, but asked the

Manager to get back. He remained silent for some time,8 and

then asked the assembled scholars: "What should a sannyasin do

when he hears of the passing away of his mother?" Guessing what

6. The Acharya's father, £rf Subrahmanya fiaatrl passed away in

Kumbhakonam on the 24th of July 1929. When the news was conveyed to the

Acharya he remained silent for some time, and said nothing.
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had happened, the scholars were deeply distressed and could not
say anything. The Acharya got up and walked to a water-falls at

a distance of two miles followed by a great number of people
chanting the Lord's name. He took his bath, the others too did
the same. The passing away of the Mother of the Jagad-guru was
felt as a personal loss by everyone of the sishyas.

There is a spot of natural beauty near Nagari, called Bugga.
In the same temple, here, there are the shrines of Kaisi Viiva-
natha and Prayaga Madhava. A perennial river flows by the
temple; and five streams feed the river. Commencing from the
17th of July 1932, the Acharya observed the cMturmasya at this

fascinating place. During his stay there, the temple was renovated
and kumbhabhishekam was performed on a grand scale. A large

number of devotees from Madras went to Bugga and invited the

Acharya to the Presidency City. En route to Madras the Acharya
visited Tiruttani and the famous Subrahmanya shrine there.

Before we follow the Acharya to Madras, let us record here

the epic of a faithful and devoted dog. Since 1927, a dog was
following the retinue of the Matha. It was a strange dog — an

intelligent animal without the least trace of uncleanliness. It would
keep watch over the camp during the nights. It would eat only

the food given to it from the Matha. The Acharya would there-

fore enquire every evening if the dog had been fed. When the

camp moved from one place to another, the dog would follow,

walking underneath the palanquin, and when the entourage stop-

ed so that the devotees of the wayside villages could pay their

homage, it would run to a distance and watch devoutly from

there, only to rejoin the retinue when it was on the move again.

One day, a small boy hit" the dog; and the dog was about to reta-

liate, when the officials of the Matha, in fear, caused the dog to be

taken to a distance of twentyfive miles blindfolded and left there

in a village. But strange as it may seem, the dog returned to

where the Acharya was even before the person who had taken it

away could return. From that day onwards the dog would not

eat without the Acharya's darsana, and stayed till the end of its

life with the Matha.

The citizens of Madras had the great privilege of receiving

the Acharya on the 28th of September, 1932. During the four
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months' stay of the Acharya in the city, the people felt in their
life a visible change for the better. In their crowds they flocked
to the camp at the Madras Samskrit College and later in "the diffe-

rent parts of the city, and drank deep of the elevating presence
and the soul-moving speeches of the Acharya. On the first niahf,

there was a huge and colourful procession terminating at the
Samskrit College. Seated in a decorated palanquin, the Acharya
showered his blessings on the people. Sri K. Balasubrahmanya
Aiyar and other devotees had made all arrangements for the

Acharya's stay at the Samskrit College, founded by Sri Balasub-

rahmanya Aiyar's revered father, Justice Sri V. Krishnaswami

Aiyar. A discourse-hall for studying the Sankara-bhasya on the

Vijayadasami day was built, for which the Acharya himself gave

the name, Bhashya-vijaya-mantapa.

The Corporation of Madras wanted very much to present the

Acharya with an address of welcome. Sri T. S. Ramaswami Aiyar

was then the Mayor. Moving the resolution to present an address,

Sri A. Ramaswami Mudaliyar referred to the fact that that was the

first occasion when the Corporation would be presenting an

Address to a religious leader, paid his tribute to the AchSrya,

saying that he was held in great esteem not only by the Hindus

but also by the followers of other religions, and hoped that the

resolution would be passed unanimously. The resolution was

passed with acclaim by the entire House. But when the invita-

tion was conveyed to the Acharya, he politely declined as it would

not be proper for him to associate himself directly with a secular

function at the Corporation Buildings.

The navardtn in 1932 was celebrated at the Samskrit College.

During this pujfi-festival, the Acharya fasts and observes silence

on aU the nine days. Women are honoured with offerings of gifts,

as they are manifestations of Para Sakti (the Great Mother of

the World) . And, ceremonial puja is performed to girls, commen-

cing with a two-year old on the first day and ending with a ten-

year old on the last day. This is what is known as fcanva-pSj*.

Along with recitation of the Vedas, pardyanam of the DevH-bhSqa-

vata, the Ranvayana, the Gtta and other texts, the Chanfll and Sri-

Vidya homas are performed during the festival. Thousands of

people participated in the navaratn festival at the Samskrit Col-

lege and received the Achfirya's benedictions.
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After the navaratri, the Acharya delivered discourses every

evening after the puja. Thousands of people listened to these in

pin-drop silence. Seated on the swhh&sana, the Acharya would -

remain silent for some* time. Then, slowly he would com-

mence to speak. It was not mere speech; it was a message from
the heart, each day. With homely examples, in an engaging

manner, he would exhort the audience to lead a clean, simple,

unselfish and godly life. The essentials of Hindu dharma, the

obligatory duties, the supreme duty of being devoted to God, the

harmony of the Hindu cults, the significance of the Hindu festi-

vals and institutions, the cultivation of virtues, and the grandeur

of Advaita, formed some of the themes of these discourses.7 Those

who were not able to listen to these speeches had the benefit of

reading reports of them every day in "The Hindu" and "The Swa-

desamitran." The Acharya's teachings enabled the listeners and

readers to gain the experience of inward elevation.

During his stay in the city, the Acharya visited some of the

educational institutions such as the Ramakrishna Mission

Students' Home, the P. S., Hindu, and Theological High Schools.

He advised both teachers and students to be devoted to the" sacred

task of educating and learning respectively. Before leaving the

city, he blessed some of the eminent scholars and devoted leaders

by the award of titles: Mahamahopadhyaya S. Kuppuswami Sastri

received the title Darsana-KaWnidhi, Sri K. Balasubrahmanya

Aiyar, Dharma-rakshdmani, and Sri A. Krishnaswami Aiyar,

Par&pakara^chintiirmni.

Tiruvoirivur near Madras, is a most sacred place. It has

been for centuries the favoured resort' of mahdtmas. The temple

of TvSgesa and Tripurasundari is an ancient one. Adi gankara

installed the Sn-chahra in this temple. Even to this dav the

archakas that officiate at the shrine of Tripurasundari are Nambvi-

diris. There is an image of Sankara in the inner prakara of the

temple. Several of tibe heads of the Kamakoti Pitha chose to live

at least for some time at Tiruvosriyur. In the Sankara Matha

there, the adhisth&nas of two Acharyas of the Kamakoti Pitha

7. These have been published in three parts : 1. Sri SahkarachJhrya

Sv&migal Aruliya Nan-vnoligal ; 2. Sri Safikara Vijayam ; 3, Sri Jagadguruvin

VpadesaiigaX (Sri Kamakoti Kosasthanam, Madras).
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are to be seen. Our Acharya visited Tiruvorriyur and made the
holy place holier.

Leaving Madras, the Acharya went to the South aaain in

order to participate in the MahAmakham festival at Kurabha-
konam in March 1933. Since the vijaya-yatra was still in pro-

gress, he did not enter the Matha at Kumbhakonam; the camp was
set up in Tiruvidaimarudur. From there, he went to Kumbha-
Vonam on the festival day and took the ceremonial bath in the

Tank. About six lakhs of people thronged to Kumbhakonam that

dav to r>articiDate in the festival that comes once in twelve years.

After the MaMmakham the Acharya continued to stay for some
months at the Sankara Matha in Tiruvidaimarudur. According

to tradition, when Adi Sankara visited this holy olace and had
rfnrsnna of Sri Mahalmga-svami in the temtile, there anoeared

Siva's form from the Linga, raised the rieht hand, declared thr*»e

times that "Advaita alone is the truth", and disappeared. In

1933, our Acharya celebrated the Sankara JayantI at Tiruvidai-

marudur.

For a long time the Acharya had had th«» intention of visiting

Chidambaram. But. for over two hundred vears no nrpvious

Acharya had gone there, the reason being that the D^hltars
of the Temnle of Sri Nataraia would not let even the Acharvas

of the Sankara Matha take the sacred ashes straight from th«» cup

as was the custom in all other temples as a mark of respect shown

to the Pitha. Many of the devotees of Chidambaram, however,

wished very much that the Acharya should visit Chidambaram;

and the Acharya too wanted to have Sri Nataraia's JnrSana.

Accepting the invitation of the devotees, he arrived at Chidam-

baram on May 18, 1933. A great receotion was accorded to him

by the inhabitants of Chidambaram including the Dikshitars. The

devotees of the AchSrva were rather apprehensive of what might

hanpen when the Acharya visited the temple in regard to the

offering of vihhuti. The Acharya, however, was utterly uncon-

cerned. All that he wanted was to have Sri Natarlja's Aarfana

as early as possible. He resolved to go to the temole early in

the morning: having asked one of his personal attendants to wait

for him at the tank, he went there alone at 4 a.m., had his bath

and anuspMna, and when the shrine was opened he entered and
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stood in the presence of Sri Nataraja absorbed in contemplation.

The Dikshitar who was offering the morning worship was taken

aback when he saw the Acharya there. He sent word to the

other Dikshitars; and all of them came at once. They submitted

to the Acharya that they were planning for a ceremonial recep-

tion, and that they were pained at the fact that none of them
were present in the temple to receive him that morning. The
Acharya consoled them saying that he had gone to the temple

to have the early morning darsana of Sri Nataraja, known
as the visva-rupa-dariana, and that he would be visiting the

temple several times during his sojourn in Chidambaram. The
Dikshitars honoured the Acharya in the same manner as he is

honoured in the other temples. And, at the earnest request of

the Dikshitars, the Acharya stayed in the temple for a few days

and performed the Sri ChandramaulBlvara-puja in the thousand-

pillared Mantapa. The devotees had the unique experience of

witnessing pitja performed, at the same place, to two of the five

Sphatika-lingas brought by Sankara, according to tradition, from

KailSsa—the Moksha-IAnga of Chidambaram and the Yoga-Linga

of Sri Kamakoti PItha.

The 1933 chaturm&sya and navratn were observed at Tanjl-

vur. A Sankara Matha was established there mainly through the

munificence of the Tanjavur Junior Prince Pratapa Simha Raja

and Sri T. R. Joshi. The preparation for the Acharya's north-

ward journey to Kasi had by now been completed. A number of

years earlier the Acharya had commissioned a youth Sri Ananta-

krishna Samoa to go to Kasi on foot. He had to walk the entire

distance and send notes regarding the route and places en route.

He should learn Hindi before he returned and could do the re-

turn journey by rail. Sri Anantakrishna Sarma carried out the

instructions in the letter and in spirit. It took six months for

him to reach Kail. Aged sanny&sins like Brahmananda Sarasvatl

and revered scholars including Mahamahopadhyaya Ananda Saran
and Pratap Sltaram Sastri, Agent of the Sringeri Matha, sent their

letter of invitation to the Acharya of the Kamakoti PItha on be-

half of the citizens of VaranasI; Mahamahopadhyaya Chinna-

naswami Sastri, Professor of Mraiamsa in the Banaras Hindu Uni-

versity, read out the letter of invitation in the Chidambaram camp
of His Holiness.
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A representative Committee had been formed at Varanas!
headed by His Highness the Maharaja of Kasi, with Pandit Madan-
mohan Malaviya, the Mahamahopadhyayas, distinguished Scholars,

and other eminent men as members. The citizens of the Spiritual

Capital of our country were eagerly looking forward to the visit

of our Acharya, who had already made the sankalpa for fea&.

y&tra.

In conformity with the past practice observed by the previous

Government, the Government of Madras issued a notification to

the Governments of other States, and the native States to accord

due honour and all facilities to the Acharya and his entourage

during his journey to KJasi.

The journey commenced in the second week of September

1933. The Acharya proceeded northwards, covering about twenty

miles each day. While camping at Kurnool, the Acharya thought

of going to Sri-saila which is regarded as the Southern Kailasa.

Here, the Lord Siva appears as Mallikarjuna-linga, and Parvati

as Bhramarambika. The Linga is one of the twelve Jyotir-Lingas

in the country. The holy place is counted among the eighteen

Sakti-plthas. The sthafarvriksha, is the Arjuna tree. (The two

other sacred places which have the Arjuna as the sthala-vriksha

are Tiruvidaimarudur, also known as Madhyarjuna in Tanjavur

District, and Tiruppu^aimarudur, also called Putarjuna in Tiru-

nelveli District). The Urtha at sSriHSaila is Patala-ganga (the

counterpart of Akasa-ganga at Tirumalai). Adi Sankara has

sung the praise of Sri MalHkarjuna in his SivanandaAaharl Our

Acharya delights in reciting these verses—especially the 50th

verse: 'I adore Mallikarjuna, the great Linga at Sri-saila (the

Arjuna tree entwined by jasmine creepers on the beautiful moun-

tain) who is embraced by Parvati (which is auspicious), who
dances wonderfully at dusk (which blooms profusely in the even-

ing), who is established through Vedanta (whose flowers are

placed on one's ears and head), who is pleasing with the loving

Bhramarambika by His side (which is grand with eager honey-

bees humming around), who shines in the repeated contempla-

tions of pious people (which always wafts good scent), who wears

serpents as ornaments (which embellishes those who seek enjoy-

ment), who is worshipped by all the gods (which is the b$st
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of flower-trees), and who expresses virtue (and. which is well-

known for its high quality)".8

Taking with him only a few attendants, the Acharya went
by boat upto Peddacheruvu, and from there walked the remaining

distance of eleven miles uphill. He reached Sri-saila on the 29th

of January 1934, went to the temple, and stood before the Deities

for a long time reciting verses from the Sivanandalalian and the

Saimdarya4ahari. After spending a few days at Sri-saila, the

Acharya returned to Kurnool. During the difficult Srl-saUa

journey through dense forests, the Chenchus, members of a wild

hill-tribe, gave every assistance and protection to the visiting

party. They considered the Acharya's presence in their midst

a great blessing.

Crossing the Tungabhadra at Kurnool, the Acharya entered

the Hyderabad State. He reached the Capital of the State on

the 12th of February 1934. The people and the State officials

including the Chief Minister vied with one another in paying

their homage to the Jagadguru. At the command of the Nizam,

the State Government undertook to meet one day's expenses of

the Matha. Every facility was provided for the conduct of the

daily puja, etc. During the Acharya's stay in Hyderabad a Sana"

tana-dharmasabha was held; it was attended by many prominent

scholars. In his inaugural address to the Sabha, the Acharya em-

phasized the need for safeguarding the Dharma, reminded the

Hindus of their duty to follow the rules of conduct, and asked the

people to hold the pastas in high esteem.

As the journey from Hyderabad northwards would be a diffi-

cult one—through wild forests and uninhabited areas—a large

part of the entourage consisting of carts, cattle, attendants and

others, was left behind; this part rejoined the group that accom-

panied the"Acharya, after four years, in Andhra Pradesa. Leav-

ing Secunderabad on the 24th of April 1934, the Acharya reached

a place called Sonna on the banks of the Godavari on the 5th

of May, and had his bath in the sacred river.

8. There is a pun on the words of this verse. The description may be

taken as applying to both the great Liriga and the Arjuna tree.
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What was then known as the Central Provinces was the part

of India which lay next m the Acharya's itenerary. In May that

year, Sri &ankara Jayanti was celebrated at Bendelvada on the

banks of a tributary of the Godavari. After spending a few days

at Nagpur on June, the Acharya travelled through the country of

the Vindhya mountains. It was an arduous journey in burning

summer, through practically waterless tracts. The members of the

party braved all difficulties with cheer, their sole aim being to

serve the Master in the fulfilment of the resolve to complete the

pilgrimage to Kasi. After crossing the Vindhyas, the Acharya
reached Jabalpur on the 3rd of July 1934, and had his bath in

the sacred river Narmada. Journeying quickly thereafter, the

Acharya arrived at Prayaga (Allahabad) on the 23rd of July

1934. At the outskirts of the holy city, the prominent leaders

of the place headed by Mahamahopadhyaya Ganganatha Jha re-

ceived the Acharya with due ceremony. Thousands of people

lined the route of the procession, uttering the words "Victory to

the great Guru!" (Gurumaharaj-ji-ki Jail).

On the 25th of July 1934, the Acharya immersed the sacred

sand he had brought from Ramesvaram in the holy waters at

Prayaga, the place of Tnv&il-saAgama, the confluence of the

Ganga, the Yamuna, and the subterranean Sarasvati; and gather-

ing the holy water in vessels, he had it sent to the places of pilgri-

mage in South India. By these significant ceremonial acts, the

Acharya made it known to our people how custom and tradition

are expressive of the spiritual, as well as geographical, unity of

India. On the 26th of July, the Acharya commenced the chatur-

m&sya at Prayaga. For the Vydsa^puja that day, many devotees

assembled there from the different part's of the country. During

this cMtwrmasya period, a conference of scholars was held in

the immediate presence of the Acharya. Several parp&tas of

North India participated in the deliberations of the Conference,

and received the Acharya's blessings.

From Prayaga (Allahabad) to Kasi—a distance of eighty

miles—the Acharya travelled by foot. He entered the most holy

city of Kasi on the 6th of October 1934, and was received by the

citizens in their thousands, headed by the Maharaja of K«si, Pandit

Madanmohan Malaviya, and others. About a lakh of people parti-

cipated in the procession that day, many of them uttering the full-
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throated cries of victory, "Jagadguru4\flaharaj-ji-ki Jai!
5
' Un-

precedented crowds—a record in the history of the city—gather-

ed to greet the visiting Acharya. A glowing account of Kasi's re-

ception to the Acharya was published in the Hindi newspaper

"Pandit" dated the 8th of October 1934. Among other things, it

said that the joy of the people knew no bounds when they be-

held the beaming face of the great ascetic, and that the proces-

sion and the mammoth meeting were unprecedented in magnifi-

cence and splendour in the history of the holy city within

memory.

KasI, the city of the Lord Viivanatha and Sri ViMlakshi, is

considered to be one of the seven moksha-puns. The holy Ganga

flows here in a northward direction, and in the form of a cres-

cent. The city is the resort of saints and scholars. KasI is also

known as VaranasI, because it lies between two tributary rivers

Varana and Asi. It was in this city near the Manikarnika Ghatta

that Adi Sankara wrote his commentaries. It was KasI that pro-

claimed him as the Jagad-guru. It was from there that he start-

ed on his dig-vijaya. And so, our Acharya's visit to Kasi

was full of supreme significance. On the very day of his arrival

there, the Acharya had darsana of the Lord Visvanatha and Sri

Annapurna. On the 7th of October, after a bath in the Ganga
at the Marukarnika Ghatta, he performed the Chandramaullsvara-

puja in the Lord's temple itself. From the 9th of October on-

wards, the navarntn festival was celebrated. On the Vijaya-

dasmi day, the Acharya visited the Dakshiniamurti Matha on the

other bank of the Ganga. On the 9th of February 1935, in

response to Pandit Madanmohan Malaviya's request the Acharya
paid a visit to the Hindu University. In his welcome address con-

sisting of five verses in Samskrit, Pandit Malaviya referred to the

fact that the Acharya was adorning the Kanchl-pltha established

by Sri Sankara, and that his fame and grace born of his great

wisdom, austerity, compassion, generosity, etc., had spread far and
wide in this sacred land, and requested His Holiness to bless the

assembled University community by his words of advice. Addres-

sing the teachers and students in felicitous Samskrit, the Acharya
pointed out that the end of education is to gain peace of mind,
and that it is by acquiring wisdom that one realizes immortality.

Commending the laudable efforts of Pandit Malaviya in founding

the Hindu University, the Acharya said that the main objective
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of astika education should always be kept in view in planning the
details regarding the courses of study, etc., and expressed the wish
that the University should train and send out leaders of thought

and action who would set an example in ideal living for the masses
of the people to follow. In his concluding speech, Pandit Mala-
viya said that' while from the legends regarding Adi Sankara they
knew that the great Master visited Kail and saved the world
through his wondrous works, they now had the rare experience

of seeing with their own eyes in KasI the Acharya who was an
avatara of Adi Sankara.

The Citizens of Kail organized a meeting in the Town Hall

on the 9th of March 1935, to offer their reverential homage to the

Acharya. Addresses in different languages were presented to the

Acharya and several scholars spoke hailing his visit to Kail The
Acharya said in his speech that" he had undertaken the journey,

following in the foot-steps of Adi Sankara, that he was pleased

with the boundless enthusiasm of the people, and that his prayers

to the Lord Visvanatha, Sri Visalakshl, and Sri Annapurna were

that Their grace should make the entire world march on the road

to goodness.

A conference of the eminent Panditas and Dandi Sannyisins

of Kail was held on the 9th of March 1935. A similar conference

of the Panditas of Bengal led by the grand old Mahamahopadhyaya

Kamalanayan Tarkaratna was held at Calcutta. Over one hundred

and thirty scholars met. The conference sent as its representative

Sri Mahamahopadhyaya Durgasaran to Varanasi to invite His

Holiness to visit ^Calcutta, and to convey its considered view

acclaiming the high status and the greatness of the KamakotI Pitha

at Kafichl

Leaving Kail on the 18th of March 1935, the Acharya reached

Patna (Pataliputra) on the 24th of April. The English Daily of

the place, "The Search-light", wrote in its issue dated the 28th

of April: "Bihar accords a cordial and respectful welcome to

Jagadguru Swami Sankaracharya of Kamakotipitam. Heir to a

great and honoured tradition, Swamiji Maharaj is an object of

veneration to Hindus all over India and his presence in our midst

is a rare privilege We have no doubt Swamiji's message will

leave an abiding impression on all who recede it, for what he

has to say is the result' of study and Tapas". The Acharya blessed
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the people of Patna by observing the Sankara Jayantl there; the

citizens participated in the pvjd
}
meetings, etc., wholeheartedly.

The next important place of visit was Gaya. Arriving there

on the 20th of May 1935, the Acharya bathed in the Phalguni

River, and had darsana of the Vishnu-pada. On the 25th of May,

he went to Buddha Gaya and saw the Bodhi Tree and the Temple

of the Buddha and also the tiny Sivalinga in a low flooring in front

of the large idol of the Buddha, said to have been consecrated by

Sri Sankara Bhagavatpada. A great place of pilgrimage in Bihar

is Deogarh (Vaidyanatha Kshetra) On June 21st, the Acharya
visited Deogarh, went to the Temple and stood for a long time

in meditation before the Svayambhu-Lmga and Sri Girija-devi.

After brief halts en route, the Acharya reached Calcutta on

the 13th of July 1935. The premier city accorded to him a rousing

welcome. The Acharya observed the chaturmasya from the 17th

of July at Kali Ghat. In an Address presented on behalf of the

Committee of the Kali Temple, Darsanasagar Sri Gurupada Sarml

said that after founding the Mathas in the various parts of our

country, Adi Sankara established a Matha at Kanchi, that the

present Sankaracharya whom they had the honour to receive was

on a perinatetic tour of India following in the footsteps of Adi

Sankara, and that through the grace of Sri Paramesvara and Maha
Kali the tour should be completed victoriously after planting

firmly in the land righteousness and piety. In his reply, the

Acharya stated that he accepted the reverence shown as a re-

presentative of Adi Sankara, and blessed all the assembled people.

On behalf of the Brahmana-sabha of Bengal, an address of welcome

in Samskrit was presented on the 23rd of September. The address,

which was read out by the eminent scholar Pandita Panchanana

Tarka-ratna, paid a glowing tribute to the Acharya who by his

grace was leading the people on the path of righteousness, referred

to the sanctifying effect of the gracious visit to Calcutta, pointed

out the significance of the title "Indra Sarasvati" which belongs

to the Acharyas of the Kamakoti Pitha, and praised the manner
in which His Holiness was performing the vijaya-y&trd, following

the example of Adi Sankara.

Navar&tri or Das&ra (called Piija in Bengal) is the most im-
portant festival for the Bengalis. The Acharya performed the
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navaratrl piija in September-October at Calcutta, delighting the

hearts of thousands of devotees there,) In the third week of

October, the All-India tour was resumed. A steamer took the

Acharya and the entourage on the rivers, Damodar and RQpna-
rayan which are tributaries to Adiganga. The Acharya reached

Midnapore in response to the earnest request of the people of that

place on the 27th of October 1935. Midnapore at the time was
the spearhead of the revolutionary nationalist movement. Many
young men—especially college students—were behind prison-bars

as detenus. And. the town was under curfew restrictions. The
authorities, however, relaxed some of the restrictions to enable

the people to receive the Acharya and participate in the religious

functions connected with the unique visit". Coming to know of

the Acharya's presence in Midnapore, many of the detenus desir-

ed to meet him. They obtained permission from the British officer

in charge of the prison for this purpose; but the condition im-

Tv>sed was that they should return to the prison before 6 p.m.,

that day. When the detenus reached the Acharya's camp late in

Ihe evening, the Acharya had just then retired for brief rest

after the day's puja. After waiting for some time, the young men
started going back to the prison, disappointed. Meanwhile, the

Acharya came out and on learning about what had happened, sent

for the detenus. They came again, prostrated before the Acharya,

and prayed to him for his blessings for the gaining of independence

for the country and for the welfare and happiness of the people.

Kharagpur, where the well-known Railway Workshops are

situated, and Tatanagar, the Iron and Steel-town, were the places

which the Acharya visited, after leaving Midnapore. Then follow-

ed the tour of the Native States in Bihar. While in Keonjar Garh,

the Acharva visited the temple dedicated to Dharani Devi. The

Image of the Goddess, according to the records of the State, was

brought from Kanchl by one Govind Bhanj Deva. In Mayurbhanj

State, the Acharya had darSana of the Maha-Linga in the Vara-

nesvara Temple at the State Capital, Baripada (Mayurbhanj

State). In Raj Nilgiri State, at a place called Sujanaga^, there

is a temple of Sri Chandi Devi, where the vahana is the boar

instead of the usual lion. The Acharya visited the temple, and

halted in that place for four days.

Entering the Cuttaek District of Orissa, the Acharya arrived

at Jajpur on the 4th of April 1936. Jajpur is famous for its
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antiquity and sanctity. The place is referred to in the Maha-

bharata as Viraja^fha, one of the eighteen Sakti-pit'tias. The

river Vaitaranl flows in a north-ward direction here. There are

twelve main temples and many smaller ones—each exemplifying

in a marvellous manner the ancient skill in architecture. Because

there resided at this place over one hundred Somayajins, about

two centuries ago, it came to be called Jajpur (Yajlpuram). The

Acharya spent five days in this historic town, and then proceeded

to Cuttack the District headquarters. That year's Sankara-

Jayantl was celebrated there. On the 3rd of May 1936, the

Acharya visited Sakshi-Gopal, about which there is a legend cur-

rent in Orissa. Two Brahmana pilgrims went to Kail from

KSnchi; one of them was old and the other young. The old one

promised to give his daughter in marriage to the young man on

their return to Kanchl; this promise was made in Mathura at the

shrine of Gopala. The old man, however, did not keep his pro-

mise. The youth lodged a complaint with the king. Asked if

there was any witness, he said that Gopala was his witness, and

went to Mathura and brought the Lord with him. The stipulation

was that the young man should not look back, as Gopala was
following him. On the outskirts of Kanchi, the young man violat-

ed the stipulation. Gopala transformed himself into an image at

the very place.. Later, the image was brought from there fo

Sakshi-Gopal by a king of Purl

After visiting Sakshi-Gopal, the Acharya proceeded to Purl

Jagannath. At the end of a grand procession, a ceremonial recep-

tion was given to him at the Govardhana Matha. The other

Advaita Mathas of Puri, viz, Sankarananda Matha, Sivatirtha

Matha, and Gopalatirtha Matha, also associated themselves

with this function, and co-operated in the arrangements con-

nected with the Acharya's visit. The Acharya visited the

temple of Jagannatha, and at the request of the scholars

of the Mukti-mantapa Sabha, sat on the Pitha in the Mantapa and

blessed the assembly. In a speech delivered in Samskrit, the

Acharya said that he regarded the honour shown to him as belong-

ing to Adi Sankara whose holy Feet are worshipped by all, and

who made the false doctrines disappear from the land by establish-

ing the supreme Truth. On the 6th of May 1936, the Acharya

bathed in the Mahodadhi (the Eastern Sea) at Puri; it was the

auspicious Purnima day. On the 9th, he inaugurated a Pandita-
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sabbl; several elderly speakers recalled the visit of the Sixty-fifth

Acharya of Kamakoti w$ha, Sri Mahadevendra Sarasvati, fifty

years earlier, and said that they were having the unique privilege,

again, of receiving in their midst the Sixty-eighth Acharya.

The journey through the Chilka Lake area was an arduous
one. High mountains, thick forests and sandy wastes had to be
crossed. Walking at the rate of tweny-five miles a day, the

Acharya with the tour-party arrived at Chatrapur on the l?,h of

May 1936; at this place which is on the sea-coast at the southern

end of the Lake, there is a temple of Adi Sankara. The chUtur-

masya which commenced on the 4th of July was observed at

Berhampur. The navar&tri festival was celebrated in October at

Vijayanagaram. At a largely attended meeting on the 31st of

October, the Acharya spoke on Advaita, explaining that there was
no difference between Hari and Hara, that saints like Samartha

Ramadas gained mukti by following the path of Hari-Hara-Advaita,

that those who adopt the path of knowledge attain Jlva-Brahma-

Advatta, and that the goal is the same for both upasana and

Simhachalam is an ancient pilgrim centre in Andhra. On a

picturesque hill is situated the ancient temple of Sri Varaha

Nrisimha. On the 4th of November 1936, the Acharya visited this

shrine, and spent some time in meditation near the GangadhsLra,

Falls. Three days later, the Acharya reached Visakhapatnam, the

harbour-town. After touring in the District of Vizag, he journeyed

through the Godavari area. The ch&turmasya in 1937 was observ-

ed in Palacole. The next important place of halt was Rajah-

mundry, on the banks of the Godavari. On the auspicious MaJto-

daya day on the 31st of January 1938, the Acharya bathed in the

sea at Kakinada.

The Andhra districts to receive the Acharya next in sequence

were Krishna, Guntur, and Nellore. At Vijayavada, the Acharya

had his bath in the Krishna River. The 1938 cMturmasya was

observed in Guntur. During this period, the well-known Vyaka-

rana Pandita Sri Pulyam Umamahesvara sSastri offered to the

Acharya a poetical composition in Samskrit, consisting of one

hundred and seventy verses. From November 1938 to January

1939, the Acharya was in Nellore. After visiting Venkatagiri, he

went to Kalahasti and Tirupati again. In April 1939, Sri Sankara-
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Jayant! was celebrated at Bugga. After having Sri Subrahmanya's

darsana on the Tiruttani hill, the Acharya reached Kanchi on

the 2nd of May 1939.

From Kanchi, the Acharya proceeded to Chidambaram e»

foute to Ramesvaram. The sand collected at Rajmesvaram in

September 1922, it will be recalled, was immersed in the holy

waters at Triveni-Sangama (Allahabad) on the 25th of July 1934.

The sacred water of the Ganga that was gathered there was now
to be offered to Sri Ramanatha as dbhisheka. On the 10th of June

1939, after bathing in the Agni-tirtha, the Acharya went to the

temple, and the abhisheka was performed. With this was conclud-

ed the Acharya's Ganga-yatra. From the next day onwards, for

over six months, the Acharya observed silence. But the tour-

schedule was continued, as also all the activities connected with

the Matha. After re-visiting many places in Ramnad, Puduk-

koftai, Tiruchi, and Tanjavur, the Acharya returned to Kumbha-
konam, from where he had started out on his vijaya-ydtrd twenty-

one years earlier. The 29th of June 1939 was a red-letter day for

the citizens of the town; there was no end to their joy in receiving

the Acharya again into their midst.

7. Consolidation and Furtherance of Our Ancient Dharma

The twentyone years' All-India tour had paved the way for

taking concrete steps towards the consolidation and furtherance of

our ancient Dharma. In the years that have followed, the Acharya

has given the lead in several directions for bringing together the

different sections of Hindus, for the promotion of Vedic and Vedan-
tic studies, for the due observance of religious ceremonies, and

rules of conduct as prescribed in the gastras, for deepening the

spiritual life of the people, for rendering service to the sick and
the disabled, and for universal welfare.

In 1939, the Acharya had an organization of Mudradhik&ris

set up, with a view to serve the people in a comprehensive way.

The MudrddhiMris are representatives of the Matha in the different

places. Among their functions are: to enlist' the co-operation of

the people in keeping the temples in good repair, to see to it that

temple-worship is performed in the proper order, to arrange for

popular expositions of the Puranas on Ekadasi days, to bring to-

gether all classes of people in such corporate activities as digging
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tanks and wells, dragging the temple-ear on festival days, etc.,

and cattle-care. In order to implement this programme and ensure

the best possible results, the Acharya toured the villages in the

Tafijavur District, and other places several times, and convened
periodical conferences of the Mvdradhik&rls to instruct them
personally.

Under the guidance of the Acharya, several of the old temples

came to be renovated, and kumbhabhishekams were performed.

The kumbhabhishekam for the temple of Sri Bangaru KamakshI
at Tanjavur, after renovation, was performed in June 1941. In

Tiruvanaikka (Jambukesvaram) , the ancient temple of Pafichamu-

khesvara (Linga with five faces) was in ruins. When the Acharya

visited the place in 1943, he had the accumulated rubbish and wild

trees that had grown there removed, marvelled at the uniqueness

of the temple, arranged for renovation, and had the kumbhabhi-

shekam performed in June that year. There is an old Siva Temple

in Tiruvi^aimarudur on the banks of the Viracholan River. It

was in a state of utter disrepair. The Acharya had it renovated,

and the kumbhabhishekam performed m 1943. The renovation

work of Sri Kamakshi Temple at KJanchi had been in progress for

some years. On the completion of the work, the kumbhabhi-

shekam was performed on a grand scale on the 7th of February

1944. In the temple itself that day, over fifty-thousand devotees

had gathered to witness the ceremony. To mark the occasion, the

Mulca^panchasa^ a moving hymn of devotion to the Devi, was

published by the Kamakoti Kosasthanam.

In order that' the evils caused by the Second World War may
not oppress the people and distort their minds, the Acharya sug-

gested to the temple-authorities, and managements of religious

charities, in 1942, that the gr>Rudra and ^r^Vtshmir-sahasraWfiia

be recited and archanas performed in the temples. Accordingly,

in many temples, this suggestion was carried out. In April 1942

at Puvanur near Mannargutfi, an Ati-Rudrasyaga was performed,

in the immediate presence of the Acharya, for the purpose of secur-

ing the welfare of all people. In September, the performance of

the yoga was repeated at Nattam in Tiruchi District where that

year's chaturmasya was observed. While touring in this District,

the Acharya visited Sankara-malai which is at a distance of thirty

miles to the west of Tiruchi Town; here is a Maha-Linga establish-
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ed on the hill here, similar to the one of the &ankaracharya Hill

in Kashmir. On the day of this visit—the 2nd of March 1943

—

the Acharya drew the attention of the people there to the striking

similarity. The next Aii-Rudra-homa was performed in February

19-19, at Tiruvidaimarudur. As on previous occasions, people in

their thousands participated in the performance of this yaga and
received the Acharya's blessings. The navardtri also was perform-

ed at Tiruvidaimarudur. After that, the Acharya stayed during

October-November, 1949, at Kuttaiam, and went every day to

Mayuram for TuU-snanam.

The Vedas constitute the basic scriptures of the Hindus. It

is through the preservation of the Vedas that Hindu culture has

been preserved in spite of the vicissitudes of history. In recent

times, the cultivation of skill in Vedic recitation and Vedic studies

have been neglected because of alien influence and conditions of

modem life. In order to offset the forces making for deterioration,

the Acharya caused to be organized the Veda-dharma-paripalana-

sabha. Under the auspices of this sabha, which was started in

1944, annual conferences of Vedic scholars are held in the various

parts of the country, examinations are conducted in Vedic liter-

ature and prizes are awarded to successful candidates, maintenance

is provided for selected Vedic scholars, institutions for teaching

the Vedas are set up and run, and every possible assistance is given

for the preservation of Vedic culture. In. January 1955 at Kaachi

where the Acharya was staying at the time, a conference of emi-

nent Vedic scholars was convened, and seventeen pan&tas in Ijlig,

Yajus and Sama Veda were selected from all over the country

and honoured with presents and awards.

The consolidation of Advaita through his bh&shyas and nume-

rous Vedantic manuals, and through teaching by example and

precept, was the greatest gift Adi Sankara conferred on the entire

humanity. The central mission of any institution which owes its

foundation to the great Teacher should be to spread the knowledge

of Advaita. The Jagadgurus of Sri Kamakoti Pltha have, in various

ways, rendered invaluable service to the cause of Advaita. An
important measure designed to promote studies in Advaita was
taken when the Parama-guru of our present Acharya inaugurated,

in 1894, at Kumbhakonam, the Advaita Sabha. Besides the annual

conferences of Advaita scholars, award of studentships for the study
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of Advaita, arranging for courses in Advaita according to a sylla-

bus, publication of works on Advaita, and of a journal "Brahma
Vidya", are among the activities of the Advaita Sabha. The first

conference was held in 1895 in the immediate presence of His
Holiness the Sixty-sixth Acharya; eminent scholars headed by Maha-
mahopldhyaya Sri Raju gastrl participated in the deliberations.

Learned discussions and vakyartka in Samskrit and popular lectures

in Tamil form regular features of these conferences. Examinations

are held in Advaita-sastra and prizes are awarded to successful

candidates. Presents are given to them every year if they attend the

conference. The Golden Jubilee of the Sabha was celebrated in

Febraury 1945, at the Kumbhakonam Matha in the presence of

our Acharya. The Acharya commended the work of the Sabha,

and explained the essentials of Advaita-Vedanta: The basic truth

of Advaita is that the Self (Atman) alone is real, and that all

else is mithya. Not understanding the implication of the words

mithya and maya, the critics find fault with Advaita. Although

ultimately the world of plurality is not real, it is not that' it is not

useful. Because the world of mayd is useful until the onset of

wisdom, it is vested with empirical reality (vyavahwrika satya).

It is in this world, and while living in it, that we have to strive

for and gain release from bondage. The true mokska is the attain-

ment of all-selfhood, in this very life, by the removal of maya

through knowledge. The followers of the different religions think

that their particular mode of worship alone is the true mode.

But we who follow Advaita believe that it is the same God that

is attained through any of the religious modes, and that devotion

to God is essential for realizing the truth of Advaita. In conclu-

sion, the Acharya referred to the fact that teachers of Advaita

have appeared at all times and in all the different parts of the

country, and have left behind immortal works on Advaita; and he

declared that it was our duty to study those works and gain the

wisdom that is contained in them. To mark the occasion of the

Golden Jubilee, a volume entitled "Advaita-akshara-malika ,
con-

taining fifty-one essays on Advaita written in Samskrit by various

scholars, was published. Two other books one in English and the

other in Tamil, containing articles on Advaita were also pubhshed

on the occasion.

Ten years later, in March 1956, the Diamond Jubilee of the

Advaita Sabha was celebrated at Sivasthanam near Kanehx, where
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the Acharya was staying at the time. Addressing the conference,

the Acharya observed that the aim of the Advaita Sabha was to

spread the light of the Self as revealed in the Upanishads, that

those who adopted Advaita as their way of life should look upon

all beings as they would on themselves and render some service

or other every day to the afflicted and the distressed, and that

they should investigate the cause of dispute among religious culls

and seek to eliminate it.

It is on the basis of Advaita that the conflicts among religious

cults could be removed. With sympathy and understanding, it will

not be difficult to realize that, it is the same God that is worshipped

under different names and forms. The special contribution of

Hinduism to the world's history of religions is the truth that there

are as many modes of approach to Godhead as there are minds.

And, yet, on account of misunderstanding and narrowness, the

followers of the different cults of Hinduism have indulged in

quarrels sometimes. In South India, exclusive claims have been

advanced, for instance, on behalf of Vaishnavism and Saivism.

While the Alvars and Niayanmars were universalistic in their out-

look, their later followers introduced narrow distinctions and dog-

matic partisanships. Our Acharya wanted to give a concrete form

to the movement for unity and co-ordination as between the Vaish-

navas and the Saivas in Tamil Nadu; and accordingly, the idea

of Tiruppavai—Tiruvembavai—Sha$anga—Conference was hit

upon in 1950. An$al's Tiruppavai and Manikkavachakar's Tim-

vembavai are sung in the Vishnu and Siva temples respectively in

the month of Margali (Margastrsha) . The Acharya had a confe-

rence of scholars in these sacred texts organized at Tiruv5$aima-

rudur in December 1950. It was a unique experience to listen to

the Vaishnava and Saiva scholars speak from the same platform.

On the last day of the conference, the Acharya spoke explaining

how the goal of all the cults was the same, even as the end of all

the rivers was the sea. He declared: "The redeeming Reality is

one and the same. We may seek to reach God through several

ways. But while marching on these diverse paths, we must not

forget the fundamental unity of Godhead. If we are obsessed with

diversity, there is no happiness." The Acharya further showed

how it is the state of plenary happiness and freedom from fear that

is the significance of the images of the dancing Nataraja and the

reclining Vishnu, and concluded saying that in realizing this truth
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the recitation and study of Tirupp&vai and Tiruvembavai would be

supremely helpful.

On another occasion speaking on the same theme, the Acharya
observed:

"Because two people worship different manifestations of One
Supreme Being, there is no warrant for their quarrelling with each

other. The Siva-puranas extol Siva and the Vishnu-puranas extol

Vishnu. But a proper understanding will remove the misconcep-

tion. The praise of a particular manifestation in a Purina is to be

understood in its context and not as absolute. How can there be

a higher or lower, superior or inferior when in reality there are

not two, but it is only One God manifesting differently? We must
not forget that there are works which proclaim the oneness of Siva

and Vishnu, of Hara and Hari. It has been declared that the ene-

mies of Siva are the enemies of Vishnu too, and vice versa.

"Among us there is the concept of the ishta-deva1&, of the parti-

cular form of God which one chooses for his worship and medita-

tion. To get at the One Supreme, you must start* from some

manifestations of It, and you choose it as your ishta-devata.

Another man may choose some other manifestation. As each"

progresses in his devotion and concentration, he will be led on

to the One where the differences disappear. That has been the

experience of great sages and saints. A true Siva-bhakta has no

quarrel with a true Vishnu-bhakta.

'In this connection it is good to remember two devotional hymns

one in praise of Vishnu and the other in praise of Siva sung by

devotees of the different persuasions. They are the Tirupp&vai

of Andal and the 7%ruv&mbavai of Maaikkavachakar. Both of

them deal with awakening the sleeping devotees of God from their

slumber before dawn. The language and the substance of the

two hymns show a remarkable similarity bringing forcibly to our

minds that, in the ultimate analysis, from the point of view of

the devotee and his devotion there need be no difference in res-

pect of Siva or Vishnu. A devotee of one manifestation is a devotee

of every other manifestation. That is the way to establish devo-

tional harmony. All the theistic schools of our religion have

stemmed from the Vedic religion which proclaimed: That which

exists is One; the sages speak of it variously.' The substance is
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ultimately one; its shape and name may be as various as you
please."9

The unity-movement has been gaining in popularity since its

inception. Encouragement is given for children to learn to recite

the two poems. In the month of Margali, the two poems are broad-

cast from the temples. All India Radio has also been cooperating

by arranging for the singing and exposition of these two moving
hymns. In the different parts of Tamil Nadu Tiruppavai-Tiru-

vembavai meetings are held during the month. At the meeting

held in Mayuram in front of Sr! Dakshinamurti Shrine, on the

8th of December 1952, the Acharya pointed out that recent re-

search has brought to light the fact that in distant Thailand (Siam)

the Tiruppavai—Tiravemhavai festival is still celebrated, although

the people there do not seem to be aware, now, of its significance.

The festival is being observed to propitiate both Vishnu and Siva.

The festival occurs there at the time of Ardra-darsana, and the

swing-festival is also observed, as here, in connection with it.

Here, in Tamil Nadu, we do not call the Ardra by the name Tirup-

pavai—Tiravembavai, but the Thais call it so. Only, the name
occurs there in a slightly mutilated form—Triyembavai-Tripavai.
Drawing a lesson, from the Thai festival for our people, the

Acharya observed that we should revive and popularise the tra-

dition which we have forgotten, and which the Thais still observe,

having received it from us.

Religion is the basis of Hindu culture; spirituality is its back-

bone. What are considered elsewhere to be secular arts, such as

sculpture and dancing, are here in India regarded as sacred. Hindu

culture in all its aspects spread far wide in the past. The evi-

dences of its influence are even now to be found in widely distant

countries from Egypt in the West to Java and Bah in the East.

Speaking about the pervasiveness of Hindu culture at a meeting

at the Kumbhakonam Matha in January 1947, the Acharya dwelt

on the need for the resuscitation of the traditional arts and crafts.

These should be revived and popularized, bearing in mind that

all of them serve the purpose of strengthening faith in God, faith

in spiritual values. The temple is the centre of the ancient arts

9. grl Chandrasekharendra SarasvatI, Aspects of Our Religion, Bharatiya

Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, 1966, pp. 42-44.
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and crafts. Architecture, sculpture, and iconography go into the

building of temples and the making of images. 'Ihe directions

for these arts are to be learnt from the Agamas—Saiva, Sakta, Vai-

khanasa and Pancharatra. It is from the same sources that the

archakas have to know the correct procedures of temple-rituals

and worship. Popular discourses on the Epics and Puranas used

to be given mainly in the temples, and on occasions of temple-fes-

tivals. The folk-songs, dances, etc., have for their themes the

religious stories as related in the Epics, etc. The Achaiya wanted

to institute an organization which would work for the revival-

leading to a renaissance—of the ancient skills and arts relating to

the temples. He had a sacks arranged for, for the first time in

1962, during the ch&turmasya at Ilayattangudi—the Akhila-Vyasa-

Bharata-Agama-Silpa-Sadas. Scholars and specialists in the various

fields covered by the wide scope of the Sadas are invited to present

papers and give expositions at the annual sessions of the confer-

ence. Besides the traditional paiiditas in the Agamas and experts

in Silpa, some foreign scholars also take part in the Sadas. The

archakas are asked to discuss and settle points relating to rituals

and worship. Arrangements are made for cultural programmes

consisting of puppet-show, shadow-play, bttam-twllal, yaksha-gana,

burra-kaiha, villup-pattu, kaihaka, etc. The Sadas has become

now a permanent annual feature. It was held at Narayanapuram

(Madurai) in 1963, at Kanchi in 1964, at Madras in 1965, and at

Kalahasti recently in 1966, where the Acharya observed his sixti-

eth ch^tartnasya.

One of the most significant achievements in the last few

years is the bringing together of the Heads of the Dharma-PIthas

in South India in periodical conferences with a view to formu-

late and execute concerted measures for the safeguarding and

furtherance of Hindu institutions and practices. This has become

possible through the initiative and leadership of our Acharya.

In this endeavour, the Hindu Religious Endowments Board is

offering its whole-hearted co-operation. The objectives of the

conference of the Heads of the Dharma-PIthas are to strengthen

the forces that make for astikya, to project before the people the

true image of Hindu-dharma, to work for ihe consolidation of

the Hindu society, and to persuade its members to follow the

path of virtue. Despite minor doctrinal differences, there is much

tfeat is common to the various Hindu denominations; and it is good
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that the Heads of the different sampmd&yas have Come together to

remind the people constantly of their common heritage, funda-

mental duties, and the final goal of spiritual freedom.

The 'rice-gift' scheme formulated by the Acharya is being

implemented in several areas. According to this scheme, m each

household, everyday before starting to cook rice, a handful of

rice along with a paisa should be put into a pot kept for the

purpose. Once a week the rice and coins should be collected by
the Association in each street or locality constituted under the

scheme. The rice thus gathered should be handed over to the

temple in the neighbourhood for being cooked and offered to the

deity as naivedya. The cooked rice that has been consecrated

should be sold m packets to the poor people of the place at a
nominal charge of 10 paise per packet. The amounts collected

thus and the gift-coins gathered from the charity-pots should be

utilised towards meeting the cost of fire-wood and for paying the

temple-cook for his services. This scheme will benefit those who
give as well as those who receive. Those who give will have the

satisfaction of having made their daily offering to God and their

less fortunate brethren; and those who receive will have their

hunger satisfied and thoughts purified through partaking of the

consecrated food.

One of the most distressing phenomena is the crude way in

which Corporation or Municipal servants dispose of the, dead

bodies of Hindu destitutes. The Acharya has repeatedly exhort-

ed the well-to-do Hindus to do their duty by those who are un-

fortunate in life and unfortunate in death also. Arranging for

the proper cremation or burial of the dead bodies of destitutes is

of the greatest importance. By such service, as the Acharya
points out, one obtains the merit of performing the Aivamedha
sacrifice (an&th&^eta-saihskarat asvamedha^halam Ubhet).

This is one of the functions of the Hindu-mata Jivatma-kainkarya

Sangha organised at the instance of the Acharya. The members
of the Sangha have to arrange for the last rites of the destitutes

who die in hospitals or prisons or on the streets. Among the

functions of the Sangha are: weekly visits to hospitals for distri-

buting the Acharya's prasdda (vibhuti and kwhkumam) to pati-

ents and making them think of God who is the Great Healer;

offering the TulaM leaves, Ganga-water, etc., to those who are
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on the verge of death, and performing Sri-Ramanama-japa staj-

mg by their side; going to the villages one day every weefc tor

explaining to the people the essentials of Hindu-dharma; and
arranging for frequent talks on ethical living and spiritual disci-

plines for the benefit of those who are behind prison-bars.

Some of the other activities and institutions which owe their

inception to the Acharya, in recent times, are: the institution of

"Weekly Worship" enabling the Hinciu community of each place

to visit the local temple collectively once a week and perform

bhajana; the setting up of Amara-bharati-parlksha-samiti for

arranging for instruction in Satnskrit for beginners, conducting

periodical examinations, and awarding certificates and prizes; the

starting of the Madras Samskrit Education Society at Nazarethpet

near Madras for the promotion of studies in Samskrit; the publi-

cation of Advatta^grantha-kosa compiled by a yati of the Upani-

shad Brahmendra Matha, Kafichi, who has been serving the

Acharya for a number of years in many a way; and the building

of Adi-jSankara Memorial Mantapas at important places of pil-

grimage, to which we shall refer later.

One of the major causes for our cultural decline was foreign

domination. This cause was removed when our country gamed
political independence from British rule on the 15th of August

1947, under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. But political

emancipation cannot be an end in itself; it must lead on to a new
flowering of the Soul of India. In a message issued on the day

of Independence, the Acharya said: "At this moment when our

Bharata Varsha has gained freedom, all the people of this ancient

land should with one mind and heart pray to the Lord, We should

pray to Hun to vouchsafe to us increasing mental strength and

the power for making spiritual progress. It is only by His Grace

that we can preserve the freedom we have gained, and help all

beings in the world to attain the ideal of true happiness For

a long time our country has striven for freedom; by the Grace of

God, by the blessings of sages, and by the unparallelled sacrifices

of the people, freedom has come to us. Let us pray to the all-

pervading God that He may shower His Grace so that our coun-

try will become prosperous, being freed from famme-conditions,

and the people will live unitedly and amicably without any com-

munal strife". The Acharya also appealed that the people should

cultivate the cardinal virtues, ridding themselves of passions and

fit
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violent aesircb, ana mat mey should by inward control and spiri-

tual knowledge seek to realize the Self.

8. At Kanchi

After touring intensively in the southern districts, especially

in Tanjavur, visiting even the remote villages, in pursuance ui

the implementation of programmes ior religious awakening among
the people, the Acharya arrived at Kanchi on the 22nd oi June
1953, and made a stay of three years there.

The Acharya wanted to select a successor to the Kaaejii

Ivamakoti Pitha, and tram him for the great tasks ana duLes as-

sociated with the headship of the Pitha. The choice fell on a

young disciple, Subrahmanyam by name, the son of Sri Mahadeva
Aiyar who was an official of the Southern Railway at Tiruchi.

From his early boyhood, Subrahmanyam had been receiving

Vedic education at the Matha itself. He was about nineteen

years of age m 1954. The Vedic rituals connected with initialing

him mto sannyasa and imparting to him the maMvakya-upadesa

by the Acharya took place at Kanchi from the 19th to the 22nd

March 1954. Thousands of people had gathered in the holy city

for witnessing the unique ceremony on the 22nd of March. The
young disciple stood hip-deep in the Sarvatlrtha Tank as soon as

the Acharya had arrived there, and discarded the insignia and
attire of the purmsrama. Then he donned the k&sh&ya cloth and
repaired to the shrine of Sri Visvesvara where the Acharya im-

parted to him mahcLvakya-upadesa. He was given the yoga-paptam,

'Sri Jayendra Sarasvati'. From that day onwards he has been

with the Acharya as the First Disciple, receiving the necessary

guidance in the performance of the many duties associated with

the Pitha and its ever increasing sphere of spiritual service to the

people.

On the 18th of May 1954, the Aeharya's shashti-abda-purti

(sixty-first birth-day) was celebrated all over the country. In a

message to the disciples who had gathered at Kanchi that day,

the Acharya asked them to do their utmost to preserve the Vedic
lore, to spread the spirit of devotion among the people, and to make
endowments of lands, etc., for charitable purposes. To mark the

auspicious occasion 6ri Sankara's Brahma-eutra-bhashya with
notes was published by the Kamakoft Kosasthanam,
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The Golden Jubilee of the Acharya's ascension to the Kama-
koti Pltha was celebrated on the 17th of March 1957, at Kalavai

whore he had ascended the Pttha in 1907. In the course of a

message, the Acharya observed:

"We know today that half-a-century has passed. There is not

much use in reviewing all that we have been able to do in the

past fifty years. On the contrary, we should bestow our thoughts

on what we have t'o do in the remaining years that are given to

us by God in this life. What is it that has to be done by us?
What has to be done is to gain the state of freedom from all

action. But', m the Bhagavad-gtta. the Lord declares repeatedly

that the state of freedom from action cannot be obtained by re-

maining quiet (without performing our duty) . It is by performing
action that the state of actionlessness can be realized. What is that

action which is very intense, by which actionlessness is to be
achieved by us? In answering this question, we recollect and
remind vou of the Bhagavatpada's command: 'Let action be
performed well; thus let God be worshipped'' Let us then perform

our allotted actions. It is the performance of allotted actions

that constitutes service t'o the Lord, worship of Him, and becomes

the means to obtain His Grace. Therefore, performing our res-

pective duties, and thus worshipping the Lord, we shall gain the

Supreme Good."

9, Since 1957

In the history of the city of Madras, the years 1957-59 consti-

tute an unforgettable chapter; for, during these years, the Acharya

staved in the city—visiting it after a lapse of twenty-five years

—

and blessed the people by his benign presence, by the daily putf,

performed to Sri Chandramaulisvara and Sii Tripurasundarl, and

by his after-puja discourses. An enthusiastic and reverential wel-

come was accorded to His Holiness the Jagadguru, when, accom-

panied by his Principal Disciple, he arrived in the city on the

23rd of September 1957. Sri V. Ramakrishna Aiyar, Deputy

Chief Reporter to "The Hindu", Madras, to whom was "assigned"

the task of reporting the ceremonial welcome, records his personal

experience on that glorious night as follows:

"As I had not the good fortune of receiving the darshan of

His Holiness previously, I went to my 'duty' in a professional
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attitude, little realizing the unique experience that awaited me

The first sight of His Holiness sent a thrill through my body anc

brought about an indescribable mental revolution. A glance

from that shining benevolent eyes and a comforting gesture fron

the hand, which caused a wave of peace to engulf one, made 'Tit

surrender myself to him unreservedly.

"I could have discharged the duty assigned to me that da}

to the satisfaction of my office, by covering the reception accord-

ed to His Holiness at 'Farm House', by Mr Kasturi Srinivasan

and the members of his family and prominent citizens constituting

the Reception Committee, and then winding up my report by

mentioning that His Holiness and ,&rl Jayendra SarasvatI Svami

were taken in procession in decorated palanquins to the Samskrit

College, indicating the route taken bv the procession. But I found

myself unable to move away from that divine presence and with-

out any conscious effort on mv part', I followed the procession,

noting down everything that happened en route. Tt was only

after His Holiness retired late in the night at the Samskrit College

that I managed to drag my feet home".19

Thousands of devotees listened with rapt attention to the

Acharya's after-piija discourses. It was a new experience of

exaltation and ennoblement' each day To watch the Acharya

perform the puja was itself a unique participation in the adoration

of the Divine After the evening puja, the Acharva would come

to the platform and sit there in silence for a while One was

often reminded of 3§rl Dakshinamurti whose mode of upadesa is

silence. But, in order to bless us who cannot understand the

language of silence, the Acharya would begin to speak after pre-

paring the ground through silence. The speech would flow effort-

lessly, without the least trace of artificiality. Into the content of

the speech would go the most ancient wisdom as well as the

results of the latest research in a variety of disciplines Above

all, every word of the Acharya's utterances would have as it's

support authentic inward experience. The entire audience would
sit spell-bound, drinking in every syllable and accent and their

10. AcMrya's Coil, Madras Discourses, Part I, Introduction, pp. iii and iv

(B. G. Paul & Co., Madras, 1984).
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deep significance. Those who could not listen to the discourses in

person, for some reason or other, had the benefit of reading re-

ports of them in the newspapers such as "The Hindu", and ''The

Swadesa Mitran".11

The following is a brief account of the significance and gist

of the Acharya's teachings:

—

"True to the appellation Jagadguru (World-teacher), the

Acharya's teachings are meant for the entire mankind Even
when they are addressed to the Hindus, they are applicable

mutatis mutandis to the followers of other faiths. Advaita, whose
consolidation was the great life-mission of Adi Sankara, has no
quarrel with any religion or spiritual perspective. No one is

excluded from its portals. The plenary experience which is

Advaita is the common goal of everyone. Inheriting this most'

comprehensive outlook as the Acharya does, he finds no difficulty

in accommodating apparently divergent points of view and elevat-

ing them at the same time with the lever of Advaita experience.

"Advaita is not a school among schools of thought. As the

Acharya says, sages belonging to different traditions and religions

have had the Advaita-experience ; and they have shared their

experience with others. Tattvaraya Svami was a Madhva; Mastan

Saheb was a Muslim. Even those thinkers who profess to oppose

Advaita turn out to be contributors thereto; and all of them speak

the language of Advaita. This shows that the expansive heart of

Sri Adi 6ankara accommodates all views on the ultimate Reality

and all approaches to it. Though other systems may quarrel with

Advaita, Advaita does not quarrel with them.

"It is in the context of Advaita that the Acharya's varied

teachings fall in place. His exhortation for work for the common-

weal, his advice for the adoption of simple and clean modes of

living, his repeated invitation for offering worship to God in any

of His myriad forms, his recommendation of the practice of con-

11. The discourses have been subsequently published in book form:

(1) Ach&rya-svamigalin Vpany&saiigal. In three parts (Kalaimagal Karya-

layam, Madras); (2) The Cdl of the Jagadgum, Sri Sankarcch&rya of

Kanchi, Discourses compiled by Sri P. Sankaranarayanan (Ganesh & Co.,

Madras, 1858); (3) Achirya't Call, op. ctt,
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centration and meditation, his advocacy of the study of Vedanta
and the realisation of its truth—all these are to be understood as

relating to disciplines that lead to Advaita-experience.

"There is an unfounded criticism that Advaita accords no
place to God in its scheme. The truth, however, is that even the

Advaita outlook one gains only through the Grace of God There
is nothing strange, therefore, in the Acharya's teaching, through

example and precept, that the most important item in one's daily

programme should be divine worship Those moments in one's life

are vain which are unrelated to the endeavour to bespeak the

blessings of the Lord.

"As a spiritual discipline, the worship of one's chosen form of

the Deity is indispensable for one's progress towards enlighten-

ment Especially at the initial stages it serves as the go-cart

which helps the child to learn to walk. While praying one may
ask for the fulfilment of one's personal ends; but the best prayer

is that which asks God to dower the entire world with His bless-

ings; for the devotee of the Lord should look upon all mankind as

one.

" A theme which recurs frequently in the Acharya's speeches

is the plea for inter-religious understanding. There is no meaning

in the rivalries between the followers of the different faiths. The
attempts at religious conversion are like those of the drivers of

all sorts of conveyances at the railway station to "catch" pas-

sengers. While the behaviour of the drivers is understandable,

that of the protagonists of religions is meaningless. As the God
of all religious denominations is one, there is no need to give up

one religion and adopt another. This does not mean that all the

religions are uniform; uniformity is not important; what is impor-

tant is unity; and all our faiths are united in proclaiming the sup-

reme reality of the One God. The religions are like the arches of

a bridge. To a man standing under a particular arch, that one would

loom large and the others would appear small But the fact is that

all arches are similarly constructed and are of the same dimension.

As God cannot be different, why should there be decrying of any

religion? The religions are many only to cater to the different

tastes of men. This should not lead to religious fanaticism and
hatred.
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"The grandeur of Hinduism is that it cuiiseu.uaiy recognizes
the unity ot religion. That the ctiileient religion., are nut coutia-

aictory ol, or antagonistic to, one another, but aie uiJj aspects ot

one Eternal Religion, is not a mere theory or abatiau speculation

with the Hindus, it is an article ot taith. It is a tidgedy, theielure,

that there should be religious quarrels among the Hindu* them-

selves. A major division in Hinduism is that between Vaishnavwn
and Saivism. The Achar\a is never tired of poinung out t:.U,

according to all our Scriptures and the teachings of all the great

masters, Siva and Vishnu are one. Our ancients have taught us

in several ways the unity of Godhead. The conceptions of N<4u-

raja and Rangaraja are complementary to each other. In fact,

Brahma, Vishnu and Siva are but different aspects of the same

Deity. A similar complementarmess is to be noticed in the idea

of God as male and female, as father and mother. The integrated

views of the Deity as Harihara, and as ArdhaivirUvam, have a

deep significance, and take us nearer the supreme truth.

"A resurgent and strong Hinduism is necessary not only for

the salvation of the Hindus but also for the betterment of the world.

The Veda which is the basic scripture of Hinduism is not a secta-

rian text. Whatever truth was declared by any great prophet can

be traced to the Vedas. On the river-banks of the Vedic dharma,

the various religions are like the bathrng-ghats. In the distant

past, the Vedic religion was spread throughout the world. Gradu-

ally other religions appeared in the other parts of the globe, each

emphasizing some aspects of the religion of the Veda. To India

belongs the privilege of preserving the ancient dkarma in its purity

and comprehensive nature.

"A disciplined and ordered life is what is taught in the Veda.

The main Vedic disciphnes are: performance of one's duties

(karnvanii&hthana) , cultivation of the cardinal virtues (sila), wor-

ship of the Deity (upasana), and acquisition of wisdom (jnflna).

To live like an animal, eating, sleeping, and begetting, is to prosti-

tute the precious human birth. We must learn to put a curb on

the animal propensities, and purify our minds. By good deeds

we must convert the material goods into religious merit (punya)

which alone is legal tender in the worlds to come. Earning and

hoarding should not become the ends of life. A career-oriented

education is no education. What should first be inculcated in
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young minds is respect lor dharma. There is no point in asking

people to increase their standard of living; what should be aimed
at is improvement or the quality of hie. The frail mort; ' Ccjmot

improve his life by sell-efiort alone; he must seek God's Grace
through worship and medilaUon. It is by bathing in the holy

waters of meditation that the nnnd gets cleansed oi its impurities.

The mind so cleansed develops the power of discrimination; it gams
the ability to distinguish the real from the unreal, which paves the

way for the dawn of wisdom (jiiAna).

"jiiana, is the fruit of the tree of life. The man of wisdom,

the sage, is the ideal of man. He has no attachment and aversion;

praise and blame are equal to him. He does not sink under the

weight of so-called troubles. A heavy log of wood becomes light

when immersed in water. Let the troubles be sunk in the waters

of jntfna, they will cease to be troubles. To the jiianl the supreme

Self is the sole reality. As the dolls in the Dasara exhibition are

all clay in their msides, so are all things the Paramdtman in sub-

stance for the jmnl. There is no bondage for the jna.ru; he does

not fall again into the tract of sarhsdra. Moksha or release is not a

post mortem state; it is the eternal nature of the Self. The jna.11%

realizes this ; and hence there is no more travail for him. The
Tfuyarhbaka-mantra compares release to the separation of the

cucumber fruit from its stalk. This fruit does not fall down, but

gets detached from the stalk, or rather, the stalk gets itself detached

even without the fruit knowing it. This 'cucumber mukti' is the

goal of every one. Those who have realized it are the jwems.

"Such jMnls have appeared at all times and in all places.

Their presence is a blessing to the world. Thousands of people

profit, even without their knowing, by contact with a Mahapurusha.

There is no discord or divergence of views among the wise. The
peace that passeth understanding is what they spread. Let the

people resort to them for gaining liberation from the fetters of

finite existence."12

Every moment of His Holiness's life is spent in the service of

Adi Sankara, in conveying the Great Master's all-comprehensive

12. From the present writer's review of the book, The Call oj the

Jagadguru, op. ctl
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and soui-^aviug menage tu tiie peuple at kuge. Witu a we .\ lo
remind the people 01 Sri Sankara »nd hi» .spiritual lJ; _o.un,"rL>
Holiness has been causing Sankaia Memorial AIant&p«u» tu be' con-
structed during the las»t tew years, at important' pia«_, ., n pilgri-

mage. The first to be so constructed is the one at ru-iutsvaiai:,.

After participating m the Kuhilhubhishvkam vi Sa Bangaru
Kamakshl at Tairjavur on the Tin oi April 196o, tht Aumr>d piu-

ceecled to Ramesvaram for tne cun^ecrauun 01 ine In a rfankuid
Memorial Tower there. The congelation ceremony look place

significantly on the Sankara Jayanti Day, the 28th of Apnl l'Joij.

As the day dawned, the Acharya accompanied by Sri Jayenclia

Sarasvatl Svami, went to the temple of Sri Ramanatha and per-

formed the ptijd. himself. After the puja, he proceeded t j the neuly
constructed Sankara Mantapa for the Kumbtebhishekam ceremony.

The sanctified waters m the Kalasas were taken out m piocession.

The Acharya himself accompanied, ianrung the Kalasas with speci-

ally prepared chAmams. After Sri Jayendra Sarasvati Svami had

performed the abhisheka to the five Kumbhas adorning the dome
of the tower, the Acharya entered the shrine and performed puju

in sequence to Sri Hanuman, the twelve Jyotir-hhgas, the Dakshina-

murti-Yantra, and Adi-Sankara and his four disciples; finally, he

consecrated the image of Sri Sarasvati m the Sarasvati Mandira

attached to the mam shrine just behind the Mantapa. The entire

Memorial is a graceful structure with representations of holy sages

and preceptors whose sight would bring back to one's memory the

unique grandeur of India's culture. As one rises from the Agni-

tlrtha after a sanctifying bath, one beholds the Memorial Tower

and the various features thereof. Each aspect elevates the mind

of the onlooker. The central figure of Sri Adi Sankara surrounded

by his disciples impresses the pilgrim as representing all that is

best and noblest in India's heritage.

In connection with the Kumbhfibhiskekam, a sadas was held

that night. Addressing the audience, the Acharya explained the

significance of the installation of Sri Adi Sankara. With a smile,

he observed in a lighter vein: "Sri Adi Sankara was a wandering

Acharya moving quickly and frequently from place to place. He

had travelled throughout this sacred country. Today Sri Adi San-

kara has assumed a fixed seat in Rameivaram, the dakshin&rnniiya-

kshetra, the southern-most dMma of all the dMmas of Bharata-

varsha. To the four corners of India he carried his message; but

68
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young minds ib respect for dhanna There is no point in asking

people to increase their standard of living, what should be aimed

at is improvement oi the quality of life. The frail mort? ! cannot

improve his life by sefi-efiort alone; he must seek God's Grace

through worship and meditation. It is by bathing in the holy

waters of meditation that the mmd gets cleansed of its impurities.

The mmd so cleansed develops the power of discrimination; it gams
the ability to distinguish the real trom the unreal, which paves the

way for the dawn of wisdom (jiidna).

"plana is the fruit of the tree of life. The man of wisdom,

the sage, is the ideal of man. He has no attachment and aversion;

praise and blame are equal to him. He does not sink under the

weight of so-called troubles. A heavy log of wood becomes light

when immersed in water. Let the troubles be sunk in the waters

of jn&na, they will cease to be troubles. To the plani the supreme

Self is the sole reality. As the dolls in the Dasara exhibition are

all clay in their msides, so are all things the Paramatman in sub-

stance for the jndni. There is no bondage for the yhflm; he does

not fall again into the tract of samsara. Moksha or release is not a

post mortem state; it is the eternal nature of the Self. The jnani

realizes this ; and hence there is no more travail for him. The

Ttuyambaka-mantra compares release to the separation of the

cucumber fruit from its stalk. This fruit does not fall down, but

gets detached from the stalk, or rather, the stalk gets itself detached

even without the fruit knowing it. This 'cucumber mukti' ie the

goal of every one. Those who have realized it are the jnanis.

"Such yMnis have appeared at all times and in all places.

Their presence is a blessing to the world. Thousands of people

profit, even without their knowing, by contact with a Makapurusha,

There is no discord or divergence of views among the wise. The

peace that passeth understanding is what they spread. Let the

people resort to them for gaining liberation from the fetters of

finite existence."12

Every moment of His Holiness's life is spent in the service of

Adi Sahkara, in conveying the Great' Master's all-comprehensive

12. From the present writer's review of the book, The Call of the

Jagadguru, op. cit
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and soul-saving message tu the people at large. With a view to

remind the people of Sri Sahkara and his spiritual m.osion, Hi*

Holiness has been causing Sankara Memorial Mantapas to be con-

structed during the last few years, at important plane, of pilgri-

mage. The first to be so constructed is the one at Ruinesvaram.

After participating in the KumbhubhishcLam oi Sii Bangaru
KamakshI at Tafrjavur on the 7tn ol April 1963, the Acharya pro-

ceeded to Ramesvarani for the consecration oi the fars.t Sankaia

Memorial Tower there. The consecration ceremony took place

significantly on the Sankara Jayanti Day, the 28th of April 19o3.

As the day dawned, the Acharya accompanied by Sri Jayendra

Sarasvati Svami, went to the temple of Sri Ramanatha and per-

formed the puya himself. After the piija, he proceeded to the newly

constructed Sankara Mantapa for the Kumbhtibhishekam ceremony.

The sanctified waters m the Kalasas were taken out m procession.

The Acharya himself accompanied, fanning the Kalasas with speci-

ally prepared cln&maras. After Sri Jayendra Sarasvati Svami had

performed the abhisheka to the five Kumbhns adorning the dome

of the tower, the Acharya entered the shrine and performed pujd

m sequence to Sri Hanuman, the twelve Jyotir-lihgas, the Dakshina-

murti-Yantra, and Adi-Sahkara and his four disciples, finally, he

consecrated the image of Sri Sarasvati in the Sarasvati Mandira

attached to the main shrine just behind the Mantapa. The entire

Memorial is a graceful structure with representations of holy sages

and preceptors whose sight would bring back to one's memory the

unique grandeur of India's culture. As one rises from the Agni-

tlrtha after a sanctifying bath, one beholds the Memorial Tower

and the various features thereof. Each aspect elevates the mind

of the onlooker. The central figure of Sri Adi Sahkara surrounded

by his disciples impresses the pilgrim as representing all that is

best and noblest in India's heritage.

In connection with the KumbhAbhishekam, a sadas was held

that mght. Addressing the audience, the Acharya explained the

significance of the installation of Sri Adi Sahkara. With a smile,

he observed in a lighter vein: "Sri Adi Sahkara was a wandering

Acharya moving quickly and frequently from place to place. He

had travelled throughout this sacred country. Today Sri Adi San-

kara has assumed a fixed seat in Ramesvaram, the dakshimimMya-

hshetra, the southern-most dhdma of all the dh&mas of Bharata-

varsha. To the four corners of India he carried his message; but
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irom today onwards the peopk1 ot India from aiJ over will be coming

to him at l*amesvaram, and alter touching his Paduka placed in

front ot the idantapa, will receive the message and inspiration from
him." Ihe Acharya thus gave the reason why Rdmewaram had

been chosen as the first place lor the installation ol Sri Adi Sankara.

There is the shrine ol Ahjaneya built in iiont ol the Mantapa.

After adoring Sri Afrjaneya, one worships the twelve Jyotir-imgas

which Adi Sankara himself had worshipped at the respective

dhamas m the country. The Sri Ramanatha Se-tu Linga has been

appi'opriately installed as the first of the twelve Lingas. One
then comes to the shrine on the top adorned by the Image of

Adi Sankara and the representations of his four disciples. Tne
Sankara Image is placed on a high pedestal so that every person

who takes a dip in the Agni-tirtha would have Sahkara's darsava

when he turns back to the shore. The result of this darsana

would be, as pointed out by the Acharya, that through Sn Sanka-

ra's grace one could get rid of nescience and gam the plenary

wisdom.

Tiruvidaimarudur, also called Madhyarjuna, is a notable place

of pilgrimage connected with Adi Sankara's dig-vijaya. When
Sankara visited this place, he desired that the Mahahnga at the

temple should itself declare the truth of Advaita so that the doubt

in regard thereto lingering in the minds oi some people might bo

dispelled. In response to the Jagadguru's prayer, the Lord Siva

appeared out of the Mahahhga, raised the right hand, and pro-

claimed the truth of Advaita three times thus: 'satyam advaitam;

satyam advaitam; satyam advaitam.' Our Acharya wished that

this greatly significant incident should be adequately represented

in sculpture so that people would easily remember it. A Vimdna

over the entrance of the local Sankara Matha was put up, and

within it were installed sculptured figures of the Mahahnga with

the right hand raised and of Adi Sankara with palms joined. In

the central courtyard of the Matha a shrine was constructed and

in it was installed Sankara-paduka. Our Acharya accompanied by

Sri Jayendra Sarasvati Svami participated in the Kumbhabhishe-

kam of this new Memorial, which took' place on the 5th of

Pecember 1963. A special feature of the ceremony was the archana

performed to the Paduka with 108 laced shawls, which were sub-

sequently presented to the pand^as.
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In the Sri Matha at Kanehl, a new sixteen-pillared hall was
constructed, and therein were installed the Images of Adi Sankara

and his four disciples, and the Guru-paduka. The Acharya arrived

at Kanchi on the 26th of February 1964, after a tour of the southern

districts. On the next day, the 27th of February, the consecration

ceremony was performed.

At Kanyakumari, the land's end, where the eternal virgin

Mother presides, a Memorial Mantapa for Sankara was built. The
Kumbhabhishekam for this was performed on the 31st of May,

Sri-Saila. the Holy Mountain, in Andhra Pradesh is one of the

most sacred Siva-sthalas. We have already referred to the visit of

our Acharya to this place in 1934 during his vijaiia-yatrci, and to

the fact that Adi Sankara had also visited it. A fitting Memorial

Mantapa for Sankara has been built there. And, our Acharya

went to Sri-Saila in March 1967 for the consecration ceremony.

Arriving there on the 8th of March, the Acharva and Sri Jayendra

Sarasvati Svami had their balh in the sacred Patala-ganga, and

thereafter darsana of Sii Mallikariuna Mahalinga and Sri Bhra-

marambika in the temple On the 9th of March, which was Maha-

sivaratri, Ekadasa-rudra-homa was performed. The Kumbhabhi-

sfipJcam of the Sankara-Mantapa took place on the 22nd of March,

1967.

At Rishikesh near Lakshman Jhula, where the Ganga des-

cends to level-ground, a temple for Sri Sankara has been con-

structed. This was consecrated on the 14th of May 1967, the

Sankara Jayant'i day.

At Kurukshetra, the Images of Sri Sankara and of the Gito-

padesa have been installed. Among the other places of pilgri-

mage where arrangements are in progress for Sankara-Memorials

are Trayambaka where the Godavarl has its source, Prayaga

where there is the confluence of the Ganga. the Yamuna, and the

invisible SarasvatI, and Badarl on the Himalayas where Nara and

Narayana observe perpetual tapasya for the welfare of the world.

The following words of the Acharya bring out clearly the

sunreme importance and value of Sri Sankara and his message to

India and the world: "There is no avatara greater than Achlrya
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Bhagavatpada. Even from childhood he travelled throughout the

land, from the Setu to the Himalayas, from RamesVaram to the

Himalayas, and established the six faiths. If one wishes to know

the real truth, one should study the Acharya's works. There is

no country where the Acharya's commentaries are not known. Is

it possible to measure his greatness? His fame has been sung even

in stone. The spade of the archaeologists has unearthed in the

far-eastern countries several precious inscriptions. In them there

is reference to 'Bhagavan 5§ankara.' The following verse is from

one of those inscriptions."

lUhHghrivankaj&t

The meaning is: 'the seekers of the truth all over the world bow

their heads before Sankara. Their bowed heads are like the bees

that do not wish to leave the tender lotus-feet of the Master.

The heads of all the wise ones, the realized souls, in the world

have found a harbour at the holy Feet.' Thus the inscription."

During the period of the Acharya's stay in Kafichi in 1953-57,

his second visit to the city 1957-59, and in subsequent years, seve-

ral foreigners—scholars and savants, spiritual seekers and religious

leaders, exponents of the Arts and even diplomats—have had

interviews with the Acharya, thereby gaining first-hand know-

ledge of the immortal tradition of India. What Professor,. Milton

Singer, of the University of Chicago, said after meeting the Acharya

in 1955, expresses precisely the feeling of all those from abroad

who have had the privilege of conversing with the Great One.

This is what the Professor said: "Before I went to India I had

heard and read much about the great 'soul force' of its holy men
and sainfe, but I had assumed that this was something in the

ancient past. And it was not until I had met Sankaracharya that

I realized it was still a part of the living force of Hinduism to-day".

In his book, The Lotus and the Robot, the well-known writer

Mr Arthur Koestler records his impressions of a meeting which
he had with the Acharya in 1959, and speaks in glowing terms of

the smile that' transformed the Acharya's face into that of a child:

"I had never seen a comparable smile or expression; it had an
extraordinary charm and sweetness". Mr Arthur Isenberg of

the United States of America, reminiscing about the evening
which he had the privilege of having with the sage of Kafichi,
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speaks about "his eyes, which looked at me with a mixture, or

rather a fine blending, ojf intelligence, kindliness and compassion,

while at the same time somehow reflecting a most gentle sense of

humour". He further says, "I had the definite sensation of being

in the presence of a man thoroughly at peace with himself, a

sage. This impression grew to conviction during the course of

the three and half hour conversation that night' on 20th April,

1959". Regarding the manner of the Aeharya's conversation, he
writes, "Almost from the start I was impressed bv a most
remarkable habit which the Acharya practises. Not only does he
never interrupt a question (which would be remarkable enough!)

but he invariably pauses about a minute or more before answering.

His reply, when it comes, clearly shows that it was preceded bv
reflection: it is invariably concise and to the point." Miss Eughina

Borghini, of Buenos Aires, Argentina, who was among those who
attended the first' Agama-Silpa-Sadas at Ilaivattangudi in 1962,

has this to say about our Acharya: "I consider the day I first

saw His Holiness as a day of great fortune in my life. I consider

that in him Jesus has come again into this world. He is an image

of love. From the moment I saw him, the light of his grace gav«»

me maturity to understand clearly some of the aspects of spiritual

life and religious teachings. His Holiness lives just like Jesus,

homeless and devoted to a life of renunciation, and with his

contemplation, worship, penance, and teachings working for the

welfare of mankind. I shall bow at his feet and be always adoring

him." Dr Albert B. Franklin, the U. S. Consul-General in Madras,

saw the Acharya for" the first time in the Madurai MinakshI Temple

during the kumbh&bhishekam in 1963. In these striking words he

records what he saw and the deep impression it made on his mind:

"A stir in the central portion of the temple yard' before the

gilded Vimanam under which the Goddess Meenakshi is henceforth

to stay, attracted our attention. The V.LP's. in that area parted

respectfully to let an old man with a beard and a long stick come

through. He approached the ladder leading to the top of the

Vimanam. It was the Sankaracharya. The old man approached

with halting steps, his head turning from side to side as if he

wanted not to miss any detail of his surroundings. Who was he?

He has a name, he has a dwelling place, he has an age, but in

fact, he is every man and he is as old as man's ponderings. He

is the man of faith who has given away all that he had and
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follows only his faith. He is symbol of that renunciation which

is at the heart oj all religions, and which Christ himself demanded
when asked by the rich young man "What must I do to be saved?"

So, here, at this time, in the temple, he is more than the most
highly placed of the V.I.P. guests. With a vigour surprising in so

old a man, he seizes the railing of the ladder in a long fingered,

bony hand and rapidly climbs seven or eight rungs to a point

from which he can reach the top of the Vimanam with his stick.

He remains, a central figure throughout the ceremony".13

We reproduce below the report of an interview which a

British author and a French savant had with the Acharya on the

26th of February 1958, in Madras, as a typical illustration of such

meetings:

"The time fixed for the interview was 9 p.m. Sir Paul Dukes
arrived at His Holiness's camp at Thyagarayanagar at 8-30. He
was conducted to the place of the interview which was an open

space beneath a row of palms. There was a spread of hay whereon

in the centre was placed a wooden plank which was to serve as

the seat for His Holiness. Struck by this, for him, unusual situation,

Sir Paul remarked that this was a romantic setting for the new
experience which he was looking forward to. Presently, the

Frenchman, M. Philippe Lavast'ine, arrived escorted by a few

Indian friends. He seemed evidently moved at the prospect of

meeting a great scholar-saint.

"It was a little past nine. Our attention was drawn to the

direction from where a mild torch-light flashed. His Holiness was

coming slowly, with those unself-conscious steps which are

uniquely his. About half a dozen devotees who were following

him stepped back, as His Holiness sat on the wooden plank, asking

the group that was waiting for him to sit down, by a graceful

gesture of hand. The two guests sat at a short distance from His

Holiness, with the interpreter in between them. The stage was

now set for the interview.

"Sir Paul Dukes was the first to be introduced, as tile author

of two books whose titles are The Unending Quest, and Yoga for

13. See The Jagadguru, edited by Dr V. Raghavan (Jaya Chandra,

Madras-28), p. 101.
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the Western World. His Holiness asked Sir Paul as to what lie

meant by the unending quest. The Englishman said that in his

own case the quest had not ended yet. In the case of the average

Westerner, he added, it is thought that the quest ends once a
particular church was accepted. Sir Paul's view was that this

was not so. Explaining the meaning of the unending quest, His

Holiness observed: 'If the quest is external, there would be no
end to it. It would be like the quest' after the horizon—a halluci-

nation. If the quest is inward, then it would end with the dis-

covery of the true Self. In a sense, even this latter quest may be

said to be unending in that its object is infinite'.

"The Frenchman was then introduced as one interested in

the study of our temples and the puranas in connection with his

researches into the institution of kingship. M. Lavastine himself

explained what his central problem was. In ancient times the

temporal and the spiritual were united in the institution of king-

ship. There was no division of the secular from the sacred.

Probably, most of the ills of the modern world are traceable to this

division which now obtains. The French scholar thought that a

study of the history of the South Indian temples might throw

light on the question of the relation between temporal power

and spirituality.

"His Holiness enquired if M. Lavastine had heard of the

saying*: raja dharmasya k&ranam (The king is responsible for

dharma). As His Holiness was giving an illuminating expla-

nation of this saying, the two visitors were observed moving close

to him, with their attention fixed on every word of his. Although

His Holiness was speaking in Tamil, he used a profusion of English

words to help the interpreter in his task, and also the visitors in

their understanding of him. Not accustomed to squat cross-legged,

the Western visitors were stretching their legs forwards. The

interpreter touched the knees of the Frenchman, in order to indi-

cate that he could fold his legs. Observing this, His Holiness told

the interpreter that there was no need for this restraint. It was

difficult for the average Westerner to squat. The way in which

the visitors sat did not matter. They were like children in this

respect. Why restrain them? How gracious of His Holiness to

have made this observation! Is this not a true sign of a Mahwlma>?
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"Explaining the Samskrit saying, His Holiness said: 'It is

natural that man should seek to satisfy his wants like hunger,

thirst, and a place to rest. There are duties which an individual

has towards himself, the social group, and the nation. Ordinarily

the performance of these duties remains on the level of satisfying

the creaturely wants. But there is a way of performing these

duties which will elevate everyone concerned spiritually. That

is dharma. And it is the duty of the king or the state to .see that

the citizens are provided every opportunity for spiritual growth and

progress. That is the meaning of the saying: vaja dharmasya

k&rtfnam'.

''The Frenchman said that he wanted to study Samskrit in

the traditional Indian way, directly from a teacher, without the

aid of books. His Holiness expressed his appreciation of this

wish, and remarked: 'Even in India that tradition has all but

disappeared. The old way was not fto confuse the ability to

read and write with scholarship. Even the greatest scholars did

not know how to read and write'. Here, one of the visitors cited

the instance of &I Ramakrishna who could not even sign his

name properly in Bengali. His Holiness continued: "I am refer-

ring to even secular scholars. Writing was the special art of a

small class of people called kanakkars. They were good cali-

graphers. But the rest of the people, for the most part, were

not literate. Eminent mathematicians, astronomers, physicians,

Vedic scholars—these could not read and write. Learning was

imparted orally and was imbibed by rote. The method has its

own excellences, and could be revived with* profit, within certain

limits".

'Would His Holiness favour the revival of all that is old and

ancient?', asked Sir Paul Dukes. His Holiness replied that what

was good and of value was worthy of revival. There was no need

for any propaganda. This is not to be done that way. If a few

people would set an example in their personal lives, this would

catch on; and a time may come when the West also would emulate.

And, when there is recognition from the West, our people may
wake up and see something grand in their own past.

**
' One last request,' said Sir Paul, 'What would be the message

from His Holiness that could be carried to the West? ' His Holi-

ness remained silent for a considerable length of time. He was
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indrawn, with eyes half-closed, and absorbed in contemplation.

At the end of that period he spoke in slow, measured tones: 'In

all that you do, let love be the sole motive. Any deed must be
with reference to another. Action implies the acted-upon as much
as the agent. Let action be out of love. I am not here referring

to the Gandhian gospel of aliimsa. There may be situations which
demand violent action. Punishment, for instance, may be necessary.

Even wars may have to be waged. But whatever be the nature

of the action, the agent must act out of love. Passions such as

desire and hatred, anger and malice must be totally eschewed. If

love becomes the guiding principle of all deeds, then most ot the

ills of the world will vanish.' 'This,' added His Holiness, 'you may
carry with you as the message of the sages and saints of India.'

"Thus ended a memorable interview with one who is the

embodiment of all that is most noble and sublime in the spiritual

culture of India. Enjoying the aroma of the virtues of gentleness

and courtesy, one could see the light of wisdom beaming forth

from those enchanting eyes, as one listened to words which were

true and at the same time pleasing."

Eoyal Visitors from Greece had memorable interviews with

His Holiness at the Kalahasti Camp on the 4th and 5th of December,

1966. Her Majesty Queen Frederika, Queen-Mother of Greece and

Her Royal Highness Princess Irene came as seekers of truth;

and they thought it supremely worthwhile to undertake this long

journey, and were richly rewarded. The following is the gist of

the interviews—the questions asked by the Royalty and the in-

structions given by His Holiness:

1. Q. Your Holiness! I am able to meditate with a measure of

success while awake. But, the meditative experience does

not come in dreams. What should be done to retain this

attitude in the dreams also?

A. One need not worry about the kind of dreams one has.

One who practises meditation in the waking state, may not, when

he goes to the dream state, experience the meditative attitude.

The dreams may relate to non-spiritual phenomena. But the

spiritual seeker should not be troubled over these; he should not

think that such dreams constitute an impediment to his spiritual

life. To think so, and to be troubled mentally would be an
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obstacle. What the seeker should be careful about is the waking
life. He should devote as much of it as possible to the spiritual

quest. If his endeavours in the waking state are in the direction

of the Spirit, then gradually in dreams also one's spiritual nature

will be reflected.

It is not dreams that affect waking life; it is the other way
about. One who is fair-skinned in waking life usually dreams of

himself in dreams as having fair skm. If he has dark-skin, in

dream also he has a similar complexion. Thus, it is the experi-

ences of waking state that get reflected in dreams, although in

odd and queer forms. So, if the aspirant is vigilant in his waking
state, and strives constantly to remember title Self, gradually in

dreams also the same attitude will get reflected. If he succeeds

in rendering his waking life free from violent passions and base

desires, in course of time his dreams also will become placid and
full of peace.14

2. Q. Will Your Holiness be pleased to prescribe a technique

by which the concentration and equanimity of the mind
may be facilitated?

A. Normally one breathes through one of the two nostrils, right

or left. It is possible to change the breathing from one nostril

to the other by effort. If the breathing is through title right nostril,

and if it is to be changed to the left, what one should do is to put

pressure on the right side of the body, which could be done by

resting the right palm on the ground and making the bocfy lean

on that arm. For a change from the left to the right, the pressure

should be put on title left side. Before the actual change takes

place, the breathing would be through both the nostrils for a

short time, say, two seconds. This is what may be called equal-

ised breathing. If one practises to observe the equalised breath-

ing, its period will become longer and longer. And, the equalised

breathing will facilitate the gaining of mental balance and equani-

mity. The more one practises this, the greater wiU be the prog-

ress in achieving the balance of mind, and the ability to remain

unperturbed.

14. See the PaiichadaM, a manual of Advaita (IV, 82). Relinquishing

contrary thoughts, if one meditates without interruption, he would achieve

meditation even in dreams, etc., because of the residual impressions.
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3. Q If the surroundings are not salutory, if there are people

who are hostile to one's mode of life, if everywhere one
sees evil and wickedness, what should one do?

A. One may be surrounded by wicked people who are treacher-

ous and evil in their ways. But one should not be impatient with
them, or show hatred towards them. On the contrary one should

have sympathy for them, and compassion. No person is wicked
by nature, but circumstances and upbringing make him so. There
is no reason, therefore, to hate him for what he has been made
into. And also, an aspirant should not have hatred for anyone.

He should reason thus: "Since the wicked person is so because of

circumstances and upbringing, he is to be pitied rather than hated.

What would I do if some one whom I hold dear, say, my son,

turns to evil ways? I would strive to correct him through love.

Even so should I treat the stranger. In fact, there is no stranger

for a truth-seeker; for all are his kindred. What would be my
plight if I had been born and bred in those evil circumstances?

I too would be behaving in a wicked way. So, let me see the

same Self in the wicked man; let me not hate him."

4. Q. What is the distinction between the savikalpa and nirvi-

kalpa stages in samddhi? And, what is sahaja-samadhi'!

A. Savikalpa and nirvikalpa are stages in the path of concen-

tration and meditation. In what is known as savikalpa-samadhi,

the mind is steady without any distraction, contemplating its object

wholly absorbed therein. In nirvikalpa samadhi, which is the

goal of yoga, the mind ceases to function, and vanishes once for

all, leaving title self to shine forth alone. In Advaita too the path

of meditation is recognised; but here the object of meditation is

the distinctionless Brahman. What is called sahaoa-^amndhi is

realised through the path of inquiry. It is the natural state of

Self-reaHzation, and one of utter unconcern for the fleeting phe-

nomena.

5. Q. What should a leader do in regard to customs, usages, etc.?

Even after he finds them to be not of any benefit for him-

self, should he follow them?

A. Those who are the leaders of a group, society, or state,

should not neglect the established religious customs and usages.

For themselves, they may not be in need of church-ceremonies,
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for instance, their advance in spirituality may not require these.

But if they begin to neglect them, the people for whom the rituals

are really helpful will also start neglecting them. This would be

setting a bad example. In the words of the Bhagavad-gita "The

wise one should not unsettle the minds of those who are ignorant,

and are attached to action; on the contrary, he should encourage

them to perform what they should perform, by himself doing the

appropriate actions well and with diligence". It is a duty cast

upon the leaders and those that are at" the top to lead the people

from where they are, and not to refrain from participation in the

traditional ways of worship.

Recording the indelible impression of the interviews and the

unique blessing gained by the dar&ana of His Holiness, Her
Majesty has observed thus:

"The two days we spent in his company will never be for-

gotten. There was pure spirituality. What strange fate has

brought us close to him !"

Expanding the same impression, and reminiscing on what has

been aptly described as the meeting with Perfection, Her Royal

Highness says

:

" Since some time now I find myself in a situation where there

are no more questions to ask (except for details) . Yet identifica-

tion with the Self is far from constant. Nevertheless the practice of

application will also contribute in making it more permanent eo that

there is really no problem. Then I believe that Fate brings things

when time is ripe. And what came as Fate's great gift was this

meeting with Perfection who's blessing is more than I am able to

cherish without being deeply moved.

"He mentioned that the astronauts must have experienced

outwardly that which is usually felt inwardly by spiritual seekers—

an outer mystic experience. We had the Grace of having both

the outer and inner mystic experience in His presence and we
are thankful for it. He appeared as the vivid link between Spirit

and matter, a link (for the seeker) which showed that they are

not separate. The world of appearance with this Sage, who quite

obviously was a guest in the frail body, was there, but the Essence,

with which the guest is identical, was there too, demonstrating that

the world is not different from it. His gaze made the self cast off

all the bonds of the ego, thus unveiling a pure reflection of what
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those eyes are identified with. How can the beauty of this be
witnessed with dry eyes?

"The greatness of His blessing was so immense that this human
container was incapable of holding it without its overflowing which
resulted as tears. Tears of utter fulfillment which washed away the

container, causing it to dissolve, for a while, into the Reality He
symbolizes."

Dr Paul Brunton, an account of whose interview with His
Holiness has been given earlier, has sent the following message
on the occasion of the Diamond Jubilee of the Fitharohana:

" About forty years ago I sat in the presence of His Holiness

Sri Shankaracharya of Kamakoti Peetham. The soundness of his

graciously given advice, answers, explanations, and his direction

of my footsteps towards the late Sri Ramana Maharshi, was proved

by later experience and study. There was also a feeling of the

great importance of this meeting with him. Somewhere in "A
Search in Secret India " I wrote of the mystical vision which fol-

lowed during the night and the great upliftment which was felt

at the time.

"I have often thought of him during the intervening vears

and there is no doubt in mv mind that' he is a sanctified being,

a channel for higher spiritual forces. At the same time he is an

upholder of religious values, which it would be regrettable for

India to lose under, the pressure of modern life, with its indus-

trialism and materialism.

" Those scientifically educated young Indians who have no use

for their own religion and regard it with disdain should take a

lesson from the West which has gone through an equivalent ex-

perience already, but now has to retrace its way."

The American consul General, Dr A. B. Franklin, paid the

following tribute to His Holiness, while presiding over a meeting

held in Madras as part of the Diamond Jubilee celebrations, on the

28th of February, 1967

:

"We are living in a unique time in the world's history, when

things are happening on so many different levels that", if we are

caught up in any one of these levels, we are likely to be completely
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mistaken about the whole. On one of these levels (the one which

most interests me) the West, my West, is arriving laboriously,

after centuries of search by our most brilliant minds, at philoso-

phical knowledge which was both implicit and explicit in India

thousands of years ago. The greatest miracle of the human spirit

is the sum of knowledge found in the body of lore which we
collectively term the Vedanta. His Holiness, sixty years ago,

abandoned the multitude of other levels of human existence,

contest, involvement, to devote himself to this Truth.

"If we meet here to-day to honour him because of the sixty

years of his accession to the trfle of Holiness, I believe that this is

immaterial to him. I believe that he is as far beyond the titles and

honours of this world as we, on our side, are in need of honouring

him, as a way of symbolising our awareness of the Reality he repre-

sents for us.

"It is hard for me to find a tribute in words which expresses my
feeling of admiration and gratitude towards His Holiness. Those

of us who deal in words as commodity or as a tool of trade, learn

to mistrust them. Especially do we mistrust words as a means
to describe a living, changing force, or personality, and like your

remote ancestors we learn to mistrust words as a means of describ-

ing ultimate things. Perhaps the most appropriate thing I can

say on this occasion is a very simple thing. I come from a very

God-fearing portion of Christian America, that is to say, «New
England. Our earliest great philosophers, in that blessed corner

of the earth, were among the very first westerners to appreciate

the fact that' the Vedanta, far from being an outworn creed, was
a vast and joyous experience that lay ahead of us. Not only do

I come from that corner of the earth which bred Emerson and
Thoreau, whose spirits are with us here this evening, but I am one

of a long line—long as our lines in America go—of ministers and

teachers. When this line started, back in the seventeenth century,

ministers and teachers were usually the same individuals.

It gives me pleasure to be able to say, in these circumstances, that,

though some of my ancestors were in their day the subject of

controversy because of their beliefs, just as Emerson was in his

day, yet not one of them would question the appropriateness of my
being here this evening. For them as for me, the spirit whom we
are celebrating, represents the highest aspirations of mankind."
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It is difficult to reduce to words what one feels about the
unique greatness of our Acharya. His very presence in our midst
is a blessing. The solace that countless devotees receive from his
words is inexpressible. When one thinks of His Holiness, one is

reminded of the definition of "The Guru" given by Adi Sankara in
"his PrciSnottara-^ratTia-ifnalikM :

ho gurur-adhigatatattvah
iishyahitayodyatah satatam.

" Who is the Guru ? He who has realized the Truth, and who is

always intent on the disciples' good ".

For sixty years, His Holiness Sri Chandrasekharendra Saras-
vati has adorned the ancient Kafichi Kamako^i Pitha as the Sixty-
eighth Acharya in succession to Adi gankara. May this spiritual

rulership continue to shower its many blessings on the entire

world!



SIXTY-ONE OF $HE MANY BLESSINGS CONFEKRED

BY HIS HOLINESS ON THE WORLD

1. 13th February 1907—Ascension to the Pitha at the village

of Kalavai in North Arcot district.

2. Grand state reception with full military honours at the

Pudukkoftai state border town of Manjuva^i by Vijaya Raghu-

natha Thon^aiman, Regent Counsellor, Venkatarama Das Naidu,

Dewan, and other officials together with Radhakrishnan, mathe-

matical genius.

3. 1908—His Holiness paid respect's to His Parameshthi guru

at the latter's Adhishthanam at Ilaiyattangu^i on Vaisaklva'ChUra-

paurnami anusha mkshatra day which happens to be the birth-day

of the Parameshthi guru.

4. 1908—Octogenarian Sri Muthu Ghanapathl who had at his

own expense imparted Vedadhyayana to numerous pupils at

Tiruvaiyaru Kshetra received His Holiness with more than fifty of

his disciples while His Holiness was on His way to the Kumbhabhi-

shekam of Akhilan^esvari temple at Tiruvanaikka.

5. 1908—Kumbhabhishekam of AkHIanclesvari temple at

Tiruvanaikka. Adorned the Goddess with the ear-rings (tdpmka)

6. 1909—Reception with military honours and by Vidvans

and others at the palace of the Maharashtra princess of Tanjore,

H. H. Jijamba Bai Saheba and Queen Ramamba Bai Saheba and

at Sarasvati Mahal. His Holiness was then taken in procession

along the four royal roads seated on golden howda on the royal

elephant.

7. 1909—Led by Maharaja Sivaji and Prince Pratapsimha of

Tanjore, His Holiness was taken seated on an elephant into

Kumbhakonam town. His Holiness then took bath in the Maha-
nnaVhqTn tank.

8. 1911—Installation of the image of AdI Sankara Bhagavat-

pada at Lalgudi (Tiruchi district) in the presence of Panditaratna

Sundararama !§astri of Mysore state, Chidambaram Mahamaho-
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padhyaya Harihara Sastri, Mylapore Mahamahopadhyaya Mimarhsa

Venkatasubba Sastri, and other eminent scholars.

9. 1911 to '13

—

Sdstravich&ra at Mahendramangalam on the

banks of Akhanda Kaverl in Tiruchi district.

10. 1916—Lakshadlpam at Kumbhakonam Sri Malha during

the auspicious occasion of Sri Sarada Navaratri. Separate

Laksharchanas to Durga, Lakshmi, and Sarasvati who were seated

on separate rathas. Among those who offered archana was

Karungulam Krishna Sastri of Tirunelveli district.

A vidvat sadas was held in which great scholars like Maha-

mahopadhyaya Mannargudi Yajfiasvami Sastri (grandson of

Mannargudi Raju Sastri), Mahamahopadhyaya Krishna Sastri,

Chidambaram Mahamahopadhyaya Dandapani Dikshitar partici-

pated. A Music Sabha was also held in which Ramanithapuram

Ptichi Iyengar, Kumbhakonam Pafichapagesa Sastri, Palladam

Sanjiva Rao, Madurai Pushpavanam, and many other musicians

participated.

His Holiness was then taken in procession on an elephant,

witnessed by lakhs of people. The Head of Tiruppanandal Kasi

Mutt personally presented Rupees Five thousand to His Holiness.

11. 1921—Mahodaya-snanam at Vedaranyam.

12. Stay at the palace of Sri Govinda Dikshita, and journey

to Kumbhakonam for holy bath at Mahamakham tank.

13. 1922—Performed Navaratri puja at Dhanushkoti. On the

next full moon day His Holiness after taking saikatam (sand) at

Dhanushkoti reached Ramesvaram, performed puja at the sannidhi

of Sethumadhava, and bound the saikatam in the customary

manner.

14. 1923—Kumbhabhishekam at Tiruvanaikka. His Holi-

ness invested Goddess Akhilandesvari with the repaired ear-rings

(tapanka) . Sri Sadasiva Tawker of Tawker and Sons had donated

precious gems for the said repair. Sri Tepperumanallur Sri

Annadana Sivan performed annadana to thousands.

15. 1924—Heavy floods in the Kaveri threatening to link up
with the overflowing Coleroon. His Holiness was at that time
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observing Chaturmasya at'Tiruvaiyaru Pusiiyamanclapam on tke

banks of the Kaveri. By His Holiness's blessings and the co-

operation of the general ptiblic the whole place was saved from

the floods.

16. 1927—Establishment of the Adhishthana of His Holiness's

Purvacharya at Vadavambalam village on the banks of the South

Pennar in South Arcot district.

17. 15ih October 1927—Mahatma Gandhi paid his respects to

His Holiness at Nallicheri village in Palghat.

18. 1928—Darsana of Sri Guruvayurappan and bhiksha by
Guruvayur Devasthanam through His Highness the Zamorin of

Calicut.

19. 25th January 1931—Darsana of Kafichi Sri Kamakshl.

Mooted the idea of renovating the temple.

20. March, April, 1932—Darsana of grl Venkatesvara at

Tirupati. Performed Sahasrakala6abhishekam for the Lord.

Bhiksha by the Tirupati Devasthanam through the Mahant to His

Holiness with all temple honours such as umbrella, sesha-vastra

(32 cubits), etc.

21. 1932—Chaturmasya at Bugga in Chittoor district. Reno-
vation and Kumbhabhishekam of the temple there and installation

of the image of Adi gankaracharya.

22. 1932—Navaratri mahotsava at Madras Samskrit College

and establishment of the Bhashyavijayamantapam. His Holiness's

Bhashyapravachana on the Vijayadasami day. Sri Rajendra

Prasad paid his respects to His Holiness.

23. 1933—Camp at Tiruvidaimarudur, known as Madhyarjuna,

and holy bath at Mahamakham tank at Kumbhakonam.

24. 1933—Chaturmasya at Mukasa mansion in Tanjore. Pro-

cession on a richly caparisoned elephant on Visvarupayatra day.

Navaratri also was celebrated at Tanjore. Beginning (ankurdr-

panam) of the practice of writing of Sriissmajayam, Sivanamam,
Muruganamam, and the like. His Holiness commenced His

northward journey to Varanasi.

25. Darsana of the Lord at Sri Sailam,
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26. 1934—Reaching Prayaga His Holiness performed puja t'o

the saikatam (sand) brought from Ramesvaram in the presence of

Lord Prayaga Madhava and mixed the same in the holy waters

of Prayaga, at the place of the confluence of the Ganga, the

Yamuna, and the antarvahini Sarasvati. Gathered the holy water

in vessels for abhisheka to Ramanathasvami of Ramesvaram and
to deities at other temples of South India.

27. 1934—Navaratri utsavam at' Kasi reaching the same walk-

ing all the way from Prayaga. Welcome address presented by
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya at the Benaras Hindu University.

Abhinandanapatm presented by pandits who included several

Mahamahopadhyayas.

28. 1935—Meeting at the Ka&I Town Hall attended by many
sannyasins and scholars including several Mahamahopadhyayas. A
pranati patram was read and presented to His Holiness by Maha-
mahopadhyaya Giridhara Sarma of Jaipur, Rajasthan.

A big portrait of Sri Adi Sankara Bhagavatpada with His four

immediate disciples was taken in procession around the town by

the scholars themselves and installed at Kasi Visvesvara shrine.

His Holiness followed the portrait" on foot.

An image of Adi Sankaracharya made of white marble was

installed in the compound wall of Kasi Visvesvara temple.

16th February 1935—The Raja of Kasi presented a Raja-

patra to His Holiness at a gathering of Vedic scholars at the sanga-

Veda Vidyalaya.

29. 1935—Dandasparsa (touching with the staff) of the

Mundaprishta stone at Gaya.

30. 1935—Chaturmasya and Navaratri ufsava on the banks

of Adi Ganga at Calcutta. Welcome address by the members of

the Bengal Brahmana Sabha and Kalighat Nirvaha Sabha. Presen-

tation of Address by Mahamahopadhyayas of Calcutta.

31. 5th May 1936—Arriving at Purl, His Holiness camped at

the Srimatha of Pur! Sri gankaracharya Svamigal. Took holy

batfh in the sea and had darsana of Lord Jagannatha. At the re-

quest of the Raja of Purl His Holiness took His seat in the temple

and received the welcome address presented by the members of

the Vidyalaya Sabha of the Devasthanam.
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32. Sankarajayantl at Mukhamala—East Godavari. Brahma

Saptaham.

33. 1939—Abhisheka to Sri RamanathasvamI of Ramesvaram

with the holy waters of the Ganga taken at Prayaga.

34. 30th June 1939—His Holiness entered the Sri Matha at

Kumbhakonam. Vyasa puja, Navaratri puja, and Satachandl

homa were conducted at the Matha.

35. 4th June 1941—Kumbhabhishekam of Sri Bangaru

KamakshI temple at Tafijavur.

36. 1942—Atirudra homa at Puvanur near Mannargu#i.

37. Vyasa puja, Atirudra homa, and Satachandi homa at

Nattam village.

38. Vyasa puja and Navaratri puja at Tiruvanaikka. Kumbha-

bhishekam of Panchamukhesvara shrine. Parayana of the four

Vedas was held, Atharvana Vedins having been specially brought

from Kasi for this purpose. Recitation of the whole of Nalvar

Tamil Tirumurai set to pan metres was also conducted.

39. 1944—Kumbhabhishekam of Kanchi KamakshI temple on

the completion of the renovation work. To commemorate the

Kumbhabhishekam the Sri Kamakoti Kosasthanam brought out

an edition of the Muka-Panchasatl with Srimukham.

40. 1945—Inauguration of the Veda S§stra Paripalana *Sabha

at Kumbhakonam on the auspicious occasion of the Mahamakha.
The Golden Jubilee of titie Advaita Sabha was also celebrated at

the same time. In commemoration of the Golden Jubilee three

works were published, namely Advaita^kshara-malika in Sams-
krit, PcmviT&malar in Tamil, and Golden Jubilee Publication in

English. In honour of the Guru and Paramaguru Adhishthanas a
trust in the name of Kalavai Brindavanam Paramaguru Svamigal
was established with the contributions of several devotees.

41. 1947—Completion of the silver chariot (ratha) of Sri

KamakshI; Celebrated the Rathotsava.

42. 1949—Atirudra and Vyasa puja at Tiruvj^aimarudur.

43. 1951—Inauguration of the Veda-BWashya-Vidvat-San-
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44. 22nd March 1954—His Holiness' consecration of the dis-

ciple.

45. The Shashtiabdapurti of His Holiness. In commemora-
tion of this auspicious occasion a BMdana trust was established

with the help of several devotees.

46. 1956—Diamond Jubilee of the Advait'a Sabha was cele-

brated at the place known as Sivashanam near Kanchipuram. (It

is worthy of mention that in the garbhagnha of titie temple here
is a sculpture depicting Sri Adi Sankara Bhagavatpada offering

dan$avandana (obeisance with the staff) to Lord Somaskanda).
Many works of Adi Sankaracharya which had not been published

till then were brought out on the occasion of this Diamond
Jubilee.

47. 1958—Consecration of Srfmatha at Old Mambalam in

Madras and the installation of the padukas of Sri Adi Sankara

Bhagavatpada therein.

48. His Holiness awarded a grant for the translation of Kali-

dasa's Sikuntalam info Tamil.

49. 1960—His Holiness inaugurated the Madras Samskrit

Education Society; then arrived at Adayapalam village near Arani

for the Kumbhabhishekam of the temple there.

50. 1960—Kumbhabhishekam of the Siva temple built' by Sri

Appayya Dikshita at Adayapalam.

51. 1960—Kumbhabhishekam of the Sri Akhilanifesvarl tem-

ple at Tiruvanaikka.

52. 3rd June 1961—Officials and Asthana VidvSns of the

Cochin Royal Palace presented to His Holiness the great Nyaya

and Vedanta classic—Brahmanandlya-bh&wprakasas personally

edited and published by His Highness Sri Rama Varma Parikshit

Tampuran, the Maharaja of Cochin.

53. 1962—Inauguraion of the AkhUa-Vvasa-Bharafa-Agama-

Silpa Sadas at HaiyattangU'^i.

54. 1962—Publication of Kolarupatigam of Sri Jnanasam-

bandhasvamigal.
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55. 4th July 1962—His Highness titie Maharaja of Travancore

paid his respects to His Holiness at Haiyattangudi.

56. 7th April 1963—Kumbhabhishekam of Bangarukamakshl

temple at Tanjavur.

28th April 1963—Installed the images of Sri Adi Sankara-

charya and His four immediate disciples at Agni Tirtha in Rames-

varam under the Virmna constructed for the purpose.

28th June 1963—Kumbhabhishekam of Madurai MinakshI

temple.

1963—Sadas at Narayanavaram.

5th December 1963—Installation in the Sri Matfia at Tiru-

vidaimarudfir of the images of Mahalinga-murti and Sri Adi

Sankaracharya depicting the tradition titiat Mahalingamurti con-

veyed to Sri Sankaracharya through an ethereal voice (Asarlri-

vak) His confirmation of Sri Adi Sankaracharya's Advaita doc-

trine in the words 'satyam advaitam'.

57. 31st May 1964—Under the instructions of His Holiness

images of Sri Adi Sankaracharya and His four immediate discroles

•were installed at Kanyakumiari in the place between AmbikS tfem-

nle and the sea. Vedic scholars were specially sent from the Srf

Hatha for this purpose. A Vimina mantapa was also constructed.

58. February 1966—The Maharaja of Mysore, Sri Jaya-

chamaraia Wadiyar Bahadur paid his respects to His Holiness at

the House of Sri Sankararima Iyer at Adyar, Madras.

59. Under instructions from His Holiness Vedic Scholars sent

from the Sri Matha installed at the place in Kurukshetra where
the Bhaaavad-gita was imparted to Arjuna a white marble sculp-

ture depicting a chariot with the Hanuman banner and drawn by
four horses with Arjuna seated inside and Sri Krishna outside as

charioteer.

4th and 5th of December 196&—Her Majesty Queen Frede-
rika, Queen-Mother of Greece and Her Royal Highness Princess
Irene with Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan had memorable interviews
with His Holiness at Kalahasti.
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60. March 1967—Darsarta of the Lord at Ahobllam, Maha-
nandi, and other places. Installation in the gri Adi Sankaracharya
Vimanam at Srisailam of the images of Adi gankara and His four

disciples, His padukas, and the image of Nartana Vinayaka. A
Kumbhabhishekam was then performed to this shrine.

61. May 1967—Under instructions from His Holiness a
Vimanam was constructed near the bridge over the Ganga at the

place known as Lakshmana Jhula, on the route taken by Sri

Adi Sankaracharya to Badari.

SIXTY-ONE CHATURMASYAS

1. Plavaiiga — 1907 — Kumbhakonam
2. Kflaka _ 1908 — Tiruvanaikka

3. Saumya — 1909 _ Kumbhakonam
4. Sadharana —. 1910 — Kumbhakonam
5. Virodhikrit — 1911 — Tiruvanaikka

6. Paritapl — 1912 — Mahendramangalam

7. Pramadisa _ 1913 — Mahendramangalam

8. Ananda __ 1914 _ Tiruvanaikka

9. Hakshasa __ 1915 — Kumbhakonam
10. Nala 1916 __ Kumbhakonam
11. Pingala _ 1917 — Kumbhakonam

12, Kalayukti — 1918 — Kumbhakonam

13. Siddharthi — 1919 — Veppattur

14. Raudri — 1920 — Mayurum

15. Durmati _ 1921 __ Kadiramangalam

16. Dundhubhi _ 1922 — Avudaiyarkoil

17. Rudrotkarl _ 1923 _ Tiruvanaikka

18. RaktakshS — 1924 — Tiruvaiyaru

19. Krodhana — 1925 — flaiyattangudi

20. Akshaya — 1926 — Kattumannarkoil

21. Prabhava — 1927 — Kanjikkodu

22. Vibhava — 1928 — Tiruvedagam

23. Sukla — 1929 — Manalurpettai

24. Pramoduta — 1930 — Pusamalaikuppam
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25. Prajotpatti

26. Angirasa

27. Srlmukha

28. Bhava

29. Yuva

30. Dhitu

31. i&vara

32. Bahudhanya

33. Pramadi

34. Vikrama

35. Vishu

36. Chitrabhanu

37. Subhanu

38. Dharana

39. Parthiva

40. Vyaya

41. Sarvajit

42. Sarvadhari

43. Virodhi

44. Vikriti

45. Khara

46. Nandana

47. Vijaya

48. Jaya

49. Manmatha

50. Dunnukhi

51. HevilambI

52. VilambI

53. Vikari

54. Sarvari

55. Plava

56. fSubhakrit

57. (Sobhkrit

58. Krodhi

59. Visvavasu

60. Parabhava

61. Plavanga

PRECEPTORS OF ADVATTA

1931 — Chittore

1933 _ Tanjavur

1934 — PraySga

1935 — Calcutta

1936 _ Berhampur

1937 — Palacole

1938 — Guntur

1939 — Kumbhakonam

1940 — Tuvarankuricchi

1941 — Nagapattinam

1942 — Nattam

1943 — Tiruvanaikka

1944 — Esaiyanallur

1945 — Tirukkarukavur

1946 _ Kumbhakonam

1947 — Vasanta Krishna Puram

1948 — Venkatadri Agaram

1949 — Tiruvi^laimarudur

1950 — Tiruvisainallur

1951 — Mudikondan

1952 — Sattanur

1953 — Kanchi

1954 — Kanchi

1955 — Kaiichi

1956 — Kanchi

1957 — Kanchi

1958 — Madras

1959 — Vanagaram

1960 — Katnanayakanpalaiyam

1961 — Haiyattangudi

1962 — Baiyattangudi

1963 _ Narayanapuram

1964 _ Kanchi

1965 — Kattupalli

1966 — Kalahasti

1967 — Rajahmundry
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JAGADGURU SRI CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASVATI

1. On Advaita*

At first, Srimad Acharya (i.e. &ri Sankara) established Advaita-
siddhanUa. Among the texts that teach Advaita-siddhanta, the

principal ones are the commentaries on the three prasthmas, viz.

the Upanishads, the Bhagavadgita, and the Brahma-sutra. These

three are the basic authoritative texts for Advaita-siddhanta. Besides

these, the Acharya has written several manuals (prakaraftas) . The
VivekachiLd&rncwi, etc,, are the most important among them. And,

in addition, he has composed many a hymn—&va-stotras, Vishnu-

stotras, Ambika-stotras, etc. He has also written a text on mantra-

sastra bearing the title ' Prapanchas&ra'.

Many great learned preceptors have written commentaries on

the works of the Acharya. Of the works of the Acharya, the

most important is the Brahma-sutra-bhashya. This is a comment-

ary on the Brahma-sutra of the Sage Vyasa. In the Brahma-

s&tra are to be found' topics that are taught in the ten principal

Upanishads. ' The essence of these teatjhings is given in the Brahrna-

sutra in aphoristic form. The bhashya explains in an extensive way

how.the Brahma-mtra refers to the topics dealt with in the ten

Upanishads. Many preceptors, down to the present day, have

written commentaries on the bhashya.

PadmapSda, one of the chief disciples of the Acharya, wrote

a commentary by name 'Pafchapadm'. For this, ihere is a com-

mentary by Vivaranacharya : it is called Tatboadvpana. Thus,

there is one branch of commentaries (known as the Vivarana

school)

.

There is a commentary called 'Btematf for the Acharya's

bhfishya, written by VSchaspatimisra who lived in North India.

This is a rendering into English of a discourse in Tamil given in Madraf

on the 13th of October, 1932.—Editor.

n
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Amalananda wrote a commentary 'Kalpataru' on it. Appayya

Dikshita wrote a gloss 'Parimala' on the Kalpataru. There is

another gloss on the Kalpataru by Kottaiyur Lakshminrisimha

Vajapeya: this is called Abhoga. This is another (Advaita) tradi-

tion (known as the BWmaM school).

For the Sutra-bhashya, there is a commentary, Ratnaprabha,

by one Ramananda; there is also a commentary on the Ratnaprabha,

For the same Sutra-bhashya, Anandagiri, a disciple of the

Acbarya (Sankara), wrote a commentary: this is called 'Amanda?-

girvya'. About one hundred-and-fifty years ago one Tryambaka

Bha$acharya wrote a commentary on the bhashya: Bhashyabhanu-

prabha.

One Raghunatha-suri of Maharashtra wrote a commentary for

one section (pMa) of the suira-bhashya: this bears the name
' Sankara-padfrbhti&hana . These are the commentaries (on the

bh&shya) known to us.

Thus, for a single bhashya there are so many commentaries.

Of the ten principal Upanishads, the Bfihadaranyaka and the

TaittMya have V&rtikas by Suresvaracharya. Hence, this pre-

ceptor is also known as title Vairtika-kara.

There is a commentary on the Bhagavad-gita by the Acharya.

Following this commentary, there are ten commentaries. All these

are texts which expound Advaita-siddhanta.

Similarly, there is Dvaita-siddhanta. For the aforesaid

Brahma-sutra, 6rl Madhvacharya who appeared on the West-
Coast wrote a bhashya after the Dvaita-siddhanta. Many scholars

have written commentaries on this bhashya. In those commen-
taries, they have opposed the doctrine of Advaita-siddhanta.

About four-hundred years ago, a work called 'Nyaydmrita' was
written criticising Advaita-siddhanta. Criticising this, Madhu-
siidana Sarasvati wrote a work by name Advaita-siddhi. On be-
half of Dvaita, a work bearing the title Tarangini, was written
criticising the Advaita-siddhi. Criticising the Tarangim, a great
preceptor by name Brahmananda who lived in Gau^a-desa wrote
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his Chandnka. This work is also known as 'Gauda-brahrna.

nandZya'. Criticising this from the standpoint of Dvaita, one
Vanamalamisra wrote 'VammfrWmiMya'. Tryambaka Bhatta, the
author of the BhashyabMnuprabha, wrote also the SiddMnta-

va^ayantl in which he criticised VanamalamiBra's work.

More than sixty years ago, Anantalvar wrote a work called

'Nyaya-bhaskara' criticising the Gauda-bmhmanaru&ya from the

standpoint of Vi&ishtfedvaita. Criticising the Nyayabhaskara,

Raju Gastrin who came in the lineage of Appayya Dikshita wrote

the Nyayendu-sehhara. Thus, we have the Siddb&ntarvaijayanlx,

as the last critique of the Dvaita standpoint and the Ny&yendiir

iekhara as the last critique of the Visismadvaita standpoint. The
series of critical works so far stops with these two works. But

it may be extended hereafter. Any critique, by whomsoever writ-

ten, must be studied by all.

A study of such works will lead to clarify. It is only when

differences of view arise that doctrines gain clarity. In our coun-

try, any scholar who is well-versed in the literature of his own

philosophical school usually has close acquaintance with the lite-

rature of other schools. This is our tradition.

There are so many works relating to our tradition. We do

not read them. We know more about the books written in other

countries. Which book is our authority, we do not know.

Bundles upon bundles of books which have no relevance to our

tradition, we know.* We do not know our texts. If we become

aware at least of their titles, we may begin to take some interest.

If scholars who are versed in these texts volunteer to expound

them, we do not lend an ear to them; we disregard them. Our

country is in a very low state now. The people of other coun-

tries praise our Atma-vidya. If we should gain esteem in the

world, we should augment that culture of our country which has

been the object of true esteem. What is the greatness of our

country? It consists in the fact that here countless sages have

realised the Bliss that is the Self. If we do not come to be aware

of the grounds of that greatness, we shall be demeaning ourselves.

So far I have mentioned the series of the important works on

Advaita-siddhanta. What is that Advaita? What shall we gain
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from it? Do we know it, or do not know? Could we gain its

fruit, or not? Or, do all these belong to the region of mere

imagination? Will Advaita become fruitful in experience? We
shall consider these questions.

What does 'Advaita' mean? Its meaning is 'without a second'.

That there is no second does not appear to us to be true. There

are thousands of things. If there is no second, what do we gain?

Is this not clear? It is only because there is no second, that for

which we strive will get fulfilled. What for do we strive? We
strive for the removal of all the miseries that afflict us. The

removal of miseries will be accomplished through (the realisation

of) that which is without a second (i.e. non-duality). We strive

for removing poverty, hunger, dishonour, disease, empirical usage

(vyavahara) , mental pain, etc. Is there any place where these

miseries are absent? No. Yet, we continue to strive for the

removal of miseries. Through our empirical endeavours, there is

only temporary appeasement. H through medical treatment one

disease is cured, another disease comes. The means for the abso-

lute removal of all miseries is Advaita. Through it, hunger,

disease, death, dishonour, empirical usage, anger, poverty, etc.,

will not recur.

Why do we have misery? It will be good if hunger, etc.,

do not afflict us. But, why do they afflict us? Let us see through

which course they come. They will come as long as the^body

lasts. But, if this body goes, another takes its place. For that

body also, hunger, thirst, disease, etc., will come. So, if we could

do without body, then these miseries will disappear. We take

many births. What is the cause of those births? On account of

what do we take a body? We have to reap the consequences of

the good and bad deeds done in the previous births. The self

cannot reap them. Fire cannot burn the self; nor the application

of sandal paste make it cool. Therefore, a body is needed. As
the result of the good and bad deeds done by us, God endows
us with a body, and punishes us by making us imagine that the

body is "I". If a boy commits a mistake, he is beaten for that.

By his side there is a doctor. If the boy swoons not being able

to bear the pain, he is revived and again beaten. He is given

food, and again beaten. For the sins we have committed, God
gives us a body and thus punishes. If this is not enough, He
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endows us with another body and punishes. Thus, the sins that

we commit are the cause for the body. If we do not commit any-
more sins, we shall not be endowed with a body hereafter.

Constantly we should remember titiat we should not commit sin.

What is the cause of merit and demerit? There is the desire

to eliminate them by refraining from the deeds that give rise

to them; but we are not able to avoid those deeds. If a tree is

to be prevented from growing, it is not enough to cut off the

branches; the root-trunk must be removed. Similarly, we must
discern the cause of sin, and destroy that cause. Why do we
perform evil deeds? We desire to possess an object. We device

short-cuts to obtain it. That is sinful. The cause for our per-

forming sinful deeds is desire. If an object is beautiful, there

arises desire to possess it. The knowledge that a thing is good

produces desire. In order to fulfil that desire, we perform actions.

Knowing through the senses that a thing is beautiful is the cause

of desire. Through effort, we can produce desire, or change it.

Knowledge cannot be produced, nor changed.

The punishment for the sins we do is the body. Therefore,

if we remove desire which is the cause of sin, there will be

destruction of misery. How to remove desire? The way to

remove misery is not taught in the other sacred texts.

Vedanta does not omit this teaching. Vedanta which is the

peak 'of the Vedas teaches the way for the removel of sorrow.

, Hatred and desire arise only in respect of objects other than

us. There arises neither desire nor hatred in regard to ourselves.

Since desire arises in regard to objects Other than us, that desire

will not arise if those objects are rendered identical with us. If

all become identical with us, and if there is nothing other than us,

then desire will not arise. If there is no desire, there will be no

effort. If this be so, there will be no sin. When there is no sin, there

will be no body. When that is not there, there will be no misery. It

is for the destruction of misery that we put forth several efforts.

If there is something as a second to us, and if that thing is

more powerful than us, there arises fear. If there is something

beautiful, there arises desire ; and the mind is disturbed. If there
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is no second, there is no desire, no hatred, no fear. Scorpions

and snakes cause fear in us. If we ourselves remain as scorpions

and snakes, how then could there be fear? Would we be afraid

of ourselves ? As long as there is something other as a second,

there will be fear. Therefore, what Advaita accomplishes is the

bringing about of secondlessness. The Upanishad declares that

there is no fear when there is no second thing.

Are there not in the world many people ? How can all of tihem

become one? How to accomplish secondlessness ? Vedanta teaches

that what we see in this world as many are illusory. It declares

that all are of the nature of isvara. We do not see thus. If it is

true that Isvara is all, then what we see must be illusory. If what

we see is true, then the declaration that isvara is all must be false.

If what appears to us is true, then there should be no misery for

us. But misery does come to us. Therefore, what Vedanta teaches

must be true. If that be so, that all are of the nature of Isvara

should be regarded firmly as the truth. What appears to us is

illusory. The real is not this. Our eyes see what are illusory.

Advaita teaches that there is a Reality as the basis of the entire

world. What appear to us to exist' are all illusory; the true Exis-

tence that is one is alone real.

If all is Isvara, are we alone different? We should dissolve

ourselves too as that Isvara. Then, there will be no second entity.

Now, we see things as different. But' the true seeing is seeing all

as Isvara. If we too get dissolved without leaving a second, then

good will result. Even in the empirical world if two minds become

one, there is no strife. Similarly, if all become one as IsVara, we
shall become all; then, there will be no desire in regard to ourseves.

In the absence of desire, there will be no sin; and if there is no sin,

there will be no body; and if there is no body, there will be no

misery at all. For the destruction of misery, Advaita is the

medicine. Advaita is that which accomplishes secondlessness.

Seeing all as Isvara is Advaita. Seeing what is real is AdvaJta.

It is this that is taught in the books mentioned above.

Many objecfions are raised against this position. Some of them
are logical; the others are unreasonable. The sacred texts reply
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to those objections. They outline the disciplines that lead to Advaita.

The manuals written by the Acharya impart the same teaching.

We go to sleep. From sleep we wake up. Sometimes we
sleep well Sometimes we experience dreams. The waking
state is jagradravasthn. Experiencing dreams is svapm-
avasthti. Deep sleep is sv^hupti-avastM. Thus there are

three states of experiences. Our waking is for doing work.

Deep sleep is for getting rid of tiredness that results from
work. These two seem to be enough! Why should there be dream-
experience? I reflected on this. Isvara is everywhere. He is the

non-dual Brahmam. All is of the nature of Atman. In order to

prove this truth, it appears, He has projected the dream-world as

an example. There is no other purpose. The apparent plurality

of the empirical world is similar to that of dreams. In dream there

occur multifarious difficulties and pleasures. But at the termination

of the dream there is nothing left. Even the body which appeared

when the dream was experienced is not there. Only he who realizes

that such dream was seen is left' as the residue. All else that appear-

ed to exist in dream disappears. When we wake up from this

empirical world which is a dream, only consciousness will remain.

That is the true reality. It is that which is called Advaita. We
are all Advaitins; we are in Dvaita-experience. But, those of

us who have faith in Advaita see the Dvaita-dream in the

empirical state. In this dream, we go through disease and misery.

But we are those who believe that there will be a state in which

there will be no disease. By what is Dvaita made known? It

is given, in immediate* experience, now, through the sense of sight,

etc. Advaita is made known only by Vedanta. Advaita is that

which is made known by the sacred texts; Dvaita is that which

is evidenced by the sense of sight, etc. Science tells us that the

sun is very big; but our eyes tell us that the sun's diameter is just

a span in length. With the palm the sun could be covered. There-

fore, the sun appears small. But, what is the truth? If what we

see is alone true, there is no need for the texts. It is only what

we do not know that should be revealed by the sacred texts.

Li the Upanishads, at certain places, Dvaita is .mentioned;

at some other places, Advaita. In what context is Advaita men-

tioned? It is mentioned in the context where the nature of supreme

Brahman is taught. In the MSjmftifcya Upantehad, for instance,
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when the significance of Pranava is taught, it is declared that all

is of the nature of Advaita, that Om is all; here the expression

'Advaita' occurs. The term 'Dvaita' occurs in an Upanishad. The

context there is this: "Remaining as different, how can one perceive

an object that is different? if all is of the nature of Atman, who
can experience what as different?" In this context occur the words

"Where, indeed, there is Dvaita (duality) as it were". The mean-

ing is: In the state where duality appears to be, there would be

that (differentiated) experience:

yatra hi dvaitam iva bhavati, taditarah itaram pasyati; yatra

tvasya sarvam atmaivabhut, tatkena kam pasyet.—Brthaddranyaka.

Where, however, all has become the Atman, there, it is declar-

ed, there is duality as it were. In the context of the expression

as it were (iva), duality is mentioned; and in the context of the

statement 'where, however, all has become the Atman', non-duality

is taught. There is also the word 'tu' (however) mentioned in the

context where Advaita is declared. If after a statement, the word
tu (however) or the word 'atha' (then) occurs, it means that

the final position is set forth thereafter. After the words 'yatra tu'

(where, however) , it is declared 'all has become the Atman'. Thus,

from the expression 'tu' (however) we have to understand the

conclusive truth that all is of the nature of Atman. The expression

'iva' (as it were) indicates appearence and not reality. The ex-

pression 'like him' means 'not he himself'. Hence, when it is said

'duality, as it were', it means that there is no duality—this 4s the

siddhmta. To our senses, duality is presented. That is mere

appearance. What is understood with the help of sacred texts is

Advaita. That alone is the siddhanta. That all is the Self (Atman)

alone is the truth.

Here, the expression 'Atman' occurs; should not the expression

be 'Paramatman' (supreme Self) ? Thus it may be asked. If there

is 'Paramatman', there would be 'alpatman' (little self) as different

from it. There is no Paramatman too. It is only in the state of

duality that there is the distinction of 'Paramatman' and 'jivatman'.

When the state of Advaita is realised, there is only the Self

(Atman).

The Brihadjarayyaka declares: dvi&yad-vai bhayam bhavati. It

is from duality that fear, misery, strifes, etc., arise. Only if there
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are two different entities, there would arise desire, fear, ,-ntsery,

etc.

If some one that is dear to us dies, there arises misery. If he
passes away before our eyes, we feel distressed. We think that

there would be no distress if we pass away. If we pass away, there

would be no misery for us. Therefore, if all are ourselves, then

there will be no misery whatsoever. When there occurs misery,

there is the thought of difference. What is it that occasions desire?

It is only when there is consciousness of duality that there arise

desire and misery. If the other becomes us, then there is no misery

at all. How to effect this identity? -If all become the Paramatman,

there would be the one Self alone.

Hence, Vedanta declares: There need not be duality; non-

duality alone is the truth. This truth our Acharya has expounded,

as a glowing lamp, and has asked us not to forget. His commentary

is called 'bMshya-dlpa'. Simply because the expression 'Dvaita'

occurs in Vedanta, people begin to say 'Dvaita', 'Dvaita'. They do

not inquire as to where, what for, and before which concluding

statement, the expression occurs. This is like the conclusion that

there was the prevalence of drinking toddy among the Vedic circ-

les, which some scholars arrive at, on the ground of the Vedic

statement, 'Do not drink toddy'.

We are now in the state of dream. If we wake up from this

state*, that is the state of Advaita. If this siddhdnta is retained in

memory, at least gne in a hundred-thousand will endeavour to

attain that state. It is with this end in view that the great precep-

tors have written their works. It is not enough if we know that

there is the Ganga at KsM; we must buy the necessary ticket,

travel by the appropriate train, cross the railway junctions en

route, and without oversleeping arrive at Kasi and actually bathe

in the Ganga.

The Veda declares that Advaita-experience is that whence

words, speech and mind return, not being able to reach it:

yato vacho niwrtante aprapya

manasd saha. (Taittirlyopanishad) .

If it cannot be thought by the mind, how to know it? What is

the meaning of this Vedic declaration? What is the meaning of the

*2
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statement ^aff the Itatus of the Self cannot be thought by the

minctrif'ft be that.lne supreme Self could be known, it would

become ari object of jaiowledge. The knower would then be diffe-

rent. 6a. 'the Kenopknishad, it is said: "He by whom it is not

ea^tpnJlWlfedJi $f hjtJI it is contemplated. He by whom it is con-

hjjiwh'rtlfft'liliiiii it not".

yasymnatam tasya mataa..

yasya na veda safy.

What is the meaning of the statement that the Self is not known?
The meaning is that it is not an object of knowledge. There is

no meaning m bringing in another lamp to show a lamp. It is

only for illuminating what is non-luminous that a lamp is required.

To see a lamp nothing else is needed. Consciousness is self-

luminous. Isvara is the nature of that very consciousness. In

many places in the Tamil hymns, such as Tevaram, Tiruv&chakam,

and the songs of Tayumanavar, it is declared that Isvara is 'consci-

ousness alone', that He is 'of the form of consciousness'.

By the mind, the Self is not thought; the mind thinks by it.

All that the mind thinks is false; that by which it thinks is true.

yau-mawasa na manute, yevjahur-mano matam
(Kerwpanishad)

.

All that is seen in dream is false. The seeing consciousness

alone is real. It is this self that appeared in dream as all the

objects seen. When the dream terminates, it will be realised

that the one (consciousness) alone remains. If there be one that

speaks and one that knows, they would be different. If there

is no difference, there will be neither speech nor knowing. It is

this non-duality that is declared in the Upanishads; and in the

aforesaid sacred texts.

On the tree that is the Veda, there are the flowers, the Upa-
nishads. The Brdhma-sutra serves as the thread which helps in

making a garland out of them, fit to be worn round the neck:

veMnlmMkya^kusuma^grathamHhatvat sutrSsmm.

If the maker of the thread (sutra) was Vyasa, the one who
made the garland was the Acharya. Those who wear the garland

are we. That garland should adorn our neck.
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What we have conclusively understood, is this: "The truth

is only one ; all is of the nature of Isvara". ' On account of past

impressions, things appear as different. But all must be made
into one. Even what is referred to as 'we' must be dissolved.

For that, the appropriate sacred texts should be studied. The
means to this are the Veda, the Smritis, the "Puranas, the sight of

temples, piija, etc. We sacrifice so much for the sake of the

objects of the world. We can do anything for gaining the bliss

that is stable. The royal sage Janaka said: "I have given away
the entire Videha kingdom; I have given away myself too".

videhan dad&mi rnJSm ch&pi saha dasyaya.

To reach this state, the easy path is meditation on Sri

Chandramaulisvara. Thus Appayya Dikshita has said. FoBowfosf

this way, all should gain Advaita-siddhi.

hvaranugrahad-eva pumsam advaitowsawi,

mahadhhayaparitram/a dvitrdnam upajayate.

2. On the Significance of Sankara Jayanti*

Today is Sri Sankara-Jayanti. It was by the avatara of

Sri Sankara that the Vedas, the Smritis, etc., were resuscitated.

It is by their resuscitation alone that the observances connected

with auspicious days such as Rama-navamI, Nrisimha-jayantl,

Krishna-javantI, Uttarayana-sankranti, Siva-ratri, etc., have been

revived. The Jayanti of Sri Sankara is the Jayanti that has im-

parted to all Javantis their character as Javantis. On the fifth

dav of the bright-half of the month of Vaisakha falls Sri Sankara

Jayanti. Like the pure white iasmine (vfiisanlfr, madhavT) creeper,

that causes delight, let this fifth day of the bright-half month in

the spring season (vasanfi, madhaw) embellish and delight our

intelligence.

Who is Sankara? Sankara is the one who brings delight to

the world. He alone is Siva. Siva is the giver of auspiciousness.

(Safikara Jayanti Message in Samskrit, Translated into English—Editor.
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Totakacharya says in his octad of verses in the totaka metre

ifeus:

hhava eva bhavaniti me nitar&m

samajdyata chetasi kautukita,,

gurupungava pungava-ketana te

samat&mayatam na hi ko'pi mdti

"Knowing that Thou art the Lord Siva, there arises supreme

Miss in my heart; the Best of teachers! The One whose banner

is the bull-sign (iSiva) ! None of the wise ones is equal to Thee!"

And, Padmapadacharya says in the Panchapadika:

nawamy-abhogi^arivara-sawpadam

vim-vinayakam apurva-sankaram

"I bow to the unique Sankara whose wealth is the entourage

of ascetics, (who has no serpents adorning him), and -who has

vanquished opposition by the Bauddhas and Jainas* (who is not

accompanied by Ganesa)."

And, it has been said by a well-instructed one of old:

"I bow to Bhagavatpada Sankara who is the repository of

Sruti, Smritis and Puranas, the abode of grace, and the bestower

of auspiciousness on the world."

What is ism (auspiciousness)? Harminess is bliss. The Bri-

haMramiakopanishad says, it is love. Where that auspiciousness,

love, or bliss exists, the world mostly does not know. Therefore

it suffers. He who is always of the nature of auspiciousness, the

Bhagavatnada, seeing the world which suffers, became filled with

grace. He became the abode of grace so that the world mav expe-

rience the hapniness of the impartite Self-experience. What is

that happiness? Tt was on account of that experience that gankara

was far removed from miserv. j§ankara sneaks: "For all. the Self

alone is happiness: the Self alone i«s all: the Self itself is Brahman:
f»nd Brahman it«elf is all this. All is the effect of Brahman; and
rti* cau<?e itself is the effect. From the cause, the effect is non-

different. All is, verily, auspiciousness. Let auspiciousness be

'Vinayaka' is an appellation of the Buddha and the Jina.
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oerienced in all beings. Let the Self which is auspiciousness
experienced."

A son becomes dear to the worldly people. Why? Because he
one's son. Wealth becomes dear to the worldly people, because
is one's wealth. A wife becomes dear to the worldly people,

;ause she is one's wife. Com and land become dear to the

rldly people, because they are one's corn and land.

If the same corn and land have been sold to one other than

s's self, say Yajnadatta, then they are not considered to be dear,

id, thus in the world, since all that is external becomes dear
nause it is related to one's self, the self is the dearest; and
ce that itself is Brahman, that alone is the supreme bliss. Thus
akara said in his commentary on the topic dealing with the

If as love.

That the supreme Self is one is Sankara's view. That,

is the supreme Self is gankara's view. That all is one

»ne is sSankara's view. That all is Brahman is the view of

ripture. The view of Scripture is, verily, the view of Sankara.

cause all is Brahman, there is nothing whatever that is different

mi Brahman; this is Sankara's view. The universe alone is real,

ire is no Brahman; this is the Charvaka view. THe universe

d Brahman are both of them real: this is the dualistic view of

i Naiyayikas and others. The universe and Brahman are both

them non-existent: this is the Bauddha view. Brahman alone

reaj, the universe as different from Brahman is non-existent:

s is Sankara's view.

On*the rise of Suddhism, the views that were in vogue pre-

msly did not get exterminated. On the rise of the Charvaka

100I, the views that differed from it did not get obliterated. But,

the rise of Sankara's view, all the previous schools lost their

illiance, even as the planets that shine by night are shorn of

sir luminosity at sun-rise.

When the impartite light shines, need it be said that the

lited luminaries get overpowered? In the supreme non-dual

If, the one impartite essence, which is like the ocean, all paths,

:. devotion, meditation, ethical culture, and mutually incomua-

le tantrika-sadkaTias, stressing Vaidika^achara or Yoga-samadhi,

come one, even like the great rivers which flow towards the

st, South, West or North become one when they join the sea.
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Therein alone all of them find auspiciousness. The following

statement of an ancient sage bears this out:

mwbhashy&dritd sa sagunapkdhgatih vaidhavidyaviseshaik,

tattad-desapti-ramyd sarid-dva sakaM yatra yaty^msar-bhu/yam,

tasminrir&nand(mndha,u atimdhati phale bhava-visranti-mudra

SastrasyodgMpM yaih pranamata hridi tan nityam dcharya-

padan,

"The relative path of gaining the fruit of contacting Godhead

endowed with attributes (sagwna) by guiding the souls to the res-

pective celestial regions is revealed by the different Upanishadic

updsands (meditations) and expounded by the various BhSshyas.

But, like a river which flows into the ocean and becomes a part of

it, that path finds its end in the ocean of Ananda, the final human
goal, the quiescence of transmigration, which is the revelation of

Scripture as explained clearly by the Acharya-pada. Adore him in

the heart!"

The "Acharya-pada" is Sri Sankara-bhagavatpada.

The conclusive view of Bhagavatpada, as of all the preceptors

of the Vedic tradition, is that the dharma as taught in the Veda
should be practised by the humans according to their respective

vofna and ferama. And, this var^rama-dharma is prescribed by
Scripture, not merely for the sake of the preservation of the human
society from the economic standpoint through the people helping

one another as helpers and the helped, but as the means to moksha
for each individual soul; this dharma is prescribed prominently

in Sruti and Smritis for the sake of purifying the mind bv generat-

ing virtues like peace, self-control, discrimination, and disnassron,

which cannot be acquired bv any other means by those who seek

thorn. This has been tausht directly by Sri Sankara-bhagavatpada

in his work, Aparokshanubhuti:

sva^varnMrama-dharmena tapasa hari-toshanat,

mdhanam prabhavet pums&m vairagyadi-chatushtayam.

"By (following) one's own varnasrama-dharma, bv austerity, and

by pleasing Hari, the four-fold means consisting of dispassion, etc.,

is generated for human beings."

This teaching of !§ri Sankara follows clearly the Bhagavad-gtta:

ta^ndc-chhastram pramanam te k&ryah^rya'Vyavast'hitau.
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''Therefore, scripture i& the authority tor you in the matter

of what ought to be done and what ought not to be done."

In this passage of the Glta, the word 'therefore' refers to some

cause for Scripture being the authority for what ought to be done

and what ought not to be done. What is that cause?

The cause has been explained in the previous verses:

trividham narakasyedam dv&rarii n&sanam atmanaii

kamah krodhas-tatha lobhah tasnvad-etat-trayam tyajet.

etair-vimuktah kaunieya tarrw-dwrais-tribhir-naraJi

acharaty-^tmanah sreyas-tato yati param gatim.

yah Mstm-vidhim utsrijya vartate kamakaratah,

na sa siddhim av&pnoti na sukharh na param gatim.

"Triple is the door to this hell leading to self-destruction— desire,

anger, and greed. Therefore, these three should be rejected.

Freed from these three doors to darkness, O Arjuna, man follows

what is his good, and thereby attains the supreme goal. He who,

transgressing the injunctions of Scripture, acts being impelled by

desire, attains neither perfection, nor happiness, nor the supreme

goal. Therefore, Scripture is the authority for you in the matter

of what ought to be done and what ought not to be done. Knowing
thus, you ought to perform here only such action as is ordained

by Scripture."

Thus the Acharya transforms even the layman into the supreme

Self tnrough the teaching of the Bhashyas gradually. Beginning

with thje statement *Let the Veda be studied everyday" (vedo

nityam adMyaWm), he concludes his teaching with the statement

"Let one remain as the supreme Brahman-Self" (brahmatmana

sthiyaMm). The fruit of Veda is the performance of actions

taught therein. The performance of actions ought to be done in

a spirit of dedication to God, and not for the sake of any other

fruit. The performance of (one's) action is itself the worship of

God. It has been stated by one who knows the tradition: "It is

by God's grace alone that there is for men an mclination towards

Advaita". It is by God's grace that the mind becomes pure. Let

the one who is endowed with purity of mind approach a

teacher who is a knower of Brahman. Let him offer worship to

the teacher's p&duka. Let him listen to the meaning of the Upa-

nishads. Let him pray for instruction. Let him renounce every
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desire. Let him seek the company of the good. Let 1-nm

partake of food got by alms, merely as medicine for the disease

called hunger. Let him not ask for delicious food. Let him be

satisfied with whatever destiny brings. Let him practise samudhi.

Let him remain as the supreme Brahman-self. This is the gist

of Sri Sankara's teachings.

Thus the Parivrap (wandering monk), who expounds the

hidden meaning of the Upanishads in the words of his commen-
taries which are clear and deep, wanders about. He wanders

everywhere from the Setu to the Himalayas. He visits the holy

rivers. He goes to the pilgrim-places. He tours the villages. He
goes to the towns. He visits the temples. In those places, he

augments the Presence Divine through such means as mantras

and yantras. There is almost no holy place in India whose great-

ness has not been strengthened by Sankara's visit. Even to this

day people in the different parts of the country say: "This temple

in our territory has been purified by the splendour of the mantra

uttered by &ri &ankaracharya; and has been rendered great by

the installation of yantras" In the entire area where the Veda
has spread — Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Andhra, Dravida, Kerala,

Karnataka,,, Maharashtra* Saurash1!ra> Malava, Gurjara, Sindhu,

Gandhara, Kuru, Panchala, Kasmira, Nepala, Maithila, Kanya-

kubja, Magadha, Klmarupa, Kamboja, etc. — there is no place

where the Bhashya of S§rl 6ankaracharya was not known to the

seekers of release. Even now it is so in every place where the

Veda is in vogue.

It is true that the growth of modern science is considered to

be a great danger to the world because it has promoted the pro-

duction of nuclear weapons which can cause the total destruction

of living beings. Yet, from another standpoint, when one reflects

carefully and thoroughly, one will be able to approve of the growth

of science as what can possibly lead to the supreme peace of all

beings. Till about fifty years ago, the eminent scientists were

intent on establishing through enumerating the elements that those

elements were absolutely distinct from one another. But now
the scientists deny any distinction among the visible and invisible

modes of matter, and proclaim that all matter is a transformation

of one energy. Thus, gradually, the modern scientists reject diffe-

rence and exhibit non-difference. This will be evident to all

thinkers.
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The foremost among the scientists, Einstein, Sir James Jeans,

and others, come very close to the Advaita-siddhSnta of the TJpa-

nishads as taught by Bhagavatpida, by offering proofs for the rela-

tivity of the obiective world and its dependent reality. The scien-

tific research of the present age is thus getting into the proximity

of Sankara's siddhanta, as it rejects the host of differences. Hence,

it is clear that modern science has opened a way to universal peace.

When the non-perception of difference has been established

through higher research, then those popular leaders and adminis-

trators who are the wise ones, the heroes, the thinkers, who are

rid of such differences as one's own and others', and who expe-

rience the non-difference from even the people of the enemy-

country, and regard the suffering of those peoole as their own,

will become the central pillars of lasting world-peace. On this

sacred day of 'Sankara Jayanti, let the thinkers and the wise ones,

according to their abilities, begin to spread, with enthusiasm,

everywhere in the world, the conclusive view of non-difference,

endorsed by the modern scientific researchers, proclaimed bv the

beginningless Upanishads and rendered radiant by Sri gankara-

bhagavatnSda. May the malady of lack of peace which is a univer-

sal affliction be removed through the life-giving ambrosia of the

experience of non-difference, i.e. Advaita.
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